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FOREWORD
It is my pleasure to acknowledge the World Meteorological Organization, the Association of American
Geographers, the American Water Resources Association and the Joint Oceanographies Institutions along
with the American Meteorological Society as cosponsors of the Tenth Annual International Conference on
Interactive Information and Processing Systems for Meteorology, Oceanography and Hydrology (llPS). As
before, we thank them for their continued support. Next year, the llPS Conference will be held in
conjunction with the Annual Meeting of the American Meteorological Society at the Loews Anatole Hotel
in Dallas, Texas, January 15-20, 1995.
We have a significant increase in the number of papers this year, and we have expanded our workshop
format with two workshops for this year. The first deals with the various U. S. National Systems, and the
second with the National Weather Service Modernization Program. We have expanded our session on
"llPS in Europe" which we started last year, and now have papers from several European countries. For
the first time, we have a joint session with the AMS Conference on Education, "New Technologies for the
Classroom". This joint session recognizes the significant exhibition in conjunction with this conference with
more than 100 exhibitors presenting their products and services related to meteorology, oceanography, and
hydrology.
In keeping with the information systems on technology aspect of our conference, our luncheon speaker will
be Mr. Robert Ewald, Executive Vice President of Cray Research, Inc. He will be speaking on "The Future
of the Galaxy's Fastest Computer."
I would also like to call your attention to the panel discussion, "Current Status and Plans for NOAA's
Geostationary and Polar Satellite Program," which has been scheduled for Tuesday evening, January 25th
at 7:30 p.m. This topic is obviously of special interest to llPS Conference attendees. We will also have
an electronic poster session at this year's conference which has been scheduled for Wednesday afternoon,
January 26th. Please see the conference schedule for further details.
I wish to acknowledge the continuing support of the members of the organizing committee. The success
of this conference over the years is due, in large part, to their efforts. I would also like to thank the
presenters, exhibitors, the AMS Executive Committee and Council, and especially to the staff of the
American Meteorological Society for high quality support. The llPS Conference has become the world's
premier conference on the use to interactive information technology in meteorology, oceanography, and
hydrology. The vitality of the field is growing as shown by the significant growth in conference participation
from academia, government, and industry. I feel confident that we can look forward to continuing success
with this conference during the coming years.
Robert F. Brammer
Conference Chairperson
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1A.3
KHOROS 2.0: A CHANGE IN THE BASIC PARADIGM BETWEEN USERS AND DATA,
ANALYSIS AND VISUALIZATION
John J. Bates
NOAA/ERL Climate Diagnostics Center, Boulder, CO
Cathy E. Cormack and Wendy W. Sullivan
Cooperative Institute for Research in the Environmental Sciences, Boulder, CO
John Rasure and Donna Koechner
The Khoros Group, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM

1. INTRODUCTION
Although computer hardware trends have made it
easier for scientists to afford JX>Werful UNIX and Xbased computer systems, communication between
data, analysis, and visualization applications
continues to be a problem. This is because the
increased hardware capabilities require more
complex software, but software development has
lagged and thus does not fully use these new
hardware resources. We believe that the software
infrastructure provided by Khoros 2.0 and the HDFnetCDF software packages will permit scientific
work groups to take best advantage of the
continuing hardware revolution.
The use of visualization in meteorology has a very
long history beginning with the first attempts to
draw and classify cloud systems. The modem era
began in the 1960's with the launch and orbiting of
both geostationary and polar-orbiting
meteorological satellites. A frequent use of this
data was nephanalysis; the subjective hand analysis
of cloud systems based on grey tone, texture and
evolution. The next logical step was the
quantitative analysis of satellite data, in particular
the tracking of the relative motion of cloud systems
in sequential images from the geostationary
satellites. Early attempts to retrieve the vertical
temperature and moisture structure of the
atmosphere were also proving successful.
Computer hardware was barely able to keep up with
the streams of satellite data and simple retrieval
algorithms were required to process the data.
Climatological analysis of the data was prohibitive
in terms of data to be processed with the hardware
available. By the late 1980's, however, the
situation was rapidly changing. The emergence of
low cost UNIX andX-based computer systems
made it possible for many geophysical scientists to
perform their own scientific visualization and
analysis on large data sets. While this has made it
easier for an individual scientist to do work, it has

not resulted in a great advancement in the
productivity of science work groups or in
interdisciplinary studies. We believe that the
software infrastructure provided by Khoros 2.0 and
common data formats will supply the foundation
for increased productivity by the entire scientific
work group.

2. OVERVIEW OF KHOROS 2.0
Khoros 2.0 is a software development environment
for data processing, graphics, and visualization. It
is a major re-working of the Khoros 1.0
infrastructure to better address the needs of
interactive software development, the processing of
huge data sets, and distributed computing. We
believe that Khoros offers much more than a
scientific visualization program because it
facilitates the process of scientific analysis not only
for the scientist, but also for the scientific support
staff, including programmers and system
administrators.
The need for a software integration and development
environment that emphasizes information
processing and data visualization is evident from
the explosion of commercial application
development systems. The basic premise of these
systems is that a casual user should be able to
develop high-quality, domain specific programs
with the help of powerful operating systems,
advanced languages, and windowing systems.
Although this concept is simple, an elegant and
JX>werful implementation of such a system does not
yet exist. The goal of the Khoros project is to
research and develop such a system.
The fundamental challenge in developing a
complete application development system is to
create a very broad technology base while at the
same time hiding its inherent complexity. Major
improvements in software technology are being
held back due to the instability of the
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underlying layers. Which operating system should
be used? Which windowing system should be used?
Which standards should be followed? The
application development system, or software
platform, should provide a layer of abstraction
above current operating and windowing systems,
that dramatically improves the productivity of the
software engineer.
A complete application development system
redefines the software engineering process to
include all members of the work group, from the
application user to the infrastructure programmer,
in the productive creation of software. The Khoros
project will accomplish this by providing a broad
set of programmer services that can be used as a
source of reusable code for visual program
development.
Khoros 2.0 will support four different levels of user.
interaction or programming, as depicted in Figure
1. These interacting levels, or systems, of Khoros
2.0 will meet the software development needs of a
corporate work group or a collalx>rative scientific
effort such as the one described above.
The following levels of interaction or programming
will be available to a Khoros 2.0 user. An
individual will often cross the user levels depending
on their experience and the project's needs.
An application user, see Figure 1, is
Level 1.
a person performing production work utilizing one
of the Khoros interactive, stand-alone, information
processing and data visualization applications such
as editimage (image display and manipulation), or
xprism3 (three-dimensional graphics and data
manipulation). Alternatively, the same person
might use a custom application developed by a
coworker who is programming at one of the three
interaction levels described below.

Level 2.
Stand-alone applications are often
limited in generality because of the required trade
off made to deliver ease-of-use. Visual
programming supports the interactive development
of complex applications by allowing data operators
and visualization operators to be combined into a
new application. Data operators are non-interactive
programs for data manipulation, image processing,
geometry visualization, and signal processing.
Visualization operators are interactive programs for
plotting, rendering, and displaying data. Both kinds
of operators are available in the visual
programming language. Since there are hundreds of
operators to choose from, they are grouped together
by function into toolboxes. The visual programmer
accesses the operators from the toolboxes via
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menus and icons and then uses them to draw, or
program, an application at a very abstract level.
Level 3.
The visual programming system is
only as strong as the operators or programs that are
provided with the toolboxes, so, as a result, there is
a need to either integrate existing software into
Khoros or to extend the capabilities of Khoros by
developing new software. The Khoros software
development system will support the
creation of a new toolbox by providing graphical
user interface design tools, code generators,
documentation support, and tools for source
configuration and management. These computer
aided software engineering (CASE) tools act as the
programmer's assistant. The toolbox programmer
also uses level 4 as a source of reusable code for the
development of custom software.
Level 4.
The Khoros programmer services
system, level 4, will provide high level
programming libraries that overlay UNIX and the X
Window System (Xl 1R4 and Xl 1R5). These same
libraries form the infrastructure of the Khoros
system; they are designed to provide a broad-based
software development technology for the toolbox
programmer. Some of the services that will be
provided include distributed computing, data
management and storage, GUI manipulation and
design, and image and graphics visualization.
The programmer services system is provided in
source form so that it can be extended by a Khoros
infrastructure programmer. The infrastructure
programmer extends the Khoros base technology by
adding layers, or by enhancing existing layers, to
provide the services required by a new application
domain.

3. INTEGRATION OF HDF-netCDF INTO
KHOROS 2.0 DATA SERVICES
Hierarchical Data Format (HDF) has been chosen
by the NASA Earth Observing System to be the
official standard for those data sets. HDF supports
several different data models including raster
images, scientific data sets (SDSs), and Vsets.
Conversion routines between HDF raster image and
Khoros Visualization and Image File Format
(VIFF) already exist. We are writing conversion
routines between the HDF SDS file format and
Khoros 2.0 data services.
The IIDF SDS model has recently undergone
extensive changes which are present in the HDF
3.3 beta release. These changes include: 1) a multifile SDS interface with no more implicit state

management, 2) support for netCDF 2.3.1, 3)
strides for reading and writing data, and 4) adding
the concept of an "unlimited dimension". These
changes mean that most of the important and
convenient features of netCDF have now been
integrated into HDF. This has important positive
impacts for the integration of HDF-netCDF into
Khoros 2.0 data services.
Khoros 2.0 data services will implement a powerful
and abstract data object, which will hide the details
of data file format, data storage, and data transport.
Furthermore, data services will provide the
mechanisms for network-wide processing of
extremely large data sets. The separation of the
algorithm from the data storage format through the
use of the data services Application Programming
Interface (API) will allow data services to present
data to the toolbox programmer in a flexible
manner independent of storage.
Data services is designed from a broad perspective
to encompass the processing of data common to
application domains including image processing,
signal processing, computer vision, neural
networks, numerical analysis, surface geometry,
volume visualization, and finite element analysis.
This is accomplished by providing a hierarchy of
data objects, where simpler application specific data
objects are all supported by an abstract data object.

4. CARTOGRAPHIC PROJECTION AND
GEOREFERENCED IMAGE W ARPINO
TOOLBOX

the user both from the mouse cursor and from the
pixel location information making it easy for a user
to identify the geographic location of interest.

5. HOW TO OBTAIN KHOROS AND HDFnetCDF
Both Khoros and HDF are available on Internet via
anonymous FTP. The Internet address for HDF is
ftp.ncsa.uiuc.edu. Look in the directory HDF for
the latest version of the library. Look at the top
level for various tools that work with HDF. The
Internet address for Khoros in the USA is
chama.eece.unm.edu. There are also numerous
foreign sites that have Khoros available.
For additional Khoros and HDF information, there
are Internet news groups available. These are
COMP.SOFT-SYS.KHOROS for Khoros
information and COMP .SCI.FORMATS for
discussion on formats including HDF. These
groups are helpful in answering questions about the.
packages.

6. CONCLUSION
Geophysical scientists and their scientific work
groups are not taking advantage of the continuing
UNIX and X-based hardware revolution because of
the lack of a common infrastructure. This results
in duplication, fragmentation, and 'reinventing the
wheel'. We have adopted the Khoros infrastructure
and combined it with HDF to provide a powerful
system for integrating data, analysis and
visualization.

For many applications in image information
extraction, it is important to resample or warp an
image of the Earth or a particular region to a
standard map projection. The standard map
projection software provided by the U.S.
Geological Survey will be incorporated into
Khoros 2.0. This program is a standard UNIX
filter function that converts geographic longitude
and latitude into Cartesian coordinates for
approximately 70 cartographic projection functions.
For many of the projection functions the inverse
conversion can also be performed.
Once a projection for a given region has been
selected, the image data must be warped to that
projection. The existing Khoros function
warpimage will be improved and modified to work
interactively with the USGS cartographic software
so that images can be efficiently warped to the
desired projection. In addition, this toolbox will
allow the user to overlay latitude, longitude, and
coastline information on the image. Interactive
inverse transform information will be available to
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1A.4

THE GLOBAL GROUND-TRUTH MONITORING SYSTEM
Torn Van Sant
The GeoSphere Project
Santa Monica, CA 90402
Ron Gird
National Weather Service
Washington, D.C. 20910

1.0

INTRODUCTION

The
Global
Ground-Truth
Monitoring System is a system which
will utilize the young people and
schools of the world in the creation
of an Earth baseline before the end
of the 20th Century. All the pieces
are now in place for the complete
network; data acquisition, satellite
transmission,
polling,
collating,
visualization,
management
and
dissemination.
The
system
is
designed for self reliance and longterrn service to the widest spectrum
of beneficiaries in Earth sciences,
resource management,
and policyrnaking. The program is also designed
for delivering maximum educational
benefit to the participating schools
and for providing an instrument of
contribution,
inspiration
and
empowerment for young people of our
country and from around the world.
2.0

ACQUISITION

The
GeoSphere
Project
has
accumulated the databases of U.S.
Federal Agencies, United Nations,
World Bank, and many other sources.
These constitute data foundation of
the Global Visual Library.

The
Global
Ground-Truth
Monitoring System will provide the
steady
flow
of
ground
data
to
support, enhance, confirm and add to
remotely sensed data.
The program
would begin with American schools and
expand to world-wide coverage of a
range of indices such as daily
temperatures, barometric pressures,
soil salinity, bacterial count in
surface
water,
accessibility
of
education
and
health
services,
disaster preparedness, etc.
This
initiative is supported by educators,
researchers and policy makers.

3.0

TRANSMISSION

The
feasibility
of
using
current and future global satellite
communication networks to support
this effort is in progress. Ongoing
evaluations are determining whether
they can provide data transmission at
minimum burden to commercial systems.
Conventional surface transmission,
computer networks, and transmission
systems under development will also
play significant roles in data and
product delivery.
4.0

POLLING

The
National
Center
for
Supercomputing Applications (NCSA)
has generously agreed to provide the
reception, polling, collating, and
visualization
support
for
the
program. The extensive resources and
expertise
of
this
institution
identify
them
as
the
perfect
participant to guide this portion of
the effort.
5.0

ACCESS AND MANAGEMENT

The GeoSphere
Project will
provide the conversion of information
to the Global Visual Library.
This
inter-active
multi-media
library
provides user-friendly, single source
access to all data.
It delivers the
management, text and visualization
capabilities
of
computers
and
provides the support of video, f ilrn,
narration, and music associated with
television. Interface through icons
rather than words provide access by
users independent of age, language,
or level of literacy.
The library
will be available on all formats, all
computer
platforms,
inter-active
television, and the range of nontechnical formats.
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Large
database
management
design will be provided by the
University
of
California,
Santa
Barbara,
National
Center
for
Geographic Information and Analysis.
Educational
policy,
curriculum
integration, and evaluation will be
provided
by
the
University
of
California,
Irvine Department of
Education, and Education and Training
for Tomorrow Inc.
6.0

DISSEMINATION

A
growing
consortium
of
education providers including Power
in Education, Whittle Communication
Channel 1, Association of Children's
Museums, The Earth Situation Room
Network, are reviewing dissemination
methods.

The
Global
Ground-Truth
Monitoring System will serve earth
science,
health,
disaster
preparedness and other programs.
7.0

SUMMARY

The
first
tests
could
be
conducted in U.S. schools through
satellites launched in as early as 18
months.
The global system could be
operational in 48 months.
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1A.5

AN INTERACTIVE DOPPLER RADAR AND
WEATHER DETECTION ALGORITHM DISPLAY SYSTEM
Sarah S. Sanger
NOAA, Environmental Research Laboratories
National Severe Storms Laboratory
1313 Halley Circle, Norman, OK 73069

1.

INTRODUCTION

The National Severe Storms Laboratory has
developed an interactive Doppler radar and weather
detection algorithm display system to meet a wide
range of display and analysis needs. The Radar and
Algorithm Display System (RADS) is being
developed as a prototype for future NWS displays that
will allow meteorologists, whose job is to warn of
severe weather, to quickly and efficiently access
information that is important to make warning
decisions. In addition, RADS is useful as a post
analysis tool, allowing the user to examine Doppler
radar data in detail, along with algorithm output.
Using RADS, one can display images of
Doppler radar data, including radial velocity,
reflectivity, spectrum width and composite reflectivity
(the maximum in a vertical column mapped to one
plane). It also displays information below the image
which includes the date and time of the radar image,
the radar and site names, the mode (PPI vs RHI),
elevation angle, and Nyquist velocity. Also, if a point
is clicked on with the mouse, the azimuth, range,
height and value of that point are displayed below the
image. Clicking on a point can also display the
numeric value of the point and points around it. The
image can be zoomed by clicking on the point that
the zoomed image will be centered on. Currently,
RADS ingests Doppler radar data in both Universal
Format and WSR-88D Archive II format.

2.

These severe weather detection algorithms produce a
large amount of information. However, RADS allows
meteorologists easy access to the information
necessary to make warning decisions using innovative
display and interactive capabilities.
These algorithm's output can be seen in a
variety of ways in RADS. As a single indicator of a
severe weather event detected, icons can be displayed
overlayed on the image. In addition to algorithm
overlays, lightning detections from the National
Lightning Detection Network (Figure 1), surface
instrument data (surface measured winds and
temperatures), and profiler data (measures winds up to
a few miles above the ground) can be displayed as
overlays. Range rings and various maps can also be
overlayed on the image.
More detailed output from the algorithms can
also be displayed in tabular form. The table provides
numerical and detection information from the
algorithms for up to the top 20 most severe storms
within radar range, in order of severity of the storms.
Some very important parameters that indicate the
potential severity of storms are displayed in the table,
e.g. whether a mesocyclone is detected, maximum
reflectivity, and height of the maximum reflectivity.
These parameters are color-coded by their potential to
produce severe weather. Values that are color coded
red suggest severe weather may be occurring, yellow
suggests the potential exists, and green indicates a
lesser threat.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The National Severe Storms Laboratory has
developed enhanced versions of the most important
severe weather detection algorithms (Storm Cell
Identification and Tracking Algorithm, Hail Detection
Algorithm, Mesocyclone Detection Algorithm,
Tornado Detection Algorithm) that are intended to
replace the present versions on the NEXRAD system.

By clicking on a storm cell, mesocyclone or
tornado, a trend window can be displayed for that
storm, mesocyclone or tornado. The trend will allow
the meteorologist to examine the growth/decay of a
storm, etc. for up to the past hour, and see the
predicted trend for the next 10 - 30 minutes (as the
prediction function of the algorithms are developed).
On some of the trends, there is a 'heads-up' line to
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Figure 1. WSR-88D data from St. Louis, MO with superimposed cloud to ground lightning strikes from 22:46
to 22:52 UTC. Dots are negative strikes, +'s positive strikes. Trends are for the far right cell.

give an indication of the potential severity of the
storm, mesocyclone or tornado. Trends of lightning
detections are also included for storms. Figure I
shows trend boxes to the left of the image for
lightning strikes displayed on the radar data image.
The horizontal axis for the trends is time and the
vertical axis is the parameter values.

3.

NEW ENHANCED SEVERE WEATHER
DETECTION ALGORITHMS

3.1

Storm Cell Identification and Tracking
Algorithm

The Storm Cell Identification and Tracking
Algorithm (SCIT) (Witt and Johnson, 1993) identifies
the location of storms, tracks them over time and
forecasts their movement in the next 30 minutes. The
SCIT algorithm overlay shows the past track of
storms with white lines, and the forecasted movement
of these storms with pink lines displayed on top of
the radar image as in Figure 2.
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3.2

Hail Detection Algorithm

The Hail Detection Algorithm (Witt, 1990;
Witt, 1993) examines Doppler radar data to determine
the probability that a storm is producing hail. It also
determines the probability that the storm is producing
hail greater than 3/4" in diameter and estimates the
maximum size of hailstones associated with a storm.
Figure 2 shows the WSR-88D data from Melbourne,
Florida during the time of the hail storm that caused
$60 million dollars damage in the Orlando area. In
the table near the top of the display you can see that
by analyzing these data, the Hail Detection Algorithm
determined that there was a 100% probability that the
storm was producing hail (HAIL column in the table
in Figure 2) and producing severe hail (SVRH
column), and estimated the maximum size of the
hailstones to be greater than 3 inches (SIZE column,
in hundredths of an inch). In fact, hailstones the size
of baseballs were falling at the time these radar data
were collected.

3.4

Tornado Detection AI1:orithm

The Tornado Detection Algorithm (Vasiloff,
1991) examines Doppler velocity data to detect
signatures that indicate a tornado is present. The
algorithm requires that the signature of a tornado be
observed at 3 consecutive heights. When a tornado
detection is declared by the algorithm, an inverted red
triangle is displayed at the location of the detection
(not shown).

4.

CONCLUSION

The goal of developing RADS and the four
main severe weather detection algorithms is to
develop a decision support system for meteorologists
whose job is to warn of severe weather. RADS
allows meteorologists to quickly access the
information they need to make important warning
decisions in a timely manner. In addition to its realtime utility, RADS is also a post analysis tool for
perusing Doppler radar data and for examining the
output of algorithms.

Figure 2.
WSR-88D data from Melbourne,
Florida during the time of the hail storm that
caused $60 million dollars damage in the Orlando
area. See text for explanation of the parameters in
the table on top.

RADS is continuously being improved and
added to. For post analysis work, editing capabilities
are being added. The software for this system is
public domain and is being run on a variety of unix
workstations. It is written in C in an X window with
Motif environment. A subset of RADS will be
available through internet for perusal of WSR-88D
data.

5.

3.3

Mesocyclone Detection AI1:orithm

The Mesocyclone Detection Algorithm
(Vasiloff et al., 1993) analyzes Doppler radar data to
determine if a strong circulation is associated with a
storm. Once a strong circulation is detected, the
algorithm determines if it meets mesocyclone criteria.
Output from the MDA, in part, includes the strength
of rotation, its depth and its diameter. The display
shown in Figure 3 is of Doppler weather radar data
from the Twin Lakes, Oklahoma (KTLX, near
Oklahoma City) WSR-88D during the time that two
tornadoes occurred simultaneously. The Mesocyclone
Detection Algorithm detected the parent circulations
of both of these storms, which are indicated by the
yellow circles (grey circles in Figure 2).
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Figure 3. Doppler weather radar data from the Twin Lakes, Oklahoma (near Oklahoma City) WSR-88D during
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1A.6

A GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE SYSTEM FOR REAL-1Th1E AND POST-PROCESSING DISPLAY AND ANALYSIS OF
AIRCRAFT MEASUREMENTS
Gary Horton
National Center for Atmospheric Research*
Boulder, Colorado

1.

INTRODUCTION

The Research Aviation Facility (RAF), within the
Atmospheric Technology Division (AID) at the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), in Boulder, Colorado,
operates three aircraft in support of observational research
studies of atmospheric chemistry, cloud physics, mesoscale
meteorology, boundary-layer dynamics, air-sea interactions,
oceanography, and other fields in the atmospheric sciences
(Johnson, 1989). Data tapes generated during flights are processed by RAF's Project and Data Support Group to produce a
standard output tape containing measured and derived variables (Miller, 1989).
RAF's fleet consists of a Beechcraft Super KingAir, a
Lockheed Electra, and a North American Rockwell Sabreliner
(RAF, 1992), each with differing payload, endurance, and
range capability. On the smaller aircraft, there is little elbow
room after instrumentation is installed; onboard any of the
planes, distractions of turbulence, roll and pitch maneuvers, as
well ~s the duration of research flights, conspire to create a
challenging operating environment. This context motivated
the design philosophy for an onboard display system: accommodate a wearied, distracted user in the middle of a bumpy
ride with as friendly a display tool as possible. As well, a large
number of researchers utilize NCAR aircraft each year, and
since time constraints restrict the luxury of extensive training,
the display system had to cater to diverse users with a wide
range of computer skills.
WINDS (WINdow Display System) is the software
system developed by the RAF to meet these needs. The system
handles real-time and post-processing mode display of aircraft
data, and employs a point-and-click graphical user interface
(GUI) with 16-color formatting to establish a friendly, intuitive environment for the user. WINDS enhances research missions with its flexibility and quick interactive response to
display variable change requests, aiding in-flight real-time
decisions. With the same GUI for post-processing mode, continuity is provided between flight research and ground analysis.
WINDS has been in operation on RAF's aircraft since

* NCAR is sponsored by the National Science Foundation.
Corresponding author address : Gary Horton , NCAR/RAF,
10800 W. 120th Ave., Broomfield CO 80021

November, 1989, and continues to evolve to meet user needs
(Griffith, 1991). This paper gives an overview of WINDS' use
at the RAF, the design philosophy used in its development, a
description of the interface and features supporting that philosophy, and how that interface addresses the needs of scientists
using real-time displays.
A demonstration of WINDS will be provided at the
electronic poster session during the conference.
2.

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

In general, the principles of simplicity, maximized user
feedback, consistency, and symmetry were applied as criteria
in GUI design, to fashion a flexible, quick-response system
with an easily learned user interface (UI).
Among other specifics, the in-flight environment mandated larger font sizes to compensate for viewing during turbulence. textual instead of graphical icons to minimize
ambiguity in determining function, and avoidance of multikey operations.
Another goal effectively attained is a keyboard-free
operational interface. Although the keyboard is required to
indicate certain user-customizations, these parameters are not
essential for effective utilization of the WINDS tool; in fact,
many WINDS sessions have been conducted solely with the
mouse input device. Keyboard interaction is necessary for
such things as explicit range settings and is convenient in providing shortcuts for experienced users, but use of the keyboard
during turbulence can be a frustrating adventure.
3.

SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

WINDS was developed under rigid time schedules to
meet project deadlines. Its original intent was as a real-time
tool for the onboard systems, with little or no consideration
given to post-flight analysis, distribution to outside clients, or
porting to other window systems, operating systems. or hardware platforms. Given WINDS' quick acceptance by in-house
staff and subsequent demand from outside researchers, these
additional domains are being retrofitted. Thanks to modular
software design, the retrofitting has proceeded relatively
smoothly; at the present, though, WINDS distributions are
prefaced with "pre-beta" qualifications.
WINDS' target hardware platform is Sun SPARC, currently running under SunOS 4.1 .2 (Unix) on Sun's OpenWin-
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dows V3 window system. WINDS has been implemented
using Sun's XView tool.kit, and as such is an Open Look application. WINDS has been demonstrated to run on Motif and
PC-XView X-servers, but thorough testing for behavior and
aesthetics (fonts, widget behavior, etc.) remains, to date,
incomplete on these systems.
WINDS requires shared memory and socket communication. The data stream, whether from a real-time data acquisition system or disk file, is stored in shared memory for quick
access; network socket communication enables multiple processes (i.e., display server, number crunching, print servers,
data transfer) to coordinate resources and user requests. A
minimum of 16 Mb of memory is recommended for reasonable performance. The WINDS binaries consume approximately 5 Mb of disk. At runtime, a typical large WINDS
process can consume 3-4 Mb of user memory, plus 1-2 Mb
additional space in system shared memory. The shared memory needs will vary according to number of variables in the
dataset and data history storage size.
Data formats supported include RAF's internal Aircraft
Data System (ADS - real-time mode) (Pelk, 1985) and Data
Analysis Package (DAP - post-processing mode) (Friesen,
1985) formats, and the publicly available Network Common
Data Format (netCDF - post-processing mode) (Rew and
Davis, 1990). RAF's internal formats are currently evolving to
provide higher data acquisition rates, more input channels, and
greater flexibility.
4.

DATA ACQUISITION AND RECORDING

Analog and digital inputs from RAF's standard array
of instrumentation are sampled and recorded by the ADS hardware, and installation of user-supplied instruments is available. The recording is on Exabyte 8 mm tape cartridges,
currently with 2.3 Gb capacities; two such drives are present
for redundancy. Sampling rates available are 1, 5, 50, and 250
samples per second. Up to 96 analog and 20 digital channels
can be sampled, plus blocks of data from various serial devices
such as navigation systems, Ophir radiometer, and Particle
Measuring Systems (PMS) ID(lD probes. The ADS hardware
is comprised of Motorola 68000 microprocessors on a VME
bus that interfaces to the instrumentation. The ADS hardware
and control processes are separated from the display system to
regulate network traffic and isolate the recording in the event
of display side failure, runaway processes, or I/O blocking.
5.

GENERAL FEATURES

WINDS can be run in single-user or multi-display network sessions on workstations and PC's running an X-server.
The onboard system provides multiple sessions executing on a
central host and distributing the displays (via X protocol) to
workstations elsewhere on the network. This architecture preserves memory, computing, and disk resources on the client
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workstations for use by other processes, e.g. in-flight modelling, spectral analysis, etc. As well, overall compute cycles
and network traffic are minimized since only one input process
(i.e .. the rather heavyweight task that converts ADS sampled
data into calibrated and derived numbers in shared memory)
needs to execute, and network broadcast of the data is unnecessary.
. The onboard display system is turn-key: minutes after
power on, the display computers have automatically booted,
logged in, brought up pre-configured WINDS displays, and
started data recording. Total network system shutdown, at
research flight completion, is accomplished through two clicks
- one for shutdown request and one for verification. This
streamlines the post-flight chores for researchers and flight
crew. WINDS provides a dialog box that links with the ADS to
set system time, set attributes for and enable/disable various
instruments, view a history of ADS messages and events, and
exercise direct control over the recording.
Display types include X-Y (i.e., a family of various xaxis vs. y-axis plots, composed of time series, general x-y,
skew-t/log-p, sounding, and track plot), fixed and scrolling
alphanumeric lists, Id-probe histograms, and 2d-pr-obe
images. Available operations vary between each of these contexts, but the user is guided by help icons and text-based buttons in determining the what and how of each display window
type. As many as four dependent vs. one independent variables can be plotted in a given setup window of the X-Y types
(exception is skew-t, with two dependent vs. one independent
variable only). In the alphanumeric display types, as many as
20 fixed and 24 list variables are allowed. Histograms from
five Id-probes or images from four 2d-probes can be displayed
per window.
The WINDS display comes in two sizes, the default
1136 x 880 ("Sun-size'') and a smaller 640 x 470 ("PC-size'');
the displays are not user-resizeable, nor (currently) switchable
between the two nominal sizes. Onboard, RAF uses 10" laptops and 16-19" display monitors.
The shared memory data store holds, by default, 900
time slices, defaulted to a data update rate of one per second.
Thus the default data store is 15 minutes; with lowered resolution, a slower data update rate can be selected to effectively
increase the width of displayed time frames (in post-processing mode only). There is no internal software limit to number
of variables per dataset; kernel modifications to shared memory block size are needed, however, to accommodate the full
900 time slices in "large" datasets. The number of stored time
slices is user-adjustable as well, within the limits, again, of
kernel configuration.

=-5=.l----=U-=s=er--=l,_,_n.J!Ut D~'i_ice
Early proposals for input device included the standard
mouse, a touch screen, voice-activated response, and a track
ball. The standard mouse was ruled out in consideration of in-

flight bounce displacing the cursor and onboard space limitations on secure and accessible placement of the pad (on
ground installations, the standard 3-key mouse has been used
without problem). Turbulence considerations also disqualified
the touch screen interface: it wasn 't difficult to imagine one's
finger inadvertently bouncing to enlist an unintended operation. Voice controlled systems, at design specification time,
were not considered solid, or. for that matter, available.
Finally, a four-key track ball was chosen as the preferred
onboard input device. Within this document. its keys are
referred to as LEFf, MIDDLE, RIGHT, and DRAG, going
from left to right, and the WINDS help icons represent these
keys graphically with dynamically changing text to indicate
each key's current operation (see figure, lower right corner).
DRAG, the rightmost key on the track ball, is used to
lock the repositioning key (usually LEFf), simplifying the
dragging of windows to new positions on the screen; hence,
the help icon's DRAG key always displays the text
"(DRAG)". Using DRAG, the user can roll the trackball sans
the awkwardness of keeping LEFf depressed. Since the
WINDS display has usually been the only on-screen window
during flights. such repositioning has been seldom needed;
however, other window applications sharing the screen with
WINDS is an increasingly common scenario. with computerliterate researchers bringing specialized analysis tools

on board.
Users interact with the display by "selecting" a
WINDS object, e.g. the text indicating the name of a variable
being displayed, and optionally executing operations on the
object (see "Adjusting Variable Ranges", section 5.3.1). The
object is selected by positioning the cursor over it. Here, user
feedback is provided in several ways: the object reflects its
selected status with inverse-color highlighting and a message
indicating what operation(s) (change, delete, etc.) are enabled;
the help icons update their textual messages to reflect which
track ball key will execute which of the available operations;
and, by hitting the keyboard "Help" key (on Sun keyboards) ,
the user can view a window with an excerpt from the user
manual that elaborates on the selected object. That WINDS
can be intuitively learned (and remembered) is demonstrated
by users simply referring to the highlighting/help icon feedback mechanisms; many users never consult the WINDS manuals at all.

Displav SetYJ2_ Windows

5.2

Defining and saving display setups (i.e., a given plot as
defined by its variables, ranges, etc.) is easily accomplished,
and users can create their own personalized folders of preferred setups. These folders provide optional password protec-
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tion; with the correct password (or on folders without
passwords), users can add, change, and delete setups, and
delete the entire folder. Password protection on user-specific
folders was provided to manage the seemingly unbounded
proliferation of saved setups in field projects.
Four viewable setup windows are offered in the Sunsized WINDS display (one only on the PC-size). At WINDS
start-up, the first four previously saved setups appear (or, on
the PC-size, the first saved setup appears) automatically. If
fewer saved setups exist than viewable setup windows, special
"new setup" windows appear, with which the user defines the
desired display type and its parameters. Any saved setup can
be recalled into any of the viewable setup windows at random,
or the user can cycle forward or backward through the saved
setups, four at a time into the viewable setup windows (or, on
the PC-size, one at a time into the sole setup window) per
click.
Each setup window consists of its plotting area and an
associated "Op Panel", a panel of buttons above the plotting
area; the buttons provide one-click operations on the window
and its objects (see figure). The operations available, and
hence the buttons, vary as a function of the setup window's
current display type (e.g., sounding, time series, etc.). WINDS
steps outside Open Look specifications in allowing interaction
with panel buttons via either the LEFT or RIGHI' mouse key
(in Open Look-compliant tools, some panel buttons acknowledge the LEFT key only, some take either one but respond differently, etc.). This extension was in response to confusion
about which key would work, and also as an application of the
consistency principle in WINDS design: provide a minimum
number of mechanisms to engage an operation, and make
them the same everywhere. Unfortunately, there are still some
exceptions in the WINDS UI, e.g. alerts can only be dismissed
with the LEFT key, but in these cases explicit instructions are
provided for the user. It has been noted that overriding the
Open Look specifications may cause its own brand of confusion for users familiar with the Open Look look and feel.
Size and shape options are offered for each of the setup
windows (on the Sun-size display only). The default geometry,
"quadrant", is one of four equal-sized windows on the Sunsize display, and is the only window and geometry available
on the PC-size. The "strip" geometry extends horizontally
across the width and half the height of the Sun-size display,
and is useful for time series plots. Analogously, the "stack"
geometry extends vertically across the height and half the
width, and is often used for sounding plots (see right side of
figure). Finally, the "full" geometry covers the entire display;
track plots are often expanded to the full geometry.
Among the design specifications for WINDS is provision for "fall-back" operations in case of user confusion. With
mixed-and-matched geometries, it is easy to create a situation
in which windows overlap and obscure each other and their
Op Panels; however, with one click of the Default Geometry
button (see figure, button labeled "DefGeom" at bottom), all
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setup windows return to the quadrant geometry, and any hidden Op Panels return to view.
5.3

X-Y Display Type Features

5.3.1

Adjusting Variable Ranges

Direct control over display variable range is provided
with operations to adjust x- and y-axis ranges. Each plotted
trace has an associated "range label", textual labels indicating
the ranges, as well as a "name label". textual labels naming the
variable displayed. These are interactively engageable
"objects" that detect the cursor's entry into the object's logical
boundary area. Upon detection of such entry, the object
becomes "selected" and indicates this by becoming
highlighted. To provide further visual cues to the user, the
textual content of the name label changes to reflect the
pending operation; e.g.. the name label changes from
"pressure" to "Chg floating range for pressure" (see figure).
Still more user guidance is given with help icons updating ·
their messages to indicate "zoom with multiple clicks"
(MIDDLE) and "unzoom with multiple clicks" (RIGHI').
Thus, the range whose range label object is highlighted/
selected can be zoomed in or out with single of multiple clicks
of the appropriate mouse key. Upon first click, a timer is
initiated that waits 2{3 second for additional clicks to
accumulate; the timer is reset each time a new click is
detected. Upon a lapse of 2{3 second without any additional
clicks, the timer e:Xpires and the number of clicks accumulated
determines the amount of range adjustment. The display is
quickly refreshed with the new range and replotted data points.
Thus the user can zoom one click at a time to fine-tune a
range, or can quickly alter a grossly inadequate range with
multiple quick clicks. With the click-zooming operations,
intervals between tick marks are adjusted to be multiples of 2
or 5x10n. to make things easily and quickly understandable in
potentially disorienting flight conditions.
Users can explicitly set a range by simply typing the
desired numbers at the keyboard when the range label is highlighted. In this mode of range changing, no adjustment is made
to tick mark intervals since it is assumed that the user wants
exactly what is typed.
Ranges are categorized by fixed and floating behaviors;
single clicks will toggle between types. Fixed ranges have a
minimum and maximum that remain constant until the user
explicitly changes them; upon zooming in or out, the minimum and maximum adjust relative to a fixed center, i.e. the
adjustment is not related to data values. Floating ranges are
specified with a plus-or-minus value that is used, each time the
plot is refreshed, to ce.nter the range around the average of the
previous 10 seconds of data. Refreshing occurs whenever the
range is changed by either zooming or keyboard entry, and in
general whenever anything is done by the user that precipitates
a plot redraw, e.g. changing one of the displayed variables.

The autoscale operation can be enabled to facilitate
adjustments without user intervention, automatically centering
the window's floating range variable traces within its plus-orminus limits. When enabled, autoscale checks every 5 seconds
for the previous 10 seconds' average of associated data values;
when this average exceeds fence limits of 10% of minimum or
maximum, the range center is adjusted to reflect that average
and thus bring the trace within view. The option to disable
autoscale is provided because constant re-centering can
become annoying rather quickly with noisy data. The
autoscale attributes, i.e. how often to check, how much to
average, and where the fence limits are set, are user-modifiable
parameters read from a text file at session start-up.
In the sounding, general x-y, and track plot display
types, the x- and y-axis orientation can be easily interchanged.

5.3.2

Changing Variables

Changing, adding, and deleting of display variables is
enabled by positioning the cursor to highlight the variable's
name label. Help icons indicate mouse keys used to view
"full" and "category" menus providing selection of all display
variables. The full menu lists raw and derived variables alphabetically, while the category menu divides variables into subsets such as atmospheric state, radiation, position, etc. The
keyboard entry shortcut is again provided, useful for those
familiar with RAF's variable acronyms; for users unfamiliar
with these names, two clicks can produce an on-line dictionary
of the current dataset's set of acronyms (Miller, 1989), complete with description, default units, ranges, etc. This same
dictionary is used at project setup time to define these
attributes for new project-specific non-standard variables.
Variables brought in via changing or adding are plotted
with the full history as stored in shared memory. Sampled variables can be displayed in raw format, as voltages, or in calibrated form.
The data traces scroll in to time series windows from
the right side of the window, i.e. stripchart style. Thus, data
history can remain viewable well beyond the shared memory
store, i.e. for the entire time frame width of a time series window (which can be expanded to 24 hours), and for limitless
duration on general x-y, skew-t, soundings, and track plots, to
the extent that the display ranges encompass the data. In any of
the types, traces drawn within the display range are undisturbed as long as the window is not refreshed, i.e. no changes
are made via autoscale or manual range/variable changes.
Upon any operation that causes a refresh, the trace is redrawn
with only the history stored in shared memory. The current
value of each variable displayed is noted in a "data stamp" in
the variable's name label, updated once a second (see figure).

5.3.3

Track Plots
Track plots provide track line vectors (e.g., wind

barbs), terrain overlays, and entry and display of landmarks
(see figure). The vector components are user-specifiable, and
can be scaled independently of the track (via their own scale
object). Vectors can be toggled on or off, and their colors set to
the same as or in contrast with the track. The interval between
vectors is user-adjustable, defaulting to 30 seconds. Landmarks can be created and saved for future projects. The terrain
capability is somewhat primitive, requiring users to create an
ASCII database of lat-lon points to be connected and form outlines on the display.
6.

POST-PROCESSING OPERATIONS

In post-processing mode, simulated playback of
datasets is provided with user control over playback rate, ranging from freeze-frame to real-time simulation to running as
quickly as disk I/O will permit. The user can also adjust the
total width of the time frame in shared memory, and thus displayable per window, by changing the interval between time
slices. This interval defaults to one second and can be set to
any integer value greater than zero. For example, given 900
time slices in shared memory, a flight of 4 hours duration can
be viewed in its entirety by setting the interval between slices
to 16 - with data resolution, of course, reduced to 1/16. Oneclick movement backward and forward through dataset time
frames is provided, or the user can enter an explicit start time
for data display. Entering times before or after the dataset's
extent will result in positioning the data history at the start or
end of dataset, respectively. These operations are accessed by
clicking the "Input" button ·in the "Control Panel" along the
bottom of the WINDS display (see figure).
7.

ETCETERA

Clear and refresh of data history, again one-click operations, are provided for all X-Y displays. Thus the researcher
can easily clear out all trace history to prepare for a sounding
maneuver, or simply to alleviate clutter. The refresh operation
redraws all traces in a given window with the history as stored
in shared memory, re-centering any floating ranges in the process. Freeze-frame is offered per-window via the Op Panels,
and globally via the Control Panel.
In real-time, WINDS can broadcast raw and processed
data values to the network, at a rate of one per second, for
access by processes on other workstations. This facilitates
researcher-independent processing, e.g. flux and spectral analysis, during research flights.
PostScript printing is supported in color, greyscale, and
black-and-white, and the Hewlett-Packard PaintJet printer is
supported in native command mode for quick, inexpensive
color printing. In a networked WINDS environment, printerless workstations can send their image hardcopy requests to
any workstation on the network with a printer. Textual output,
e.g. statistics and lists. can be sent to any text printer, with
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minor formatting considerations and correct protocol settings.
Real-time video display from two camera sources is
currently provided onboard with a third party video tool, in 8bit color or greyscale, at 1-4 frames per second (f/s) depending
on system load. Use of an autonomous video tool was expedient in installing the video capability, but brought the inconvenience of a non-WINDS UI to utilize it (see "ON THE
HORIZON", section 8.).
8.

ON THE HORIZON

WINDS is presently being converted to the Solaris 2.2
operating system. Solaris is Sun's entry for a standardized
Unix environment; the conversion will provide, among other
things, the benefits of multi-processing and binary compatibility across all SPARC platforms. The look and feel of WINDS
may be changing as well, with Sun's migration from Open
Look to the Motif GUI. Porting to the Silicon Graphics platform is under consideration.
High-performance 24-bit color, full-motion (30 f/s)
video has recently been acquired, with the intent to integrate
its functionality into WINDS for UI consistency. Using video
switches, input from as many as 8 different sources will be displayed simultaneously, with the ability to record to disk, and
subsequently synchronize playback with the dataset in postprocessing mode and perform video image processing.
The feasibility of a voice controlled user interface may
be investigated when that technology is more established.
Incorporation of geopolitical data overlays will soon
supercede the current user-input "connect the dots" method.
Researchers may soon have the ability, after accessing
the broadcast data and making custom calculations, to optionally retransmit their derived values for display in WINDS.
This flexibility may prove invaluable for collaborative
research flights.
Efforts are underway to provide an interface allowing
data acquisition systems other than the ADS to use the
WINDS display. In this context, negotiations are also underway to license the real-time version of WINDS commercially
to promote its distribution to other onboard research platforms.
This is motivated by NCAR's policy of transferring technology to the private sector and RAF's vision of standardizing
onboard real-time display systems with WINDS. Source code
for WINDS is, due to these negotiations, being withheld from
public access to protect the interests of the potential vendor.
The RAF is acquiring several more aircraft to update
our fleet. Our Lockheed EC- l 30Q Hercules has just arrived,
and already well underway are major efforts to outfit it with
upgraded WINDS display and network capabilities. Targeted
features not already mentioned include full data history recall,
high-rate data display, integration of satellite, radar, lidar, and
other types into the WINDS display, three-dimensional rendering of flight tracks and underlying terrain, onboard server
redundancy to provide contingencies in field projects, real-
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time sanity checks on instrumentation outputs, on-line databases for in-flight comparisons of sampled vs. modelled data,
navigational tools for in-flight mission planning, use of flat
panel display technology to save weight and space, fast high
quality color printing, improved analysis functionality, and
multiprocessor SPARC machines and high-speed networking
to handle increased demands from video, high-rate broadcast,
resource sharing, processing raw datasets in-flight, etc.
9.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Global Spectral Ocean Wave
Model (GSOWM; Clancy et al., 1986;
Clancy and Sadler, 1992) has been
operational
at
Fleet
Numerical
Oceanography Center (FLENUMOCEANCEN)
since 1985.
Interactive access to
wave
predictions
from
GSOWM
are
available to a wide variety of users
through the Navy Oceanographic Data
Distribution System (NODDS; Thormeyer
et al., 1990).
The GSOWM is a "first-generation"
model based on the work of W.J.
Pierson and others, and employs both
theoretical and empirical formulations
of
wave
growth
and
dissipation
(Pierson,
1982).
Since
the
development of the GSOWM, a more
complete understanding of the spectral
energy balance has emerged, which
includes the theory of non-linear wave
interactions (Kernen et al., 1984).
First generation models, such as the
GSOWM, neglect the nonlinear source
function,
while tuning the input
source function to achieve realistic
results. Second generation models use
a simplified parameterization of the
nonlinear transfer source term.
The
Sea Wave Modeling Project (SWAMP)
study revealed limitations of both
first and second generation models
(SWAMP Group, 1985), and led to the
development of the Third-Generation
Wave
model,
WAM,
which
uses
a
parameterization
of
the
exact
nonlinear transfer source function
(WAMDI Group, 1988).
The WAM has been run at over 35
institutions around the world, 10 of
which have implemented the model for
operational use. It has been verified
Corresponding author address: Paul A.
Wittmann, Ocean Models Division, Fleet
Numerical Oceanography Center, 7 Grace
Hopper Avenue, Monterey, CA
939435501.

for
many
different
regions
by
Zambresky 1989 and Gunther et al.,
1992.
The WAM was used to predict
wave
characteristics
during
the
Surf ace
Wave
Dynamics
Experiment
(SWADE), using surface wind stress
from NOGAPS (Jensen et al. , 1991) .
Predictions from WAM and GSOWM, along
with those from seven other wave
models, were compared with directional
wave energy spectra observed during
the Labrador Extreme Waves Experiment
(LEWEX; Beal, 1991).
In LEWEX, all
wave models were forced by a common
set of surf ace winds in an attempt to
reveal model differences.
Although
both WAM and GSOWM predictions agreed
well with observed wave heights, WAM
was more accurate in reproducing
certain aspects of the measured wave
energy spectra (Wittmann and Clancy,
1991a; Zambresky, 1991).
A regional implementation of the
WAM for the Mediterranean Sea became
operational on the Cyber 205 computer
at FLENUMOCEANCEN in 1990 (Clancy and
Wittmann, 1990; Wittmann and Clancy,
199 lb) .
However, due to the near
saturation of the Cyber 205 with
operational
workload,
a
global
implementation of the WAM was not
viable on that machine.
In October
1992, a Cray Y-MP C90 supercomputer
was
installed
at
FLENUMOCEANCEN,
providing the opportunity to run a
global version of the WAM model
operationally.
In this paper we compare the skill
of WAM and GSOWM through wave-height
verification statistics derived from
moored-buoy
data
during
winter
(February-March
1992)
and
summer
(August-September 1992) test periods.
We also discuss the visualization of
WAM output using a frame buffer system
interfaced to the Cray Y-MP C90.
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2. IMPLEMENTATION
For the study reported here, WAM
was run on a global 1. 0° spherical
grid using a 20 minute propagation and
source term time step.
Surface wind
stress fields used to drive WAM were
produced by the Navy Operational
Global Atmospheric Prediction System
(NOGAPS)
planetary boundary layer
(NPBL) model (Hogan et al., 1991).
The vertical flux parameterization of
NPBL is based on the work of Louis et
al. ( 1982).
The wind stress fields
were input to WAM every three hours
during the forecasts.
The model was
run twice per day, updated by the 12
hour forecast from the previous run.
Forecasts were produced to 48 hours
and output fields were saved every 6
hours. The model was run on the Cray
Y-MP 8 computer at the Stennis Space
Center
in
Mississippi.
This
configuration of the WAM used 32 CPU
minutes per forecast day, running at
175 MFLOPS on one processor of the
Cray Y-MP 8.
The GSOWM is run operationally
every 6 hours, alternating between
forecast
mode
and
analysis
mode
(Clancy et al., 1986).
The forecast
runs produce wave predictions out to
72 hours in forecast time.
The
analysis runs update the wave history
using the latest 6 hour wind analysis.
The GSOWM is forced by surf ace winds
produced by the Global Surf ace Contact
Layer Interface (GSCLI) boundary layer
model, which is based on the work of
Cardone (1969).
The GSCLI winds are
derived from variables produced by
NOGAPS.
The GSOWM runs on a global
2.5° spherical grid with a three hour
time step on the FLENUMOCEANCEN Cyber
205 computer.
3. VERIFICATION
The National Data Buoy Center
(NDBC)
and
others
maintain
approximately 60 moored buoys in the
North Atlantic and North Pacific which
routinely report wave height and wind
speed. The accuracy of this buoy data
is approximately 0.5 m for wave height
(Hamilton, 1980). These observations
are compared to the GSOWM and WAM wave
height predictions at a forecast time
of 0 hours.
The buoys are grouped into seven
different regions.
The mean error
(i.e. , bias) , the root mean square
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(RMS) error, and the scatter index,
which is the standard deviation of the
error divided by the mean of the
corresponding observed values (Janssen
et al., 1984), are computed for the
wave heights in each region.
Table 1 summarizes these statistics
for the winter test period. The GSOWM
has a positive bias in all areas
except Hawaii.
The largest GSOWM
biases are in swell-dominated regions,
such as the US West Coast and the Gulf
of Alaska. This result is consistent
with the tendency of the GSOWM to
develop too much energy at
low
frequencies,
resulting
in
over
prediction of wave heights.
The
overall bias for the WAM model is near
zero (0.09 m) compared to 0.44 m for
the
GSOWM.
RMS errors for WAM are
significantly less than GSOWM in all
regions, except the NE Atlantic and
Gulf of Mexico where they are nearly
the same. The largest differences are
again in the two swell dominated
regions, US West Coast and Gulf of
Alaska, where the large bias of the
GSOWM contributes to the RMS errors.
However, the scatter index, which is
independent of the bias and of ten used
as a measure of model skill, is also
smaller for the WAM model in most
areas.
In general, the statistics
indicate that WAM performs better than
GSOWM.
The wave height statistics for the
summer period are shown in Table 2. In
general, the mean and RMS errors are
smaller than those of the winter
period due to the less energetic wind
and wave activity in the northern
hemisphere. The except ion is the West
Pacific, which was impacted by six
typhoons passing through the region
during the summer test period.
The
same trends in the statistics of both
models relative to each other, as seen
in the winter period, are evident in
the summer period.
The WAM has
significantly smaller errors than
GSOWM in most regions.
4. VISUALIZATION
As part of the WAM evaluation, we
implemented
a
rapidly-prototyped
system for animating WAM output on
video tape.
The hardware employed
consisted of
the Cray Y-MP C90
networked
to
Ultra
Network
Technologies' Ultra 1000 Hub and frame
buffer. A display monitor and a video

Mean Error
(m)
GSOWM

WAM

RMS Error
( m)
GSOWM

WAM

Scatter Index
GSOWM

WAM

US West Coast

0.92

0.26

1.15

0.62

0.56

0.29

Gulf of Alaska

0.56

0.17

1.03

0.76

0.36

0.26

-0.09

-0.03

0.63

0.59

0.23

0.21

West Pacific

0.25

0.17

0.67

0.54

0.39

0.31

us

0.31

-0.04

0.86

0.67

0.41

0.32

NE Atlantic

0.17

-0.03

1.36

1.35

0.26

0.26

Gulf of Mexico

0.12

0.13

0.46

0.49

0.41

0.43

All Regions

0.44

0.09

0.94

0.70

0.41

0.30

Hawaii

East Coast

Table 1. Wave height error statistics from the winter case (20 Feb - 20 Mar,
1992) for GSOWM and WAM.
Total number of observations equals 3350.
The 95%
confidence interval for the RMS errors are approximately ±5% of the RMS errors.

Mean Error
( m)

RMS Error
(m)

GSOWM

WAM

GSOWM

US East Coast

0.45

0.12

0.63

Gulf of Alaska

0.46

0.09

Hawaii

0.09

West Pacific

us

GSOWM

WAM

0.46

0.43

0.31

0.73

0.51

0.39

0.28

-0.14

0.54

0.47

0.26

0.23

0.68

0.06

1.27

o. 71

o. 71

0.40

0.27

-0.06

0.58

0.41

0.49

0.34

NE Atlantic

0.64

-0.29

1.08

0.93

0.37

0.32

Gulf of Mexico

0.22

0.08

0.45

0.41

0.48

0.51

All Regions

0.36

0.02

0.70

0.51

0.45

0.33

East Coast

WAM

Scatter Index

Table 2.
Wave height error statistics from the summer case (l Aug - 16 Sep,
1992) for GSOWM and WAM.
Total number of observations equals 4516.
The 95%
confidence interval for the RMS errors are approximately ±5% of the RMS errors.
tape recorder (VTR) were connected to
the
frame
buffer
via
a
scan
converter. Software for the system
fell into the categories of image
generation,
image
file
format
conversion and animation. Reliance on
preexisting
software
as
much
as
possible held new software development
to less than 2000 lines of C code.
Time sequences of color filled
contour plots were generated from WAM
output history files using the NCAR

Graphics package.
These NCAR CGM
image files were then converted via
image format conversion software to
Ultra Network Technologies RGB format.
Finally an animation control program
read the entire time sequence of image
files from disk into the C90 memory,
and sent them to the 48-bit deep frame
buffer.
The frame buffer was double
buffered for smooth animation.
The
Ultra Hub transfer rate was 100
megabytes per second, resulting in 24
frames per second of images sized 1280
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by 1024 pixels. This allowed for real
time display and tape recording,
bypassing
the
need
for
a
VTR
controller for single frame recording.
The video has been useful in a
variety of ways. An animation of the
Western Pacific summer period clearly
illustrated WAM's response to the
passage of a series of typhoons, and
provided insight into the model's
behavior. A serendipitous use of the
video tape has proven to be a valuable
training aid for Naval personnel
involved with ship routing and the
issuance of high-seas warnings.
5. CONCLUSION
Based on comparison with data from
moored
buoys,
the
wave
heights
predicted by WAM consistently have
smaller mean errors, RMS errors and
scatter
index
values
than
those
predicted by GSOWM. Unlike the GSOWM,
which exhibits a positive bias as a
systematic model tendency, WAM shows
no systematic bias in wave height.
The error statistics arrived at here
are consistent with those derived by
Gunther et al . ( 19 91) in a recent
verification study of the WAM at
ECMWF.
The WAM is currently being run in
a pre-operational test mode on the
FLENUMOCEANCEN
Cray Y-MP
C90
to
eventually replace the GSOWM.
The
code
has
been
modified
to
run
concurrently on six processors using
a solid state disk for storage of
large
work
arrays.
In
this
configuration,
the
global
implementation of the model on a 1°
spherical
grid
with
15 °
angular
resolution for the directional spectra
uses 14.6 minutes of CPU time and 6.4
minutes of wallclock time for a 24
hour forecast.
Upon
full
operational
implementation of WAM and deactivation
of GSOWM, WAM will be interfaced with
NODDS. Thus, wave prediction products
from WAM will become available to both
military and civilian users via the
NODDS dial-up access (Thormeyer et
al., 1990).
WAM is also being interfaced with
the FLENUMOCEANCEN Integrated Stored
Information System (ISIS) relational
data base management system (Copeland,
1992), which is an expanded version of
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the popular NEONS data base system
(Schramm, 1993).
ISIS will provide
random access to forecast directional
wave energy spectra from WAM and
related parameters for support of
Optimum Track Ship Routing (OTSR) and
other applications.
Future plans include a significant
increase in the spatial resolution of
NOGAPS (and hence the winds used to
drive WAM), high-resolution nested
regional implementations of WAM forced
by
a
high-resolution
regional
atmospheric
model
in
support
of
coastal wave and surf prediction,
assimilation of wave data into WAM,
and coupling of
WAM with ocean
circulation models to handle wavecurrent interactions. Ultimately, we
expect WAM to be integrated into
NOGAPS
to
account
for
two-way
interactions between winds and waves
and to support coupled air-sea data
assimilation (see Clancy and Plante,
1993).
Future
applications
of
the
visualization suite may involve real
time animation of operational WAM
output for quality control purposes.
Possible future developments could
include utilization of the Cray's
solid state disk instead of memory for
staging of the images. Also, writing
a
driver
for
an
existing
VTR
controller would allow for single
frame tape recording. Together these
developments would lessen the impact
on a busy C90.
Ultimately, the
research use of animation and video
tape production may move off the
Cray/Ultra
platform
to
a
Cray/workstation platform.
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AN INTEGRATED APPROACH TO GRAPHICAL FORECAST EDITING
Joseph S. Wakefield and Mark A. Mathewson

NOAA Forecast Systems Laboratory
Boulder, Colorado

1.

INTRODUCTION

The NOAA Forecast Systems Laboratory (FSL), in
conjunction with the National Weather Service (NWS) Techniques Development Laboratory (TDL), has begun work on a
graphical forecast support system known as the AWIPS Forecast Preparation System (AFPS). AFPS is to be deployed nationwide in about 1998 as a pre-planned upgrade to the AWIPS
forecaster workstation.
The AFPS concept (NOAA, 1993a) and development
work comprise three broad categories: initializing graphical depictions of weather elements, editing those depictions, and generating forecast products. Currently, FSL is developing a series
of prototypes of the graphical depiction and editing portions of
the system. This paper describes that work, and how a team of
forecasters might use AFPS to generate routine forecasts.

2.

SERVICES SUPPORTED

Table 1: AFPS-Supported Products
Seivice

Agriculture Agriculture forecast
Fruit frost forecast
Aviation

Aerodrome forecast (TAF)
Route forecast (1WEB)

Fire
weather

Fire weather presuppression forecast
Fire weather forecast
Smoke management forecast
Land management forecast
National Fire Danger Rating System forecast

Hydrology

River recreation statement
Quantitative precipitation information

Marine

Coastal marine forecast
Great Lakes forecast
Great Lakes nearshore marine forecast
Local marine forecast
Alaska coastal marine forecast
Offshore forecast

Public

Area forecast
Zone forecast
Coded cities forecast

In consultation with the NWS, FSL has compiled a list
of forecasts to be supported by AFPS and the various weather
elements that are needed to produce those forecasts (NOAA,
1993b).

2.1

Products

A Weather Forecast Office (WFO) in the reorganized
NWS will create and disseminate 69 categories of products,
supporting 6 services: agriculture, aviation, fire weather, hydrology, marine, and public. Of these, 20 are routine forecast
products that will be supported by AFPS. The rest are data or
narrative products, or are in the watch/warning/advisory/statement classification. Supported products are listed in Table 1.

2.2

Products

2.2.1 General Weather Elements
There are 28 GWEs. To make forecasting these elements tractable, they are grouped in 10 categories: wind, temperature, dewpoint, probability of precipitation, cloud, weather,
quantitative precipitation, snow, freezing level, and inversion.

Weather Elements

We define weather element to mean any event or phenomenon that appears in a forecast. Our analysis has identified
106 weather elements. Of these, many support forecasts in
more than one service; these are termed general weather elements, or GWEs. The rest, which apply to one service or another, are called service-specific weather elements, or SWEs.

2.2.2 Service-Specific Weather Elements
SWEs exist for each of the services except hydrology*
and public. Since the two aviation products are dissimilar
(TAFs are point forecasts and 1WEBs describe a flight corridor), their SWEs are considered separately.

* The format of the river recreation statement is at present

Corresponding author address: Joseph S. Wakefield, NOAN
ERL/FSL R/E/FS6, 325 Broadway, Boulder, CO 80303-3328.

undefined. Thus, no weather elements are defined for that
product. When the NWS defines the product, it is likely that
additional SWEs will be identified for it.
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Agriculture - 5 SWEs in 4 categories: dew, drying
conditions, hours of sunshine, and minimum dewpoint.
TAF - 30 SWEs in 4 categories: wind, cloud, weather,
and visibility.

TWEB - 28 SWEs in 4 categories: cloud, weather,
visibility, and hazards.

3.2

Depiction and Presentation Characteristics

WFO forecasters using AFPS tools will work with continuous fields (scalar for fields such as temperature, vector for
fields such as wind and swells) and bounded areas (e.g., for
cloud and weather areas), as shown in Figure 2.

Fire Weather - 11 SWEs in 9 categories: transport
wind, free air wind, fuel moisture, precipitation duration,
mixing depth, stability, lightning, Haines Index (formally, the
Lower Atmospheric Stability Index for Wtldland Fires), and
chance of wetting rain.
Marine - 4 SWEs in 3 categories: waves, icing, and
swells.

3.

GRAPHICAL FORECAST EDITORS

The focus of FSL's work on the AFPS is the graphical
forecast editor (GFE) tools. Wakefield et al. (1993) provide an
overview of the GFE; detailed plans have been prepared
(NOAA, 1993c) .

3.1

Concepts. Goals. and Approach

A basic NWS concept driving the design of AFPS and
the GFE is that forecast duties in the WFO will no longer be divided along service boundaries; rather, a nowcaster/forecaster
approach will be taken. Forecasters will manipulate graphical
depictions of the elements, and will use the GFE tools to modify the depictions.
Since AFPS forecast products will be created from a
forecast database, a design goal is to minimize the time necessary for forecasters to prepare all weather elements.
To organize the work, a worksheet concept will be used,
as shown in Figure 1. Each box on the worksheet represents the
Official forecast worksheet
Data Element

~6

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07

Temperature
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD
Dewpoint
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD
Wmd
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD
Clouds
Weather
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD
Snow Amount DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD
QPF
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD
Inversion
CJ CJ CJ CJ CJ CJ CJ CJ CJ CJ CJ CJ CJ CJ CJ CJ
PoP
DDCJDDDDDDDDDDDDD
Freezing level DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD
Dew
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD

...............................................................................

Drying
Sunshine
minTd

DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD

Figure 1. Worksheet concept
data for one weather element at one time. The boxes will be
coded by texture and/or color to indicate the status of the data,
i.e., initialized, edited, locked by another user, interpolated, etc.
Forecasters will use these worksheets to control and monitor
their work while preparing forecasts .

Figure 2. Sample spatial depiction

Basic displays are spatial (above) and temporal (Figure
3). Changes in the spatial depiction will be reflected in the time
series, and vice versa. The forecaster will specify an area of influence for such effects. Where appropriate (e.g., for a point
forecast value), a matrix display will be used.
It will be possible to overlay (shown above) , tile (place
windows in prespeci:fied arrangements on the display), and
stack (shown below) depictions. In addition, conventional data
fields may be overlaid on the weather elements.
Since many forecasters are color blind, it will be necessary to use both color and texture to distinguish fields.
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Figure 3. Sample temporal depiction
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3.3

Editing techniques

Figure 4 outlines the tools that forecasters will use to
edit the depictions.
Data Fields

Depictions

Tools

Continuou
Field

Bounded

Area

Figure 4. Basic Tool Kit Structure
There will be general weather editors and servicespecific editors. Since most fields have similar characteristics, most of the latter will look like the general editors. TAF
and TWEB editors, however, will be different since they deal
with point and corridor data, respectively.

4.

OPERATIONS SCENARIO

4.1

Introduction

We begin this scenario as two forecasters, Kim and
Robin, come on shift and are briefed by the previous shift's
forecasters. They discuss the current weather situation and
decide that no severe weather is expected, so they divide
their general forecast responsibilities by forecast time and
service. Kim will handle the short-term forecast through 12
hours, and Robin will handle the period beyond 12 hours.
They begin forecasting much as they would today, by
examining numerical guidance from NMC, assimilating observational data, and discussing the situation with their colleagues. But instead of writing their forecasts, they use AFPS
graphical tools to enter their forecasts into AWIPS and let the
system create the words.

4.2

General Weather Forecasting

Kim selects the General Weather Element Editor
(GWEE) and selects from the worksheet the fields through
12 hours for editing. Robin also selects the GWEE but selects fields with later valid times. Once either forecaster
makes changes and "commits" them to the database, other

workstations displaying the same data will automatically update with the new information. Thus, Kim and Robin can examine each other's forecasts at any time.
Kim considers the current short-term forecast fairly
accurate so decides simply to edit the previous shift's graphical forecast. Noting that a cold front is approaching more
rapidly than previously thought, Kim expects that today will
be a few degrees cooler than previously forecast in the western portion of the WFO region, but about the same as forecast in the eastern portion. Kim selects the temperature
weather element for editing. Using the gross-feature tilt tool,
the temperature is brought down a few degrees over the
western areas, lowered a degree or two in the central areas,
and not changed at all in the eastern areas. Kim examines the
edited field and decides that due to the stronger winds expected with the cold front, the inversion in a particular valley
will be broken and the surface temperature will increase
through mixing. Using the area change tool, Kim draws an
outline around the valley area and increases the temperature
by five degrees. Satisfied with the result, Kim moves on to
the wind field. The direction is satisfactory, but the timing
and speed are not correct. Kim selects the area change tool,
draws an area in the vicinity of the front, and increases the
speed. Using the worksheet, the valid times of the wind forecast are adjusted. Kim examines the existing cloud and
weather fields and shifts their valid times in a similar manner.
While Kim has been concentrating on the short-term
forecast, Robin has been examining newly arrived numerical
guidance from NMC which shows that day 2 will be much
cooler and wetter than previously thought because of the
remnants of a tropical storm forecast to track over the WFO
region. Unlike Kim, Robin decides to abandon the previous
forecast and initialize the 12+ -hour portion of the forecast database with guidance from NMC. Selecting the appropriate
fields from the NMC guidance and copying them into the
forecaster worksheet via drag-and-drop graphical methods,
the forecast database is now updated based on NMC guidance. Robin likes the model's timing of features, and the
temperature and wind fields, but believes the storm will be
even wetter than the model indicates. Robin selects the
bounded area representing the clouds and changes the cloud
fields from 50% coverage to 90% coverage. The QPF field is
modified using the fine-scale contour edit tool. Existing contours are redrawn and the QPF value increased.
Both Kim and Robin have finished their first pass at
defining a general weather forecast using the GWEE. They
sit down together and use the GWEE's time-series presentation to look at all general weather elements simultaneously
for a given location. They select their major forecast points
and look at the time-series plots. Seeing an abrupt rise in
forecast temperatures at the 12-hour forecast boundary, they
make minor modifications directly on the time series. These
changes are reflected and smoothed on the geographical display. Public products may now be generated, reviewed, and
released by selecting them from the product generation control menu.

4.3

Service-Specific Forecasting

It is time to work on the other service programs. The
forecasters decide that Kim will handle the aviation and marine programs, and Robin the agricultural and fire weather
programs. Kim calls up the TAF editor, which is specially designed for aviation terminal forecasts, and uses the work-
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sheet to initialize the TAF SWEs from the general weather
elements. Kim selects the first TAF site from the list of sites,
and the TAF editor displays a stacked time-series display of
pertinent weather elements for the site. Since prevailing conditions are initialized from the general weather elements,
only the "chance" and "occasional" fields need to be modified. Knowing that the weather will be similar at two nearby
TAF sites, Kim uses the worksheet to copy the forecast to
those sites. Kim now turns to another TAF site. This airport is
in a very narrow valley and exhibits strong channeled winds,
so Kim adds a chance of stronger gusts by modifying a portion of the time series. The next airport is right against the
mountains. Anticipating that lower clouds will occur after
frontal passage at this airport from upslope conditions, Kim
modifies the cloud layers to include occasional IFR (instrument flight rules) conditions. Once Kim has finished editing
the TAF forecasts, the TAF products are selected from the
product generation worksheet, reviewed, and disseminated.
Meanwhile, Robin begins work on the agricultural
products by calling up the Agricultural Editor. It is similar to
the GWEE with its geographical view and interactive timeseries capability but uses agriculture-specific weather elements. After using the worksheet to initialize the agricultural
weather elements from the general weather elements, Robin
quickly scans the agricultural drying conditions, dew dryoff
time, and hours of sunshine using the geographical presentation. Satisfied with those elements, Robin proceeds to use the
time-series capability to spot check other agriculture weather
elements. After making some minor changes, Robin selects
the agricultural products from the product generation worksheet, reviews the text, and disseminates them.
Similar procedures are followed by Kim for TWEB
and marine forecasts, and by Robin for fire weather forecasts. Some of the weather elements (e.g., precipitation duration) are initialized from the general weather elements,
some (e.g., freezing level) from NMC models, and some
(e.g., wave heights) require a specialized numerical model.

4.4

Updating

Once all scheduled products have been issued, the
forecasters go into a monitoring mode. As new observations
arrive, monitors compare the observations to the forecast and
alert the forecaster if thresholds are exceeded. The forecasters examine new guidance as it arrives, comparing it to their
forecasts.
Neither Kim nor Robin was expecting thunderstorms
with today's cold front passage. The forecast was for 80%
chance of rain. When the monitor alerts Kim and Robin to
the detection of lightning, it verifies what they are seeing on
the WSR-88D radar displays. They decide to update the forecast. Unlike the current extensive effort required to modify
all forecasts, AFPS enables quick updates.
Kim calls up the GWEE and selects weather for editing. Weather is depicted as bounded areas with tags. The tags
indicate the type, coverage/probability, and intensity of precipitation. Kim changes the tag from "rain likely" to "rain
likely, scattered thundershowers". Kim saves the forecast,
generates new products, and disseminates them at the push
of a button. Kim continues to monitor the weather while
Robin updates the other services.
Robin calls up the TAF editor and initializes just the
weather field from the GWEs. The "rain likely, scattered
thundershowers" weather tag becomes "RA PROB40
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TSRA" for the TAF. Robin quickly scans through the TAF
sites to verify that the forecast is now correct.
The other services are updated just as easily. When
Robin re-initializes the fire weather SWEs, the lightning activity level is automatically increased since thunderstorms
are now expected.
The updated forecasts are generated and disseminated quickly with little typing and manipulation of the existing
forecasts.

5.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have briefly outlined the approach that will be
taken to issuing routine forecasts at WFOs. While the basic
forecast process is no different from today (other than the
change from service-by-service to time-period forecast responsibility), forecasters will need to make a fundamental
change in the focus of their work.
At present, a weather forecaster is both a (hydro)meteorologist and a journalist. Much of the pride of forecasting
is carried in the written word. In the AWIPS era, forecasters
will concentrate on providing accurate depictions of upcoming events, and let computer programs generate the words.
This will be difficult for some; however, as graphical forecasts become more common in the future, concern over
words will diminish.
The first semi-operational test of the AFPS is scheduled to begin at the Denver WSFO in early 1995, hosted on
the FSL-built FX-ALPHA system (Bullock and Grote, 1994).
It will be a challenge to successfully apply the forecasting
process described here to NWS operations.
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THE METPRO WORKSTATION
VERSION 3.0
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Tom Donaldson
Mike Mazzella

General Sciences Corporation
Laurel, Maryland, U.S.A.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The METPRO meteorological workstation is a powerful
meteorological data analysis and display system. It
provides a comprehensive set of programs to analyze
satellite, radar, surface, and upper-air data. METPRO
generates products for both operational and research
meteorology environments. The preparation of products
can be customized by the user to meet the needs of the
particular site where METPRO is installed. METPRO
workstations are now successfully meeting the
requirements of operational weather centers in several
countries.

2.1 METPRO Input Data Summary
The METPRO system ingests meteorological data in
real time and preprocesses, calibrates, and stores the
data in METPRO files. The fully outfitted METPRO
groundstation ingests and formats the following data
types:
•

Global Telecommunications System (GTS) Data.
These data include surface reports, upper-air
radiosonde reports, and numerical weather
prediction (NWP) model output.

•

Satellite Data. These data include the polar-orbiting
NOAA series satellites, including Advanced Very
High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) image
sectors, and TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder
(TOVS) sounding retrievals. Geostationary satellite
data originate from the Japanese GMS, United
States GOES, and European METEOSAT satellites.

•

Radar Data. Radar data consist of images with
field types such as reflectivity, rain rate, and
Doppler velocity.

The METPRO workstation system software is designed
to be highly portable and expandable. The METPRO
system is UNIX-based and currently hosted on the
Silicon Graphics, Inc. (SGI) Indigo series of computers.
The Indigo utilizes the Reduced Instruction Set
Computing (RISC) technology, a powerful graphics
engine, and the IRIX operating system.
In this paper, the major features of the METPRO system

are discussed and a sample METPRO product is
presented. In addition, new features of the METPRO
workstation Version 3.0 are highlighted. Version 3.0
will be released in early 1994.
2.

It should be noted that the METPRO software is flexible
enough to handle other types of data as long as the data
is stored in METPRO data file format.

METPRO SYSTEM OVERVIEW
2.2 METPRO Workstation Product Summary

The METPRO system includes data ingest and
formatting, product generation, and display . Figure 1
illustrates the data flow for a complete METPRO
installation.

Corresponding author address: John Stout,
General Sciences Corporation, 6100 Chevy Chase Drive
Laurel, MD 20707

The METPRO workstation generates a complete set of
products, including surface weather maps, upper-air
constant pressure maps, thermodynamic diagrams,
vertical cross sections, satellite and radar images, and
composite products (surface and upper-air maps
combined with images). Figure 2 shows an example of
an upper-air graphics, product. The product includes
temperature contours and streamlines at 500 mb. Other
products include the following.
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GTS Data

Surface Graphics
Products
Upper-Air Graphics
Products

Satellite Data
Image
Products
Composite
Image/Graphics
Products

Radar Data

Figure 1. METPRO Data Flow

plots of hundreds of other parameters (see Features
section).
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•

Sounding profiles of any parameter can be plotted
from station or grid data. Skew T - log P, Stuve,
linear pressure, and tephigram plots are supported.

•

Plotting of vertical cross and time sections for any
meteorological parameter that can be computed is
provided.
In addition, vertical cross sections
through a three-dimensional grid can be drawn with
scalar and vector quantities displayed .

•

Images of satellite or radar data are provided. Any
maps or contours of conventional data may be
overlaid.

•

Image data may be remapped to standard map
projections. Several different images may be
"mosaiced" together into one output image.

•

Loops of products may be animated. The products
may be graphics, image, or image overlaid with
graphics. Up to ten 8-bit 1024 X 1024 or forty 512
X 512 products may be animated .

•

Images or graphical products may be zoomed and
panned.

•

Images may be enhanced by modifying the Look-up
Table. A manual or histogram equalizing black and
white enhancement is provided. Manual and slice
color enhancements are provided.

J
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Figure 2. Upper-J\ i1· Graphics Product

•

Surface charts may be either standard or custom.
Standard charts would include station plots,
isotherms, and isobars.
Custom charts could
include convergence, temperature advection,
streamlines, or contours or plots of hundreds of
other parameters (see Features section).

•

Upper air charts may be either standard or custom.
Standard charts would include station plots,
isotherms, height contours, and isotachs. Custom
charts could include streamlines, vort1c1ty
advection, Rossby number, thickness, or contours or
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•

Images or user-specified sub-areas of images may
be analyzed for value, histogram of value, or
statistics of value, where value is grey value, black
body temperature or derived height for satellite, or
reflectivity for radar. Cloud type and amounts are
also provided.

•

METPRO contains a global map database.
Geopolitical boundaries or latitude/longitude grids
may be drawn in any valid METPRO projection for
any user-specified geographic region.

•

Specification of contour line color, type, width,
contour interval, contour labeling, and size is
allowed for any parameter or diagnostic quantity.

•

Cloud-drift winds may be computed.

•

Several tropical cyclone prediction schemes are
provided: HPAC, Clipper, and Dvorak.

•

Fronts, pattern fills, weather symbols, and
annotation are drawn, toggled, erased, and shifted.

•

Sea surface temperature images or grids and
vegetation index images or grids may be calculated
from NOAA A VHRR images.

•

•

Images may be combined by putting each through
one of the red, blue, and green color guns. Another
way to combine images is by creating an output
image that is an arithmetic combination of the input
images.

METPRO uses the General Meteorological
Software Package (GEMPAK) Version 5.1
subroutines and data structures to analyze surface,
upper-air, and grid data sets. The use of GEMPAK
provides METPRO with a powerful and flexible set
of applications for generation of graphics products.
GEMPAK was developed at NASA/Goddard Space
Flight Center and is available from COSMIC. See
desJardins et al. (1991) for further details about
GEMPAK.

•

A 3-D perspective image may be created from a
visible and infrared pair of images.

•

The display of navigation information, such as
Earth location is displayed for any position on a
satellite or radar image, or graphics product. The
nominal navigation solution for satellite images are
improved by techniques such as landmark
registration.

•

Composite products are created by remapping
image products to common map projections or by
overlaying graphics products onto image products
in the satellite projection. In either case, the image
and graphics data are properly co-registered.
Composite products provide a powerful tool for the
integration of several types of meteorological data
into a single product display.

3.

METPRO MODES OF OPERATION

2.3 METPRO Workstation Product Features
METPRO provides a powerful set of applications and
flexible features to generate its products, including:
•

Grid data are generated from surface or upper-air
data by Barnes objective analysis or ingested from
model grids and converted to the METPRO grid
format.

•

An extensive set of over 100 grid scalar and vector
functions is available for computed grid diagnostics.
These functions operate on any scalar or vector
parameter which can be computed.
Generic
operations, such as spatial and temporal derivatives,
arithmetic functions, and various vector operations
are also available.

•

Products are created at user-specified heights,
pressure levels, or isentropic levels for upper-air
and grid data sets.

•

Products are created by user-specified geographic
region and map projections. The geographic region
is specified by latitude/longitude bounds, country,
state, or province abbreviations, or station
identification code. Areas may be expanded or
reduced. There are nine valid METPRO map
projections plus the native satellite projections.

The METPRO workstation is designed to accommodate
the needs of both the operational and research
environments and the user's level of expertise by
providing three modes of operation.
3.1 Automated Mode
Products are automatically generated by the system as
soon as the data are ingested and transferred to the
workstation database from the groundstation system and
optionally can be output to system plot devices for
hardcopy. Products are automatically generated by
employing METPRO script files. Script files contain a
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list of METPRO application names and user input file
names necessary to generate a product.
3.2 Semi-Automated Mode
The user may generate his own set of products in a
rapid fashion. In this mode, a user-defined METPRO
script file is executed to generate and display products.
The script is invoked by a simple mouse click. The
semi-automated mode allows the user to generate
different products or products having different
characteristics than the system-generated products.
3.3 Interactive Mode
The interactive mode allows the user to generate
products or product components by running individual
applications in an interactive fashion. This mode
provides the greatest flexibility in creating products by
allowing interactive control of product characteristics.
4.

NEW FEATURES

METPRO has undergone significant changes in recent
months. Among them are a complete rewrite of all of
the satellite, radar and Global Telecommunications
System (GTS) ingest software, major changes to the
graphical editing techniques, addition of a multiple
window display capability, and port of the software
from a strictly Silicon Graphics Inc (SGI) platform to a
completely portable system based solely on the X
Window System.

standards set by the WMO, and occasionally deviate
even from those standards. The trick was to create a
parsing mechanism that could accept the data without
losing any at the higher data rates while being flexible
enough to account for differing formats. Fortunately,
UNIX provides several tools that are ideally suited for
this purpose.
By taking full advantage of the
advantages offered by UNIX, we were able to create the
kind of flexible, maintainable system our customers
demanded.
The second step was to ingest radar products into the
UNIX platform. This required the same kind of realtime
capabilities as the GTS, based on the varying data rates .
However, there are no standard file formats for radar
images. This presented an interesting design problem
that was solved by modularizing the reformatting
subsystem to allow substitution of various programs and
subprograms depending on the format being decoded.
The final and most challenging aspect of realtime data
aquisition is the ingest of satellite data. For this
function, we had to rely not only on our own software
design and development expertise but our system
engineering and integration expertise. This combination
allows us to package off the shelf hardware components
to interface with the satellite data stream with our
software to create a high quality, robust system. Again,
modularity is the key to the flexibility of the system.
The user interface is identical for every satellite, except
in areas that are absolutely satellite specific. For
example the definition of sector areas is the same, while
pass prediction and scheduling is by necessity different.

4.1 Ingest
The first change was to our realtime ingest. Earlier
versions of METPRO were heterogeneous systems
which consisted of Digital Equipment Corporation VAX
computers for all realtime operations and Silicon
Graphics, Inc. UNIX based workstations for all
visualization.
This design took advantage of the
strengths of each vendors hardware and operating
system features. However as the price of Silicon
Graphics workstations dropped and the performance
increased, it became apparent that a more cost efficient,
easier to maintain and more powerful system could be
created by offering hardware from a single vendor.
The first step was to rewrite the portions of the code
with the lowest data rates. These were the GTS
decoders. GTS data comes in several different formats
and data rates in various places throughout the world.
The data rates can be as low as 50 bit per second (bps)
to 9600 bps or higher. The formats vary according to
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These improvements to the realtime portions of our
system have allowed us to support a broader range of
customers. For customers where money is a large
concern, we have significantly reduced the cost of the
overall system and allowed options where the cost can
be reduced even further if performance is not a priority.
For customers with higher performance demands, we
have still reduced the cost while at the same time
increased the performance of the processing system.
4.2 Graphical Editing
The second change concerns graphical editing
capabilities, which include the addition of a graphics
toolbox which allows the user a wide variety of
functions. Some of these were included in earlier
versions of METPRO, many are new. Among the
functions that existed are the capability to annotate
pages with text, weather symbols, filled polygons, and

fronts.
here.

We will concentrate on the new capabilities

The most basic functionality in graphical editing is the
ability to select individual objects for modification. The
METPRO staff addressed this issue in the most intuitive
means available, an object oriented approach using the
mouse as the pointing device and offering various
options based on the selection. Once an object has been
selected, editing options or attributes are presented.
Once an attribute has been selected, options for that
attribute are presented.

atmosphere simultaneously, view current satellite data
and conventional weather data products simultaneously,
compare actual observations to forecasts and view
composite products along with their individual
components in different windows. Multiple windows
allows all of these things in uncluttered windows which
allow the meteorologist to focus in particular features of
the atmosphere without the distraction of other less
important data. We have done this without sacrificing
any of MEPTRO' s original power for the creation and
display of complex products.
4.4 Portability

This object oriented approach builds a significant
amount of intelligence into the software, while allowing
the user the flexibility
that is needed to make
customized maps. Another example of this in the
ability to change an attribute of a single contour or a
group of contours. The user may want to change the
line width of all contours to make them more visible on
a hardcopy output, or they may just want to highlight a
single one, such as the 0 degree temperature contour.
Another major change is the graphical selection of data
to list, edit or plot. This capability is based on the
METPRO feature of Area of Interest (AOI) selection.
METPRO supports several different area of interest
types, depending on the type of function being
performed. For example, if a user want to plot a grid
cross section between Washington D.C. and Los
Angeles, CA., a path AOI is created with end points at
or near these two cities. Similarly, if the user wishes to
edit data in the midwest US, a box AOI is drawn on a
map of this area.
4.3 Multiple Windows
Each of the above changes is intended to make
METPRO easier and more intuitive for the user. They
add a great deal of power in that operations which used
to take several steps can now be done in one or two. In
addition, the addition of multiple display windows
makes it easier to visualize the types of edits that the
user will want to make.
The entire computer industry is moving toward
multiwindowing environments and METPRO is no
exception. While maintaining its capability to view a
data set using nearly the entire screen, we have added
the capability to view multiple data sets simultaneously
in smaller subscreen windows. This is a feature that has
been in high demand for some time in the
meteorological community. Some of the features added
include the ability to view several different levels of the

The final improvement to METPRO was motivated by
desires similar to those that led us to improve our data
ingest capability. It is the modification of our display
software to remove dependencies on a particular vendor
hardware or graphics library. This effort was a natural
extension of the METPRO design, which took into
account the potential for customer needs of hardware
other than SGI. METPRO' s client/server architecture
allows substitution of various server programs,
depending on the type of hardware being supported.
For example, the server process for SGI takes advantage
of all of the high performance visualization features
available on that platform. The server for an X terminal
is completely portable and will run on any vendor
hardware that adheres to the X Window System. This
improvement allows us to run on a vast array of
hardware platforms, from the highest performance SGI
supercomputer nearly down to the most inexpensive X
Terminal on the market. It moves the power of
METPRO into the hands of a greater number of users.
Each of these improvements were driven by three
factors: Customer needs, competitiveness and an eye to
the future. Since its inception, METPRO has responded
to the needs of its customers by adding algorithms and
features that now make up the entire METPRO system.
The need to be more competitive is not just true in
manufacturing, but in all aspects of the commercial
world. An eye toward the future is absolutely necessary
in this and any other business.
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1A.10
A HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERFACE FOR
MANAGING COMPLEX COMPUTATIONAL TASKS
Steven S. Fine, Steven Chall, Dongming Hwang
MCNC, Information Technologies Division
Research Triangle Park, North Carolina

1 . INTRODUCTION
Performing a regional- or urban-scale air quality
simulation can be a complex computational endeavor. A simulation typically requires the execution
of dozens of programs, each of which may have
multiple input and output files. Quite often, the
output from one program is used as input to another,
so that programs must be executed in a strict order.
Due in large part to this complexity, several personweeks of work may be required to complete some
simulations. Furthermore, it is not uncommon that
human error in the management of computations
forces the whole process to be repeated. For example, a typing error in specifying the name of an input
file invalidates all subsequent computations.
MCNC is exploring techniques and technologies
that could be incorporated into next-generation environmental modeling systems. Dennis and Novak
(1991) describe an example of such a system. One of
MCNC's goals is to investigate approaches that
make it easy for a user to reliably manage complex
collections of computational processes and their input and output data. This paper describes a visual
programming approach for a human-computer interface that allows the convenient organization of large
numbers of programs and associated data.
2.

RELATED WORK

An immediate precursor to our current efforts is
the UAMworld prototype, in which some steps were
taken toward streamlining the execution of an environmental model (Chall and Pearson 1993).
U AM world provides a graphical user interface for
specifying input data and control information for the
Urban Airshed Model (UAM) and for analyzing the
model output. (See Scheffe and Morris [1993] for a
description of the UAM.) UAMworld automatically
manages many of the details required to use the
model, including generating shell scripts, retrieving
Corresponding author address: Steven Fine, MCNC,
P.O. Box 12889, 3021 Cornwallis Rd., Research
Triangle Park, NC, 27709; E-mail: fine@mcnc .org
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and storing data sets, executing the model on a
remote supercomputer, and displaying the results.
UAMworld, however, provides only limited capabilities for choosing which computations should be
performed.
Capabilities for choosing and organizing computational tasks can be greatly improved by the use of
visual programming. In a visual programming
environment, some or all operations, program structures, and data structures are represented in a graphical
manner. Such a graphical representation often permits a user to more easily define, understand, and
alter the computations to be performed. One common technique is to represent variables and computations with icons and the flow of data between the
computations as lines connecting these icons. In
this case, the visual representation of the computation is analogous to a schematic diagram for an
electrical circuit. Figure 1 shows how the computation of (a+ b) x c might be represented. The
circles represent variables, and the squares represent
operations.

AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY

Figure 1. A possible representation in a visual
programming environment of the computation of (a+ b) x c.

Many commercial products provide visual
programming capabilities.
One example is
LabVIEW, an environment for constructing programs
for the acquisition, analysis, and display of scientific
data (Vose and Williams 1986; Kodosky et al. 1991).
In LabVIEW, functions such as addition, cosine, and
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) are represented by
icons. The user connects the icons with lines, which

represent the data flow. Another example is the
Application Visualization System (A VS), which
provides a framework for visualizing scientific and
engineering information (Upson et al. 1989). The
user connects programs such as data readers, filters,
data slicers, and display utilities to produce the
desired results.
3. A VISUAL PROGRAMMING SYSTEM
BASED ON "PROJECTS"

To manage collections of interrelated computations and data, we are designing a visual programming system where computational processes are
organized into units of work that are tentatively
called "projects." A project contains the following
components:
• A collection of computational tasks where
each task is an executable program (i.e.,
model, analysis tool, or translation tool) or is
itself a project
• The tasks' input and output data sets
• A representation of the flow of data among
project components, including input and
output relationships
• Control information that determines the behavior of the project's tasks, such as the time
period and geographic domain to be modeled
A project is displayed in a workstation window
(Figure 2*). Tasks, data sets, and their relationships
are displayed in the form of a diagram. Tasks are
represented by polygons, persistent data sets by
circles, and data flow relationships by lines. Control
information is displayed to the left of the diagram.
The project "Standard" in Figure 2 contains a standard oxidant model, meteorological and emissions
input data sets, and an analysis program to examine
the chemical concentrations produced by the model.
The time period and geographic domain for the
simulation are specified by the project's control
parameters.
4. MANIPULATING PROJECTS

A new project contains no data, tasks, or control
information. The icons across the bottom of the
window shown in Figure 2 provide access to lists of

*

Figures 2 and 3 contain mock-ups that are intended to
elicit feedback from users . The proposed interface
presented in the figures does not correspond to any
particular operating system.

available data sets and tasks. Once the user places
the first data set or task in a project, the system helps
the user specify related components. The system can
display a list of all input and output data sets
associated with a selected task. Conversely, for a
selected data set, the system can display a list of all
of the tasks that accept that data as input or produce
it as output. For example, the list of tasks associated with an emissions data set might include programs for translating between different formats,
models of chemistry and transport, and data visualization tools. When a list of available data sets or tasks
is so long that it is difficult to find a particular item,
the user can select and display a subset of a list by
specifying desired characteristics, such as owner or
geographic domain.
When it is clear what is required, the system can
automatically add data sets and tasks to a project.
For example, if the user requests a display of ozone
concentrations, the system can automatically add to
the project an oxidant model that produces the desired
concentration fields.
The ability to place projects within projects
allows complex structures of operations to be intuitively organized, much like calling a subroutine
from within another subroutine. If project B is
contained in project A, project B is called a subproject of A and project A is called a superproject of
B. If no control information is specified for a subproject, it inherits control information from the
superproject. For instance, if no time period is
specified for a subproject, the subproject will use the
time period that was specified for the superproject.
Figure 3 shows steps in the construction of a
very simple project that contains two subprojects.
Figure 3a shows a project for performing an air
quality simulation. Note that Figure 3a is identical
to the diagram in Figure 2 except for the inclusion
of an additional "output pipe," which indicates that
this project returns data at completion of execution,
analogous to a FOR TRAN function returning a value.
Figure 3b shows a project that was created by copying project "Standard," changing the name to "Test,"
and replacing the standard model with an experimental model. Figure 3c shows a superproject that
contains subprojects "Standard" and "Test" and
compares their results. In Figure 3c, the user could
see the contents of project "Standard" (in a window
similar to that shown in Figure 2) by selecting
"Standard" and opening it.
The system also allows a user to easily create
multiple subprojects that differ by only a single control parameter. For instance, a user might want to
run the standard oxidant model for ten distinct time
periods and produce contour plots of the results for
each time period. To accomplish that goal, he could
specify that project "Standard" be duplicated on the
basis of time period and then specify the ten time
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Figure 2. The project "Standard," which generates contour plots of the results from the standard oxidant model.
The menus displayed at the top indicate some of the available operations.

periods. Ten copies of "Standard" would be created,
each having a different name and time period.
A sophisticated computational infrastructure is
required to support the interfaces and operations
described above. Research on the infrastructure and
on the human-computer interface are proceeding in
parallel. Infrastructure issues include tracking tasks
and data sets, determining allowable relationships
between tasks and data sets, scheduling and tracking
execution of tasks, and automatically determining the
data and tasks that are required to produce a specified
result. After a project has been built, it can be
executed by selecting Start from the Execute menu.
The infrastructure that supports the visual programming interface will then automatically determine
which computations are necessary (since some of
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them may have been performed previously), retrieve
the required data sets, execute the tasks, report status,
and save the results.
5. DISCUSSION
We have used simple examples to make the
important concepts clear. For projects containing
just a few components, a visual programming
approach might be unnecessary. The advantages
become apparent when more realistic projects
containing dozens of components are used. The
benefits of using such an approach to organize
computations include the following:

• Data sets and tasks can be easily selected based
on their attributes, including their relationships to other tasks and data sets
• Processing can be easily repeated for different
control parameters, such as multiple time
periods
To date, air quality modelers have had generally
favorable reactions to designs for the visual programming interface.
(a) Project "Standard"

test
model

(b) Project "Test"

o-a-6
Standard

o-a-6
Test
(c) Project "Comparison"
Figure 3. Steps in the construction of a project that
compares the results of two models . .

• Users can organize complex computational
tasks in a natural, hierarchical manner
• Existing projects can be used as building
blocks for superprojects or as templates for
similar projects
• Users are not required to know implementation-level details, such as data and task locations or file formats

6. SUMMARY
Increasingly powerful and sophisticated computer
systems allow the creation of complex environmental
models and many large associated data sets. An
unfortunate consequence of this complexity and size
is the difficulty of managing environmental modeling
studies. We have described a graphical interface that
harnesses the additional computational power to
assist in the organization and application of collections of programs and data sets. This interface
allows users to organize complex computational
tasks into hierarchical structures. It also helps users
avoid errors by guiding them as they make connections between programs and data and by supporting
the explicit sharing of control information among
programs. Work continues on refining this preliminary interface design and evaluating its effectiveness.
Acknowledgments: This work is supported by
EPA cooperative agreement CR-816496-04-0. Ideas
presented here were developed during many conversations with other members of MCNC' s Environmental Programs Group, especially Ed Bilicki, Carlie
Coats, Alison Eyth, Ken Galluppi, Adel Hanna, and
Ted Smith. Jeanne Eichinger and Kathy Pearson
provided invaluable technical editing assistance.
Disclaimer: This conference preprint has been
subjected to MCNC' s document review process and
has been approved for publication. The viewpoints
expressed are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect those of MCNC. Mention of trade
names or commercial products does not constitute
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has been funded in part by the U.S. Environmental
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METEOROLOGICAL APPLICATIONS TOOLS FOR GENERATING IMAGES
FROM GRIDDED DATA ON THE SATELLITE DATA
HANDLING SYSTEM AT AFGWC

John V. Z'lpotocny

Headquarters Air Force Global Weather Central
Offutt Air Force Base, Nebraska
and
Sterling Software
Information Technology Division
Bellevue, Nebraska 68005

1.

INTRODUCTION

Visual portrayal of gridded data in image fotm is an
increasingly popular display method for meteorological products.
Advantages of the image type displays over the traditional
contour line depictions are many. The images can be color
enhanced to accentuate key features, animated to vividly present
a weather system's temporal evolution, and readily overlayed
with other contour fields to create a composite analysis.
Sterling Software has developed and implemented
meteorological applications tools on the Satellite Data Handling
System (SDHS) at Air Force Global Weather Central (AFGWC)
which create color enhanceable imagery from many of the
gridded products supported by the SDHS. Image projections can
be selected as either polar stereographic or tropical Mercator.
and image dimensions can be either 512 x 512 or 1024 x 1024
pixels. Valid image decimations range from (8:1), an entire
hemisphere, to (1: 1), equivalent to the eastern half of U.S. The
tool automatically merges valid time and parameter labels as
well as a scale bar into the iniage. An overlapping quadratic
polynomial method is used to intetpolate values at pixels which
lie between grid points. More detailed infomrntion on the the
interpolation method and basic procedures used to generate the
images are discussed in the following section.
2.

PROCESSING GRIDS INTO IMAGERY ON THE
SDHS

A variety of gridded data fomrnts are used to store the
vast amount of data required for SDHS operations at the
AFGWC. In general, the data formats can be categorized into
two main types; polar projection (PST) grids and tropical
projection grids. PST grids can be of several spatial resolutions.
or meshes, including: whole, half, quarter, and eighth mesh.
Horizontal spacing between grid points at a standard latitude of

60 degrees ranges from 381 Km for whole mesh
products to slightly less than 48 Km for eighth mesh .
Tropical projection grids are stored in a 2.5° x 2.5°
latitude/longitude (HJRAS) format. The lnrngery fr0m
Grids software provides the capability to generate an
ea1th-locatable iniage from any of these SDHS gridded
data.

In order to generate the high density of pixels
in an inrnge, a considerable amount of data intetpolation
must be done. The amount of intetpolation required
depends on several factors including the desired
decimation of the output image and the mesh of the
input grid. In general. the coarser the mesh the n10re
inte1polation that is required. Tims, whole mesh gtids
require the most inte1pol<"ltion of the PST . HTRAS
fomrnt requires the most intetpolation of any input grid.
and take the longest to process into inrngery. 111e
inte1polation method used in the Imagery from Grids
tool is an adaptation of the overlapping quadratic
polynomial technique from Bleck and Haagenson ( 1968)
as applied by Koehler (1979).
A schematic
representation of the overlapping quadratic method is
shown in Figure 1.
The intetpolation uses the sixteen grid d<"lta
points sunounding the point to be intetpolated and
separates the x and y direction dependence in a manner
sin1ilar to bilinear interpolation. Estimates of the value
at points A.B.C and D at the x position are found by
constrncting four overlapping polynomials of the fonn:
Q(c) = x(x-1)1(1-x)Q(l) + (x)Q(4)1/2 +
(x- l)l l.5(x 2 ) - x - 1 IQ(2) (x)l l.5(x2 ) - 2x - .5 IQ(3).
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Figure 1. Schematic of overlapping
polynomial inteipolation method used
in Imagery from Grids software.

This equation is the product of a linear combination of
quadratic polynomials fitted to points 1-2-3 and 2-3-4,
respectively. which yields a cubic inteipolation between points
2 and 3. A sin1ilar polynomial is then fit to the estimates at
points A,B,C, and D in the y direction to find Q(Z). All pixel
values within the image domain are inteipolated in this way .
Although it seems mathematically cumbersome the method tuns
only slightly slower than a simple bilinear inteipolation method
but provides superior results.
TI1e inrnges utilize a projection and navigation fonnat
sin1ilar to the AFGWC Satellite Global Data Base (SGDB).
Gridded data are scaled to fit into a standard 256 gray shade
range. Scaling infom1ation is passed to the output image header
to allow conect pixel value inteITogation. To ensure consistent
scaling from one data time to the next. hard-coded scaling
factors are used for several parameters. This ensures that any
grid value is always assigned the identical pixel value regardless
of the range of values. Colorized enhancements may be applied
to the image to accentuate key features .
All images
automatically have a scale bar and labels added at a gray shade
of 255. Labels provide the level, valid time. parameter name
and units of the input gridded data.
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3.

SUMMARY

The Imagery from Grids software tools
recently inlplemented on the SDHS by Sterling Software
will provide AFGWC forecasters with a capability for
improved data analysis through enhanced visualization of
atmospheric parameters. In addition. animation of these
imagery products can vividly portray the temporal
evolution of weather systems as described by the gridded
output from numerical weather prediction models.
Beyond these evident advantages. many new operational
applications and further refinement of existing
applications will undoubtedly be realized as testing and
evaluation of the Image1y from Giids products continues.
4.
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ENHANCED A VIS
Ernest R. Talpey

TASC
Reading, Massachusetts

1.

INTRODUCTION

The Agromet Visualization and Information
System (AVIS) was initially presented at the 9th IIPS
conference (Talpey, 1993). That presentation
provided an insight into the background development
efforts for the baseline AVIS, Version 1.0.
This paper presents the efforts being put forth
in the continuing development of AVIS capabilities
and functionality (AVIS Versions 1.1, 2.0, and 2.1).
The paper will present the evolution of system
capabilities, discussing significant changes made
since last year, along with those activities which are
being examined for future integration.

2.

EVOLUTION OF AVIS

AVIS is being developed through incremental
projects, each with its own funding and enhancement
goals. These projects represent the major AVIS
versions delivered to date, including AVIS Version
1.0 and 1.1, the soon to be released Version 2.0, and
Version 2.1 already underway. The system is being
developed in a Sun workstation environment using
the UNIX operating system, X/Motif window
management, the C language, Oracle RDBMS, and
the World Databank 2 (WDB2) map database. The
development of the various AVIS releases is described
next.

2.1

AVIS Version 1.0

The baseline AVIS Version 1.0 was delivered
to the U.S. Government (the Client) in September
1992. The system provided data request, analysis and

Corresponding author address:

Ernest

product storage. Data requests were from a single
database located on the Client's IBM mainframe, the
Agrometeorological (AGROMET) database. The
AGROMET database is provided operationally by
U.S. Air Force Global Weather Central (AFGWC)
and contains seventeen daily elements (see Table 1
below) on a world-wide gridding system (AFGWC's
1/8th mesh NEPH grid with -25nm spacing at 60
degrees latitude in a polar stereographic projection)
for land regions only. In addition, seven derived
elements (see Table 2 below) were computed locally
on the IBM as additional information available to the
analysts using AVIS.
Data are selected and retrieved from the IBM
mainframe based upon a user-defined region of
interest over any landmass of the world. This region
is called the area. During area definition the user
selects all the data elements desired for analysis.
Subsequent to the area definition, the user then selects
the area and dates desired and the data elements for
that area are retrieved and made available for
analysis.
The analyst is provided the capability to
display up to three different "overlays" of data on top
of the area being analyzed. An overlay can be one of
the following three types of displays: 1) a data point
or 3) a
display; 2) a single element contour;
combination contour.
A data point display is the basic method for
displaying the raw data values. It provides a
mechanism to visualize a single data element's values
at various grid points in the area. As the zoom level is
increased on the area, greater detail is provided.
Ranges of values can be associated with colors to aid
the analyst in identifying areas of concern.

R. Talpey, TASC, 55 Walkers Brook Drive, Reading,

MA 01867.
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Table 1. Daily AGROMET Elements·
snow depth
maximum temperature
minimum temperature
mean temperature
relative humidity
24hr summed wind speed
top layer (<5 cm) soil temperature
accumulated photothermal units
top layer (<5 cm) soil moisture
lower layer (5 cm< X < 1 m) soil moisture
estimated precipitation
real (measured) precipitation
merged precipitation
actual evapotranspiration
potential evapotranspiration
solar radiation
downward IR radiation

Table 2. Daily AGROMET Derived
Elements
corn crop stage
spring barley crop stage
spring wheat crop stage
winter wheat crop stage
winter wheat crop hardening
winter wheat winterkill
terrain heights
The second overlay type is the single element
contour. This capability provides the user with line
and fill color contours for a single data element in the
selected area. The colors used are based upon userdefined ranges of values and their associated colors. If
line contours are selected, then the analyst can define
either even or random line intervals. If filled contours
are desired, user specified ranges of values are
associated with the filled contour colors.
The third option for overlays is the
combination contour. This capability allows the
analyst to combine up to three different data elements
into a relational operation for display. As an example,
the user could specify:
max temperature < 32 AND wind speed> 10.
The results of these two elements combined would be
a true or false condition for each grid point in the area
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being analyzed. The overlay would display the regions
of true results with a user-defined color.
A fourth option is available to the analyst using
AVIS. This option provides a separate window in
which the analyst can examine a time series of up to
three elements to be displayed in a typical X-Y line
plot. For example, if the analyst was looking at an
overlay of minimum temperature for a given day and
wanted to know what the past weeks trend was for
minimum temperatures, a time series plot could be
defined showing the minimum temperatures for the
range of dates desired. The data displayed in the time
series graph is for a particular grid point within the
area of interest, thus the analyst simply moves the
cursor about the area in the display and clicks on each
point desired.
The combination of these overlays and/or time
series graphs provides the analyst with powerful tools
for analysis. These tools allow for spatial and
temporal analysis of agrometeorological data. The
analysis can be performed over areas of varying size
depending upon the user-specified areal dimensions.
Therefore, critical details necessary in agricultural
and meteorological assessments are provided in a
more timely manner, allowing for increased analytical
support.
A method for automatically exammmg
incoming data for critical data thresholds would
simplify the analysts work. A process was developed
whereby the analyst could enter in "alerts" for a given
area. These alerts are defined in practically an
identical fashion as the combination contours. An
additional parameter is required for this operation
however, a percentage of the area which must meet
the specified criteria before the alert is triggered.
Given this information, as data elements are brought
across from the IBM for analysis, if an alert was set
up for the area, the data would be· tested for the
condition(s) specified. If they were found to be true,
then a message would be sent to the alert log and the
user would be notified.
There are several remammg options for the
user within AVIS Version 1.0. As an analytic tool,
the user can click on a mouse button within the area
being viewed and be presented with a separate
window that displays the NEPH grid point, latitude
and longitude, and the values being displayed within
the overlays (up to the three) at that point. The
remainder of the options are generally to provide the
storage of analyzed products for later review, system

backup, and
selections.

2.2

default

element color and range

AVIS Version 1.1

Version 1.1 of AVIS added to the capabilities
and functionality of the baseline system. During the
development of Version 1.0 several enhancements
were identified which would assist the user in
performing his/her tasks. One such enhancement was
the addition of a second Y-axis to the time series plot,
on the right-hand side. This addition allowed two
different scales and/or units to be displayed at the
same time. This can be beneficial if the analyst
wanted to see, for example, maximum and minimum
temperature on the left-hand side (degrees Celsius)
and the average wind speed on the right-hand side
(knots).
Another enhancement was in the storage and
retrieval of the data. The baseline AVIS system
allowed for only catastrophic backup and restore
capabilities. Version 1.1 the ability to backup and
retrieve data by area. Thus, if the user was completed
with a particular area for a long period of time, disk
space could be released by backing off the area to
8mm tape for archive and possibly later retrieval.
Many minor upgrades were done to the systems
user interface as options for the user. For example, a
hatching pattern was made available rather than just a
solid color fill within the contour analysis portion of
AVIS. An enhanced legend capability was developed
which displayed the corresponding colors, contour
intervals and element names being displayed. The
users were also provided a method to annotate point
locations with text through the entry of the locations
latitude and longitude.
A major focus during this phase of AVIS
development was to perform a future capabilities and
enhancements study. This study provided the
requirements analysis and system design for AVIS'
expansion into handling multiple databases and the
capability to handle station (or point location)
information as well as gridded data. The results of
this study was the Work Breakdown Structure (WBS)
for the development of AVIS Version 2.0 and 2.1,
described next.

2.3

A VIS Version 2.0

A major upgrade to AVIS is in its final stages
as of this publication date. This upgrade consists of
expanding the data request and analyses processes to
handle selection and use of multiple databases. All
new databases will become available directly on the
Sun disk drives, without the need for data transfer
from the IBM mainframe. This will save considerable
time in the downloading process, a major issue with
Version 1.X. (It is expected that future enhancements
to AVIS will transfer the AGROMET data via
separate means to the Sun disk drives.) In addition,
the method for selecting the elements in Version 2.0
will change. It will allow the user to select the
elements desired for the area at data request rather
than only at the time of defining an area. This will
allow the user to vary the elements for an area from
request to request, not possible in Version 1.X. In this
way, the analyst will be able to combine various
elements from various databases for desired analysis.
Version 2.0 will provide one new database,
namely the NOAA AVHRR Normalized Difference
Vegetation Index (NDVI) derived from the Local
Area Coverage (LAC) imagery. Table 3 provides a list
of those elements within the database that are
particularly important for AVIS users. Each of these
values is provided for landmass NEPH grid points for
specified regions of the world. Currently two regions
are collected, one reduced to an l/8th mesh NEPH
grid and the other to l/16th mesh. Only a single
derived element will be calculated using this database,
shown in Table 4. NDVI values are provided as a
single value over a specified period of days. For
example, two different periods are being supplied by
U.S.G.S. EROS Data Center, 10-day and 15-day, for
only limited days of the year. The derived elements
that have "POR" attached to them (Period of Record)
in the tables below indicate that the data are
combined over the years available to derive one value.
An example POR element is NDVI median - POR,
which is a value for all recorded history for the 10-day
period of 1-10 January. Each month is broken up into
three 10-day (one 11-day period for 31 day months).
Each of these periods has a corresponding NDVI
median - POR.
Another potential source for a complete worldwide database available throughout the year would be
the NASA database known as the Pathfinder AVHRR
Land Data Set, which contains global vegetation
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index data. The data set is generated from the Global
Area Coverage (GAC) data from AVHRR. This data
set generally consists of the same elements as
NOAA's and is available on-line, yet A VIS does not
have Internet access at this time.
Another task within the development of A VIS
2.0 will be the integration of Island Graphics' Write,
Draw and Paint (WDP) desktop publishing package.
This package will allow the annotation of AVIS
products with variable text size and color, free-hand
analysis, and titling. The resultant products can then
be displayed within the package for briefings, or
placed within the package's report preparation
capability.

b)

A custom climatological database (called
CLIMATE) derived from the U.S.A.F.
Environmental Technical Applications Center
(ETAC) world-wide surface observation
(DATSAV database) reporting stations for
selected regions of the world. The elements of
this database are shown in Tables 7 and 8.

c)

The International Station Meteorological
Climate Summary (ISMCS) database provided
by the U.S. Navy. The elements desired from
this large collection of reporting station data
are presented in Table 9 and come from two of
the data sets within the database, Summary of
Meteorological Observations-Surface (SMOS)
and
World-Wide Airfield Summaries
(WWAS).

d)

A database developed by NCAR known as the
World Monthly Surface Station Climatology.
The elements desired from this database are
listed in Tables 10 and 11.

Table 3. NDVI Elements
Percent of pixels used
NDVImean
NDVI median
NDVImode
NDVI standard deviation
Thermal mean of A VHRR band 4

Table 5. Africa Elements
Table 4. NDVI Derived Elements
Monthly rainfall accumulation
NDVI median - POR

Table 6. Africa Derived Elements
2.4

AVIS Version 2.1
Mean monthly accumulation - POR

Design and development for AVIS Version 2.1
is also underway at this time. This version will
provide another leap forward for AVIS, as it will
enhance the analytic capabilities from not only
accepting NEPH gridded data sets, but also point
location (or station) data sets. This modification will
allow for the inclusion of many climatological
databases which are generated for meteorological
stations around the world. The station data will not
.only be able to go through the normal analysis
processing options within A VIS, but will also allow
the display of typical weather station plots for the
user-specified area (and prioritized list of stations).
In addition, four new databases will be
integrated into A VIS:
a)
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A custom Africa database providing the
elements shown in Tables 5 and 6. The data
are provided at non-standard (WMO) stations
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Table 7. CLIMATE Elements
10-day mean temperature
Monthly mean temperature
10-day mean maximum temperature
Monthly mean maximum temperature
10-day mean minimum temperature
Monthly mean minimum temperature
10-day accumulated rainfall
Monthly accumulated rainfall

Table 8. CLIMATE Derived Elements
Mean monthly temperature - POR
Mean monthly maximum temperature - POR
Mean monthly minimum temperature - POR
Mean monthly rainfall - POR

Table 9. ISMCS Elements
Mean monthly temperatures - POR
Mean monthly maximum temperatures - POR
Mean monthly minimum temperatures - POR
Extreme monthly maximum temperatures - POR
Extreme monthly minimum temperatures - POR
Mean monthly dew point temperatures - POR
Mean monthly relative humidity - POR
Median monthly wind speed - POR

Table 10. NCAR Elements
Monthly mean temperature
Monthly accumulated rainfall
Monthly mean relative humidity
Monthly temperature departure
Monthly rainfall departure
# days per month rainfall >= 1mm

Table 11. NCAR Derived Elements
Mean monthly temperature - POR
Mean monthly rainfall - POR
Mean monthly relative humidity - POR
Mean monthly temperature departure - POR
Mean monthly rainfall departure - POR
Mean monthly #days rainfall>= Imm - POR
A greatly enhanced documentation set for
AVIS will be the last deliverables under Version 2.1.
This delivery will consist of two documents, a users
and maintenance manual. These documents have
been provided with the initial delivery of Version 1.0
and been updated for Version 1.1 and 2.0. However,
as with most system development projects,
documentation is never complete. Thus, a modest
amount of resources have been provided to document
the user interface, various administrative needs of the
system, and to provide a robust manual for the
maintenance programmer to facilitate modifications
to the source code, including walk-through of the
code for various potential upgrades to the system (new
databases, new elements within a database, a new
WDB2 database, etc.).

3.

FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS

The final efforts within Version 2.1 activities
will be to study the integration efforts required for
including the AGROMET and DATSAV databases

into AVIS. This study will include how the DATSAV
database will be used and what mechanisms can be
used to transfer both databases onto the A VIS disk
drives directly from the current IBM mainframe
archive. A smaller issue within the study will be to
provide import/export capabilities from AVIS to
standard imaging and GIS systems. Current analysis
of LANDSAT and AVHRR image analysis could be
enhanced with AVIS products overlaid on the
imagery.
We are also looking forward to developing
more capabilities that will be networked and
compatible to the AVIS system that will allow broader
environmental assessment capabilities to be available
to the Client. This is expected to include the
development of an integrated dispersion modelling
capability that will provide decision support in the
post-event
areas of real-time support to operations,
analysis, and damage assessment and planning for
natural or man-made disasters.

4.

SUMMARY

The
AGROMET
Visualization
and
Information System has now grown into a more
robust analytical tool. Not only can it provide a means
of visualizing databases previously only seen in
tabular numeric form, but also can provide custom
analysis capabilities to combine the various elements
in several visualization options, including raw data
point displays, line and filled contours, combination
contours, and time series plots. Free-hand analysis
can then be performed in WDP and placed directly
into timely tactical reports.
AVIS Version 1.0 was delivered in September
1992, followed in April 1993 with Version 1.1.
Version 2.0 is expected to be delivered by the end of
February 1994, with January 1995 as the delivery date
for Version 2.1.

References:
Talpey, Ernest R., et. al. 1993: Agromet Visualization
and
Information
System,
9th
International
Conference on Interactive Information Processing
Systems for Meteorology, Oceanography, and
Hydrology Preprint, 81-84.
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1A.13

XLIGHT: AN INTERACTIVE LIGHTNING ANALYSIS AND DISPLAY SYSTEM
Matthew S. Gilmore, Antony H. Perez, Richard E. Orville, Louis J. Wicker
Cooperative Institute for Applied Meteorological Studies
Texas A&M University

1.

INTRODUCTION

An interactive visualization package called
XLIGHT, developed during the past year, displays and
statistically analyzes the National Lightning Detection
Network (NLDN) lightning data. Using a graphical
user interface (GUI), one can display selected lightning
events using several different methods and overlay
meteorological data for intercomparison. The available
meteorological data includes surface pressure, temperature, dew point temperature, wetbulb temperature
and radar video integrator and processor (VIP) levels.
Visualization methods include contour or location plot
routines as well as graphs of the statistical calculations.
Interactive display of multiple graphical products may
help the user assess correlations between lightning
episodes and synoptic or mesoscale weather patterns as
well as relationships between different meteorological
parameters. To highlight the use of XLIGHT, a case
study demonstrates the various capabilities of the
interactive tool.

tern that runs on most unix-based computers, Apple
Macintosh computers, and IBM PC's. XLIGHT uses
IDL's X-window driver, therefore it is usable on almost
any X-window compatible system.
3. DATA SOURCES
XLIGHT integrates a variety of meteorological
data for intercomparison. The different data sources are
GeoMet Data Services' THUNDER, NASA/Goddard
Space Flight Center's GEMPAK5, and Purdue
University's Weather Processor (WXP). The three
sources provide lightning data, meteorological surface
station fields, and national composite radar summaries,
respectively. Data acquisition programs retrieve and
store the various data types into separate ASCII files.
All utilities run on the department's main computer
system, facilitating the acquisition of continually
updated real-time data.
3.1 Lightning data

2.

MOTIVATION

The first two authors developed XLIGHT as a term
project in a cloud physics course during the spring of
1993. A discussion with the third and fourth authors
prompted the development of a tool with the following
features: an interactive interface, utilities for selecting,
displaying, and analyzing lightning data, and the ability
to overlay a wide variety of meteorological data. These
features make XLIGHT a useful tool for both teaching
and research.
The Interactive Data Language (IDL) is the chosen
base language for XLIGHT because it provides simple
construction and management of GUI's. Other reasons
include IDL's similarities to FORTRAN as a scientifically based computing language, its ability to quickly
display scientific data, and its built-in graphical and statistical routines. IDL is a very portable language sysCorresponding author address: Matthew S. Gilmore,
Department of Meteorology, 1204 Eller O&M Bldg.,
College Station, TX 77843-3150.
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THUNDER outputs the NLDN lightning data in
daily ASCII formatted files to disk (THUNDER User's
Manual, 1990). This output ASCII NLDN lightning
data is what XLIGHT reads. For case studies, the
meteorology department maintains an archive of NLDN
lightning data stored on 8 mm magnetic tapes along
with other meteorological data. The contents of each
lightning file include time, date, location (latitude and
longitude), first-stroke polarity, multiplicity, and signal
strength (used to estimate the peak current amplitude)
for each cloud-to-ground flash recorded by the network
for a twenty-four hour period.
3.2 Station observations

Data acquisition utilities read hourly observations
in GEMP AK format and store the requested output in
an ASCII formatted file. The GEMPAK file contains
surface data from all reporting stations in the United
States for a 24 hour period (NASA Tech. Memo.,
1991).
The surface data observations used with
XLIGHT are pressure, temperature, dew point temperature and wet.bulb temperature. After screening surface
data fields for missing values, the variables (valid for

the requested time) and their station locations (in latitude and longitude) are written to separate ASCII files.
3 .3 Radar images
The radar data acquisition program uses WXP's

radcvt subroutine to convert hourly radar summaries
into a manually digitized radar (MDR) file (WXP
User's Guide, 1991). Subsequently, the code assigns
radar VIP levels with the appropriate latitude and longitude points on a sub-grid of the limited fine-mesh
(LFM) grid (USDC NOAA-NWS Tech. Procedures,
1979).
Once all data acquisition is complete, the user can
generate and display various contoured fields and
perform statistical calculations easily using XLIGHT.
4.

INTERFACEDESIGN

A GUI makes it possible for quickly perusing data
fields. Self-explanatory buttons on the main dialogue
window are in a logical order to guide the user. Initially
button sensitivity restricts a button-selection-path that is
nonsensical. For example, the display functions are not
operable until the data is ingested. However after
ingestion the user is free to generate displays or
statistics in any order.
Figure 1 presents an example of how an XLIGHT
session might appear using a Spare 2 workstation. Note
how several XLIGHT dialogue boxes are visible simultaneously; each presenting information valid for the
delimited temporal and spatial domain.

The use of color to separate positive and negative
flashes or to delimit flashes into time intervals is very
helpful. Varying the contour style (by changing the
number, color, or dash style) makes it possible to
clearly see several fields superimposed. As a result, the
user may make visual comparisons easily.
All contour fields or statistical calculations match
the user-specified temporal and spatial domain. Using
this procedure minimizes CPU time and provides
temporal and spatial consistency between displays and
statistical calculations.
5.

A CASE STUDY DEMONSTRATION

A squall line associated with the Blizzard of March
1993 is a suitable case study for demonstrating the
capabilities of XLIGHT. This storm was a significant
weather anomaly that set a variety of meteorological
records in the Eastern United States. Not only did
significant snowfall reach the Gulf Coast but the storm
also produced one of the highest lightning flash rates on
record (Orville, 1993).
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Figure 1. This is an example of XLIGHT on a Spare 2
workstation with several XLIGHT dialogue boxes visihle.
The window in the foreground is the control and display
dialogue box and the upper-left window is the XLIGHT
console window.

Figure 2. Overlay of surface isobars (valid at 0600 UTC) and
4456 lightning flashes (valid from 0600-0700 UTC). One can
observe the center of the surface low over the Florida
Panhandle. The "+" and "-" represent positive and negative
flashes respectively. The maximum in the flash density
indicates the general leading-edge of the squall line over this
time interval.

At 0600 UTC on 13 March a squall line,
approximately 115 miles to the east and southeast of a
cold front, extended from South Carolina through
Florida southward to near the Yucatan Peninsula. An
associated surface low of 984 hPa developed over the
Gulf of Mexico before making land fall in the Florida
panhandle. Between 0600 and 0900 UTC, the storm
underwent its most rapid intensification with the
minimum surface pressure dropping 7 hPa. It is
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interesting that the highest flash rate recorded during
the storm occurred during this 3 hour interval as well.
Figure 2 shows 4456 lightning flashes (from 0600 to
0700 UTC) and the 0600 UTC surface isobars.
To illustrate XLIGHT's meteorological versatility,
Figure 3 is an overlay of surface pressure isobars and
radar VIP levels (valid for 0635 UTC). The highest
VIP contours are oriented along the squall line's leading
edge. The outer-most contour represents VIP level 1;
inner contours increase by 1 consecutively. Easily
superimposing other fields will yield complex weather
charts. The user can specify the color for each of the
fields displayed.

These figures represent a fraction of the displays
and statistical graphs that one can generate using
XLIGHT. A host of other visualization products may
add insight to any scientific inquiry of the relationship
between lightning activity and other meteorological
features.
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Figure 3. Illustration of surface isobars (valid for 0600 UTC)
superimposed with radar VIP levels (valid for 0635 UTC) in
dotted and solid contour lines respectively. The center isobar
corresponding to the surface low is 984 hPa and VIP levels
(not annotated) increase from 1 to 4 consecutively inward; 4
implying the greatest reflectivity. XLIGHT allows a user to
superimpose meteorological data with or without displaying
lightning flashes.

XLIGHT calculates and displays various statistics
pertinent to a user-specified domain. Figure 4 lists
some of the statistics computed by selecting the "quickstats" button on the user interface. Figure 5 is one
example of a statistical graph produced by XLIGHT. It
depicts the number of positive flashes as a function of
latitude.

Figure 5. Plot of the percent positive cloud-to-ground
lightning flashes with latitude (where N is the total number of
positive flashes). The plot is valid from 0600 to 0700 UTC
and the positive flashes correspond to those shown in figure 2.
The histogram bin size is 7.45 degrees oflatitude.

6.

XLIGHT's design makes it easy to add overlays of
other meteorological fields not listed in this paper. For
example, one might ingest data such as tornado or
mesocyclone tracks to overlay with the lightning data
and other fields.
An interesting addition might be the inclusion of
IDL's statistical calculation of correlation coefficient.
For example, one might want to correlate flash density
with radar VIP levels.
7.

Mean
Median
Maximum

Peak cmTent
Positive
Negative
48.6kA
-27.2 kA
36.4 kA
-22.6 kA
313 kA
-187 kA

Multiplicity
Neg.
Pos.
2.66

1.1

14

8

Figure 4. A list of basic lightning statistics computed by
XLIGHT (valid from 0600 to 0700 UTC) for the lightning
flashes as shown in Figure 2.
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1A.14

Ynot - An Algorithm Development Tool for Spatial Data Analysis
and Visualization
Mitchell S. Baltuch
U nidata Program Center
University Corporation for Atmospheric Research
Boulder, Colorado

1.0 Introduction
The Unidata Program 1 was established in 1982 to
respond to the needs of universities and the National
Science Foundation (NSF) for better access to weather
data. The program is administered by the Unidata Program Center (UPC) within the University Corporation
for Atmospheric Research (UCAR). The UPC assists
the university community in receiving data, and supplies
a suite of software packages to ingest, store, view and
manipulate them (Fulker, 1989). Unidata has been facilitating access to current weather data since 1985 and
services over 100 universities and colleges today.
Based on a survey of the Unidata community, it was
determined that there was a need for an addition to the
Unidata suite of software tools that would provide scientific image processing capabilities. In addition, there
was a need for integration of observational data, both
surface and upper-air, and satellite imagery. In May
1990, Unidata released a Request for Proposal for such a
system. After evaluation of the various proposals submitted, in January 1991, Unidata selected the Ynot
package, developed by MacDonald Dettwiler and Associates, Ltd (MDA). Since that time, Unidata and MDA
have been involved in a collaborative development
effort to add additional general functionality, as well as
functionality specific to the atmospheric sciences community.

2.0 Overview of Need
When working on developing an algorithm for a
research effort, most scientists use the time worn
method of writing a computer program to perform the
steps called for. Generally, this follows a cyclic pattern
of writing the program, compiling, debugging and executing it, and then analyzing the results. During the first
attempts at this, the scientist usually finds problems with
the algorithm which require some degree of reprogramming and the above steps are repeated as needed. This
1. The Unidata Program Center is sponsored by the National Science
Foundation and managed by the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research. Mention of a commercial company or product does
not constitute an endorsement by the Unidata Program Center.
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approach tends to be quite tedious and error prone.
Often, changes to the algorithm introduce unwanted side
effects, and the coding operation itself often introduces
errors (Wilson, 1992).
In contrast, Ynot allows a scientist to use a functional
language in an interactive setting to work with an algorithm, making changes as necessary, and immediately
seeing the results.
While most scientific analysis programs perform tasks
specific to a targeted scientific discipline, Ynot makes
no such assumptions. It is a powerful - but general analysis and visualization tool. This allows Ynot to be
used for many types of analysis and algorithm development in ways that are unique and new. One user once
made the complaint that in Ynot he was expecting a car,
but what he got was the machine shop. And indeed, that
is what Ynot is about. It is one of the finest scientific
machine shops available.

3.0 General Discussion
Ynot is implemented using worksheets represented as
spreadsheets. This spreadsheet paradigm is similar to
the interface found in packages like Lotus 1-2-3 and
Excel, except that the cells in the spreadsheet can contain spatial data, such as images and gridded data sets,
as well as simple numerical data. In addition, through a
rich set of mapping functions, spatial data in different
map projections may be integrated and goo-referenced.
This includes not only USGS 2D map projections, but
arbitrary satellite orbits as well.

3.1 Cells - The Basic Building Blocks
The basic building blocks of a worksheet in Ynot are
"Cells." A cell contains a formula which is interpreted
to obtain a value. This interpretation is performed when
the worksheet is loaded, or when the cell is defined or
changed. When a Ynot session is saved, only the definition of the cell - the formula - is kept, not the value.
A formula may contain constant values, functions, references to other cells and files. Any combination of these
may be used. The formula is expressed by use of a rich
functional language which is very similar to the "C"
programming language.

Dependencies between cells are determined by the formulas in the cells. Any change to a cell automatically
triggers recalculation of cells which are dependent on it.
Of interest here is the fact that Ynot enforces a policy of
no side-effects. This means that any change to a cell
only affects cells downstream in the dependency stream
and no changes are made upstream. This allows independent dependency trees to use the same data source
and changes to one tree will have no affect on the other
trees. The net effect of all this is to allow data to be
manipulated and viewed in multiple ways simultaneously.

3.2 The Ynot Functional Language
A formula contained in a Ynot cell is expressed via the
Ynot functional language. This language is C-like in
structure and syntax, having a broad range of operators
and functions. Operators allow the user to perform - in
addition to the usual basic arithmetic and logical operations - matrix and set operations. Also, image manipulation, such as convolution, can be performed by use of
an operator.

represent.

3.3 Geo-Referencing
A major strength of Ynot is its ability to integrate spatial
data that is represented in different mapping systems.
Ynot contains a rich set of mapping functions that allow
data in one mapping system to be remapped to another.
Ynot accomplishes this by treating mapping systems as
a tree-like hierarchy. The root of the tree is the Earth
Centered Rotating (ECR)system. Descending from the
root are branches for 2D Geodetic, 3D Geodetic, 3D
Geocentric and GOES satellite image mapping systems.
Each node on a branch knows how to convert its system
to its parent and child mapping systems. In this way, any
given mapping system can be converted to ECR and
from there to any other system (Figure 1).

3.3 Worksheets

The Ynot functional language contains over 1200 builtin functions covering a broad range of operations. There
are functions for statistical operations, trigonometric
functions, geo-referencing of spatial data, image manipulation, and even financial operations.

All Ynot sessions, when saved, are stored in files called
"worksheets". These are ASCII text files that contain
directives and cell definitions, or formulas, and are
loaded when Ynot is started up. The advantage of this
approach is that these worksheets can be e-mailed,
allowing a researcher to share algorithms, and other
work done in Ynot, with other researchers. These individuals may then, assuming they have the same data and
the Ynot program, exactly duplicate the work done. In
this way, long distance collaboration is quite feasible.

Besides the built-in functions, worksheets may also contain user-defined functions, as well as user-written Ynot
programs. Ynot programs contain a richer functional
language set that allows for the usual types of control
statements, such as looping and branching. They are
useful for representing particularly complex operations
that would otherwise require a large number of cells to

Worksheets are stored in a directory structure that Ynot
uses to organize a session. Worksheets may be embedded in other worksheets, and these worksheets are stored
in sub-directories of the session directory. In this way,
the directory structure mimics the hierarchy of the
actual Ynot session. These directories also contain
colortables and other configuration files created in a

3D Geocentric

ES

I

Satellite Orbit

Equidistant Cylindrical

Orbit to Image
Map to Image

Figure 1: Ynot Mapping Hierarchy
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given session. If desired, an entire session directory
structure can be copied and shared among many individuals.

3.4 Visualizations
Visualizing spatial data within Ynot is accomplished by
performing a series of steps. This starts with the creation
of a series of cells in the worksheet that combine to
manipulate the data as desired, and culminates with the
visualization of that manipulation in the appropriate
Canvas View. Once the data is displayed a number of
steps usually must be performed. These include assignment of a mapping object for proper geo-referencing, a
custom colortable, zoom factors and origin placement,
among other things. Often this means a fairly large number of steps have to be taken.
To minimize the time and effort involved, Ynot implements the concept of visualizations. This allows a person to perform the Canvas View setup once on a
particular data display and save the setup information
back to the worksheet. Once this is done, subsequent
invocations of the CanvasView for that display are done
by opening the visualization. This presents the user with
a Canvas View that is in the state that it was last saved in.
Visualizations are helpful when working on a new
worksheet over a period of time, where one works sporadically and would like to always be at the point where
the work was left at the last session. In addition, for

repetitive viewing of various spatial data, the setup only
needs to be done once, and subsequent viewing is
accomplished with minimal effort. This is particularly
useful when the viewing is done by individuals who are
not expert in the use of Ynot.

3.5 Ynot Views
Ynot is a client/server application, with the server function being performed by a process called the kernel. The
kernel is responsible for maintaining the data and
dependencies between the cells. The user does not communicate directly with the kernel, but uses client processes called "views" to manipulate and visualize the
data.
There are a number of different views available in Ynot.
Each view presents the user with a unique representation of the data or the cells containing the data. Cell
models may be viewed either in tabular (spreadsheet) or
list form. There are views to display and manipulate
colortables and views to display images and geometric
objects. There is also a view that displays the dependencies between cells in a graphical manner. In addition,
there are views that allow an ASCII text file to be
viewed and edited, allowing documentation to be
embedded in the session.
Figure 2 shows a typical Ynot session as it appears to
the user, with three views displayed. The upper-left
view is the Session View. One of these is displayed for

Figure 2: A Typical Ynot Display
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each Ynot session. It is the main point of control of the
session and displays system messages to the user. The
view in the upper-right comer of the screen is a SpreadsheetView. This is a tabular display of the cells contained in the kernel for this session. This is the view
most used to create and modify algorithms. The bottom
view is a CanvasView, and displays both images and
geometric objects. This view also allows editing to be
performed on geometric objects being displayed.

3.6 The Gory Technical Details
Ynot utilizes a client/server architecture that makes use
of Remote Procedure Calls (RPC's) to communicate
between processes. It contains over 200,000 lines of
C++ code and runs on Unix workstations, under the X
Window System (X11R5) and Motif (version 1.2). As of
this writing Ynot runs on Sun Microsystem's Spare
workstations using SunOS 4.1.x, and on SGI workstations running IRIX 4.0.5. A port to Solaris 2.2 on Sun
workstations is being worked on. The package requires
a workstation configuration of at least 32MB of RAM
and 65MB of swap space.

4.0 An Application Example
In the following example we use Ynot to manipulate
GOES satellite visible and infrared images in such a
way as to highlight cloud tops in the infrared spectrum
based on a temperature threshold. The goal will be to
create a composite image from the two original images
such that areas at or below the threshold are displayed
using the infrared image and the rest are displayed using
the visible image. Further, we would like to false-color
the infrared portion of the image to distinguish the cloud
tops. Ideally, we want the user to be able to change the
threshold level at will and see the results displayed without further intervention.
Normally, this task would be approached by writing a
program, which would include all of the display code, as
well as the image processing code. With Ynot, it is simply a matter of starting up a Ynot session, defining the
steps that have to be taken and the data needed, and then
displaying the visualization of the results. Indeed, the
worksheet to accomplish the task was put together in
considerably less than a day.
The process begins by starting a Ynot session. The user
is presented with a SessionView, from which a SpreadsheetView can be started (or in Ynot terms, launched).
The SpreadsheetView contains only empty cells at this
point. It is now a matter of selecting cells and entering in
the formulas and functions needed. Formulas and data in
cells may be referenced by other cells either by their
address, or by a user-defined label. Two cells would be
needed to import the two GOES images. Ynot works

with external data stored in netCDF files 2 , which can be
imported into Ynot whole (the "ncfile" function), or in
arbitrary hyperslabs (the "ncvar" function).
A cell is now selected to hold the temperature threshold.
This cell is used by another cell that converts the temperature threshold to degrees Kelvin and that cell in tum
is used in a cell that converts the Kelvin value to a corresponding pixel value in a GOES infrared image that represents that temperature. This value becomes the image
mask threshold value.
The mask threshold value is used in two ways. One is to
set up the image mask that is used to create the composite image. The other is to dynamically create a colortable that is grey-scale for the visible portion of the
image and some specified number of colors for the
infrared portion of the image.
For making the image mask, the threshold value is
applied to the infrared image in a boolean operation
using the formula:
inf rared <= threshold

where "infrared" is the label of the cell containing the
infrared image and "threshold" is the label of the cell
containing the calculated pixel threshold value. It is
interesting to note here that while inf rared is an
array, there is no "for" -loop or "while" -loop logic specified. Ynot recognizes that inf rared is an array and
applies the calculation to each element of the array. The
result is an array of 1 's and O's that is of the same size
and origin as the original array.
The image mask is now multiplied with the infrared
image and the result added to the multiplication of the
visible image and the inverse of the mask:
(infrared
!mask)

*

mask)

+ (infrared

*

Again, notice the lack of "for" and "while" looping to
accomplish this calculation. Ynot handles the messy
details. The result of this calculation is the composite
image that can now be displayed in a CanvasView.
The colortable is calculated by first creating in two cells
both a grey-scale colortable and a rainbow colortable.
The grey-scale table is the default when a new colortable is created. The rainbow table is created by modifying a default grey-scale table by using the ColormapView. This view allows for the interactive manipulation
of colortables.
Once the two colortables"are created, the mask threshold
value is mapped into the colortable domain. The result2. For more information on netCDF contact the Unidata Program Center: support@unidata.ucar.edu.
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ant value is then used as an index to build the combined
colortable by first extracting a sub-region of the greyscale table that is below the colortable threshold index
value. Then a compressed rainbow colortable is created
that will fit in the range from the threshold index to the
max color cell index. This leaves the user with two colortables that are now joined by use of the union operator. The new colortable can now be applied to the
CanvasView that is displaying the composite image.
Once the worksheet has been completed, the user can
modify the threshold temperature, and with no more
interaction on the user's part, the results will be recalculated and displayed.
Now the Ynot session can be saved and stored as an
ASCII file in a sub-directory. This file can be used to
repeat the operations as necessary and can also be
shared with others. To make repeat use of the worksheet
easier, the user can save the CanvasView setup as a visualization. The next time the worksheet is used only the
visualization has to be opened, and the display will be in
the same state that it was when saved.

5.0 Summary
Using Ynot, the author has shown a package that allows
researchers to interactively and iteratively develop algorithms. This method avoids the more traditional methods of cyclic coding, debugging, executing, and
evaluating, which is time consuming and error prone.
Ynot, using a well designed graphical user interface and
spreadsheet paradigm, presents the user with an environment conducive to experimentation and with the
tools for examining what-if scenarios.

6.0 For More Information
Universities seeking further information about Ynot can
contact the author by email at:
mitch@unidata.ucar.edu
or contact Unidata at:
support@unidata.ucar.edu
Unidata's mailing address is:
PO Box 3000
Boulder, CO 80307
Non-universities should contact MacDonald Dettwiler
and Associates, LTD.:
Stuart E. Waterman
MacDonald Dettwiler and Assoc., LTD.
13800 Commerce Parkway
Richmond, B.C., Canada V6V 213
sew@mda.ca
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An electronic mailing list for Y not users has been established by the UPC and anyone interested in subscribing
to the mailing list should send email to:
ynot-users-request@unidata.ucar.edu
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Investigations of Tcl/Tk in Building a
Graphical User Interface for McIDAS-X
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Introduction
"The mission of the Unidata 1 Program is to empower
universities, through innovative applications of current
computing and networking technology, to make the best
use of atmospheric and related data for enhancing education and research (Fulker, 1992)."
As part of its mission, Unidata distributes four UNIXbased meteorological display and analysis packages to
its user community: McIDAS-X (the Man-computer
Interactive Data Acess System for X Windows, developed by the Space Science and Engineering Center
(SSEC) of the University of Wisconsin-Madison),
GEMPAK (the GEneral Meteorological PAcKage originally developed by the Severe Storms Division of the
Goddard Space Flight Center of NASA), WXP (the
Weather Processor developed by Purdue University),
and Ynot (developed by MacDonald Dettwiler and
Associates Ltd.).
Many users have requested that Unidata standardize the
method of interaction with these packages by building
an intuitive, interactive, mouse-driven, graphical user
interface (GUI) that will allow seemless access to all of
these packages by a full spectrum of users, novice to
expert. The development of a common GUI for Unidata
applications has long been an area of interest by both
Unidata and its various advisory committees. To date,
only one Unidata package, Ynot, is distributed with a
GUI. This paper focuses on ongoing, exploratory efforts
at Unidata and the SSEC to build a GUI for the McIDAS-X package.
Comments by community representatives at several
Unidata advisory committee meetings indicate that
users want to play an integral role in the design if not
implementation of a GUI for their favorite application.
1. The Unidata Program Center is sponsored by the National Science
Foundation and managed by the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research. Mention of a commercial company or product does
not constitute an endorsement by the Unidata Program Center.

Additional comments by many of the same users indicate that GUI elements considered critical for one class
of users was not desirable for others. This conflict, combined with the numerous efforts in the university and
commercial community to develop easy-to-use application interfaces indicates that it is probable that no single
GUI will be acceptable to all users. What is needed,
rather, is a toolkit that allows individual users to customize a "standard" GUI to suite their own institutional
and personal needs. The search for such a toolkit led
Unidata to explore the Tcl{fk package developed by
John Ousterhout of UC Berkeley. Tcl!fk is freely-available by anonymous FTP from sprite. berkeley.edu.

Overview of Tcl/Tk
The following paraphrases descriptions of Tcl/Tk by
John Ousterhout (Ousterhout, 1991, 1992, 1993):
Tel, the Tool Command Language (pronounced
"tickle"), and Tk, the Tool Kit (pronounced "tee-kay"),
provide a system for developing and using graphical
user interface applications. Tel is a simple scripting language that is useful for controlling and extending applications. It provides generic programming facilities, such
as internal variables, loop and logical flow constructs,
mathematical and arithmetic operations, and procedures
that are useful for a variety of applications. Tel is also
embeddable: its command interpreter is implemented as
a library of C procedures that can easily be incorporated
into user applications. Each application can extend the
core Tel features with additional commands specific to
that application.
Tk is one of the earliest and most useful extensions to
Tel. Tk extends the core Tel facilities with additional
commands for building user interfaces. By using Tk,
one can construct graphical user interfaces by writing
Tel scripts instead of C code. Like Tel, Tk is implemented as a library of C procedures so it too can be
embedded in user applications. User-developed routines
can also be used to extend the base Tk features with
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such things as new user-interface widgets and geometry
managers.
Tel{fk provide several benefits to application developers and users alike (Ousterhout, 1993):
• Tel enables any application to have a powerful
scripting language
• Tel and Tk allow for rapid development; since
Tel is an interpreted language, new procedures
can be prototyped and executed on-the-fly
• Tel makes an excellent glue language between
applications
• Tcl/Tk: is convenient; once a user learns Tel/
Tk, he or she can write scripts for any Tel and
Tk application merely by learing the few application-specific commands for the new application
Tel's set of built-in commands is listed in Table 1.
Table 1: Tel Built-In Commands
process control

break, case, continue, eval, for,
foreach, if, while

manipulation of variables and procedures

global, proc, return, set, unset

array and list manipulalion

array, concat, index, join, lappend, lindex, !insert, list, llength, lrange, Ireplace, !search lsort, split, uplevel,
upvar

expressions

expr

string manipulation

append, format, scan, string

file manipulation

close, file, flush, gets, glob, open,
print, puts, read, seek, source, tell

subprocesses

exec

error handling

catch, error

regular expressions

regexp, regsub

mathematical functions

abs, acos, asin, atan, atan2, ceil, cos,
cosh, double exp, floor, fmod, hypot,
int, log, log 10, pow, round, sin, sinh,
sq rt, tan, tanh

arithmetic operators

full compliment of arithmetic, logical, and bit-wise operators

miscellaneous

cd, exit, history, info, pwd, rename,
time, trace

Tk extends Tel functionality with graphical components,
referred to as widgets, and X Window event handlers.
Some examples of Tk widgets are frames, labels, buttons (simple, check, and radio), menus (pull-down, pop-
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up, and cascaded), listboxes, text entries, scrollbars,
text, canvases, scales, and messages. Tk widgets are
organized into classes whose elements have similar
appearances and behavior. The built-in Tk widget
classes implement the MotifTM look-and-feel standard
specified by the Open Software Foundation. Users can
easily add new Tk widgets using templates provided in
the Tcl/Tk: package.
Tk widgets can be arranged into appealing applications
using Tk's geometry manager. Tk applications are controlled by two different types of processes: initialization
scripts and event handlers. Typical Tk applications will
be composed of a large collection of event handlers and
the Tel procedures that they invoke. Tk applications are,
therefore, event-driven: the application can present an
interface that allows the user to decide what to do next.
One of the first Tk applications, wish (which stands for
windowing shell), combines all of the Tel and Tk builtin commands. wish can be used to interactively prototype both user interface look-and-feel and functionality.
The Tcl{fk functionality provided by wish is most easily
incorporated in applications supporting a command-line
interface (like McIDAS-X) by use of the exec built-in.
Even though Tcl/Tk: is easy to use, some users will, no
doubt, be reluctant to modify GUI templates much less
create entirely new interfaces. This dilemma has been
addressed in part by Sven Delmas of the Victoria University of Wellington in New Zealand. Delmas developed the Tel{fk interactive interface builder, XF. XF
provides a high level interface for creating, configuring,
and arranging widgets, and creating event bindings for
the widgets. Since development is done while the application is active, the user can immediately view and test
the new interface components thus speeding the design
cycle. Unidata is investigating XF for its own McIDASX user interface work.

MclDAS-X environment and command structure
McIDAS-X operates as a self-contained environment in
which a user executes and receives output from large
collection of McIDAS-X commands. The McIDAS-X
environment is defined by a collection of routines that
inter-communicate through shared system memory
referred to as User Common. Execution of individual
McIDAS-X commands is not limited, however, to this
environment. Since input to and output from routines
are accomplished through standard I/O, McIDAS-X
commands may be executed from outside of the MclDAS-X environment (e.g. from the UNIX shell) as long
as the routines are provided the shared memory segment
address that they will need to access.

Each instance of McIDAS-X, a so-called McIDAS-X
session, is associated with a unique shared memory segment. Every session initiated from a common directory
is also assigned a unique, integer, terminal number
which identifies the session. When a McIDAS-X session
is started several files, whose names' contain the terminal number, are created in the session's startup (-user/
mcidas/data) directory. One of these files, named
UCTERM.nnn (nnn refers to the terminal number), contains the address of the shared memory segment that
will be used by all of the McIDAS-X applications run in
the session. Since this file is read accessible (i.e. it is not
locked), all of the information needed to run McIDAS-X
commands outside of the McIDAS-X environment is
available for use for use by Tcl/fk and/or wish scripts.
This implies that the user can run McIDAS-X commands and extract output from those commands in a
strictly non-McIDAS-X environment as long as a MclDAS-X session exists.

Tcl/Tk script control of McIDAS-X applications
The form of an interactive wish script that can run a single McIDAS-X comma_nd is remarkably simple. The
user need only specify the terminal number of thesession in which the wish initiated McIDAS-X command is
to run; retrieve the address of the McIDAS-X session's
shared memory segment from VCTERM.nnn; describe
the look of the Tk window that solicits input; bind the
input result to a Tel variable; and exec the desired MclDAS-X process.

• as a background process, echos the McIDASX command DF $number 1 to the actual MclDAS-X command (../bin/df.mx) ($num represents the value of the variable num) while
sending the DF output to the McIDAS-X session via the named pipe represented by
$MCPIPE
• destroys the Tk widget upon exit
The Tcl/fk widget produced by this script is depicted in
Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Simple Tcl{fk widget that runs DF command
Of course, McIDAS-X provides the user with a myriad
of capabilities on how the image should be loaded,
which enhancement and stretch tables to use during
loads, image centering and scaling options, etc. Adding
these capabilities to a easy-to-use GUI widget is simple
in concept, but voluminous in implementation.
Figure 2 depicts a more complete graphical interface to
the McIDAS-X DF command.

The following wish script demonstrates how to load a
satellite image by using the McIDAS-X DF command:
#!/usr/local/bin/wish -f
set tenninal [lindex $argv OJ
set file [format "UCTERM.00%s" $terminal]
set fid [open $filer]
seek $fid 4
set uc [read $fid 4)
set MCPIPE [format "McText%sWO" $terminal]
label .label -text "Enter MclDAS AREA num"
entry .nurn -width 10 -relief sunken -tcxtvariable num
pack .label .nurn -side left -padx lm -pady 2m
bind .num <Return> {exec echo DF $num 1 I ../bin/df.rnx $uc \
>$MCPIPE&
exit}

This script:
• accepts the McIDAS-X session terminal number as a command line parameter
• displays a widget that solicits the user's input
for the desired image (AREA number)
• binds the response to the Tel variable num
when the Return key is pressed

Figure 2. Tcl{fk DF Widget demonstrating cascading
menus, buttons, checkbuttons, sliders, and text entries.
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Even though the wish script used to generate this interface contains more complex functionality than the simple example listed above (e.g. cascading menus and
slider bar widgets) and is several hundred lines in
length, it is really no more difficult in concept. Widgets
soliciting user response bind input to Tel variables
which are then used to build a McIDAS-X command
line which, in turn, is executed by the Tel exec built-in.
A typical user need only spend a couple of hours learing
the various features of Tcl{fk before being able to
develop simple GUis to command-line driven applications. Development of a complete, intuitive interface to
any but the most trivial function, on the other hand, can
take significant amounts of time and effort but is still a
relatively straightforward process. As one gains more
experience in the use of Tcl{Tk, the development time
for additions of new functionality to exiting GUis or
development of new GUis is considerably lessened.

Tcl/Tk GUI development efforts
Unidata
In the summer of 1993, Unidata made available its latest
release of McIDAS-X, Version 1.80. Included with the
package was an implementation of the Function Key
Menu system that has long been available in the MclDAS-OS2 system available from both the SSEC and
Unidata. One part of the Menu system was a Motif
application whose sole purpose was to solicit singular
user input that would then be used in the execution of
McIDAS-X commands. Building this application, askl,
requires that user sites have Motif-linkable libraries on
their workstations (McIDAS-X is available in source
code form from Unidata). While Motif support is available on IBM RS/6000 and SGI platforms, it is not
included in the standard distribution of SunOS™ or
Solaris™. It is for this reason that Unidata made this
application available as a statically-linked, executable.
A problem with distributing this application arose
shortly after Unidata sites began using the Function Key
Menu on a regular basis. While tests at Unidata uncovered no problem with the askl application, users complained that periodically their OpenWindows™
environment would be "blown away" while running
askl. The cause of the problem was soon discovered to
be subtle incompatibilities between OpenWindows,
which was X11R4 compliant, and the Motif library in
use at Unidata, which was XllRS compliant.
Instead of acquiring an X11R4 compliant implementation of the Motif linkable library (since future releases
of OpenWindows will be XllRS compliant and Sun is
moving from OpenLook™ to Motif), Unidata chose to
replace the askl functionality with wish scripts. The
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replacement effort was, to say the least, minimal (it
required about of 30 minutes of work!). The complexity
of the wish scripts needed to do this were on the order of
the simple script presented above. This change was
offered to the Unidata McIDAS-X community in early
October of 1993.
The next use of Tel{fk at Unidata was the replacement
of the Unidata Function Key Menu with a GUI that
mimicked the Version 1.80 menu's functionality. The
new, simple GUI was scheduled for release by Unidata
in November, 1993.
At the time that this paper was being written, several,
experimental GUis (Tel and non-Tel based), which give
users full access to McIDAS-X's functionality, were in
the process of being developed both by Unidata and the
SSEC (Santek, et. al., 1993).
Some of the features of the interface being designed by
Unidata are a history function (allows a user to see the
commands that have been issued during a McIDAS-X
session), a "learn" capability (used to encapsulate
sequences of user commands into easily reexecutable
procedures), and a flexible on-line help facility. The online help facility investigation includes evaluation of
addition of hypertext functionality that would allow
users to easily view concepts that are associated with
general topics.
Even though not strictly a GUI effort, Unidata is considering replacing the McIDAS-X McBASI scripting language, offered in the Unidata McIDAS-X since
November of 1992, with Tel. The major advantage that
Tel offers over McBASI is an environment that is more
familiar to seasoned UNIX users and offers, through
various Tcl{fk application packages, interprocess communication capabilities.
One of the next Unidata uses of Tcl{fk, tentatively
scheduled for the spring of 1994, will be in the development of a prototype GUI for the Purdue WXP package .
The purpose of this effort will be the evaluation of the
possibility of building a GUI that is consistent in use
across diverse application packages, in this case MclDAS-X and WXP. Unidata will keep its user community
informed about this effort through its various electronic
mailing lists and periodic newsletters.

SSEC
Tcl/fk development efforts at SSEC in the Fall of 1993
were aimed at creation of library of specialized utility
widgets. These widgets, developed as Tel procedures,
were being designed to provide a standard "look-andfeel" that could easily be incorporated into a variety of
Gills. Some examples of these widgets include:

• color selector - allow the user to specify a
color instead of a set of RGB values which
represent a color
• image selector - list available images and allow
selection that would be reflected in parent
entry; also allow subset selectoin of available
images by filters
• point source and gridded record selectors
• geographical and site selectors - be able to
specify locations (e.g. state identifier, latitude
and longitude, Earth centered displays, etc.)
and station identifiers
• satellite band selector - descriptive listing of
available satellite image wavelength bands
intead of by sensor source numbers; this widget would be intelligent in that it would only
present choices that are available in the image
files
• User Common browser
SSEC is also developing Tcl/fk Gills for all McIDASX commands. These Gills will not map one-to-one to
McIDAS-X routines, however. Instead, Gills will allow
access to several routines that share similar classes of
functionality. For instance, there will be one interface
that will allow the user to plot surface and upper-air
maps and another that would display single or loops of
satellite images. The user will no longer need to remember the different McIDAS-X commands needed to produce these displays. This grouping will not eliminate the
access to indi victual functions that many expert users
need. Access to the command line invocation of individual commands will still be available.

use in implementing intuitive, mouse-driven, interactive
graphical user interfaces especially for commands that
support command line interfaces. Test uses of Tclf[k
with McIDAS-X at both Unidata and the SSEC indicate
that the package is complete enough to build fully functional GUis that can be modified and extended by end
users. Tcl/fk's implementation as an interpreted language allows for rapid prototyping of GUis' look-andfeel and functionality. Its embeddability allows for generally desired features to be integrated into individual
applications where execution speed is critical. Its
extendability allows for new widgets and geometry
managers to be developed to fill gaps in or extend GUI
functionality.
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Another innovation already in development at SSEC is
Gills that offer a range of options based on a user's perception of his or her expertise. This capability is pictured in Fig. 2 as the Low, Medium, and High buttons at
the top of the DF GUI widget. Reasonable defaults will
be used for options not offered to the non-expert class of
users.
These experimental systems, while representing additional levels of script complexity, do not require significantly more expertise in the use of Tclf[k. It is hoped
that both U nidata and S SEC user sites that have local
expertise in UNIX shell script programming will lead
the way in the development of increasingly functional
interfaces that can be used throughout the McIDAS-X
community.

Conclusion
Tclf[k is a robust package that is remarkably simple to
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USER INPUT IN SCIENTIFIC APPLICATIONS
Anne R. Messenger
Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences
University of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado

1.

INTRODUCTION

In climate research in particular and science in
general, the method by which the user interacts with
software, the user interface, is one of the most
important aspects of an application. Difficulty of
access to the software can overshadow the·quality of
the underlying analysis or visualization routines. A
researcher is less likely to take the time to learn a
package that is difficult to use, even if the results are
above average. Thus, a poor user interface can
prevent software from being shared among researchers
and force the development of a similar package with a
different interface, at considerable expense.
User interfaces range from a simple command
line interface to a sophisticated graphical user
interface (GUI). There are advantages and
disadvantages to each method, both from the
standpoint of ease of use and from the time it takes to
develop the software. In general, graphical user
interfaces are becoming more prevalent, but there are
many circumstances in which a simpler interface is
appropriate. I will describe the various types of
interfaces, their pros and cons, and the most common
usage of them.
2.

COMMAND LINE

Command line interfaces range from a
predetermined sequence of prompts to software that
allows entry of a series of commands in userdetermined order. Typically, software containing a
series of prompts performs a tightly controlled set of
algorithms that require limited user input. One
example is a program that converts a file with
algorithms that depend on the data within the file,
rather than input the user enters. In that case, the
user might see the series of prompts in Figure 1.
The software validates each response and, if necessary,
repeats the prompt, along with a short error message.

Corresponding author address: Anne R. Messenger,
Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental
Sciences, University of Colorado, Campus Box 449,
Boulder, CO 80309-0449
Internet: anne@noaacrd.colorado.edu
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A status message may follow the prompt sequence.
Prompt sequences are easy and inexpensive to
program. The software can be run on any type of
terminal. It is simple for the user to batch a series of
correct responses by entering them into a file instead
of at the keyboard. Drawbacks include limited help
(for example, how does the user find out what must
be entered for the latitude averaging factor in Figure
1?) and limited message size. If the user decides in a
later prompt that the response to an earlier prompt
needs changing, the only option is to cancel the
program and start over. If the same task is to be
performed on different files, the same prompt
responses must be entered again. Prompt sequences
are most appropriate for software that will be used
within a given work group or by colleagues who can
pass on the response syntax along with the software.
A step up from prompt sequences is the entry
of commands in user-determined order. The user
enters commands, but they are not in response to a
particular prompt. Until the command syntax is
memorized, the user must consult a manual or a help

Spatial Averaging
Enter the input file name:
Enter the output file name:
Enter the latitude averaging factor:
Enter the longitude averaging
factor:
Select the averaging method:
1
Simple mean
2
Median
3
Cosine weighting
4
Total
Spatial averaging in progress.

Figure 1. Spatial Averaging program with prompt
sequence.

command to know what to enter. Such an interface is
more complicated to program, since the commands
must be parsed, but the resulting interface is useful in
a wider variety of applications than a prompt
sequence. Figure 2 contains a sample set of
commands.
Except for being more complicated to program,
this type of interface shares the advantages of a
simple series of prompts, including batching of
commands by creating a file. While status and error
messages are still limited, the help facility can be
implemented as a series of commands, which the user
can invoke at will. The user can change prompt
values at any time, and prompt values persist until
changed.
This type of command-line interface is quite
common in software packages that are shared among
researchers at different locations. Unfortunately, each
such package has a different syntax; if a researcher
uses many programs, keeping them straight can be
tedious.

input items and may be contained in a separate
window that can remain on display as the user enters
values. In addition to text items, which require typed
values, other input items allow selections with a
mouse, either by menu or by point-and-click. The
user can initiate an action, such as writing the output
file, by clicking on a button instead of typing a
command. Figure 3 contains a sample GUI.

Filetools
(Extract-Average ... )( Dktentry ... ) (Export-Pack... )~~

Graphtools
~ (Time Scroll ... ) ( Scatterplot .. )
( Contours ... ) (Time ... ) ( 5 pectra... )

Datatools

~( Longterm-Composite ... )(Correlation ... )( Spectral Analysis ... )
( Arithmetic. .. ) (Anomalies ... ) (Smoothing - Interpolation ... )

:i

To access CRDtools, click SELECT oYer any application button.
For help, click SELECT over the Info button.
September}'.199~

Version 2.01

Spatial Averaging
>LATAVG 2
>LONAVG 2
>AVGMETH 1
>INFILE test.in
>OUTFILE test.outl
>AVERAGE
Spatial averaging in progress.
test.outl complete.
>AVGMETH 2
>OUTFILE test.out2
>AVERAGE

Click SELECT over the E~tract-AYerase button to
access the Ext ract-1\\/erage appli cat1 on, whi eh
performs batch e~tracts fro• netCDF f1les and
can average data values spat i ally and te•porally.

::,::.,;:·;: : :;:·: ;:;: : : ·; ;: · ·. . . .-·-. . . . . . . . . . . . r•
For information about context-sensitive help and •ouse, koyboard, and
window usa9e, click SELECT over the Usage button. (Hove the •ouse until
the cursor (arrow) is over the Usage button in this windo•, and click
the left or only mouse button.)

~·':,

~~e~~ ~~~e~;~bo~~d a F~~~ 1 ~Gt~~~~l e~~~ i ~~n s;t;~u~~e~h~h~c ;~~1 ~a~e ~~w drs~1 ay
this file. If your workstation's keyboard does not have a Find button.
click SELECT over the usage button for i nfor1ati on about an alternative.
To print this file, click SELECT o•er the Print button.

Spatial averaging in progress.
test.out2 complete.

Figure 2. Spatial Averaging program with prompts
( "> ") and commands. The user enters commands to
create the first output file and then re enters only those
commands that require changing to create the second
output file.
3. GRAPHICAL USER INIBRFACES
A graphical user interface (GUI) allows the user
to enter values in a two-dimensional input window
instead of in response to prompts. The user can make
and change entries without much, if any, order
imposed by the software. Entry of order-dependent
items can be directed by the GUI. The help facility
can be invoked without disturbing the view of the

To re1ove the information window, click SELECT over the Done button.
Topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction
En"i ronment Variable and Search Path
Running CRDtool s
List of CR Otool s app 1i cations
Accessi nq CRDtool s applications
Qu1tti ng CRDtoo 1s
Version Display

• Introduction

Figure 3. Typical graphical user interface. The user
can invoke the applications in any order by clicking
on buttons. While instructions for general use
remain on display at all times at the bottom of the
main input window, an information window
containing complete documentation, displayed at the
bottom of the figure, was invoked by clicking on the
Info button. Each button also has an associated spot
help window, which describes its functionality. The
spot help for the Extract-Average button is displayed
below the main window.
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In general, software with a graphical user
interface is easier to learn and use. One simple reason
is that the user may already be familiar with other
software with the same Gill. Although there are
many different graphical user interfaces, they are in
general more standardired than command line
interfaces, because they are usually part of the
software that typically runs on a given machine. For
example, a large number of the programs that run on
a particular personal computer, such as the Macintosh
or PC-compatible, have a similar look and feel. On
UNIX machines, X Window System applications
conforming to OpenLook and Motif are prevalent.
Another reason the typical Gill application is
straightforward for the novice is the availability of
on-line help. Most Gills have a built-in help facility
that provides documentation text in a separate
window, and many have the additional option of spot
help, in which the user can click on an item to
display information specific to that item. Usually,
the help windows can remain visible while the user
works with the software.

It is possible to offer the user a more
sophisticated interface to the software with a GUI
than with a command line interface. All but a small
selection of the available input items can initially be
left invisible, presenting a manageable subset of the
interface. The user can then display other windows
separately as needed and rearrange them as desired.
Complex input items, not possible in command line
prompts, support the gathering of complicated
information. Color, font, and item layout provide the
user further guidance in the use of the software's
capabilities.
Graphical user interfaces have had an impact on
scientific computing because they have made it
possible for researchers to easily perform preliminary
work with data sets directly, instead of having to learn
a complicated command-line interface or take the time
to write a program. The researcher can explore the
data, while a research assisant works with more
specialized software or creates custom applications.
The tradeoff for the extra features offered by a
Gill is that it is usually more expensive and timeconsuming to design, implement, and maintain. The
addition of a Gill also means the user must access the
software from a graphics terminal, instead of a
simpler device. Although batch input is possible
with a graphical interface, special programming is
required. Also, certain types of command-line
software, such as graphics toolkits, are almost
impossible to implement fully with a graphical user
interface.
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The issue of style is more important in a
graphical interface than in a command-line interface,
because there are a lot more choices in input item
type and location. One common style is to rely
heavily on mouse interaction ("point and click") and
miminize keyboard input, resulting in a predominance
of menus and check boxes. Its opposite is a layout
that emphasizes text items and/or provides keyboard
equivalents for mouse actions. In many cases, a
given user's success with a particular application
depends more on the style of its user interface than on
any other factor.
Another issue that arises from the use of a GUI
is standardization. Because a graphical user interface
is easy to use, the researcher, who might have
delegated work with command line software to an
assistant, is now more likely to work directly with
the software. Direct contact with the software
leads to interest in a variety of packages, which
probably are written with a variety of Gills.
Although Gills are easy to use, the different ones are
not easy to keep straight. Since standardization
minimizes the time required to learn new software, it
has distinct advantages.
Unfortunately, there is no easy path to
standardization in graphical user interfaces. First, as
mentioned above, even within a given GUI, the style
of the interface can vary dramatically. Second,
although there is some effort to maintain a variety of
versions in commercial software, public domain
software is less likely to include all major GUis.
Among UNIX vendors, there is an effort underway,
via the Common Open Software Environment
(COSE) initiative, to promote a standard X Window
System Gill -- Motif. On the other hand, not
everyone uses UNIX, and such competition as
Microsoft's Windows NT may become just as
popular.

4.

SUMMARY

The choice of a user interface depends on the
nature of the software. For a simple file conversion
program, to be used by only a few researchers, a
simple series of prompts is sufficient and is quick and
easy to program. Although more sophisticated
command-line interfaces are less likely to be written
from scratch today, there are plenty of good existing
packages that incorporate them. If the software
provides advantages, the user will take the time to
learn the command-line interface.
Graphical user interfaces are becoming more
prevalent in scientific applications, since most
researchers have access to a workstation or graphics
terminal. They are more expensive to develop, but
that disadvantage is outweighed by their ease of use.

Researchers can perform general preliminary work,
freeing research assistants to write specialized
programs.
Because the proliferation of GUis can cause
confusion, standardization is desirable. However,, it
is unlikely that every application will use the same
GUI any time soon. Instead, researchers in a given
workgroup and the colleagues with whom they
interact the most will adopt the GUI that best meets
their needs.
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18.1

FUTURE ON-LINE DATA ACCESS AT NOAA'S
NATIONAL CLIMATIC DATA CENTER
Wayne M. Faas and Rex J. Snodgrass
NOAA/NESDIS/National Climatic Data Center (NCDC)
Asheville, North Carolina 28801

1.

INTRODUCTION

With increasing amounts of data becoming
available through new observational systems
(WSR-880, ASOS, EOSDIS) and the emergence
of greater communications bandwidths,
researchers are demanding better access to data
as soon as possible after the observation. NCDC
is responding to these needs and over the past
several years has developed various on-line data
access systems. The systems have proven
successful, and their use is growing. On-line data
and products at NCDC may be accessed by
telephone, telephones with modems, or Internet.
Current and planned improvements to the NCDC
on-line systems, combined with the increase of
information (number of data sets and volume of
data), will improve researchers' access to a variety
of timely data. Access to NOAA's data has been
enhanced by a combination of NCDC on-line
access systems.
2.

2.1 Changing Requirements
Over recent years, the preferred media for
data distribution has changed. While in the mid
and late 1980s, the primary distribution medium
for large amounts of digital data was magnetic
tape, there is now a demand for a variety of
distribution media (See figure 1). The demand for
magnetic tape is decreasing while more and more
customers want data on-line, on diskettes, on high
density cassettes, or on compact disks (CDROM). The NCDC has changed the way it
operates to meet this demand.

10000
9000
8000
7000
6000
5000
4000
3000
2000

BACKGROUND

The National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) is
part of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) and the Department of
Commerce (DOC). NCDC's mission is to manage
and disseminate national and global
environmental data. The NCDC performs a
variety of data management functions including
quality control processing, archive, climate
research, and climate data and product servicing.
The NCDC provides data management and
climate expertise worldwide, and services over
115,000 requests per year for data. The Center
publishes more than 1 million copies of climatic
publications for individuals and more than 45,000
for paying subscribers each year. Customers
include the general public, legal profession,
engineering, industry, agriculture, consulting
meteorologists, government policy makers, and a

Corresponding author address:
Wayne M. Faas, NOANNCDC, Federal
Building, Asheville, NC, 28801.
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growing number of researchers. The NCDC
Research Customers Service Group (Ross, 1993)
now averages over 200 contacts a month while
servicing specialized researcher requests.
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Figure 1. NGOC Digital Data Requests

3.

CURRENT NCDC ON-LINE DATA ACCESS
AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS

The NCDC has a variety of end user on-line
information services (Snodgrass and Faas, 1992)
that are accessible to users by different means.
Our on-line database service and our Global
Climate Perspectives System are available

computer-to-computer via Internet. Facsimile
copies may be obtained via telephone , and our
electronic Bulletin Board uses a telephone and
modem. All have been operational for at least a
year, and their popularity is growing.

3.1

NCDC On-line Access and Service
Information System COASISl

The development of OASIS was a
cooperative effort involving NCDC, Forecast
Systems Laboratory, and Office of Field Project
Support. Data are placed on-line and are available
without charge via Internet FTP for immediate
downloading (up to 50MB). Users can also order
data for off-line delivery for a charge which covers
the cost of reproduction. Data are available in
standard formats (E-BUFR (Brazille, 1991) and
ASCII) with software to translate between them.
Metadata, including station histories, a data
dictionary, and data set inventories can be
browsed. OASIS provides on-line the data sets
listed in figure 2, using a Sun workstation. The
data are placed on-line as soon as possible after
receipt. This varies from 1 1/2 to 2 hours after
observation time for the experimental wind profiler
data from the Wind Profiler Demonstration Network
(McGuirk and Crowe, 1991) to 7-8 months after
observation time for the precipitation data. This
delay is due to the required digitization and
processing of the paper forms received. OASIS is
also accessible via telephone lines and modem in
addition to Internet. The telephone number is 701254-3138. Access via Internet is: open
192.67.134.72 or open hurricane.ncdc.noaa.gov.
The login is: storm, and the password is: research.

OASIS
ON-LINE DATA
POR

DATASET
Wind Profiler
Winds - 60
Surface - 60
Moments - 60
Moments - 6
NWS Surface Hourly
NWS Rawinsonde
.
NWS Hourly Precipitatiorr: ·::.::::::.::::

<: · ·· .... /

>> :.: /{

31 days
31 days
7 days
7 days
1 year
1 year
1 year

~~Sm~ 5R'!1~7,,P;~~;fj'~~Jon :. J . •.•.:.

~ ~=:~

Cooperative Summary of Oay(ail states): '>
Global Circulatie>n ModeHC02} ··.: :::: ···.·.·.·.·•·
Solar Backscao.e(Ulfraviolet Radiation ....:·
NEXRAD lnve.nfories
· ···
··
Fie~a~EPerinients :. :·
· .. .... ......:.···

latest year
1 oo years
2 years
1 year

STORM-FEST
GCIP

Figure 2. Data Sets On-line on OASIS

permanent
permanent
permanent

3.1.1
Sets

Information on Some of the Latest Data

Data from Field Experiments are placed online for researcher access. The data are for certain
geographic areas and for specific dates and times.
Data are currently on-line for the Convection and
Precipitation/Evaporation Experiment (CaPE) in
Central Florida (August 1992) , STormscale
Operational Research Meteorology Field
Experiment Systems Test (STORM-FEST) for the
Midwest U.S. (February-March 1992), and GEWEX
Continental International Project (GCIP), a data
management systems test (February-April 1992).
Cooperative Summary of the Day data are
received from the volunteer cooperative weather
observer network. They are received on forms
sent to NCDC after the end of the month. After
digitizing and quality control, these data are placed
on-line. For 1992, the Cooperative Summary of
the Day data are on-line for all states, available by
state in ASCII format.
General Circulation Model output data from
the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory carbon
dioxide model were recently made available online. A controlled output (1958) and outputs for
each year with a 1% per year increase in carbon
dioxide are available for 100 years.
NEXRAD Level II inventories are on-line for
all operational WSR-88D sites . Information
includes the hourly operational status of the radar
and the mode of operation at that time (Volume
Control Pattern). Users can determine if the radar
was operating at the time of a particular
occurrence and in which mode the radar was
operating.
Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet radiation data
are on-line and contain total ozone concentrations
and the vertical distribution of ozone in the earth's
atmosphere on a global scale. The product master
file is available and contains ozone information
(located in space and time), meteorological
information developed in support of the ozone
computation, parameters indicating the validity of
the individual ozone retrievals, and radiance
information.
3.1.2
User
Developments

Requirements and

Future

User requirements coupled with statistics on
systems usage determine wh ich data sets are
placed on-line. Our mass storage capacity, which
is currently 8 GB, determines how much data are
placed on-line. Currently, most data sets are on-
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line for one to two years. Figure 3 portrays the
growth of data sets on-line at NCDC and figure 4
shows how the usage of OASIS has grown since
its inception in February 1992.
·
Future plans include adding data sets on-line
as requested by researchers. A significant events
directory, important trace gas measurements,
ASOS high resolution data for significant events,
and research data sets recommended by NESDIS'
Office of Research and Applications are being
considered as candidates for on-line access. An
on-line users workshop is being planned to obtain
feedback and guidance as to the requirements and
desires of the research community. Metadata and
data visualization and browse capabilities are
being developed to allow researchers a better
opportunity to determine precisely which data are
of interest to them. Client-server architecture will
allow users to download data, perform analyses,
and use visualization software to run applications
on their own computers as well as have access to
updated software. Action is underway to link
OASIS with the Global Climate Perspectives
System (Baker, 1994), via a Gopher server (See
section 3.2 below).
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Figure 3. Growth of Data Sets on OASIS
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The GCPS originated as a tri-agency (NCDC,
Climate Analysis Center, Climate Monitoring
Diagnostics Laboratory) initiative to place
meteorological events into climatological
perspective. GCPS uses the Global Historical
Climate Network as data input and the Naval
Environmental Oceanographic Nowcasting
(NEONS) to manage the data. Software has been
developed to browse, extract, and visualize data.
The system contains a variety of diagnostic and
statistical tools. Once users have the software,
they can access NCDC for data and software
updates. The GCPS is installed at NCDC, CMDL,
and CAC. In addition, four other locations will soon
have GCPS installed (See figure 5). Other
locations that have or will have NEONS and GCPS
are considered GCPS nodes. Several international
organizations have expressed an interest in having
access to GCPS.

Fa/11993

lnv~rles
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3.2 Global Climate Perspectives System
CGCPS)

Future development includes improved
visualization of data and a client-server
architecture to allow users to download data and
software to their own computers. The client-server
will allow the GCPS to be available both to
organizations with NEONS and to those without
NEONS. GCPS and OASIS will be linked together
via a Gopher server. This will allow users to
access either GCPS or OASIS via a single method.
All capabilities of each system will be available to
users with workstations. The combined OASIS
and GCPS will support the NOAA Climate
Distributive Active Archive Center (Climate DAAC),
which will service researchers, other DAACs, and
other NCDC customers. Researchers will have
easy access to a hierarchy of quality controlled
data, including baseline reference quality data sets
which have extensive quality control and

instrument and location biases removed. For
information about the system, contact NCDC at
704-271-4330.
3.3 Automated Facsimile Reply System
Available
via
telephone,
current
oceanographic and meteorological charts can be
transmitted by an automated facsimile system.
Customers can dial in using a special telephone
number and the telephone key pad to place an
order. The order is then filled automatically by
"faxing" the data or chart to the customer. The
charts are received at NCDC via overnight mail or
facsimile from National Oceanographic Data
Center. Twenty-five weekly or monthly sea surface
temperature, aerosol optical depth, and snow and
ice charts from twelve different series are
available. These charts are produced by the
Ocean Products Center, the NAVY/NOAA Joint Ice
Center, and the Atmospheric Sciences and
Synoptic Analyses Branches of the National
Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information
Service (NESDIS). In addition, the preliminary
Climatological Data are placed on-line. This
system is available to subscribers only. Data are
on-line for three to five days.
Future plans include upgrading the system to
handle more concurrent users and to contain more
mass storage. With more storage, more charts,
publications and data can be placed on-line for
user access. The National Hurricane Center and
the National Meteorological Center have
approached NCDC about placing several of their
charts on-line for efficient user access. Information
about this service can be obtained at 704-2714258.
3.4 Bulletin Board
The NCDC has placed on-line one of its most
popular publications, the Local Climatological Data
(LCD) publication, a treasure of climatological
information about a particular NWS first order or
ASOS station. The publications and data are
placed on-line for modem access. Data are placed
on-line as soon as possible after NC DC
processing. Preliminary LCD publications are
available as soon as possible after the data month
(approximately six weeks). The annual LCD
narrative contains general information about the
station. By dialing in via modem, the data are
available for downloading in spreadsheet or
publication format. As a new system, data are
free. Data are on-line for the current month.

Also included on the Bulletin Board is the
NCDC Hot Line to present climatological
information about current significant events.
Examples of significant events for which
climatological information was placed on-line were
Hurricane Andrew, the Blizzard, and the "Flood."
Future plans call for this to be a subscription
service. Other plans include adding additional
publications and data. Access to the NCDC
Bulletin Board and NCDC Hot Line is 704-2714268.
4.

SUMMARY

On-line data set offerings have increased to
meet user demand while, at the same time, on-line
system usage has steadily increased.
Improvements in hardware, software, and linkages
will further improve access. A more thorough
assessment of user requirements is planned to
guide on-line system growth.
NC DC is committed to making NOAA's data
more accessible. Past and present on-line data
access efforts have been fruitful and provide a
sound basis for continued expansion. The
improvements now under way, as well as those
planned, will further enhance the usefulness of
these on-line systems.
Questions concerning access to data at
NCDC should be addressed to the NC DC
Research Customer Service Group at 704-2714994 or tross@ncdc.noaa.gov.
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18.2

ASOS DATA CONTINUITY
Rex J. Snodgrass and Richard S. Cram
NOAA/NESDIS National Climatic Data Center
Asheville, North Carolina 28801
1.

INTRODUCTION

In September 1992 the National Weather Service
(NWS) began commissioning the Automated Surface
Observing System (ASOS) which will replace
conventional weather observing systems at most NWS
sites. Automation of surface weather observations will
reduce costs, increase areal coverage, provide data 24
hours each day and eliminate the subjectivity inherent
in manual observations such as visibility and estimates
of winds (Snodgrass and Evans, 1992, 1993). Because
of major changes in sensor design and observation
technique, the ASOS will inevitably introduce
inhomogeneities into the climatic record of sites with
a long history of conventional observations.

To provide a basis for assessing continuity
between conventional and ASOS data, the NWS plans
to continue the conventional observation of several
weather elements at selected sites (Continuity Sites) for
at least one year after ASOS commissioning. The
conventional observations are taken at synoptic hours
(00, 06, 12, and 18 UTC) and can be compared with
the coincident ASOS data to determine
inhomogeneities and develop algorithms to preserve
continuity in the climatic record.
This preliminary National Climatic Data Center
(N CDC) study examines the differences between
conventional and ASOS observations for temperature
(ambient, maximum, minimum, and dew point), wind
speed (2-minute mean and peak wind), precipitation
and station pressure. Data from a commissioned
ASOS station, Tulsa, OK, for January through April
1993 were compared. A preliminary analysis of the
magnitude and variation of the differences between the
various weather elements is presented. We plan to
expand the study to include several stations in different
climatic regimes and for time periods of at least one
year so that sensor responses can be examined for the
widest possible range of climatic conditions.
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2.

ASOS SENSOR
PREPARATION

SITING

AND

DATA

The optimal configuration of sensors for this
comparison study is to have the instruments placed
side by side in an area with proper exposure. The
reality is that the sensors are located at various
positions within an airfield complex. Instruments may
be separated by up to two miles and differ in elevation
by several feet.
At Tulsa, OK, conventional
temperature and precipitation sensors are about 1.5
miles from the ASOS sensors. The conventional and
ASOS wind equipment are separated by about 1500
feet. The conventional barograph and ASOS pressure
sensors are essentially at the same location. While
some measurement differences may be attributable to
siting and exposure, such as for showery precipitation
events, longer-term means will reveal primary
differences in sensor response. The exposure and
separation of the instrumentation at Tulsa are well
within established limits for a climatologically
compatible area.
Conventional chart records were analyzed at
NCDC. Hourly 1-minute and 2-minute wind speeds
and peak gusts were extracted from the wind charts for
the synoptic hours.
Daily peak wind was also
selected.
Pressure data were taken from the
barographs and water-equivalent precipitation was
determined from the weighing rain gauge charts for
synoptic hours. Six-hourly and daily total precipitation
was also determined from the charts.
Hourly
temperature and dew-point temperature at synoptic
times as well as six-hourly and daily maximum and
minimum temperatures were taken from the continuity
data.
These conventional data were tabulated and
compared against the coincident ASOS observations.
Hourly ASOS temperature and dew-point temperature,
2-minute wind speed and 5-second gust (if any),
station pressure (derived from altimeter) and hourly
total precipitation were taken from the transmitted
Surface Aviation Observation (SAO).
Six-hourly total precipitation and maximum and
minimum temperatures were derived from the ASOS
1-minute data (Snodgrass and Evans, 1993). Six-hour
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accumulations of precipitation given in the remarks
section of the SAO were not used because they may
have been edited by station personnel to agree with the
continuity site record. The six-hourly maximum and
minimum temperature data are planned to be provided
in the SAO remarks sometime in 1993 but they are not
available to date.
Daily maximum 5-second wind speed and
maximum and minimum temperature were taken from
the ASOS daily summary record. Daily total waterequivalent precipitation was determined by summing
the six-hourly totals. The water-equivalent total in the
daily summary record is frequently the weighing rain
gauge chart total (continuity data). Observers often
enter the continuity data water-equivalent in the daily
summary, particularly during periods of frozen
precipitation when the ASOS tipping-bucket gauge may
not provide an accurate measurement. Daily means of
air temperature, dew-point temperature, pressure, and
wind speeds were computed by averaging the data
from the four synoptic hours each day.
3.

DATA ANALYSIS

Comparability of measurements between the
ASOS and conventional systems are computed using
procedures established by the American Society of
Testing and Materials (ATSM, 1985). Use of these
procedures was agreed to by the Climate Data
TABLE 1
Mean Systematic Differences Between
Conventional and ASOS Data
at Tulsa, OK
January - April 1993
Data Element

Number of Systematic Standard
Samples
Difference Deviation

Temperature:
Hourly
Maximum
Minimum
Dew-Point

107
110
110
109

2.06
1.95
2.55
0.83

0.80
0.80
1.28
1.25

Winds:
1-min vs 2-min
2-min vs 2 min
Daily Peak

120
120
120

-0.80
-0.69
-0.64

1.14
1.10
1.58

Station Pressure

120

-0.03

0.01

40

0.01

0.06

Precipitation
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Continuity Project (CDCP) sponsored by NOAA's
Earth System Data Information Management (ESDIM)
Program.
Table 1 shows the mean systematic
differences (Conventional - ASOS) and the standard
deviation of the differences for the elements examined
in this study.
An investigation of the comparability of
measurements of temperature was conducted at
Colorado State University (McKee, et al) for several
sites during the pre-commissioning oeriod from
September 1991 through August 22, 1992.
Comparability statistics for temperature from the CSU
study are in agreement with the results from this
investigation. We use analysis techniques similar to
those employed at CSU to investigate the continuity of
the temperature and precipitation records.

Scatter diagrams show an expected high
correlation between the two measurement systems.
Systematic differences in the measurements are
demonstrated by the skewness or offset in the
frequency distribution plots (not shown) and the
departure from the line defining equality of
measurement depicted in the scatter plots.
Accumulated differences determined from the hourly
data (at 6-hour intervals) indicate if a change in
systematic difference between conventional and ASOS
measurements has occurred. The slope in the graph of
accumulated differences will be constant if the
systematic differences are uniform. The slope will be
variable if the relationship between the conventional
and ASOS measurements is changing.
A variable relationship could be caused by a
number of factors
including changes in
instrumentation, exposure, software, or climatic
conditions. Because there are many factors that can
influence the measurement differences, complete and
accurate station history information is vital for
determining the homogeneity of the data. The station
history information should include such entries as
sensor replacements, location changes, calibrations,
and software upgrades.
3 .1

Temperature

A warm bias in the maximum temperature
readings from the NWS H0-83 sensor installed at
NWS sites in the last half of the 1980s has been
documented for Tucson, AZ, (Gall et al., 1992) and
for Albany, NY, (Kessler et al., 1993). Gall found
daytime maximum temperatures to be 2°F to 3°F too
high while Kessler found maximum temperatures about
1° F higher than expected. A change in minimum
temperature was not definitive in either study.
Monthly systematic differences of maximum
temperatures for the January-April period at Tulsa
have a range of from l.48°F to 2.57°F. CSU noted

a range of from 1.14° F to 1. 75° F at Tulsa during the
pre-commissioning period.
While the apparent warm bias for the
conventional measurement of the maximum
temperature detected by NCDC and CSU is similar to
that found at Tucson, factors other than those
described in the Tucson study may be causing the
current conventional-ASOS bias.
Evidence from
Tucson suggested that the warm bias was due to poor
aspiration of the H0-83 sensor.
The greatest
differences at Tucson were detected during high-sun,
clear-sky, low-wind conditions. Differences increased
during the day and dropped back near zero near
sunset. The Tucson and Albany experiences exhibited
very little influence on the minimum temperature. The
present study, however, has detected these systematic
differences at all times during the day. The data were
obtained during the low-sun winter months with the
greatest differences occurring in January and February.
Furthermore, systematic differences seen in the
minimum temperature records from this work (2.23°F
to 3.14°F) and from CSU (l.33°F to 2.35°F) are
larger than those detected for maximum temperatures.
The hourly observed temperature data show systematic
differences comparable to the differences seen in the
maximum temperatures; 1.67°F to 2.18°F from
NCDC and 1.42°F to 1.83°F from CSU. Clearly,
factors other than the aspiration problems of the preASOS H0-83 sensor are influencing the temperature
data in the NCDC and CSU studies. The data do not
suggest that the differences are weather related or due
to exposure of the sensors. Until further investigations
are completed, the current analysis suggests that the
differences are due to the design of the ASOS sensor
or the algorithms used to reduce sensor output to
meteorological units.
The ASOS vs. conventional mean daily
temperature is shown in Fig. 1. The graph shows the
points lie below the line, reflecting the fact that
DAILY TEMPERATURE
TULSA, OK
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measured ASOS temperatures are about 2° F lower
than the coincident conventional temperatures. (If the
two temperatures were equal, the points would lie on
the solid line.)
The accumulated temperature
differences over the four month period (January April 93) are shown in Fig. 2 for hourly temperature.
The slope of the curve does not change significantly
from month to month indicating that the relationship
between the conventional and ASOS sensors was stable
during the period. Small anomalies in the curve are
due to missing periods of data such as from March 7
through March 9 where the curve flattens out. Other
anomalies are due to outliers in the data.
ACCUMULATED TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCES
TlJLSA., CK

.JAN - APR 93

Figure 2

3. 2

Dew-point Temperature

The mean systematic difference in dew-point
temperature at Tulsa (Fig. 3) was 0.83° F, less than
half of the difference seen in the ambient air
temperature, but the slope of the accumulated
differences curve (Fig. 4) is not nearly as consistent as
the slope of the ambient temperature curves. A
significant change in slope occurred about March 17.
There is no indication in the system log of sensor
change, recalibration or malfunction of the sensor.
Anomalous data on April 6-7, 16 and 19 produced
differences between the conventional and ASOS data
of 12° F, 8° F, 14° F and 24° F, respectively. The
system log states that the sensor failed on the 19th and
was still inoperable on the 24th. Station personnel
said that when the ASOS sensor was inoperable a
backup sensor would be used to report the observation.
Thus, the flattening of the slope after April 20 was due
to the relationship of the backup sensor to the
conventional H0-83.
Prior to April 19th the
conventional sensor recorded higher dew-point
temperatures than the ASOS. After that date the
conventional sensor was recording lower dew-point
temperatures.

Figure 1
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DAILY DEW-POINT TEMPERATURE
TULSA ,
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and 2-minute ASOS wind speeds is -0. 80 knots, while
the systematic difference between 2-minute speeds
determined by conventional methods and 2-minute
ASOS wind speeds is -0.69 knots (Fig. 5). The
standard deviations of the differences are 1.14 knots
and 1.10 knots respectively. Given the separation of
the two wind systems, about 1500 feet, and the
differences in computation procedures the data imply
that there is essentially no difference in wind speed
measurement between the two systems (Powell, I993).
Continuity of wind speed should be readily established
if data from other sites prove to be as uniform as those
from Tulsa.
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DAIL Y PEAK WIND SPEED
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Sensor exposure at Tulsa may also contribute to
the variability of the relationship between the
conventional and ASOS sensors. The conventional
sensor is located about I 00 feet from an evaporation
tower for a large air conditioning unit. Station
personnel say that the increase in moisture near the
tower is quite evident. The conventional dew-point
sensor would read higher if it were influenced by
moisture escaping from the tower. The ASOS sensor
is located about 1.5 miles from the conventional sensor
site in the vicinity of two runways and over a grass
surface. Under certain conditions, radiation rising
from the runways could dry the air near the ASOS
sensor, producing a lower dew-point temperature.
3.3

APR 93

CONVENTIONAL PEAK WINO SPEED (KTS)

Figure 6

Wind Speed

There was some concern that the conventional
I -minute wind speed would not be comparable to the
ASOS 2-minute speed because of the longer averaging
interval. The limited data examined for Tulsa suggest
that the differences between I -minute and 2-minute
wind speeds are insignificant. The mean systematic
difference between conventional I -minute wind speeds
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Daily peak wind, shown in Fig. 6, has a
systematic difference of -0.64 knots and a standard
deviation of I .58 knots which is nearly the same
magnitude as the 2-minute wind differences and
indicates that continuity of this element with historic
observations is assured. The daily peak wind shows
the same variations in slope that are associated with
the 2-minute wind observations. A graph of the

accumulated absolute value of the differences (not
shown) shows a relatively smooth curve with a
consistent slope, indicating that the relationship
between the wind sensors is stable.
During the January-April 1993 period at Tulsa,
OK, 53 gusts were reported by ASOS at the four
synoptic hours. Only 18 gusts were determined from
the chart records for the same synoptic hours. The
gusts that were detected by ASOS but not detected in
the chart record generally had speeds of 24 knots or
less, the average speed being 20.97 ·knots. Sixteen
gusts from the chart records corresponded in time with
the ASOS gusts. As is the case with the other wind
elements, the differences oscillated between positive
and negative values. The mean systematic difference
is -0.56 knots. The data sample is too small to allow
any definitive conclusions. However, if analysis of
gusts from several other sites and time periods show a
much greater number of gusts from ASOS than from
conventional data, it will be reasonable to conclude
that the ASOS gust algorithm is much more sensitive
than conventional procedures. Researchers will need
to be cautioned against concluding that winds are
becoming more gusty.
3 .4

3.5

Precipitation

Determination of the continuity of the
precipitation record will require significantly more data
than have been examined for this study.
The
January-April precipitation at Tulsa has in general
been light and intermittent. During the four month
period measurable precipitation occurred on 36 days.
Over 40% of the daily total accumulations were 0.1
inches or less.
The differences in daily totals show considerable
variation. This is due in part to the large separation of
the gauges, about 1.5 miles, and because several of the
events included frozen precipitation which adhered to
the ASOS tipping-bucket gauge. The ASOS gauge
measured the frozen precipitation as it melted
sometime after the actual event and in some cases
caused daily totals for one day to be lower and for the
next day to be higher than the conventional data. The
variation in differences for this limited data set are
quite similar in range to the variation documented by
CSU. The large separation of sensors and the small
number of samples of measurable precipitation will
make the determination of continuity of precipitation
more difficult.

Station Pressure

The mean systematic difference in the Tulsa
data is -0.03 inches with a standard deviation of 0.01
inches. The difference is nearly constant in the hourly
data and is due to an offset (or the unapplied
correction factor) in the conventional barograph data.
The slope of the curve depicted by the accumulated
differences (Fig. 7) is constant, indicating a very
steady relationship between the conventional and
ASOS data. If pressure data from other sites are as
consistent as they are at Tulsa, the homogeneity of the
pressure data will be preserved as stations make the
transition to ASOS.

The accumulated daily ASOS precipitation totals
tend to lag behind the conventional data. Table 2
shows the monthly total precipitation for the
conventional and ASOS sensors and the percentage of
the contentional total that was measured by the ASOS
tipping bucket. For the four month period the ASOS
total was 98 % of the conventional total. Monthly
totals varied from 90 % to 104 %. CSU described the
same shortfall in the ASOS measurement for sixteen
sites. The pre-commissioned data for Tulsa (JanuaryAugust 1992) in the CSU investigation showed the
ASOS total precipitation to be 95 % of the conventional
total.
TABLE 2

ACCUMULATED PRESSURE DIFFERENCES

Monthly Total Precipitation Measured by
Conventional and ASOS Gauges
Percent of Conventional Total
Measured by ASOS

20

Month

Conventional

JANUARY
FEBRUARY
MARCH
APRIL

- 30
-4 0

10

20
15

30
25

10

20
15

ASOS

Percent

2. 12
2.88
2.86
4.40

2.01
2.60
2.77
4.58

95
90
97
104

12.26

11.96

98

30
25

JAN-APR

Figure 7
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4.

CONCLUSION

Comparison of coincident data collected from
conventional and ASOS sensors at Tulsa, OK, indicate
that the homogeneity of some weather elements such
as pressure and wind observations will be maintained
as NWS sites convert to the automated (ASOS)
equipment. For other elements the data suggest that
maintaining homogeneity will be difficult.
Temperature data at Tulsa show that the ASOS sensor
reads about 2° F lower than the conventional H0-83
sensor. It is unlikely that this difference is due to the
aspiration deficiency detected by Gall and Kessler in
the conventional H0-83 sensor. The Tulsa data show
similar decreases in minimum and hourly observed
temperature as well as the maximum temperature and
the differences persist for high sun and nighttime
conditions. Since the aspiration problem substantially
affected only the maximum temperature at high sun
periods, it is evident that other factors are causing the
decrease in temperature seen in the Tulsa data.
Comparison of wind sensor data indicate that there is
continuity between the conventional and ASOS
measurements and that the change from I -minute wind
speed to 2-minute wind speed will not significantly
affect the homogeneity of the wind data record
(Powell, 1993). The Tulsa data show considerably
more occurrences of wind gusts, generally at 24 knots
or less. Investigation of more observations at other
locations will be needed to determine if the increase is
due to the ASOS wind gust algorithm. Pressure
readings appear to retain the greatest homogeneity
between the conventional and ASOS system. The
amount of precipitation data is too limited to draw
meaningful conclusions about the conventional-ASOS
differences. However, the large variability between
conventional and ASOS simultaneous measurements
and the apparent shortfall in the ASOS totals seen in
the Tulsa data are supported by the CSU and other
studies.
Comparison of data from additional sites and
seasons should improve climatologists' understanding
of ASOS sensor responses and homogeneity of the data
record. A larger data set from a variety of stations
may also enable us to minimize some of the random
factors that influence the data. It is clear that sensor
siting and operational procedures, as well as software
and hardware stability can cause significant problems
for ensuring data continuity in the automated era.

S.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Large archives of historical data in the ocean and
atmospheric sciences are being created as part of earth
science research projects. Example data sets include
in-situ observations, satellite remote sensed data and
global circulation model data. Historical archives are
data that has been collected over years (perhaps
decades) and stored in digital computer library
systems. There is a need to allow interactive access to
these
archives
using
standard
Internet
communications, standard data/image formats and
workstations with windowing systems.
It is important to allow data users to sort through
large archives and obtain just the data that is needed
for scientific, engineering and commercial purposes.
Users need to be able to select, access and retrieve
data subsets. The data should be made available in
standard formats and with seamless interfaces to
analysis, visualization and presentation tools.
This paper discusses data access and use issues
and proposes solutions to the needs mentioned above.
Requirements for open access to data include:
• Mass storage of large amounts (terabytes to
petabytes) of near-on-line data.
• Capability for finding and extracting subsets of
the data (spatial, temporal and parametric
subsets).
• Open access from any workstation across wide
area networks, especially the Internet.
• Methods for making data queries and for
browsing metadata and images.
• Creation of data products as images or as data
files in self-describing formats.
• Tools for using and analyzing the data and for its
integration into other applications.
IBM Federal Systems Company has established
the Science Data Node project to address the
requirements mentioned above. The Data Node is a
data management system that provides user access to

large historical archives of digital data. The user can
order data subsets by specifying the parameters and
region in the temporal and/or spatial domain. The
selected data is extracted from the archive, converted
to the desired format and sent to the user via file
transfer. The Data Node is part of IBM's ongoing
research in digital libraries. This research is directed
toward developing storage systems, data access and
distribution systems for allowing public access to the
government's data archives.
2.

DATA USE

Current progress in technology will lead to
increasingly large amounts of data available at a
scientist's workstation. However, only a small part of
this data may actually be needed. It is important to
provide the intelligent data access tools that provide
just the data that is needed.
The data management system allows the user to
query the metadata and to scan through browse data so
that the appropriate subset is located and ordered.
Then the order processing system retrieves the data
from the mass storage system, reformats it (if
necessary) and transports the product file to the user's
workstation (Figure 1). There the data is available for
visualization and analysis.

End Application

File Transfer

Figure 1. Data Product Order Paradigm
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Some users will want to quickly access and use a
small subset of data from a large archive. The data
should be portable and easily input into specialized
analysis programs. For these users, the guideline is
"keep it simple and quick" (Jenne, 1992). One way to
do that is to provide the data in self-describing format
files that are usable on any machine, and to provide
conversion tools (i.e., filters). With such tools, the
data can be transferred to a desktop machine and then
made available in formats such as ASCII or floating
point. Data subsets and metadata could be easily
extracted. An example of such a tool is provided in
section 5.2.
DATA MODELS

3.

It is useful to view the science data management
system as a series of data model layers (Figure 2). The
physical model reflects the data file organization and
how the files are located on devices in the mass
storage system. Current distributed storage systems
can contain a hierarchy of media and robotic library
devices (Coleman et al., 1993). The logical data
model reflects the view of the data as a collection of
physical parameters in time and space. At this level,
physical file structure and location are not apparent.
The external data model represents the form of the
data as requested by the user. The data is in a format
and file organization according to user request. The
product file contains only the parameters, times and
spatial ranges specified. Note that the data could be
converted to an image (i.e., raster) file before transfer
to the user.
In order to create the physical model, the data
must be reorganized and grouped into file families.
The file groupings reflect the expected access patterns
of users, storage media considerations and the device
hierarchies in the mass storage systems (Graf et al.,
1993). The physical data model should accommodate

linear devices, such as automatic tape libraries, and
should not necessarily assume data stored on random
access media (i.e., rotating optical or magnetic disks).
Although the data management system operates
on bitfiles to create data products, the user has a global
view of the data that does not reflect the file
organization or the system architecture. The user
views the archive in terms of a logical data model
associated with the scientific discipline.
For the external and physical (i.e., archive) data
models, we have chosen the Network Common Data
Form (netCDF). The purpose of netCDF is to provide
an access library and format standard to support the
creation, access and sharing of scientific data (Rew et
al., 1990). Other popular formats are Common Data
Format (Treinish et al., 1987), Hierarchical Data
Format, and GRIB (Stackpole, 1989). We chose
netCDF because of the following considerations:
•
Standard API data access interface. (Underlying
file structure is hidden.)
•
Suitable for very large N-dimensional datasets.
User can define the data objects.
•
Supports data object subsets and new file
(product) creation.
• Includes Fortran and C language environments.
•
Has code generators to ease development of
applications.
• Supported on the most popular operating systems.
•
Available from Unidata Corporation, has a large
set of use~s and is well supported.
When scaling up the system to large files and/or
very frequent access, there are some features of
netCDF that could cause performance problems. To
ensure data portability, netCDF converts the data
words from local machine format to XDR format.
Also, the entire file must be migrated to local disk in
order to retrieve a data subset. Note that this last
objection could be answered by a mass storage file
system that allows data to be read as byte strings.

External Data Model

Logical Data Model

Physical Data Model
Data File Organization,
Bitfile format ,

iDilJ

Logical view of the data as
a collection of physical
parameters in time and
space.

Data subsets (parametric,
spatial, temporal),
Transport formats,
Images, data, etc.

~···~
Day 1

Day N

)

Data Product

(

Data Request

Figure 2. Hierarchy of Data Models from the Storage System to the User's Workstation
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4.

THE SCIENCE DATA NODE

The Science Data Node System has been
developed at the High Performance Computing Center
of the IBM Federal Systems Company in Houston,
Texas. The system design of the Science Data Node is
shown in Figure 3. The operational paradigm (Figure
1) of the Data Node is a scientist using a desktop
workstation to make semantic queries, view browse
images, and order data subsets. To obtain data, the
user needs to have access to a workstation with the
following minimum capabilities:
• Electronic mail (e-mail)
• File Transfer Protocol (FTP)
• TCP/IP network connection to the Internet

Science Workstation

~
OientNode

The Data Node archive currently contains
Release 1 of the Comprehensive Ocean Atmospheric
Data Set (COADS), with Release la to follow. Plans
to extend the holdings include adding environmental
data and global ocean circulation model data.
4.1

Data Access via Client Node

The client/server architecture lets the client
machine interact with the user as a native application
on its platform. For example, the client node program
is a true MotifiM application with the behavior users
expect of an interactive program. Contrast this with
most on-line services that use Telnet or remote Xserver, where the remote server controls what the user
sees. Also, the client/server system can hide much of
the network delay by packaging up a significant parcel
of the data before sending it, thus handling much of
the data transfer in the background.

Visualization
Analysis Apps

Order/Brow~

Browse
: Product
:
~Generation

Data Node
Server
Data Node

l

Images

Product
Generation
and Delivery

: Workstation
Subsetting

,.,.w_o_~_k_•abase_ta-ti_o_nS_y-~-an-_. .~i:._:::::::::::::::::.~1::::::::::::
Metadata

Inventory Data

1
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~ ~ Mass Storage System ~
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Figure 3. Science Data Node System Design
The Data Node is accessible on the Internet and
is available to the research community. Data products
(files) can be created as images or in self-describing
data formats and automatically transferred to the
user's workstation. The Data Node System has a
client/server architecture.
The client node is a
graphical user interface (GUI) program that runs on
the user's workstation and communicates with the
Data Node server over the Internet. For occasional
users (those who do not want to install the client node
program) or users without X-windows workstations,
an e-mail interface is also available.

Figure 4. Client Node Screen Layout
The client node program provides:
• Data browse with visual presentation of data for
quick review and selection.
• Standard communication interfaces across wide
area networks.
• Interfaces to visualization and analysis tools.
• Customized menus for selecting data.
• Full compatibility with Motif and X-Windows.
The browse images are in Graphics Interchange
Format (GIF). The size of each browse image is about
10 KBytes and an entire set is automatically
downloaded to the client workstation at one time. A
scrolling feature allows the user to quickly view a
large number of small images. Figure 4 is a schematic
of the screen layout. An example of an actual screen
image is shown in Figure 5.
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The client node program contains an interface to
the IBM Data Explorer™ visualization tool (see lower
buttons in Figure 5). Once the product has been
received, the visualization tool can be invoked to open
and view the product netCDF or GIF file.
4.2

Data Access via E-Mail

For users without the client node program
installed on their workstation, data products can be
ordered by sending e-mail to the Data Node server.
Template files are available that will allow a user to
easily set up an order message, send it to the Data
Node and receive a product file. To order data,
retrieve a template file via anonymous FTP from:
ftp.clearlake.ibm .corn
The template files and ordering instructions are in the
directory datanode. Make changes as necessary and
send the file via e-mail to:
datanode@clearlake.ibm.com
A confirmation message will provide an estimate of
the file size and request that the order be confirmed.
If the order is confirmed, the product file will be
created and sent to the user's workstation.
4.3

Data Product Generation

Once the order has been received by the Data Node
Server Program, a batch job is created on the Product
Generation workstation. The batch program interacts
with the Mass Storage system to retrieve the data
subsets and create the product file. The product is
automatical1y sent to the user's workstation via File
Transfer Protocol or, at the user's request, placed in a
public holding area from which users may initiate
their own file transfer. Product options are shown in
the table below.
Ootions
File Format

netCDF, ASCII, GIF or native format.

GIF Size

680 x 480, 800 x 600, I 024 x 760.

Compression

Compressed with UNIX compress utility or

Data Packin2

Scaled integers or Single precision floating point.

Uncompressed.
Media

Automatic FIP to user's workstation or Hold on
anonymous FrP machine.

Product Title

Identifier for GIF image title and netCDF
metadata.

5.

COADS DATA

The COADS is one of the world's most widely
used ocean/atmosphere boundary layer datasets.
COADS Release 1 (Slutz et al.. 1985 and Woodruff et
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al., 1987) provided the research community with a
global dataset g1vmg temporal coverage for
1854-1979. The dataset is one of outstanding value,
due to a rigorous treatment of 19 different data sets
collected from six international source organizations.
Production of COADS included translation of the data
into a uniform format, merging, sorting, elimination
of duplicate reports, and utilizing quality control
checks in order to provide a uniformly treated set of
data. This makes COADS a very useful resource for
climate trend and variability studies.
COADS
Release 1 was made possible by the cooperative
efforts of NCAR, the Environmental Research
Laboratory (ERL) of NOAA, the National Climatic
Data Center (NCDC), and the Cooperative Institute
for Research in Environmental Sciences (CIRES).
The COADS data is located on a 2°x2° grid over
the entire earth's surface, excluding land areas. The
complete COADS dataset has many different data
products. These products encompass a variety of
marine observations, monthly statistical summaries,
and decadal statistical summaries. The product called
"Monthly Summary Trimmed" (MST) data has been
chosen for inclusion in the Data Node because it is the
most popular data subset within COADS. The MST
data are statistical summaries for each 2°x2° (latitude,
longitude) area box where data was collected. As
many as 19 variables with eight statistics per variable
are given for a 2°x2° box. The variables and statistics
available from the MST dataset are given in Table 1
and Table 2. For more information on COADS,
contact Steve Worley at worley@ncar.ucar.edu.
Name
Atemp
Stemp
Qhumid
rhumid
Wwind
Uwind
Vwind
Pslev
Ccloud
xstress
vstress
dtemp
edtempw
fsatq
e:evap
iheat
iheat
kheat
lheat

Definition
Air Temperature (De~. Celsius)
Sea Surface Temperature (Deg. Celsius)
Specific Humidity
Relative Humidity (derived variable)
Scalar Wind (Cm/Sec)
East Component Wind (Cm/Sec)
North Component Wind (Cm/Sec)
Sea Level Atmospheric Pressure (MBar)
Total Cloudiness
Wind Stress
Wind Stress
Sea/Air Temperature Difference
dtemp * Wwind)
(Saturation Q at S)
fsatq * Wwind
Heat Transport (Uwind * Atemp)
Heat Transoort (Vwind * Atemo)
Heat Transport (Uwind * Stemo)
Heat Transport (Vwind *Stemp)

Table 1. COADS Parameters

Name

Definition
The median

3

m

The mean

s

Standard deviation estimate

num

Number of observations

dom

Mean dav of month of observations

hdlt

Faction of observation in davli2:ht

xlat

Mean latitude offset of observations (DeQ.)

vlon

Mean longitude offset of observations (De!!.)

Table 2. COADS Statistics
The development and improvement of COADS
has continued since Release 1 in 1985. Release la
(1980-1992), which will be compatible with
Release 1, was made available in late spring 1993.
The Data Node currently contains COADS MST
Release 1, and there are plans to implement
Release la.
5.1

Table 3. nccoads Command Line Arguments

COADS MST data in NetCDF

A convenient way to package and use subsets of
COADS MST data is to create the product files in
netCDF format.
Since the netCDF libraries are
supported on most popular operating systems, the data
files that are received from the Data Node can be
readily opened and read. Several visualization tools
(e.g. IBM's Data Explorer™ and Precision Visual's
PV-Wave™) support the input of netCDF files.
Typical file sizes in MBytes are shown in the table
below for a file that contains all the statistics of one
Jarameter £or twelve months .
Options
Size in MB
Packed and Compressed
0.7
Packed and Uncompressed
2.4
Unpacked and Compressed
1.0
Unoacked and Uncompressed
6.3
5.2

nccoads filename [param] [-option value]
filename netCDF file name
param COADS variable name
-xl left longitude for spatial subsets
-xr right longitude for spatial subsets
-yb south latitude for spatial subsets
-yt north latitude for spatial subsets
-z COADS statistic
-ys year start for temporal subsets
-ye year end for temporal subsets
-ms month start for temporal subsets
-me month end for temporal subsets
-f floating point format
-d data delimiter character
-rcl record length for output data
-ga display global attributes
-pa display parameter attritutes
-1 display all variables, dimensions, ranges
-s add a title before the output

A Filter for COADS NetCDF Files

A command line tool is provided for the COADS
data set. The nccoads tool allows parameter, spatial
and temporal subsets to be extracted from a netCDF
product file (packed or unpacked) and displayed in a
variety of numerical formats. The command line
arguments are shown in Table 3. With this tool, a
COADS variable can be converted to an ASCII array
for convenient input into Fortran or spreadsheet
programs. Repeated use of nccoads as a filter in a
UNIX script file or DOS batch file can provide
multiple variables as input to Fortran programs.

An example of the use of nccoads is:
nccoads filel.cdf Wwlod ·Z 3 ·xl 51 -xr 79 -yb 1 -yt 19
.f F6.1 ·d " , " -rcl 105 > tempfile

This example results in the median sea surface wind
speeds being extracted and written as ASCII records
in the file tempfile. Each record has fifteen data
fields separated by commas. Note that the data is
output by longitude, starting from the west (left) to the
east (right). The data is written starting with the
southern-most latitude and proceeding north. Using
nccoads, data values can be easily imported into one
of the popular spreadsheet programs or other tools
available on desktop computers.
The nccoads
program is available via anonymous FfP from
ftp.clearlake.ibm.com in the directory datanode.
7.
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Foundation of River & Basin Integrated Communications (FRICS)
1-3 , Kojimachi , Chiyoda-ku . Tokyo, I 02 , Japan

I.

INTRODUCTION

Foundation of River & Basin Integrated Communications, Japan (FRICS) was established on October, 1985 and began to disseminate hydrological informations from June, 1986, using the specially designed
FRICS terminal and applying the VIDEOTEX system.
At present, hydrological data collected from 20
radar rain gauges by Ministry of Construction (MOC)
and around 6,000 telemetered rain or water level
gauges etc. by MOC or ·Prefectural Government are
processed to understandable images and provided
through FRICS terminal to more than 3,000 users in
Japan.
The Ministry of Construction (MOC) and other
bodies responsible for administration of rivers in Japan
have been developing radar rainfall information systems, as well as various telemetry systems, for accurate
and speedy collection of rainfall , water level and other
data concerning rivers through their own networks in
addition to information from weather observation network operated by the Japan Meteorological Agency .
These items of information are important not only as
disaster-prevention information used in protecting people's lives and properties but as information to be used
in people's daily lives and industrial activities .
The Foundation for River and Basin Integrated
Communications (FRICS) was established in 1985 with
the aim of contributing to the development of a safer and
more prosperous regional society through provision of
information in the possession of river administrators to
disaster-prevention organisations and to the general
public.
The system operated by the Foundation , called the
FRICS System, receives data on rivers and other related
items from the river administrators and provides them to
the users via a private videotex system on a 24-hour
basis.
Seven years have passed since the FRICS System
was put into operation and one can now say that the
system has proved extremely useful in providing information at times of typhoons , floods and droughts to

disaster-prevention and other relevant bodies during
these years . At the same time, efforts have been made at
FRICS every year for improving the services provided
by increasing the quantity, as well as the speed and
accuracy, of the data provided.
Outlined on the following pages are the FRICS
System as it is today and the New FRICS System. The
development work for the FRICS System has been
under way for the past few years and the system is to
commence providing new information next year.
2.

2.1

PRESENT FRICS SYSTEM

Outline

The FRICS System in operation at present is a
private videotex system, which receives on-line various
items of information related rivers, dams, sediment
control and the coastline in the possession of the MOC
and other river administrators, and transmits them to
user ' s terminals in the form of picture images after
processing them on the data processing units (centre
systems) at the l 0 regional centres dotted throughout
Japan.
2.2

Types and Quantities qf' Hydrological Data

(I) Number of Radar Raingauge Stations
There are now 20 radar raingauge stations operated
by the MOC as shown on Figure I , and a further 5
stations are either under construction or planning.
(2)

Number of Rainfall and Water Level Telemeter
Stations
As shown in Table I below , of the 3,271 rainfall
observation stations , I ,829 are operated by the MOC
and I ,442 by prefectural governments, while of the
3,316 water level observation stations, I ,605 are operated by the MOC and I ,7 I I by prefectural governments .
For reference, the total land area of Japan is approximately 370,000 km2.
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Observation Area of Radar
under Planning
Quantitative Observation Area
of Radar already Installed
;' .&. ·:

Observation Area of Radar
under Construction

Figure l. Location of MOC Radar Raingauges

Table I. Numbers of Radar Sites and Telemeter Stations

Hokkaido
Tohoku Kan to
Hokuriku
Chubu
Kinki
Chugoku
Shikoku
Kyushu
Okinawa
National Government
(MOC) Total
Prefectural
Government Total
Total
)

(

*
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Water
Quality
Observation
Stations

Snow Depth
Observation
Stations

Radar Rain
(Snow)
Gauges

Rainfall
Observation
Stations

Water Level
Observation
Stations

2 + (2)
3
2+(1)+1*
2
2
2
2
l + l*
3

225
254
218
159
246
163
196
I 16
241
ll

228
228
266
120
159
163
167
67
196
lI

8
24
33
1l
11
12
13
3
21

15
20
ll
19
2
8
39

20 + (3) + 2*

1,829

1,605

136

l 14

25

1,442
3,271

1,71 l
3,316

136

l 14

Under construction
Under planning
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(as of March , l 993)

(3)

Number of Water Quality Telemeter Stations
As shown in Table I , all of the I 36 water quality
observation stations are operated by the MOC and there
are none administered at the level oflocal governments .
Number of Snow Depth Observation Stations
As with the water quality observation stations. all of
the 114 snow depth observation stations are operated by
the MOC.

(4)

2.3

Types of Data Provided

Radar Raingage Data
(2) Rainfall Data
(3) Water Level Data
(4) Dam Information
(5) Snow Fall Data
(6) Water Quality and
Temperature Data
(7) Warning Information
(8) Centre News concerning
River Administration , etc.
(9) Broadcasting Images

Warning Input Unit
This unit is used for inputting into the central
processing unit the information based on facsimile
messages sent from the MOC for provision of warning
messages , such as the MOC flood-fighting warnings
and flood forecasts , to user's terminals.

(3)

Voice Alarm Processing Unit
This unit is used for transmitting the information to
the registered telephones of the users in the form of
voice output when the telemetered data have reached
warning threshold values or warnings such as floodfighting warnings and flood forecasts have been inputted through the warning input unit.
(4)

The types of data provided at the Tokyo FRICS
Centre are as follows .
(1)

ments , and sends out to the user ' s terminals the picture
images prepared on the central processing unit.

9 types
9 types
8 types
3 types
3 types

87 images
262 images
326 images
7 images
7 images

3 types 22 images
8 types 405 images

Others
Other components of the centre system include the
monitor terminal , DC power supply unit and CVCF.

(5)

2.5

Improvements on the Centre Systems

8 types 452 images
9 types 124 images

Along with the development of new FRICS terminals, the following improvements were made on the
Centre Systems to enable the system to provide more
highly-processed, new picture information to the users.

ThewholeofJapanhas been divided into 1Oregions
and the radar raingauge and rainfall and water level
telemeter data are received at the regional centres from
the regional construction bureaus of the MOC. These
are shown in Figure 2.
An example of the system composition at a regional
centre is given in Figure 3.
The principal units in the centre systems are as
follows .

(I) Addition of Data Communication Function
The videotex communication on the system used to
date allows for use only of the picture information
prepared on the Centre Systems. On the new system, it
has been made possible to carry out data communication
through use of tele-software informaticm, allowing the
users to prepare their own picture images on their
terminals and making possible the provision of information processed to a higher level.

( 1) Central Processing Unit
This unit is at the core of the FR ICS centre system.
It receives the radar raingauge data from the MOC ,
rainfall, water level, water quality and other data on
MOC's river information system and rainfall , water
level and other data on the river information systems of
prefectural governments , and prepares various data picture images for provision to the FR ICS user's terminals .
It also prepares picture images for provision of information concerning flood-fighting warnings and flood forecasts to user's terminals.

(2) Addition of Radar Rainfall Area Movement Vectors
A function was added for the processing of the
rainfall area movement vectors through the advection
prediction model method, to provide images displaying
the direction and speed of the movement of the rainfall
areas , as well as the rainfall intensity , in terms of vectors ,
in addition to the '·rainfall area movement map" provided at present.

2.4

Centre S.vstem

(2) Collection and Transmission Unit
This unit receives and sends on to the central processing unit the data from the MOC and prefectural govern-

Addition of Function for 30-Minute Interval
Processing qf Telemeter Data
The processing function on the Centre Systems was
improved to put the systems in line with the reduction of
the intervals for renewal of the MOC telemeter data on
(3)
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Construction etc.

~

age of information
collected via dedicated NTI circuits from
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user terminals
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pictures, colour copy
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of warnings
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·
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e 1a
Information transmitted also to 1V stations
etc.

Figure 2. Flowchart from Data Acquisition to Its Provision
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U~

rainfall and water levels from I hour to 30 minutes . This
allows for finer adjustments in flood-fighting activities
and monitoring during of floods using FRICS picture
information.
2.6
2.6. I

2.6.4 Number

(~f'Terminal

Users

The total number of FRICS terminals in use at
present is 3,533 .

Terminals
Multi~fimctional

(4) Compatibility with printers sold on the market

Terminal

Work-station (WS) type terminals equipped with
32-bit CPU are to be used for provision of highlyprocessed picture information using videotex tele-software information.
The new types of images to be provided include the
following.
( 1) Display of radar rainfall area movement vectors
(2) Display of water level conditions according to
river basins
(3) Display of rainfall and water levels according to
user's option
(4) Display of radar rainfall data for user-designated
areas
2.6.2 Standard Terminal
WS type, multi-functional terminals have been developed as the new standard terminals to replace the
terminals which have been in use for the past 6 years
since the FR ICS System began operation . The hardware
used in the new terminals is compatible with that of the
multi-functional terminals.
The new standard terminals have the following
characteristics.
( 1) Simultaneous reception, display and copy of information received.
(2) Storage of large-quantities of received data (64
images on floppy discs and 100 images on hard
discs).
(3) Multi-window display of up to 4different types of
images on the same screen.

2.7

Present Status <~l Transmission <~l Emergency
b1formation and Use (~l FR/CS Images

( 1) System for Transmission of Emergency Information and Its Use
In addition to the transmission of legally-designated warnings, such as flood-fighting warnings, flood
forecasts and warnings and notification of discharge
from dams, FRICS notifies its users when the rainfall
near and upstream of the user's city reaches certain
values (e.g. hourly rainfall of 30 mm and cumulative
rainfall of 80 mm) or when the water level reaches
designated, warning or design flood discharge levels .
This is done through the lamps and buzzer on the user
terminals and through the automatic voice generator
units connected to the home telephones of up to two
persons responsible, in case there is no-one at the
terminals. This, together with the use of radar data to
cancel the warnings according to the conditions in the
user areas, helps reduce the amount of unnecessary
overtime work, so contributing the welfare of the staff
and rationalisation of overtime pay.
The numbers of warnings issued in the whole of
Japan and within the jurisdiction of the Kyushu Regional Construction Bureau in 1989 are shown in Figure
4.
(2)

Use of FRICS Images
The conditions of the use of FR ICS images in 1990
are shown in Figure 5.

2.6.3 Personal Terminal
These are light-weight, portable terminals allowing
easy input of picture information, to be used to supplement the terminals in use at present.
The plan is to install the following functions .
( 1) Installation of portable (approx . 3 kg) , personaluse hardware.
(2) Batch image reception including package reception and hysteresis reception
(3) Compatibility with word-processor software sold
on the market
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(a) All Centres (Total Japan)

(b) Fukuoka Centre
(Area administered by Kyushu Regional Construction
Bureau)

Dam Discha rge
Notificati on

Rainfall Notification

Figure 4. Number of Flood-Fighting Warnings Issued ( lst January to 31 st December I 989)

3.
Number of Images
Used (x I.OOO)
(April 1989 to January 1990)
2,000 ,--------'--------=~____;
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Others
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1,400 1----a;=::a--e:a Warru._n__g_se""""tc-.-----~
Telemetered Water Levels
1237
1,200
Telemetered Rainfal

1,000

FUTURE PROSPECTS

The following are the principal items planned by
FR I CS .
( l) Expansion of Information Service
The plans include improvements on the radar rainfal I data, 30-minute renewal of telemeter data, improvements on the sediment-disaster information, improvements on the information on snowfall , coastal conditions , such as seawater level and water height conditions
etc. , provision of river information at times of floods
using TV broadcast and other forms of mass media and
provision of meteorological information .
(2) Improvements on Quality of Information Service
Efforts will be made to improve the processing
capacity an·d reliability of the FRICS System, and to
promote the use of multi-functional, new standard and
personal terminals.
(3) Investigations on Use of Satellite Communication Circuits
Investigations are to be conducted on the use of
communication and broadcasting satellite circuits in
addition to the public circuits as back-up routes for data
communication.

Figure 5 .
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Use of FRICS Picture Images
(April I 989 to January I 990)
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I.

• It is designed for simple operation and ease of
use
• It displays information in vivid color
• Ten display choices provide extensive information: five radar rain gauge displays (including regional rainfall , rainfall history, prefectural rainfall); four telemetry rain gauge and
water level displays; and one information service screen

INTRODUCTION

The need for disaster-prevention and flood-control actions due to heavy rainfall could arise at any time. River
administrators and personnel responsible for facilities
management or local area disaster prevention have
always required simple and portable terminals with
which they could obtain necessary information from
their homes or elsewhere during holiday and off-duty
periods. These terminals would complement standard
desktop terminals or multi- functional terminals .
By obtaining hydrological information about rivers
and basins more quickly and more accurately , this
system is capable of providing, in the form of on-screen
display of radar and telemetry rain gauge data and water
level data, the information necessary for making appropriate judgments during initial actions in disaster-prevention operations.
The personal terminal has the following features:
• It is small and lightweight, yet highly functional
• River and basin information can be obtained
anywhere and at any time through telephone lines

2.

SYSTEM OUTLINE

2.1

System Makeup

As shown in Figure 1, this system comprises
central host computer systems, relay stations and
personal terminals. Relay stations are accessed through
standard telephone lines, or through Micro Wave
Circuit operated by the Ministry of Construction.

~--------------------------------1

I

I

I

1

/

Relay
Station

'
'

Data

I

D~ta request

Data request
Central Host
Computer

/
1

'

'

I

Data

/

Personal
Terminal

I

---------------------------------~

Communication by CAPTAIN* modem

Communication by MNP** modem

Character And Pattern Telephone Access Information Network
This is a visual information display system that uses television screens and the like.
Microcom Networking Protocol
This is a data transfer protocol developed by the M icrocom Corporation of America. In this protocol, error correction
functions are built into the modem itself so that error correction is performed internally.

Figure I . System Configuration and Data Flow
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2.2

Information Transmission

Table I. Information Screens

Information processed in the central host computer
systems is transmitted in the following manner.

Display
I.

( 1)

Central Host Computer Systems
Host computer systems installed in nine Regional
Centers transmit information about radar observations.
telemetry rain gauge and water-level measurements
according to requests received from the relay stations.
Transmissions are made in the Tele-software format (a
format for software and data transfer between remote
computers).
(2) Relay Stations
Relay stations receive data from the central host
computer in Tele-software format and communicate
with the personal terminals in a unique protocol through
MNPmodems.
The relay stations send requests for specific data to
the host computer system at designated times; the received data is stored until updated.
The stored data is sent to the personal terminals when
requested.
(3) Personal Terminals
The personal terminals call up the information
screens by requesting and downloading the necessary
data in batches from the relay stations.
Data requests are made manually whenever required, and the received data is displayed by selecting
one screen image at a time.
3.

2.

Regional
Rainfall

Displays data from radar
ohscrvations al 15-minutcs
intervals. Data is from
I0 regions covering the
country.

Regional
Rainfall
His Lory

Displays regional radar
ohservations taken over the
past 3 h11urs at I -hour
intervals .

Prefect ural
Rainfall

Displays prcfectural radar
ohservation data at
15-minute intervals.

Telemetered
Rainfall

Displays hourly rainfall over
the past 24 hours and
cumulative rainfall since the
rain hcgan , measured hy
user-selected
telemetry stations .

Telernctered
Water Level

3.

C1mtcnt

Displays hourly water levels
of the past 24 hours measured
hy user-selected water level
telemetry stations. Display
colors change with water
levels (designated warning,
and planned).

Numhcr nf
Scrc.cns

3
(Every hour
on the hour)

(For each
prefecture)
2

(o stations
selectahlc ror
each screen)

2

(o stations
selectable for
each screen)

Initial Screen Displays notices from the
center.

INFORMATION SCREEN
Aug. 27, 199310:00a.m.

3.1

Types of Information Screens
km

5
..... 10

1~

The types and contents of information screens displayed by the personal terminals are shown in Table 1.

~

20
2fJ.v 30
l~'\v

100

3.2

70
70-100

~'\v

10)..

Examples of Information Screens

Figure 2 is an example of information screens
displaying radar rain gauge observations.
Rainfall intensity is shown separately in numerical
form and as color images.

r~ ~
nm/1-1

120

60

•

60

0

Figure 2. Image of Radar Rainfall Intensity over
Kanto Region
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4.

FUNCTIONS OF RELAY ST ATI ONS

The relay stations have the following functions .
( 1) Functions for Communicating with the Central
Host Computer
Data for distributed to the personal terminals is
requested and received from the central host computer
using Tele-software.
Requests to the central host computer are made at
intervals pre-set for each type of screen image.
(2) Data Accumulation Functions
The relay stations accumulate on-line and off-line
data from the central host computer, data provided on
floppy disk and by maintenance systems, and other data
necessary for normal operation.
(3) Off-line Data Transmitted by the Central Host
Computer Using Tele-software
When a station number or station name is added or
changed, the relay stations use maintenance operations
to request, receive and store data from the central host
computer.

( 1) FRICS Functions
The FRICS Functions include activation of the
personal terminal andreceivinganddisplayingsequences
of river and basin information such as regional and
prefectural radar observation data, telemetered rainfall
and water-level data, and other information images.
The FRICS Functions comprise functions for requesting, receiving and displaying data supplied by the
Foundation of River & Basin Integrated Communications (central host computer) and the settings functions
that accompany them .
1)

Reception of most recent data
By presetting the connecting center, the telephone
number and the data to be requested and executing
the "receive most recent data" command, the user
can receive data on the personal terminal in one
batch from the relay stations.
In this operation, the personal terminal sends the
time of its own most recently received data and the
relay station updates the terminal by sending more
recent data, if any .

2)

Data display
After receiving the data, the user selects and displays the image requested.
The user selects the image from the FR ICS Menu by
using the mouse or function keys.
For a list of the types and content of the various
images, see the Table I.

Data Distribution Functions
To access points search for, edit and transmit stored
data in response to requests made by the personal
terminals.
Data is transmitted to personal terminals with MNP.
(4)

(5) Terminal Administration Functions
To access points administer the requests of personal terminals.
Personal terminal administration has the following
objectives:
• To grasp the usage result of each user
• To prevent access by non-registered terminals
Maintenance Functions
To access the points have the following maintenance functions.

(6)

1)
2)
5.

(2)

1) Storage of received data
The personal terminals can save received data on
floppy disk. The user saves to a floppy disk by
selecting commands from the FRICS Menu.
The following floppy disk formats can be used:
• 3.5-inch, Double-sided High-Density (2HD) I .44
MB
• 3.5-inch, 2HD 1.2 MB
• 3.5-inch, 2HD 720 KB
Up to 50 images can be saved on one 3.5-inch, 2HD
1.2-MB floppy disk.

User information administration
Administration of user access conditions
FUNCTIONS OF PERSONAL TERMINAL

When power is applied, the personal terminal runs
the FRICS Menu program.
FRICS Menu registers the information images supplied by the central host computer and other applications and allows the user to select applications through
mouse and keyboard operation.

Data Storage and Review

2)

Reviewing stored data
The personal terminals can review images saved on
floppy disk.
The user displays a saved image by executing the
appropriate FRICS Menu command and selecting
the desired image from the list of stored data.
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(3)
I)

2)

Downloading Background Images and Tab.les
Alteration of information images
When changes are made to the radar image background or if telemetry stations are added or changed ,
the personal terminals must connect with the relay
stations via telephone link and download the radar
image background or telemetry station name and
number.
Downloading
To download data, the user activates the FRICS
Menu and selects the appropriate command to
download a background image or a telemetry table.

(4) Optional Functions
The personal terminals use general-purpose personal computers; therefore, it is also possible to add
various functions other than those related to FRICS.
Major optional functions are described below.
1) Data communications software
Communications software for operating the built-in
general-purpose MNP modem is pre-installed into
each personal terminal, enabling the user to engage
in general personal computer communications.

2)

Word processing, spreadsheet and other software
The personal terminals are compatible with application software made for J-3100 , OADG-DOS/V
and other computers . Also , the terminals have functions for installing the lchitaro Dash word-processi ng program and the Lotus 1-2-3/Notebook
spreadsheet program.

6.

HARDWARE SPECIFICATIONS

6. I

Relay Stations

The relay stations are manufactured by improving
personal computers. Figure 3 shows the hardware configuration .
._ The CAPTAIN modem is used for communication
with the center' s host computer, and the MNP modems
are used for communications with the personal terminals . The MNP modem bank supports up to four telephone lines.
6.2

Personal Terminals

Figure 4 shows the hardware configuration of the
personal termjnals.
Table 2 shows main specifications of the personal
terminals.

Relay Station

To FRIGS through
telephone line

Internal memory: 8 MB
CAPTAIN modem
CRT

3.5-inch floppy disk drive

CPU: 33-MHz
i486DX

SIO/IF

Keyboard

245-MB
hard disk drive

Printer

~--~

-i
-1
-i
-i

Figure 3. Hardware Configuration
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To personal terminal
through telephone line
MNP modem
MNP modem
MNP modem
MNP modem

Personal computer
Internal memory: 4 MB
Color LCD display

3.5-inch floppy
disk drive

CPU: 20-MHz
i486SX
To relay station (telephone line)

MNP modem

Keyboard

80 MB hard disk
Printer

COM1:

Figure 4.

Hardware Configuration

Table 2. Hardware Specifications (Personal Terminal)

Component
CPU

Specifications
i486™SX

Clock speed

20 MHz

Main memory

4MB

Storage devices

3.5-inch floppy disk drive, 3 modes (720 KB/1.2 MB/1.44 MB)
80 MB hard disk drive (standard)

Expansion interface

Standard

Memory interface
Display

TFT color liquid crystal (VGA 640 x 480 pixel)

CRT monitor interface

15 pin 3-level

Keyboard

OADG specifications, 85 keys

Mouse

2-button mouse (PS/2 specifications)

Serial interface

RS-232C, 1 port

Printer interface

Shared with floppy disk drive interface

Communications card

Asynchronous IC card modem with NCU

Software

Bilingual (English and Japanese) MS-DOSrn V5.0

Battery life

0.8 hours

Miscellaneous

Real-time clock/calendar

External measurements

297 (W) x 210 (D) x 48 (H) (mm)

Weight

2.6 kg

Power supply

100 V AC. 50/60 Hz (with AC adapter) or battery
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FINAL REMARKS
Personal terminal has been developed at April 1993
and are now tested by the river administrators and
personnel responsible for the management of water
resources development facilities. Already about 300
personal terminal are practically used for the information monitoring on the flood conditions in this rainy
seasons. The test results are not yet analyzed but the
terminals has generally well functioned against their
purposes of the development. We are now expecting
that around I ,OOO terminals will be operated in next year
and that the use of the terminal will result in the mitigation of flood disasters and also in more effective operation of the water resources facilities.
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18.6

Information Modeling for Meteorological Databases and Services

J.

A. McNitt

Integrated Performance Decisions
2341 Jefferson Davis Highway Suite 1250
Arlington, VA 22202
1.

INTRODUCTION

This paper describes an object-oriented approach to
oceanographic database management and distribution. The
information model for this approach is described with an
emphasis on meteorological data products. The paper provides one example of a functional model for the implementation of distributed oceanographic databases.
This analysis is part of the United States Navy's
implementation of plans to connect its supercomputers,
workstations, and other computers with a variety of
adaptable and configurable networks to distribute and
manage environmental databases.

development efforts are providing evolutionary enhancements to these systems. The Tactical Environmental Data
System (TEDS) is an enhancement to TESS(3) that provides
a consistent data structure for the RDBMS. The TEDS implementation in TESS(3) and NODDES will be an objectoriented implementation of the Naval Environmental
Operational Nowcasting System (NEONS) developed and
managed by the Naval Research Laboratory Marine
Meteorology Division at Monterey, CA. The NEONS
schema and functional capabilities continue to expand as
a result of NEONS user group involvement and development. Many of these improvements will transition to
TEDS.
2.2 Environmental

These plans include several systems acquisition
programs.
During 1988-1990, the Navy initiated
procurements for several key oceanographic systems. The
Tactical Environmental Support System (TESS(3)) and
Naval Oceanographic Data Distribution Expansion System
(NODDES) support a significantly upgraded workstation
capability at shore sites and aboard capital ships. This
upgraded capability will implement joint service
interoperability for Meteorological and Oceanographic
(METOC) support. In addition to physical and network
connectivity, the information model described in this paper
assumes both distributed databases and some degree of
distributed processing.

2.

ENVIRONMENTAL DATA PROCESSING AND
DISTRIBUTION

2.1 Environmental Workstations
The TESS(3) and NODDES are capable of ingesting a
variety of data, storing data with a commercial relational
database management system (RDBMS), providing tailored
products and forwarding products to users across several
industry standard interfaces. The Navy is presently cuttingover to this new capability. Additionally, research and
This paper is based on work funded by the Naval Research
Laboratory and sponsored by the Space and Naval Warfare
Systems Command, Contract N00014-91-C-6020. Approved for
open presentation/publication distribution unlimited.

Modelin~

The Primary Oceanography Prediction System (POPS)
provides supercomputer capability (Class VII) at the Naval
Oceanographic Office, John C. Stennis Space Center, MS,
and Fleet Numerical Oceanography Center (FNOC),
Monterey, CA. The POPS at FNOC includes a Cray C90
and YMP-2 to host the oceanographic modeling systems
and information management system respectively. The
latter includes a commercial RDBMS and a modified
version of NEONS.
2.3 Environmental Data Connectivity
Enhancements to command and control systems will
provide improved environmental data connectivity to
support a wide range of users. The Navy Command and
Control System (NCCS) Integrated Tactical Environmental
Subsystem (NITES) is a subset of the Navy's overall Command, Control, Communications, Computers, and Intelligence (C 41) architecture that is now known as the Copernicus Architecture. The oceanographic workstation capability provided by TESS(3) and NODDES will manage the
distribution of oceanographic databases to NITES users.
An additional key component of NITES is the end-user
tactical environmental workstation. The Tactical NITES
workstation is a high-end UNIX operating environment,
with a common hardware and software core available to
all Navy C 41 users. Some oceanographic data product
management requirements are unique, however, and are
not yet shared by C 41 systems. One example is the realtime processing of High-Resolution Picture Transmission
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(HRPT) satellite data and the need to manage these data
with gridded field data as a product.

3.

INFORMATION MODELING FOR AN OPEN
SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

The information managed within these systems include
data objects such as requirements, technical, oceanographic
and systems configuration data. Requirements data must
be managed because requirements are dynamic and shoreto-ship communications resources are allocated based on
operational necessity. In addition to data, the information
model must account for data products. The distinction
among data objects and data products is important because
the data products are managed with clusters of algorithms
to provide analysis services.

Model Derived
Information
Global Field

Sensor Derived
Information
Temperature
Humidity

3.1 Requirements Flow
The NITFS requirements flow in Figure 1 demonstrates the need for an object-oriented implementation approach. Starting with Matrix A, information packages can
be associated with specific platforms, sensors, and weapons systems that are engaged in operations to satisfy
specific mission need requirements. In this case: aircraft
launch and recovery operations, aircraft routing, and antiair self-defense.
In order to describe the transformation of operational
interface requirements to tactical end-user displays, the
critical analysis services must be identified. Each analysis
service includes algorithms that can have a view of data
(i.e., data structure, parameters, and format). In Matrix A
three examples of analysis services are listed: electromagnetic propagation, in-flight icing, and turbulence.

Information
Packages
Weapon
Sensor
Platform

Measured
Data

SSMI

UDAR
Rawinsonde

Figure 1
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Requirements Flow

Matrix Band its four submatrices represent the assimilation and interpolation processes to support analysis
services (e.g., optimal interpolation and filtering techniques).
This data product management process could include
a variety of sensor-derived information (e.g., rawinsonde
derived pressure, temperature, and humidity (PTH) profiles). Matrix B could include aggregates of sensor/modelderived information. An example would be a collection of
rawinsonde PTH profiles for an area of interest.
Traditionally, the algorithms associated with analysis
services have been implemented as applications modules.
By identifying the key algorithms associated with analysis
services, an integrated approach for managing the transformation of requirements to data products can be developed.
Matrix C and its two submatrices represent sensor data
used by some processes to provide sensor-derived information (e.g., derive surface wind speeds from a satellite
microwave sensor).
Matrix D represents the processing measured data to
provide meteorological parameters. This processing can
include some degree of quality control.

3.2 Enyjronmental Data Object Flow
The distributed database implementation within NITES
will include an object-oriented approach to data object
management and data product management. This approach
preserves key principles (i.e., abstraction, encapsulation, inheritance, association, and services) to manage complex
problem domains. This approach also requires the implementation of shared databases and multiple, integrated
views of data by application processes.
In general, services are only required when an object
has remembrance (i.e., has more than one state and therefore must know what state it is in). Model-derived information and sensor-derived information provide data objects
with minimal remembrance. These data objects are created
and distributed within the workstation to generate data
products such as satellite image products. These data products are managed as objects, also. The distinction between
a data object and data product is that the latter is associated
with analysis services (i.e., services that are relatively complex).

3.3 Environmental Data Product Flow
The requirements flow can be used to implement a data
product management process. Figure 2 is an example of
one possible implementation. The meteorologist performs
a sequence of analytical functions with data objects to provide a data product that another user can access through
the database management system. In this case the meteorologist processes the wind speed and direction data to

determine if any anomalies exist that could affect the
operational mission. By managing the requirements data
the system can set a tolerance for directional wind shear to
alert the meteorologist that additional data are required.
In this example the surface wind speed values derived
from satellite-based sensors provide enough data to build
a higher resolution grid. The new grid is stored in the
RDBMS as a record that any user can access using Structured Query Language (SQL). In this way a tactical user
can access the database table to retrieve only the values required for the tactical area of interest.

4.

EXAMPLE OF AN OBJECT-ORIENTED
FUNCTIONAL MODEL

The two primary design goals in the implementation
of a high-end NITES workstation are to: (1) provide the
user with a high degree of interaction with the databases,
and (2) manage the analysis services for tactical applications. The following objectives are shared by these goals:
an object-action Human Computer Interface (HCI); a
methodology for managing the distribution of data, data
objects, and data products, including a robust and adaptable methodology for communicating across a variety of
physical and network connections; and an applications
environment that includes database management.
Figure 3 describes the data flow within an objectoriented functional model. Starting with tactical applications, the requirements flow from Figure 1 is supported
through the management and distribution of oceanographic data objects and data products to provide the
most current and effective oceanographic information to
the tactical end-user.
Data product management provides connectivity
among data objects and analysis services. Data products
can be managed as objects by product managers. Additionally, data objects are managed by individual data
managers (i.e., a server for a specific class of data objects).
The data and product managers use TEDS to access the
RDBMS. The Class and Object relationships are extended
to the RDBMS with the addition of parent-child tables in
the RDBMS. The parent-child tables contain attribute
values that describe each object's inheritance (class name)
and behavior (lists of methods associated with the object).
This object-oriented data product management process
could be extended across a network of workstations.
Although not discussed in this paper, the relational
model is also used to implement the functional model described in Figure 3. The RDBMS network server can
distribute records to the local data-bases at each node of a
network. The majority of the data scheduled for broadcast
to local nodes such as the NODDES at an oceanography
center (e.g., gridded fields derived from general circulation
models run on the POPS at FNOC) could be transferred as
records and stored in relational tables. These data could
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Input View #1
Retrieve gridded field data.
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Dset
Name

Epochal
Time

Param
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Data
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Input View #2
Retrieve satellite derived surface wind speed.
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Figure 3

Data Product Management Process
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then be managed as objects within the workstation to
generate products for further management and distribution.

5.

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

The first X-Window/Motif HCI for TESS(3) and
NODDES is planned for mid-1994. The HCI will likely be
implemented through selected enhancements to the TESS(3)
software system to support object-action and to provide a
flexible and robust workstation within an open systems
environment.
The implementation of databases and algorithm within
this environment should support the dynamic manner in
which operational requirements are initiated and should
account for the oceanographic data received locally and
processed on scene by the workstation.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The Earth Observing System Data and Information
System (EOSDIS) is the data acquisition, processing,
archive and distribution portion of the Earth Observing
System. In 1990, NOAA and NASA began the EarlyEOSDIS Pathfinder Data Set Activity, more commonly
known as the Pathfinder Program. NOAA and NASA
developed a cooperative agreement to ensure that
important, scientifically validated data sets of
'research/climate quality' for Global Change research be
cataloged and readily available, at minimum cost, to the
research community.
There are Pathfinder programs currently underway for
each of several sensors aboard NOAA and DoD operational
meteorological satellites. The Special Sensor Microwave
Imager (SSM/I) Pathfinder program is being conducted at
the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center Distributed
Active Archive Center (DAAC), The Marshall DAAC is
one of eight data centers established under the EOSDIS.
The aim of the SSM/I Pathfinder program is to
(1) perform a rigorous scientific validation of the
data, and
(2) package the data in a user-friendly format useful
for both visualization and analysis.
The purpose of this paper is to describe the packaging of the
SSM/I data.

NCSA at no charge. The applications software includes
visualization tools, FORTRAN and C calling interfaces for
storing and retrieving data, and numerous command-line
utilities for examining, reformatting and editing HDF
objects.
The decision to use HDF for the SSM/I Pathfinder
program was made by the SSM/I Pathfinder Science
Working Group. The choice was made in part because HDF
is the standard data format for the Version 0 EOSDIS.

11

...

3.

SPECIAL SENSOR MI CROWA VE
!MAGER

11

2.

HIERARCHICAL DATA FORMAT (HDF)

HDF is a general purpose, multi-object formatting
system designed to facilitate the sharing of data among
scientists even if they are using different computers. It was
developed by and is actively supported by the National
Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA). One of
the strengths of HDF is that there is a significant library of
applications software for use with HDF files available from

Corresponding Author Address: Robert N.
Trapnell, Jr., Marshall DAAC User Services Office,
Building 4492, George C. Marshall Space Flight Center,
Huntsville, Alabama, 35812

The SSM/I is a seven channel, four frequency,
linearly polarized passive microwave radiometric system.
It flies aboard Defense Meteorological Satellite Program
satellites F8, FlO and Fl 1. The instrument measures
atmospheric/ocean surface brightness temperatures at 19.35,
Dual-polarization (both
22.235, 37.0 and 85.5 GHz.
vertical and horizontal) measurements are taken for three of
the frequencies with only vertical polarization being
observed at the 22.235 GHz water vapor channel.
A parabolic reflector is used to collect the microwave
radiation and focus it on the feedhorn. The reflector and
feedhorn rotate as a unit every 1.9 seconds.
Earth
observations are taken during a 102.4° segment of the
rotation.
A stationary cold-space reflector and hot
reference load are seen by the feedhorn on each rotation. In
this way, calibration observations are taken on every scan.
With an orbit period of about 102 minutes, there are
3,224 scans per orbit. During each scan, the 85.5 GHz
channels are sampled 128 times. The lower frequency
channels are sampled 64 times on every other scan for a
total of 1,612 scans per orbit.

4.

FILE LAYOUT AND CONTENTS

Figure 1 shows the contents of an 8mm tape
containing one month of SSM/I data. First, there are the
daily antenna temperature (TA) files. Second, there is a
README file which includes, among other things,
information on how to get HDF tools. Third, there are the
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C source code and make files for four utilities developed at
the Marshall DAAC. Finally, there are palettes, i.e. color
lookup tables for associating numerical values with colors.
4.1

Daily TA Files

Figure 2 shows the contents of the daily TA files.
Starting at top center of the figure is the file description
object. It is an ASCil text file which can be read with one
of the Marshall provided utilities. Moving clockwise on the
figure, the next objects in the file are the browse images
and their associated palettes. A browse image is a sub
sampled visualization of the sensor data and can be seen in
more detail in Figure 3. The black areas on the images are
missing data. The primary cause of missing data is the
inter-swath gaps that result from the DMSP satellites being
polar orbiters. Since sun-synchronous polar orbiters see a
given area twice a day, there are two browse images. The
difference between ascending and descending orbits is
signified by the orientation of the inter-swath gaps.
Continuing clockwise around Figure 2, the next two
sets of objects are the antenna temperature data objects.
Note that the high frequency antenna temperature objects
are about four times the size of the low frequency antenna
temperature objects. This is due to the number of scans per
orbit and the number of samples per scan as discussed in
section 3 above.
The organization of the data within the antenna
temperature objects is shown in Figure 4. Note that orbit 0
is considered to start at 00:00:00 UT. Succeeding orbits are
considered to start as the satellite crosses the equator. For
visualization purposes, a blank data pixel is placed between
each orbit. This makes each orbit either 65 pixels (for low
frequencies) or 129 pixels (for high frequencies) wide. In
any 24 hour period, there are 14 and a fraction orbits.
Approximately every 11 days, a fractional portion of an
orbit will appear before the first full orbit of the day and
another fraction after the last full orbit. This necessitates
the provision for two orbit slots beyond the 14 basic orbits.
One of the important strengths of HDF needs to be
emphasized here. Since HDF has a multi-object file
structure, the objects within an HDF file can be of several
types. The browse image objects are raster image objects,
which means they can be used only for visualization. The
antenna temperature objects, on the other hand, are
scientific data set objects. Tirnt is, they consist of the
antenna temperature data itself, not a visualization of the
data. The images in Figure 4, are derived from the data
itself and are nQ! stored as images. The visualization is
done using the Collage tool available as part of the HDF
library. Figure 5 shows a further powerful use of the
In the top portion of the figure, a
Collage tool.
visualization of the data is shown . Using the Collage tool,
an area can be defined on the image and the underlying data
can be displayed in a separate window as shown at the
bottom of the figure. Data may easily be placed into
FORTRAN or C programs for research specific analysis.
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The results of the analysis can in turn be visualized using
NCSA (or public domain) tools.
Continuing clockwise around Figure 2, there are two
objects containing respectively, the latitude and longitude
for each pixel in the high frequency antenna temperature
objects. The next object contains surface type indicators for
each pixel for which there is a latitudenongitude. These
indicators include land, vegetal-covered land, water, coast,
permanent sea ice, possible sea ice and unknown. These
indicators were defined by the Fleet Numerical
Oceanography Center.
The remaining objects contain
sensor calibration and satellite orbit and attitude
information.
4.2

Marshall DAAC Provided Utilities

To increase the ease with which a researcher can
immediately access the information within an SSM/I
Pathfinder HDF file, the Marshall DAAC has developed
several utilities. These utilities are depicted on Figure 6.
The first utility is GEIDESCRIPTION which displays the
text object with data, date and satellite information. The
second utility is EXTRACT which takes any desired object
from a daily TA file and produces a new file containing the
specified object. A 3-digit code is used to specify the
desired object, e.g., 22V would specify the 22.235 GHz vertically polarized antenna temperature object. The utility
RIGHT SIDE UP (RSU) can be used (as shown in more
detail in Figure 7) to reorganize the sensor data on a 0.25°
grid with the North Polar regions at the top of the image.
The intent is to produce a full resolution display of the data
in a common projection as opposed to the lower resolution
browse image. Finally, the utility GETORBIT reorganizes
the data by putting the desired orbit into a separate file for
those with limited computer resources as shown in Figure 8.
Once the data has been reorganized, it can be visualized
using the Collage (or some other) tool.
These utilities are intended only to give the user
quick, easy access to the data. Each user can then create the
utilities which best meet his/her needs.

5.

CONCLUSION

The Marshall DAAC is currently engaged in
packaging SSM/I antenna temperature data in HDF files
under the auspices of the SSM/I Pathfinder program. The
initial period of data is from August 1987 to November
1988. The data will be placed on 8 mm tape for
distribution.
Although the Marshall DAAC will not be operational
until July 1994, orders for the SSM/I Pathfinder benchmark
period will be accepted beginning in March 1994. Orders
can be placed be contacting the co1responding author.
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TOTAL WIDTH 1440 PIXELS (0.25 DEGREE GRID)

TOTAL
HEIGTH .. ,
720
PIXELS

. ] Visualization of orbit
10 with Collage. The
orbit was extracted from
the 19G hz-H object
with the EXTRACT utility
and magnified by a
factor of two.

The resulting image is
3224 by 128 pixels.
Collage allows viewing
of the entire image via '

Figure 8. Image of An Orbit Extracted From Daily TA File
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DATA ACCESS USING REMOTE-NFS
Donald R. Mock
Climate Diagnostics Center
NOAA Environmental Research Laboratories
Boulder, CO 80303
Richard H. Beeler
Environmental Technology Laboratory
NOAA Environmental Research Laboratories
Boulder, CO 80303

1.

INTRODUCTION

In their paper "Data Access Techniques Using
Unix Utilities" (Mock and Hankin ,1993), the authors
indicate that the use of Network File System (NFS)
protocols could have significant advantages over
other Unix file transfer techniques for data set access
and distribution over the TCP/IP-based Internet
network. NFS, which is based on the more
fundamental Remote Procedure Call (RPC)
constructs, is a straightforward, easy-to-implement
utility for data managers to give remote users
transparent access to a data archive on magnetic or
optical disks. Typically the manager would make a
collection of files, known as a file system, available
to outside network users in "read-only" mode. The
manager could select to make the files available to
anyone (world export) or to list of trusted computers.
The remote user could then mount the exported file
system, and it would appear for all intents and
purposes to be a disk attached to the user's local
computer. NFS is provided as a standard part of the
operating system on most Unix hardware platforms
and interoperates between them fairly well.
The real power behind NFS is the ability to
access data sets by logical record instead of by file.
Software, such as Unidata's netCDF or an end-user's
Fortran program, can take advantage of this direct
access property to transfer only the logical records
that are needed across the network, not the entire file.
This technique has big advantages to users with
limited local disk space or who only need small
extractions from a much larger data set. [We have
often observed that users access large climate
archives only to extract data from the most recent ten
or twenty years.] The disadvantage is the ensuing
nationwide network congestion if individuals try to
access every record in a large data set, anyway, or if
they access the same records over and over again,
instead of doing a one-time transfer. The ongoing
development of an ever-larger-bandwidth super-

network may help alleviate some of these potential
problems.
Since the fundamental advantage of NFS is the
ability to allow random record-level access, known in
Fortran as "direct access," the purpose of this paper is
to examine the performance tradeoffs between direct
access and sequential access on network-mounted file
systems and to compare NF~ transfer times to more
traditional file transfer techniques.
For the purpose of this work, remote-NFS refers
to the mounting of file systems that are not on a host
on the user's local area network, i.e., the file system is
coming from a site that is remote from the user. In
this sense, remote can mean the next building, across
town, across country, or on another continent.
2.

METHOD

To test the performance trade-offs of direct
access versus sequential access on locally mounted
and NFS-mounted file systems, we needed to create a
series of test files of various record lengths to
simulate various types of geophysical data sets.
Unformatted Fortran files were chosen because most
data archives are stored in some form of binary,
rather than formatted text. With Sun's Fortran
compiler, if the record length is constant throughout a
file it is easy to read the same unformatted file in
either sequential access or direct (random) access
mode. The following program was used to create sets
of test files filled with random integers:
program filedpl
character outfile*l0,bname*7
dimension karray(SOOO)
print *,'enter record size in bytes'
read(S,*)nbytes
print *,'enter number of records'
read(S,*)nrecords
print *,'enter number of files'
read(S,*)nfiles
print *,'enter base file name'
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read(S,*)bname
do ifile=l,nfiles
write(outfile,' (A7,I3.3) ')bname,ifile-1
open(l,file=outfile,form='unformatted')
do irec=l,nrecords
do k=l,nwords
karray(k)=irand(O)
enddo
write(l)irec, (karray(k),k=l,nwords)
enddo
close(l)
enddo
stop
end

At run time, we can specify record length,
number of records, and number of files. We chose
record lengths of 20, 200, 2000, and 20000 bytes to
simulate a wide range of data sets, from point-value
time series to global general circulation model output.
Many Unix computers, including Suns, employ
various forms of file caching to improve throughput
on frequently accessed files. To prevent the file
caching mechanism from skewing the results of our
experiments, the program generates a whole series of
files with similar characteristics. During the tests, a
new file is accessed for each successive trial. In this
way, each trial must access the data directly from
disk.
The following program shows how the internal
timing tests were performed:

do irec=l,nrecords,iskip
ifile=ifile+iskip
write(infile,' (A7,I3.3) ' )bname,ifile-1
open(l,file=infile,form='unformatted',
1
access='direct',recl=nbytes)
ierrl=dtime(time)
read(l,rec=irec)isize,nrec,
(karray(k),k=l,nwords) ,jsize
1
ierr2=dtime(time)
print*,irec,time(l)+time(2) ,time,infile
close(l)
enddo
endif
stop
end

The user can specify either a direct access or
sequential access test in this program. The Sun
Fortran 'dtime' function returns the user and system
cpu times (not the wall clock time) that has elapsed
since the previous call to 'dtime'. The two calls to
'dtime' bracket the actual attempt to reach a given
logical record. Each time the program goes to
perform a timing test it opens a new file to avoid the
problem with file cachlng mentioned above.
All of the following experiments were performed
on Sun Microsystems workstations running the
Solaris 2.2 operating system, at such times as the
workstations and the network were relatively
quiescent.
3.

program filerdr
character*lO infile*l0,bname*7
dimension karray(SOOO)
real time(2)
print *,'enter input file base name'
read(S,*)bname
print *,'enter number of records'
read(S,*)nrecords
print *,'enter record size in bytes'
read(S,*)nbytes
print *,'output skip factor (1 or 10)'
read(S,*)iskip
print *, 'O=seq. access, l=direct access'
read(S,*)ioption
if (ioption.eq.0) then
ifile=O
do irec=l,nrecords,iskip
if ile=ifile+iskip
write ( infile, '(A7, I3. 3) ') bname, ifile-1
open(l,file=infile,form='unformatted',
1
access=' sequential')
ierrl=dtime(time)
do j=l,irec
read(l)nrec, (karray(k),k=l,nwords)
enddo
ierr2=dtime(time)
print*,irec,time(l)+time(2),time,infile
close(l)
enddo
else
ifile=nrecords
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RESULTS

Since a number of other Unix utilities can send a
stream of sequential bytes across the network, we
first wanted to confirm the advantages of using direct
access techniques versus sequential access
techniques. Figures 1 and 2 show the results of
running our file reading program on NFS-mounted
file systems. The test in Figure 1 was performed on a
file containing 20-byte records; the test in Figure 2
was performed on a file containing 20,000-byte
records. The identical tests performed on a local file
system (not shown) were consistently 10% faster,
indicating that the additional complication of the NFS
softw·are does not dramatically affect performance.
The results, for the most part, show what one
would expect, that it takes longer for sequential
access reads to reach a given logical record than a
direct access read, except for the first one or two
records. The advantage of direct access over
sequential access seems to be markedly greater for
larger records. In the 20-byte example, direct access
takes only half the time as sequential access to reach
the ninety-first logical record. In the 20,000-byte
example, direct access enjoys a 10: 1 advantage by the
tenth logical record.

Access Times for 20-Byte Record Files
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Figure 1. Total CPU time to access each of the first
hundred logical records, 20-btyes each, of an
unformatted file, using direct access and sequential
access techniques (data is only plotted for every tenth
sampling point).

Access Times for 20K-Byte Record Files
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TABLE 1. Average wall clock time in seconds
to access a random record in a fifty record file
(20,000 bytes per record) on three different
hosts, using direct access, sequential access, and
traditional file transfer (rep) techniques.
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with the Unix 'time' command. Unfortunately, the
'time' command on Sun workstations is rather crude
and can only measure to the nearest whole second.
Therefore, we constructed a test to measure the total
time it would take to independently access each
record in a large file.
Table 1 shows the average elapsed wall clock
time to access a randomly selected logical record in a
one-megabyte data file which contains fifty 20,000byte records. Each record is filled with an array of
random integers. The elapsed time represents the
average over fifty trials, with a different logical
record being accessed in each trial. (The total time to
perform this task on fifty different records in a fiftyrecord file was divided by fifty to get the average.)
As before, a unique file was used in each trial to
avoid disk caching artifacts. Three Sun workstations
with comparable cpus were used in the tests: a Sun
690-140 where the data files reside on a directly
attached local disk; another Sun 690-140 on the same
ethernet Local Area Network (LAN); and a Sun
SPARCstation LX on a remote LAN, which is
connected to the first workstation's LAN via a series
of network routers that are part of a campus Wide
Area Network (WAN).

0.2

0.1

10

Record Number

Figure 2. Total CPU time to access each of the first
ten logical records, 20,000-bytes each, of an
unformatted file, using direct access and sequential
access techniques.
All of our tests showed anomalously slow access
times for the first few records, both for sequential
access and for direct access (e.g., Figure 1). We
attribute this to the method by which we performed
our tests - all the trials in a given run were performed
within a single Fortran executable. Some cpu
architectures have scheduling routines that react to
the type of demand for cpu or i/o that a given job
seems to need. Therefore, it is possible that it takes a
while for an executing program to reach maximum
efficiency. Why this sluggishness would show up in
time charged to the executing program is not clear.
The real test of the effectiveness of using direct
access techniques is to test the elapsed wall clock
time. The previous tests can only record the time
charged to the local cpu. If the remote cpu is using a
lot of its own time to process NFS requests, it will not
show up on the receiving end except as waiting time.
The total time to process a request can be measured

local host
LAN host
WAN host

direct
0.06
0.10
0.24

~

1.28
1.68
2.60

gn
0

1.33
2.45

rcp+seg
1.28
2.61
3.73

The first column of results in the table indicates
that direct access reads are by far, on average, the
fastest method to reach a randomly selected record in
each of the three categories (local, LAN, and WAN).
In the second column, the ~uential access technique
is an order of magnitude slower on average in all
three cases. The difference between direct access
times for a local disk and a NFS-mounted filesystem
on a LAN represents a 50% performance degradation.
Going from a LAN to a WAN (remote-NFS) was
300% slower than a local disk and 140% slower than
the LAN for direct access. Differences for sequential
access were similar but less striking. According to
Mock and Hankin ( 1993 ), the remote copy command,
'rep', is fairly representative of the whole-file transfer
utilities available in s.tandard Unix. Therefore, 'rep'
was used to test how long it takes to acquire a file on
a remote machine, if NFS-mounting is unavailable.
The third column shows that r.£12 takes slightly less
time to transfer an entire file than the sequential read
takes, on average, to reach a randomly situated record
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within the file. Once the file transfer is complete,
however, it still must be processed by either direct
access or sequential access methods, except now the
file would be considered as residing on a local disk.
The fourth column shows the total average access
time of combining the rep transfer time and the
(local) sequential access time.
The table can also be used to calculate the tradeoffs between direct access and sequential access for
multiple sequential records. For example, in the case
of NFS-mounting the file over the LAN, it would
take approximately 25 x 0.06 - 1.5 seconds to read
the first twenty-five records in one of these onemegabyte data files, but it would take a little less
time, say 1 x 1.28 - 1.3 seconds, via sequential
access. Sequential access is faster in this case.
However, if the object is to read the last twenty-five
records in the file, then it will take the same time as
before for direct access, 1.5 seconds, but it will take 2
x 1.28 - 2.6 seconds for sequential access. With rep,
the whole file must be transfered first, no matter what
part of it is subsequently accessed. However, if the
same file must be accessed repeatedly, then it makes
sense to transfer the whole thing onto local disk,
provided the user has enough disk space.
4.

systems with the 'df command. It shows only a
/usr/local partition being mounted from host
'charney'. The 'mount' command is then used to
access a disk called /diagl that is located on host
'bjerknes'. A subsequent 'df command shows that the
new file system has been successfully made
available. To illustrate the use of the automounter,
the user then changes the current working directory to
/diag2 with the 'cd' command. The automounter
automatically detects the request to access /diag2, as
revealed in the subsequent 'df command output.
Note that the automounter mounts /diag2 on a
temporary mount point called /tmp_mnt. The 'ls'
command shows that the automounter has also
created a temporary link between the local reference
to /diag2 and the actual mount point of
/tmp_mnt/diag2 . After a period of inactivity, the
automounter will transparently dismount /diag2 and
remove the temporary link.
noaacrd# df -F nfs -k
Filesystern
capacity Mounted on
charney:/usr/local
93%
/usr/local
noaacrd# mount -F nfs -o ro,hard,bg,intr \
bjerknes:/diagl /mnt
noaacrd# df -F nfs -k
Filesystern
capacity Mounted on
charney:/usr/local
93%
/usr/local
bjerknes:/diagl
85%
/rnnt
noaacrd# cd /diag2
noaacrd# df -F nf s -k
Filesystern
capacity Mounted on
charney:/usr/local
93%
/usr/local
bjerknes:/diagl
85%
/rnnt
bjerknes:/disks/diag2 95%
/trnp_rnnt/diag2
noaacrd# ls -1 /diag2
lrwxrwxrwx
root /diag2 -> /trnp_rnnt/diag2

DISCUSSION

While NFS-mounting of file systems is fairly
common within clusters of Unix workstations at a
given site, the practice of exporting these file systems
to more distant users is usually viewed with more
skepticism. Exporting a file system is relatively easy
for the data manager. The system manager can set up
the file system to be exported to a list of particular
hosts or to the world (see Mock and Hankin, 1993).
Once the export table is set up, there is little
maintenance necessary.
It is usually a bit more troublesome for the end
user to mount the remote file system on their local
machine. Generally, the user does not want all
remote file systems to be mounted all of the time.
The traditional Unix 'mount' command is a privileged
command which requires 'superuser' status to
execute. System managers can create ways for
individual users to invoke the 'mount' command in
limited ways that will not threaten system operation
or integrity. A simpler way to accomplish this goal is
for the system manager to add the necessary remote
file systems in the mount tables accessed by the
'automounter', a routine available on some Unix
systems for automatically mounting and unmounting
NFS file systems based on actual demand. (See your
vendor's system manuals to see if the automounter is
available and for vendor-specific implementation
details.)
In the example listing below, a user on host
'noaacrd' is showing the currently mounted NFS file
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The use of the automounter greatly simplifies the
use of remote-NFS to access distant file systems. It
makes distant data files appear to be locally attached
to the end user's host, as far as the user and the user's
programs are concerned. However, the physical
connection only occurs when needed. The use of the
automounter and remote-NFS can form the basis of a
sophisticated distributed data center concept, where
data sets reside close to their source of expertise, the
data producer, while still being part of a larger data
delivery system spread across the country. Data
formats that can make use of direct access techniques,
such as Unidata's netCDF, are especially attractive in
such a distributed system.
5.
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INGESTING AND PROCESSING FREQUENTLY ARRIVING AND IARGE DATASETS IN THE WORKSTATION
ENVIRONMENT
MarySue Schultz 1 , Barbara Inyan2
NOAA Forecast Systems Laboratory
Boulder, Colorado

1.

INTRODUCTION
FSL

The Aviation Gridded Forecast System (AGFS)
functional prototype workstation was developed at
the NOAA Forecast Systems Laboratory (FSL) and is
currently operational at the Denver Center Weather
Service Unit (CWSU) in Longmont, Colorado (Sherretz, 1993). The workstation system is a prototype
for a larger, more powerful system that will be
implemented within the next few years. The prototype allows National Weather Service forecasters
operating at the CWSU to evaluate the workstation
and the data it uses, and to provide input into the
next generation workstation system.
The functional prototype workstation system
currently receives up to 63 megabytes of data per
hour, which it processes in preparation for use by
forecasters. The task of handling the data ingested
in a reliable and timely manner presented several
challenges because of the volume of data and the
frequency of data arrival. The approaches required
were sometimes unexpected.
This paper describes our experiences in the
functional prototype workstation project in implementing data handling processing. Included in the
discussion are the data volume requirements, a
description of the original design, the issues that
surfaced during implementation, and the additions
and changes required to handle frequent and very
large datasets.
2.

T1
i------1

SUN 670:
Data Ingest
and Processin

Ethernet
1-----------1

PC 80486
Workstation:
Data Display

Hardware Configuration

Figure 1.

3.

REQUIREMENTS

The prototype system had many requirements
to satisfy. For e,"Xample, it was required that the
system receive data in the World Meteorological
Organization formats: GRid in Binary (GRIB) and
Binary Universal Form for Representation of meteorological data (BUFR). The ingested data had to be
decoded into formats that the workstation could
display, and the workstation had to be notified of all
data as they arrived. In addition, the system had to
be reliable to avoid losing any data, and it needed to
provide the workstation with timely data that would
be useful to the forecasters. The amount of data
available to this system is constantly growing, so
the system was also required to be extensible.
4.

DESIGN

The original design of the server system, which
is described in this section, included several processes, and each handled a different aspect of the
data processing. Figure 2 shows the inter-process
messages, the data flow, and the processes involved

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

The functional prototype workstation system
consists of two components: a Sun 670 server,
which ingests and processes the data, and a PC
80486 workstation, which displays the data. The
Sun 670 receives data over a dedicated Tl line that
has a data transmission rate of 1.536 megabits per
second. The PC workstation is connected to the Sun
server via Ethernet, and accesses the data by using
the Network File Service (NFS) to remote-mount the
server's disks (Figure 1).
The server software was written using the C
language and the UNIX operating system. Remote
Procedure Calls (RPC) were used for all interprocess
communications.

0

!

GRIB,
BUFR

Hard
Disk

Processes and Data Flow of Original Design

Figure 2.
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in data ingest and decoding in the original design.
The Local Data Manager (LDM), written at
Unidata, was used to ingest data in GRIB and BUFR
formats. The LDM is a "system of software and
protocols for data distribution and processing"
(Unidata Program Center, 1992) that was designed
to supply data in real time to universities. The LDM
was chosen because it had already been developed
and tested, it had proved to be reliable, and FSL had
experience with its use (Inyan, 1993).
When a dataset was received, it was stored on
the disk and the LDM generated a notification
message containing identification information for
that dataset. The message was sent to a routing
process called the data executive.
The data executive forwarded various types of
messages to the appropriate processes. Messages
received from the LDM were forwarded to the
decoder process, where the GRIB and BUFR headers
were parsed, and the compressed data were expanded. The decoding software also wrote the
expanded data to disk in formats the workstation
could read, and then sent a message back to the
data executive indicating that the data were available. The data executive then forwarded the message to the workstation, which updated its inventory and menus. The data, however, were not sent to
the workstation, but remained on the server's disk.
Two other processes handled system maintenance functions. The purger removed old data from
the disks. As new data arrived, the older versions
were deleted because they were no longer needed.
The monitor process provided computer operators
at FSL with information about the status of the
system processes. When bad status information was
reported, the operators restarted the system.
5.

DATA

The dataset that was transmitted to the workstation consisted of the following data types.
Satellite images: Infrared, Visible, Water
Vapor
Radar images: Velocity, Reflectivity
Gridded data from the following models:
Nested Grid Model (NGM), Mesoscale
Analysis and Prediction System (MAPS)
Graphics from the following models:
Aviation, NGM, Local Area Prediction
System (LAPS), MAPS
Graphics generated from Rawinsonde
Observation (RAOB), Surface Aviation
Observation (SAO), Profiler and Mesonet
data
Graphics from the AFOS (Automation of
Field Operations and Services) system
Text messages from AFOS
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Image, graphics, and text data were received in
BUFR format, and gridded data were received in
GRIB format.
The following table shows the volumes of the
data types that presented problems.
Data Type
Satellite images
Radar images
MAPS grids

Average Volume
.OlMb/sec
.14Mb/sec
.03Mb/sec

Total data volumes:

6.

Peak Volume
.13Mb/sec
.30Mb/sec
.97Mb/sec

average: .18Mb/sec
peak: l.4Mb/sec

IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

The original design functioned effectively until
the volume of data approached the peak volumes
listed above. The volume of graphics and text data
was fairly small, and arrival of these data was
regular, allowing the system to handle them easily.
However, the images and grids, large data sets,
arrived in bursts that overloaded the original
system causing slowdowns and deadlock. The
average data flow was not difficult for the system to
handle. The problems occurred during peak delivery
times, when satellite and radar images, and MAPS
grids arrived simultaneously. The reasons for these
problems, and some successful solutions, are
discussed in this section.
Although the primary function of the system is
to decode data, one of the most critical tasks it
performs is message passing. As data move through
the system, each process generates a message to
send to the process that will perform the next
function. At peak data delivery times, the system
receives around 200 incoming messages in a 10second period. An additional sL-x messages are
generated for each incoming message as the data
are passed through the system.
The original system used synchronous RPC
communications between processes, which is
generally a good practice in systems where reliability is essential. In systems that are processing large
volumes of data, however, the use of synchronous
communications can cause the system to become
deadlocked, especially if processes downstream are
slow. This was the case with the server system. The
LDM and the data executive were able to process
incoming messages relatively quickly, while the
decoder was fairly slow. In the original design, the
data executive waited for acknowledgment whenever it sent a message to the decoder. During peak
data delivery times, since the decoder was slow
relative to the rest of the processes, it was not able
to free message passing resources as fast as they
were being used up. In order for the decoder to
proceed, it needed to reply to the data executive,

using the same resources that had already been
depleted, and the system became deadlocked.
The solution to this situation was to change
synchronous RPC calls between processes to
asynchronous calls. This allowed the faster processes to continue while the slower decoder worked
on its task It is possible, using RPC, to specify
whether to use Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)
or User Datagram Protocol (UDP) as the transport
mechanism to deliver messages between processes.
TCP was used in the original design, and was
preserved in this case to assure delivery of messages and maintain the reliability the system
needed.
System slowdown was another difficulty that
prompted redesign; again, this was caused by the
slow decoding process. The original design had a
single decoding process, so only one path existed
for data to flow through the system. The decoder
was a bottleneck that eventually slowed the entire
system, resulting in the loss of incoming data.
Two changes were implemented to alleviate this
problem. First, the system was modified to support
multiple processes for decoding image and graphics
data from BUFR format into workstation format.
The additional decoders allowed decoding to
proceed more quickly, and also enabled the data
executive to use a load-leveling technique to distribute the data. The data executive used a simple
round robin technique, in which it maintained a
table of available decoders, and sent each new
message it received to the next decoder in the table.
The second change that was instrumental in
solving the slowdown problem was to use one of the
BUFR decoding processes to control GRIB processing. It delayed decoding gridded data until a specified subset of the data had arrived, and then created
a separate process that decoded this data "off-line."
The data executive sent all of the grids to this
process, which collected them until data for an
entire forecast time period had arrived. The decoder
then forked another process that decoded GRIB
format, and wrote the decoded data into workstation accessible files. This technique worked particularly well with gridded data, which tended to be
delivered in bursts. In some cases, it was discovered
that data were decoded more quickly using this
technique than it would have been if each message
had been processed as it arrived in the system.
Figure 3 shows the processes, inter-process
messages, and data flow of the new design.
The final issue encountered involved data loss
that occurred when processes exited unexpectedly.
The current implementation of this system is
expected to receive and process data 24 hours a
day, and significant data loss can occur if a process
crashes when FSL operations staff is not on duty. To
improve reliability in this area, software was
developed to control the system's critical processes,

Processes and Data Flow of New Design

Figure 3.

and automatically restart any that exited. Now, if a
process crashes, only data that are received while
the process is being restarted are lost.
7.

CONCLUSIONS

When large and frequently arriving data are
ingested and processed, some approaches are
necessary that are not needed when the data
volume is smaller or arriving less often. The first
critical approach is to use asynchronous communication, which allows messages to keep moving
through the system and processes to accomplish
their tasks without unnecessary delays. The second
consideration is the time that each process takes to
perform its task If a process is slow, then it may be
advisable to employ several instances of that
process and to use load-balancing techniques.
Another useful approach is to have slow processes
execute in an effective "off line" manner.
If these techniques are employed, then the
massive amounts of data that have to be handled in
current and future meteorological workstations will
be efficiently and effectively processed.
8.
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18.11
A DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FOR TIIE KUWAIT OIL WELL FIRE MEASUREMENT PROGRAM
Julie A. Haggerty, Stephen P. Carley, Amy D. Michaelis. David B. Johnson
National Center for Atmospheric Research*
Boulder, Colorado

1. INIRODUCTION
The massive smoke plume produced by the
Kuwait oil fires, which burned from February through
November, 1991, raised serious concern about possible
environmental impacts on the Gulf Region. Assessment
of these impacts required various types of measurements in the vicinity of the smoke plume. Numerous
researchers from countries bordering the Gulf and
abroad participated in field projects, collecting measurements from airborne, surface-based and satellite platforms. Experiment organizers and participants quickly
recognized the need for a central archive which would
facilitate access to all types of measurements and supporting data for interested researchers. NCAR was designated as the archival site and given the task of
building a data management system. Acquisition of pertinent data sets began soon after the experiments were
completed.
The international nature of this program, the short
lead time in which it was organized, and the interdisciplinary nature of interest in the event made subsequent
data management a particularly challenging problem.
Nevertheless, timely assessment of the environmental
damage in the Gulf required a data management system
which would provide full access to the primary data sets
in a short time. The following sections report on design
and implementation of the data management system,
compilation of the data inventory, and usage of the system to date.

would be accessible to researchers in a variety of disciplines. Specific objectives were to acquire pertinent data
sets, archive those data in a central location, provide online access to metadata (information describing the data)
for all users, distribute the data in digital form upon
request, and to provide software for reading the data.
These objectives were met in a relatively short
period. By const.mcting a two-component system (Figure 1), on-line access to metadata has been provided and
a mechanism for obtaining data has been established.
One component, the metadata browser, is a software
system which allows interactive perusal of metadata and
submission of data orders using a relational database
management system (DBMS). The other component is
the actual data archive which resides in NCAR's central
data archive. Together, the components of this system
satisfy the general objective of the project, which is to
make digital data available to all interested researchers.

user
access

1
1

data order

2. SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENfATION
The Kuwait Data Archive (KuDA) was designed
as a repository of all special atmospheric measurements
collected during the oil well fires together with available
routine surface and satellite measurements. Supporting
data describing the oiVsmoke emissions, fires, and surrounding terrain were also included. The general goal of
this project was to compile a digital archive which

* NCAR is sponsored by the National Science Foundation.
Corresponding author address: Julie Haggerty, NCAR, PO.
Box 3000, Boulder, CO 80307

customized
data sets and .,..__
software to
users

Figure 1. Stmcture of the Kuwait Data Archive
2.1 The Metadata Browser

The metadata browser consists of a graphical user
interface (GUI) which accesses information stored in a
relational DBMS (Empress, 1990). With the aid of the
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browser, a user can display metadata stored in database
tables and perlorm searches of the data inventory.
Inventory searches may be perlormed by specifying
location, time, data type, parameter, agency, measurement platform or any combination of these attributes.
Orders for specific data sets can be placed immediately
while using the metadata browser software.
The DBMS is logically organized into five information domains which each contain a specific type of
metadata. The domains are linked by primary keys (i.e.,
an attribute which is common to tables within multiple
domains). For example, the Data Source domain contains information describing each of the measurement
platforms and models which produced data during the
project. Linked to the Data Source domain is the Sensor
domain which contains information about specific sensors mounted on a measurement platform. The Event
domain describes the operations of each data source. For
instance, each flight of an aircraft platform would warrant an entry in the Event domain. The Data Inventory
domain contains a compilation of all primary keys representing each measurement event for each data source,
thereby providing a concise representation of all data
sets. Searches for data are perlormed on the Data Inventory domain for efficiency purposes. Then the primary
keys are used to link each data set back to metadata contained in other domains for purposes of providing
detailed information about data sets to users. Finally, the
User domain stores information about users such as
names, addresses, scientific interests, time spent using

the system, and records of data orders.
All of this information is accessible through the
GUI, a series of menus offering various options. Figure
2 shows the Main Menu. The first option in the list performs a search of the data inventory. When this option is
selected the Search Data Inventory Screen appears (Figure 3). Here the user specifies location, time, and/or data
class prior to conducting a search of the Data Inventory
domain.

s arch

Data Inventorv
Revi e~AJ Data Requests
Access Reference Databases
Read KuDA Status Reports
Send Message to KuDA Staff
Update User Information
Exit

Figure 2. The Main Menu of the Kuwait Data Archive
metadata browser

-r-· t ded Da- _-

Figure 3. The Search Data Inventory screen of the Kuwait Data Archive metadata browser.
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The data have been organized into three classes
(trackline/point, gridded, and image), where each class
is described by a different set of attributes. (In Figure 3.
the trackline/point data class has been highlighted and
data from the NCAR Electra aircraft on 2 Jun 1991 has
been selected.) From the Search Data Inventory screen,
a wealth of descriptive information from other domains
is available. For instance, each measurement platform is
described with times and locations of operation, sensors
used, parameters measured, responsible agency, number
of observations contained in the data set, and other
descriptive information which helps users understand
the measurements.When an inventory search is executed, the result is a list of data sets matching the user's
criteria. From this list orders for specific data sets can be
placed.
Certain (smaller) data sets can be displayed online with the browser. For instance, over 1000 sub-sampled satellite images from the data inventory can be displayed if the user is running an X-windows graphical
interface. Also available on-line are a chronological
inventory of oil well fires and a summary of Kuwaiti
crude oil characteristics.
Additional options available from the Main Menu
(Figure 2) allow users to monitor the status of pending
data orders, view project status reports, retrieve reference information such as a list of relevant publications
and a chronology of events during the Gulf war and subsequent oil fires, send messages to the project staff, and
change information included in their personal profiles.
Other features include a facility to enter comments
about a particular data set, so that users can benefit from
others' experiences with the data. Users may also opt to
have selected reference data sets and data order lists
electronically mailed to themselves. Demonstrations of
these and other features will be given at the conference.
2.2 The Data Archive
Most of the digital data are stored off-line in the
NCAR Mass Storage System, a library of high-capacity
IBM cartridge tapes loaded automatically by a robotic
device. The metadata browser and the archive are linked
by means of the file naming convention. When new data
sets are placed in the archive, they are assigned directory and file names which are generated by concatenating their metadata attributes as stored in the database.
Thus, whenever an order is placed from the metadata
browser for a particular data set, the directory and file
names are automatically generated using information
stored in the database. These file names are then used as
input to Unix scripts which retrieve the data from the
central archive. Data are then delivered via ftp or on
magnetic media, depending on user specifications.

3. THE DATA INVENTORY
Archived data are organized into three classes
matching the metadata design. The trackline/point data
class includes measurements collected at a fixed point or
along a line. Examples are aircraft measurements, surface observations, and shipboard measurements. The
gridded data class includes three dimensional mcxlel
output fields. The image data class is comprised of registered satellite data, but could, in principle, include
radar and lidar images as well.
3.1 Trackline!Point Data Class
Trackline/point data sets were obtained from a
variety of institutions. Aircraft measurements taken by
NCAR, University of Washington, British Meteorological Service (Meteorological Research Flight), U.S.
Department of Energy (Battelle Pacific Northwest Lab),
and German Ministry of Environmental Protection
(UMWELT-DATA GmbH) are currently part of the
archive. They include measurements of atmospheric
state parameters, air chemistry, radiation, and aerosols/
cloud physics (Hobbs and Radke, 1992).
Surface meteorological observations and upper air
soundings are available for the standard observing stations in the Gulf Region. The upper air measurements
include pressure, temperature, dewpoint depression, and
wind speed and direction (in most cases) at mandatory
and significant levels. Surface observations include the
same variables, along with cloud cover, visibility, and
daily minimum and maximum temperatures. The time
pericxl covered by these observations is Jan-Dec 1991,
though some stations reported sporadically or were
embargoed during the war.
Special air quality monitoring sites were established after the fires began. Such measurements taken by
the Saudi Arabian Meteorological and Environmental
Protection Agency (MEPA) at various sites in Saudi
Arabia and Kuwait are currently part of the archive.
Numerous other groups collected air quality data during
limited time periods. Many of these data sets are available. Surface-based radiometric measurements sponsored by the U.S. Defense Nuclear Agency have also
been archived.
3.2 Gridded Data Class
Gridded fields from the U.S. National Meteorological Center global forecasting models have been
archived for subsets of the pericxl Jan-Dec 1991 over a
variably-sized region centered on the Gulf. Each set of
model output includes fields of temperature, humidity,
pressure/height, and wind velocity components. In gen-
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eral. only analysis fields have been archived; the exception is the special Medium Range Forecast (MRF) data
set which also contains 6-hour forecast fields.
3.3 Image Data Class

High resolution digital images from polar orbiting
meteorological satellites comprise the largest single
class of data in the archive. Prior to including these
data in the archive, the KuDA project staff expended
considerable effort to process them into a form that
could be used easily by researchers from around the
world.
Much of the high resolution satellite imagery was
collected by a commercially available ground station (a
TeraScan system from the SeaSpace Corp.). operated by
the U.S. Air Force in Saudi Arabia. This station collected an extensive digital archive of High Resolution
Picture Transmission (HRPf) imagery from four
NOAA Polar Orbiting satellites (NOAA-9, NOAA-10,
NOAA-11, and NOAA-12), as well as Operational
Linescan System (OLS) imagery from three satellites in
the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP)
(Klein et al., 19'J2). These data sets were augmented
with Local Area Coverage (LAC) digital imagery
acquired from NOAA archives.
Although the LAC, HRYf, and DMSP imagery
provide an extensive collection of imagery over the
Gulf, the coverage is not consistent throughout the year.
Therefore the image archive has been further augmented
with a complete set of daily afternoon images from the
NOAA-11 satellite. These Global Area Coverage
(GAC) images were obtained from the archive at
NOAA with the cooperation of NASA.
3.4 Reference Data

Supplementing the three data classes is another
type of data known as reference data. These data sets are
not actual atmospheric measurements, but may be
needed in support of researchers studying the atmospheric data. Current reference data sets include a
weekly inventory of oil well fires, a summary of
Kuwaiti crude oil composition, a publications list, digital terrain data, and coastline location data.
4. SYSTEM ACCESS AND USAGE
Access to KuDA is provided to both local and
remote users through a dedicated workstation (Sun
SPARCstation 1+) which runs the metadata browser.
Users may connect with the KuDA workstation and run
the metadata browser from a variety of terminals,
including PC and Macintosh (using terminal emulation
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software), VflOO, and workstations running X-windows (other terminal configurations are likely supportable upon request). The KuDA workstation is available
via the Internet computer network or using a telephone/
modem. Users in the United States, Europe, and Gulf
Region have successfully connected to the workstation
and run the browser. A toll-free number is available to
U.S. users connecting by telephone and modem; other
numbers are available to international users. Baud rates
of 1200, 2400, and 9600 are supported.
Since the metadata browser came on-line in the
spring of 1992, over 150 users have accessed the system. They have ordered and received approximately 20
gigabytes of data. New users continue to access the system, indicating continued interest in the data sets even
though publicity regarding the fires has diminished. Figure 4 profiles system usage by showing the number of
logins to the system per month.
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Figure 4. Number of logins to the Kuwait Data Archive
metadata browser during October 19'J2 - July 1993.
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18.12

THE ROLE OF INTERACTIVE MEDIA IN THE NAVY'S
ATMOSPHERIC CLIMATOLOGY PROGRAM
Lieutenant Commander Dennis B. Ruth, USN and Brian L. Wallace
Naval Oceanography Command Detachment Asheville
Asheville, NC

1.

INTRODUCTION

Naval
Oceanography
Command
(NAVOCEANCOM) and Marine Corps Weather
Service personnel assigned to shore activities, afloat
oceanography units and Mobile Environmental Teams
(METs), provide meteorological services and planning
advice on a global basis. Their mission is to exploit
the environment to the tactical benefit of operationa l
forces.
Regardless of the global location or season
that Naval or Marine Corps forces operate, the
environment will impact some aspect of daily
operations.
To ensure a global climatic knowledge base is
readily accessible, Naval Oceanography Command
Detachment (NAVOCEANCOM DET) Asheville
produces and distributes a variety of climatic
reference products to naval forces.
In 1989, NAVOCEANCOM DET received
approval to cease production of traditional paper
climatic products in favor of building interactive
digital references using compact disc-read only
memory (CD-ROM) as the distribution media.

1.1

NAVOCEANCOM DET Functions

NAVOCEANCOM DET was established in
1952 to coordinate the increasing climate
information and data needs of the Navy. In addition
to producing reference products, the detachment
collects, performs quality control assessments,
archives, and assembles Navy and Marine Corps
meteorological observation records. The detachment
also archives the numerical field analysis data
produced by Fleet Numerical Oceanography Center
(FLENUMOCEANCEN) Monterey, CA.

Corresponding Author Address:
LCDR Dennis Ruth or Brian L. Wallace,
NAVOCEANCOM DET, Federal Building, Asheville,
NC 28801-2696
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1 .2

Navy-NOAA Cooperation

The NAVOCEAN-COM has established an
effective working relationship with the National
Climatic Data Center (NCDC) that is noteworthy in
government. Since the 1 950s the Navy has utilized
the facilities of NCDC to meet its climatic needs by
reimbursing the center for required services. The
alliance has allowed the Navy to avoid duplication of
effort and obviate the need to maintain a large staff.
NAVOCEANCOM DET is provided with a modest
annual budget to derive deliverable products for
stated requirements.
Through oversight by NAVOCEANCOM DET,
NCDC has developed, designed, and published a
wide array of paper climatic atlases, summaries, and
special studies to meet Navy needs . Their
availability has benefitted untold numbers of
operational and research personnel in government
agencies and civilian institutions alike.
NCDC is performing a vital role in the
rejuvenation of the NAVOCEANCOM Climatology
Program . Navy's decision to eliminate paper
references and use CD-ROM media was a key
stimulus that accelerated the revolution in
development of interactive digital products being
produced today. Many of Navy's future projects are
also of interest to NOAA activities; NCDC has
fortified cooperation by agreeing to jointly share in
their production costs.

2.

MOVE TO CD-ROM

In the early 1980s, the factors that inhibited
distribution of climatic data and applications on
desktop computers (OTC) were slow CPU speeds
and small memory. By the late 1980s, increased
memory, faster CPU speeds and emergence of
optical media introduced exciting new opportunities
for exploitation. Navy's vision to ·use optical
technology to pursue a paperless ship concept also
added merit to a decision to shift media.
11

11

2. 1

Utility of Digital

The benefits that could be gained by utilizing
DTCs
and
CD-ROM
media
stimulated
NAVOCEANCOM DET to reexamine older
requirements, evaluate production methods and
future distribution of information. The appeal of CDRO M media was its durability, mass storage
properties, and tamper-proof security of data.
The goals of switching to digital-based
products were to reach a broader spectrum of users,
allow quick access, retrieval, and display of data on
available DTCs, reduce weight for ships, improve
mobility of rapid deployment forces, and eliminate
escalating costs of printing paper. Users were to be
provided with a capability to print "on demand" from
the CD-ROM in response to local needs .
2.2

Production Plans

In late 1988, a multi-year plan was prepared
to phase out aging paper documents. Production
priorities were selected by balancing a need for the
product, database assembly requirements, driver
software development complexity and projected
cost.
To execute the plan, a multi-year effort was
begun to develop or update the major databases
detailing the marine environment , global upper
atmosphere, tropical and extra-tropical cyclones, sea
ice, station climatology, and ocean model data .
Developing the interactive display software was also
a significant step in the process .

3.

DATA SUMMARY MODERNIZATION

Even before production plans were devised, in
the mid-1980s NAVOCEANCOM DET requested
NCDC to revise manually intensive procedures by
moderniz i ng software used for summarizing and
quality control of data . This effort resulted in a total
revamp of the Navy-standard Sumrnary of
Meteorological Observations, Surface (SMOS))
product.
A SMOS summary is a tabular output that
provides percentage frequency distribution for
various parameters in a surface observation. The
summary is used to support local operations and was
produced on a five-year cycle for 60 Navy or Marine
Corps observing sites. Processing cost was $ 5,000
per station, took 3-4 months to complete, and
resulted in a 350 page, five pound computer
printout.

The software upgrade efforts culminated in
1987, coinciding with an exploding availability of
DTCs and growth of CD-ROM. A requirement levied
during the process was that SMOS summaries were
to be provided as a digital output.
The results of this work are best illustrated by
comparing savings in time and money. Processing
costs decreased to average $ 500 per SMOS and five
days to prepare. This allowed NAVOCEANCOM DET
to update station data on an annual basis for less
than the entire 5-year cycle combined.
A new technique was also developed to
eliminate costly resummarization and reanalysis of
station data during annual production . This concept
will be applied to other databases when they are
summarized, resulting in an even greater savings
when updates are scheduled.

4.

DISPLAY DEVELOPMENT

Development of software displays for core
products were necessary to supplant the framework
which pages of a book provided.
4.1

SMOS Display

To access the SMOS tabular output, a PCSMOS software package was developed . Distribution
of the paper summary was eliminated and replaced
with two MS-DOS compat i ble floppy diskettes in
1988. This was the first accomplishment which put
NAVOCEANCOM on the path to create digital-based
products. Soon thereafter, PC-SMOS evolved to a
single floppy diskette. Concurrent with PC -SMOS
efforts, other Navy programs were just beginning
distribution of reference materials on CD-ROM.
4.2

NOCDS Development

Another major hurdle was to develop
software that could display analysis and grid point
data. Naval Oceanography Climatological Display
System (NOCDS) was created and developed in
1 991 . This highly flexible software access and
display system uses an object-oriented programming
strategy to provide modularity and reuse of code for
comparable applications. NOCDS was designed to
produce isopleth analyses, display grid point
information, export data to a user file(s), as well as
print an output. NOCDS is the model software
display package from which future displays are
designed .
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5.

CD-ROM PRODUCTION

The NAVOCEANCOM master production plan
embodies the concept that a standard core of
interactive digital summaries and data need to be
maintained to meet the needs of the operating
forces. Most of these products are not normally
held or required by many activities, but they are
available for distribution if required. The references
forming the nucleus of production efforts are
outlined in the following descriptions.
5.1
The International Station Meteorological
Climate
Summary
(ISMCS)
was
the
NAVOCEANCOM's flagship CD-ROM project. Both
NCDC and U.S. Air Force Environmental Technical
Applications Center (USAFETAC (OL-A)) contribute
summaries to the product. Site selections are
coordinated among the agencies to avoid duplication
of effort. The project concept was conceived by
NAVOCEANCOM DET and still remains a Navy-led
effort. The data on ISMCS consists principally of
SMOS summaries from domestic and foreign surf ace
observations sites. The project will update in excess
of 4,000 global locations by the year 2000 .
Replication costs are pro-rated between the
agencies based on the required number of copies.
The pinnacle to development of ISMCS was
modernizing the SMOS summarization software.
Otherwise, creating data on ISMCS V/1 . 0, using
mid-1980' s SMOS production methods, would be a
leviethan and expensive undertaking today.
Using old summarization methods, estimated
data processing and quality control eff arts would
take 18 years to complete, cost $3,250,000 to
summarize, about $ 900,000 to print, weigh 1 .5
tons, and would be a 7 5 foot high stack of paper. A
floppy disk alternative would require approximately
650 floppy diskettes for a complete set.
Using new methods, ISMCS V/1 .0 took less
than 2 years to produce, $325,000 to summarize
data, cost $3,000 to master and replicate 500
copies, weighs 4 ounces, and is 1 /4 inch thick.
ISMCS V 1 .0 held 1. 5 gigabytes of data compressed
to 200 megagbytes leaving 2/3 of this disc unused .
Plans are to update ISMCS annually.
5.2

MCA

The U. S. Navy Marine Climatic Atlas of the
World, (MCA V 1 .0) was completed and distributed
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during March 1992. MCA/V1 .0 was the first
product that utilized NOCDS, described previously.
The atlas includes global historical marine data for
air and sea temperature, wind speed, sea-level
pressure, wave height, gale force winds,
superstructure icing and wind and sea surface
current roses. MCA V/1 .0 is the first product in a
series of interim upgrades to replace eight marine
basin atlases and 105 paper volumes containing
frequency tables for global coastal areas.
MCA/V2.0 will culminate development of a
major marine database, by one degree grid. It will
contain means, modes, standard deviation and
frequency distribution of each element in the
synoptic observation. Ocean basin climatic
narratives will also be developed to supplement
summarized data. Development is expected to begin
in 1996 and completed in phases by ocean basin
1998.
5.3

GU A CA

Global Upper Air Climatic Atlas (GUACA
VI 1 . 0) is a multi-set CD-ROM product based on
1980-1991 OOOOZ and 1200Z gridded analyses
produced by the European Centre for Medium Range
Weather Forecasting (ECMWF). GUACA contains
frequency of occurrence, means and standard
deviations for pressure, ambient temperature, dew
point temperature, pressure height, wind direction,
wind speed, u and v components and density at
10,512 grid points computed by half-month by hour.
Levels available are sea level pressure, 1 OOO, 850,
700, 500, 400, 300, 250, 200, 1 00, 150, 70, 50,
30, 10 hPa. GUACA contains period of record
climatology as well as year-month means . GUACA
V/2.0 is planned for an update in 1996 to
incorporate 1992-1995 data years.
5.4

GTECCA

Global Tropical and Extratropical Cyclone
Climatic Atlas (GTECCA) V/1 .0 is planned for
distribution in late 1993. GTECCA will provide
information on global tropical and extratropical
cyclones based on a consolidated database for
designated tropical storm basins (beginning of
record through 1992) and Northern Hemisphere
extratropical storms ( 1965-1992).
GTECCA outputs will display all storms for a
given year, year/month, multiple years, multiple
year/months or individual storms.
Storm
parameters, such as storm name (if available),
storm stage, central pressure and maximum wind

speed (if available) for all positions along a storm
track, or at a user-designated positions will be
available. Numerous other presentations, data tables
and statistical representations are being planned. A
capability to recall narratives for individual storms in
each of the storm basins will be included. Plans are
to update GTECCA annually.

5.5
A Global Sea Ice Climatic Atlas (GSICA) V/1.0
is planned for development in 1 994. Based on Naval
Polar Oceanography Center (NAVPOLAROCEANCEN)
Sea Ice Analysis Charts, the annually updated
database contains annual bi-weekly statistical
information on a 1 /4 degree resolution. G SICA will
include a complete global sea ice data set on
maximum, mean and minimum ice edge positions,
probability of occurrence of any ice, mean
concentration, mean concentration when ice is
present, mean and maximum positions of various
concentrations, and potentially thickness (age) and
occurrence of different forms of ice.

5.6
Station Climatic Daily Data Summary
(SCDDS) is a new software program under joint
development with NCDC to interactively access daily
climate data. Users will search for specific data,
which includes the station and element(s) to be
examined, date(s) and search period(s). SCDDS will
contain daily temperature (maximum and minimum)
and precipitation data for NWS, Navy and U.S.
Marine Corps stations. A limited graphics output
capability is planned. Annual updates are planned.

6.

The products have had their greatest impact
in preparation of briefs. Previously, time-consuming
efforts were required to develop a tailored handout
or create an acetate view-graph. The payback has
been a speedier process to produce far superior
professional-looking results than manual techniques.
Use of screen grabber programs have also enabled
users to inexpensively create graphics for quick
displays. As new "digitalique" concepts are
uncovered, other time-saving alternatives and
shortcuts may evolve. The only limitations will be
availability of computer systems and software.
A revitalization of the NAVOCEANCOM
Climatology Program is on the fast track through
implementation of interactive, digital climatic
products. For the forseeable future, these products
will provide vital information and rapid access to
climatic values which can be used for on-scene
tactical applications. The products serve multiple
purposes and can be manipulated and interpreted by
even the most inexperienced user. The thrust of the
overall effort is to put data in a mixture of tabular,
graphical, narrative, and analyzed chart formats
which can be integrated with computer hardware
systems. NAVOCEANCOM is at the forefront and
acting on its doctrine to pre-position climatic
information and data with the operating forces.

FUTURE

The CD-ROM products previously described
only operate with IBM compatibles with an MS-DOS
operating system.
With expanding use of
workstations, work will progress to ensure
interoperability of these products with other than
MS-DOS operating systems. Climatic information
will become accessible across a broader spectrum
of end user systems than before.

7.

SUMMARY

The overwhelmingly positive reception from
end users receiving and using the ISMCS, MCA and
GUACA products, is an indication that these
interactive CD-ROM products are right for the times.
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18.15

SHARING OKLAHOMA MESONET DATA
VIA PUBLIC DISPLAY TERMINALS
Timothy W. Hughes, Mark A. Shafer,
William G. McPherson, Jr.
Oklahoma Climatological Survey
Norman, OK

1.

INTRODUCTION

•

Weather impacts the lives of nearly every
person and business, but many are unaware of its impact
or do not have access to timely weather data which can
help their decision-making processes. In an effort to
mitigate the adverse impacts of weather, the State of
Oklahoma funded a project to install and operate a
network of automated weather stations, called the
Oklahoma Mesonet.
As part of the project, Public Display
Terminals (PDT's) will be placed at key locations to
provide visibility and access to Mesonet data. These
displays are designed to educate users about the
availability of data and demonstrate some uses of the
data. The motivation behind development of the PDT's
was twofold: 1) the terminals provide access to Mesonet
and National Weather Service data for those who do not
otherwise have computer access or might not otherwise
use weather data and 2) the terminals act as a public
relations tool.
Three PDT's were funded in the initial stages
of the project. A terminal will be placed at both The
University of Oklahoma in Norman and Oklahoma State
University in Stillwater. The third display will be
located in the State Capitol building.

2.

THE MESONET

In 1991, the State of Oklahoma procured and
began installing a network of environmental monitoring
stations. This network, called the Oklahoma Mesonet,
will have been commissioned by the close of 1993. The
Mesonet is a joint venture between Oklahoma State
University and The University of Oklahoma. The
network includes 108 automated stations, distributed
evenly across the entire state with an average spacing of
40 km (Figure 1).
Each station reports current conditions at 15minute intervals (Shafer, Hughes and Carlson, 1993).
Data are relayed across the Oklahoma Law Enforcement
Telecommunications System (OLETS) to a central
computer at the Oklahoma Climatological Survey (OCS)
in Norman (Crawford and Long, 1993). From there the
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Figure 1. Location of stations in the Oklahoma
Mesonet.

data are checked for quality and then made available to
the public via Internet, ONENET (a statewide computer
communications network for the state of Oklahoma) and
a commercial bulletin-board system.
Other data also are ingested into the Mesonet
computer. These include National Weather Service
forecasts, watches, warnings and public information
statements and satellite images. All are available to
Mesonet users.

3.

REQUIREMENTS

Design criteria for the PDT included the choice
of computer platform, position and size of the monitor,
the type of user interface and cabinet design to facilitate
access by the disabled. A two-meter cabinet houses a
31-inch VGA display monitor and touch-screen user
interface (with separate monitor) placed below the
display monitor. A picture of the display cabinet is
shown in Figure 2.
Visibility was an important consideration in the
process of selecting sites. Displays were placed at the
most modern buildings on OU and OSU campuses. The
State Capitol location was selected to enhance Mesonet's
visibility before state legislators as a tool to improve the
state's economic competitiveness.
The touch-screen interface was selected based
on concerns for an easy-to-use interface and for security
from vandalism. The Omniplex Museum in Oklahoma

Front view of Mesonet Public Display

City, which operates many displays, urged a touchscreen interface because of problems they encountered in
vandalism to mouse-driven interfaces and maintenance
problems for trackballs.
Separate monitors were selected based on limits
for the size of the touch screen and the need for a large
display for visibility to groups of viewers. User
selections are made on a 14-inch monitor, located at a
height of approximately one meter. The touch-screen is
mirrored on the larger monitor. The height of the touchscreen allows for use of the display by the disabled or
children.
Easy access to the hardware also was a design
criterion, especially because of the weight of the large
monitor. The hardware is enclosed in a self-standing
cabinet, mounted on locking casters. The cabinet can
stand alone or flush against a wall. Power and computer
connections enter the cabinet through ventilation holes in
the back of the cabinet.

4.

Figure 3.
Terminal.

Back view of Mesonet Public Display

Macintosh Quadra 800 computer, Apple 14 inch monitor
with touch-screen interface, Mitsubishi 31 inch monitor,
speakers and associated accessories .
The need for larger graphic images dictated use
of the 31 inch monitor, but the touch-screen interface
could not support a large monitor. Therefore, separate
monitors were necessary. The Quadra is able to drive
both monitors with an added display card.
Some applications are enhanced by the ability
to use audio. Therefore, two speakers are mounted in
the cabinet and hooked into the Quadra. The speakers
are utilized for audio help and can be used in association
with quick-time movies on the Macintosh.
Additional displays are possible using scaleddown versions of the original hardware configuration. A
prototype of the display was tested at the Oklahoma State
Fair in Autumn 1993. The display consisted of a
Macintosh II ci with a single 14-inch monitor and
trackball. The display is capable of being supported by a
Macintosh LC III computer as well .

HARDW ARE 1
The hardware in the display consists of a

1 Mention of specific brand names does not constitute an
endorsement by The University of Oklahoma or
Oklahoma State University.
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5.

CABINET

The cabinet design must incorporate a frame
capable of supporting the weight of the large monitor.
Special care was taken to ensure that the cabinet does not
become unstable if shaken. Ventilation holes are placed
to provide adequate air flow to the computer equipment
without compromising the structural integrity of the unit.
All equipment is easily accessible from the
back of the cabinet. Because of the height of the unit,
separate doors for the upper and lower portions were
necessary (see Figure 3). Each is installed with a lock.
The computer and touch-screen monitor rest on a shelf,
which can slide backward allowing a technician to reach
the controls on the monitor or remove it entirely.
Formica cover was installed on the top shelf to allow the
large monitor to slide backward for access to the front
control panel.
Security is a vital concern, because the displays
operate largely unattended. The cabinet is mounted on
casters for easy access to the back. The front casters
lock, and can only be unlocked via an access door on the
underside of the touch-screen monitor (not readily
visible). When pushed against a wall, the cabinet will
not move unless the brakes on the casters are released
via the front panel.
The exterior of the cabinet is a wood tambour
and formica covering. The tambour wraps around the
edges on the front, giving the product a finished look.
The tambour is stained to match nearby surroundings.
Formica covers the front portion of the display where
sharp angles and cut-outs around the monitors and
speakers prohibited use of tambour. The formica also is
selected to blend with nearby surroundings.
Space is provided on the sides of the touchscreen monitor for brochures. Each pocket can hold
approximately 100 copies of a one-page brochure folded
in thirds. OCS currently fills the pockets with a
brochure describing the Mesonet on one side and "The
Weather and Climate of Oklahoma" on the other.
Sufficient space also is available for placement of a
plaque below the touch-screen monitor to identify
contributors to the Mesonet Project.

6.

SOFTWARE

Three types of software are used by the POT:
communications, data management and the display
driver.
All PDT's and the Mesonet base computer have
access to the ONENET. Each POT runs a commercial
communications package that allows the base computer to
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connect to it using FTP (file transfer protocol). The base
computer initiates all file transfers with the POT
remaining in a passive "receive only" state.
The Mesonet base computer is responsible for
producing the raw data and text files that the PDT's use.
However, once the data files are transferred to the POT,
it is the POT computer's responsibility to manage the
data and convert it to a form usable by the display
driver. Three data objects have been identified for use
by the display driver: text files, picture files (in PICT
format) and QuickTime animation files.
Data-management software designed by the
Mesonet produces the object files and stores them in
their proper locations for use by the display driver. The
purpose for having software dedicated to data
management is so that the display driver need only know
of the general object types. In other words, the data
driver is not Mesonet-specific. Specifics are taken care
of by the file management software.
The display driver is the software unit that
interacts with the user. By using a touch-screen for
input, the user may navigate through a series of menus to
select desired products. The result is a text window or
picture displaying the user's selection.
As previously mentioned, the display-driver
software is oriented toward standard data-object types
rather than specifically tailored to Mesonet data. This
allows the inclusion of extra information in the menu
structure. This extra information could include help
screens, pictures of Mesonet sites, information about
Mesonet towers, or even schedules of upcoming events
in the local area.
The display driver software has been designed
to create it's menu structure from a script file created
external from the program itself. This allows future
modification of the menu structure without difficult
modification of the software code. Each entry in the
script file defines a menu entry that is linked to data
objects, other program modules, or another menu. The
monitor which is to be used and background pictures are
also selected based on the entry. The script file
periodically is checked for any modifications. This
allows for dynamic modification of the POT menus.

7.

PRODUCTS

In selecting products for display on the POT,
care was taken to ensure the products would be of
interest to a wide audience. Familiarity and simplicity
were the primary concerns of the products selected. For
viewing current weather data or maps, variables were
selected based on what one might see on the evening

Table 1.

Menu items and products available on the Mesonet Public Display Terminals .

MAIN
Local weather

SUB-MENU
Current weather
Summary

DISPLAYS
Conditions at 4 closest sites
Previous day's conditions, normals & extremes @ 4 sites

State weather

Temperature
Humidity
Wind
Rainfall
Solar Radiation
Max I Min
Wind Chill
Heat Index

Contoured temperature values
Contoured humidity values
Wind vector map
Contoured rainfall totals
Contoured solar data
Previous day maximum I minimum temperatures
Contoured wind chill values
Contoured heat index values

Forecasts

Local
Short-Term
Extended

National Weather Service Zone forecasts
Regional I Short-Term forecast
30 and 90 day forecasts

Severe weather

Watches
Warnings
Storm Reports

Select county, display text
Select county, display text
Previous day's preliminary storm reports, statewide

NEXRAD Radar

none

Display latest NEXRAD image

Satellite

none

Display latest satellite image

newscast. In addition, english units are used most often
to ensure familiarity .
Simplicity is readily apparent by the menu
structure. We endeavored to reduce the number of menu
selections necessary to display a product, without
crowding the screens. A main menu with no more than
one sub-menu provided the best solution. In cases where
a user wished to display local data, a third selection
would be made by touching the area of interest across the
state. Table 1 shows the menu structure.
Current Mesonet data are available under the
'local weather' selection. Either current observations
(temperature, humidity, wind speed and direction,
rainfall and wind chill or heat index) or a summary of
the previous day's weather (maximum and minimum
temperatures and precipitation and the current day's
normals and extremes) are available for the four sites
nearest the point touched on the screen.
State weather maps are color-filled contours.
This selection immediately displays a contour map of
temperatures across Oklahoma. Selection of one of the
sub-menu items changes the display. Selection of 'wind'
displays a vecto~ plot of winds across the state.
Oklahoma is divided into three forecast areas;
one under the responsibility of the NWS Forecast Office
in Norman, a second under the responsibility of Tulsa
and a third under the responsibility of Amarillo.

Extended forecasts are presented for the entire state, but
shorter-term forecasts require the user to touch an area
of the screen to display local or regional forecasts.
In a market where television stations invest
large amounts of money to provide severe-weather
coverage, severe weather is an item which acquires a
great deal of attention. For rapid dissemination of
weather-service warnings, counties on a map of
Oklahoma are color-coded when a watch or a warning is
issued. Watches are colored blue with warnings in red .
Touching a highlighted county displays a text file issued
by the NWS corresponding to the watch or warning.
Warnings override watches as long as they are valid.
The most recent satellite and WSR-88D Radar
images are displayed by selecting one of these items
from the main menu. A loop option is available with
further selection from the screen.

8.

CONCLUSIONS

All component parts have blended into a highquality versatile display . The attractive cabinet and
graphics attract people to the display . The easy-to-use
touch-window interface allows users to find information
quickly, without having to search through menus or learn
the difficulties of a trackball or mouse.
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The versatility in the software design allows for
easy modification of menus. Plans are already in
progress for including menus for access to tourism
information. Menus for selecting such information can
be added easily with minimal changes to the software.
Mesonet is investigating the possibility of placing
monitors at highway rest stops so travellers can access
not only weather data from their destination, but also
tourism and local events information.
The design of the hardware is also versatile and
allows for scaled-down versions of the display without
significantly rewriting vast amounts of software for
screen dimensions. The display utilizes two screens, but
can function with only the 14-inch monitor and is capable
of being operated with a touch window, mouse or
trackball. Therefore, placement of lower-cost display
terminals at alternate locations is possible.
Additional interest in the display terminals has
been expressed by the PGA and for the 1996 Olympics
in Atlanta. The potential exists for placement of a
display monitor and some portable Mesonet sites in Tulsa
for a 1994 PGA event. A similar setup would be
capable of providing weather information around Atlanta
during the Olympics, and could also carry information
about events.
The displays designed for the Mesonet Project
have a potential of reaching an entirely new audience:
one with an interest in the weather but not the knowledge
of how to access weather information. The versatility of
the display provides a link between weather and a
number of activities on which weather has an effect.
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A DATASET DESCRIPTION LANGUAGE
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1.

INTRODUCTION

We have previously (Welsh and Mock,
1993) suggested that managing scientific data
should focus on describing data as they already
exist, rather than attempt to devise some allencompassing "standard" format for data. We
pointed out that data can be described in terms
of symbol, sequence, and stream structural
components. The stream component was
described as the bitwise specification of
individual datum formats and the bitwise
structure of logical records as processed by
configurable stream filters. The sequence
component was envisioned as a grand input list
for reading a dataset, across logical records and
physical files.
This paper continues the discussion of a
dataset description language in terms of the
symbolic, or conceptual, structures commonly
found in scientific data. We introduce a
dimensional notation for describing data
conceptually, and demonstrate how the notation
can be used to capture several features of
scientific data. Dimensional notation appears to
be a sufficiently rich model of scientific data not
only to describe existing datasets, but also to
facilitate the processing of data. A dataset
description language is planned to include
syntactical constructs similar to dimensional
notation.

2.

DIMENSIONAL NOTATION

Meteorological data often exist in a dataset
as large, conceptual arrays. These arrays can be
considered functions that are tabulated over a
domain of one or more dimensions. We term
the physical parameters represented on a domain
fields. For instance, the horizontal wind
components and temperature of a weather model
can be expressed dimensionally as the set of
functions
u(t,z,y,x), v(t,z,y,x), T(t,z,y,x)

over time, t, and space, z,y,x. This is an example
of dimensional notation: the identification of
fields and the dimensions on which the fields are
tabulated in a format that resembles
mathematical functional notation.
In physical systems, we are of ten
interested in many fields existing on related
domains. From the practical aspect of describing
such data complexes, there is considerable
redundancy in the above pre-domain notation,
because of the convention to repeat the domain
for each field. We term this type of notation
pre-domain, because each field name occurs
before its domain specification, which is
bracketed with parentheses. It is also convenient
to assign distinct names to domains. Pre-domain
redundancy is avoided and domain naming is
offered with a declarative post-domain notation,
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which describes the above weather model as
Model(t,z,y,x) u,v,T .

Here, the domain Model is followed by its
specification in terms of dimensions. And the
domain specification is followed by the list of
fields on the domain. Further references to the
dimensional functions, the fields on the domain,
can simply be
Model.u, Model.v, and Model.T.

Even if these fields had not been explicitly
declared in the model declaration, these function
references could still be understood as indicated
fields on the declared domain.
An important conceptual point about
dimensional notation is that it can be considered
to indicate data dependency. The fields, outside
parentheses, are dependent on the dimensions
comprising the domain, inside parentheses.
Thus, the parentheses signify a functional
relationship between dimensions, as independent
variables, and fields, as dependent variables.
3.

CONTINUOUS DIMENSIONS

Naming dimensions is an important
feature of dimensional notation, which will be
exploited below as we discuss more complex
data systems. We also define dimensions to
have the more conventional properties of
coordinate range found in programming
languages. The common association in scientific
data of domainal dimensions with real-world
spatial and temporal dimensions, however,
suggests that dimensions should be considered
continuous. With a continuous dimension, the
coordinates are represented by real numbers, the
spacing between coordinate nodes can
theoretically be any nonzero real number, and
the value of fields between coordinate nodes can
be interpolated to implement continuity. In
contrast to continuous dimensions, we define a
discrete dimension to have integer coordinates,
unity nodal spacing, and no numerical
relationship between adjacent nodes.
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It is not uncommon for the coordinates
along a dimension to have variable spacing. For
instance, the selection of heights in a weather
model is often not uniform, with layers more
densely deployed in and near the surface
boundary layer. With dimensional notation,
however, we constrain dimension spacing to be
uniform. We accommodate such a height
coordinate z, variably spaced, by introducing,
say k, an evenly spaced implicit dimension, and
declaring z to be a function of k. The example
weather model system now becomes two related
domains

Level(k)(z); Model(t,k,y,x) u,v,T.

The vertical dimension k, declared in Level, also
replaces z in Model. z is now a field, because it
appears after the domainal specification for Level.
It is enclosed in parentheses, itself, to indicate
that it stands in implicit dependency relationship
to other fields, u,v,T, that also share the k
dimension.
4.

DIMENSIONAL RICHNESS

The Level domain shows how dimensional
notation can be expanded to provide dimensions
with variable spacing, by introducing a distinct
declaration of the vertical dimension. This is an
example of how multidimensional physical
systems, such as weather models, are built of
data functions that are not uniform
dimensionally. In other words, although such
prime variables as wind and temperature are
four-dimensional, there are also fields, such as
height and topography, that are functions only of
a subdomain, not of all four dimensions.
Adding topography to the weather model
example results in the model system
Grid(y,x) z; Level(k)(z);
Model(t,Level,Grid) u,v,T .

Here the horizontal subdomain of the model is
separately named Grid, just as the vertical
subdomain was previously named Level. These
domain names can then be used in the
declaration of the model domain, as shown.
Any alteration of the vertical and horizontal
subdomains can then be automatically reflected
in the model domain.

Thus, Grid.z is the function name for
topography. It is a non-time-varying surface
within the model domain. It is not a function of
t, thus not time-dependent. z appears as an
implicit dimension of the model, but as the field
for topography; thus Grid.z is a surface in the
model. And there is no confusion with the
function Level.z. The use of a name, in this case
z, as a field in once instance and as a dimension,
implicit or not, in another instance is a common
way for the elements of a complex dataset to be
tied together.

a broad class of nonrectangular domains. For
another example, spectral weather models carry
the horizontal domain as spherical surfaceharmonics, which may be defined in harmonic
space as either a rhombus or a triangle. Both of
these geometries are represented dimensionally

Harmonic(n,(n)m) .

The end case of dimensionality is a
domain of no dimensions. This is the inherent
universal domain, which receives constants that
are valid over any domain. Common
mathematical and physical constants, such as n,
are fields of the universal domain. We start
function names for universal values directly with
a period: .pi. The universal domain is implied
by the absence of a specific domain name before
the period.

It is only in the coordinate specification of m that
the rhombus and triangle differ. With the
rhombus the length of m is a constant, but the
range properties are linear functions of n. With
the triangle both the length and the range
properties are linear functions of n.
Conventional programming languages offer only
rectangular matrices for declaring data. The
rhombus can be twisted to fit such a geometry,
but the triangle cannot, without wasting half of
the rectangle. So dimensional notation offers the
natural ability to declare domain geometries that
are not necessarily mapped into rectangular
matrices.

5.

6.

NONRECTANGULAR DOMAINS

Now consider the case that the weather
model example covers only the Northern
Hemisphere on a polar stereographic projection.
The computational domain is not a rectangle, but
rather a circular domain bounded by the
Equator. This is an example of the coordinate
range of one dimension being a function of
another dimension of the same domain. With
the weather model, then, we define the
dimension x to be dimensionally dependent on
the dimension y, which is declared

Grid(y,(y)x) z; Level(k)(z);
Model(t,Level,Grid) u,v,T.
Again, the use of parentheses, in this case,
within the declaration of subdomain Grid,
signifies a dependency between entities:
dimension x is itself dependent on dimension y.
The precise dependency is implemented as the
coordinate range of x being specified as
functions of y.
The ability to handle dimensional
dependencies permits the general declaration of

SUMMARY

We have shown how dimensional
notation, which explicitly represents the
dependency relationship between variables, can
be used to describe scientific data in conceptual
and symbolic terms. In addition to the
representation of data fields tabulated on a
multidimensional domain, the notation also
accommodates coordinates with variable spacing,
the dimensional richness of complex real-world
systems, and dimensional domains that are
naturally not rectangular. Our future endeavor
is to understand thoroughly the model of data
presented by dimensional notation, and to
elaborate these concepts as sequence and stream
syntax in a prototype dataset description
language that can drive an interactive data access
system.
7.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Developing a standard netCDF format for the
climatological data sets used by the Climate Research
Data tools (CRDtools) software involved
many
considerations.
In addition to preserving the
information available within previous formats, careful
attention was required with regard to the ever-increasing
diversity of available climatological data. Primary
importance was therefore ascribed to the flexibility,
readability, and completeness of the internal file
descriptors.

Although both PKLIB and Manformat were efficient
for their original purposes, they were too specialized
and unique to be used in an environment where data
exchange and standardization has become more and more
crucial.

The new release of CRDtools employs netCDF as
the standard format for storage, import, and extraction
of the wide variety of data sets available within CRD.
Although Manformat is still used as an optional export
format for ASCil and binary data, the most commonly
used export format is netCDF itself.

2. IDSTORY
The first release of the CRDtools software involved
the use of a compact binary format developed within the
Climate Research Division (CRD). Called PKLIB, this
packed binary format allowed storage of very large data
sets in compact form, and was the standard archive
format for the climatological data sets accessed by
CRDtools. In order to do analyses and processing of the
data, however, an extraction from PKLIB had to be
performed (Messenger, et al., 1993).
Manformat-05 was the format used for data
extractions and processing. It included a simple header
at the beginning of the file which provided a brief file
description, geographic coverage, time coverage, grid
size, date/time of file creation, and a Fortran-style data
format descriptor. See Figure 1. The data were ordered
by latitude bands beginning at the northernmost grid
cells. Manformat could be produced in either ASCil or
binary format and was easily accessed by Fortran
programs.
MANFORMAT-05
2
EXTRACT. 93/09/10. 11.14.07. FROM XAMMI80-A
COADS Air temperature (A) Mean
MONTHS
LONGITUDE
LATITUDE
2 DEGREE 89N-89S 1E-359E
1
90
180
-999.000 0
1991.92
1991.92
1.00000
359.000
89.0000
-89.0000
(22 (8F9.2, /), 4F9.2,F10.4)
1991. 92
-999.00 -999.00 -999.00 -999.00 -999.00 -999.00
-999.00 -999.00 -999.00 -999.00 -999.00 -999.00
-999.00 -999.00 -999.00 -999.00

Figure 1. Sample Manformat COADS file header,
including part of the first latitude band of data (in this
case all values are -999.00).
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3. NETCDF

NetCDF is a popular interface that is highly
transportable between systems and networks. The
library of netCDF software functions are accessible from
C or Fortran programs. NetCDF data files are selfdocumenting by means of a set of components known as
dimensions, variables, and attributes. The attributes
may include metadata, such as file origin and history. A
netCDF file may contain any number of multidimensional variables, each of which is selfdocumenting.
Supported data types are integers,
characters, bytes, reals, and others.

The text version of the self-documentation for a
netCDF file is called CDL (Common Data form
Language) notation. Using one of the netCDF tools, a
CDL may be printed for any netCDF file . See Figure 2.
It presents in fairly readable format the description of
many features of the data; what information is included
and how it is presented depends upon the originator of
the file.

The number and style of the descriptors may be
tailored for each individual data set, and it is possible to
modify the description without rewriting the data itself.
This self-describing nature enhances netCDF's value to
researchers interested in incorporating a variety of
information from diverse sources into their analyses.

netcdf air.mean I
dimensions:
time• UNLIMITED
lat • 90 ;
lon • 180 ;

// (1656 currently)

variables:
short air(time, lat, lon) ;
air:valid range• -88 . f, 58.f ;
air:actuaI range - -45.899994f, 39.000015f
air:units
"degC" ;
air:precision - 2s ;
air:add offset - 281.7600lf ;
air:scaie factor - 0.0099999998f
air: FillValue • -32767s ;
air:iilissing value • 32766s ;
air:title --"Air Temperature (A) Monthly Mean"
air:dataset • "COADS", "X" ;
air:var desc u "Air temperature", "A" ;
air:level desc = "Surface", "0" ;
air:statistic - "Mean", "M" ;
air:parent stat - "Individual abs", "I"
double time(time) ;
time:title • "Time" ;
time:units • "yyyymmddhhrran.ss"
time:delta t • "0000-01-00" ;
time:avg_J:>eriod - "0000-01-00" ;
time:valid range - 18540100000000., 19911200000000.
float lat (lat) ;
lat:title • "Latitude" ;
lat:units • "degrees north"
lat:valid range • 89~, -89.
float lon (lon> ;
lon:title - "Longitude" ;
lon:units • "degrees east"
lon:valid_range • l.; 359.

=

II global attributes:

:title - "COADS Air temperature (A) Monthly Mean• ;
:platform • "Ship Observations" ;
:class - "COADS-Gridded-Scaled-Offset• ;
:history • "convert2new.shorts Thu Jun 3 14:38:49 1993
from air.mean (air)",
"CRDtools Export/Pack Mon Mar 8 15:29:47 1993 from
/data2/sel/coads/air.mean.conv (air)",
"COADS Air temperature (A) Monthly Mean",
"CRDtools Conversion Mon Mar 8 12:08:14 1993 from
/data2/sel/coads/air.mean",
"EXTRACT. 93/03/08. 11.45.07. FROM XAMMI80-A",
"COADS Air temperature (A) Mean• ;

The CRD netCDF standard needed to provide
adequate leeway for describing features of diverse data
sets, including ship observations, satellite data, land
station data, and climate model output. Attributes
common to all prospective netCDF files were required to
be broadly defined for applicability to all the data.
Arriving at a common definition for these descriptors
became the primary concern as we developed a standard
CDL for CRD's data.
The most difficult decision involved arriving at a
standard format for the designation of time units. The
frequency of observations in the data sets ranged from
once a month to multiple times per day.
Therefore,
enough resolution was required in the time
unit
designator to accommodate the smallest increment in
the entries.

Although the time unit descriptors could have been
divided into two (or more) attributes (date, hours, and
seconds for example), it was decided that a single
numerical value was most useful in software
applications.
Therefore,
the
format
"yyyymmddhhmmss" was selected.
This could
accommodate observations with time stamps as precise
as most satellite observations, but could designate
monthly means as well. If certain positions in the
attribute were not used (as in monthly mean data), they
are zero-filled (see Figure 2).
Another interesting attribute feature involved the
designation of delta_t and avg_period. The value for
delta_t indicates the time distance between data values,
while the avg_period designates whether the data were
taken from point samples or averaged over a period of
time.

Figure 2. Sample CDL of a COADS (ship observations)
data file in CRD's standard netCDF format.
Figures 1 and 2 reveal the contrast between the
internal file descriptor capabilities of Manformat and
netCDF. They show the headers for the same data file.
The netCDF CDL includes all the information from the
Manformat header, but provides it in a more readable
style. In addition, the CDL informs the user of many
additional characteristics of the data, which the more
limited Manformat header cannot accommodate.

4. DEVELOPING A STANDARD NETCDF FORMAT
At CRD, we were interested in developing a common
netCDF data format (CDL) that would be flexible enough
to encompass the wide variety of data available in the
division. To facilitate use of data files by various
analysis packages, the standard had to address the
requirements of the software as well as the features of the
data itself. Once a common format was implemented,
any of the software would be able to read any of the data.
Due to the lack of an established netCDF standard format,
we felt that developing a working standard according to
our own requirements would be most efficient.

A particularly elegant feature of netCDF is the
management of coordinate variables.
Within
Manformat, the data were written sequentially over time
along latitude bands in the file. The geographic range
was used to set a starting point and all retrievals
calculated the coordinates from that origin. This type of
system can be used only with regularly gridded data.
NetCDF allows specification of coordinate
variables, which contain coordinates for one dimension
of the file. Our files contain coordinate variables for
latitude, longitude, and time. Although CRD' s data files
are currently all gridded, the coordinate variable
designation will allow us to integrate irregularly spaced
data into our systems in the future.

Naturally, there are attributes crucial to some data
files that are irrelevant to the descriptions of others. For
example, the netCDF · compression option is used for
some files; in these cases, the variable attributes for
scale and offset are assigned. In uncompressed files,
these variable attributes are not used and are missing
from the CDL.
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The use of netCDF has facilitated many features of
our software systems. Attributes such as Dataset and
Statistic are referenced by CRDtools in its online
dictionary browse feature, which allows the user to look
up data sets that are of interest by selecting certain
categories from a comprehensive menu of choices. As
new types of data become available, the menus will be
expanded to correspond with applicable attribute values.
As much as possible, we have adhered to the
attribute conventions listed in the NetCDF User's Guide
(Rew, et al., 1993). Although there is not an agreedupon standard for implementation of netCDF attributes,
these guidelines suggest standard names for common
attributes to encourage compatibility within the netCDF
community. Our format includes the conventions of
units, valid_range, scale_factor, add_offset, _FillValue,
missing_value, title, and history.

5. FUTIJREBENEFITS
As CRDtools has been enhanced to utilize the
flexibility of netCDF, the variety of data available to
researchers has continued to grow. In addition to the
COADS, real-time marine, and CDDB data sets, we are
providing CRDtools access to NMC twice-daily data,
various satellite data sets, and other public domain files.
Some of these databases are already in netCDF format,
and are easily interpreted by CRDtools for comparison
with existing data.
As more satellite data becomes available, we
anticipate a tremendous increase in the quantity of data
available at CRD. These files, with their multiple
observations every day, are very large, and will allow
more refined analysis of climatological processes. We
believe that our standard netCDF format will be easy to
use with future data sets, and that CRDtools will
continue to be a valuable preliminary analysis tool for
researchers.

6. REFERENCES
Messenger, A., and S. Lynds, 1993: Climate Research
Data Tools (CRDtools ): Incorporating netCDF
and Common Data Formats, Preprints 9th TIPS
Conference, Anaheim, AMS, 221-226.
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The Unidata LDM: Programs and Protocols
for Flexible Processing of Data Products
Glenn P. Davis
Russell K. Rew
Unidata Program Center
University Corporation for Atmospheric Research
Boulder, Colorado
1. Introduction
Unidata 1 provides universities with innovative applications of current computing and networking technology
to access and use atmospheric £md related data for education £md research. The program provides access to
near-real-time weather data and to software for capturing, rmmaging, m1alyzing, m1d displaying that data interactively. An important component of the system
software necessary for this effort is the Unidata Local
Data Manager (LDM).
In designing £md implementing the latest version of the
Unidata LDM, we have developed protocols and progrmns to distribute data products among cooperating
systems in near real time over wide-area networks.
These are now being used experimentally to disseminate
a large variety of meteorological products from several
sources to university atmospheric science departments.
In this paper, we describe some of the LDM protocols
and mechanisms for managing and processing the data
products as they mrive. We focus on recent additions to
the system that support the distribution of data over
wide-area networks, the handling of large products, and
the use of external decoders.

1.1 What is the Vnidata LDM?
The Unidata Local Data Manager (LDM) is a collection
of cooperating progrmns that select, capture, manage,
and distribute data products. The system is designed for
event-driven data distribution, as contrasted with scheduled data distribution or data distribution by polling.
Such a design is necessary to ensure timely delivery of
productc;; within seconds of their creation.
The LDM system includes network client <md server
programs and their shared protocols. An important characteristic of the LDM is its support for flexible and sitespecific configuration. In a previous paper (Davis and
Rew, 1990), we provide more details about the pattern/
1. The Unidata Program Center is sponsored by the National Science
Foundation and managed by the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research. Mention of a commercial company or product does
not constitute an endorsement by the Unidata Program Center.

action concept and the Remote Procedure Call (RPC)
mechanisms used by the LDM.
The Unidata LDM softwm·e is now used by more than
60 university atmospheric science departments. The
software is currently freely available as LDM version 4
via £monymous FTP from the Unidata Program Center2.

2. Design Goals
The LDM has several overall design goals. First, we
need reliability; data loss should be avoided <md the system should continue to run after disruptions, such as a
loss of power or a system crash. One way to achieve this
is to minimize the necessity for hmmm intervention.
This is accomplished by running the LDM ingester and
server programs as daemon processes that are started up
automatically at boot time <md that run continuously in
the background. The LDM server exits only in case of a
serious error, such as a full file system. (A sepmate
LDM progrmn is responsible for deleting old data to
avoid this situation.) Other kinds of errors £rre simply
logged.
A second important objective is flexibility. Instead of
h<:rrd-wiring particular file nmnes or specific data product structures into the LDM code, we have designed the
system so that it can be customized to the wide vmiety
of uses found in education and research. The LDM
decides what is to be done with each product by using
an ASCII configuration file, which is read once on startup and which may be reread while the LDM server is
running. As a result, arbitrary file path nmnes may be
used for captured products, and run-time reconfiguration
is easy. (The ability to perform run-time reconfiguration
also supports the goal of reliability, since stopping <md
restarting an LDM progrmn to reconfigure it would
result in data loss.)
The client-server design of the LDM provides another
kind of flexibility. By running LDM clients and servers
on different hosts, it is possible to distribute the load of
ingesting data from multiple sources simultcweously. An
2. 111e source code is available in the file pub/ldm4.tar.z'on the host
ftp.unidata.ucar.edu
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LDM ingester may feed data to multiple servers, including remote servers. LDM servers may also provide data
to other remote LDM servers over a wide-area network.
A third design objective is generality. By avoiding
assumptions specific to current data formats and cmTent
product sizes, we have employed a very general notion
of data product that can be used for new kinds of data as
they become available. The usefulness of this was
proved by our ability to easily integrate McIDAS data
products into a system that had previously only supported WMO product(). The general definition of data
product also mem1s that the LDM cm1 be used in disciplines other than atmospheric science.
A fourth design goal is extensibility. By this we mean
permitting the addition of new data feeds, new data
decoder progrmns, and new kinds of processing for individual data products. From the configuration file, arbitnrry progrmns may be invoked from the LDM server to
decode p£rrticulm classes of data products in flexible
ways. This kind of extensibility is necessary because
each university site has different resemch interests and
must be able to customize m1d extend the way data products £rre captured m1d processed.
These general goals me supplemented by specific goals
and constraints of the version 4 release:
• To enhance portability by using a layered,
standards-based approach. This requires the
use of the most generally applicable (abstract)
interface from the following choices: ANSI C,
POSIX.1, ONC RPC 4.0, and BSD sockets.
• To support functional backwmd compatibility
with LDM version 3. This means that £mything
a site could do with version 3 Cell be done with
version 4. Additionally, version 3 clients may
interoperate with version 4 servers. (We also
later added means for the new ingest clients to
be built compatibly with version 3 servers.)
• To include protocols for handling 1£rrge products.
• To include (new) protocols and facilities for
event-driven data dissemination and notification, to be used for Internet data dissemination
cmd external decoders.
• To support distributed error logging. A new
interface library allows more manageable logging in a distributed system (via the syslogd(8)
interface).

3. LDM Protocols
The operation of the LDM progrmns are best understood
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in terms of the basic data product abstraction cu1d the client-server protocols used for communication mnong the
LDM programs. We describe here the most imp01tant
protocols; some additional protocols for notification and
database access cffe further described in Unidata Program Center (1993).

3.1 The Product Abstraction
The atomic unit of data in the LDM system is referred to
as a product. The body or data portion of a product is
simply a counted array of bytes. The LDM software
does not look at or modify the data portion of a product.
Products have nmnes, which we call product identifiers.
These identifiers are simply strings that may be up 255
chcu-acters long. No conventions or standm·ds in the format of these identifiers cffe required by the softw£u-e, but
the v£rrious data sources have established conventions.
For the purposes of coarse discrimination, we require
that each product has an associated feed type. The feed
type is cm enumerated type that tells us something about
how to interpret the identifier £md the data. For example,
if a product has feed type WMO, we would expect the
identifier to resemble the "abbreviated heading" of a
WMO format message, as described in World Meteorological Organization (1986). The current implementation interprets the feed type as an integer mask, so, we
£rre limited to 31 feed types. About half of these are currently assigned. The LDM prognuns must be recompiled when a new feed type is added.
The product identifier cmd feed type control a product's
routing through the distributed system. They cffe generated at the point where data enters the system. Some
other fields, such as a time stmnp, sequence number, £md
name of the originating system, <rre also generated at
this point and go along for the ride.

3.2 Servers and Clients; Sources and Sinks
In a distributed system, cooperating processes must
agree on a point at which to initially establish communication. We refer to this as a rendezvous. The exact form
£md content of this rendezvous depend upon the type of
communication. In the Internet domain, a rendezvous is
typically a triple consisting of cm IP address representing a machine on the network, a protocol (TCP, UDP, or
... ), and cm IP port. In the ONC RPC scheme, this rendezvous is abstracted via a layer of indirection. We use
the host name (a string), an RPC program number, £md
cm RPC version number as the rendezvous.
For clarity, the term server is used for a process that
owns a rendezvous, is awaiting connections on that
communications portal, and is able to provide some service. The term client is used for a process that attempts
to request a service from some server. Cooperating pro-

cesses may exchange these roles over the lifetime of
their interaction, sometimes acting as clients and sometimes acting as servers.
In the context of the LDM, we use the tenn data source
to talk about a process that is providing data to the system, irrespective of whether it is a client or a server in
the above sense. When a process is the recipient of data,
we say it is a data sink. A given process may be a be
receiving products and then redistributing them to others, so it would be both a data sink and a data source.
We say data flows "downstremn" from data sources to
data sinks.
Given this terminology, we may now discuss some of
the protocols used for data dissemination. First we will
describe the protocols used to establish v<rrious source/
sink relationships and then we will describe the data
transfer protocols.

3.3 Data Source Sign On: HIYA
When a process wishes to initiate data transfer as a data
source, it acts as a client using the HIYA call. This call
contains the name of the machine making the call (host
mune) <md a feed type specifying the type of data it can
send. Ingesters that capture data or provide an interface
from some external data source (e.g., <m instrument or
forecast model) would use this call on stmt-up.
The server replies with a feed type, a pattern, and <m
(optional) rendezvous reference.
If the rendezvous reference is specified, the server is
directing the data source to open and send its data over a
different RPC connection, described by the rendezvous.
In this way a well-known server may broker for other,
more specialized servers. If the returned rendezvous reference is null (the usual case), this means the current
connection should be used.

HIYA~
pattern,
rendezvous

sink

~data~
Figure 1. Source signs on with sink

The other information in the response advises the data
source what data the server is willing to accept from the
source. The data source should use this information as
selection criteria for transmission. In particul<rr, if the
feed type in the reply is NONE (0), the server isn't inter-

ested in getting any subset of what this data source has
offered. If the intersection of the feed type set available
at the sink <md the feed type set accepted in the reply is
non-empty, then the pattern is used as a further selection
criterion. The pattern string is a "full regul<rr expression," a commonly used notation for defining sets of
strings. Only products whose identifiers match the pattern should be sent. The full regulm expression pattern
syntax used here (and throughout the LDM) is the smne
as that used by the UNIX utility egrep( l ).

3.4 Data sink sign on: F EEDME
When a process wishes to announce its desire to receive
data, it acts as a client making a FEEDME request. (For
the source of this protocol nmne, see Oz, 1986.) The triple used as a HIYA response above-feed type, pattern
<md rendezvous reference-me the mguments to this call. In this case, however, the rendezvous reference is
usually not null. The ch<mnel used to make the request
<md the one where we wish the data sent are usually different.
The response to this request is simply <m integer status,
indicating whether or not the upstream server is willing
and able to comply. If so, the upstremn server will create
a table entry containing the information in the request.
Later, if it receives a product that matches the feed type
<md pattern specification given in the FEEDME request,
the upstremn server makes the appropriate client calls to
transfer the product to another server identified by the
rendezvous.

FEED ME

___rrattern, rendezvou~

~~

ack

~~

~data~
Figure 2. Sink requests feed from source

Multiple identical FEEDME requests should not create
multiple table entries in the upstream server, so a potential data sink may poll with no ill effects. Changes to the
feed type or pattern may simply alter the table entry.
However, the feed type NONE is special here. Receipt
of a FEEDME request with a feed type of NONE is to
be interpreted as a request for a clean disconnect, i.e.,
"STOP feeding me".
The current LDM release supports a simple access control mech<mism based on host nmnes, feed types, and
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patterns. For a given downstremn host (as detennined by
the host mune), an LDM server will send only pro~ucts
in the intersection of the set specified by a (feed type,
pattern) pair m1d the corresponding set specified in a
FEED!vfE request. Of course, if no access control information has been entered for the host that sends a
FEED!vfE request, nothing will be sent.

3.5 Event-Driven Data Transfer
The data sources are always clients. This seems confusing when we think of the data as "the service." It makes
more sense when we think of the service as being, "here,
you deal with this data." The data sources are eventdriven. If there are no data available, nothing happens.
When a data product becomes available, a data source
scm1s through a table of (feed type, pattern, rendezvous)
t1iples looking for matches. If the feed type and pattern
match, the product is sent to a server represented by the
rendezvous.
There <ue two mechanisms for shipping data products.
Reasonably sized products are sent with a single
HEREIS call. The only m·gument to this is the product
structure, <md the call does not wait for a return. This
me<ms that no synchronization between data source and
data sink is necessary between products. A reliable
transport such as TCP is used, so no confinnation of
receipt is required. (Transmission errors are reported as
system call e1rnrs in the lower layers.)
Since we are using a reliable tnmsport, we could use the
HEREIS call to ship a data product of arbitrary size.
However, the current server technology is singlethreaded m1d this would prevent a server from processing requests from other clients during the entire time of
product transmission. To avoid this problem, we break
up the transmission of a large product into several protocol requests.
For large products, we first send the non-data pmts of
the product structure, along with an abbreviated numeric
identifier, in a COMINGSOON call. This information
includes the total length of the product, so that the
downstremn server can set up structures to track the
progress of the tnmsfer. Then, a sequence of BLKDATA
calls is made until all the product is sent. Each BLKDATA call contains only data and the numeric identifier
for tracking. A downstream server may see these
requests interleaved with requests from other clients.
The downstream server must maintain enough state to
reconstruct each large product from its pieces.

3.6 Comparison with other protocols
It is important to note that LDM data connections are
persistent. That is to say, a data connection, once established, is used for all data transfers so long as the net-
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work and communicating peers m·e up. This is in
contrast to, say, FTP (File Transfer Protocol), where a
new data connection is made for each file tnmsfer. This
design decision is justified by the typical pattern of
transfers seen with the existing feeds: huge numbers of
relatively small products. For larger products, the extra
overhead of connection establishment would be less significm1t. The trade-off here is that a given LDM data
source process is constrained by the operating system
limit on open I/O descriptors in the number of downstream hosts it can supply. In practice, other constraints
such as network bandwidth and latency limit the number
of downstremn servers that c<m be supplied by an
upstream server long before the server runs out of
descriptors for open connections.

4. Connecting Other Programs to the LDM
We saw above how the protocol uses pattern matching
to set up routing of products in the distributed system.
Pattern matching is also used in determining the fate of
each product, once it has reached a destination server.
The feed type is used for coarse product discrimination,
<md pattern matching on product identifiers determines
what happens to each product, that is which of a set of
general actions are applied to the product. A product
identifier may match multiple patterns, and hence multiple actions may be applied to it. A pattern may be used
to mark parts of a product identifier for use in the associated action. The actions supported include filing products for later scheduled decoding or for direct use,
decoding products as they mrive, adding products to a
database for quick retrieval by applications, or executing arbitrary programs on the arrival of selected products, e.g., mailing local severe weather warnings to
users.
The LDM server we supply uses a configuration file to
set up the table of patterns and associated actions for
products. This file is human-readable and editable. It
contains a list of pattern-action entries. The pattern is a
(feed type, regular expression) pair as in the HEREIS
reply <md FEED!vfE request above. The actions include
FILE and PIPE.
The FILE action simply directs the server to write
matching products into the file system. The action
requires one argument: the nmne of the file where data
are to be written. The nmne argument may be synthesized from parts of the product identifier matched by the
regular expression. There are other optional arguments
to control whether the product is appended to the file or
overwrites it.
The PIPE action directs the server to start up a subprocess (or use <m existing subprocess that is already run-

ning) whose "standard input" stream is connected to the
LDM server by a "pipe." Matching products are sent to
the subprocess over the pipe. In this way, arbitrary programs such as data decoders may be invoked on data
products before writing the converted products to disk
in a form convenient for use by applications.
Previous versions of the LDM server contained actions
that were decoders for specific types of data, such as a
GRIB action. The new system puts this kind of processing into simple external progrmns that read from standard input :md ::rre connected to the LDM using the PIPE
action. We are effectively placing ::my processing that
has or needs specific knowledge of data formats below
the product level outside of the LDM server. This design
decision increases modularity, maintainability, ::md flexibility. It makes it much easier to add new or modified
decoders. We provide an exmnple of such a decoder in
gribtonc 3 , a GRIB-to-netCDF decoder for product5
appearing on the High-resolution Data Service of the
NWS Family of Services.
A limitation of the PIPE decoder is that information
available in the product data structure but not available
in the data itself is lost. For exmnple, a decoder for
WMO format data might need to use the arrival time
field of the product data structure to dismn biguate the
DDHHMM time in the WMO header. An alternative
approach to decoding involves writing specialized datasink LDM applications that sign onto the system and
register their willingness to h::mdle a specific kind of
data. Such a program receives a sequence of structured
LDM products instead of a stream of bytes and thus has
access to all the ancillary information. We include in the
release some smnple progrmns to demonstrate how this
is accomplished.

5. Internet Data Distribution
Unidata is currently participating in a prototype Internet
Data Distribution network that is using a set of widely
dispersed cooperating Unidata LDM servers :md ingesters to supply the NWS Family of Services data to universities over the Internet. We ultimately hope to use
such a network to make available all of the data currently broadcast over a satellite link, as well as other
kinds of data for which satellite broadcast is not now
practical. The advantages of using networks for data
transport include the potential for increased reliability
(e.g., no outages caused by solar occultations or blownover satellite dishes.), the possibility of making more
kinds of data available from diverse sources, and the
promise of supplying the data to locations that are not
3. Available via anonymous FTP in the compressed tar file pub/decoders.tar.Z from ftp.unidata.ucar.edu.

now able to receive the satellite broadcasts.
For a more detailed discussion of the Internet Data Distribution project, see Domenico, et al. (1994).

6. Limitations of the Current Design
The current design has some known limitations that we
intend to address in the next version of the LDM, ::md
we may discover additional unanticipated problems in
the course of testing a wider deployment of the cuITent
design.
One problem with use of the cuITent design for network
data distribution is what we characterize as the "slowlink problem." If an upstremn server is feeding multiple
downstremn data sinks and one of the data sinks has a
congested network connection or is slow in h<mdling the
data, the other sinks may ultimately suffer data loss, ::md
the problem may eventually back up to servers further
upstream. We have attempted to deal with this problem
in the current design with appropriate time-outs <md a
consistent use of non-blocking I/O with lm·ge buffers,
but there are still conditions involving congested networks and high data rates under which we know the system will fail. We believe that the current LDM design
will be adequate for reliable data delivery at the current
data rates seen in the NWS Family of Services. One goal
of the Internet Data Distribution tests now under way is
to rigorously test this belief.
The current system c::m deal with limited outages of
servers, hosts, ::md networks, but recovery of data lost
during an outage must be h::mdled manually, by requesting missed data from an archive site. The design of the
next version of the LDM supports short-term archives of
data products ::md product inventories that will make retrospective data access and automatic recovery from
short outages practical.
Scalability is an issue for other p::muneters besides data
rates. Although the new LDM is designed to be a practical solution for a reasonable range of kinds of data products, sizes, and configurations, limitations exist for number of distinct feed types, number of pattern-action lines
in a configuration file, number of connections possible
to upstremn <md downstremn sources :md sinks, <md
ability to handle a very l::rrge products.

7. Conclusion
Previous versions of the LDM system have proved successful in delivering atmospheric data in near real-time
to colleges ::md universities for use in education <md
research. The latest design has eliminated some problems <md constraints in earlier designs, and added the
flexibility needed for network data distribution ::md for
supporting external decoders. Although the new LDM
10TH llPS
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version has some recognized limitations, it is already in
widespread use, and appears to have met our design
goals.
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INTERACTIVE DISPLAY OF OKLAHOMA MESONET DATA FOR PUBLIC SERVICE AGENCIES

Dale A. Morris
Oklahoma Climatological Survey
Norman, Oklahoma 73019-0628

1. INTRODUCTION
The Oklahoma Mesonet collects and distributes
environmental observations from an automated array of
111 field stations that report more than 13 parameters
every 15 minutes (Elliott et al., 1992). Because Mesonet
information can return a high dividend to the Oklahoma
economy when properly applied (Crawford et al., 1992),
the Mesonet project has invested a great effort to
provide efficient means for end-users to acquire and
display Mesonet data. Thus, a goal of the Mesonet is
to "provide an efficient, cost-effective mechanism to
share network data with a host of federal, state, and
local government users (including public and private
schools)" (Brock et al., 1993). To accomplish this goal,
several data dissemination systems have been
established, and custom display software (WxScope-pronounced "Weather Scope") has been developed.
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE OKLAHOMA
MESONET SYSTEM
The 111 weather stations in the Mesonet are
situated such that at least one site is located in each of
Oklahoma's 77 counties (Shafer et al., 1993). Each site
contains a 10 m tower, a suite of instruments, a data
logger, solar panels, a battery, and a VHF radio. Every
Mesonet site measures air temperature, relative
humidity, wind speed and direction at 1O m, rainfall,
solar radiation, station pressure, and several soil
temperatures. Some sites, however, also measure one
or more of the following "supplemental" parameters: air
temperature at 9 m, wind speed at 2 m, leaf wetness,
and additional soil temperatures (Brock et al., 1993).
Every parameter except leaf wetness and the soil
temperatures are averaged for five minute periods; the
other parameters are averaged over 15 minute
intervals.
Every 15 minutes, each site relays its
observations (3 sets of five minute averages and one
fifteen minute average to the nearest OLETS
(Oklahoma Law Enforcement Telecommunications
System) installation (Crawford and Long, 1993). The
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data are ingested from this two-way radio link into the
OLETS computer network. The data then moves
through the OLETS system to a base-station computer
housed at the Oklahoma Climatological Survey (OCS)
in Norman.
The base station performs quality assurance
tests on the data, maintains a permanent archive of the
Several
data, and distributes the data to users.
dissemination systems have been developed based
upon the type and frequency of data required by the
users. Private users, the media, agricultural interests,
and public and private schools receive data via a
bulletin board system (BBS; Crawford et al., 1993) .
Other users including the Oklahoma City National
Weather Service (NWS) Forecast Office, the National
Severe Storms Laboratory (NSSL}, the NWS River
Forecast Center (RFC) in Tulsa, and the Oklahoma
Department of Transportation (ODOT) receive a direct
feed via an Internet link (McPherson and Crawford,
1993). Finally, OLETS agencies obtain data directly
from the OCS node on their network.
3. DESIGN OF WXSCOPE
Anticipated users of Meson et data have a wide
range of applications, which range from low-end to highend use. The Mesonet Project has been sensitive to
low-end users who only have personal computers with
limited capabilities. It has therefore developed custom
visualization software designed to accept files directly
from the BBS.
Several requirements were established to
guide the design of WxScope and are detailed by
McPherson and McPherson (1993).
In particular,
versions of the software have to be available for both
Macintosh and IBM-PC compatible computers. Both
versions of the software must have similar user
interfaces, which should be intuitive and "friendly". The
package must be integrated (i.e ., containing the graphic
display, file management features, and eventually,
communications in one application). Another goal was
for the application to be intelligent, keeping the user's
decision-making to a minimum.
Finally, the DOS
version should run on at least a 286 machine with VGA
or higher graphics. Since many public sector agencies
use IBM-compatible machines, this paper focuses on
the DOS version of WxScope.
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WxScope is a package capable of displaying
maps, graphs, and text-based products. It is totally
menu driven and uses a graphical user interface (GUI),
including windows, radio buttons, and pop-up menus.
The WxScope map display allows a user to make a
synoptic plot of the data, which can be raw Mesonet
observations, computed products, or analyzed fields for
contour and/or vector plots.
McPherson and
McPherson ( 1993) give examples of the types of
products WxScope can display. The Graph feature of
WxScope gives users the option to view a time series
of Mesonet data, while the text feature shows Mesonet
observations in tabular form. Additionally, special text
products, such as NWS forecasts and observations, can
be displayed.
The DOS version of WxScope was developed
using Visual Basic for DOS 1 . This package provides an
easy-to-use GUI with keyboard equivalents, since some
DOS users prefer not to use a mouse. Visual Basic
also provides the capability to later port the package to
the Microsoft Windows environment.
4. APPLICATION OF WXSCOPE FOR PUBLIC
SERVICE AGENCIES
Even though the Mesonet has been operating
in a "beta-test" phase with only parts of the network
functioning during the past year, several events have
occurred that demonstrate the potential of Mesonet data
for public service agencies and of WxScope for
visualizing these applications. This section describes
these cases and their applications in operational
meteorology,
agriculture,
and
emergency
managemenUdecision making.
4.1 Progression of a warm front.
On February 20, 1993, a snow pack covered
much of southern Kansas and northwestern Oklahoma.
Shellberg et al. ( 1993a) provides the synoptic details of
a warm front that attempted to progress northward over
western Oklahoma. A map of surface observations
from the Federal network at 2200 UTC (Fig. 1) locates
the warm front extending from between GAG and DOC
eastward to between PNC and ICT to near BVO and on
into Arkansas. There was also a strong cold front in
eastern Colorado and western Kansas. Based upon
this information, the NWS forecast called for low
temperatures in northwest Oklahoma to be in the upper
30's to near 40°F (2 to 4.5°C) with westerly winds.
However, an analysis of a WxScope map product at
2200 UTC (Fig. 2) reveals that the warm front had not

yet passed the CHER and ALVA Mesonet sites. Surely
access to the Mesonet data would have resulted in a
more accurate forecast for these two locations.
4.2 Mesonet detection of a well-defined wind shift.
On the morning of April 12, 1993, a strong cold
front was located from the northern Texas Panhandle
across far northern Oklahoma into southern Missouri
(Shellberg et al., 1993a). This transition zone of cooler
temperatures and strong, gusty winds began to move
southward during the afternoon.
On this particular day, a farmer began a controlled burn of his pasture located near Breckinridge in
Garfield County. Real-time Mesonet data for the area
was unavailable at this time, and a burn permit was
issued. Fig. 3 shows a WxScope plot centered on
Garfield County with U.S. highways and the farm
location superimposed. Unfortunately, an unexpected
wind shift occurred at the farm which caused the fire to
burn out of control, engulfing 170 bales of hay. The
smoke plume from the fire drifted across U.S. Highway
412 and led to a 13-car pileup. The collisions, resulting
in two fatalities, are the subject of current litigation
(McPherson and Crawford, 1993; Shellberg et al.,
1993a). Real-time access to Mesonet data in the future
could result in the postponing of controlled burns, or the
best possible response by the Oklahoma Highway
Patrol.
4.3 Application of soil temperatures for planting cotton.
Cotton is planted near Altus in southwest
Oklahoma and near Mineo in central Oklahoma. The
soil is ready for planting when the average daily soil
temperature at 10 cm is greater than 15°C (60°F; G.
Cuperus, pers. comm.). A time series plot of the
average daily soil temperatures under natural sod at a
depth of 10 cm for the Mesonet sites at Mineo (the
northernmost site in Grady County) and Altus (the only
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Figure 1. Surface map from February 20, 1993 at
2200 UTC from NWS SA observations. Station
model plot uses metric units and follows conventional
plotting model.
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were ready for planting on April 18, while areas near
Mineo in central sections of the state were not. By
examining a plot similar to Fig. 5, a grower or extension
agent can easily determine which areas are ready for
planting.

1 9 9 3 A\/ERAGE DAILY SOIL TEMPERAlURES
Natural Sod

25

---- -- -- ------- ----------- - ----- -

4.4 Central Oklahoma Flood of May 9. 1993
Copious amounts of rain fell on central
Oklahoma during the weekend of May 7-9 , 1993
(Shellberg et al., 1993b). Several deaths and much
property damage resulted from the severe floods
(FEMA, 1993). Typically the only rainfall data available
to civil emergency management personnel are the
regular NWS surface reports and the NWS cooperative
observer reports. The cooperative observer network is
fairly dense, but the reports are not received in real-time
or near real-time . However, the Mesonet reports the
accumulated rainfall since 00 UTC every 15 minutes.
Also, products are being developed which will report the
accumulated rainfall for specific time intervals (e.g., 3
hourly accumulation , 6 hourly accumulation, etc.) .
The storm total precipitation map for this flood
event (Fig . 6) was generated using WxScope. The
difference between the precipitation amounts from a
Mesonet station and the nearest cooperative observer
station (Table 1) were produced as well. Overall, the
two precipitation fields compare favorably with the
Mesonet usually underestimating the rainfall, which is
typical of tipping-bucket raingages . Several Mesonet
sites and cooperative observer sites are on the same
property, and the largest differences were obtained
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Figure 4 . Average daily soil temperatures for Mineo
(solid) and Altus (dashed) for April 1993. Vertical
lines indicate when the critical temperature for cotton
had been reached.

site in Jackson County; Fig. 4) indicates the times when
the soil at each site became ready for planting cotton .
A cold front passed through Oklahoma on April 13,
causing the soil temperatures to dip below 15°C during
the period from April 14 through April 17. A WxScope
map of the average daily soil temperature under sod at
1O cm for April 18 (Fig . 5) indicates that areas in
southwest Oklahoma in Tillman and Jackson counties
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-27.43
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BUFFALO
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-20.32
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WICHITA MT WLR

14.24

-30.48
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12.10

-25.15
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UNION CITY 1 SE

11.65

11.18

GAMA
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14.53

0.76
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8.88

-1.02
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OKEM
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7.37
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5.23

-2.54
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11.42

-67.06

GUTH

GUTHRIE

4.56

-0.25

STIL

STILLWATER 2 W

0.00

4.57

HINT

LOOKEBA 2 ENE

18.19

-49.02
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FREDERICK

12.08

-8.89
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KETCHUM RANCH

1.27

-8.38
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WALTERS
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40.64

KING

KINGFISHER 2 SE

3.42

9.65
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PURCELL 5 SW

7.98

-12.45
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VANCE AFB

19.39

-69.60

WEAT
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6.80

-13.72

MANG

MANGUM RES STA

0.00

-0.25

WOOD

WOODWARD

1.82

-2.29

Table 1. Comparison between Mesonet and Cooperative Observer rainfall for the May 7-9, 1993 flood event.
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when the dista-rn;e between the Mesonet site and the
nearest cooperative observer site was large, a result
that is not unexpected when one considers that rainfall
from convective storms is highly variable on small
Thus , the improved temporal
spatial
scales.
resolution of the Mesonet data and its availability in real
time presents a windfall for the operational hydrologist
and for emergency management agencies.
5. CONCLUSION
To meet its goal of efficient data dissemination
to local, state, and federal government agencies, the
Oklahoma Mesonet has developed a custom
visualization software package .
The package is
designed to accept files directly from the various data
distribution systems employed by the Mesonet. The
application is user-friendly and represents an intelligent
use of new information technology.
Several examples have been shown to
illustrate the use of the software and of Mesonet data
for applications in emergency management, agriculture,
and operational meteorology.
With the proper
application of Mesonet data, the Oklahoma economy
can easily reap direct benefits into the tens of millions
of dollars each year, a figure well in excess of the initial
capital investment to fund the deployment of the
Meson et.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The National Oceanic and
Atmospheric
Administration
(NOAA) , National Environmental
Satellite Data and Information
Service (NESDIS) is responsible
for
the
production
and
scientific
integrity
of
environmental
products
from
instrumentation onboard polar
orbiting
and
geostationary
satellites. The following paper
describes
scientific
applications
using
the
Environmental Data and Graphics
Evaluation (EDGE) system (Brown,
1991) in support of operational
atmospheric sounding products
from
NOAA
and
Defense
Meteorological Satellite Program
(DMSP)
polar
orbiting
satellites. EDGE was developed
at
NESDIS
for
the
primary
purpose
of
monitoring
and
evaluating
operational
soundings, but is also used to
support non-sounding products as
well.
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Tony
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2.

EDGE SYSTEM COMPONENTS

The EDGE system consists of
three
principle
system
components which support the
operational
monitoring
and
evaluation of sounding products
data resident on the NOAA/NESDIS
mainframe computer at Suitland,
Md.
These are ref erred to as
the Imaging System (IS) , the
Profile Display (PDISP) system,
and Vertical-accuracy Statistics
(VSTAT)
system.
Either
independently or in unison, the
EDGE system components provide a
thorough analytical capability
to
monitor
key
system
and
scientific data for validating
operational sounding products.
The IS provides horizontal
fields
of
orbital
data
parameters
stored
on
operational sounding products
files.
The satellites, time
periods, regions and parameters
to view are input by the user.
Automatic generation of images
for selected parameters from
each operational satellite is
also provided on a daily basis
for
routine
operational
monitoring. The latest version
of the IS (Version-4) provides
horizontal fields corresponding
to a sequential display of fullresolution
orbital
products.
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Such fields are most useful for
displaying global products data
at selected atmospheric levels
in order to ascertain overall
products quality.
Areas of
interest or concern as discerned
in
the
global
view(s)
of
products
can
be
further
investigated
using
regional
display, color enhancement, and
field differencing capabilities.
The PDISP system provides
the
display
of
individual
collocated
radiosonde
and
satellite observations.
The
system
is
integrated
into
NESDIS operational procedures
which collect and store such
data in support of the NOAA and
DMSP sounding products.
The
PDISP system is supported by
methods
to
consolidate
the
collocations from each satellite
into one database.
Thus, a
multi-match
file
containing
individual
radiosondes
collocated
with
observations
from
up
to
four
different
satellites can be viewed.
The
data viewed are the temperature
and moisture profiles comprising
the radiosonde and retrieved
satellite data.
In addition,
the first guess profiles from
the satellite data, and vertical
profiles of selected weather
forecast and analysis data from
the
National
Meteorological
Center can also be viewed.
The PDISP system includes
the capability of displaying the
global
distribution
of
the
collocations
available
for
viewing.
If desired, the user
can
select
the
geographic
region(s) and/or time periods of
the collocations for viewing. A
file containing the selected
subset
of
collocations
is
automatically
created.
As
illustrated in the next section,
this capability combined with
144
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the IS enhances the scientific
evaluation strength of EDGE.
The third system component
of EDGE is the VSTAT system.
Similar to PDISP, the system is
integrated into the operational
support systems which collect
collocations. However, instead
of staging the collocations for
viewing, the VSTAT system is
supported
by
procedures
to
compute vertical statistics of
the differences
between the
radiosonde and satellite based
products.
Mean,
standard
deviation and root-mean-square
(rms)
statistics
of
the
differences are computed. Such
statistics are
used by NESDIS
to
routinely
monitoring
satellite products
accuracy,
and provide an important tool
for
evaluating
proposed
scientific upgrades. Procedures
to screen the collocations prior
to computing statistics
are
included (Reale, 1989).
The
VSTAT
system
displays
the
accuracy statistics for selected
satellites, regions and sounding
types. Automatic generation of
statistics for each operational
satellite is done on a weekly
basis
to
support
routine
operational monitoring.
3.

SCIENTIFIC APPLICATIONS

Two examples of scientific
applications
using
EDGE
are
provided.
The first example
shows the interaction of the IS
and
PDISP
capabilities
to
identify an area of interest
and a corresponding satellite
and radiosonde collocation for
evaluation. The second example
demonstrates the use of the
VSTAT system to evaluate a
proposed upgrade to operational
soundings.

Figure 1 shows a regional
horizontal field of radiometric
temperatures from channel 12 of
the
High-resolution
Infrared
Radiation Sounder (HIRS) onboard
the NOAA-11 satellite.
The
field is a composite of three
orbits from approximately 14Z to
18Z on September 6, 1993.
The
region displayed is the South
Atlantic Ocean west of Africa.
Normally, a color depiction of
this data is available, but
these were converted to gray
shades for this report.
The
gray shade scale is shown below,
with
the
lighter
shades
indicating cold and/or cloudy
conditions,
and
the
darker
shades warm values.
The HIRS
channel
12
has
a
central
wavelength of 6.7 microns and is
highly sensitive to atmospheric
moisture.
The high values for
channel 12 observed to the west
of Africa, in the vicinity of
St. Helena, suggest an extremely
dry, cloud-free air mass.
Regions depicting anomalous
moisture features have recently
become an area of concern to
NESDIS
scientists
based
on
feedback from users of NESDIS
sounding products.
However,
such features, particularly when
observed
in
remote
oceanic
regions have been difficult to
study.
In this case however,
collocated
radiosonde
and
satellite
observations
were
available
for
verification.
Figure 2 illustrates the global
geographic distribution of the
collocations
available
on
September 6, 1993.
The box
indicates
a
collocation
is
available from st. Helena at the
core of the warmest HIRS channel
12 values as indicated in Fig 1.
Vertical
plots
of
the
collocated observations from St.
Helena island are illustrated in

Fig 3. Shown are the radiosonde
(thick plots) and the satellite
sounding (thin plots) profiles.
Temperatures are indicated as
solid lines and moisture (or dew
point temperatures)
are the
dashed lines.
Below the plots
is annotation indicating the
location
and
time
of
the
radiosonde
and
satellite
profiles (note that the time
difference is 5 hours) .
The above observations are
interesting for several reasons.
First they represent valuable
observations
consisting
of
radiosonde (ground truth) and
satellite observations
in a
remote, oceanic reg ion. Second,
they
correspond
to
an
interesting
meteorological
feature, in this case dry air,
which is current concern at
NESDIS. Third, they verify both
a strength and a weakness _in the
NESDIS sounding products.
As
can be seen,
the
satellite
temperature
sounding
agrees
quite
closely
with
the
radiosonde, but the satellite
moisture sounding appears to be
too moist (well to the right of
the radiosonde in the lower
layer).
In addition a problem
not
anticipated
is
also
observed.
As indicated in the
annotation below Fig 3, the
satellite
sounding
type
is
cloudy, whereas the prevailing
atmospheric
conditions
as
indicated in Fig 1, and by the
radiosonde in Fig 3, appear to
be
cloud-free.
This
unanticipated problem is likely
responsible
for
the
poor
satellite moisture sounding.
A second example of the use
of EDGE is shown in Fig 4 which
illustrates plots of vertical
accuracy statistics based on
differences over an ensemble of
collocated radiosonde and
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Figure 4.
Mean (left) and rms
(right)
accuracy
statistics
comparing Operational
(solid)
and Test (dash) systems for DMSP
soundings.

satellite observations.
The
plots correspond to differences
for
the
current Operational
(solid)
and a Test (dashed)
sounding system for DMSP.
The
mean (two left plots) and rms
(two right plots) differencesfor
each system are plotted for
atmospheric pressure levels from
1000 hPa to 10 hPa (left axis).
The sample size for each level
is indicated on the right axis.
Using EDGE guarantees that the
radiosondes
used to
compile
accuracy
statistics
are
identical for each system, an
important
requirement
for
a
proper evaluation.
The user
selects the latitude region and
time period using the EDGE
menus. In this case, statistics
from the Tropics ( 3 ON to 3 OS)
for a
seven day period in
September, 1993 are shown. The
results
show
an
overall
reduction in the mean difference
for the test system (closer to
zero), although slightly higher
rms differences are observed.
The evaluation of such plots for
all global regions and over time
are important criteria which
guide the NESDIS
scientists
concerning a pending upgrade of
the DMSP operation.
4.
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SUMMARY

The
EDGE
system
is
currently used to monitor and
evaluate
operational
environmental products generated
by
NESDIS.
Scientific
applications
using
EDGE
on
NESDIS
and
DMSP
sounding
products
are
presented.
Examples combining the EDGE IS
and PDISP system components to
determine error characteristics
of sounding products in remote
oceanic regions are shown.
An
example of using the EDGE VSTAT
system to evaluate a scientific
upgrade is also shown.
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AN ARCHIVE OF DIGITAL DATA
FROM THE DEFENSE METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE PROGRAM (DMSP)
Herbert W. Kroehl
NOAA National Geophysical Data Center, Boulder
Greg R. Scharfen
National Snow and Ice Data Center
University of Colorado/CIRES, Boulder
Edwin S. Arrance
USAF Air Weatl1er Service, Los Angeles
Steven J. Goodman
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1. INTRODUCTION
Polar-orbiting environmental satellites offer global
coverage on a more-than-once-daily basis, acquiring vast
arrays of information in many parts of tl1e
electromagnetic spectrum which are used in important
operational and retrospective applications.
Data
collected by these satellites are used routinely to
forecast weather, and monitor soil moisture, vegetative
activity, fisheries, floating sea ice, snow cover and
electromagnetic conditions, in the near-earth space
environment.
There are two principal polar-orbiting satellite
systems operated by the United States for environmental
monitoring, the NOAA TIROS series system, and tl1e
Department of Defense DMSP system. Though both
systems have been operated since tl1e 1960s, the NOAA
system historically has had more widespread use in tl1e
civilian sector. Each system has different capabilities
and characteristics. Data from both are extremely
valuable. Over tl1e years the different capabilities and
the complimentary qualities has led to a sharing of the
data by the various agencies that require operational
satellite information.
The operational emphasis of the DMSP system and
the expense of saving so much data routinely has often
limited the usage of these data beyond the 'operational'
time frame. Data were sometimes saved only in 'hardcopy' analog format which limited their use by scientists
who needed quantitative information. Some data were
saved but only as a single data set without coincident
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coverage by otl1er sensors. Other data were saved
without adequate systems to provide efficient access to
them, or not saved at all.
The principal DMSP data set that has been saved in
digital form for retrospective use and analysis is the
passive microwave data from the Special Sensor
Microwave Imager (SSM/I) instrument. These data are
transferred over the joint Department of Defense and
Department of Commerce Shared Processing Network,
and then archived at NOAA/National Environmental
Satellite, Data and Information Service/National
Climatic Data Center/Satellite Data Services Division.
Recently, a team of scientists and data managers
from NOAA' s National Geophysical Data Center
(NGDC), the U.S. Air Force, NASA and the National
Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) designed a program
to acquire, archive and disseminate all of the DMSP
data for use by the research community. The purpose of
tl1is program is to collect visible and infrared images of
clouds and other meteorological and solar geophysical
features. For the first time, all of the DMSP data will
be available from one source in digital form, and in a
way that will promote image enhancement and multiple
usage. This paper describes the effort to acquire and
archive digital DMSP data for tl1e retrospective research
community.
2. DESIGN RATIONALE
The value of DMSP data for research applications
outside the operational arena has been recognized for
many years. In fact the unique qualities of DMSP data
have resulted in a history of archival efforts for these
data. The provision of these DMSP data sets to the
research community has been made possible tl1rough a
series of agreements between the DOD/USAF and
NOAA (see following paper for a description of tl1ese

programs). Unfortunately, most of these efforts were
aimed at selected data sets and were limited by available
resources.
Upgrades to the operational environment at the Air
Force Global Weather Central (AFGWC) and other
DOD DMSP facilities, and advances in data storage
access technology, now permit the complete DMSP data
stream to be archived in a way that addresses the
multisensor, multidisciplinary and quantitative nature of
modem research in the meteorological, oceanographic
and solar geophysical sciences. High density 8 mm
helical scan storage media enable this to be done
economically and efficiently. The intent of the effort to
create a national archive of DMSP data is to provide
these data for a broad range of applications by users
with all levels of technical ability working in academic
and government institutions and private industry.

direction.
This instrument provides temperature
soundings through the atmosphere, especially important
in remote areas where traditional radiosonde temperature
soundings are not possible.
SSM/T-2: The SSM/T-2 water vapor profiler is
very similar in design to the SSM/T, but is used to
derive water vapor profiles at 28 scene stations across
the swath.
SSJ14: The Precipitating Electron Spectrometer
(SSJ/4) is an instrument which detects energetic
electrons associated with auroral events.
SSI/ES: The Ionospheric Plasma Drift/Scintillation
Meter measures electron density and temperature, and
ion mass and temperature at spacecraft altitude for use
in calculating vertical electron density profiles.

3. DMSP SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
SENSOR DESCRIPTIONS

Figure 1 shows how data from the DMSP system
will be distributed to users. DMSP data are downloaded
from tape recorders on the satellites to receiving sites
and relayed to AFGWC via communications satellites.
Following decryption, AFGWC copies the data to 8 mm
Exabyte tape cartridges and ships the data to the archive
at NGDC in Boulder. The processing system at NGDC
involves a series of steps to split the data stream into
sensor data sets which are quality controlled. Duplicate
data are deleted, and missing data are flagged or
reconstructed. Reconstruction involves recalculating
information when there are errors in timing values,
synch-code and formats. Data are then placed in proper
time order, calibrated and geolocated. Inventory records
and browse files are generated for each data set. OLS
visible and thermal infrared browse files are created
using averaging and nearest neighbor methods,
respectively. These methods have been reviewed by a
team of scientists, and selected to preserve the integrity
of the original data for the range of applications most
commonly used. The data in the browse are reduced by
a factor of 5 in resolution. Data are processed into
archive formats and backup and working copies are
generated. One backup copy is stored off site, and
working copies are stored at NGDC and NSIDC.
Data are being provided to users via NGDC and
NSIDC depending on the type of request. NGDC' s user
services facility is designed to provide routine copies of
DMSP data (standing orders for one or more sensors on
a regular basis) and also for custom data requests
related to solar geophysical research. NSIDC' s user
services facility specializes in custom data requests
related to the climate/cryosphere system.
This
distinction is meant to be largely transparent to users
since the two facilities are designed to be interoperable
and are physically located close together. NGDC and

AND

The DMSP system consists of a minimum of two
satellites in near-polar (inclination of 98.7 degrees)
sunsynchronus orbits at 825 km altitude. Orbital period
is 102 minutes, and the satellites step around the equator
at 25 degree longitude increments on each successive
orbit. A suite of sensors designed to scan the earth's
surface and atmosphere and near-earth space
environment are mounted on each DMSP satellite. The
spatial and spectral characteristics of the DMSP sensors
included in the archive are given in Table 1.

General descriptions of each sensor follow:
OLS: The Operational Linescan System (OLS)
sensor is the primary data acquisition system on DMSP,
collecting visible and thermal infrared data across a
3000 km swath. OLS data are collected day and night
globally at a resolution of 2.7 km and as 0.6 km.
These data have had widespread use by researchers
studying meteorological and climatological phenomena,
snow m1d ice cover, auroras, lightning occurrence,
natural and manmade fires, and urbanized lighting.
SSM/I: The SSM/I passive microwave radiometer
scans at four frequencies, three of which have both
vertical and horizontal polarizations, gathering data in a
cross-track conical scan approximately 1400 km across.
These data have made possible new techniques for
monitoring various meteorological and cryospheric
phenomena since passive microwaves can be detected
through cloud systems and in darkness.
SSM/T: The SSM/T is a seven-channel passivemicrowave radiometer that collects data in the 50 - 60
GHz region at seven scene substations in the cross-track

4. DATAFLOW
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Table 1. DMSP Digital Data Archive Sensors
Sensor

Description

Wavelength/
Frequency

Nominal
Resolution

Utility

OLS

(Operational Linescan
System)
visible and infrared imager

0.5-0.9 µm *
10.5-12.5µm *

0.6, 2.7 km
0.6, 2.7 km

clouds, snow and ice, city lights,
fires, lightning, aurora

SSM/I

conically scanning
microwave imager

19
22
37
85

25 km
25 km
25 km
12.5 km

ocean surface, wind speed,
surface moisture, water vapor
content, rain, cloud water content,
ice cover

SSM!T

vertically scanning
microwave temperature
sounder

50-60 GHz
(7 channels)

240km
(7 scene
stations)

temperature profiles

vertically scanning
microwave water vapor
profiler

183 GHz
(3 channels)
91 GHz, 150 GHz

60km
(28 scene
stations)

water vapor profiles

SSM!T-2

SSl/ES

ionospheric plasma drift/
scintillation meter

SSJ/4

precipitating electron
spectrometer

GHz
GHz
GHz
GHz

V+H
V
V+H
V+H

NIA

30 eV - 30 KeV

in situ

plasma density, composition,
temperature and velocity

in situ

particle fluxes
"'l'ull width half amp•htude

NSIDC are well suited to provide scientific consultation
that spans the multidisciplinary nature of the suite of
instruments on DMSP since they have both had research
and data management experience with nearly all DMSP
sensors for many years.
Data are provided to users in digital and analog
form. Data are subject to NOAA pricing policy. A
more detailed discussion of user services for this
activity follows in the next paper.
5. APPLICATIONS
DMSP data have wide application in meteorology,
climatology, oceanography, ecology, demography and
cryospheric and solar-geophysical studies. Figure 2
shows an OLS visible-band image of part of eastern
North America at approximately 0200 GMT on the
night of September 25, 1992. The city lights from the
upper mid-west and southern Canada are visible as is
the Aurora Borealis. Figure 3 shows an OLS visibleband image of eastern Canada at approximately 1430
GMT on March 24, 1993. This was an anomalous ice
year in eastern Canada with sea ice extending as far
south as Nova Scotia, obstructing the major shipping
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lanes in the Gulf of St. Lawrence and the Labrador Sea.
The meteorological conditions leading to anomalous sea
ice extent can be seen in this image. The lines of
cumulus 'cloud streets' parallel to the direction of the
wind in the Labrador Sea, are evidence of a cold air
outbreak with off-ice advection.
6. STATUS
Data have been saved to 8 nun tape since March
1992 on an intermittent basis. NGDC and NSIDC
expect to have preliminary user services available
beginning in late 1993. Please contact NGDC or
NSIDC for more information. The following paper
describes the DMSP user services facilities at NGDC
and NSIDC.
7. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
This work was supported in part by NASA grant
NAG 8-882, and NOAA grants NA16RC0208-01 and
NA26GP046 l-01.
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Figure 1. Data flow from DMSP satellites to archive and users.
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Figure 2. OLS visible-band image at 0200 GMT on September 25, 1992.
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Figure 3. OLS visible-band image at 1430 GMT on March 24, 1993.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Remote sensing data from the USAF DMSP system
are an important part of military and civilian operational
weather forecasting and space environment monitoring
programs. The usefulness of DMSP data for research
purposes beyond the operational arena has also been
recognized. Until now, only some DMSP data have
been archived and available for research.
The previous paper describes an archive of digital
DMSP data at NOAA National Geophysical Data Center
(NGDC) in Boulder which will make the entire suite of
data from the DMSP satellites available in a common
digital format for retrospective uses. Building on
experience from earlier data management and research
programs with DMSP data, NGDC and the National
Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) are developing a
user services capability for DMSP data archived at
NGDC. DMSP data sets held at the NGDC archive will
be available through state-of-the-art user access systems
located at NGDC and NSIDC. This distribution system
is designed to provide a suite of services to address the
needs of the multidisciplinary DM.SP user community.
2. BACKGROUND
NGDC and NSIDC not only have extensive data
management experience with DMSP data, but staff have
used the data in scientific research.
Previous efforts to archive DMSP data have had
notable results. For example, NGDC has archived the
sectors of Operational Linescan System (OLS) images
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in the visible band that show auroras. These data,
archived beginning in 1973 on 35 mm microfilm, were
useful to determine the occurrence and extent of auroral
events. NGDC has also archived data from the
Precipitating Electron Spectrometer (SSJ/4), an instrument which detects energetic electrons associated with
auroral events. Likewise, with NOAA support, NSIDC
(and the University of Wisconsin from 1973-1978) has
archived the positive transparency images generated
from the OLS sensors providing daily global coverage
in the visible and infrared bands since 1973. These data
have had widespread use by researchers studying
meteorological and climatological phenomena, snow and
ice cover, lightning occurrence, natural and manmade
fires, and urbanized lighting.
NOAA/National
Environmental Satellite, Data and Information Service
(NESDIS) has archived data from the Special Sensor
Microwave Imager (SSM/I) instrument since 1987.
With NASA support, NSIDC has produced cryospheric
products from SSM/I data since 1987 (and from the
Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer since
1978). NESDIS archives data from the Special Sensor
Microwave Temperature Sounder (SSM/T), an instrument which provides temperature soundings through the
atmosphere globally, especially important in remote
areas where traditional radiosonde temperature
soundings are not possible.
While these efforts have led to significant advances
in the use of DMSP for applications in operational
forecasting arenas, and in research, they have usually
focused on single DMSP data sets, leaving the user with
a host of problems associated with comparing data
collected by more than one satellite platform. The
effort described here, is designed to provide the user
with data sets that are coincident in space and time. For
the first time, users of passive microwave data will be
able to compare SSM/I data with visible and thermal
infrared OLS data collected by the same satellite,

instead of having to use AVHRR data that is collected
at a different time and from a different orbital path.
Likewise, a quantitative comparison of SSJ/4 data with
time-concurrent visible band auroral images will be
possible with the archival of digital OLS data.
3. DESIGN RATIONALE
Following on their previous experience, NGDC and
NSIDC have designed logical extensions of their
historical programs that will now provide digital data to
users. NGDC' s user services facility is designed to
provide routine copies of DMSP data (standing orders
for one or more sensors on a regular basis) and also for
custom data requests related to solar geophysical
research. NSIDC' s user services facility specializes in
custom data requests related to the climate/cryosphere
system. While the activities at each center will cater to
different types of requests, the division of tasks will be
transparent to the user community. The centers are
completely interoperable.
Software systems are
common to both and requests will be serviceable from
both depending on the work load and other factors at
any one time.
While data are stored in digital form, user access
will be provided in both digital and analog form on
several media. The expected turnaround from the time
data are collected by the satellites to the time products
are available to users is about one week. Data pricing
policy is set by NOAA and is designed to cover the
time and materials used to provide data from the archive
to users. Billing will be centralized and data request
tracking systems are being designed to facilitate efficient
reporting of user statistics.
4. USER SERVICES
Meta-data and catalog information will be included
in the NOAA and NASA data directory systems, Global
Change Data and Information System (GCDIS) and
Earth Observation System Data and Information System
(EOSDIS). More detailed inventory level information
will be available online through remote login by early
1994.
Figure 1 shows the flow of information in the
DMSP user services facilities. User services personnel
will select archival data sets based on searches of
inventories, browse images and summary plots
generated during the initial processing. Selected data
sets will then be used for generation of products in
hard-copy and digital form.
A windows-based search and browse system for
OLS data is being designed for immediate use by
NGDC and NSIDC user services personnel, although

we plan to adapt it to serve remote data queries from
outside on-line users. Figure 2 shows a graphical user
interface screen used in the search (catalog and
inventory) and browse interface. This system is being
considered for inclusion into the NOAA/NESDIS
Satellite Active Archive component of the U.S. GCDIS.
Searches of the OLS satellite data base inventories
can be based on several types of input criteria (latitude/longitude coordinates for specific geographic points
or areas, day vs. night coverage [or limited to a specific
percent of either], phase of the moon, time of day,
spectral band and resolution). Search output granules
will be in the form of orbit files that meet these criteria.
Selecting a granule will result in the display of other
modules. These include a browse image-viewing tool,
and a graphical orbit-mapping tool that displays a map
of the world in several map projection options with
overlays of the orbit and area covered by the image.
Political and geographical overlays can be added. The
browse images can be adjusted to enhance brightness
and contrast. Appropriate search and browse sytems for
other DMSP sensors are under development.
Products will be available in HDF and netCDF
formats, or in the archive format with appropriate
documentation. Initially, digital data will be provided
on 8 mm tape. These products will contain an inventory of the images on the tape, followed by the
associated browse images and finally the full resolution
images. Other digital media will be added soon. Hardcopy images and transparencies from a high-quality dyesublimation color printer with annotations will also be
available.
Figures 3 and 4 show OLS visible and infrared
images at 0400GMT on March 13, 1993.
NGDC and NSIDC expect to have preliminary user
services available beginning late 1993. For more
information, contact the authors at either NGDC or
NSIDC.
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Figure 3. OLS thermal infrared image at 0400 GMT on 13 March 1993 showing the vigorous storm which later
became known as the 'blizzard of 1993'. Superimposed on the image is the surface low pressure center and cold
front taken from the 0300 GMT NMC surface analysis.
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Figure 4. OLS visible-band image at 0400 GMT on 13 March 1993. The horizontal bright streaks are lightning
signatures associated with intense thunderstorm activity along the cold front. City lights of the central U.S. under
clear skies and the eastern U.S. under cloudy skies are also visible.
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2A.1
VISUALIZING DWD's NUMERICAL OUTPUT FOR THE PUBLIC

H.-J. Koppert

Deutscher Wetterdienst
Offenbach, Germany

1. INTRODUCTION
The weather forecast is an important part
of the daily TV-news. In Germany it usually
includes satellite image loops and weather
maps showing isobars, pictograms and fronts.
The static presentation of the forecast does
not reveal the dynamic behavior of the atmosphere. Some German TV-Stations were not
satisfied with this traditional way of presentation. They were requesting a naturalistic and
animated presentation of the forecast. Satellite image loops were found useful to give a
review of the weather situation. Therefore,
intuitively understandable NWP forecasts
should look like satellite images or even more
realistic. This means, that we don't want to
generate a true satellite image. The TV spectator is not able to interpret the grey-scale of
an infrared image or to distinguish between
cirrus und low stratus clouds. Therefore it
was decided to show clouds as they can be
seen from the ground. High level clouds
appear transparent, cumulus clouds are fluffy
and deep clouds dark. Furthermore we were
asked to complete the system with animated
forecasts of scalar variables, pictograms and
text at discrete locations in order to be able to
produce a complete integrated animated
weather show.

2. THE METEOROLOGICAL INPUT
DWD runs three different NWP models.
The global model GM has a spectral resolution
of 106 and 1 9 vertical layers, the "Europa
Modell" EM has a horizontal resolution of
0.5° and 20 vertical layers and the "Deutschland Modell" DM 0. 125 ° and 25 layers. EM
covers the North Atlantic and Europe, while
DM covers Central Europe. GM forecasts are
available up to 168 hours every 6 hours. EM
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forecasts are available up to 78 hours every
3 hours for the whole model domain and
every hour for Central Europe. DM is available
every hour up to 36 hours.
The system is able to use every DWD NWP
model as input. Model data are currently
transformed to polar stereographic projection.
Due to the system's modular architecture
other projections can easily be incorporated
on customer's request.
Three values are considered to define the
forecast clouds: averaged amount of cloud
cover, cloud depth and thunderstorm occurance. In order to obtain these data, raw
model data, e.g. temperature, humidity, liquid
water, winds and pressure are scanned at
each gridpoint and at each level. The calculations distinguish between stratiform (layer)
and cumuliform ( thunderstorm ) clouds. The
vertical data column is checked for thunderstorm development by applying a 1-dimensional cloud model with cloud microphysics,
giving a yes/no information about thunderstorm occurence in the data column and if yes - the vertical extent of the thunderstorm
cloud. The depth of stratiform clouds is evaluated by calculating cloud top and cloud
base. Then the attached grey value is assigned. The averaged amount of cloud cover
completes the information, that is necessary
to give a detailed and realistic image of the
forecast clouds.
The system's database comprises satellite
images and a set of scalar parameters, e.g.
2m temperature, surface pressure and wind.
Moreover direct model output and KalmanFilter forecasts of e.g. maximum and minimum temperatures, windspeed and amount of
rainfall are available. Pictograms describing
the forecast weather and fronts can be imported.

Cloud Forecast
DWD

Figure 1 .

cloud forecast with overlayed fronts for Central Europe

3. THE VISUALIZATION SYSTEM
Our system generates satellite images,
pseudo-satellite images ( SAKAS, 1993 ),
images of scalar variables, weather related
icons, and video sequences to supply german
TV broadcasters with animated weather forecasts. This system makes it possible to visualize the results of quite complex numerical
simulations in a more familiar or more natural
way by presenting an intuitively understandable and thus perceptually effective forecast.
Pseudo satellite images depict cloud depth,
the averaged amount of cloud cover and
thunderstorm areas using fractal algorithms.

The system offers a high degree of flexibility
to meet the specific demands of different TV
stations.

3. 1 Visualization of Geographical Data
Geographical data are used to provide the
geographical context on which the satellite
images, the cloud forecasts and the scalar
variables are mapped. The data base consists
of a digital elevation database ( Germany
1 kmx1 km ), vector data describing rivers,
lakes and boundaries and point data marking
cities.
The customer can specify the attributes of
the background image, e.g. area of interest,
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coloring of the terrain, terrain lighting, water
or land blanking.
It is also possible to use customer supplied
digital backgrounds.
3.2 Visualization of Clouds
Fractal models are best suited for generating clouds in 20 and 30. Our system uses
the "Rescale-And-Add" method ( SAUPE,
1988; SAKAS, 1992 ). The main advantages
of this method are: each fractal point may be
generated individually, all parameters can vary
locally and it is well suited for parallelization.
Although it is possible to vary the parameters
locally, the current operational version of our
system allows only to set them globally. It is
therefore not yet possible to determine between layer and cumulus clouds.
The NWP data grid is coarse compared to
the aspired level of visualization. In order to
avoid sharp edges and to obtain a naturalistic
image of the clouds, the data have to be interpolated. Methods with different accuracy
are available in the system.
The interpolated NWP data are mixed with
the fractal. The averaged amount of cloud
cover determines the coverage of the fractal.
Fractal clouds are only visible where the cloud
cover is greater than zero.
During the next step fractal cloud data and
background data are merged. The col or of the
mixed pixel is determined by the grey value
(the depth of the cloud), the mixed coverage
and the background image. The mixing process leads to dark "threatening clouds" in
regions with severe weather activity, to white
and "friendly" clouds in regions with fair
weather.
Thunderstorm areas are presented in flashing color. Two images are created for every
timestep: one with the grey value derived
from the thunderstorm depth, the other with
the thunderstorm cloud area in white. Sharp
contrasts in these regions are interpolated
from dark to white.
Figure 1 shows a snapshot of the forecast
passage of an intense cold front over Central
Europe. The dark clouds along the front are
thunderstorms, that caused severe floods in
Germany.
Mean values of the forecast are preserved
during visual processing. Errors produced by
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that method can be ignored when compared
to errors of the simulation itself.
The editing forecaster is able to "tune" the
fractal by changing contrast and density, the
parameters of the mixing process or by editing the parameters of the fractal itself.

3.3 Visualization of Scalars
The scalar visualization module permits
discrete color shading, continous color shading and/or simple isoline drawing. Water and
land blanking is optional. Gouraud shading is
used in previewing mode.
Contour spacing, lower and upper bound of
visualization, transparency, methods of interpolation, and the level of detail can be set
interactively.

3.4 Overlaying Textual Information, Fronts,
lsolines and Pictograms
This modul allows the mixing of pictograms, fronts, textual information at discrete
locations, and isolines with the cloud forecast, the satellite review or the visualization
of scalars. The overlay elements can be inserted at 3 different levels: directly on top of the
ground image; above the visualized clouds,but
below the contextual information ( borders,
towns, logos or clock ) ; on top of everything.
Fronts are produced at the DWD surface
forecast chart workstation (KOPPERT, 1991 )
and can easily be imported.

4. THE SYSTEMS ARCHITECTURE
The system runs on CDC-SG I Workstations
with X Windows and OSF/Motif using a
Graphics-Library drawing widget. To support
machines with less bitplanes or limited RAMSpace dithering and data compression techniques are available. Programming languages
are C and Fortran.
The system is strictly modularized. Figure
2 shows the architecture of the system and
the currently available modules.

-----------------; i------------- .i·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·~.
. I
I
read config

I.

MasterTool (main OSF/Motif User Interface)

read context data
read scalar data
'

read cloud data

transform data
CloudTool
(popupUI)

write
ppm images

export ppm

read
ppm images

importppm

record

Figure 2:

ScalarTool
(popup UI)

SatelliteTool
(popupUI)

OverlayTool
(popup UI)

ManTool

AnimTool (popup UI)
Genlock

The systems architecture

The MasterTool manages all display modules, allocates memory, manages the videoclip
generation, loads configurations, allows to
rearrange the modules according to the daily
weather situation and organizes the attribute
bundles for different TV stations.
The AnimTool plays the complete film
sequence or only the video clip of one module, regenerates the video clips after modifications, stores or loads them on disk.
All display modules have PopUp user interfaces to interactively set the appropriate
attributes.
The CloudTool handles the cloud related
data.It loads, converts, and visualizes its data
with interactively definable attributes. The
CloudTool supports manual editing of the
cloud forecast. This feature allows, e.g., to
incorperate fog that the models failed to
predict. The SatTool plays satellite image
loops.
The OverlayTool handles all overlay objects. Overlay objects are fronts, isolines,
pictograms and text. It has a pick&edit style
interface to interactively correct the automated first guess.
The MasterTool and the AnimTool exist
only once. CloudTool, SatTool, ScalarTool
and OverlayTool can appear with different
data sources and/or areas of interest several
times in one videoclip.

5. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
The system allows the interactive creation
of animated video sequences in a new intuitively understandable way. It allows the supervising forecaster to edit the forecasting parameters and to add and delete clouds. Videos
· created with the system are broadcast daily in
Germany by several national and local TVcompanies.
A 2 1 /2 D version of this system is currently under development. Conceptual work on a
full 30 version will start this year ( 1 993). The
realization will begin in 1994.
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2A.2

THE ECMWF RE-ANALYSIS (ERA) PROJECT - PLANS
AND CURRENT STATUS

J. K. Gibson, P. KAiiberg, A. Nomura and S. Uppala
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)
Shinfield Park, Reading, U.K.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The European Centre for Medium-range Weather
Forecasts (ECMWF) has provided data from its
archive for Meteorological Research for many
years. The ECMWF Re-Analysis (ERA) project was
devised in response to the wishes expressed by
many users of these data. It is funded by the
ECMWF Council, the European Community, the
Universities of California and Maryland, the
Japanese Meteorological Agency (JMA), and Cray
Research Incorporated. In addition contributions in
terms of data and assistance have been
forthcoming from many quarters, including ECMWF
Member States, NMC Washington, NCAR, and the
Australian Bureau of Meteorology.
1.1

Objectives

The goal is to develop a global atmospheric data
assimilation system to analyze in an internally
consistent way the record of atmospheric data
(from the earth's surface to 10hPa) for the period
1979-1993, and then to produce a validated and
documented 15-year data-set of assimilated data
at high horizontal and vertical resolution. This dataset will provide global three dimensional
descriptions of the velocity, temperature,
geopotential and humidity fields for the
atmosphere.
In addition, analyses of surface
parameters (temperature, pressure, soil moisture,
etc.), surface fluxes of heat, moisture, radiation and
other diagnosed quantities will be included.

Corresponding author address: J. K. Gibson,
European Centre for Medium-range Weather
Forecasts, Shinfield Park, Reading, RG2 9AX,
U.K. Tel. +44 734 499360 Fax. +44 734 869450
email rex.gibson@ecmwf.co.uk
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2.

ORGANISATION

2.1

The Data Assimilation System

The ERA data-sets will be derived from a special
version of the ECMWF operational data
assimilation system. In this system analyses of
atmospheric variables are produced by combining
optimally irregularly-spaced observational data and
global short-range forecasts. The short-range
forecasts will be produced with a global spectral
model with a 1° x 1° latitude/longitude grid
(approximately). The ERA production system, once
established, will remain consistent, resulting in data
unaffected by the periodic changes introduced over
the years within a daily operational system.
The real-time ECMWF data collection (which has
a 3-day cut-off) will be the basis for the
observational data-set. This will be augmented by
the following additional data:
o

o
o

o

NOAA Climate Analysis Centre and UK
Meteorological Office delayed mode sea
surface temperature (SST) analyses,
which will serve as the oceanic lower
boundary condition for the atmospheric
data assimilation
The GOADS ship data-set
additional radio-sonde data-sets available
from National Meteorological Centres
NOAA satellite radiance data for the 15year period.

The development of a reliable and robust
assimilation system suitable for the fast rate
required to generate the assimilated data-sets
within the project's time-scale is currently under
way.
This involves major software and data
handling development,
coupled with
experimentation to select the appropriate version of

the forecasting model and the spatial analysis
procedure employed in the assimilation system.
2.2

Data-set production

Data-sets will be produced in three main phases:
Phase A1 Phase A2 -

Phase A3 -

Pilot analyses for June 1985
Analyses for 1979 - the FGGE
year for which there exists a
number of comparable data-sets
Analyses for 1980-1993.

The pilot analyses and the FGGE year analyses
will be used by the production and validation
teams to assess critically the performance of the
assimilation system before embarking on the
remaining period.

diagnosis and checks. Suitable results from each
forecast/analysis cycle will be entered into a data
base prior to the generation of monthly statistics
and addition to the archive. The analysis phase
will require the ECMWF 16-processor Cray C90.
Silicon Graphics file servers will be used for the
on-line data bases and pre- and post-processing.
2.3

The validation exercise is designed to provide
rapid, critical and comprehensive evaluation of the
data-sets as they are produced, to detect defects
as soon as they arise. This will be done through
diagnostic studies of the analyses as they become
available.
The specific diagnostic tasks are:
V1

START

=

1 month of observations
cx.tn.aed from an:hives 1nd
fed inco an Empress Da~ Bue

EXTRACT

FROM
ARCHIVE

V2

FEED
RESULTS
DB

'----,...._
1

AilCHIVE
DATA

GE..'fERATE
MOl'ffi-Il..Y
STATS etc.

~{ On-line fields
_.

=

augmcnccd
by the addicional fields for
lhc basic data set, lhc:n fed into
an Empress Dua Bue

V3

Fields from the Empress Dae
Bue used a.s input for rnoruhly

{ suu; fields archived on
a monthly basis

V4
STOP

V5
Figure 1.

Production Methodology

Figure 1 illustrates the production methodology.
Observational data will be pre-fetched from
archives, one month at a time, organised in data
base form, and checked before use. Immediate
results from the 4 times daily first guess forecasts
and analyses will be retained on-line for immediate

Validation

V6

V7

Validation against global observations
used and not used in the analyses;
validation through regular forecast
experiments. (ECMWF and Spain)
Validation by comparison with earlier
analyses from ECMWF and re-analyses
from NMC (Washington) - this will be
particularly important at the very start of
the project; validation of global energetics
and the hydrological cycle; validation using
ocean models by using the diagnosed
surf ace fluxes to drive an ocean model,
the resulting evolution of the SST will be
compared with XBT data. (Max Plank
Institute, Germany}
Comparison of clear sky outgoing
radiances diagnosed from the analyses
with measurements from the Earth
Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE)
using simulations with the SAMSON
system - this will help validate in particular
the analyzed humidity field. (U.K.)
Validation by using surface fluxes to drive
an Alpine snow-mantle model, the
resulting evolution of the mantle will be
compared with observations. (France)
Verification of the analyses over
Greenland against observations.
(Denmark)
Validation of the analyzed Planetary
Boundary Layer structure using data at the
Cabauw Site in The Netherlands.
(Netherlands)
Diagnostics of atmospheric low-frequency
variability deduced from the analyses will
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be compared with similar diagnostics from
previous analyses produced by ECMWF
and re-analyses produced by NMC
Washington. (University of Bologna, Italy)
Validation of the analyses over the
Mediterranean region. (lnstituto per lo
Studio delle Metodologie Geofisiche
Ambientali, Modena, Italy)

parameters supported will be similar to those
described for the basic data set above. In addition
to the 15 standard pressure levels, data will be
available on the 31 level hybrid vertical co-ordinate
system used by the generating models. One year
of 15 pressure level data would require 52
standard 6250 bpi magnetic tapes; approximately
88 tapes if the 31 model levels were specified.

Results from these studies will provide rapid
assessment of the analyses produced during
phases A 1 and A2; the results of which may
redefine details of the analysis system - and will
also provide an essential component of the
scientific documentation.

A number of parameters of interest to the
international scientific community are not computed
within the analysis, but are potentially available
from short range forecasts which provide first
guess information for the analyses, provided such
forecasts are extended in their range sufficient to
meet such requirements. The Supplementary
Fields Data Set will be generated from such
forecasts, and will provide parameters such as
surface flux of sensible and latent heat, surf ace
and top of the atmosphere radiation fluxes, and
rainfall. These will be retained at model resolution;
interpolation to other resolutions will be supported.
One year of such data at full resolution would
require 1O standard 6250 bpi magnetic tapes.

va

2.4

Archives and Data Services

The additional observational data, and a
comprehensive set of re-analysis results will be
added to the ECMWF archive.
Four main validated and documented data sets will
be produced, forming the basis for data services:
ERA Basic Analysis Data Set
ERA Advanced Analysis Data Set
ERA Supplementary Fields Data Set
ERA Climate and Statistics Data Set
The Basic Data Set will provide selected variables
in compact form at low resolution and will be
particularly useful for users with limited data
processing resources. It will contain geopotential,
temperature, vertical velocity, two components of
wind, and relative humidity on a 2.5 degree grid at
15 standard pressure levels, together with a
number of surface and diagnostic parameters. One
year of such data would require 1O standard 6250
bpi magnetic tapes.
The Advanced Data Set will provide data at higher
resolution in time and space, giving access to the
results of the re-analysis at the horizontal and
temporal resolutions of the generating system.
There will be options for users to obtain these data
either on the grids used by the generating system
(T106 spherical harmonics for upper air data, N80
Gaussian grid for surface and diagnostic
parameters), or interpolated to a regular
latitude/longitude grid of the user's choice. The
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The Climate and Statistics Data Set will contain
monthly and seasonal means data together with a
number of statistics which will be generated at the
end of each month of analyses during production.
These data will enable access to many of the
climatological aspects of the results without
recourse to the full daily data. Considerable
discussion has taken place with eminent
atmospheric scientists and potential users to
determine the contents of this data set. One year
of such data would require approximately 5
standard 6250 bpi magnetic tapes.

3.

STATUS

3.1

Project Staff and Management

A team of 4 people are currently occupied fult time
within the project. Further assisstance will be
provided by two EC fellowship students.
An internal steering group together with the
ECMWF Director reviews the project management.
An external advisory group provides advice and
facilitates liaison with the external scientific
community and the potential users of the results.
3.2

Establishment of the Data Assimilation

System
A programme of experimentation has been
undertaken to determine to what extent the data
assimilation system to be used should differ from
that of the Centre's daily operations . This was
necessary because the system, once established,
shou Id remain fixed for the full re-analysis
production, and because the basic horizontal
resolution to be used will be T106, not the
operational resolution of T213. Results from these
experiments to date indicate:
a)

the use of 31 vertical levels compared to
19 is beneficial un some aspects;

b)

the use of the "first guess at appropriate
time" scheme provides insufficient benefit
to the re-analysis to justify its additional
cost in terms of computational resources;

Experimentation carried out within the ECMWF's
Satellite Group was followed closely to establish
how best to use the cloud cleared radiance data.
Also considered were the type of orography to
use, and the inclusion of the Integrated Forecast
System and Three Dimensional Variational
Analysis schemes being developed at ECMWF.
3.3

Data acquisition

The sea surface temperature data produced by
NMC Washington, and the AMIP sea surface
temperature data have been acquired. These
have been subjected to comparisons, and
examined in detail for various events including El
Nino periods. Attention has been given to the
representation of sea ice within the SST data, to
enable decisions to be made as to whether
additional sea ice information should be used.

NOAA satellite cloud cleared radiance data have
been purchased jointly with NCAR. Delivery of
these data have begun, starting with the 1979
data, and will continue during the early part of
the production phase. There are, unfortunately,
gaps in these data (about 8 months are missing
in total).
FGGE and Alpex Level 11-B observational data
have been translated into the representation
forms used within the Centre's archive; converted
data have been checked out within test analyses.
Setting Up the Production System

3.4

The various components of the production
system are being assembled and checked. To
date the Empress data base system to be used
for handling observations has been established.
The Supervisor-Monitor-Scheduler (SMS) is
running on the ERA server; the environment for
its use has been established and checked on
both the Cray and SG I systems Integration work
is now in progress to generate more
comprehensive suites necessary for full
production.

4.

THE SCHEDULE

The primary objective is to complete the reanalysis by the end of 1'995. The anticipated
schedule is set out in Figure 2.

1994

Pase A 1 and A2, and
associated validation
complete

2130 1994

Phase A3 complete to
December 1982

10

NMC Washington have agreed to make available
the COADS ship data-set as part of the cooperation established between the ECMWF and
NMC re-analysis groups.

40

1994

Phase A3 complete to
December 1985

20

1995

Phase A3 complete to
December 1989

Various National Meteorological Centres,
including a number of ECMWF Member States,
have offered access to additional radio sonde
and Al REP data. These offers will be taken up
as manpower resources permit, beginning with
those considered likely to have the most impact
for the least effort.

40

1995

Phase A3 complete to
December 1993

Figure 2.

Schedule for the main tasks
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2A.3
THE FINNISH METEOROLOGICAL INSTITUTE WORKSTATION:
AN OPERATIONAL METEOROLOGISTS VIEWPOINT
Seija P. Paasonen
Finnish Meteorological Institute
Helsinki, Finland

1.

INTRODUCTION

Meteorological workstations have been in operational
use in the Finnish Meteorological Institute for several
years. Following the implementation of this new tool,
the operational work of a duty meteorologist has
changed radically.
After problems during the first years, meteorologists
have adopted the new working methods, and most of
them have found the workstation easy and relatively
quick to use. During the past few years the
information content has been enhanced and
increased, so that the station is now very versatile.
However, the present-day workstation concept is
lacking in certain features, which should be included
in a new-generation workstation. Such is already
under development in the Finnish Meteorological
Institute and this will replace the present one in due
time.
2.

THE WORKSTATION

2.1 The original idea
The workstation software has been developed in the
Finnish Meteorological Institute. The main intention
behind the software was to give the meteorologist a
tool with which he could summon all the weather
material he needed on to the screen, where he could
manipulate it as necessary, even creating final
products for end-users.
The large number of charts on different scales could
now be forgotten, and the numerous separate
"machines" in the weather service room could be
reduced to one. The diversified workstation was also
intended to reduce the amount of manual work. Most,
but not all, of these ideas have now been realized.
2 2 The present-day workstation
Although not perfect, the present-day workstation is,
however, quite versatile and offers access to a
considerable bank of information. Several fields and
parameters for a given time and area can be
Corresponding author address: Seija P. Paasonen,
Finnish Meteorological Institute, P.O. Box 503,
FIN-00101 Helsinki, Finland
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presented on the screen at the same time. The
information on the screen can also be analysed using
the mouse.
Surface and upper air observations are available for
the previous 24 hours. Composite weather radar as
well as Meteosat and NOAA satellite images can also
be easily selected. Several numerical models are at
the user's disposal. The ECMWF numerical model and
its different parameters are used for lead times of up
to ten days (240 hours), while HIRLAM (High
Resolution Limited Area Model, developed jointly by
Finland, Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Holland) is
employed for forecasts of up to 48 hours. Other
models such as UK-LAM,
UK-GLOBAL,
DWD/Germany and NMC/Washington are also used.
Trajectories on various levels can be calculated from
the ECMWF model up to 66 hours forwards and 72
hours backwards, while the HIRLAM model can be
used up to 36 hours. A forecast cloud animation can
also be displayed for one hour intervals up to 30
hours.
Certain print-outs are made automatically. However,
every meteorologist makes some additional printouts, since each prefers different combinations of
parameters and models. The output device used is an
inkjet printer, which quite soon turned out to be
inadequate for such intensive use. If every
meteorologist on the shift had his own workstation,
this problem would be a minor one.
3.

THE USERS

The Finnish Meteorological Institute consists of its
Headquarters and seven regional offices. Some of the
regional offices are small and quite new, established
in the late 1980s. All of them are equipped with the
meteorological workstation facility.
3.1 The outset of the project
At the beginning of the development process some
discussions were held between the planners and
program designers, and experienced meteorologists.
Some of the ideas presented were subsequently
taken into account.

In the smaller offices major problems did not occur
with regard to the new tool, and the atmosphere was
very welcoming. This was mainly because, when a
new office was set up, there were initially no other
tools or methods to work with. Also, many of the
meteorologists there were already used to computers,
as too were newcomers from the university. In
addition, the staff was well trained by the planners.
In the older and larger offices the change to these
new tools was not so easy. The old methods seemed
to work well enough. Those who were not accustomed
to computers were wary of them. On the other hand,
not all of these meteorologists could be trained
properly because of lack of time. They were suddenly
confronted with the "machines" and had to learn the
truth of the phrase "practice makes perfect", although
for them the experience was slow and far from
pleasant.
At the very beginning some. people in these larger
offices suffered from stress. It took some time to
learn the required co-ordination between eye and
hand before successful working with the mouse
became a routine. Problems with eyes were also
experienced: these related e.g. to the use of glasses
brought on by age. People suffered from neck pains
because of the unaccustomed working position.
Initially, certain questions often arose in discussions.
What should one do when something unexpected
happened? How should one carry on if the workstation
broke down and forecasts still had to be made in time?
Also, the software was being developed all the time.
How could one cope with that? The workstations were
sometimes very slow and when in a hurry this would
get on one's nerves.
The original idea of having a very versatile tool was
excellent. However, meteorologists did not quite latch
on to the idea as the planners had intended. The
amount of available information increased rapidly.
Different kinds of solutions according to the different
models available were possible. How should one
select the right one? Much of the time was spent on
going through this material. Because of the abundant
material there was also the temptation to interpret a
numerical model as if it were true in every detail. As a
result, forecasts may have been given for several
days ahead which were too detailed and exact. Some
experienced synopticians became frustrated.
3.2 The present-day situation
During the last few years these problems have slowly
decreased, and most meteorologists are very
satisfied with the new concept of working. However,
some kind of misunderstanding between the
meteorologists and the planners still exists.

The planner's view of the workstation concept does
not yet appear to be totally understood by the users.
Meteorologists have probably not yet discovered all
the possible uses that are latent in the workstation.
The way to remedy these problems is to intensify
continuous co-operation and the user-planner
dialogue. It should be remembered that most of these
problems could have been prevented in the beginning
if more attention had been paid to the meteorologist
himself, including his attitudes and capacity to learn
in the stressful environment of shift working.
4.

NEWREQUIREMENTS

Although some problems still exist, this kind of
workstation has turned out to be a really useful tool.
However, there are some comments that should be
taken into account in the next version.
The workstation should be still more powerful. Speed
is required, e.g., when the meteorologist has a direct
contact with the customer on the telephone.
There should also be tools for creating products for
end-users, such as newspapers and TV. In such work
many meteorologists would prefer an "electric pen"
instead of the mouse. A "pen" would be ergonomically
more normal and natural for the hand. In addition, the
"rubber" (eraser) tool should be as easy to use as a
real one.
To minimize manual work there is also a need for some
totally automated products. These would satisfy the
need for weather information for certain customers.
The generation and quality of such products should
be able to be monitored using the workstation.
Meteorologists still need good printing facilities. It is
much easier to gain an overview of the current
weather situation by looking at a series of charts
displayed on the wall or on the table than by selecting
them on to a small screen. Also, when the basic
material is already at hand in front of one, service on
the telephone can be given much more quickly.
Discussion between the development staff and
meteorologists on this topic continues.
5.

CONCLUSIONS

After the many teething troubles occurring during the
first years, meteorologists have now become
accustomed to working with this new concept.
Attitudes have little by little changed. Meteorologists
may still have to cope with many more changes in
their work in the future, but maybe on a more minor
scale. The major change, i.e. from manual work to
reliance on computers, has anyway already taken
place.
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2A.4

HORACE : PROJECT STRUCTURE AND UPDATE
Patrick J Stevens
United Kingdom Meteorological Office
Bracknell, UK

1. INTRODUCTION
HORACE is one of the biggest and most
complex projects that the UKMO has
undertaken. It will replace the current PDP
based system (OASYS) which supports
the activities of Strike Command (STC)
and the variety of terminals, attached to
COSMOS - the UKMOs central computing
facility - currently used in the Central
Forecast Office (CFO) located at
Bracknell. These Offices are both classed
as Principal Forecast Offices (PFO) as
they provide guidance to their outstations.
STC support the military and their bases,
CFO the public service offices, weather
centres and the media. Both systems are
critical operational systems which need a
minimum of down time.

The ability for these staff to become
'operational' with the minimum of delay in
unfamiliar surroundings was essential even if this was a once in five years
scenario.
The automation of the CFO was
considered in a recent paper (Heasman,
1993). The paper presented here looks at
how the project has developed and the
way in which it is managed. An update will
be provided to the Conference .
A few years ago the UKMO was also
given agency status by the UK Ministry of
Defence. This has resulted in the UKMO
becoming more commercially aware of its
own potential.
2. PROJECT MANAGEMENT

So HORACE = Hqstc Oasys Replacement
And Cfo Enhancement!
To differentiate between the systems the
HORACE variants are named :
HORACE - C
CFO
HORACE - D
Development
HORACE - S
HQ STC.
The original project dealt with
replacement of the STC system.

the

The similarity in functionality between the
two PFOs, although the scaling is much
larger for the CFO, assisted in merging
the two requirements into one. An
important factor was that contingency
plans required CFO staff to deploy to STC
should
facilities
at
Bracknell
be
unavailable.

Corresponding author address :
Patrick J Stevens, Met O(SD)4, Met
Office, London Road, Bracknell, RG12
2SZ, UK.
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The inclusion of the CFO system
enhancement increased the size and
scope of the project significantly. A team
was set up comprising staff from both the
Systems Development and the Central
Forecasting branches of the UKMO.
It was also recognised that a project of
this size, with its specialist staff and
variety of users, would require more
formal project management methods to
be employed than had been used before.
At this time formal Project Management
(PM) methods were beginning to be
investigated by the UKMO so HORACE
PM was based on PM principles but these
were varied as we thought best for the
project. We have a Project Plan, issue
formal instructions to the staff based on
their own estimates of time to do the task,
and constantly review and update the
Project.
3. PROJECT STRUCTURE
The project is controlled by a Project
Board which is made up of three members

- one for each of the Users, and one
Technical Advisor. There is a Project
Manager who has overall responsibility for
the planning and day-to-day work of the
Project. Two other Managers assist with
some specific tasks (e.g. implementation
plans, keeping the staff informed on
progress etc.) required for STC and CFO.

the non-application parts of the system
because communication packages etc.
required a 'C' interface. Attempts to call
these 'C' routines using FORTRAN were
found to be difficult. At this time we were
also hoping to re-use much of the
FORTRAN code written for other
applications.

The Design Team consists of four
members, each with a particular area(s) of
responsibility
Communications and
Database, Graphics User Interface,
Applications,
Systems
Management,
CASE Tools etc. Eventually HORACE will
replace all of the existing CFO
functionality. For this reason team leaders
for various other CFO areas (e.g. Sig Wx,
Charting and mapping) attend HORACE
meetings so that they can ensure as easy
an integration into HORACE as possible
at a later date.

It also agreed, although not initially, that
we should commit to a set of standards,
use CASE tools, and purchase a GUI tool
for the generation of the user interface. It
was thought that these tools would,
overall,
reduce
the
risks
rapidly
accumulating from the use of so many
'non-traditional' items in what was already
a high risk project.

Each area has its own team of developers
who are responsible for the final design
and coding. These staff are trained for
their specific task. We find it difficult to
find sufficient resources to provide the
cross training which will allow one staff
member to take over a task in another
area should a member of staff become
unavailable for any reason.
4. REQUIREMENTS
The requirement for a project is defined in
the Project Initiation Document. This puts
to the Board the reasons why there should
be a project (i.e. present systems
overloaded and unenhancable, unreliable
software,
not integrated,
expensive
maintenance contracts, savings through
automation), the basic strategy to be
adopted and the resources required. Of
special note is the risk analysis; we have
certainly found that most of our problems
have been associated with the risks
identified at the beginning.
The Board agreed that the strategy should
include 'Open Systems'. Also that much of
the software we constructed should be
capable of being used by other branches.
This implied the use of Unix - HORACE is
the first UKMO operational system, apart
from the Crays, to use Unix. A decision
was also made to use the 'C' language for

Once the need for a project had been
accepted and the resources identified, the
process
continued
with
the
User
Requirement
(UR).
Although
often
skimped, we recognise this as being a
prime document; it is 'signed off by the
Board and the Users. The UR is used to
state what the user expects of the system.
It sets out the requirements of the system
as the forecaster, for example, sees it in
terms of amount of data to be stored for
example, the expected response to a
request, where the system gets its data
from, where it goes to, the products which
will have to be generated etc.
The agreed UR is then signed off and
forms the basis for writing the Operational
Requirement (OR). The OR takes the UR
and translates it into a system requirement
(e.g . 'n' megabytes of storage, screen
resolution, number of colours on screen at
one time) which will also include
benchmark
specification,
and
environmental criteria. The OR then forms
a reference document to be used
throughout the procurement process.
Another important document is the
'Functional Requirement', which is written
by the Project Team and the Users. This
defines how the User selects data and
what he expects to see on the screen . It is
this document that the Design Team
works to; if the User considers that we
have not done what he asked for then we
turn to the FR. This is signed off by the
Users as their statement of requirement.
10TH llPS
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We have only one FR to cover both
systems.
Personal
choice
was
a
requirement in the UR (e.g. colour
preferences) and a HORACE User Group
reaches decisions on items such as
cosmetic appearance of displays, menu
navigation.
5. THE HARDWARE
Following a competitive procurement
exercise the HORACE-D and HORACE-S
hardware was purchased from HewlettPackard. The procurement HORACE-C
provided file servers ·and workstations
which are higher performance models,
storage is much greater, and the network
is based on FDDI.
The system architecture employed by the
HORACE systems is based closely on
client/server. HORACE-S has two 827 file
servers and ten 720 workstations with
forecasters having two workstations each.
One is a fully windowed interactive
device; the other is meant to be changed
less frequently and will be used for
monitoring certain data - say, the latest
satellite sequence overlain with the
associated NWP forecast. HORACE-C
has three 897 file servers and thirty 720
and 735 workstations. HORACE-D has an
817, now upgraded to a 897 file server,
with a variety of workstations/X-terminals.
All systems have a range of hard copy
devices from a laser printer to AO full
colour electrostatic plotters.
Data storage is provided by fully mirrored
discs - we felt this would be better than
RAID - with CFO requiring a total of 6
gigabytes in 1993 rising to 28 gigabytes by
the end of the century.
6. OPERATING SYSTEM
It would be fair to say that after VMS etc.
Unix was found to be different. Following
training there has been a steep learning
curve, and although it has levelled off, we
do still have to look at the manuals
sometimes especially as we exploit
various Unix features. At the time of
writing (Sept. 93) we have just upgraded
to HP-UX 9 and this appears to have gone
well.
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7. STANDARDS
HORACE is committed to standards. We
have POSIX, GKS, Motif, FORTRAN, C,
CGMs, T4, GOSIP etc. We have our own
set of standards for writing software, and
for program documentation. The major
disadvantage is that we found that much
of the software we had hoped to re-use
was unacceptable as it did not meet the
standards!
8. SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
The use of a IDEs Software through
Pictures (StP) - a CASE tool - has
imposed an overhead on the Project
regarding time scales as formal software
engineering is new. However, we are
convinced that the use of StP has
improved the quality and robustness of
our code. The task of maintaining the
software will be easier, as we have
already found. There does have to be a
commitment to CASE, particularly from
the higher management and from the
programmers - who have to keep the code
in step with the design.
To help this last problem we have
changed the CASE methodology so that it
is better suited to the Project. We do not
relax the basic methodology or the
requirement for walkthroughs of the
design or the code. We also have REFINE
FORTRAN which enables us to reverse
engineer our FORTRAN source code to
check that it fits the design. We can also
reverse others source code to try and
understand how a module works which we
may wish to use.
The GUI is built using another tool - XDesigner - which has proved to be very
useful, but still requires a lot of effort
linking in the call-backs etc. X-Designer is
used to prototype menus very quickly for
the Users to see and comment on before
the final code is constructed.
All source code, whether FORTRAN or
'C', has to be passed through a quality
assurance package. This checks for good
practices and other things that we can set
up ourselves to maintain standards.

Although we accept that some fields, such
as communications, cannot be 'Open' we
avoid proprietary packages, structures or
code. We also try to use as many as
possible of other branches methods and
packages even if this results in an
acceptable loss of performance. Our
attempts to build, with other branches, a
unified
'Office'
database
were
unsuccessful. However, we do use
NEONS naming conventions and we liaise
with other database teams to define
common approaches/structures.
9. COMMUNICATIONS
We are fortunate in having a Telecommunications Branch to provide us with
data over Ethernet links and will take
products for distribution in a similar
fashion. We do, however, control our own
internal network.
10. DATABASE
This is a critical part of many
meteorological
systems.
Meteorology
makes stringent demands; we have found
that not many database packages will
satisfy our requirements.
We have now done two reviews on
databases for HORACE. In both instances
we did not feel that any relational
database (RDBMS) could meet the
stringent requirement for HORACE-C: the
Project Board agreed. Twice we have tried
to use an ISAM (indexed sequential
access method) package. The first failed
due as it would not work over our network,
although it worked over others, and the
commercial greed of the company
supplying the package. The second is still
under test and we hope that it will support
the hard copy requirement until we can
review the recent increased performance
available from some vendors RDBMS.
11. THE GRAPHIC USER INTERFACE
This topic has been covered above. The
main effect on the Project has been that
we have been looking at the effect of
changing how the data etc. is controlled.
Traditionally, we have allowed the
application code to control the selection
and retrieval of data from the database.

Now we are allowing the GUI to control
the data selection, data retrieval and its
supply to the application.
12. APPLICATIONS
The main problem area here is the
slippage of time scales for packages etc.
that we wish to use as black boxes and
the effects upon the software that we
construct. If these packages are supported
by teams using the same methodology as
HORACE we hope that they will be robust
and not need to be maintained by
HORACE staff. Where possible we try and
help by offering, possibly, some effort to
assist in reducing these time scales.
13. SYSTEM MANAGEMENT
This is a considerable overhead in that
CFO have never managed their own
system
before.
As
well
as
a
Communications Manager who looks after
all HORACE variants, we have almost
another three staff working on System
Administration and Management. The
Systems Team provide on-line 'Help'
facilities and equipment manuals to help
the Users when difficulties arise. A link
between HORACE-D and HORACE-S will
allow us, and HP, to perform diagnostics
remotely. We have in place facilities
which troubleshoot problems which arise
out of normal working hours.
14. LESSONS LEARNT
The PM methodology should be applied to
all operational projects, whatever their
size. PM should force the Users to be
consulted so their voice is heard. Effective
communication inside the project is easier
to arrange and maintain. The Board sets
the priorities and makes decisions - as
long as the briefing on these matters is
good.
The Users have every opportunity to
ensure that 'what they asked for is what
they get'. There should, therefore, be no
surprises - if there is the UR/FR can be
revised and priorities reassessed by the
Board.
We believe that De Marco's 'You can't
control what you cannot measure' are
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words of wisdom. Some form of metrics
should be used by all projects. The staff,
whose pay may be based on performance,
welcome such measures as the crucial
evaluation of time scales depends on the
process of estimation - although this is
never easy.
Having adopted the 'Open Systems' route
for very good reasons we must ensure
that future system hardware and software
benefit from the considerable expenditure,
both in finances and resources.
We are considering sharing our skills and
resources with others who have other
skills, especially in the specialised
computer areas such as graphics software
engineering. Perhaps we should build a
family of systems handling functionality
from the PFO requirement, through the
forecaster system and on to the customer.
There should be no need to have
duplication of effort when the functionality
exists on HORACE.
15. CONCLUSION
The implementation of a system as large
and complex as HORACE requires careful
planning and management of resources.
This is helped by the use of PM
techniques
and
methods.
The
opportunities offered by 'Open Systems'
and well defined standards can ease the
of
robust
operational
construction
systems. However, it remains a very large
and expensive undertaking for one agency
or organisation to undertake on its own,
purely for its own needs.

References : Heasman, C., 1993 : The
Automation of a Forecast Office. Preprints : Ninth Conference on Interactive
Information and Processing Systems for
Meteorology,
Oceanography,
and
Hydrology. Jan. 17-26, Anaheim, CA, p1721
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2A.5

INTRODUCTION OF METEOROLOGICAL WORKSTATIONS AT THE ROYAL
NETHERLANDS METEOROLOGICAL INSTITUTE (KNMI).

c.

Lemcke.

Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute
De Bilt, The Netherlands
1.

INTRODUCTION

The operational department of the Royal
Netherlands Meteorological Institute CKNMI) is
organized in three main branches : general
services (national meteorological centre),
airport services and marine forecasting services.
The production of forecasts at each of these
centres is based on:
- plotted observations in hard copy.
- decoded observations displayed in alphanumeric
format at a standard terminal.
- hard copies of plotted output of several
numerical models.
- limited set of plotted output of several
numerical models on colour screens
- loops of weather radar pictures at dedicated
colour screens.
- satellite images presented by a dedicated
system (the forecaster can choose from a
limited set of loops).
- interactive tools at main frames and personal
conp.1ters.
2.

CURRENT SITUATION

In random order at least the following
bottlenecks can be mentioned:
2.1

Numerical model output.

Only a (small) part of the output from the
numerical models of the European Center for
Medium Range Weather Forecasts CECMWF) and United
Kingdom Meteorological Office CUKMO) is presently
available to the forecasters, plotted on paper.
As result of the introduction of new numeric
models at KNMI (High Resolution Limited Area
Model, HIRLAM) the amount of available information will grow with a factor five or more. A full
use of all this information is not possible with
hard copies.
Corresponding author address: c. Lemcke, KNMI,
P.O.Box 201, 3730 AE De Bilt, The Netherlands.
Telefax : +31 30 210407.

Some output of these models is presented on a
screen, however only predefined and produced as
graphical files which can be displayed.
Some additional tools are available, e.g. Model
Output Statistics CMOS) applied on the ECMWF
model, presented as tables and plotted on a map,
air trajectories, prognostic profile diagrams et
cetera.
2.2

Observations.

The traditional surface and upper air
observations are plotted as station model plots
on preprinted maps (size about 60 times 70
centimeter) in two colours, the upper air
observations also as profile diagram.
The time between observation time and graphical
presentation on paper is one hour or more.
2.3

Satellite.

Satellite images of geostationairy satellites
and of the polar orbitters are received and
processed with a dedicated system at KNMI. At the
three main centers a decicated display system is
available.
2.4
KNMI has currently two radar sites in use,
one at De Bilt and one at Amsterdam airport.
Because these sites are not far from each other
the Amsterdam airport radar will be moved to the
North-west of the Netherlands to obtain a better
coverage of the North Sea. The images of both
radars are combined and displayed on PC-s.
2. 5

Lightning.

Lightning is displayed with a low
resolution on the image of the radar.
2.6

Facsimile.

Facsimile charts are available as hard
copies only.
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2.7

Other systems.

Beside above mentioned systems the
forecasters also have available some additional
tools: alphanl.llleric presentation of decoded
observations, flight information, small
interactive COfll>Uter programs, a dedicated system
for text processing and distribution, a system to
correct graphically time series of COfll>Uter
output for a nl.lllber of locations in the
Netherlands et cetera.
2.8

Multiplicity of non integrated systems.

All these tools have their own screen and
keyboards and their own user interfaces.
Combinations (overlays) of the graphical products
is not or only limited Chardcopies at the same
scale) possible.
2.9

The interactive production.

The process of analysis and diagnosis is
mainly performed manually with hard copies as
input. Only standard meteorological parameters
are used. Introduction of new ones is difficult
with the present tools. Some tools are available
on PC-sand as main frame application.
2.10

The distribution of products.

The distribution of alphanumeric products
has been modernized recently. However, clients
prefer more and more graphical presentation of
weather forecasts or a mixture of text and
graphics. With our present outfit this is not
possible.
3.

METEOROLOGICAL WORKSTATIONS

Because the above described bottlenecks
limit the efficiency and the possibilities to
expand the service to customers KNMI started in
January 1991 a project to redesign the present
meteorological production process through the
introduction of Meteorological Workstations
CMWS). The general requirement was to obtain as
soon as possible a user friendly system that
easily performs the complex task of integrating
information and creating final products, based on
most up to date techniques. The chosen solution
was the procurement of a cOfTITlercial available
MWS.
3.1

- standard hardware
- UNIX/OSF operating system
- X-WINDOWS (OSF/MOTIF) user interface
3.2

Time schedule.

In January 1991 KNMI started a study to
define all the requirements for a MWS. In August
1991 it was decided to fasten the process. Early
Decenber 1991 the specifications were plublished
in accordance with the rules for the EC/GATT. In
February 1992 six bids were received mainly from
US con.,anies. After thouroughful evaluation of
the bids the contract was granted to
RMS Technologies, INC., Marlton NJ, USA, at the
end of June 1992. At that time the development of
the software for the not standard available items
started. The first MWS with limited functionality
(observations and model output) has been
delivered in Decenber 1992 at NMC De Bilt. Medio
1993 a MWS has been installed at the marine
forecasting service and at the airport service.
More workstations will be installed in 1994. The
training of the forecasters (80) is planned
between Novenber 1993 and May 1994 fol lowed by
operational use of all the MWS systems in the
sl.lllTier of 1994.
3.3

Hardware.

As hardware has been selected a DIGITAL 5000/240
ULTRIX system. Each display system has three 19 11
colour screens which can be operated by one mouse
and one keyboard!. For data ingest a similar
system with one screen is used. All the systems
have currently 1 GB disk capacity and 64 MB
memory. The dataconmunication is performed by
means of a local and a wide area network
(Ethernet).
An upgrading to DIGITAL ALPHA SYSTEMS 3000/300
with 96 MB memory and 1,4 GB disk space is an
option which is currently (September 1993) under
investigation.
3.4

Functions.

The following functions will be available
in the MWS:
- PROJECT IONS
. polar stereographic
. satellite view
. mercator (optional)
. Lambert conformal (optional)
. cylindrical equidistant (optional)
• plate-carre (optional)

Basic Requirements.
- PAN AND ZOOM FACILITIES

KNMI likes to standardize as much as
possible and buy systems at the cOfTITlercial market
if possible. The basic requirements therefore
are:
- Proven technology (in use elsewere)
- off-the-shelf (+/- 80 %)
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- OBSERVATIONS
. surface and upper air station plot
(SYNOPS,METARS,SHIPS,SFLOCS,SATOBS,AIREPS,
TEMPS,PILOTS,DRIFTERS, derived parameters)
conditional presentations of observations
click and display nearest observation in

decoded format
• sounding diagrams (TEMPS,PILOTS)
stability indices
• cross sections
- NUMERICAL MODEL OUTPUT
contours of GRIB-coded fields ( regular
LAT/LON, LAT/LON with bitmap, shifted pole
and stereographic)
• output of ECMWF atmospheric and wave model,
UKMO model, KNMI high resolution limited area
model and wave model)
• graphical display of time series for a nl.J'llber
of selected locations (atmospheric, wave and
tide model), combined with observed values as
a menu selection .
• air trajectories.
- SATELLITE
• visible and infrared channels of the polar
orbitters (NOAA11 and NOAA12)
. visible, infrared and water vapor channels of
METEOSAT
- RADAR
• combined image of two KNMI-radars.
- LIGHTNING
postponed to 1994 (waiting on the procurement
of a new lightning detection system).
- DIGITAL FACSIMILE (T4-code)
- DRAW FACILITIES
• lines (6 types, 20 thicknesses, 12 colours)
. fronts (cold, warm, occluded, et cetera)
• symbols (present weather, clouds, special,
KNMI defined).
. filled areas ( 6 types, 12 colours)
. text ( 5 fonts, 6 sizes, 12 colours)
. merge model output contours
- EDIT FACILITIES
• change shape,colour,type,size, font, ..
. move
. delete

- HARDCOPIES ON LASER PRINTER .
- IMAGES in PC-FORMAT
. X-window screen dllTlp converted to PC-format
(GIF).
- KNMI-tools:
. windows to existing UNIX or VAX/VMS systems
. Soft PC (MS-DOS emulation)
. KNMI applications on the MWS system
- ANIMATION
• of all types of products
- OVERLAY
. of all types of products
- FOLDERS
of all types of products
All these functions can be used indepentdently at
each of the three screens.
4.

NEW INTERACTIVE PROCESSES

Beside the introduction of the Meteorological
Workstations KNMI has started developments to
improve the meteorological production process
with interactive modules for fog forecasting,
short range precipitation, short range
cloudiness, et cetera.
5.

FUTURE

The available amount of data will grow more
and more in the future. The hardware and the
display software on the desk of the forecaster is
not the limiting factor anymore, the problem will
be the selection of useful data. The MWS of the
future should 11 advise 11 the forecaster which data
contain important information. This will be the
challenging task for the MWS developpers the
coming years.

- DISTRIBUTION FACILITIES
• send maps to other systems at the same
location or at other sites.
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2A.6

Migration from a central mainframe computing system
to a UNIX client server network system
Heinrich Mueller
Swiss Meteorological Institute
Zurich, Switzerland
1. INTRODUCTION

In 1989 a tender for office automation was prepared. This was the chance to find a new general
EDP solution.

The Swiss Meteorological Institute is located in
Zurich and has four regional offices in Switzerland. The 200 employees provide the public and
aviation with all kind of weather information. A
dense meteorological observation system is operated and maintained. In the 70's a mainframe
computer system was installed in order to tackle
all these tasks.

To cover all aspects of connectivity, maintenance
user functionality the following basic principles
were defined

2. SECOND EDP GENERATION

- UNIX is the general purpose operating system

In the 80's the system was upgraded to a 3090
class Siemens system. Beside the mainframe
several specific computer systems have been installed. For the reception of the Meteosat images
a VAX 780 and a PDP11 were installed and for the
distribution of the images the old Wefax links were
used. The sounding system was operating on a
HP1000. The Radar system operated on a DG
Nova system. The automatic weather stations
had been linked to
PDP 11 system. Beside
these systems also a substantial number of PC's
were used for different purposes.

- TCP/IP is the network protocol (for LAN,WAN)

a

Most of the software in operational use had been
developed in different assembler codes with different compilers. But also Fortran, Cobol, Pascal
and Bliss have been in use.
Since these systems had not been interconnected it was difficult or even impossible to pass information from one system to the other.
Software maintenance became more and more
difficult. The backlog for changes or adding new
functions to the different systems became bigger
and bigger.
It was not possible to continue on the traditional
way. A general new approach had to be found.

Corresponding author address: Heinrich Mueller,
Swiss meteorological institute, Kraehbuehlstr. 58,
CH-8044 Zuerich, Switzerland
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3. BASIC PRINCIPLES

- Client/Server is the new hardware base
- C and Fortran the main languages
- access from one screen to all met. information
- on each screen graphic functionality
- all systems have to be connected
4. HARDWARE CONCEPT
Since the computing centre has to be operational
24 hours by 365 days, an improved backup solution was needed. The actual solution is organised
in the following way. In case of the failure of the
mainframe system the backup system had to take
over the load. As the backup system was used for
batch processing jobs the switchover could take
up to 6 hours in the worst case, if reloading from
the security tapes was needed. During this time
the communication links to the GTS-RTH, to the
ECMWF for medium range numerical forecasts,
to the aeronautical networks MOTNE I AFTN and
to the automatic measurement network were
down. The result was that the forecaster had no
meteorological information on his screens. The
need to spread the risk from one single system,
the mainframe functions had to be separated to
single function systems with integrated backup
solution.
On the next figure the different systems are
shown. The mainframe, the two automatic

72 aut. weathe
stations

MAINFRAME

Office Aut.
SUN/Unix

Ethernet 10Base5 (switched Ethernet or FOOi or ATM)

historical
>48h-DB
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FileServer
> 1 TB Storage

WAN
Router

Disc Array ? 1992 _95
Tape Roboter ?
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weather station networks, one on VMS the other
on UNIX were added to the main seNer network.
For global communications (GTS-MSS) .a new
system on UNIX/SUN was defined. For the short
range database (at present 48 hours) a separate
seNer was defined. The office automation system
was added to the main network. For satellite reception (Meteosat and HRPT) with backup facilities was also defined. The radar composite
system which comprises three radar stations was
the next main system. The long range database
tor all historical meteorological data has to seNe
as a master data base. In the future it is foreseen
to add a separate super computer tor short range
numerical forecasting. All the "subsystems" are
initially connected with Ethernet. If broader bandwidth is needed FDDI or other interconnections
should solve the problem.
All this "mainsystems" are accessible over LAN or
over 2Mbit links tor remote sites. With this approach each user, who has by definition a SUNSparc workstation, has fast access to the needed
products.
5. SOFTWARE CONCEPT
For the operating system UNIX V.3 ... V.4 was the
approach to minimise system operating maintenance efforts. Proprietary OS where not allowed
any more, as only exception VMS was left on two
previous installed systems.

As each subsystem has to solve specific tasks the
general user interface could not be defined with
the same rigor, as it was done in hardware. So we
had to accept on the first delivery of the subsystems a heterogeneous user interface solution. For
a certain time these different GUI have to be used
until the common GUI definition and solution is
developed and installed.
6. REALISATION
Specifications where written for an office automation system, tor a GTS-Message switching system, tor a Meteosat and NOAA/HRPT reception
system and tor a new weather radar system. For
all bidders the above mentioned principles had to
be adopted. After the office automation system
based on SUN workstations, was delivered, the
subsequent systems had to be based on SUN
hardware.
For the GTS message switching system Netsys
International South Africa was able to deliver it on
SUN. The Radar system was delivered from
Lassen Research CA, USA and the satellite
reception system (Meteosat and NOAA-HRPT}
from VCS in Germany.
Only with this decision it was possible to maintain
all the systems with a crew of 8 people. Today
(end 1993) about 150 Sun workstations and
about 22 SUN-seNers are installed. Almost every
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Radar System

other connections

other connections

64kb

64kb

other connections

64kb

Backu -system
SUN

Composite
Computer
Ethernet TCP/IP
SMA-WAN

Zuerich

2Mbit

Locarno

person at the Swiss Meteorological Institute has
his own workstation and access to all information
needed. Furthermore the interested members
have worldwide access by internet to all scientific
communities with encouraging results in productivity.
7. NETWORK SOLUTION
By means of the Radar "subsystem" the reception
and redistribution of the products to the end user
is shown. On the above figure the three radar stations on mountain tops produce the basic products. These are transmitted over leased lines to
Zurich to produce the radar composite product.
All the radar products are distributed to all the
servers in the network. With this method it is easier to balance the load on the network. If the enduser is starting a request for a radar product, this
request is satisfied from the local server. For the
network distribution several programs have been
developed to maintain to continuous dataflow and
to prevent disk overflow on the server. The display software is stored on each server and new
versions are managed and delivered over the network
The Sun network manager has been installed to
control all the network components: Cisco rout-
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ers, Lattisnet concentrators (LAN), servers with
special look to disk, cpu usage and the enduser
workstations. With this tool a great part of before
manual supervisory work could be automated.
8. MIGRATION MAINFRAM TO UNIX
During the transition period from 92-96 products
are first delivered from the mainframe and have to
be ported to the client server systems. During this
period both system environments are in use for
product delivery. The mainframe system was attached to LAN and had to communicate over
TPC/IP.
On the diagram of next page the mainframe system with his own communication network and all
the new UNIX systems which are connected to
the same "logical" network are shown. For load
balance reasons the network is divided in several
subnets, which are not shown in the figure. The
complexity on one hand but also the great potential on the other hand is quite visible.
In the first step all the new systems were added to
the network. In the second step the functions from
the mainframe have to be ported to the UNIX systems. This work is under way and should be finished by the end of 1995.
The short range database (48hours) turned out to
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be the most vital part of the new system. Several
tests are under way to find the optimum solution
whether a fully normalised relational database approach or "partly normalised" is the best approach. Final decisions are taken as soon as the
response time for the end user system access on
all network nodes are known.
All the products for the public e.g. TV stations, radio stations, news papers, news agencies and
special customers are generated from this data
base. All this programs are now developed on
UNIX and one function after the other will be installed operationally step by step.
9. BIGGEST PROBLEMS
The biggest challenge was to introduce a complete new hardware and software generation and
at the same time keeping the mainframe system
alive. As personal resources were not increased
for this migration task and users were pushing for
service on the mainframe and the UNIX side, decision was taken to stop all development on the
mainframe in favour of the new systems. Subsys-

terns were ordered from the industry to get the
new functions as working systems which had to
be connected to the network. As so many new
systems did arrive each EDP workgroup had to
take control and responsibility for several systems. Their workload increased.
Classes had to be held for EDP personal on all
UNIX topics and end users did receive training to
use the new software packages.
10. OUTLOOK
As the work is not finished several unknown obstacles will turn up and have to be solved if possible on the fly. The backup systems should
probably be changed from warm to hot stand-by.
On the network side a dynamic bandwidth enlargement has to be foreseen which could also
serve for leased line backup. Demand of more
cpu power with upgrading to more powerful systems are probably the normal evolution steps
which arise.
Overall these are enough tasks to keep all our
EDP staff busy on a very challenging project.
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2A.7
"METEO-FUZZY" AN EXPERT SYSTEM FOR FOG FORECASTING

Liviu Dragulanescu
The National Institute of Meteorology and Hydrology
Bucharest, Romania
Constantin Stelescu
"Danemar s. r. l." Company
Bucharest, Romania
Otilia Diaconu
The National Institute of Meteorology and Hydrology
Bucharest, Romania

1.

INTRODUCTION

Besides the extraordinary scientific and
technological problems, the experience of the great
world's meteorological centres showed that the
detailing of the present models for numerical
weather forecasting, from the macro to the
mesoscale, meets an essential difficulty, i.e. , the
natural limits of the mesoscale predictability; how
much is the mesoscale configuration in a given
area, at a given moment of time t, determined by the
initial mesoscale field at a previous time moment t-Li
t and how much is it due to the interaction between
the atmospheric macrosystems and the adjacent
surface over the interval Lit ?
A better knowledge of the mesoscale
characteristics imposes the combined use of most
of the existing sources of observational information
within the present meteorological flux: SYNOP,
TEMP,Satellites, Radar, climatological observations.
Although having a high informational degree,
the data are insufficiently used presently, first of all
due to the high volume of information necessary to
be processed in a very short time. The main causes
leading to incorrect predictions are the lack of
experience, the haste, the existence of incorrect data,
the logical errors.
The understanding of the physical mechanism
of the occurrence of certain phenomena (such as
fog)is incomplete and the daily observations are
insufficient for a deterministic approach.

Corresponding author address: Liviu Dragulanescu,
National Institute of Meteorology and Hydrology,
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Sos. Bucuresti-Ploiesti 97, Bucharest 71552,
ROMANIA
The acquiring of procedural knowledge under
the form of occurrence rules of dangerous
meteorological phenomena can be automated and
completed with the human expert's knowledge.
Since the imprecision and the incertitude are
inherent characteristics of the knowledge currently
used in meteorology, a system capable to represent
and deal vague knowledge has been proposed. The
medium based on imprecise and uncertain reasoning,
modelled by the logic of the fuzzy sets, will stand for
the support of the expert systems .
2.

THE DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY

2.1

The Essence Of The Problem

The methods for the forecasting of the
meteorological phenomena can be divided into two
categories :
- subjective methods - synoptic forecasting of
the human expert;
- objective forecasting - deterministic models
and statistic models.
In spite of all the advantages of conceptual
nature , the objective methods represent a sort of
"black box" for the specialist , which do not allow
him to follow the algorithm. The expert systems are
closer to the logic of the human decision diminishing
the frustration feeling of the specialist.
The concrete elaboration of an expert system
requires a hard-working stage for the creation of a
base of decision rules. The knowledge engineer can

2.2

Algorithm

predictor
T model
linear one:

The steps involved in the Expert-System
algorithm (see Figure 1) are described bellow:
Model
Output

Temp Data

Synop Data

Kalman filtering

Validation

Data Base

Optimal codification

Predictors Selection

Present Context

Rules Induction

Formalization

Rules Base

Facts Base

Knowledge Base

Vague
Knowledge
Represent

Inference Engine

User Interface

Questions

T forecast(t) = C 1(t) + C2(t)

* T model

(1)

where C I and C2 are time dependent coefficients and
they are updated by the evolution equation:
C 1(t) = X(t)

* C2(t)

(2)

where X(t) is a linear evolution operator.
Other categorical variables as weather,
precipitation or air masses types are also used as
derived predictors.

Time and Space Fitting

Dealing
Vague
Knowledge

and predictand T forecast is a

Results

Figure 1. The general flowchart indicating the steps
involved in the Expert System development.
Step 1. Build a collection of "cases". Each one
of them contains meteorological parameters selected as
predictors and the predictand that is in this case the
occurrence of fog. For that the following directions
were approached:
- a SYNOP historical data base at BucharestBaneasa station-for a three years period;
- a TEMP data collection;
- forecasted data from operational Romanian
numerical model output (lvanovici 1985), that are
adjusted using Kalman filtering to specific weather
conditions on a specific location. We have applied the
simple two parameters Kalman filter (Persson 1990),
to obtain the temperature forecasts (+24h) using as
predictors the model output temperature forecasts
received on a grid point. The relation between

Step 2. Parameter optimal codifying.
The optimal codification of parameters
(Megreditchian 1992), consists of three stages:
- the automatic classification of values of
parameters using the dynamic kernel method, each
class becoming in this way a modality those
boundaries are determined so that an informativity
criteria (Mahalanobis distance) to be maximised and a
redundancy criteria to be minimised~
- the optimally codifying of indices of previous
parameters modalities, that means a qualitative criteria
of forecast is maximised;
- the writing of a new data base accordingly to
optimally codifying of indices of parameters
modalities.
Step 3. Predictor selection using the random
adaptive method to determine k-uples of more
informative predictors (Megreditchian 1979).
Using a Monte-Carlo alghoritm, a number about
two thousands k-uples are extracted. Each k-uple is
characterised by its Mahalanobis distance /J.2 that is to
be maximised. On each time the last two extractions
are compared, the most informative k-uple is retained
and the probability of the extraction of predictors
contained in this k-uple at next step is increased. The
extraction' probability of predictors from the other kuple is decreased.
Step 4. Rule induction using pervious k-uples,
having
as premises the indexes of predictors'
modalities and as conclusion the indexes of
predictand's modalities. For example:
IF Wind -18h speed
= Slow AND
Pressure-18h value
=High AND
Relative humidity-18h value =Height AND
=Broken
Cloud amount-18h
THEN Fog occurrence= True 78%
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The formalising system is based on the
Production Rules. Possibility distributions are
associate to the facts that are present in premises and
conclusions.

Step 7. Forecast verification and updating of the
certitude degrees.

Step 5. Formalization of the present context.
Near the rules, the Knowledge Base contains:
A. The Present Context, that includes:
a) facts, who are known as probable, in the form :
OBJECT ATTRIBUTE
VALUE P
where P is the probability so that the object OBJECT
has the value VALUE for the attribute ATTRIBUTE;
b) hipotetycal facts in the form :
OBJECT ATTRIBUTE
VALUE CR PL ,
where CR and PL are the credibility and respective
the possibility of the fact.
B. The OBJECTS list including the description of
attributes and values or modalities for meteorological
parameters. For example :
WIND SPEED CALM
LIGHT
MODERATE
STRONG
C. For every (OBJECT ATTRIBUTE VALUE) a
fuzzy set representation is added. For example,
WIND SPEED LIGHT (0.4 1.0 0.5 0.1)

The achievement of an Expert System with
decisional finality will first of all allow to obtain an
elementary decisional rule base using the current
observation data without using the human expertise.
A medium based on imprecise and uncertain
reasoning, modelled by the logic of the fuzzy sets, has
been developed in according with the complexity of
meteorological problems.
The rule base in packed form will be presented to
the human expert who will be able to study it and
eventually complete it in order to use it afterwards in
taking the decisions. For each concrete situation, the
human expert will be able to survey the achieved rule
assembly and the procedure of weighting their quality
indices. He will be able to intervene in this weighting
by increasing or diminishing the impact of a certain
rule.

Der

Step 6. Fog forecasting.
The target (FOG OCCURANCE TRUE) is given
for evaluation
in the EXPERT-SYSTEM and
the credibility and plausibility levels are evaluated
using the Inference Engine (see Figure 2).

Der Megreditchian, G., l 992:Le traitement stat1st1que
des donnecs multidimensionelle. ENM Toulouse,2
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2A.8
A LIMITED AREA NUMERICAL WEATHER PREDICTION SYSTEM
FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES BASED ON NEW TECHNOLOGIES

J. K. Daniel Soderman
ICSC - World Laboratory, Project EMME-1
Erice, Italy
1.

INTRODUCTION

The significant increases in computer
performance and associated developments in
atmospheric modelling during the last few years
have made it feasible to design and implement
high resolution limited area forecasting and
visualization systems on UNIX-based high
performance workstations. By default such
systems can also be implemented without difficulty
on UNIX-based mainframes and supercomputers,
and on multi-platform computer facilities.
Efforts in Erice under the auspices of the
Project EMME-1 are aimed at an experimental
implementation of a system of this kind at the
Tunisian National Meteorological Institute (INM)
in early 1994. Other centres in the Mediterranean

Author address: Meteorology and Oceanography
Centre, Via Guarnotta 26, 91016 Erice, Italy

region are expected to install similar systems later
in the year. Details of the overall system design,
the planned installation in Tunis and the support
INM will receive from the EMME-I Centre in
Erice during the build-up period will be given
below.
It is also planned to enhance the system by
adding, where appropriate, hydrodynamic and
ecological (biological and polJution) models for
oceanographic simulations, initially for the
Mediterranean Sea and limited areas thereof such
as the Gulf of Gabes, as a result of the efforts
within the ICSC - World Laboratory Project
LAND-3 ("Protection of Coastal Marine
Environment in the South Mediterranean Sea").
These models will benefit directly from the
availability of atmospheric surface fields, in
particular the wind flux, produced by the regional
and limited area model simulations and
predictions.

).

Figure 1: Regional area used by the EMME-1 Centre for pseudo-operational 72h forecasts utilizing the
NMC/Eta model (horizontal resolution 20' (ea 36 km) and limited area used by INM Tunis for
experimental short range forecasts (resolution 10' or ea 18 km) with EMME-I initial and boundary data.
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2.

COMPUTER PERFORMANCE

Developments in computer technology over
the last decade have resulted in increasingly costefficient computing platforms. In fact high
performance workstations are now reaching
performance levels similar to that of the original
Cray-1 supercomputer, at a purchase cost of
around $1,000 per MFLOPS of sustained
computational power for an NWP model, as
compared to more than $100,000 per MFLOPS
for the Cray-1 in the late 1970s.
In addition the size of the primary memory
has grown from 8 MB on the Cray-1 to typically
64 MB on today's high performance workstations.
These very positive trends are likely to continue in
the foreseeable future. In fact both single CPU
workstations with a sustained performance of the
order of 100 MFLOPS and multiprocessor
versions of such workstations with a sustained
performance well beyond 1000 MFLOPS should
become available in 1994.
In this connection it is also interesting to note
that whereas the introduction of the Cray-1
supercomputer (and global models) resulted in
very significant improvements in global forecast
quality during the late 1970s and early 1980s, the
corresponding trends have been quite modest in
recent years in spite of an increase in
computational performance of two orders of
magnitude in about 12 years.
This could be seen as an indication that a
sustained computational performance in the range
of 100-500 MFLOPS should be sufficient during
the next few years for the operational production
of competitive regional and limited area forecasts
and that additional investments in very powerful
supercomputers would only produce marginally
superior forecasts.
3.

OVERALL APPROACH

The observed slow-down of the global forecast
quality trend is most probably mainly due to
deficiencies in observational data quality and
spatial resolution. Such deficiencies relate
primarily to space-based data and ocean regions,
whereas surface-based observational data with
higher resolution and of acceptable quality
normally are available on a regional and, in
particular, national basis. Therefore it seems
logical to use the global models for input of initial
and boundary data to regional models, which in

turn should provide such data to high resolution
limited area models for national purposes.
In consequence the availability of initial and
boundary data from a global or regional model is
a fundamental prerequisite for the production of
credible high resolution numerical products on a
national scale. Arrangements for the provision of
such data should normally be made within the
framework of the WMO World Weather Watch.
However, because of the very limited capabilities
of the WMO Global Telecommunications System
and for other reasons, bilateral arrangements may
be necessary in some cases.
In the case of Project EMME-1 (see Fig. 1),
regional 72 hour forecasts with a resolution of 20'
latJlong. (ea. 36 km) are currently being produced
on a pseudo-operational basis in Erice utilising the
NMC/Eta model with the step-mountain vertical
coordinate (Janjic, 1990, Lazic, L. and B. Telenta,
1988, Mesinger et al, 1988). ECMWF data with a
horizontal resolution of 0.56Q (ea. 60 km) lat./long.
are used for initial and boundary data input. The
EMME-1 forecasts in turn will provide initial and
boundary data for experimental limited area 2448 hour forecasts with a resolution of typically 10'
lat./long. (18 km) to be produced at INM Tunis
and other centres in the region.
4.

FORECASTING SYSTEM DESIGN

The overall objective is to produce a system
which receives observational and appropriate
initial and boundary data (in grid point form) as
input and which produces a comprehensive data
base of analyses and forecasts and a set of related
graphical products as output, also allowing
interactive manipulation and visualization of the
results in 20 and 3D.
The following basic principles have been
adhered to for the overall design of the EMME-1
forecasting system:
(a) international (or de facto) standards are used
(b) the system is "geographically transportable"
(c) the design is strictly modular
4.1. Standards
In addition to current de facto standards in the
computing industry such as UNIX, TCP-IP,
FORTRAN, X.ll and Motif, the following
international standards adopted for the binary
meteorological data representation by the World
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Meteorological Organization are used within the
system:
•

FM-92 GRIB for analyses and forecasts in 2D

•

FM-94 BUFR
observations

for

the

representation

of

It is planned that the 3-dimensional form of
GRIB and the character version of BUFR
(CREX), when .formally adopted by the WMO,
also will be utilised.

4.2 Gem:raphjcal transportability
In addition to transportability between
hardware platforms which is a natural
consequence of the UNIX-revolution, it is
important to design a system of this kind in such a
way that it is geographically transportable.
This means in practice that the geographical
area and horizontal and vertical resolution for a
particular run can be regulated through the user
interface, with the system performing the
necessary adjustments and interpolations relating
to the topography, state of the ground and
land/sea mask.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

(g)
(h)
(i)
U)

A preliminary system release is scheduled for
February 1994, although items (b) and (c) above
may only be completed a few months later as
various options are still being evaluated. The
initial full system release is scheduled for October
1994.
The above items will not be described in detail
in the following, being standard components of a
meteorological operational system. However, it
can be mentioned in relation to the initial
implementation in Erice and Tunis that:
•

•

4.3 Modular design
•
The design of the system is strictly modular,
with the output from one module (see Section S
below) being stored in the data base and retrieved
from there by any other module requiring the
data.
However, as an exception a temporary data
base is created during the operational production
run to form the basis for the ·production of realtime
animation
sequences
depicting
the
progression of the forecast. This temporary data
base is permanently deleted at the end of the
operational run.
The modular approach provides the freedom
to replace modules and to insert additional
components, in particular in the area of
meteorological postprocessing, without affecting
the overall system design.
S.

SYSTEM MODULES

The key components of the initial release of
the 11 single platform forecasting system 11 for
developing countries are:
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preprocessing (decoding and quality control)
analysis and data assimilation
initialisation
NWP model (including pollution dispersion)
oceanographic models
two-dimensional graphics
three-dimensional graphics
data base for observations and grid point data
meteorological postprocessing
process control

•

•

•

the basic atmospheric forecast model is the
NMC/Eta model used operationally at NMC
Washington;
the corresponding oceanographic model is the
Princeton Ocean Model (POM), developed by
George Mellor and collaborators;
NCAR Graphics is the primary tool for 20
(and some 30) graphics;
VIS-SD (Hibbard and Santek, 1990) is used
for 30 visualization, with animation and
interaction;
the NEONS/Empress data base (Jurkevics,
Titus and Clark, 1990) for meteorological and
oceanographic data developed by NRL
Monterey handles data archival and selective
retrieval; in addition a sim pie archive of
BUFR- and GRIB-files will be used where
NEONS is not feasible;
The backbone of the user interface which is
intended to enable the user to control the
various input and output parameters
atmospheric and oceanographic simulation
experiments and pseudo-operational forecasts
is the NEONS browser from which the ROI
(Region Of Interest) software enabling the
definition of a region and zooming into that
region is incorporated. The user interface is
based on M.I.T. X-windows revision S and
uses the Motif widget set and the Widget
Creation Library (Wei).

for

6.

PRODUCTS AND THEIR DISTRIBUTION

The abo"Ve system produces two types of
output:

.a comprehensive grid

point data base of
analyses/forecasts
(2) selected two-dimensional image sequences

(1)

The 2D image sequences (in compressed pixel
format) are primarily produced ror demonstration
purposes, the longer term objecti"Ve being to
broadcast the total data base over satellite to
inexpensive ground stations within the region.
It should be stressed that this approach gives
the user community maximum freedom and
independence to produce and modify as required
the end productst thus being vastly superior to the
conventional approach of only having a choice
from .a menu of products defined and made
available by a major tentre.
In the short term the INTERNET is being
used for selective data distribution on a bilateral

Nickovict S., S. Dobricic, M. Dacic and S. Mejbar,
1992: Computational Performance of Two
High Performance Workstations for a
Barotropic and a Full Prognosdc Model.
EMl\1E-l Environmental Report 1192.
SMerman, D., 1991: New Tethnologies in
Operational Weather Prediction. Preprints,
AMS 7th International Conference on
lnterai;dve Information and Processing
Systems for Meteorology; Oceanography, and
Hydrology, New Orleans, Jan. 14-18.
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2A.9
METVIEW/ws - AN APPLICATION FOR DATA PROCESSING AND VISUALIZATION
AT ECMWF AND INPE/CPTEC

Jens Daabeck, Brian Norris, Keld Petersen, Elisa Nishimura, Sylvie Lamy-Thepaut
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)
Reading, United Kingdom

Gilberto Camara Neto, Ricardo Cartaxo Modesto de Souza
Centro de Previsao de Tempo e Estudos Climaticos (CPTEC)
lnstituto Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais (INPE)
Sao Jose dos Campos, Brasil

Abstract
The METVIEW/ws system, for visualization
and manipulation of meteorological data is
described. The system is modular, developed
using distributed computing architecture and has
an icon-based user interface.
An oveNiew of METVIEW/ws was given at
AMS 93 (Daabeck, Norris and Camara, 1993).
The first system release to users is expected
second half 1993. This presentation will review
the progress of the development and report on
the initial user experience with METVIEW!ws 1.0.

1.

To provide an interactive environment for the
retrieval of meteorological data.
To provide tools for the manipulation of
meteorological data, including derivations of
new fields, comparisons and verifications.
To be based on "de jure" or "de facto"
standards to the extent possible and thereby
achieve independence of any particular
hardware platform.

INTRODUCTION

This paper describes a visualisation system
for meteorological and climatological data, called
METVIEW/ws, that is aimed at existing and
emerging weather prediction centres such as
ECMWF and CPTEC, Brazil. METVIEW/ws
enables operational and research meteorologists
to access, manipulate and visualise
meteorological and climatological data on UNIX
workstations. Fields can be combined with
satellite data and obseNations can be added.
Among the manipulation applications are:
cross-sections, tephigrams, meteograms and
display of verification scores.

2.

To provide an interactive environment for the
2D and 3D visualisation of fields,
obseNations and images.

REQUIREMENTS FOR METVIEW/ws
The design objectives of METVIEW/ws are:
To provide a platform for the development of
meteorological visualisation software.
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The user perspective for METVIEW/ws is as
follows (Camara and Daabeck, 1991):
The users are research scientists and
meteorological analysts in a numerical
weather prediction centre using a workstation
with network access to a supercomputer.
The workstation is used for data retrieval,
data manipulation and visualisation;
The workstation is linked via a network
whose facilities provide transparent access
to the data. Therefore, METVIEW/ws
assumes that data are stored in the most
suitable place and makes no distinction
between local and remote files.
The processing may be done either locally at
the workstation or at a central computer that
drives the workstation display.

METVIEW/ws is designed to be easy-to-use,
by using an X Window based graphical user
interface, specifically designed to minimise input
requirements.
The user can also save global definitions,
such as data manipulation formulae, drawing
attributes, screen layouts, so that the user can
make new drawings with a minimum of effort. It
provides many services, such as full help facilities
and custom configurability. To implement
METVIEW/ws, a workstation environment is
needed, preferably with powerful servers, and a
well-performing network in order to distribute the
data and processing load of the system.

3.

where each programmer writes his own
visualisation and manipulation procedures,
METVIEW/ws provides a general framework
for the programmer.
Application modules: each application
module deals with a different task such as
cross-sections, observation plotting and
meteograms.
A module called the General Application
enables the more common task of data
selection and visualisation. The General
Application only actually performs very
specific tasks (which are not common
functionality) and relies on the service
modules for most of the "real work". There is
a defined protocol which specifies how an
application can be integrated into the
system.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

User needs evolve over time and one cannot
implement all user requirements at once.
METVIEW/ws is, in its entirety, a very large
system and it is not desirable nor feasible to aim
at the implementation of the complete .system at
once. Therefore, METVIEW/ws is required to be
a modular, extendible system, allowing new
functionality to be added without rewriting existing
code. There is a core of basic needs (accessing
data, manipulating data, drawing charts), around
which one can customise meteorological and
climatological applications.
To satisfy these requirements, METVIEW/ws
has been designed to be a distributed system,
based on the client-server approach. Each of its
modules is a separate executable, which
communicates by means of RPC (remote
procedure call) protocol.
There are four different types of modules in
METVIEW/ws:
Server modules: these assure the low-level
communication between the various
applications. There is a main server (one per
workstation), which controls user access and
calls the various application modules and a
user server (one per user), which controls
the submission of user's requests to the
main server.
Service modules: these implement
functionality which is used by one or more
applications. The idea is that many
applications need services such as
visualisation, data retrieval and data
manipulation. Instead of the usual situation,

Main module: the main user interface to the
system, which provides the means for calling
the various application and service modules.

4.

VISUALISATION

The conceptual model used in METVIEW/ws
portrays a user who selects the application best
suited for a task. Within the context of the
application, the user selects some data to
analyse, defines how the data is to be shown and
arranges the screen in a fashion which is
adequate for the user's purposes. This model,
therefore, distinguishes between three
components of the visualisation control and lends
itself to the development of an icon-driven
interface which makes use of the "drag-and-drop"
metaphor.
It is important that the user is able to define
the arrangement of the screen. Experience with
interactive visualisation in meteorology has
shown that some data will be best shown in
animation mode in a single window. In other
cases, the user might want the screen to be
partitioned into several non-overlapping windows.
This would be the case when the user wants to
compare the various time-steps of a forecast with
the corresponding analyses.
To achieve the goals mentioned above,
METVIEW/ws has three primary defined
components: the Data Unit, the Visdef (visual
definitions) and Plot Window/Plot Subwindow
(location of plots).

-'-~~~~~~~~~~~~-
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A Data Unit, with a user defined name, is a
symbolic data description in meteorological terms,
describing meteorological data types, i.e. fields,
images and observations. The symbolic
description will, at run time, be translated to
physical file specifications.
A Visdef describes a series of visual
attributes (e.g. contour line style, colour etc). A
Visdef is not bound to any Data Unit, but is
merely a description of the visual look of a chart,
should the Visdef be applied to some data and
displayed.
A Plot Window is a rectangular container for
multiple plot areas. The individual plot areas are
called Plot Subwindows and can be organized in
a row/column layout. Soft visualization is
implemented i.e. by binding any arbitrary
combination of a Data Unit, a Visdef and a Plot
Subwindow, a chart is produced. This allows for
flexibility in changing attributes and plot location
with minimal effort. In addition, by allowing the
Data Unit and Plot Subwindow components to be
sequences, multiple drawings can be made with
a single selection.
The drag and drop feature has been
implemented to simplify the user interface for
making a visualization request:
A Visdef icon can be dragged and dropped
onto the Data Unit if the default Visdef is not
acceptable.
The Data UniVVisdef can be dragged and
dropped into a Plot Subwindow.

6.

DATA RETRIEVAL

One crucial aspect of any meteorological
application is that of data retrieval. Often, the
user needs a selection from a very large data
base, which in the case of a centre such as
ECMWF, spans more than 1O years. This data
base may be located on a large data server.
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PARAMETER= TEMPERATURE
DATE = 860125
STEP = 24/48n2/96
LEVELTYPE = PRESSURE LEVELS
LEVEL= 850
In this case, the user has requested the
forecast issued at 25 January 1986, with one
parameter (temperature), one level (850 hPa),
and four time-steps. METVIEW/ws provides
means to construct this request interactively and
to send it to the appropriate computer for
processing.

The user will often make the next
visualization request based on previous charts,
i.e. some of the Plot Subwindows might contain
useful information to build the next visualization
request. The user can select input values for an
application by pointing at an existing chart in a
Plot Subwindow and then, optionally, modify the
input values before realizing the new visualization
request.

5.

A common user interface to the data base is
developed as part of the METVIEW/ws system.
The purpose of the user interface is to provide a
comprehensive access to individual components
of the data base.
To allow the user easy definition of the
desired data, ECMWF has implemented a
language, with parameters designed for the
retrieval of meteorological data. This language is
part of MARS (Meteorological Archival and
Retrieval System), designed at ECMWF
(Hennessy, 1986). At INPE, although the physical
storage of data will be different from that of
ECMWF, the MARS language will also be used
as a means of high-level user interface.
The MARS language provides a request in a
format such as:

AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY

DATA MANIPULATION AND
APPLICATIONS

The data manipulation tools will be oriented
towards the needs and requirements of the
research scientist and the operational
meteorological analyst. Among the basic
manipulation functions to be implemented are
addition, subtraction, differencing and multiplying,
horizontal and vertical interpolation.
An important use of the METVIEW/ws
concept is that it enables user applications to be
linked to the system with a small processing
overhead. Without a distributed processing
architecture, METVIEW/ws would be limited in its
growth as a single system, because of inevitable
hardware and software constraints. The
distributed processing protocol enables
METVIEW/ws to be able to encompass a large
number of applications, which are needed for a
general meteorological system.

7.

THE METVIEW/ws PROJECT

METVIEW/ws is a cooperative project
between ECMWF and INPE, Brazil. Currently,
ECMWF is also assisted by a staff member from
Mateo France.
METVIEW/ws is based on the ECMWF
MAGICS package (Daabeck et al, 1989) and will
use image processing functions from
MicroMAGICS (Daabeck, 1990). It will also
include modules from the ECMWF set of
applications called METVIEW/batch.
The system is being implemented using the
C++ language.
The current status of the project is that the
visualisation of images, observations ·and fields
has been implemented, as well as the basic
client-server communication between
applications. Specific applications will start being
included during the second half of 1993, with an
expectation of a working version of METVIEW/ws
to be provided to INPE and ECMWF users at the
beginning of 1994.

8.
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CONCLUSION

The METVIEW/ws concept will provide a
standard framework within which applications
relating to the retrieval, processing and
visualization of meteorological data can be
implemented.
The use of a client-server, distributed
approach is seen as a major trend in the
development of complex graphic systems which
deal with data in various formats.
The additional complexities in the design and
programming of distributed systems are to be
balanced with the needs of assuring system
evolution and expandability. We hope to have
achieved such a balance in METVIEW/ws, but
only further experience will serve as success
indicator.

9.
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METEOROLOGICAL PC AND VIDEOTEXT
APPLICATIONS AT METEO-FRANCE

A. Lasserre-Bigorry, C. Gaillard, N. Marie

METEO-FRANCE
Service Central d'Exploitation de la Meteorologie
Toulouse, France

1-.

INTRODUCTION

METEO-FRANCE has developed for it's .
internal needs or external contact with users tools for
meteorological data visualisation and post-processing.
In this presentation we will focus on 2 of them. The
first one is running on PC and is very useful for
forecasting and now-casting. This tool is not reserved
to forecasters but we have also some external users.
The second one is mainly for external usage, as it is a
French videotexte service through commuted network
with a simple videotexte terminal or emulation on PC.
2.

METEOTEL

This visualisation system is based on a
software developed by METEO-FRANCE. This
software is capable to receive on real time
meteorological images up to France or Europe,
throughout a satellite diffusion :
- satellite every half an hour,
- precipitation radar every quarter of
an hour,
- lightning impact,
- observations from meteorological
station every hour,
- numerical forecast from a meso
scale numerical model twice a day,
- observed and forecast maps.
The system allow the users many processing
on all the kinds of images presented before :
- visualisation
- animation
- zoom
- superposition
of
local
- moving
calculation
structures
- alarms for area or critical level
- cutting through model fields
- meteograms
On figure 1 we can see an example of
visualisation of observation of temperature over
France on 10 September 1993 at 15 UTC. This
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system is based on very basic and cheep material. PC
386 or 486 for the software, with 4M of memory, a
hard disk of 80M minimum, VGA card, colour
screen. For satellite reception, a MATRA station with
a 0.55 or 0.85 meters antenna.

3.

VIDEOTEX SERVICE: 3615 METEO

Since nearly 10 years METEO-FRANCE,
has developed, videotexte servers to give users
meteorological information, through a videotexte PC
emulation or a dedicated terminal (Minitel). But at the
real beginning it was impossible to have enough,
telecommunication line on a same computer to answer
to all the users at the same time. So we had 6 different
computers located in different places. Nowadays after
a reorganisation of videotexte service we have only
on way to access to this kind of information :
36 15 METEO
The magazine display information on real
time as observations, we can know the weather of
more than 10 OOO towns all around the world, updated
every 3 hours, end every hours on France. The major
part of magazine is forecast. It is possible to have a
specific forecast bulletins on each department of
France updated twice a day. Forecasts on all Europe
and neighbours country are also available on the
magazine. We can also access to climatology data as
mean, minimum maximum, record.
The magazine is very convenient, and as
soon as you are connect a name of a place (town,
country) is asked to you, as it's shown on figure 1
This magazine as also specialised pages for
mountain, snow, gliding, visual flying, agriculture,
and so on.
In a near future we planed to have a
magazine in foreign languages (not only French), with
pictograms instead of texts. As METEO-FRANCE
have also numerical vocal information through the
commuted network, we can consider multimedia
methods as possible.

Figure 1

. .8 DBS 273

QESEAU DE t5H UTC

SELECTION PAQAMETQE
Figure 2
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OPERATIONAL WORKSTATIONS AT METEO-FRANCE:
RECENT PROGRESS OF THE SYNERGIE PROJECT

P.Benichou, MF.Voidrot, C.Berthou
METEO-FRANCE
Service Central de la Meteorologie
Toulouse, France

1.

INTRODUCTION

The SYNERGIE project is a METEOFRANCE project of Meteorological Workstation for
weather monitoring and forecasting, targeted to
operational weather forecasters . This project has
already been introduced during the 1992 11 PS
Conference (Voidrot et a/ii, 1993). This paper will
therefore emphasize its current state and future
development.
Since the last AMS Conference, major
improvements have been brought to the software:
- new type of data were introduced
- new basic features were added
- sophisticated
features
fitted
to
an
operational
environment
were
implemented
- major choice of going to NEONS for the
DBM scheme was made
Synergie will be put into operations in the
French national and regional meterological centres
between May and October 1994.

- radar imagery
- vertical soundings
- model outputs
- T4 formatted graphical documents
- static data (geographic contours .. . )
The software can also handle a special type
of data Meteo-France is going to use operationally,
which are values of sensible weather elements
analysed or predicted by forecasters over any tiny
homogeneous climatic area in France. These data
are planned to constitute next year the official
Meteo-France forecasters' output with respect to
ground weather elements over France (Landais,
1993).
Later on, the system will be able to manage
vocal messages. These messages will be use to
make the communication faster ans easier between
operational forecasters working on remote centres.
They will be mainly used as comments on models
outputs from National Centre experts towards
Regional Centres forecasters.

3.
2.

ANY KIND OF DATA IS IN SYNERGIE

A major purpose of the Synergie project was
to integrate all the data into the same system in
order to fasten the extraction of information and
allow the user to use any type of data at any step o(
his work : understanding, forecasting, as well as
producing.
To-day, Synergie can handle any classical
type of data, such as :
- bulletins, messages
- ground observations
- satellite images
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SYNERGIE CLASSIC FEATURES

By the end of 1993, Synergie offers any
classic feature one operational forecaster may
expect from a meteorological workstation. It can :
- visualize any type of data over any area for
which data are available
- animate any type of data (if relevant) :
radar, model fields, satellite images,
lightning impacts, ...
- draw 20 cross-sections anywhere in the
models 40 fields
- overlay any types of data (radar, satellite,
model, observations , ... )
- zoom in and zoom out cleverly

- give the position of the cursor in lat-lon and
the corresponding relevant value of the
visualised data (e.g. field value for model,
cloud type for satellite, . rain rate for
radar, ... )
As an example, Figure
shows a
combination of four windows : cross-section of wind
intensities (below left) field obtained as a pop-up
window from a 20 vectorial wind field (up left);
overlay of Humidity field and satellite IR picture over
Europe (up right); radar composite image over France
together with lightning impacts (below right).

spite of the limited surface of the workstations
screens, this feature should meet the needs of a
larger part of forecasters in regard to handling very
large documents in full resolution.
Figure 2 gives an example of scrolling over
an Atlantic-Europe area. The window on the left
shows the initial visualization (1 OOOhPa temperature
and
geopotential
together
with
ground
observations). Once the scrolling facility is asked by
the user, the mouse movement makes the user
easily and instantaneously focus on any region, with
full information (right windows).

4. 3 Tools for forecast production

4. TAILORED SYNERGIE FEATURES FITTED
TO AN OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT
4. 1 Svneraie is a tailorable software
It was desirable to make Synergie a general
software able to meet most of the - various- needs
of the forecasters. On the other hand, almost every
forecaster within a national or regional Centre has a
specific duty to perform . Hence the idea of providing
any forecaster with a specific Synergie software
tailored for his actual duty. The concept of Synergie
family, as a set of preset softwares designed for
specialised forecasters was born.
In a more general point of view, any Synergie
software may be seen as a set of general purpose
and specific data and features, with a fitted
"universal" user interface. This software is then
implemented for any forecasting activity.
Besides, once the set of data and
functionnalities is defined and selected, the user can
tailor the software to its own preferences or needs.
He can also very easily define personal
macro commands in order to sace mouse clicks and
go faster to the specific view of the data he uses to
look at.
At last, the forecaster may define himself, if
necessary, the geographical area he will work on .

4. 2 "Scrolling" facility
Many forecasters use to work on very large
documents (ground or upper-air observations over
oceans or continents, global or hemispheric model
fields, satellite images). For them was implemented
the so-called scrolling facility : it enables to visualize
within a physical window of the screen the part of a
much larger full resolution virtual window the
forecaster is interested in. Moving inside this virtual
window is made very easily through the mouse. In

An interactive system such as Synergie could
not be really efficient and fully accepted by duty
forecasters if it does not offer facilities for
meteorological production . In fact, a forecaster
expects from any system of this kind not only a tool
for data visualization and manipulation. He must
find in the software all the relevant features he
needs, especially for graphical production.
As a matter of fact, a large part of the added
value brought by a forecaster can be summarized by
maps. These maps are currently used (and currently
hand-drawn) for professional users as well as for
public users. Besides, graphical expert work is
widely used within Meteo-France to exchange
informations between National and Regional
Centres. That is why a high priority has been given
to the development of tools helping the forecasting
in this kind of production.
All the tools being developed are based on a
graphical editor that should be able to :
- suggest to the forecaster a first guess of a
final product by using informations
contained in the local database (e.g .
direct model ouputs);
- handle graphical meteorological objects
(pictograms, fronts, cyclones, ... )
The first products Synergie will offer next
year willl be :
- an editor for final text/charts products (such
as for newspapers) using the weather
elements
database
filled
by
the
forecasters (see §2);
- an editor for forecast maps coma ining both
mslp and meteorological objec;.s (fronts).
Later on Synergie will make possible the
graphical (or vocal) annotation of any Synergie
document (e.g. model fields, ... ).
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5.

TECHNICAL ASPECTS

6. 2 Implementation

5. 1 Move to Neons
In each Centre where Synergie will be
installed, the data will be stored in a unique
database which will be the contact point between the
external world (transmissions, models, soundings,
satellites) and the forecaster. The DBM system has
been chosen in june 93 and is the same for both
Synergie and Diapason (operational heart of MeteoFrance ). It was also decided to use the Neons
software package (developed by the US-Navy)
above the RDBMS layer (Stein et a/ii, 1993). Neons
is expected to save time for the developments and
·
seems to offer a good data scheme.

5. 2

Kernel
framework

architecture

and

developing

After the developing team has been dramatically
enriched (from 2 up to 10 members working now on
the project), it was necessary to bring deep changes
to the software kernel. Now, these changes enable
any developer to add a new feature, a new type of
data very easily and make the basic features
(animation, zoom, scrolling, ... ) readily usable for
any new type of data.
The Synergie project is being developed inside
Meteo-France. Hence it is advisable that not only
the team developing Synergie but also any people
working in the French weather centres should be
able to integrate new features (for local needs for
instance). This is the reason why the project has
published a "Synergie developing guide" giving
recommandations for development of features and
of their user interface. It is expected that from now,
all the features to be developed for forecasters
should be developed within the Synergie framework.

6.

IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY

6. 1 Architecture
Synergie will be implemented at the National
and at the seven Regional weather centres. At these
sites, the selected architecture is a server/client type
architecture : one (or two) server is the interface
between outside and the forecasters; each
forecaster will work on a separate workstation, with
its own power dedicated only to visualization. The
workstation make requests to the server by SQLnet.
There will be about ten stations at the National
Centre, and three or four at each Regional Centre.
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The servers will be installed by the beginning
of 1994. The stations will be implemented
progressively, from winter to summer 1994. The first
Synergie stations to be put into operation (may 94)
will be the ten stations devoted to the prediction of
weather elements over France.
Later on will come the equipment and
software tailored to the overseas territories (1995).

7.

CONCLUSION

The first version of Synergie is now ready to
be operational. It offers a wide variety of
functionnalities to the forecaster, together with a fast
access to any meteorological data.
The Synergie project has taken into account
the specificities of every forecaster's job and offers
(or will soon offer) sophisticated features.
Synergie is transportable : an "Export"
version of Synergie is under development. It will
then be run at any place in the world wherever data
are available in a WMO format. This version will be
commercialized by the end of 1994.

8.
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THE METEOROLOGICAL APPLICATION- AND PRESENTATION SYSTEM (MAP)
OF DEUTSCHER WETTERDIENST (DWD)
Wolf gang Kusch
H.-J. Koppert
M. Pegoda
Deutscher Wetterdienst
Offenbach, Germany

1. INTRODUCTION

The main features of MAP are:

Some of the main tasks of Regional
Weather Forecast Off ices are Weather Watch, Nowcasting (0-2 hours),
Very Short Range Forecasts (2-12
hours) and the issue of severe weather warnings. All this is based on
different observational data which
are mainly presented in conventional way (e.g. FAX) and processed by
hand. Only the short range forecast
(12-72 hours) is based on numerical
model output.

-

This way of Forecast Service cannot
any longer meet the users' demands
from business, economics and public
media for a more accurate forecast
and warning service in good time.
The amount of data available to the
forecaster has increased enormously
since the beginning of numerical
weather prediction. Table 1 shows
the increase of model output of
different german numerical weather
prediction models for a 24 hour
forecast.
Model
BTP/BKL
BKF/BKN
GM/EM/DM
GM_E/LM

Time
1966-1977
1978-1990
1991-1993
1998

Data/MB
.46
4.4
300.
70000.

Table 1: Data volume of different
NWP for 24 hour Forecast in MByte
This shows the necessity of a modernization program for the Regional Forecast Offices to keep and
improve the quality and reliability
of their products and services. The
MAP system (MAP is an acronym for
Meteorological Application and Presentation System) will enable the
Regional and Aeronautical Forecast
Off ices to receive, to store and to
present the data.
Corresponding author address:
Wolf gang Kusch
Deutscher Wetterdienst, POB 100465
63004 Offenbach, Germany
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Weather Monitoring
Nowcasting
Automatic issue of warnings
Local models for very short range
forecast
- Computation of complex forecast
parameters (e.g. fog, instability
indices)
- Automatic Flight forecasts
- Visualization, design and dissemination of final products on
user's request
2.

APPLICATION SOFTWARE

MAP is based on three existing
systems: AUTOTEMP, DPSU (Data Presentation system UNIX) and IGS (Interactive Graphical System). MAP
integrates these three systems to a
single system.
The development of AUTOTEMP started
in 1985 after a severe thunderstorm
event in Southern Germany in July
1984 causing large damage and economic losses. AUTOTEMP performs the
automatic and interactive evaluation of radiosonde vertical soundings and offers the following
features:
- Lists of actual soundings
- Heights of pressure levels,
extremes and vertical profile
of pseudopotential temperature
- Precipitable water, LCL, CCL
- Indices of Instability
- Inversions
- Freezing Level and snow line
- Danger of icing within clouds
- Height of Tropause, CAT
- Diurnal variation of temperature
- Buoyant energy
- Diurnal variation of convection
(local forecast model)
- Lifting of air column
- Graphical diagrams:
- Stiive diagram
- Skew T Log P diagram
- Map-presentation of thermodynani.c am cx:np.rt:ed elarents
at isobaric levels
- Hodograph analysis

The Development of DPSU started in
1988 by the Meteorological Service
of the former German Democratic Republic. DPSU provides the forecaster with graphical and alphanumerical presentation of synoptic data,
forecast soundings of the NWP, OMO
for different stations, plots of
actual and forecast synoptic data
and mapped information.
The Development of the !GS started
in 1987 for the Central Off ice with
the goal to replace manually plotted forecast charts by computer generated charts with the possibility
of an interactive modify mode. !GS
will be integrated into MAP for the
man-machine-mix design of Newspaper
Weather Charts (NWC), the Display
System and the Interactive Application System !AS (see section 4.).
The automated part for the design
of NWC, surface isobars, temperatures and significant weather or
cloud amount as pictograms are
plotted automatically at predefined
locations. The pictograms can be
edited by the user. Fronts can be
imported from the NWP or defined by
the user, who can also insert and
edit free text into the chart without restriction.
./
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Arrows indicating temperature advection can be inserted or deleted
(see Figure 5. as an example of
NWC). !GS allows to display images
and Direct Model Output such as
weather element meteograms (Figure
1.), vertical cross sections, trajectories, forecast fields and
diagnostic parameters charts such
as vorticity advection or Q-vector.
Images, observations, trajectories.
Analysis and Forecast fields can be
superimposed.
The satellite Data Processing System (METEOSAT and NOAA) is part of
!GS so that graphics and satellite
images can be used to generate animated loops. All received data are
transformed to a stereographic projection. Animated loops are used to
determine direct ion and speed of
synoptic cloud systems.
3.
3.1

SYSTEM DESIGN
Telecommunication

The Regional Offices receive their
alphanumeric data from the message
switching system AFW (Automatisches
Fernmeldewesen in Wetteraemtern,
Automatic Telecommunications of Met
Offices). Satellite images, graphical and other data are distributed
via PSDN (Packet Switching Data
Network, 64 KBit/sec) in form of
WMO bulletins, GKS-Metafiles and
images.
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Map Configuration

MAP applications are running on PC
( 80386 or 80486) and Silicon Graphics Workstations (Personal Iris
or Indigo). Intel-PC's will be replaced by low-end Silicon Graphics
Workstations.
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Figure 1: Meteogram based on Model Output of
Europe Fine Mesh Model CDWD) showing winds and
t~erature and cloud amount at different levels.

Figure

2 • Typi ea l configuration of a MAP

System.
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The basic concept for equipment at
the Regional Forecast Off ices is a
local network (LAN) , workstations
(one as file server), output devices (printer, plotter). The number
of workstations at the off ices depends on their specific range of
responsibility. Figure 2 shows a
typical configuration of a MAP
system.

3.3

User Interface

The MAP-System is integrated under
a Graphical User Interface (GUI)
and all actions are mouse driven.
The Main Menu helps to select items
like type of data, time-interval!,
type of chart and so on. The user's
interface is simple and easy to use
even for inexperienced users. This
is very important due to the heterogenous structure of the f orecasting staff. A Help message is shown
if necessary.
4. ADMINISTRATOR SOFTWARE

Figure 3. Data Flow of MAP System
Figures 3 and 4 show the way of
data processing. MAP receives bulletins via serial port (V.24) from
the file server. Recognition I and
II stands for Data Identification
and Decoding, respectively. All
data are stored in a file-oriented
high-performance database.

DPSU software can be configured for
special demands of the local Met
Office. Some special service programs are restricted for use by the
administrator only. The configuration software allows to design
maps, station models, charts and
diagrams. A similar tool is available for the IGS. The IAS (Interactive Application System is a general program system to produce
charts with graphically enhanced
weather information. It is a flexible tool to set up new applications
using a definition file. This is
done again by the system administrator or product designer. The
def initon file contains all information about the desired elements,
their attributes and interactions.
5.

IT STANDARDS

The following standards are in use:
- GKS, with an extension for fast
pixel output
- UNIX (Operating System IRIX)
- Programming languages FORTRAN, c
- TCP/IP, NFS
- X-WINDOWS
- OSF/Motif
Only for special presentation of
satellite images, especially for
animation purposes, SGI's Graphic
Library has been used.
6.

REALIZATION

MAP systems with different equipment are in operational use at 11
Regional Forecast Off ices since
1992. Installation of MAP systems
for all 22 Regional Forecast Off ices and Aeronautical Met Off ices
will be completed in 1995.
Figure

4•

Configuration

of

Data

Process
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Server

7.

OUTLOOK

The following applications will be
implemented in the near future:
- a new GUI using OSF/Motif
- Automated weather monitoring
- Full integration of a Road
Weather Forecast System.
Further developments are:
- Full integration of RADAR and
SATELLITE images
- Automatic Generation of Aviation
Forecasts (TAF, GAFOR).
The completely integrated version
of MAP will reduce the workload
significantly by providing automatic guidances and forecasts thus
enabling the forecaster to spend
more time on judging the results of
different Numerical Weather Prediction Models in order to improve the
Weather Forecast and Weather Warning.

References:
Koppert, H.-J., 1991: The Interactive Graphical System of DWD, Third
Workshop on Meteorological Operational Systems, ECMWF, p.209-216.
Kusch, w., H.-J.Koppert, 1992: Der
Einsatz eines interaktiven graphischen Systems (IGS) flir den zentralen und dezentralen Wettervorhersagedienst. Annalen der Meteorologie,
27, S.39-40
Pegoda, M., 1992: The Meteorological Application and Presentation
System (MAP) of the Deutscher Wetterdienst, Report of the third Meeting of the European group on Operational Meteorological
Workstations (EGOWS), p.28-42.
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A COOPERATIVE INFORMATION PROCESSING PARTNERSlllP FOR THE
21st CENTURY - THE GROWING NAVY-NOAA CENTER OF EXCELLENCE
ON THE MONTEREY PENINSUIA

Carl D. Thormeyer
Fleet Numerical Oceanography Center
Monterey, CA
and
William G. Schramm
NOAA National Ocean Service
Ocean Applications Branch
Monterey, CA

1.

INTRODUCTION

Monterey, California is renowned as one of the
nation's leading centers of oceanographic and
atmospheric expertise, as it is home to several world
class centers dealing with research and operational
aspects of both sciences. Key to the rise of
Monterey as a center of excellence in the
environmental sciences has been the growing
partnership between NOAA and the U.S. Navy.
Today there are several collocated activities from
both agencies, with others planned in the near
future.
2.

BACKGROUND

The Fleet Numerical Oceanography Center
(FNOC), the Marine Meteorology Division of the
Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) and the Naval
Postgraduate School (NPS) together represent the
nexus of the Navy's operational, research and
educational programs in the environmental sciences.
The NPS with its Departments of Oceanography
and Meteorology was the first player on the stage,
having moved to Monterey from Annapolis in 1947.
In 1958 the Navy made the decision to implement
operational numerical prediction, and in 1959 the
forerunner to FNOC moved to Monterey from
Suitland, MD. This move was made in order to
collocate with fellow scientists and to take
advantage of one of the first "second-generation"
mainframe computers (a CDC 1604) at NPS. Still
later, in 1971, the research element of the Navy
Co"esponding author address: Carl D. Thonneyer,
Fleet Numerical Oceanography Center, 7 Grace
Hopper Ave., Stop 1, Monterey, CA 93943-5501
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troika was put into place when the Naval
Environmental Prediction Research Facility, now
the Marine Meteorology Division of NRL, relocated
from Norfolk, VA.
The first NOAA component to be attracted to
Monterey was the Pacific Fisheries Environmental
Group (PFEG) which collocated with FNOC in the
late 1960s. PFEG is a part of the National Marine
Fisheries Service (NMFS). In 1985 the Ocean
Applications Branch (OAB) of NOAA's National
Ocean Service (NOS) was established in Monterey,
also collocated with FNOC. In 1988 NOAA
established the Center for Ocean Analysis and
Prediction (COAP) which further expanded the
NOAA presence in the FNOC compound. This
opened the way for both the relocation of the
central California National Weather Service (NWS)
Forecast Office to Monterey in 1994, and the
proposed establishment of the NOAA Marine
Prediction Center {MPC) in the mid 1990s to this
same compound. -q'hese NOAA facilities were not
located in Monterey by accident. They are there to
provide NOAA with access to Navy expertise, to
provide for civilian access to Navy data and
products and to provide opportunities for
collaboration between NOAA and the Navy.
3. THE MONTEREY INTERAGENCY
ENVIRONMENTAL GROUP

The goals of Navy-NOAA cooperation in
Monterey are significant, and are in keeping with
national policy regarding information sharing and
"dual use". These goals include:

* Working together to identify
objectives and solve common problems

mutual

* Sharing resources
* Jointly promoting collaboration for improved
information sharing
* Jointly promoting collaboration for more
effective support to users of data, products and
marine environmental services
* Avoiding duplication of effort
* Reducing costs
To help achieve these goals, a loosely-knit informal
organization of the aforementioned Navy and
NOAA agencies on the Monterey Peninsula was
formed. The group, the Monterey Interagency
Environmental Group (MIEG), meets quarterly and
focuses on areas of cooperation and cost-savings.
The present members and their basic functions are:

* Fleet Numerical Oceanography Center
(FNOC):
FNOC's m1ss10n is to provide
oceanographic and meteorological products to
hundreds of customers worldwide throughout the
military services. Today, FNOC has installed one of
only 18 Cray Y-MP C90 Class VII supercomputers
in the world, which will soon run its suite of
meteorological and oceanographic (including
coupled air-ocean) numerical models. FNOC also
maintains the world's largest operational
meteorological and oceanographic global data base,
consisting of conventionally and remotely sensed
observational data as well as thousands of products
which are output daily from the FNOC global and
regional numerical analysis and forecast models.
The models themselves provide a four-dimensional
look at the integrated environment from the bottom
of the ocean to the top of the atmosphere, but focus
in particular on the ocean and the adjacent marine
boundary layer. Forecasts extend from three to
fourteen days, depending on the parameter.
* Marine Meteorology Division of the Naval
Research Lab: This division of NRL is responsible
for developing the numerical models which are then
run operationally at FNOC, and for developing
display techniques and meteorological decision aids
which are eventually used in operational systems by
front-line Fleet customers both afloat and ashore.
The Division's collocation with FNOC significantly

streamlines the process of transitioning numerical
models from an academic to an operational
environment, and facilitates the correction of model
shortcomings and/or software errors once these
models are operational. The Division also carries
on a basic research program in global and
mesoscale modeling, and in interaction of the
atmosphere with the oceans.

* Naval Postgraduate School Departments of
Meteorology and Oceanography:
NPS awards
advanced degrees to U.S. and allied Naval officers
who specialize or are being trained to specialize in
these sciences. FNOC operational products are
received in real time at NPS, allowing the faculty to
incorporate the use of these products into the
academic curriculum. When practical, students
select thesis topics on problems of specific interest
to FNOC and/or NRL. Results from several theses
have been integrated into the FNOC operation over
the years. Additionally, NOAA and NPS have
established a non-profit institute entitled the
"Cooperative Institute for Research in the
Integrated Ocean Sciences (CIRIOS)". The mission
of CIRIOS is to facilitate research collaborations .
between NOAA and Navy.
* NOAA COAP /OAB: COAP was established
as a NOAA national center for the development,
exchange, integration and dissemination of
oceanographic products and services in support of
NOAA's high priority programs involving the
marine environment. A further objective was to
serve as a focal point for coordination and
collaboration between NOAA and other
organizations performing related work. OAB was
established to provide on-line routine access to
FNOC's environmental data sets and products for
NOAA and other authorized civil sector users
(NOAA, 1992). Today, OAB has retained the
operational aspects of the Navy-NOAA cooperative
effort in Monterey, while absorbing the
developmental program areas of ocean data
management, ocean modeling and ocean-related
research.
* NOAA Marine · Prediction Center (MPC):
One of a number of activities proposed as elements
of the National Meteorological Center (NMC)
under its transition program (Mostek, et al., 1993),
the MPC plans to take advantage of collocation with
FNOC and NRL while centralizing its marine
forecast activities in Monterey. Staffed by both
NOS and NWS personnel, the MPC would first
10TH llPS
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absorb the former COAP and the existing functions
of OAB. Later, about 1996, the operational marine
forecast branch would relocate from the
Washington, DC area.

* NMFS Pacific Fisheries Environmental
Group: PFEG is the single laboratory in the NMFS
system that focuses on comprehensive assessment
and understanding of the fundamental effects of
natural environmental variability on marine living
resources. The relationship between PFEG and
FNOC includes ocean data exchange, and use of
FNOC real-time products and archived historical
data for fisheries research (NOAA, 1992).
* NWS Weather Forecast Office (WFO):
Another important catalyst for the Navy-NOAA
center of excellence on the Monterey Peninsula is
NOAA's plan to relocate the NWS Central
California Forecast Office from Redwood City, CA
to Navy-owned property in Monterey (FNOC/NRL
compound) in 1994. This relocation is a part of the
National Weather Service's nationwide
"modernization and associated restructuring"
program, whereby a combination of modern
technology and automation will result in improved
weather forecasts and severe weather warnings for
the general public (NOAA, 1989). The decision to
move from Redwood City to Monterey is due in
part to NOAA's desire to collocate its WFOs with
institutions of higher learning in the atmospheric
sciences where possible (Kiser, 1992), and in part to
the opportunity for collocation with the other Navy
and NOAA activities discussed above.
All these activities are or will be collocated within
one-quarter mile of each other on the FNOC/NRL
compound adjacent to the Monterey Airport, except
for the Naval Postgraduate School which is located
about 1-1/2 miles away.
SYNERGISTIC NAVY-NOAA
INTERACTION TO DATE

4.

The above goals and the MIEG mechanism by
which they are achieved have already resulted in
significant cooperative interactions. Distribution of
unique FNOC products to civilian users by NOAA
has been taking place for over a decade, using the
original Navy-NOAA Oceanographic Data
Distribution System, or NODDS (Duernberger,
1985). A significantly improved NODDS system has
been operational on the Navy side for nearly four
years (Thormeyer, et al., 1990; Garthner, et al.,
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1993). This new system is in the process of being
implemented on the NOAA side by OAB, under the
recently signed Navy-NOAA Memorandum of
Agreement governing cooperative interaction
between the two agencies. This provides the civil
sector with access to the FNOC data base and
model output, but the synergism in data
management and product dissemination goes
beyond that level of cooperation. OAB has also
implemented the Naval Environmental Operational
Nowcasting System (NEONS) (Jurkeviks, et al.,
1990; Shaw, et al., 1990) as an operational data base
management system, and linked that system to
NODDS to provide users with access to data and
products. Today, several NOAA activities have
implemented NEONS operationally, saving the need
to develop an independent system to perform the
same function. In addition to providing OAB with
access to the Navy's data and products, FNOC has
provided OAB with office spaces and computer
center space and connected the OAB computers to
the FNOC site-wide local area network (LAN).
OAB has contributed to the partnership by
providing funds and expertise to link NEONS to
NODDS, to help convert NODDS to work on
Macintosh and UNIX computers, to help with the
development of NEONS, and to help make the sitewide LAN a reality.
5.

THE FUTURE

Looking ahead, OAB is working with NRL to
develop INTERNET access to the NEONS data
base of oceanographic and meteorological
information. Such access will benefit both military
and civilian researchers. In addition, OAB is
planning to add NMC products and other NOAA
data sets to the NEONS data base, while FNOC is
working to arrange for the distribution of those
products to Navy and other military users. This
step will benefit those users in the same sense that
civilian access to Navy data and products has
benefitted the civilian comm unity. In the longer
run, the collocation of the Central California WFO
and the national Marine Prediction Center on the
existing Navy-NOAA compound will further cement
the existing interagency relationship.
6.

CONCLUSION

The NOAA-Navy partnership in Monterey is
meeting the objectives of the Federal government
for interagency cooperation and has encouraged
cooperation between NOAA and the Navy outside

of Monterey.
Scientists and forecasters have
benefitted from the fruits of the partnership, and
the taxpayers have benefitted from savings achieved
through cost sharing and technology transfer. Most
of all the users of environmental data, products and
services have benefitted by having better access to
better information.

7.

NWS-TP0-92-4, December 1992.
Shaw, C., E. Schwartz and T. Tsui, 1990: Design of
the Naval Environmental Operational Nowcasting
System. Preprints, Sixth International Con/erence on
Interactive Infonnation and Processing Systems for
Meteorology, Oceanography and Hydrology (//PS),
Anaheim, CA, Amer. Meteor. Soc., 233-236.
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3A.2
A COMPARISON OF THUNDERSTORM ENERGY INDICES COMPUTED
ON DIFFERENT WORKSTATIONS

Travis M. Smith and Donald W. Burgess
WSR-88D Operational Support Facility
Norman, Oklahoma 73069

1.

INTRODUCTION

Convective Available Potential Energy
(CAPE)
Convective Inhibition (CIN)
Lifted Index (LI)
Precipitable Water
0-6 km shear
Storm-Relative Helicity (for a given storm
motion)

There are a number of different types of
workstations located in the Norman Experimental
Forecast Facility (EFF; located in the National Weather
Service Office). It has been noted that software
packages running on the different workstations
occasionally produced differing outputs for the same
input variables. One area where this was noticed was
in the calculation of various thunderstorm energy
indices. These energy indices are currently much used
in forecasting the mode and severity of severe
convective outbreaks (see, for example, Davies 1993,
and Johns et al 1993). Since differing indices might
result in different forecast decisions, an EFF research
study was performed to compare the outputs.

Some of the analysis programs did not calculate all of
the listed quantities. The programs also used different
lifted parcels to calculate CAPE, CIN, and LI. Due to
the conference paper space limitations, this paper will
concentrate on two of the most important and widely
differing of the indices: CAPE and SRH. Other data
will be reported at a later time.

2.

3. COMPARISONS

METHOD

It was confirmed that each sounding analysis
program (software package) was ingesting the same
coded upper air data. The software packages were:

GEMPAK 5.1
SHARP Workstation, version 2
NSSL Sounding Analysis Program
(NSSLSAP)
AFOS (CONVECT software)
pre-AWIPS sounding software

All of the sounding analysis programs were run on
a total of 21 soundings. All soundings were from the
OK{fX/AR region and were identified during EFF
experiments. The sondes were launched on days when
the potential for severe stoma:; \,·as forecast and verified
near the sonde release site. Nine soundings were from
0 GMT (7 pm CDT), and the other twelve soundings
were from 12 GMT (7 am CDT).
Comparisons were made between several of the
parameters derived from the soundings by each
program. These included:
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3.1 Storm-Relative Helicity
Only two of the sounding programs made helicity
estimations. The same storm motion was used for each
program.. NSSLSAP calculates 0-3 km helicity from
the observed winds by integrating the area under the
hodograph (see Doswell 1992). This is a fairly reliable
method for estimating the "real" (observed) helicity.
SHARP linearly interpolates the winds to a userspecified interval before calculating helicity via the
same method as NSSLSAP. The interpolation causes
significant error when the interpolation interval is large,
and smaller errors when the interval is decreased. A
500 m interval was used for the purpose of comparison,
since this was the default for SHARP version 1, and is
the interval that was routinely used for SHARP in the
Norman EFF during Spring 1993.
Table I shows the SRH as calculated by NSSLSAP
and SHARP. In many cases, both programs come up
with similar helicity values. However, in some cases,
SHARP can differ by as much as 120 m2s·2 from the
values derived by NSSLSAP!
The cases of 0 GMT 6/9/93 at GGG, 12 GMT
6/8/93 at SEP, and 12 GMT 6n/93 at OUN were
examined in more detail to determine the cause of these

Table I. Stonn-Relative Helicity as calculated by
NSSLSAP and SHARP for the same stonn motion
vector. "X" marks large differences in values.
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large differences. The 0 GMT 6/9/93 GGG sounding
and the 12 6/8/93 SEP sounding both reported bad
helicity values due to a bug in the SHARP software.
either in the wind interpolation routine or in the WMO
data decoder routine (see Figure 1). However, on the
12 GMT
/93 OUN sounding, SHARP badly
underestimated helicity (350 vs. 4 70 reported by
NSSLSAP) due to the course resolution of the
interpolated winds.
SHARP was rerun on this case using higher
resolution wind interpolations (Table 2).
As the
resolution was increased, the helicity calculated by
SHARP also increased significantly due to less of the
hodograph area being lost by the interpolation routine
(Figure 2). While the solution to the dilemma would
seem to be to just increase to a higher resolution wind
interpolation, this presents some additional problems.
First, SHARP will only allow modification of the lowest
twelve winds in the hodograph, so this takes away from
the forecasting usefulness of the program (e.g. using a
500 m interpolation, the user can modify winds up to 6
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Figure 1. The SHARP hodograph from GGG 6/9/93 at
0 GMT (top), and the observed hodograph (bottom).

Table II.
6/7/93 12 GMT OUN helicity values
calculated by SHARP using the same stonn motion
vector but different resolution wind interpolations. The
'none' value is for no interpolation (from NSSLSAP).
Interpolation
Interval

Calculated
HeIicity

500m
250m
lOOm
none

350
418
441
470
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Figure 2. The SHARP hodograph for 12 GMT on
6n/93 using 500m interpolation (top) and lOOm
interpolation (bottom).

km AGL, but using a 1OOm interpolation, the user can
only modify the winds up to 1.2km AGL). Increasing
the resolution also considerably increases the
computation time required to run the program, so .this
may not be an option for users with slower computers.
SHARP is more of a :;·'recasting tool than a
diagnostic tool, and does a good job when used for this
purpose. NSSLSAP was developed as a research and
diagnostic tool, and uses the observed wind field (no
modifications allowed for the winds).
3.2 Convective Available Potential Energy
The CAPE values calculated for any given sounding
in the data set varied highly from program to program.
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This was partially due to different programs using
different lifted parcels to calculate the CAPE; however,
comparisons between programs using the same lifted
parcel in the calculations still showed some degree of
difference. The lifted parcels used to calculate CAPE
for each program are shown in Table III.
For programs using the 500 m or 50 mb average
potential temperature and mixing ratio for the lifted
parcel (NSSLSAP and GEMPAK), there was good
agreement between CAPE values. However, for those
using the 1000 m or 100 mb average lifted parcel,
SHARP CAPE values differed by about 30% from
NSSLSAP and GEMPAK in 10 cases out of 21. Some
of the bias in the.. SHARP program (assuming that the
other two are correct) may be due to differing depths of
the moist layer on different days, where the interpolated
moisture field may not accurately represent the moisture
profile of the original sounding.
Perhaps the most striking differences were found in
comparisons among programs that used the most
unstable parcel in the lowest 150 mb of a sounding to
compute the CAPE (SHARP, AFOS, and pre-AWIPS).
A wide variability was found in some cases, while the
CAPE values were very similar in others (Figure 3).
The differences here are probably of greatest concern,
since most weather service offices have access to one or
two of these programs for forecaster use.
Note
especially the 12 GMT sounding from SEP on 6/8/93
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(sounding number 5 in figure 3 - 12 GMT). PreAWIPS calculated a value of 1558 J/kg, while SHARP
had a value of 2075 J/kg and the AFOS CAPE was
4980 J/kg!
Something should be said about knowing what
parcel is being lifted. CAPE is a value which is often
used to help predict the severity of convection, but it is
dependant on what parcel is lifted. The average
buoyancy for each method was calculated by averaging
the values given by all programs that used that
particular method (Figure 4). In the morning (12 GMT)
soundings, it was not unusual for the 'most unstable
parcel' method to produce CAPE values that were
double the values given by other methods. In the
evening (0 GMT), there was still a significant bias in
this method compared to the average parcels. The
surface parcel method usually had values someplace in
between the 'most unstable parcel' and the average
parcels in the evening, and was typically the parcel with
the lowest CAPE at 0 GMT. The 1000m/100mb
average parcel and the 500m/50mb average parcel gave
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Figure 3. A comparison of the CAPE values given by
lifting the most unstable parcel in the lowest 150 mb
for SHARP, pre-AWIPS, and AFOS.
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Figure 4. The average CAPE for each lifted parcel
taken from all of the programs.
approximately the same buoyancy, except in cases
where the moist layer had a depth less than about 1OOO
m but greater than 500 m.

4. SUMMARY
Not only are energy indices calculated on current
workstations, but other indices are also derived. Energy
indices such as CAPE and storm-relative helicity are
input to calculate others, such as the Energy/Helicity
Index (Davies 1993) and Bulk Richardson number
(Weisman and Klemp 1982). The derived indices are
used to help predict the type of convection.
If the directly calculated and derived indices are to
be of any use as forecasting tools, workstation designers
must be careful to verify that the output of their
software gives an accurate representation of the data
which the software ingests. Also, different analysis
programs should use the same calculation techniques.
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DESIGN OF AN OPERATIONAL FORECASTING SYSTEM
FOR LOCALIZED AND SEA BREEZE THUNDERSTORMS AT
THE KENNEDY SPACE CENTER
Walter A. Lyons, Craig J. Tremback, Robert L. Walko, Roger A. Pielke, William R. Cotton
ASTeR, Inc., PO Box 466, Ft. Collins, CO 80522 (Tel: 303-221-1355)

1.

BACKGROUND

In spite of many years of intensive
investigation, the explicit forecasting of
thunderstorms on a work complex scale (5-10 km)
at the Kennedy Space Center (KSC) remains a
major operational challenge (Koch, 1988; National
Research Council, 1988, 1992; Watson et al., 1991).
Previous phases in our group's ongoing research
on various aspects of Florida convection have
demonstrated that the larger scale, east and west
coast sea breezes can be forecasted using relatively
simple prognostic modeling techniques (Pielke,
1974: Lyons et al., 1992a; 1987). More recent
research has documented that even smaller
inhomogenieties in surface heating, such as those
induced by the islands and estuaries on which
KSC is located, frequently impact local weather
conditions (Lyons et al., 1992b). The so-called
Merritt Island Effect (MIE) causes distinct cloud
lines, rain showers and even Merritt Island
Thunderstorms (MIT) on a significant fraction of
summer days, the latter occurring on the order of
once per week. The MIT, which is separate and
distinct from the larger scale sea breeze
thunderstorms, is troublesome for KSC forecasters
since it often forms earlier than the main sea
breeze storm and, generally, directly over one or
more work complexes. Since it is often marginally
electrified, it represents a reoccurring decision
making problem for safety personnel in charge of
outdoor work (Nicholson et al., 1988). False alarms
due to uncertainties in the potential for lightning
strikes creates a significant loss of productivity at
KSC during the summer months. The local
island I estuary and the larger scale sea breezes
also create distinct problems in predicting
dispersion from accidental releases of toxic
chemicals (Lyons and Eastman, 1993).
A project approaching completion has
resulted in a workstation-based, prognostic
numerical model (RAMS) configured as part of an
operational, on-line mesoscale dispersion

forecasting system (Lyons and Tremback 1993).
However, due to restrictions in workstationpower at the time of initial design, the Emergency
Response Dose Assessment System (ERDAS) is
relegated to predictions using a "dry'' version of
the RAMS model. A new, multi-year effort is now
underway to use a fully configured version of
RAMS with an improved, explicit microphysics
code to directly predict the scales of convective
response to localized variations in surface sensible
and latent heat flux in the KSC region. This system
will use a newly parallelized version of RAMS and
will operate on a cluster of several workstations in
order to achieve the necessary throughput
required for operational forecasts. A graphical
user interface will simplify the system's use by
forecasters in the Cape Canaveral Forecast
Facility.
2.

INITIAL PROGRESS

The new system will be called PROWESS the Parallel RAMS 0 perational Weather
Simulation System. The project is scheduled to be
conducted over a 30 month period with an
operational prototype tum-key system (hardware
and software) to be delivered to the NASA
Applied Meteorology Unit (AMU) adjacent to the
Range Weather Office for on-site testing by the
end of 1995. Figure 1 is a general outline of the
major hardware, software and model evaluation
tasks that comprise the project.
At the heart of PROWESS is the Regional
Atmospheric Modeling System (RAMS) which has
been employed in numerous simulations of lake
and sea breezes, cloud systems, flows over
mountainous terrain, and regional weather
systems (Pielke et al., 1992; Nicholls et al., 1993,
1991; Lyons et al., 1993). RAMS is a nonhydrostatic, primitive equation, prognostic
mesoscale modeling system which has evolved
from codes developed by Roger Pielke and
William Cotton, and which continues ongoing
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development at Colorado State University. Any
number of vertical levels using sigma coordinates
can be selected, with a few dozen being typical.
The vertical levels telescope from the surface,
starting several meters above the ground. Surface
heat and moisture fluxes are computed as a
function of variable land use, albedo, roughness,
soil type, soil moisture and topography. Clouds
and precipitation can be included, using either
parameterizations or explicit microphysics. The
horizontal domain and the number and mesh
sizes of the nested grids are arbitrary. The
development of multiple nested, two-way
interactive grids permits large portions of the
domain to be covered at coarse resolution, with
finer mesh grids nested centered over the areas of
concern. RAMS can be initialized using as little as
a local rawinsonde, and/or may be nested within
hemispheric model output. If significant
horizontal and temporal atmospheric variability
exists, non-homogeneous initialization and fourdimensional data assimilation (4DDA) are
available through an isentropic analysis
preprocessor (ISAN).
For PROWESS, four nested grids are
proposed. A 60 km mesh will cover the
southeastern U.S. Peninsular Florida will be
resolved using a 15 km mesh. Central Florida will
be resolved at 5 km .1x. The fourth nest, using a
1250 meter .1x, will cover an area of approximately
120 x 80 kilometers centered over KSC. This
innermost mesh is believed adequate to resolve
both the sea breeze and island I estuary
perturbations. More than 30 layers in the vertical
are anticipated. Vertical layers can also be nested,
allowing finer resolution of near surface processes
over the KSC region.
An improved cloud microphysics module
featuring substantially faster run times than prior
RAMS microphysics modules will be used. Other
efficiencies in the code have been implemented.
Even so, the large domain, the fine mesh sizes
(with consequently shorter time steps) and the
need to treat cloud processes result in substantial
computational requirements. Current testing
suggests that between 250 and 325 megaflops
(sustained) performance will be required to
produce a 24-hour forecast in six hours or less. By
comparison, the IBM RS/6000-550 on which the
ERDAS system has been installed is rated at
approximately 25 megaflops. As of this writing,
newer entries in the RSI 6000 family can provide
about 38 megaflops per platform. Thus the
requirement for using a cluster of networked
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workstations becomes evident. The parallelized
version of RAMS (version 3B) has been tested at
Colorado State University using as many as eight
platforms in a cluster of heterogeneous machines
with relatively little penalty due to overhead (over
80% of the total of the rated peak throughout was
achieved). Public domain Parallel Virtual Machine
(PVM) software was utilized in developing the
prototype system. Budgetary constraints dictate
that the initial developmental system will consist
of two platforms in the IBM RS/6000-370 class.
This will provide approximately 75 megaflops
performance, or enough to simulate forecasts in
approximate real-time. At the time of final
installation of PROWESS, additional processing
power will be added. It is likely that the ongoing
precipitous declines in price/performance ratios
for high performance workstations will allow the
additional platform to be acquired at substantially
lower costs than today.
PROWESS will be initialized daily, taking
approximately six hours to produce a 24-hour
forecast. A RAMS forecast will always be resident
in the machine. The model can be initialized using
local profiler and mesonetwork data plus synoptic
observations and NMC grid point analyses and
forecasts. RAMS will utilize non-homogeneous
initialization with non-stationary boundary
conditions. If MAPS or LAPS products become
available at KSC in the on-site MIDDS system,
these may also be used in model initialization.
Figure 2 summarizes the key components of the
ERDAS system.
RAMS output includes the state variables
(u,v,w wind components, potential temperature,
humidity, pressure, water and ice species mixing
ratios and turbulent kinetic energy) at each model
grid point and time step. In addition, a wide
variety of derived parameters include friction
velocity, surface heat flux, Monin-Obukov length,
mixing depth, divergence and vorticity,
convective storm stability indices, and "synthetic
data" such as pseudo-satellite and radar displays,
and predictions of the output of sensor systems
such as Doppler sodar, tropospheric and
boundary layer profilers, and mesoscale
observations networks. Current plans call for a
primary PROWESS display product to replicate
the key features of the onsite NEXRAD display.
Output would include reflectivity, vertically
integrated liquid water (VIL), cloud top
topography and (possibly) radial Doppler winds.
Each morning an animated forecast of sea breeze
and local area convective patterns that can be

expected during the upcoming day will be
produced.
Visualization will be accomplished using
commercial software packages designed for the
workstation environment. Onboard, high
resolution graphics (1280 x 1024 pixel, 24 bit color)
and visualization software reduces tedious postprocessing of the large output files, which often
exceed a gigabyte in size. Animated, color, 3-D
visualizations and image manipulation features
dramatically increase the meteorologist's ability to
interact with and comprehend the model output,
which is inherently three-dimensional and time
dependent. NCAR graphics and commercial
packages such as AVS and savi3D (available from
SSESCO) are utilized by our group.
The already heavily-tasked forecasters at
the Range Weather Office serving the Kennedy
Space Center and the Cape Canaveral Air Force
Station will benefit from a streamlined and
straightforward Graphical User Interface (GUI)
facilitating their use of PROWESS. Often, only
minutes will be available to ingest and inspect
initializing data sets and to interpret the model's
outputs. By building upon the GUI developed for
the ERDAS system, a by then already familiar
routine will be enhanced so that only a small
number of "point and click" commands using a
windows-like interface will be sufficient to use
PROWESS.
Among the initial steps in the
development of PROWESS will be the creation of
a formal System Design Document providing in
detail the outline of the system. This will allow all
interested parties, and especially the end users, to
address their concerns and interests as an integral
part of the system development. The model's
performance will be extensively evaluated using
data collected during the 1991 Convection and
Precipitation/ Electrification (CaPE) field research
program (Foote, 1991). A detailed Model
Evaluation Protocol will be developed to guide a
rigorous and formalized processes aimed at
quantifying the strengths and limitations of
PROWESS. Various statistical and graphical tools
developed to evaluate RAMS model performance
for the Lake Michigan Ozone Study will be
utilized (Koerber et al., 1991; Tesche, 1991).
Additional measures will be developed to assess
the skill of the model's precipitation predictions.
The validating data sets will be based in large part
upon digital rada~ product maps routinely
archived at KSC.
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3A.4
VERIFICATION OF
THE AIR FORCE GLOBAL WEATHER CENTRAL'S
SHORT RANGE CLOUD FORECAST MODEL
ON A WORKSTATION
Kevin P. Callahan, Raymond B. Kiess, and John M. Lanicci
HQ Air Force Global Weather Central
Offutt AFB, Nebraska

1.

INTRODUCTION

The Air Force Global Weather
Central (AFGWC) uses Interactive
Information and Processing Systems
technology to quality control its
short range cloud forecast model.
Specifically, the Meteorological
Models workcenter of AFGWC (hereafter
referred to as AFGWC Models) uses the
Interactive Data Language (IDL) on a
Sun image processing workstation to
verify non-production output of the
High Resolution Cloud Prognosis
(HRCP) model.
This is necessary in
order to spot check the production
version of the model and also to
verify proposed modifications to the
model.
This paper does not address
regular quality control of HRCP in
its production environment.
Section 2 of this paper describes the HRCP model and discusses
previous off-line verification procedures. Section 3 details current
quality control procedures using the
workstation.
Section 4 lists the
advantages of using the workstation
to verify HRCP.
Finally, Section 5
offers a vision for future HRCP use
of workstation technology.

2.

THE HRCP MODEL

The HRCP model forecasts f ractional cloud cover at six vertical
levels and total percent cloud at O,

Corresponding author address: John
M. Lanicci, HQ AFGWC/SYSM, Offutt
AFB, NE 68113-4039

3, 6, and 9 hours on 46-km horizontal
grids, true at 60 deg N/S, covering
polar stereographic projections on
each hemisphere.
It starts with a
46-km gridded analysis of layer and
total percent cloud and, in the
extra-tropics only, uses semilagrangian backward trajectories to
forecast future cloud position.
In
the tropics the HRCP forecast algorithm is a combination of persistence
and diurnal persistence. A horizontal smoother is applied to ensure
vertical cloud-layer consistency
(Kiess et al. 1993).
HRCP runs in tandem with the
model which produces its initial
cloud field, the Real Time NEPHanalysis (RTNEPH) (Hamill et al. 1992,
Kiess and Cox 1988). The RTNEPH's
analysis is a combination of meteorological satellite data (primarily)
and conventional weather observations
(secondarily), where the satellite
data comes from up to four
polar-orbiting satellites. The
RTNEPH/HRCP process starts whenever
AFGWC receives a quarter-orbit of
satellite data.
Therefore, the
RTNEPH and HRCP hemispheric databases
are updated on a swath by swath
basis, resulting in asynoptic hemispheric databases.
Prior to acquisition of the
workstation, verification of modifications to HRCP was performed on the
mainframe computers, either by running a program that calculated standard statistical metrics or by printing a digital hardcopy of cloud-cover
forecasts in eighths.
In either
10TH llPS
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case, only 1/64th of the hemispheric
domains of the HRCP database could be
assessed at a time. In this environment, verifying modifications to HRCP
took days to accomplish, spot quality
control of the production version of
the model was impractical, and visualization of the output was nearly
impossible. Furthermore, modifications to the verification software
had become impractical due to the
source code being lost and/or written
in outdated language.
3.

VERIFICATION ON THE WORKSTATION

AFGWC Models received the workstation in 1991 and began developing
procedures to quality control its
products. The first model quality
controlled on the workstation was the
RTNEPH cloud analysis model (Lanicci
et al. 1993). Next, workstation
quality control procedures and software were developed for HRCP:
Step 1 - Save the input data necessary to run HRCP off-line in the
mainframe environment.
Step 2 - Run HRCP off-line.
Step 3 - Write the resulting HRCP
database, verifying RTNEPH database,
and miscellaneous other data to a
9-track tape.
Step 4 - Load the data from the
9-track tape to the workstation.
Step 5 - Display and verify HRCP on
the workstation.
The IDL program written to
display and verify HRCP on the workstation is menu-driven, allowing the
user to choose between displays of
total percent cloud and layer percent
cloud for any of HRCP's six vertical
levels, coincident images of sealevel pressure and 500-mb heights
from AFGWC's global spectral model,
images of the trajectories used to
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advect the initial and subsequent
layer percent cloud fields, and
finally composite images for each
forecast hour of HRCP and the corresponding RTNEPH total percent cloud
fields. Sixteen color tables are
available to enhance any of the above
mentioned imagery. For example,
color table #1, a linear gradation
from totally clear to totally cloudy,
gives the total percent cloud images
the look of a satellite image, while
color table #10 accentuates low
percent cloud amounts.
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Using the same program, total
percent cloud and layer percent cloud
for any individual cloud layer can be
animated from the analysis (0-hr
forecast) through the 3- and 6-h
forecasts to the 9-h forecast. or,
for any forecast hour, the program
can display all six vertical layers
that were combined to yield the total
percent cloud field.
IDL has a zoom feature which
allows closer examination of the
imagery. This is particularly useful
when interpreting the HRCP/RTNEPH
composite imagery. The color and
intensity of each pixel in an image
reflects the inputs from three 'color
guns', each using 8 bits of the
24-bit color card resident on the
workstation. Using color table #0,
the three color guns assume the
colors red, green, and blue.
In
order to qualitatively assess HRCP,
the first two color guns are loaded
with output from the RTNEPH and the
third color gun is loaded with HRCP
output. Thus, the first two color
guns always contribute equally to the
final pixel value in the composite
image. When all three color guns are
driven equally, HRCP and RTNEPH agree
and the pixel color is a grayshade,
ranging from black for 0% clouds to
white for 100% clouds. Where HRCP
and RTNEPH don't agree, the pixel
color is either a shade of blue,
indicating overforecasting by HRCP,

or a shade of yellow (equal parts of
red and green using color table #0)
for underforecasting by HRCP.
For verification purposes, HRCP
is only displayed over those parts of
the hemisphere where the RTNEPH cloud
field used to initialize HRCP has
been recently updated.
In this
subset of the hemisphere, HRCP forecasts are only verified for those
RTNEPH gridpoints that have been
updated since the last forecast.
In order to quantify performance
and verify modifications to HRCP, the
subset of HRCP forecast gridpoints
and recently updated RTNEPH gridpoints are used to calculate standard
statistical metrics, such as
forecast-verification correlation,
mean average error, and RMSE for the
tropics and the extra-tropics, and
for each forecast hour.
IDL on the
workstation is particularly wellsuited to perform these calculations
as array operations are a strength of
IDL and the workstation is very fast.
4.

ADVANTAGES

AFGWC Models has experienced the
following advantages to verifying
HRCP on the workstation:
a. Verifying over the maximum
possible domain saves time (vs.
1/64th of the hemisphere at a time).
b. Visualization identifies
obvious non-meteorological features
in the model output.
c. The newly written statistics
program is easily modified.
d. The enhancement curves can
be used to accentuate different
features in the model. By accentuating low percent cloud amounts
(color table #10) two instances
where HRCP created false clouds were
identified and corrected.

5. FUTURE HRCP USE OF WORKSTATION
TECHNOLOGY
While using the workstation to
verify HRCP already takes little time
and does a much better job of
verification than in the past, there
is the potential to save even more
time. Today HRCP is only visualized
on a workstation; in the future the
model may actually run on a workstation. This will save time not only
in the assessment phase of the quality control process, but also in the
code modification phase, as there
will be instant visual feedback on
the same platform used to modify the
code and run the model.
6.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
One of the elements of the modernization program
of the National Weather Service (NWS) is the development and deployment of the Automated Surface Observing System (ASOS). As the ASOS is deployed in the
field, an effort is being made to provide the climate
community with information to document the impact of
this change on the continuity of climate data. The
Climate Data Continuity Project (CDCP) was initiated
when pre-commissioning deployment of ASOS began in
the Fall of 1991. Results of pre-commissioning comparisons of ASOS observations of temperature and precipitation with conventional observations (CONV) have been
presented by McKee et al. (1993). The commissioning of
ASOS installations commenced on September 1, 1992
and marked the start of official ASOS observations. The
purpose of this report is to provide a comparison of
ASOS with CONV observations for commissioned ASOS
observations for the variables of temperature, dewpoint
temperature, and precipitation and to provide an update
on the status of the ASOS observations.

2.0 DATA
The current phase of the CDCP is limited to the
NWS stations in Table 1 and Figure 1. A later phase of
the CDCP will include ari expanded set of stations
representing a wide variety of climates in the U.S. The
present sites are in the states of Colorado, Kansas,
Nebraska, Missouri, Oklahoma and Texas. The climate
is of an interior continental nature with some range in
latitude and elevation. The ASOS and CONV sites are
not co-located and are usually separated by several
hundred meters.
Data for the present study include hourly and
summary of the day observations for ASOS and sixhourly and summary of the day observations for CONV.
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TABLE 1. Climate Data Continuity Project
NWS-ASOS Stations

ALS
AMA
CNK

cos
DOC
GLD
GRI
ICT
LNK
OKC
PUB
SGF
TOP
TUL

Alamosa, CO
Amarillo lnt'I, TX
Concordia, KS
Colorado Springs, CO
Dodge City, KS
Goodland, KS
Grand Island, NE
Wichita/Mid-Cont., KS
Lincoln, NE
Oklahoma City/Rogers, OK
Pueblo, CO
Springfield, MO
Topeka/Billard, KS
Tulsa lnt'I, OK

Sept 1, 1992
Nov 1, 1992
Sept 1, 1992
Nov 1, 1992
Sept 1, 1992
Sept 1, 1992
Oct 1, 1992
Nov 1, 1992
Nov 1, 1992
Oct 1, 1992
Oct 1, 1992
delayed
Dec 1, 1992
Oct 1, 1992

Usually, when a station is commissioned the ASOS
observations become the official observations and the
CONV observations are terminated. As a part of the
Climate Data Continuity Project, special arrangements
have been made to continue the limited set of CONV
observations at the stations listed in Table 1. These
observations include precipitation, snowfall and depth,
temperature, dewpoint temperature, coincident skycover,
cloud types, visibility, weather and obstructions to vision
at 0000, 0600, 1200 and 1800 UTC.
The hygrothermometer used in pre-ASOS observations has been designated as the H0-83. An electronic
measurement is made of air temperature and of the
temperature of a chilled mirror for dewpoint temperature.
Similar temperature measurements are made in the ASOS
H0-83, but the instruments are not identical. Precipitation
observations were made with an 8-inch Universal
Weighing Gage which was usually not shielded in the

GLD

cos
ALS

•

•
•
PUB

•

DOC

•

SGF

•

•

AMA

instrument and is in the process of making modifications
which will improve the ASOS performance. Modified
hygrothermometers should be placed in the field beginning in the fall of 1993. Further monitoring of the modified
ASOS instrument will be done in the months ahead. No
evidence is found in Figure 2 indicating high maximum
temperatures as reported by Gall et al. (1992) , but both
ASOS and CONV could carry the same trait. Kessler et
al. (1993) reported on a comparison of an H0-63 to
H0-83 change at Albany, NY in 1985. The ASOS hygrothermometer presently deployed is not the same instrument as the H0-83 used in Albany in 1985. The NWS
expects the new modified ASOS hygrothermometer to be
improved for climate applications.

Figure 1. ASOS locations for CDCP.
southern U.S. and was shielded in most locations with a
significant amount of snow. In ASOS, the precipitation
observation is made with an 8-inch heated tipping bucket
type gage which is shielded at most locations.
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The systematic ASOS-CONV temperature difference
(bias) is presented for all commissioned sites for the
period September 1992 through May 1993 in Figures 2
and 3. The wide variation in mean monthly differences
from near 0° F to -2.5° F is obvious. A mean value near
-1 .3° F for the period September through February has
decreased in the spring months. A significant part of the
variation with time and among locations is due to variation from one ASOS instrument to another. The NWS
has been aware of this characteristic of the ASOS
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Figure 2.
ASOS-CONV maximum temperature
differences - commissioned sites only.
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Figure 3. ASOS-CONV minimum temperature differences
- commissioned stations only.
3.2 Dewpoint temperature
Composite results for all of the commissioned sites
along with uncommissioned data for DEN, SGF and MCI
are shown in Figure 4. Monthly average systematic
dewpoint differences at individual stations have ranged
from -1.2°F to +1.1°F. Overall, the composite 16-station
systematic difference has averaged -0.2°F. In March
1993, the composite difference became slightly positive
for the first time.
Although ASOS dewpoint temperatures are very
similar to CONV at most stations, ASOS temperatures are
consistently cooler. This means ASOS dewpoint depressions are less than CONV so relative humidities are
greater. Interestingly, ASOS-CONV systematic differences
in 6-hourly instantaneous temperature observations have
averaged -0.9F, not as great as the differences between
either daily maximum or minimum temperatures. Overall,
relative humidity increases are averaging about 1.5%.
Using accumulated difference analysis, discontinuities and
irregular behavior have been found in ASOS-CONV
systematic humidity differences at some of the stations.
The irregular behavior is such that the ASOS dewpoint
temperature observations can either increase or decrease
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Figure 4. ASOS-CONV relative humidity, dewpoint and
dewpoint depression differences.
Values represent
average differences of all 13 commissioned and 3 noncommissioned stations.
relative to the CONV observation for a limited period of
time. The frequency distribution of the ASOS-CONV
observations is broadened by this irregular behavior.
Differences are nearly normally distributed with a low
frequency of occurrence of differences of as much as
±20°F.
3.3 Precipitation
Precipitation analysis has been done for the period
September 1992 through May 1993. This period included
several widespread snow and freezing rain events along
with numerous episodes of rain but very little airmass
convection. A considerable effort has been required to
quality control the observations to obtain a truly independent set of CONV and ASOS precipitation data. This
effort has been necessitated since observers may "correct" or "augment" ASOS observations some of the time
when the ASOS observations are judged not to be
representative. Missing, suspect or modified observations were not included in most comparisons. The
resulting data set allows an initial assessment of ASOS to
CONV precipitation.
A comparison of total accumulated ASOS precipitation as a percent of CONV for the spring and fall seasons
is shown in Figure 5. Most precipitation fell as rain, and
totals ranged from less than 5 inches at ALS, AMA and
COS to more than 20 inches as ICT, OKC and TUL. Nine
of the 13 commissioned sites reported less ASOS
precipitation than CONV. Over the entire area, ASOS
averaged 94% of CONV for the combined SeptemberNovember 1992 and March-May 1993 6-month period.
This is an improvement over the 92°k observed during
the pre-commissioning period.
Winter precipitation was analyzed separately. For
the months of December through February ASOS precipitation across the region was less than 80% of CONV. An
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Figure 5. ASOS precipitation as a percent of CONV for
commissioned ASOS stations for the fall (Sept-Nov 1992)
and spring (Mar-May 1993) seasons combined. Days
with missing or suspect ASOS observations were not
included.
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Figure 6. ASOS precipitation as a percent of CONV as a
function of temperature for all storms Nov. 1992-Feb 1993
with > 0.19" CONV precipitation.

investigation of individual storm events (Figure 6) revealed
that ASOS precipitation decreased dramatically with
respect to CONV as temperatures decreased below
freezing. Overall ASOS performance during significant
snow events was only 54% of CONV. This is a serious
problem for climatology, and the NWS is responding by
planning several changes in the heated tipping bucket
gage and by considering other possible technologies for
measuring precipitation.
Heavy rain events were also examined separately.
Daily precipitation totals were compared for all days which
had at least one 6-hour period with 0.40 in. CONV precipitation or greater. The results are shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. CONV vs. ASOS daily precipitation for heavy
rain events, Sept 1992-May 1993 from all 13 commissioned stations.

ASOS precipitation was less than CONV in 69 of the 103
cases and averaged 90% of CONV for all cases
combined.
Finally, the frequency of daily precipitation was
compared (Figure 8). The number of days with measurable precipitation has been slightly higher with ASOS than
with CONV. The frequency of daily precipitation amounts
in the range of 0.02 to 0.15 in. has been about 120k of all
comparison days for both ASOS and CONV. However,
ASOS has recorded fewer days with heavier amounts and
many more days with 0.01 in. Many of these small
events have been found to occur during clear weather.
It is likely that dew collection added to moisture in the
tipping bucket from a previous storm may produce these
reports.
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A comparison of observations from commissioned
ASOS sites with the observations from pr:e-ASOS instruments has been made for the period September 1992
through May 1993. ASOS has a consistent bias toward
cooler temperatures and a noticeable variation with time
and among the sites. The NWS has recognized these
characteristics and has moved to have a modified
instrument prepared which will be available in Fall 1993.
ASOS dewpoint temperature observations have smaller
biases than temperature and can be positive or negative.
Relative humidity with ASOS is slightly higher. Initial
analysis of ASOS precipitation shows the following traits
relative to the pre-ASOS observations: a larger frequency
of 0.01" precipitation events but fewer daily events greater
than 0.25", accumulated fall and spring rainfall of approximately 6% less, accumulated precipitation from snow
events average about 50% less with even less with cold
temperatures and wind, and heavier rain events have a
reduction of 10%. The ASOS precipitation catch in Spring
1993 seemed better than in Fall 1992 and better than precommissioning.

0.01 .02-.0304-.07.08-.1516-.2526-.50 > .50
DAILY PRECIPITATION (INCHES)

1~CONV-ASOS

I

Figure 8. Precipitation frequency comparison using all
daily values, Sept 1992-May 1993, for all 13 commissioned ASOS sites.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Timely warning of weather hazards for both
air traffic controllers and pilots is essential for
safe and efficient flight operations. Weather and
environmental effects are also important factors in
allocation and employment of military forces.
Despite
demanding
requirements
for
environmental support for military and civilian
operations, funds to develop and procure systems
to meet the requirements have grown scarce.
Cost-effective systems are needed which meet
both civilian and military requirements. These
systems must acquire and process meteorological
data from all available conventional sources, as
well as from geostationary and polar orbiting
meteorological satellites. Satellite sounding data
and special sensor microwave imagers are
particularly important for obtaining weather
information in data sparse areas. Conventional
data, combined with multi-spectral processing of
visible, IR, and other spectral data from the
TIROS, DMSP, GOES, METEOSAT, and GMS,
can provide the basis for accurate analysis over
most areas of the earth. Low-cost integration of
satellite data, local sensor suites, and WMO
observations and forecasts provides the basis for
an extremely powerful weather analysis and
forecast capability.
The development of highly-advanced systems
which meet most meteorological user needs has
been the goal of Lockheed Austin Division's
Environmental Systems Team for the past two
years. To begin this process, Lockheed applied
the principles of Quality Function Deployment to
establish system requirements. Extensive user
inputs from trade shows, interviews, briefings,
and more than 15 system specifications for civil
and military meteorological systems worldwide
Composite requirements were
were analyzed.
derived which meet the needs of most users.
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To satisfy the composite requirements, new
capabilities were developed and merged with
capabilities selectively transitioned from existing
military environmental systems. The result was a
series of commercial meteorological products
known as Lockheed MeteoStar™ Environmental
Systems. While specific capabilities of these
systems are presented in the following paragraphs,
the functionality discussed may be considered a
base set of requirements for meteorological
systems today.
2. THE LOCKHEED APT/WEFAX WEAHIER
SYSTEM (LAWS)
The Lockheed MeteoS tar™ LAWS is a
Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS), personal
computer-based system. It is designed to support
both military and civilian operations at fixed,
land-based locations throughout the world and in
mobile configurations, including onboard ships
and aircraft. The system provides automatic,
unattended acquisition, processing, and display of
(1) real-time, low-resolution, Automatic Picture
Transmission (APT) imagery from U.S. NOAA
and Russian METEOR polar-orbiting satellites,
and (2) weather facsimile (WEFAX) products
from U.S. GOES, European Space Agency
METEOSAT, and Japanese GMS geostationary
weather satellites.
The Lockheed MeteoS tar™ LAWS acquisition
subsystem includes both an omni-directional and a
parabolic dish antenna for the receipt of polarorbiting and geostationary meteorological satellite
data. It also includes a pre-amplifier/filter for the
polar-orbiting
data,
a
pre-amplifier/downconverter for the geostationary data, and a
computer-controlled VHF receiver. The Lockheed
MeteoS tar™ LAWS processing and display
subsystem includes, at a minimum, a 386-based
IBM-compatible personal computer with math

coprocessor, 4 MBytes of random access memory
(RAM), and 80 MByte hard disk for the
processing and storage of the satellite data. It

includes a fourteen-inch, high-resolution Super
VGA color monitor for the display of the satellite
imagery, and an optional color printer. The
proprietary Lockheed Weather Satellite Interface
Card resides in one of the computer's full-size
expansion slots. This card prepares the satellite
analog data for processing by the computer.
The DOS- or Windows-based Lockheed
MeteoStar™ LAWS software is composed of
COTS
packages
fully
integrated
with
"SatMapper" software developed by Lockheed.
The SatMapper software automatically acquires
the polar-orbiting satellite data using an internally
created schedule of passes. Following completion
of a pass, the data are processed, time-tagged, and
stored for later viewing by the operator. The
SatMapper software automatically creates an
accurate latitude/longitude grid and geopolitical
map for overlay on the processed NOAA satellite
imagery (the Russian METEOR imagery is not
currently gridded). For the automatic acquisition
of WEFAX products, the Lockheed MeteoStar™
LAWS is pre-loaded with a master acquisition
schedule for each of the geostationary satellites.
The operator edits the appropriate master schedule
to select only those products desired.
Userfriendly menus are used for all interactions
between the operator and the system. Imagery can
be displayed in either a visible or infrared mode
and magnified up to twenty times. When infrared
data are displayed, a readout of cursor-position
latitude, longitude, and temperature is displayed
along with the imagery. For image enhancement,
the operator may either adjust the displayed grayshades for better contrast or activate up to three
palettes of seven colors each to bring out more
detail in the displayed imagery.
WEF AX
products can be displayed either singularly or in
animated form.
These products can also be
annotated. NOAA APT data can be earth located
and displayed with background maps, as well as
with color enhancements and user added
annotation. METEOR data can be displayed,
color enhanced, and annotated, but cannot be
overlaid with background maps.
3. THE LOCKHEED ENVIRONMENTAL
ANALYSIS AND DISPLAY SYSTEM (LEADS)
The Lockheed MeteoStar™ LEADS is a COTS
system
for
receipt
and
processing
of
meteorological conventional and satellite data,
integration of all data types, and interactive

generation and display of tailored weather support
products. The Operator-Machine Interface (OMI)
is easy-to-use, powerful and extremely responsive
to operator requests. Meteorological products can
be produced without difficulty; the user can create
almost any weather product that can be imagined.
Lockheed MeteoS tar™ LEADS software runs on
workstations which adhere to UNIX, X-Windows,
Motif and Open Network Computing Remote
Procedure Calls standards. In addition, LEADS
architectures share the following common
features: all can be procured as "starter" systems
and expanded as needed; all provide sufficient
CPU and memory to ensure near-instantaneous
response to operator requests for data, interactive
operations, and displays; all provide great
flexibility in the number and type of external
interfaces that can be accommodated; all provide
the software for integration of a large variety of
meteorological data types; all can include options
for satellite ingest and RADAR interfaces; all can
be configured with an optional suite of
meteorological sensors; all are relatively
inexpensive; and all can be easily adapted to meet
specific customer requirements. The functionality
of the Lockheed MeteoS tar™ LEADS software is
summarized in the following paragraphs.
3.1 Area Definition.
The user may define many areas of interest
(AOis), where North is at the top of each area and
the distance horizontally across each area is the
same as the distance vertically from the top of the
area to the bottom. All data types are mapped to
these AOis on retrieval; therefore, all data types
properly overlay when displayed together.
Intuitive OMI is provided to define the projection
(Lambert
Conformal,
Mercator,
Polar
Stereographic, Earth Normal, and Orthographic)
and real-earth extent of each AOI. The system
provides high-resolution worldwide background
maps and worldwide topography with a resolution
5NM.
3.2 Grid Field Handling.
The Lockheed MeteoS tar™ LEADS decodes
grids from external sources and stores the decoded
fields in an internal format. External grids which
arrive in sections are "pieced together" internally
to provide a composite grid database. Therefore,
gridded data can even be retrieved across
boundaries introduced into external gridded fields
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to opllm1ze transmission. These data may be
retrieved by element, level, forecast hour, gridded
data source (the weather central which initially
produced the gridded field), model, and base time
over any AOI previously defined by the user. The
grid point density retrieved over an AOI is user
definable; therefore, the user has control of "scale
of analysis". That is, the density of grid points
mapped to an AOI may be greater or less than the
density of stored grid points from an external grid,
since extraction uses interpolation.
After
extraction and projection, the AOI will contain a
32 X 32, 64 X 64, or 128 X 128 grid. By properly
selecting the AOI real-earth size and the extracted
grid density, the user maintains control of the
scale of analysis (e.g., microscale, mesoscale, or
macroscale) .
Gridded fields are also generated by the system
from observation data on pressure, height or
potential temperature surfaces. These grids can
contain errors present in the input observation
data, just as gridded fields from external sources
may contain transmission induced errors. A grid
editor is provided to correct errors in gridded data.
The user may interactively select bad grid points
in displayed data, and replace bad values with
"null" or other values. If the user changes a
displayed grid, a reanalysis can be accomplished
to fill in null areas and to smoothly merge any
user added grid values into the remainder of the
grid.
3.3 Observation Handling
The system receives, decodes and stores Global
Telecommunication System (GTS) observation
data. Automatic quality control includes message
header checks, syntax checks and gross error
checks. The system provides functions to edit
messages which fail quality control checks, and to
read undecoded message data at any time. A
minimum of 48 hours of "raw" message data, 24
hours of decoded surface and upper air data, and
1OOO hours of bathythermograph data are retained
in the system. Decoded data can be plotted,
gridded and contoured.
Automated surface
observing systems which report in GTS format are
easily interfaced to the system. Observation data
can also cause alerts to be generated by the
system. Alerts are issued based on arrival of user
identified data, thresholding surface observation
data within a user defined area, and encountering
"key words" in arriving messages. For alert on
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threshold, any number of Meteorological Watch
(METW A TCH) areas can be user defined, with up
to three thresholds specified for each area.
3.4 Imagery Handling
Satellite radio frequency hardware and data
processing options are available for highresol ution (HRPT, DMSP, GOES, METEOSAT
and GMS) and/or low-resolution (APT and
WEFAX) satellite data.
Following ingest,
"sectors" of satellite data are projected into
requested AOis. Since satellite data are mapped
to the same AOI projections as all other data
types, the imagery may be overlaid by other data
and backgrounds. Functions are provided for
creation of composite imagery from multiple polar
satellite passes.
Options for receipt and
processing of RADAR imagery will be included in
the system by early 1994. By mid-1994, options
for producing gridded fields from DMSP special
sensor microwave imagery will also be included in
the system.
3.5 Communications
Multiple Lockheed MeteoStar™ LEADS may
be interconnected with Local Area Networks
(LANs) and Wide Area Networks (WANs) to
enable exchange of data and products.
The
MeteoS tar™ LEADS software is configurable to
meet
specific
customer
communications
requirements and varying levels of fault tolerance.
In cases where significant communication
switching is required, Lockheed MeteoStar™ RIM
(Rapid Information Management) software,
discussed below, is included to provide full
functionality for receiving and routing messages
and other meteorological information.
3.6 Product Building
The LEADS provides a "toolbox" of
meteorological functions.
Using these tools,
product
building
can
be
accomplished
interactively by a user, or by executing macros.
The system provides macros to automatically
generate objective analysis fields, derived grids
and products for display. To build a macro, the
user places the software in "learn" mode, in which
menu selections are recorded by the system. After
a product has been generated, the list of menu
selections used to create the product may be saved
as a macro under a user specified name. A macro

can be executed by schedule, or manually by the
user. The tools provided by LEADS are discussed
below.
3.6.1 Retrieve and Store
Data are mapped to the projection associated
with a user specified AOI when retrieved. This
provides the mechanism by which different data
types overlay when displayed together. Data may
be retrieved on pressure, height or potential
temperature surfaces. The store function provides
the capability to store products, intermediate
product steps, and displays.
3.6.2 Plot Grid and Contour
The plot function creates plots of grids and
observations under control of user-defined or
WMO standard plot models. Custom plot models
may be defined or edited interactively.
Plot
models accommodate both symbolic (wind barbs,
cloud cover, past weather, etc.) and alphanumeric
characters. When plot models are applied to
observation data, the user may also specify up to
three thresholds which allow the data to be
screened on plotting; only data meeting the
specified thresholds is plotted. Plotting of station
data is controlled by user defined/selected station
plot models and a Station Priority List. Menus are
provided for user modification of the Station
Priority List. If two stations would overplot at a
given zoom level, only the station with the highest
priority is plotted. Plot models for gridded data
are defined at the time the data are displayed.
Each cell of a gridded data plot model may be a
different color, as defined by the user. Plotting of
upper air data is provided on pressure, height and
potential temperature surfaces. Since plotted data
at one location is not allowed to overwrite plotted
data at another location, all data are not generally
plotted at 1: 1 zoom . However, when plotted data
are zoomed, plots not displayed at a lower zoom
levels (e.g., 1: 1) are displayed at higher zoom
levels (e.g., 1:4).
The grid function uses a Cressman or Barnes
analysis to grid observation data. Options are
provided for full or partial interpolation (outside
or inside the domain of observations locations),
for specifying the radius of influence for the
analysis, and for stating the desired output grid
point density.

The contour function creates isopleth displays
from gridded data. All contour lines are properly
labeled, and the user may select the number of
decimal points to be used for labels. The base
contour level and the contour interval, as well as
the color and line style to be used for contouring,
are user selectable; default values can also be
used.
3.6.3 Sounding Data
Skew-T Log-P, bathythermograph soundings
and cross sections are provided to display the
vertical structure of data in the database. Cross
section elements include wind speed, temperature,
dewpoint depression, relative humidity and wind
barbs.
Any cross section element may be
converted to an image and displayed as the
background for the cross section. The Skew-T
Log-P function creates a thermodynamic diagram
from upper air data.
The displayed diagram
includes wind barb plots and stability analysis.
This function provides a graphical interface which
displays the location of all possible upper air
stations in the selected AOI.
The user
interactively selects stations for which Skew-T
Log-P diagrams are to be generated. Multiple
selections of the same station cause display of
Skcw-T Log-P diagrams for different valid times
for the same station. A tabular listing of layer
stability, various stability indices and sounding
data is also provided. The bathythermograph
function presents an OMI nearly identical to the
Skew-T
Log-P
function,
except
the
bathythermograph function displays temperature
with ocean depth.
3.6.4 Derived Fields
Grid and image calculator functions provides
arithmetic and logical operations (add, subtract,
multiply, divide, constant, less than, less than or
equal to, greater than, greater than or equal to,
equal, OR, AND, NOT, merge, and mask) . Using
the calculator function, the user may construct
such products as height change and time change
fields, or a grid can be thresholded before
contouring. Gridded fields and imagery output
from the calculator functions can be used as input
to other system functions, including the calculator
func tions themselves.
Rule-based merging
enables compositing of satellite imagery, RADAR
data and gridded fields. Other derived fields
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include
streamline,
vorticity,
divergence and convergence.

advection,

3.6.5 Display
This function provides the capability to display
selected data. Multiple overlays for the same AOI
may be selected for simultaneous display. One
image and any number of graphics may be
selected for display. Special displays are also
supported, such as gridded fields converted to
imagery by interpolating grid point values to
image pixels. On the resulting "grid-to-image"
display, each col or or gray shade represents an
interpolated value from nearby grid points. Grids
may also be displayed in a 3-dimensional
isometric view, where the vertical axis represents
the value of grid points in the displayed gridded
field. The units of any displayed data may be
changed at any time, and an interrogate function
is provided which gives the latitude and longitude
of the cursor on any displayed, earth-located,
image. The value of the pixel beneath the cursor
is also displayed, as is the element value
associated with the pixel value (e.g., the
temperature associated with an fR pixel value).
The system automatically labels and manages
overlays displayed by the system. Displayed data
may be interacted with by the user in one of two
ways. One mechanism provides the OMI to
control the default appearance of the displays,
such as contour line colors, contour interval, and
starting contour value (although the system
enables the user to override defaults at any time).
A second mechanism provides for direct,
interactive manipulation of displayed data.
3.6.6 Colors
The system provides (1) color and gray scale
enhancement of displayed imagery (including
imagery generated from topography), (2) selection
and modification of the background color, (3)
selection and modification of background map
colors, and (4) selection and modification of
colors used for all displayed graphics and text.
Color and/or gray scale color tables arc created
interactively; all enhancement table changes are
simultaneously reflected on any displayed image.
The ability to save and subsequently use defined
color tables is provided. The user may also
interactively select the size of a circle, ellipse or
parallelogram to be displayed on the screen,
which may subsequently be Filled with a user
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selected color and pattern.
The geometrical
shapes generated by these functions are useful for
weather warning areas, and can be used to
highlight text warnings. The user may also select
any displayed object and color the object with a
user selectable highlight color.
3.6.7 Drawing and Modifying Lines and Symbols
A draw function provides the capability to
interactively draw smooth, cubic spline lines and
line-symbols (including multi-colored lines such
as stationary fronts). The capability to draw both
labeled and unlabeled lines is provided. Labeled
lines have a value attribute associated with each
line, so labels can be dynamically located on the
display when graphics data are zoomed or
displayed. This prevents labels from being lost
(i.e., moved off the display) during zoom. All
properly colored WMO meteorological line
symbols (e.g., upper air and surface fronts) are
provided. Lines, line-symbols and contours are
easily modified at any zoom level. It is possible to
zoom in on a specific area of analysis, modify a
line at the higher zoom factor, then zoom back to
a standard level (e.g., 1: 1 zoom). Changes made
at the higher zoom level are retained at all lower
zoom levels. The system also allows the user to
define multiple sizes of line symbols and line
thickness.
Five sizes of all WMO weather
symbols are also provided. The user may select
the symbol and size from a menu, and drop the
symbol anywhere on the display. Functions are
provided for selecting a displayed object and
"dragging" the object to another location on the
screen, and deletion of lines and displayed objects
is fully supported. The user may also define
alphanumeric labels and to place these labels on
the screen at any desired location.
3.6.8 Zoom
The zoom function operates in a context
sens1uve way, depending on the data currently
displayed. When more than one data type is
displayed, the rules for each data type are followed
individually. For example, if a graphics chart is
displayed over an image, the image is first
zoomed (pixel replication zoom), then any
background maps are re-drawn at the new zoom
factor, and finally the graphics chart is redisplayed; all contour lines are automatically
relabeled at the new zoom level.

3.6.9 Animate and Sequence
Using the mouse, a user may select multiple
products or images to be included in animation
sequences. Animation at rates of 14 to 28 frames
per second is supported (the higher rates are
provided on high-end workstations). Any product
that can be displayed can be animated. The
function also provides the capability to sequence
through a preselected list of products, one frame
at a time, making it ideal for presenting briefings.
The number of frames that may be included in a
briefing sequence or an animation loop is
dependent on the amount of system memory
provided with the system.
4. THE RAPID INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (RIM)
The Lockheed MeteoStar™ RIM is weather
switching software that manages multiple
interfacing weather circuits and receives and
forwards weather message traffic. The software
package may reside on the same workstation as
LEADS, on a separate workstation, or on a PC.
The hardware used is a function of the magnitude
of the message flow expected. The RIM supports
data rates from 50 to 19,200 bits per second (e.g.,
GTS, Radio Teletype (RTTY), and Aeronautical
Fixed Telecommunications Network (AFTN)),
and can provide T-1 rates for the X.25 public
network. Software is provided to allow the user to
define all interfaced circuit characteristics,
addresses, destinations and other information
required to receive and distribute information.
"Alarm Pending" and "Alert Pending" queues arc
maintained by the system, and alarms and alerts
arc automatically generated for certain data
arrival, key words found in message traffic,
missing transmission sequence numbers, system
errors and circuit outage.
Receipt of weather data is schedule driven,
with several peaks of activity throughout a 24hour day. For example, at OOZ and 24Z in the
United States, upper air stations · report sounding
data. Reports are formatted as PILOT (wind
profiles) and TEMP (temperature profiles). The
central site collects and collates the data into
bulletins which are returned to the individual
weather stations and sent over the GTS to other
nations. Worldwide surface observations taken
every hour, and other observation data, arc
similarly treated . Incoming messages arc retained

for a minimum of 48 hours in an "as received"
state, and are separated into the following
SYNOP, SPECI,
categories, at a mm1mum:
TEMP, CLIMAT TEMP, CLIMAT, ERROR,
SHIP,
METAR,
PILOT,
ADDRESSED,
MISCELLANEOUS.
Duplicate messages are
eliminated. Administrative and Priority messages
are handled in accordance with WMO manual
386, Manual On The Global Telecommunications
System, section A.II. Message formats are in
accordance with WMO No. 386 and WMO No.
306, Manual On Codes. Received message data
are checked for format. Data received in error is
retained in an error file and may be edited by the
user and transferred to correct storage location.
Five-bit Baudot data received by the system is
converted to 8-bit ASCII prior to storage in the
system.
The weather switch not only receives messages
and puts them in bulletins, it also routes the
bulletins to appropriate destinations and computer
systems. User-friendly X-Window/Motif Operator
Machine Interface (OMI) is provided to enable
users to develop and maintain routing tables.
Messages are routed according to routing table
and
transm1ss1on
schedules.
Multiple
transmission queues are managed by the system.
OMI is provided to develop and maintain
transm1ss1on schedules for each transmission
queue, and each output circuit can have a
transmission schedule of its own. The system
maintains and displays status of all transmission
queues and data receipt. All transmissions for
each channel are numbered with a cyclical
sequence number. Supported sites may request
retransmission of data by referencing any missed
sequence numbers.
Alerts are automatically
generated if a sequence number from a site is
missed. Messages for transmission over AFTN
and RTIY circuits are converted to IT A-2 code,
and formatted as IT A-2 messages, prior to
transmission.
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3A.7
MARINE FORECAST GUIDANCE
FROM AN INTERACTIVE PROCESSING SYSTEM
Andrew R. Shashy 1 , H.G. McRandal, Jr.1,
Joyce G. Kinnard 2 and W.S. Richardson 2

1.

INTRODUCTION

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) has the responsibility of
providing oceanographic services necessary for
safe and efficient marine activities on the high
seas, in offshore waters, and along the seacoasts. Analyses and forecasts of oceanographic
phenomena are provided to support shipping,
fishing, offshore drilling and mining, and marine
activities in coastal areas.
Typically marine weather forecasts are
distributed to marine users via radio in a narrative
format. An interactive expert system, to support
operational high seas forecasts, has been developed and is being tested by NOAA. This system
is designed to assist forecasters in preparing
narrative marine forecasts which are broadcast to
users at sea. The interactive system tracks and
extracts information about over-water weather
conditions based on forecasts from NOAA's
global atmospheric and oceanographic models.
From these forecasts, specific words and phrases
are selected and assembled by computer to
describe the location, intensity and track of
weather systems; areas of high wind and waves;
fog and low visibility regions; and ship superstructure ice accretion areas. VAX workstations
make it possible to interactively change and
automatically reword forecast guidance.
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This paper describes the interactive
system and presents operational test results.
Included are recommendations and suggestions
based on tests for a next generation computer
system. Recommendations include the expansion
of the high seas computer program to provide
computer worded guidance for offshore, coastal
and overlapping forecast areas. Suggestions for
a next generation system take into account the
use of a "rule-based" system for weather feature
tracking and computer wording. Also discussed
are the use of expert system and artificial intelligence (Al) techniques to select the "best" or
"consensus" forecasts from multiple atmospheric
(surface and upper air) and oceanographic models.

2.

BACKGROUND

Digital forecasts are the basis for the
computer wording (Richardson and Perrotti,
1984). The NWS Operations Manual ( 1986) was
followed in developing the format and wording of
the computer generated forecasts. The development of the computer worded software drew on
the experience of Glahn (1978) and helpful
suggestions provided by marine forecasters
located at Weather Service Forecast Offices.
Some of the more than 100 different computerstored words and phrases, varying in length from
two to 23 words, used to construct the computer-worded forecasts are shown in Table 1.
Forecasts for the U.S. high seas areas
contain three segments - heading, warnings, and
synopsis and forecasts. The heading consists of
the name of the issuing forecast office, the date
and time the forecast is issued and a description
of the area covered by the forecast.
The warnings portion of the message
contains forecasts of storms and other significant
weather systems with associated winds of 35 kts
or greater. When several systems exist, the
system with the highest wind speed is listed first
with other systems following in order.

Central pressure and location of the
system at the initial time of the forecast and at
the 24- and 36-h projections are given. The
direction of movement and speed of the system
are also forecast. Maximum wind and wave
conditions are forecast and referenced from the
center of the weather system. In addition, areas
of reduced visibility and ship superstructure icing
are described. If there is no system, the word
"none" is transmitted.
The synopsis and forecast portion of the
message contains forecasts of weather systems
with wind speeds less than gale force (less than
35 kts) but greater than 25 kts. Most of the
wording for these systems is the same wording
as in the warnings portion of the message.
However, the location of maximum wind and
wave conditions are not worded.
Richardson et al. ( 1989) plan to expand
the computer-worded forecast to include the
offshore and coastal waters of the U.S. Offshore
waters now include portions of oceans, gulfs,
and seas. Coastal waters begin near the mean
high water line and extend along the mainland or
islands to as much as 100 n mi seaward.
Offshore and coastal forecasts cover an
area smaller than covered by the high seas
forecast variables and are more detailed. These
forecasts, which emphasize wind, weather,
visibility, and wave height, are supplemented
with small craft advisories, gale and storm warnings, short lead time severe local storm warnings
and statements supplementing tropical cyclone
advisiories (issued by the National Hurricane
Center) including coastal flooding and shore
erosion. In addition, warnings and forecasts of
surf and breakers are prepared for selected
beaches, ports, and local areas. The forecast
parameters needed for high seas, offshore, and
coastal forecasts are shown in Table 2.

3.

A Forecast Case

Computer-generated digital forecasts for
the Atlantic Ocean are shown in a matrix format
in Table 3. These forecasts were extracted from
the National Meteorological Center' s (NMC)
Aviation Forecast Model (AVN) and the Ocean
Products Center's oceanographic models. These
forecasts, which are valid beginning 0600 Univer-

sal Time Coordinate (UTC) September 8, 1993,
were available to forecasters as guidance approximately 1 hour before the 1 OOO UTC issuance
time. For each weather system, the far right
three columns, from left to right, define the element at the first forecast hour and forecast hours
30 and 42 hours. Here the first forecast hour
corresponds to hour 06 of the model forecast
from the 0000 UTC run.
Let us examine the computer-constructed
matrix for the first system for each of the forecast projections beginning with the 6-h projection. At 0600 UTC on September 8 a low pressure system is forecast near 62 N and 40 W.
The central pressure associated with this system
is 1 OOO mbs. The system is forecast to remain
nearly stationary. Note that the direction and
speed of movement is forecast to be 0 I 0 for the
entire 36-h period. Winds of 25 kts at the initial
hour, 06Z column of the matrix, were forecast to
increase to a maximum of 35 kts at 18Z on
September 9. These winds were forecast to
occur 206 n mi southwest (220 degs) from the
center of the low. The asterisks displayed in the
last four lines of the matrix indicate that there are
no forecast obstructions to visibility or superstructure icing associated with this system.
Figure 1 contains the computer-worded
forecast which was generated from the digital
forecasts shown in Table 3. The forecast issued
by NMC is shown in Figure 2.

4.

An Evaluation from a Forecaster's
Perspective

The forecaster can view Computer-Worded Forecast (CWF) guidance as a good first guess
of what is most important in the marine forecast.
The CWF guidance would be particularly helpful
to the beginning marine forecaster. It would help
to ensure that high wind speeds and seas and
low pressure systems have been included and are
correct in the marine forecast issued to the field
offices. Additionally, the guidance would aid the
experienced forecaster in forecast quality control.
CWF guidance has a number of advantages over conventional methods of constructing
high seas forecast texts. Current methods of
constructing marine forecasts require meteorologists to scrutinize model output and then describe
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in writing how they "see" numerical models
forecasting weather features. CWF guidance is
always consistent in wording the marine forecast.
Furthermore, the CWF guidance is readily available since it can be produced in a matter of
minutes without suffering from grammatical or
spelling errors. However, CWF guidance has the
following shortcomings in that it:
1)
2)
3)

is limited to forecasts of only one numerical model;
does not integrate satellite image information; and
does not have access to synoptic surface
data.

A comparison of NMC marine forecasts
with CWF guidance show that the NMC product
is better. This should come as no surprise since
the NMC forecaster has a great deal of experience and access to a number of numerical models. CWF guidance comes very close to agreeing
with NMC forecasts for large weather systems.
CWF guidance almost always matches NMC
forecasts in mentioning developing gales and
storms.
Exceptions are when the A VN has
greatly underforecast the strength of a low or
when tropical features (i.e., tropical storms,
hurricanes, and typhoons) move into the NMC
forecast area. The AVN is not able to resolve the
small scale features associated with tropical systems.
The following shortcomings of the CWF
guidance prevent it from being totally operational:
1) uses over-land weather systems as
reference points for high winds and seas off the
U.S. West Coast;
2) can reference only one high wind/
wave area to a weather system; and
3) loses track of the 36-h forecast of a
low pressure system when it weakens to a
trough. This trough, however, can have significant weather associated with it.
Even with these shortcomings, the guidance is readily available as a first check to identify important features in addition to weather
systems that may become significant hazards at
sea for the mariner. The blending of the NMC
marine forecast with CWF guidance will help the
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marine forecaster produce a better forecast.

5.

NEXT GENERATION COMPUTERWORDED GUIDANCE

Future forecast guidance for high seas,
offshore, coastal and Great Lakes areas will be
generated by automated expert systems. Enhanced expert systems, assisted by artificial
intelligent (Al) systems and neural networks, will
provide consensus forecasts from a multitude of
atmospheric and oceanographic models.
For
example, marine forecasters in constructing high
seas forecasts "look at" outputs generated by
atmospheric models run at the NMC (Aviation,
Medium Range and ETA), British Meteorological
Office, European Medium Range Forecast Center,
and the Navy. In considering these predictions,
the forecaster takes into account models' past
performance or "track record" over the last
several days and agreement/non-agreement
among models. With regard to agreement/nonagreement among models, forecasters consider
development and movement of low pressure
systems by the various models.
It is envisioned that an Al system will be
developed which builds a consensus forecast
based on model performance confidence factors.
In other words, an Al system would arrive at a
consensus forecast based on models' past performance and agreement/non-agreement among
models. The Al system would also be able to
integrate latest satellite information. A similar Al
system would be used for oceanographic models
which forecast waves, areas of restricted visibility and superstructure ice accretion.
Weather feature tracking, which is currently constrained by somewhat arbitrary rules,
such as a low cannot deepen by more than 35
mbs during a 24-h period and speed at which a
system travels is limited to 45 kts, would be
replaced by pattern recognition schemes which
can be trained via neural networks.
Pattern
recognition schemes, when applied to pressure
and temperature data could signal the presence
of fronts and troughs which then could be worded by computer software. Rules and thresholds
defining the wording of storms, gales, lows,
troughs, and areas of critical weather would be
changed interactively by simply entering "plain
language" changes. In the present system rules

and threshold values are "hard wired" in the
software thus, requiring a computer programmer
to change code, recompile and check out the
changed program.
As discussed earlier, one of the advantages of generating and wording forecasts with
computer software is that the wording is consistent from forecaster to forecaster and will be
consistent in overlapping areas and adjoining
areas of responsibility such as NMC and the
National Hurricane Center. Forecasters must be
careful to ensure that forecast wording in transition regions, such as high seas to offshore and
offshore to coastal, are consistent so as not to
confuse users. Valuable time is spent by the
forecaster to ensure this consistency.
The
computer can do this in a matter of seconds,
freeing the forecaster to give more time to other
critical tasks.

6.

7.
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Table 1. Examples of computer stored words and phrases.

WEATHER SYSTEM

INTENSITY

LOCATION

MOVEMENT

WIND&
WAVE
CONDITIONS

Storm
Area of storm
Winds
Gale
Area of gale winds
Low
High
Fog
Icing

Intense
Developing
Weakening
Dense
Patchy
Reduced Visibility
Heavy
Moderate
Light

Can be
referenced
from nearest
land or water
feature
About
Just Off
Over

Eight Points
of the compass
Rapidly
Slowly
Stationary
Merging with
Absorbed by

Increasing
winds
Diminishing
winds
Building
waves
Diminishing
waves
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Table 2. Parameters needed for High Seas, Offshore and Coastal Forecasts.

FORECAST PARAMETER

HIGH SEAS

OFFSHORE

COASTAL

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

System Type
Location
Central Pressure
Movement
Winds
Waves
Visibility
Ice
Superstructure Icing
Weather Type
Flooding
Surf /Breakers
Shore Erosion

Table 3. Computer-generated digital forecasts.

Element

Units

Type of Weather System

06Z

06Z

18Z

Low

Lat/Lon

Deg

62N/40W

62N/40W

62N/40W

Central Pressure

Mbs

1000

994

996

Deg Kt

010

010

010

Max Wind Speed

Kt

25

30

35

Max Wave Height

Ft

10

15

15

Deg NM

13 I 206

5 I 420

22 I 206

Avg Wind Speed

Kt

15

Avg Wave Height

Ft

5

Visibility/Intensity

T.LA/B.LA/INT

****/****/****

Movement

Location of Max Wind

L.LG/R.LG
S.S. Icing/Intensity

T.LA/B.LA/INT
L.LG/R.LG
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****/****
****/****/****
****/****

1OOOZ Issuance 8 Sep 1 993
North Atlantic 32N to 65N and West of 35W
Forecast Valid 1 800 UTC Sep 9 1993
Computer Worded Forecast Guidance (CWF)
Suggested Areas of Concern:
Warnings.
Developing Gale 1OOO Mbs 62N 40W at 0600 UTC remaining nearly stationary. Low 994 Mbs in 24
hrs. Forecast Gale 996 mbs. Max winds increasing to 35 kts and seas building to 15 ft within 420
NM of center NE quadrant.
Synopsis and Forecast.
Low 998 Mbs 66N 76W at 0600 UTC. Max winds 20 kts and seas 5 ft within 900 NM of center SE
quadrant.
High 1027 Mbs 33N 53W at 0600 UTC moving E 5 Kts. Forecast high 1023 Mbs 32N 50W.
Obstructions to Visibility.
Areas of dense fog between 67N and 56N and 64W and 48W.
Areas of patchy fog between SON and 44N and 71 W and 41 W.

Figure 1. Computer-Worded High Seas Forecast.

CCODE/ 1 :31 :04:1 :00/AOW/NWS/CCODE
HIGH SEAS FORECAST MET OPERATIONS DIVISiON/NMC
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE WASHINGTON D.C.
1030 UTC WED SEP 08 1 993
SECURITE
NORTH ATLANTIC NORTH OF 32N TO 65N AND WEST OF 35W
.FORECAST VALJD 1800 UTC SEP 09 1003.
WARNINGS.
DEVELOPING GALE 63N 40W 1001 MB AT 0600 UTC STATIONARY AND
INTENSIFYING. WINDS TO 25 KT AND SEAS TO 12 FT WITHIN 600 NM
OVER S QUADRANT. FORECAST GALE 63N 40W 995 MB. FORECAST WINDS 25
TO 35 KT SEAS 8 TO 15 FT WITHIN 600 NM OVER S SEMICIRCLE.
FORECAST WINDS 20 TO 30 KT SEAS 8 TO 12 FT WITHIN 240 NM OVER N
SEMICIRCLE.
SYNOPSIS AND FORECASTS ...
AREA OF FOG OCCASIONALLY LOWERING VISIBILITY BELOW 1 NM BETWEEN
41 NANO 46N W OF 50W DISSIPATING THROUGH PERIOD.
HIGH 36N SOW 1027 MB AT 0600 UTC WITH RIDGE W TO 70W AND E
THROUGH 35W WILL DRIFT S. FORECAST HIGH 33N SOW 1027 MB WITH
RIDGE WSW THROUGH 32N 60W AND ESE THROUGH 32N 45W.
HIGH 49N 36W 1024 MB AT 0600 UTC WILL MOVE ESE 15 KT. FORECAST
HIGH E OF AREA.

Figure 2. NMC High Seas Forecast.
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3A.8

TECHNIQUES FOR MANUAL INTERACTIVE EDITING
OF THE NEXRAD RADAR CODED MESSAGE

Alan M. Cope

National Severe Storms Forecast Center
Kansas City, Missouri

1.

INTRODUCTION

The National Severe Storms Forecast
Center (NSSFC) has undertaken the task of
editing the Radar Coded Message (ACM), an
alpha-numeric product generated automatically at
each National Weather Service doppler radar
(WSR-880) site around the contiguous United
States. Automatic editing algorithms developed at
NSSFC can remove most of the nonmeteorological echoes reported in the RCMs.
However, significant "false echoes" sometimes
escape editing. Recently, software has been
developed at NSSFC which enables a
meteorologist to display the automatically-edited
ACM data sets, and remove the remaining nonmeteorological features, or restore valid data
which have been improperly flagged by the
automatic-editing programs.
The next section of this paper will review
briefly the automatic-editing algorithms. Following
sections will discuss the techniques developed for
manual editing of ACM reflectivity, techniques for
manual editing of echo tops and storm-centroid
movements, the various data sets available to aid
the meteorologist's editing decisions, and finally
the generation of products from the edited RCM
data.
2.

AUTOMATIC EDITING PROCEDURES

2.1

Reflectivity Editing

All ACM automatic-editing takes place in
a MclDAS environment on an IBM 4381
mainframe computer. Reflectivity data in Part A of

Corresponding author address: Alan M. Cope,
NOAA/NSSFC, Room 1728 Federal Building, 601
East 12th Street, Kansas City, MO 64106-2877.
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the ACM (NOAA 1991) from a WSR-880 site is
decoded and combined with data from other sites
to form a mosaic image which covers the area of
the national ACM grid. The reflectivity values lie
in the range one to eight and thus require only
four bits of each eight-bit RCM image pixel; the
remaining four bits are used for edit flags. For
more details concerning the mosaic process and
the automatic editing procedures described in this
section, see Lewis (1992).
Other data sets, including infra-red
satellite imagery, Manually Digitized Radar (MOR)
reflectivity, conventional radar mosaics, lightning,
and Nested Grid Model (NGM) forecast fields of
lifted index and relative humidity are re-mapped
into the ACM image projection for pixel-by-pixel
comparison. In essence, ACM reflectivity at a
given location is flagged if corresponding cloud
temperatures are too warm, if conventional radar
coverage shows no echoes, if the NGM forecasts
a dry and stable air mass over the region, or If the
reflectivity near the site is at or below normal
ground-clutter level. Lightning and conventional
radar mosaics are used to "un-flag" some of the
previously flagged pixels.
2.2

Centroid and Echo-top Editing

Along with reflectivity data, the ACM Part
A also contains the locations and movements of
up to twelve storm centroids, and the location
and height of one overall maximum echo top
(max top). Centroid and max top locations are
checked against the edited reflectivity image to
verify that precipitation echoes are reported at
those locations. The max top height is compared
with a cloud-top height estimated from infrared
satellite imagery and NGM forecast temperatures
aloft. Storm-centroid movements are compared
with NGM forecast winds averaged over the cloud
layer, and with the distance-weighted mean
motion of neighboring centroids ("buddy check").

Flags are set for each centroid and max top to
indicate whether each test was passed, failed, or
not done (e.g., no neighbors for the "buddy
check").
3.

MANUAL RCM EDITING

3.1

Reflectivity Editing

When the automatic editing of RCM
reflectivity is complete, the edited data is sent
from the mainframe to an IBM Model-70/486 PCMclDAS workstation for manual editing. Figure 1
shows an edited RCM image mosaic containing
data from 14 sites. The latest RCM reflectivity
image is automatically added to a loop of several
RCM images. The imagery can be displayed in
edited or unedited form through the use of
appropriate color enhancement tables. Individual
pixels can be magnified for closer inspection
using the workstation's hardware zoom capability.

used to "un-flag" erroneously-edited echoes. Any
digital image data altered by any of the editing
options is immediately re-displayed so that the
meteorologist can view the results as he or she
proceeds. The editing options described above
are illustrated in Figures 2(a), 2(b) and 2(c).

l

n

'"""~~~Im

~-. ~;
'·...!;-

../

~~~.

Figure 2(a). Line drawing option for reflectivity
editing.

Figure 1. Mosaic image of RCM reflectivity.
Isolated areas of lighter shading are edited
echoes, e.g., ground clutter.

Several editing options are available to
the meteorologist. One option is to draw a line
with the cursor around an area containing nonmeteorological echoes to be flagged. The right
and left mouse buttons are used to draw and
erase line segments. A second option is to flag
echoes within a rectangular-shaped cursor of
variable size. A third option is to position a
"bull's-eye" cursor over an individual echo-pixel to
be flagged. These same options can also be

Figure 2(b). Editing reflectivity within rectangular
cursor area.

3.2

RCM Centroid Motion and Max Top
Editing

When the automatic editing of RCM
centroid motions and max tops for the current
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Figure 2(c). Single-pixel editing with a "bull's-eye"
cursor.

Figure 3. RCM centroid-motion vectors and max
echo tops plotted on a satellite-image projection.

hour is complete, these data are extracted from
the daily RCM file, which contains 24 hours of
data, and are sent from the IBM mainframe down
to the PC-MclDAS workstation. In general, the
centroids are too numerous and closely-spaced to
be effectively displayed on the national (12-km)
RCM mosaic image; instead, for editing purposes
they are displayed on a 2-km visible satellite
image.
The centroids and tops are initially
displayed in three colors to indicate whether the
automatic quality-control checks were passed,
failed, or not performed. Centroid motions are
plotted as vector arrows, with length proportional
to speed, the arrowhead at the centroid location,
and the numeric speed plotted next to the
arrowhead (see Figure 3). Max tops are plotted
with a 'T" at the top location, and the numeric
height value (hundreds of feet) next to it.

the appropriate new color.

With the cursor positioned near a centroid
or max top (within about ten km.), the right
mouse button acts as a toggle switch. A "good"
centroid or top will be flagged as "bad", while a
"bad" or "questionable" one will be flagged as
"good".
Since storm-centroid locations are
reported in the RCM only to the nearest 12-km
RCM grid coordinate, multiple centroids are
sometimes co-located in the RCM data base. In
this case, the meteorologist first uses the left
mouse button to select the centroid to be edited.
Upon editing, the centroid motion vector or max
top heigt is immediately erased and re-plotted in
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3.3

Data Sets Available for Editing

Numerous meteorological data sets are
available to aid the meteorologist with editing
decisions. Most are readily accessible through
the soft-tablet user interface developed at NSSFC
(Bothwell 1993).
This is Important in an
operational setting, because the manual RCM
editing must be completed within a five to tenminute window.
For reflectivity editing, useful data sets
include loops of conventional radar imagery In
both national and regional sectors, and loops of
visible or infrared satellite imagery, on which can
be overlaid MDR reflectivity, surface and upper-air
observations, lightning, and model forecast fields
of moisture and stability. Additional data sets
useful for centroid-motion editing include profiler
winds, model forecast winds and cell movements
from conventional radar reports. For max-top
height editing, there are echo tops from
conventional radar, skew-T plots showing parcel
equilibrium level, and a cloud-top height program
which compares infrared satellite imagery at the
cursor location with the closest upper-air
sounding.

4.

PRODUCT GENERATION

When the meteorologist has completed a
manual editing session, he/she sends the edited
RCM reflectivity, centroid and max top data back
to the MclDAS IBM mainframe. Centroid and max
top records are merged into the current day's
RCM file. The edited ACM data sets can then be
used to generate radar observations in the
conventional "ROB" alpha-numeric message
format (Cope 1992). These will supplement
conventional radar observations and help maintain
product continuity during transition into the
modernized National Weather Service.
In
addition, a high-quality radar-reflectivity data base
is very useful for development of objective
forecast techniques such as Model Output
Statistics.
5.

SUMMARY

This paper has described a set of
computer-based techniques which enable a
meteorologist to quickly edit the NSSFC national
composite RCM data base and correct for any
deficiencies in the automatic ACM-editing
algorithms.
These techniques are highly
interactive in that the results of each editing step
are displayed immediately for possible reevaluation. Coler is used extensively to indicate
the edit-status of radar reflectivity, storm-centroid
motions and maximum echo tops. Many types of
meteorological data are readily accessible to aid
in editing judgements, including data not
incorporated in the automatic editing procedures.
Combined automatic and human editing of the
RCM should result in a reliable, high-quality
national-composite data base.
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3A.9
NOWCASTING OF VESSEL ICING ON A SHIPBOARD WORKSTATION
Thomas F. Lee
Naval Research Laboratory
Monterey, CA
Justin M. Reeves
United States Naval Academy
Annapolis, MD

1.

INTRODUCTION

The accretion of ice on ships is a wintertime hazard
in the polar oceans, especially in the vicinity of cold land
masses and sea ice. Icing can cause slippery decks,
inoperable equipment and can destabilize ships by
uneven loading of ice. Sea spray is the primary source
of vessel icing and constitutes the most extreme danger.
However, precipitation and fog can also contribute to the
problem. The conditions necessary for sea spray icing
are water temperatures less than 8°C, winds of 25 kt (13
m/s) or more and air temperatures less than -2°C (Brower
et al., 1988). Vessel icing is often triggered by cold air
advection originating from a land mass or a large mass
of sea ice. While vessel icing is often approached as a
synoptic scale problem, there are important mesoscale
variations in vessel icing potential. For example, small
islands and headlands often interrupt strong offshore
flow, an effect used by ships' captains to shield their
crafts from ice accretion. Thus, the ideal nowcast would
indicate reduced icing potential in sheltered regions as
well as exacerbated potential in the vicinity of local gap
winds which are common along polar coastlines. This
paper will use the NOAA algorithm to forecast vessel
icing (Overland et al., 1986; Overland, 1990). Developed
for the Gulf of Alaska and the Bering Sea, the algorithm
is summarized as:

PR

=

Va ( Tf - Ta) (1 + 0.3 ( T w - Tf ) ]

-1

where PR is a predictor of vessel icing (m°C/s), Va is the
wind speed (m/s), Tf is the freezing point of seawater
(°C), Ta is the air temperature (°C), and T w is the sea
surface temperature (°C). While in theory this predictor
should correspond directly to icing rate, Overland et al.

Corresponding author address: Thomas F. Lee, Naval
Research Laboratory, Marine Meteorology Division, 7
Grace Hopper Avenue, Monterey CA, 93943-5502.
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1986) found that in practice only three categories of icing
potential--light, moderate, and heavy--shown in Table 1
were justified due to uncertainties in the quality of the
training data used to develop the algorithm. Figure 1
reproduces Overland's (1990) graph of the classification
system under the assumption of a sea surface
temperature of +3°C. The inputs to the operational
NOAA algorithm are 1OOO mb air temperature and wind
speed from the National Meteorological Center (NMC)
spectral forecast model and a sea surface temperature
analysis.

Table 1. Icing Potential

Icing rate (cm/h)
Predictor (m°C/s)

Light

Moderate Heavy

<0.70
<20.6

.7-2.0
>2.0
20.6-45.2 >45.2

The reliance of the NOAA algorithm on remotely
produced information poses two difficulties for shipboard
users wanting a current nowcast of vessel icing potential.
First, when the input fields are not received from
meteorological canters on a timely basis, the resulting
vessel icing nowcast is degraded. Second, even when
the shipboard fields are timely, the coarse grid of global
model fields results in nowcasts which can not resolve
the mesoscale detail in icing potential mentioned above.
Thus, this paper considers the effectiveness of
incorporating real time satellite information from the polarorbiting Defense Meteorological Satellite (DMSP) directly
into the NOAA algorithm. In particular, we assimilate
data from the Special Sensor Microwave lmager (SSM/I)
aboard the satellite, which can produce surface wind
speed data at a resolution of 25 km.

guess field. Our purpose is to compare vessel icing
products derived from NOGAPS wind speed analyses to
those using high resolution SSM/I winds directly from the
satellite.
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Figure 1. Icing conditions for vessels into or abeamof
the wind for water temperatures of +3°C (From OJerland,
1990).

3.

CASE EXAMPLE

A surface pressure map (Figure 2) suggests
relatively weak northerly flow in the western portions of
the Bering Sea with stronger flow in the central and
eastern portions. The surface air temperature analysis
(Figure 3a) shows a warm ridge in the eastern portion of
the region. The sea surface temperature field (Figure 3b)
indicates decreasing temperatures toward the west. The
boundary layer wind field (Figure 3c) indicates a minimum
in the center of the region with the strongest winds in the
northeastern corner. The smoothness of the field reflects
the coarse resolution of the NOGAPS analysis. The
SSM/I winds (Figure 3d) form a pattern similar to the
boundary layer winds but with much greater spatial detail.
In particular, a region of low winds just south of 60 N in
the central portion of Figure 3d agrees with a similar
feature in Figure 3c, but has a much more resolved size
and shape.

The SSM/I is a passive microwave radiometer
equipped with seven imaging channels representing four
frequencies (Hollinger et al., 1990). We employ a
statistical wind speed algorithm (Goodberlet et al., 1990)
which exploits the sensor's ability to sense sea surface
roughness and therefore wind speed. Wind speed errors
are less than 2 m/s or less over precipitation-free oceans
and higher in regions of precipitation. Wind speed
estimates have been validated mainly for speeds under
20 m/s. The 25 km SSM/I wind field depicts mesoscale
wind patterns, including effects from nearby terrain, which
forecast system wind speed products can not resolve
(lee and Boyle, 1991; Fett, 1993).
2.

DATA

For sea surface temperature we use standard fields
from the Fleet Numerical Oceanography Center (FNOC)
which combine ship observations, buoy reports and
satellite measurements. For surface air temperatures we
use the FNOC Navy Operational Global Atmospheric
Prediction System (NOGAPS) 1OOO mb temperature
analysis. For model wind speeds we use the boundary
layer wind analysis from NOGAPS, which incorporates
SSM/I winds at a reduced resolution of 200 km, a scale
appropriate for assimilation into a global analysis
(Phoebus and Goerss, 1992). Rawinsondes, ship and
land surface reports, and buoys are also routinely
assimilated into the same analysis. The SSM/I winds are
assimilated unless they differ significantly from the first

Figure 2. FNOC surface pressure analysis (mb) for
9 March 1992, interpolated to 2200 UTC. Box
indicates the region covered in Figures 3-4.
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Figure 3. (A) FNOC 1OOO mb air temperature analysis for 9 March 1992, interpolated to 2200 UTC. (B) FNOC
boundary layer wind analysis for 9 March 1992, interpolated to 2200 UTC. (C) FNOC sea surface temperature
for 9 March 1992. (D) 25 km SSM/I wind speeds for 9 March 1992, 2141 UTC.

The model sea and air temperatures are combined
with the model boundary layer winds to produce a field of
vessel ice potentials. Following Overland et al. (1986),
these potentials are further subdivided into three classes
as shown in Figure 4a. Note that the region of low
potential bulges northward in the region of the low winds
(Figure 3c) and relatively high air temperatures (Figure
3a). Furthermore, high potentials are restricted to just
south of the ice edge where the air temperatures and sea
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surface temperatures are the lowest. Figure 4b shows
the same product except that the high-resolution SSM/I
winds are combined instead of the model winds. Its
appearance is similar to the field produced by the model
winds, but the regions of high and medium potential are
expanded.
Also, the addition of the SSM/I winds
produces detail evident in the boundaries between
categories.

Figure 4 A) Vessel icing potential based on surface air temperature, model winds and sea surface temperatures (Figure
3A-C) using the algorithm of Overland et al., 1986. (B) Also using the Overland et al. algorithm, vessel icing
potential based on surface air temperature, sea surface temperature and 25 km SSM/I winds (Figure 3A, B, D).

4.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have considered 12 additional cases of vessel
icing potential, comparing the use of the high-resolution
SSM/I winds to model winds. All cases are from the
Bering Sea or Gulf of Alaska from December 1991 to
March 1992. The substitution of high-resolution SSM/I
winds for model winds consistently results in products
with greater spatial detail.
At times, the warning
coverage changes by amounts that would be of interest
to shipboard nowcasters. However, in none of the cases
do the comparisons reveal large differences. This
consistency appears partly because our model-derived

product (Figure 4a) represents the best possible scenario
by interpolating between the two nearest analyses. For
low level winds, these input analyses are of high quality,
reflecting SSM/I winds at a reduced resolution of 200 km.
Aboard ship, however, the receipt of model products is
often delayed, forcing reliance on forecasts from outdated
analyses. Thus, in an operational scenario, the modelderived nowcast might be significantly degraded
compared to a nowcast based on the SSM/I winds from
a recent satellite pass.
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There are several difficulties in the use of highresolution SSM/I winds in vessel icing nowcasts. First,
because of side-lobe effects, the SSM/I can not sense
winds nearer to coasts or ice edges than about 50-75 km.
Thus, the SSM/I information can not be used to nowcast
the numerous ice accretion events that appear very near
coastlines where traffic is heavy.
Second, in the
relatively warm surf ace air temperatures (-2 to -8°C)
which often accompany icing in the Gulf of Alaska and
Bering Sea, icing potential is relatively insensitive to
variations in wind speed (Figure 1). Icing potential in
these areas is much more dependent on variations in
surface air temperature. For wind speed variations to
exert a greater influence, surface air temperatures would
need to be significantly lower. Thus, SSM/I winds would
probably add significant value in the Beaufort Sea in the
fall months when icing events are often accompanied by
much colder temperatures than in the regions we
investigated.
The assimilation of SSM/I wind speeds into vessel
icing nowcasts would be most successful if additional
temperature data were also available. One source of
information is the Special Sensor Microwave (SSM/T)
temperature sounder aboard the DMSP satellite.
Advantageously, the SSM/T data swath nearly coincides
with SSM/I coverage. However, the footprint size of the
SSM/T is roughly 200 km at nadir. Having roughly the
same spatial resolution as NOGAPS output, the SSM/T
would not add more spatial detail than presently
available. Also, our preliminary experiments with the
SSM/T data indicate that considerable "tuning" will be
required in order to retrieve near-surface air temperature
with useful accuracy. Aside from satellite sources, the
necessary high-resolution temperature information might
also be supplied from a mesoscale numerical model.
Such an approach would be particularly useful around
land/sea boundaries where large gradients of temperature
(and therefore icing potential) occur. Such gradients can
not be resolved by global models.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

widespread overcast conditions.

For global energy estimation and regional
hydrological budget studies rainfall measurements
over a large area (e.g., statewide) are important
(Chahine 1992). In the following, precipitation
relating to summer convection is estimated using
different techniques and is compared with the
raingage storm totals. The different techniques are:
a. standard algorithmic derived rainfall from the
reflectivity pattern of a WSR-88D; b. twenty-four
hour total rainfall of a NGM forecast available from
the PC-Gridd program; c. projections of precipitation based on a one-dimensional quasi-Lagrangian
cloud model.
The objectives of this study are: a. to note
disagreements, if any, between the spatial distributions of radar and raingage storm totals; b. to similarly note the differences between PC-GRIDD totals
and the raingage totals; and c. to note the closeness
between a IDSS (one-dimensional steady state)
cloud model derived rainrates obtained using
radiosonde data and the observed average rainrates.
These disagreements are studied for two convective
storms that occurred in June and July 1993 in Missouri. The processes responsible for the disagreements will be discussed.

2.

SYNOPTIC SITUATION
1200 UTC
JUNE 6, 1993
SURFACE

3. RAINFALL ESTIMATES
24 HRS RAINFALL !mm\
ENDING 1200 UTC
JUNE 71993
MEASURED BY
RAINGAUGES

40

25

38

94

92

Figure 2. Twenty-four hour rainfall {mm) ending
1200 UTC 7 June 1993 as measured by raingages.
Figure 2 shows the 24-hour rainfall ending 12
UTC 7 June 1993 as measured by the raingages in
Missouri. More than 120 gages record rain over
Missouri. The precipitation totals were plotted and
isohyets drawn every 25 mm. The average separation of raingages was 25 km. A maximum amount
of 152 mm (A) had fallen in central Missouri. A
secondary maximum of 136 mm (B) also existed
about 150 km northwest of the primary maximum.
The southern portion of Missouri did not register
any amounts.
24 HRS RAINFALL lmml
ENDtNG 23 U1C
JUNE6 .1993
ESTIMATED BY RADAR

40

38

38

Figure 1. Sea level isobars and significant weather
for 1200 UTC 6 June 1993.
Figure 1 shows a warm front in the southern
and western portions of Missouri. The isobars were
north-south oriented. Southeasterlies and southerlies were well developed over the entire state with

94

92

Figure 3. Twenty-three hour partial rainfall (mm)
ending 23 UTC 6 June 1993 as estimated by the St.
Louis NWS WSR-88D radar.
Figure 3 shows the WSR-88D derived rainfall
(as given by the NWS algorithm) for the period 0010TH llPS
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23 UTC 6 June 1993. These amounts are incomplete. This figure was constructed in the following
manner. Radar reflectivity maps, available at 30
minute intervals, were plotted at 25 km distances
and integrated over 23 hours. Although the periods
shown in Figures 2 and 3 did not coincide, an intercomparison of Figures 2 and 3 can be made bacause
it was found that no rainfall had occurred after 23
UTC and before 12 UTC 6 June. In general, a broad
agreement appears to be seen in the rainfall pattern.
The radar showed a rain area in northeastern Missouri. Here raingages showed much less than 25
mm of rain. Another disagreement was that the
secondary maximum (B) registered by raingages was
not registered by radar in that location. These
disagreements will be explained in terms of the
structure of the storm. Some of the weaknesses of
the radar measurements of rainfall (Doviak and
Zrnic 1990; Rinehart, 1991) also will be examined to
see which one of them is likely to be the principal
contributor to the disagreement.

Figure 4. Twenty-four hour rainfall totals representing the summation of two 12-hour forecasts of the
NGM model obtained through PC-GRIDDS.
Figure 4 shows the 24-hour rainfall total ending
00 UTC 7 June 1993. This data was received by the
PC-GRIDD program. The software allows to view
meteorologically significant fields of gridded model
output in either a contour or a vector format. A
maximum of 120 mm was registered by the NGM
model in northcentral Missouri. This maximum is
slightly north of the secondary maximum (B) found
by raingages. The displacement is about 30 km. It
is worthy to note, that primary maximum (A) was
not captured by the NGM model. Another weakness of the operational result was that the NGM
model was showing rain all the way into southern
Missouri - a result not verified by raingages. In
general, the NGM model showed a state wide rain
area. The peak value at A in Figure 2 was not properly represented.
The cloud model is a modified version of the
earlier model due to Roadcap and Rao (1993).
Freezing and wind shear were introduced. The
model was run with the upper air data from close to
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Missouri. A cloud radius between 500 and 1000
meters was used. The average precipitation rate
was compared with the average rate obtained from
raingage data.
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38.6
QUERY SCENARIOS FOR INTERDISCIPLINARY SCIENTISTS
INTERFACING WITH EOSDIS, VERSION 0
SERIES II
Sidney A. Wood and George D. Emmitt
Simpson Weather Associates, Inc.
Charlottesville, Virginia
and
Ken McDonald
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland

1.

INTRODUCTION

EOSDIS (Earth Observing
System's Data Information
System) is obligated to provide
usable scientific information
and data to the geophysical,
ecological, biological and
interdisciplinary communities.
An assessment of EOSDIS's
success will be how well the
data information system guides
the interdisciplinary user,
with their characteristic
dialects, thought patterns and
unique decision criteria, to
quickly find, browse and order
data they need to conduct their
research.
NASA is funding a
prototyping exercise involving
16 interdisciplinary
scientists, two software
engineers and one librarian
from the University of
Virginia. The results of this
study are provided in terms of
several real data query
Corresponding author address:
Sidney A. Wood, Simpson Weather
Associates, Inc., 809 E.
Jefferson St. Charlottesville,
VA 22902.

scenarios which reflect the
broad perspective of the
interdisciplinary user.
2.

EOSDIS VERSION 0

The success of the Earth
Observing System (EOS) will
largely depend upon its Data
and Information System
(EOSDIS). EOSDIS must be able
to link EOS data sets with
existing data sets (satellite,
aircraft, in situ, etc ... ) and
encourage both multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary science. The
development of EOSDIS will be
an evolutionary process and
will involve scientists input
in it's creation. The first
phase is EOSDIS Version o, a
working prototype (McDonald,
1993). EOSDIS Version o is to
provide advance services to the
scientific community through
improved access to existing
data sets.
The EOSDIS Version O is a
collaboration between NASA's
Information Management System
(IMS) and the Distributed
Active Archive Center (DAAC)
software development groups.
In 1991, the first release of
EOSDIS Version o was an
10TH llPS
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Inventory Interoperability
Proof of Concept.
It
demonstrated that EOSDIS
Version o could access
distributed inventories via a
concurrent search and provide
scientific metadata to the
user. The 1992 release of
EOSDIS Version O demonstrated
improved functionality in
Inventory and Results,
Directory Access, Data
Representation through
integrated and local FTP browse
and Data product request (online and off-line). EOSDIS
Version o has been made
available to a limited
scientific user community for
evaluation. This evaluation
will help refine the functional
requirements of EOSDIS Version
O and Version 1.
3.

DESCRIPTION OF THE
PROTOTYPING EXERCISES

The first series of
prototyping exercises were
conducted in 1990 by the
University of Virginia, Simpson
Weather Associates and
NASA/GSFC. These evaluations
made significant contributions
to the user interfacing for
NCDS and to specifications of
EOSDIS (Emmitt, et al., 1990).
The Second series of
prototyping exercises were
designed to provide user input
to the design and implementation of EOSDIS Version o by
having a group of non-vested
interdisciplinary scientists
construct real science
scenarios and exercise the
system to search, browse and
order data.
Interdisciplinary
researchers were asked to
develop real research science
scenarios as shown in Table 1.
As part of the cooperative
study, the University of
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Virginia and Simpson Weather
Associates hosted a prototyping
exercise workshop with the
EOSDIS Version 0 IMS staff. The
researchers made a presentation
of their science scenarios to
the IMS. The IMS demonstrated
the 1992 release to the
researchers. After the
presentations, each researcher
was given an EOSDIS VO tutorial
guide and was asked to
accompany an IMS representative
to invoke the VO on their
computer.
The primary purpose of
these activities was to expose
and define weaknesses in the
EOSDIS architecture and
functionality as related to the
interdisciplinary user.
Each
participating researcher
provided detailed answers to
questions generated by the
study management. The
questions (taken from the 1993
Prototyping Workshop
evaluations guidelines) were:
1. Were you able to determine
whether the data you wanted
existed in EOSDIS, and which
DAAC had it?
2. Were you able to find the
criteria that you needed for
identifying the appropriate
data for your study?
3. Were you able to use the
Graphical (GUI only) search and
results facility for geographic
information?
4. Were you able to access the
Directory Information about the
data sets of interest?
5. Were you able to use the
Local (FTP) and Integrated (GUI
only) browse functions?
6. Did the Browse functions
meet your data visualization

needs for determining whether
or not to order a piece of
data?
7. Were you able to Request
data?
8. Was the computer
performance acceptable?
9. Did you find the on-line
system easy to use? Intuitive?
10. Was the on-line
documentation helpful?
Each prototyping
participant was required to
deliver an oral report every
mid-month and a written report
at the end of each month
throughout the contract. All
comments were compiled into a
final report. The researchers'
feedback and comments were
given to the EOSDIS Version o
staff as soon as possible to
insure input into the current
development of the 1993 EOSDIS
version O and future EOSDIS
designs.
4. RESULTS
The results of the query
scenario exercises are summed
up in Table 2 for ten groups of
prototyping participants
related to the criteria
questionnaire. The criteria
questions are defined as
follows:
Criteria 1 - Was the Interface
Intuitive?
Criteria 2 - Did you understand how to use the
screens?
Criteria 3 - Did you understand how to get to/use the
menu bars?
Criteria 4 - Did you understand the options on the
menus?

Criteria 5 - Did the menus
lead you to what you
expected?
Criteria 6 - Did you understand
how to use the query tool?
Criteria 7 - Did you find the
Services/Functions you
expected?
Criteria 8 - Did you find the
system easy to navigate?
Criteria 9 - Did you find the
Mail services (e.g., E-MAIL)
to work efficiently?
Criteria 10 - Did you find the
computer connections (e.g.,
to/from IMS/DAACs) to work
efficiently?
Criteria 11 - Did you find the
File Transfer (e.g., FTP data
order or Browse) to work
efficiently?
Criteria 12 - Was the overall
system performance adequate?
Criteria 13 - Did the software
work efficiently?
Criteria 14 - Was the software
internally consistent?
Criteria 15 - Was there
adequate system
integrity/continuity?
Criteria 16 - Was the Directory
summaries easy to find?
Criteria 17 - Did the Directory
summaries give an adequate
synopsis of the data set in
question?
Criteria 18 - Were you provided
inventory information needed
to distinguish between
different granules of data?
Criteria 19 - Did you understand the content of the
fields (attributes) that were
listed for each data set/
granule?
Criteria 20 - Were you able to
easily navigate through the
inventory results information?
Criteria 21 - Did you find the
Local FTP Browse function
helpful?
Criteria 22 - Did you find the
Local FTP Browse function
intuitive to use?
10TH llPS
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Criteria 23 - Did you find the
Integrated (GUI only) Browse
Function helpful?
Criteria 24 - Did you find the
Integrated (GUI only) Browse
Function intuitive to use?
Criteria 25 - Did you find the
Coverage Map (GUI only)
helpful?
Criteria 26 - Did you find the
Coverage Map (GUI only)
intuitive to use?
Criteria 27 - Were you able to
successfully Request data?
Criteria 28 - Was the Product
Request Function Intuitive?
Criteria 29 - Were you able to
successfully receive data via
FTP?
Criteria 30 - Did you get a
response from the DAAC
Operations staff for request
of off-line data?
In Table 2, the responses
of each researcher have been
ranked from 1 (negative
response) to 3 (favorable
response). We can conclude
from the averages under each
criteria column, that slow
system response, inadequate
browse capabilities and
products (integrated and local
FTP), hardware incompatibilities were the greatest
difficulties. Only one
scientist was able to find
data, but was unable to make a
successful order.
From the
number of no comments {NC) in
the order data criteria
questions, we conclude that
EOSDIS Version o needs to
continue development and
evaluation with an emphasis on
data ordering and DAAC user
services.
The following is a summary
of common user comments: Many
user's had hardware compatibility problems at the beginning
of the exercises. Several
users could not log into the
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system without assistance.
Terminal emulation was a
problem with the PCs (IBM and
Apples) and one workstation had
an old version of WINDOWS that
was not compatible with EOSDIS
VO. Many users thought the
alphanumeric EOSDIS access
should be possible with a
modem. All user's commented on
the lack of on-line help.
Several users thought the
terminology was too technical
and confusing. All commented
that they had problems with
DAACs being up. The valid
lists need to be refined.
5.
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TABLE 1
RESEARCH TOPIC
North Atlantic Ocean
Chemical Climate
Gypsy Moths in the
Blue Ridge Mtns.
Librarian
Toxic Algae Blooms
and Shellfish
Coastal Oceanography
in the PamlicoAlbemarle Sound
Validate a Continential Ecophysiological Model for
African Leaves
Nocturnal Temperatures with Snow Cover
in Virginia
Cirrus Climatologies
Monthly Characteristics of Estuarary
and Coastal Zone
Environments
Satellite Estimated
Rainfall and Nocturnal
Temperatures for Southern
Africa.

TABLE 2. EOSDIS Version 0 Prototyping
Criteria Responses

RESEARCHER

Moody

FrenchNiles
Sharretts

Calvin

Goodell/Bruce

Shugart/Smith
Michaels/
Stenger/
Knappenberger /Wood
Emmitt/Walker

Hayden/Wood

R1

R2

R3

R4

RS

R6

R7

R8

R9

R10

AVG

ICRIT01

2

2

2

2

3

2

2

3

2

2

2.20

ICRIT02

2

2

2

2

3

3

2

NC

2

2

2.22

CRIT03

2

3

3

3

3

3

2

NC

3

3

2.78

• CRIT04

2

2

2

2

3

2

2

NC

2

3

2.22

CRIT05

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

2.10

CRIT06

NC

2

3

2

3

1

2

2

1

1

1.89

CRIT07

2

NC

3

1

3

2

3

1

2

2

2.11

CRIT08

3

2

2

1

2

1

2

3

2

3

2.10

CRIT09

NC

1

2

2

3

3

3

1

2

NC

2.13

CRIT10

3

2

2

2

3

3

2

1

2

2

2.10

CRIT11

2

2

2

2

3

2

NC

1

NC

3

2.13

icRIT12

2

2

2

2

3

2

3

3

2

2

2.30

icRIT13

2

2

2

2

3

2

2

2

2

2

2.10

CRIT14

1

NC

2

1

2

NC

2

2

1

2

1.63

CRIT15

1

1

3

2

3

1

2

NC

1

1

1.89

CRIT16

3

1

3

3

3

3

3

2

3

3

2.70

CRIT17

3

2

3

1

3

3

3

3

3

3

2.70

CRIT18

2

3

2

1

3

1

3

3

3

3

2.40

icRIT19

3

2

2

1

1

1

1

3

1

3

1.80

CRIT20

2

3

3

2

3

1

2

3

1

3

2 .30

CRIT21

NC

NC

3

1

3

NC

1

NC

NC

1

1.80

CRIT22

NC

NC

2

1

2

NC

1

NC

NC

1

1.20

lc:RIT23

3

3

3

NC

3

NC

1

3

NC

3

2.71

ICRIT24

3

3

3

NC

3

NC

1

3

NC

3

2.71

ICRIT25

3

3

3

NC

3

NC

3

3

NC

3

3.00

CRIT26

2

3

2

NC

3

NC

3

1

NC

3

2.43

CRIT27

3

NC

3

2

NC

3

1

3

2

NC

2.43

CRIT28

1

NC

3

1

NC

3

1

3

1

NC

1.86

CRIT29

1

NC

N2

NC

2

3

1

NC

NC

3

2.00

CRIT30

3

NC

3

1

NC

3

1

NC

2

NC

2 .17

NC - NO COMMENT; 1 - NO; 2 - SOME; 3 - YES

Garstang/
Dieudonn6
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38.7
AN OVERVIEW OF THE VERSION-0
GODDARD DISTRIBUTED ACTIVE ARCHIVE CENTER
Paul Chan, Blanche Meeson, Lola Olsen, and George Serafino
Goddard Space Flight Center, NASA, MD 20771

1. INTRODUCTION

The Goddard Distributed Active
Archive Center (GDDAC) is part of
NASA's Earth Science Data and
Information System (ESDIS).
ESDIS
is being developed with a distributed, open-system architecture.
Data
held
within
ESDIS
are
distributed across the U.S. in eight
Distributed Active Archive Centers
(DAAC), each associated with an
existing research institution.
The
ESDIS,
as
a whole,
will be
interoperable
among
the
eight
DAACs such that the distinction is
transparent to the users.
(See Ref.
1 for details on ESDIS)

archived data sets
support services.

and

its

user

2. THE GODDARD DISTRIBUTED
ACTIVE ARCHIVE CENTER
The mission of the GDAAC, summarized in Figure 1, is to provide
space-based, in-situ observations
and data products to establish the
scientific basis for understanding
the environment and global climate
change.

Satellite Data

The Earth Observing System (EOS),
the main source of data for the
GDAAC, is a series of polar-orbiting
satellites
making
extended
observation of the Earth and its
environment.
NASA will launch
the first EOS satellite in 1998. The
GDAAC will archive data from other
sources
such
as
the
Upper
Atmosphere
Research
Satellite
(UARS),
Sea Wide Field-of-View
Sensor (SeaWiFS) and the Earth
Probes.
The Earth Probes are a
series
of
single-purpose
Earth
observing satellites.
An example of
an Earth Probe is the Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission (TRMM),
which is scheduled for a 1997
launch.
Other GDAAC data include
meteorological
observations
and
data from field campaigns making
environmental observations.
The discussion below will provide
an overview of the history and
development of the GDAAC, its
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In Situ Data

Data Rssimilation

Processin
Archiual
Distribution

Global Change
Research

Enuironmental
Monitorin

Modeling

Figure 1: R schematic summarizing
the mission of GDRRC.

The
GDAAC development is
evolutionary. The Version-0 GDAAC
is
building
on
the
scientific
expertise and heritage of Goddard's
NASA Climate Data System and the
Pilot Land Data System. The current
focus is on ensuring that existing
and
emerging
data
sets
are
preserved
and
made
readily
available to the scientific community.
The GDAAC is providing
incremental user services as the
development culminates
in the
Version-0 system in July I 994.
Hughes Applied Information System
is developing the full capacity
Version- I system based on the
experience and lessons learned
from the operation of the Version-0
system. The Version-I system, to be
delivered in a number of incremental releases, is scheduled for an
initial release by I 997, to be ready
for the I 998 EOS AM- I satellite
launch.

Data Set
UARS

The GDAAC is responsible for
processing,
archiving
and
distributing data sets related to the
upper
atmosphere,
atmospheric
dynamics and the global biosphere.
The overall direction of the GDAAC
is guided by the Project Scientist
and the User Working Group (UWG).
The UWG is made up of about two
dozen eminent scientists in the
above Earth science disciplines.
The UWG meets · twice a year to
address specific issues and to
provide general direction for the
development
and operation of the
GDAAC.
The GDAAC currently provides
access to and information about a
wide variety of data sets m
climatology and
the biosphere.
Figure 2 maps the GDAAC data
responsibilities to the
physic al
parameters and in tum to the major
archived
data
sets.
The GDAAC

Measurement

Data Responsibility

here Chemical Constituents
Upper
Atmosphere

TOMS
namics

SeaWiFS

czcs
AVHRR Land
Pathfinder

Global
Bios here

4-D
Assimilated Data

TOVS
Pathfinder

or Vertical Structure
Rainfall Distribution

TOGA-COARE
Field Ob. Data

Air-Sea Interaction

CAC-SST

Cloud Micro h sics

Atmospheric
D namics

Figure 2: The GDAAC data responsibilities are mapped to the
physical measurements and archiued data sets.
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began distributing UARS data to the
science community in October 1993.
The distribution of SeaWiFS ocean
color data to authorized users will
begin shortly after satellite launch
in July 1994.
The GDAAC also
archives,
inventories,
and
distributes the TOGA-COARE field
observation data, TOYS Pathfinder
and A VHRR Land Pathfinder · data.
The concept of Pathfinder data sets
was initiated by the EOS Program to
provide the science community
with long-term data sets applicable
to the study of global change prior
to the availability of EOS data. The
Pathfinder
effort
enables
the
GDAAC to gain experience in the
processing,
archival
and
distribution of massive data sets.

climate
system,
biogeochemical
cycle, external forcings and human
activities (Ref. 2).
The Version-1
GDAAC will provide data for
research in the shaded boxes in this
schematic.
An important part of the data
archive is metadata.
Metadata is
information about a data set or
granule which is provided by the
data supplier or the algorithm
generating the data set to describe
the content, format, and utility of
the data set or .granule.
In the
DAACs,
metadata provide criteria
for the search and selection of data
for a particular science investigation.
3. GDAAC ELEMENTS

The GDAAC will continue to increase
its data holdings as the Version-0
progresses
into
the
Version-1
system.
Figure 3 is a schematic
showing
the
interactions
of the

The GDAAC consists of three
elements (Figure 4 ).
The Product
Generation System (PGS) receives
raw
data
and
processes

Physical Climate Systems

..,,
u

a:

Tropospheric Chemistry
Biogeochemical Cycles
Figure 3: The interactions that may cause global changes. The CiDAAC
will play a role in supplying applicable data sets for the shaded areas.
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Science Data
• URRS
•TOGA-CORRE
• SeaWiFS
• Pathfinder

I
User
Terminals

PGS

DADS
Mass Storage
• Satellite data
• ln-situ data
• Assimilated data

IMS
Relational database
• Metadata
• Data inuentory
• Mass directory
• Request/distribution
tracking

Figure 4: Elements of the Uersion-0 GDAAC
them into scientific data products
based
on
algorithm
software
provided by scientists.
The current
Data
Archive
and
Distribution
System (DADS) consists of 10
Terabytes of mass storage in two
robotic jukeboxes and distribution
capability
using
magnetic
tape
media and electronic file transfer.
The DADS also consists of a
relational data base management
system (RDBMS) to track data
inventory and user statistics and to
enable metadata search.
The
Information Management System
(IMS) allows the user to access the
GDAAC from a remote terminal to
perform metadata search, seek online help, browse data files and
request data products.
One function
of the IMS is to provide a userfriendly user-interface and isolate
the details of the RDBMS from the
users.
Figure 5 illustrates the
functionality of the IMS.
In the future, users will also be able
to access information about the data
sets through the Global Change
Master Directory, an ES DIS-wide
facility currently being developed.
The main purpose of the Global
Change
Master
Directory
is to

provide
a
brief
survey
and
description of data sets applicable to
global change research that reside
in various NASA and non-NASA data
systems.
This directory includes
information on the contents of the
data sets, locations and points of
contact for data ordering, plus
possible quality assessments of the
data sets.

Metadata search

On-line help

Product request

Distributed Browser

Figure 5: Functions of the Uerslon-8 IMS
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4. USER SUPPORT SERVICES
The GDAAC provides a variety of
services to the scientific
and
educational communities.
The most
well developed is the on-line IMS.
In support of this on-line service
there is a customer assistance
service
and
a
documentation
service.
The customer service
provides phone and walk-in help to
users in the following areas: I) access to the on-line system, 2) expert
advise on the uses and caveats
associated with the data, 3) use of
the on-line service and 4) reading
the data that they have acquired.
The documentation service concentrates on publication of user
guides for the on-line services,
quick reference guides about the
GDAAC's services and detailed data
set documentation for the scientific
users.
Other support includes a walk-in
data browse, CD-ROM publication for
special projects, and a training and
outreach program.
The walk-in
browse provides access to a variety
of analog data (photo-graphs, video
tapes, and analog laser disks), a
Ii brary of Earth science data on CDR O Ms, and simple visualization and
analysis tools to browse the data on
the CD-ROMs.
The CD-ROM
publication service publishes data
and
documentation, performs data
organization, premastering, and CDROM artwork and packaging.
The final service that the GDAAC
provides to the educational and
scientific community is training
and community outreach.
. This
service includes trammg sessions
for
elementary
and
secondary
educators, training sessions for
high school students, attendance at
scientific
conferences
where
demonstrations and usage of the
GDAAC's services are detailed.
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For those wishing to learn more
about the GDAAC or to use the data
and
services
provided,
please
contact the User Assistance Office
on weekdays, between 9 a.m. and 5
p.m. ET. (Phone: JOI-286-3209, Fax:
30I-286-I 775,
e-mail
addresses:
daacuso@eosdata. gsfc .nasa.gov, or
daacuso@I92.107.I90.75, both on
Internet)
5. FUTURE DIRECTION
The evolutionary nature of the
GDAAC allows incremental improvement on its capability and
widening of user access.
The
benefit of the Version-0 system is
the opportunity to learn how people
actually would use such a system.
The development of Version-I and
subsequent versions will rely on
the
lesson
learned
from
this
Version-0 system.
As it evolves
through subsequent versions, the
GDAAC will need to facilitate the
acquisition, processing, archiving,
managing
and _distribution
of
increasingly large volumes of data
from the growing set of EOS
instruments.
Figure 6 projects the near-term as
well as long-term activities of the
GDAAC and the data volume as a
result of these activities.
The
Version-I
data volume requirements are more than an order of
magnitude larger than the Version0 system.
For example, after the
launch of EOS AM-I, the GDAAC will
ingest and
process over I 00
Gigabyte of data per day.
The
archive data base, therefore, will be
proportionally large.
However, data
volume is not the only challenge;
the GDAAC will operate some of the
most complex
scientific software in
retrieving
physical
parameters
from raw data (e.g., the algorithms
to retrieve the vertical atmospheric
temperature
and
water
vapor

profiles) and assimilating data from
satellite and in-situ observations
using general circulation models.
The complexity is further compounded by a host of operational
activities including user support
services, reprocessing of data, and
ingesting in situ ground truth data
to support satellite data processing.

ticipate in the Version-1 development in communicating the science
requirements
to
the
Version-1
developers.
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In the near-term, the GDAAC
Version-0 system will continue to
archive and distribute existing and
new data sets. The GDAAC personnel
are gaining experience in data set
implementation and operations.
In
the meantime, the GDAAC must
devote part of its energy to longterm ESDIS activities beyond Version-0, such as: a) to communicate
the Version-0 lessons-learned to the
Version- I
developers,
b) perpare
the GDAAC to transition from Version-0 to Version-I, and c) par-
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48.1

AN OPERATIONAL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NEONS DATABASE

Neil Mclennan
Atmospheric Environment Service, Vancouver BC, Canada
Don Dueck
Atmospheric Environment Service, Downsview Ontario, Canada

1. INTRODUCTION
The Navy Environmental Operational Nowcasting
System (NEONS) database as described by Jurkevics
et.al. (1990) and Shaw et.al. (1990) provides for a simple,
compact yet flexible database design that can
accommodate a wide variety of environmental data sets.
It was initially developed to support environmental
research and the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) . The
requirement for the Atmospheric Environment Service
(AES) of Canada was quite different. AES required a
database that was capable of supporting the real-time
operations of a regional weather centre. NEONS had the
potential to fulfill the database needs of such an office
but modifications and testing were required to confirm
this possibility.
This paper describes the requirements of a
database to operate effectively in the environment of an
AES weather forecast office, the changes that were
required to NEONS to meet those criteria and how
NEONS is currently used within AES.

1. REQUIREMENTS
The amount of data that flows into a regional weather
centre has undergone a significant increase in the past
5-10 years and shows no sign of abating. The demand
for satellite imagery, radar data, numerical model output,
meso-scale surface data and less traditional data types
from forecasters is expanding as they seek to provide
better services to their clients. This explosion in the volume and variety of data has swamped the capability of
the current environmental databases used within AES.
When the design of advanced meteorological workstations

Corresponding · author's address: Neil Mclennan,
Atmospheric Environment Service, #220 - 1200 West 73rd
Avenue, Vancouver BC Canada V6P 6H9
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for AES was just beginning in 1990, it was clear that a
new database was required to manage the volume and
variety of data sets.
The requirements of any database that was to fit into
this real-time environment were identified as:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Performance
Geometry management
Reliability and maintainability
Flexibility
Adherence to accepted standards

Performance, which is the most important criteria,
has two facets . The database had to support the continuous, simultaneous ingest of data from a multiple sources.
The data streams were to include satellite data from the
Gee-stationary Operational Environmental Satellite
(GOES) and the NOAA polar orbiting satellites, numerical weather prediction data from the Canadian Meteorological Centre (CMC), radar data, sferics data and surface and upper air meteorological data. Concurrently the
database was to support a number of simultaneous users, each of whom was to retain an 'interactive' feel in
their application.
The volume of data arriving in a typical weather
offices is such that to view each data set independently
and then make the necessary correlation between the
data sets is virtually impossible. The capability must exist to view them in an integrated manner to allow the
meteorologist to make an accurate diagnosis of the situation and to reject any erroneous data values. To meet
this requirement, the database has to manage the geometry of each piece of data so that the different data sets
can be super-imposed.
The database must be flexible and extensible. The
variety of data sets is rising and every one must be incorporated into the database so that applications can access them with only minor modifications. This requires a
flexible data schema which will allow the addition of new
data types and/or parameters and a consistent program-

ming interface that permits the input and output of data
through generic functions.
There are a number of special reliability
considerations when running a database in an operational
environment. The data flowing into the weather offices
occurs continuously 24 hours per day and 365 days per
year from a multitude of different sources. Ingest must
be reliable as if it fails then a piece of data, which might
be the crucial piece of the meteorological puzzle, is lost
as there are no repeat transmissions. Data is only useful
for a limited time so the database ingest algorithms must
monitor the valid time of each piece of data and delete or
archive any expired data automatically. This function will
also maintain the database at a more or less constant
size and reduce the amount of maintenance and
investment in disk drives. In an operational environment,
there is no scheduled down-time. Any maintenance or
clean up activities must occur while the database is active. This puts significant constraints on the database
schema and how it is implemented.
Meteorological data is exchanged around the world
between member countries of the World Meteorological
Organization. To expedite the inter-change of information,
the database must support the transmission and storage
standards of the WMO for gridded data (GRIB} and point
data (BUFR}. The database must also utilize current
computer industry standards. This is likely to ensure a
longer usefully life span for the database than if it relies
on special features of a particular hardware or software
architecture.
This is not an exhaustive list of the requirements for
a database to operate effectively in a real-time
environment but only the minimum standard that it must
reach.

2. DATABASE SCHEMA

2 .1 Operational Requirements
The NEONS data schema as described by
Jurkevics etal. (1990} and Shaw et.al. (1990} has the

capability to hold satellite imagery, two-dimensional
gridded data sets and point data. In addition to the raw
data, the sufficient information about the data was stored
to permit fast and flexible retrieval of the data for specific
geographical and date/time windows. However since
NEONS was originally developed to support the research
activities of NRL, it was not clear whether the original
design would meet the different needs and priorities of a
real-time environment.
The original design of NEONS was tailored towards
a batch mode of ingest where a large volume of data was
downloaded at a limited number of predictable times dur-

ing the day. This is not the model required for a weather
office where data arrives in small volumes from many
sources 24 hours per day. Table 1 is a partial list of the
data arriving in a typical weather office. Some data arrives
from local sources, some via modem from other municipal
and provincial government organizations, some via a wide
area network from the AES super-computer centre and
others via asynchronous downlink from satellite.
The other major requirement of a weather centre is
that the data be available very soon after it arrives. It is
not acceptable to have more than few seconds or so delay
from when the data arrives and when it can be accessed
by applications. The dataset concept of NEONS did not
support this requirement as data cannot be accessed in
the primary tables until the dataset is closed and the
associative realm updated.

2 .2 Schema Changes
To meet these requirements the method by which
data was ingested into and retrieved from NEONS was
altered. Each data type has associated with it any number
of primary tables. The data manager can decide the
volume of each data type to store depending on the number of these tables that are created thereby controlling
the over all size of the database. These tables are used
to store the incoming data in a cyclic manner with each
table holding a fixed number of hours worth of data. When
all the tables in the set are full, the 'oldest' table in the
set is archived, emptied and then re-used for ingest. By
this method the database size is constant, retrieval is
fast as each primary table is small, the slow 'delete' command is avoided and archiving becomes automatic.
To accommodate this ingest scheme a number of
changes were required in the schema. Attributes were
added to the sensor, llt_seq table and grid_model table
to indicate the number of hours of data each primary table
would hold. Also in im_path, llt_tbl and grid_tbl, five
attributes were added to track the times of the data within
the corresponding primary table. The possible values of
the status_type attribute were also expanded to include:
1} Empty - primary table is empty and will not
be used
2) Load - primary table can be used for ingest
3} Full - primary table is full and ingest is not
allowed
4) Archived - primary table to full but ready to
be emptied and re-used
5) Current - primary table is not full and is the
table currently receiving data
6} Read-only - ingest of archived data only is
allowed
Using the status_type and the time information the
ingest routines are able to determine which table and
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Data Type

Data Source

Satellite Imagery
GRIB Data
Lightning Data
Mesonet Data
Land Weather Stations
Radar
Upper Air Stations
Ship Stations

local ground station
wide area network
dial-up modem
dial-up modem
satellite downlink
dial-up/direct connect
satellite downlink
satellite downlink

.

Ingest Method

oailyvolume

continuous
twice daily
sporadically
every 15 minutes
continuous
every 10 minutes
continuous
continuous

200 images
3500 fields
up to 50,000 strikes
2500 reports
40000 reports
700 products
1500 reports
4000 reports

Table 1 . A partial list of potential data types that arrive in a typical AES weather office. The data arrives from many different
sources and at varying frequencies.

which dataset to write new information into. The arrival
of a new piece of data can trigger the closing of a dataset
and/or the closing of a primary table. In the former case,
as_llt is updated and a new dataset started. In the latter
case (which is always accompanied by a dataset closure),
llt_tbl is updated as well, the 'oldest primary table (based
on the entries in llt_tbl) is emptied and its status is changed
to 'current'. Ingest will then switch to the re-cycled table.
Ingest for grids and imagery was altered in a similar
manner to LLT.
One additional change was made in 1993 when the
'llt_val' attribute was found to be inadequate as a station
designator. It was impossible to design a packing scheme
to allow more than 5 alphanumeric characters into the
llt_val long integer. This presented severe difficulties for
the ingest of climate data and 6 or 7 letter ship identifiers.
A new character attribute 'llt_desc' was added to the LLT
primary tables to overcome this shortcoming.
Other minor additions were made to the data schema
to support particular applications for the weather office.
For example, two additional attributes were added to
as _reg_im. These contain X and Y offsets required to
correctly geo-locate GOES imagery. The offsets are
derived jnteractively by the user as the image is manually
panned to register it with a basemap and then stored into
the database for use by other applications.

2 .3 Programming Changes
The NEONS routines for ingest and retrieval were
both altered to take advantage of the data schema
changes.
The ingest routines were altered to utilize the new
attributes in the schema.
The read routines provided with NEONS, scan the
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associative realm (as_llt) for a list of datasets and primary tables that contain data that match the date/time
query. However the NEONS ingest routines do not update the date/time information in as _llt until the dataset
closes so any search will bypass the open datasets. This
prevents the users from accessing data in those datasets.
Since real-time users must see the data immediately the
read routines were changed to bypass as_llt. An index
using the epochal time was placed on the primary tables
and retrieval was done by examining llt_tbl for a list of
primary tables that contain data with the requested date/
time window. The data is then read directly from the list
thus bypassing as _llt. The retrieval rate was much higher
using this method than going through as_llt. However for
massive primary tables this statement may not be true
and the original NEONS output routines might be superior.
Grid retrieval was modified in the same manner.
NEONS handles imagery in a very flexible manner.
The ingest and retrieval algorithms permit an arbitrary
number of bits per pixel but the penalty is a loss of
performance due to the extra calculations required to pack
the imagery. Satellite imagery used within AES operations
is restricted currently to eight bits per pixel. New read
and write functions were written to optimize performance
based on this standard.

3. OPERATIONAL IMPLEMENTATION
3.1 Current Status
Benchmark tests described in Tran {1991) confirmed
that the adapted NEONS met all the requirements listed
in section one. Basic performance tests were conducted
using a number of scenarios that would simulate an
operational weather office. Various modes of ingest in
combination with computationally intensive (e.g. objective

analysis) and interactive applications were tested. The
ingest functions were unaffected by the extra load imposed by the applications indicating that the limiting speed
is the rate of arrival of data not the database. Users did
not notice any significant loss of interactive 'feel' during
periods of heavy database activity. Using these results,
NEONS was accepted in 1992 as the foundation for the
new graphics tools to be built.
Operational implementation of fully functionally
NEONS databases and associated graphics software
began in 1993. Three regional weather offices are now
using NEONS as one of the main operational databases
with plans to install the system at the remaining six offices in 1994. The databases are ingesting about 250
megabytes of information a day divided among the data
types as listed in Table 1. Three to four days of data are
kept on-line at any given time resulting in a constant database size of 1 gigabyte. Expired data is either automatically rolled to a secondary device for long term storage if archive is desired or discarded if the archive system is disabled.

4. SUMMARY
The NEONS database has the capability to store a
wide variety of meteorological data and the associated
geographical information pertaining to that data. As a
result it has the potential to be the database that could
drive applications in a real-time weather office. However
to allow NEONS to operate effectively in an environment
that requires immediate access to new data on a 24 hour
per day basis, changes were required both to the schema
and the programming interface.
Benchmark tests and a on-line trial period proved
the adapted NEONS to be a very capable database
system for supporting multiple interactive users in an
operational real-time environment even when ingesting
a wide variety of data concurrently. In addition the
reliability and maintainability criteria, which are crucial in
an environment where little or no down-time is allowed,
were met.
NEONS has been subsequently been installed in
weather offices in Canada this year. Further installations
are planned in 1994.

3.2 Future Plans
Now that NEONS is moving from a pure
development environment to full implementation the
flexibility and expandability of the schema will be tested.
Each office has unique data sets that must be added to
the database.
A number of data sets are absent from the NEONS
schema including climate data, radar, and video.
Climate data can be handled as an LLT type but the
challenge here is the volume of data. For British Columbia
alone, climate information would occupy 8-9 gigabytes
of disk space. The ingest routines for this data have been
altered to compress the packed bitstream before writing
to the primary tables. This has resulted in about a 30
percent saving in disk usage. This technique will probably
be applied to other LLT types to maintain the generality
of the 1/0 routines.
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Radar can be considered as a three dimensional field
and the new NEONS 30 grid type could be used but this
may not necessarily be acceptable as it would
compromise some of the descriptive and associative
tables. Consequently some design work has been done
on the most desirable methods of saving radar information but no substantive work has been done on the
schema.
AES operates a number of video cameras at
automated weather stations which supplement the normal
reports. The video images are collected via modem and
placed into the file system. Another extension to NEONS
is planned to accommodate these JPEG images.
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48.3
A HYBRID MODEL FOR THE SHORT-TERM PREDICTION OF HYDROMETEORS
Prepared for NavaJ Research Laboratory, Monterey, CA
under contract GSA PFC 173-916

by
Roland E. Nagle
Computer Sciences Corp., Monterey, CA

1.

INTRODUCTION

The material presented in this paper is an
extension of a previous versions of a cloud prediction
model (Nagle, 1972, 1975) which combines high
resolution cloud observations from environmental
satellites with the output of the Navy Operational Global
Atmospheric Prediction System (NOGAPS) (Hogan et al.,
1991) to produce forecasts in image format for periods
out to 48 hours.
2.

THE BASIC MODEL

Prior to the application of computers in weather
forecasting, a graphical procedure was used to integrate
the vorticity equation to produce forecasts of the 500 mb
geopotential height field (Fjortoft, 1952).
In this
procedure, the long wavelength component of the 500 mb
height field was produced by manually filtering out the
short wavelength components; the long wavelength
component was accepted as known and the short
wavelength component was remapped to later periods
(location) in time using the geostrophic phase velocity
computed from the gradients of the long wavelength field.
A 500 mb height field forecast was then generated by
algebraically adding the advected short wavelength and
the stationary long wavelength fields.
In the 1960s, a computerized version of the Fjortoft
technique was developed which used a highly selective
filter
to separate the long and short wavelength
components (Holl, 1963).
Holl's scale separation
technique models the diffusion of heat in a
two-dimensional plate with a weighted Laplacian operator
successively applied to a field to filter out the high
frequency components (short waves).
In the current version of the cloud prediction
model, the Scale Separation Technique is applied to
fields on a 67 x 67 gridpoint array on a polar
stereographic projection for the Northern Hemisphere with
a nominal grid spacing of 381 km. The degree-ofsmoothing used reduces the amplitude ofan 8-grid-length
wave by 95 percent of its initial value while reducing the
amplitude of a 20-grid-length wave by only 5 percent
Because the short wavelength component is produced by
the application of a weighted Laplacian operator, the
resulting field is a slightly smoothed rendition of the
500 mb geostrophic relative vorticity. Consequently, the
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vorticity equation can be expressed in Scale Separation
components (Clark and Nagle, 1969) which is used as
the basis for an automated version of the Fjortoft
Technique to produce forecast 500 mb height fields by
using the geostrophic displacement computed from the
long wavelength field to advect the short wavelength field.
Critical to the conception of the current model is the
relationship between the pattern of mid-latitude
cloudiness and the pattern of the short wavelength
component (relative vorticity) of the 500 mb height field
(Nagle and Hayden, 1971). This relationship allows the
long wavelength phase velocity, converted into
displacementvectors, to be used as the advecting current
to translate the cloud patterns to future location (time).
In producing the cloud forecasts, the digital cloud
elements are not operated upon directly with the
displacements; this is accomplished through an
intermediate Parcel Labeling Field (PLF). The PLF is an
initial coarse mesh Cartesian grid which is coincident with
the original digital imagery. The I and J components of
the displacement vectors derived from the phase velocity
operate on the PLF in a quasi-Lagrangian manner to
produce the origin of vectcrrs which arrive at each grid
point in the coarse mesh field at the end of each
time-step. The advected PLF can then be used to remap
the initial cloud images to later positions by linearly
interpolating the I and J grid point values of the coarse
mesh to a fine mesh grid corresponding to the resolution
of the satellite images; these I and J values provide the
locations of the pixels which arrive at each point in the
fine mesh grid at the end of each time-step. The forecast
cloud image is produced by remapping each pixel to its
later location in the fine mesh grid.
3.

CURRENT EXTENSIONS TO THE ORIGINAL
MODEL

3.1

Rotation

The long wavelength phase velocity provides a
reasonably accurate translation speed for the cloud
system, but examination of numerous runs of the model
show that the cloud patterns also exhibit rotation in the
translating frame of reference. A two-level rotational
component was added to the model to approximate the
differential motion of clouds at different altitudes. This
algorithm uses the vorticity of the 500 mb long

wavelength field and the total vorticity advection. Where
both of these fields have a positive value, the rotational
component is set to one-half of the geostrophic
displacement of the mean of the 1OOO mb and 500 mb
short wavelength component; otherwise the rotational
component is set to the geostrophic displacement derived
from the 1OOO mb height field. This rotational component
is introduced by operating on the PLF with these
displacements at the end of each time-step.
3.2

Land-Cloud Discrimination

A critical function in this model is the ability to
restrict the advection algorithm from moving the
cloud-free terrain features visible in the satellite
observations. This function has been built into the model
through the use of a high resolution land-sea bit map, a
cloud-free terrain background brightness and terrain
temperature map, and the 700 mb temperature fields
produced by the NOGAPS model. In the remapping
algorithm, pixels are partitioned in accordance to their
origin and termination location (land or sea) and in
accordance to their altitude, i.e., above or below 700 mb.
Low clouds from the ocean are not permitted to move
over the land and low clouds originating over land areas
are not permitted to move over the oceans. Also, to
control terrain-related cloud patterns, pixels with infrared
temperatures greater than the forecast 700 mb
temperature are replaced with the colocated pixel from
the background cloud-free brightness and terrain
temperature map. This latter field is produced by an
independent program using a 10-day maximum infrared
temperature algorithm.
3.3

Animation Capability

The computer power and disk capacity of current
workstations now make it feasible to remap and output
the images at each time-step in the forecast period. This
capability has been built into the model so that
sequences of images can be generated for subsequent
display in animation. The video tape to be shown as part
of this presentation contains examples of sequences of
visible and infrared images from the DMSP optical line
scanner (OLS) as well as precipitation and net water
vapor content forecasts from the Special Sensor
Microwave lmager (SSM/l).
4.

EXAMPLE

Figure 1 shows examples of the output of the
cloud prediction model. Figure 1a is an initial visible
channel image from the Defense Meteorological Satellite
Program (DMSP) F10 satellite; the image is a mosaic of

three consecutive orbits for the period of about 14001800 GMT 31 January, 1993 which have been mapped
into Mercator projection at a nominal resolution of
12.5 km and adjusted backward four hours to 1200 GMT
to bring into time adjustment with the numerical fields.
The 12-hourforecast produced by the model is shown in
Figure 1b. Figure 1c is the 24-hour forecast and the
corresponding clouds that existed at approximately
1200 GMT 01 February, 1993 are shown in Figure 1d.
The 48-hour cloud forecast is shown in Figure 1e, and
the verifying cloud patterns are shown in Figure 1f.
5.

DISCUSSION

Clearly, clouds in the real atmosphere do not move
with the speed of the longwave cornponentofthe 500 mb
height field and the clouds displayed in the forecast
patterns are not the same clouds which existed at the
initial time of the forecasts. The natural question arises
as to why this model produces reasonable results? The
answer to this question is related to the physical
mechanisms which create clouds associated with
mid-latitude systems. Clouds are created as air parcels
are lifted as they move through the slower moving vertical
motion solenoids associated with the translating waves.
Therefore, clouds are "tracers" of these vertical velocity
solenoids and will form in the same position relative to
the translation short waves. Over relatively short periods
of time, the long wavelength field produces a reasonable
phase velocity for the displacement of the short waves
and, correspondingly, the vertical motion solenoids
(clouds) associated with these waves. Therefore, the
long wavelength phase velocity is also a reasonable
displacement component for translating The cloud
patterns with actively developing systems.
This
mechanism can be seen in the frontal cloud band
associated with the rapidly developing system in Figure
1. However, the current version of the model does not
contain mechanisms for development or dissipation of
clouds. This limitation is apparent in the 48-hour forecast
which under-predicts the frontal band cloudiness and
does not dissipate the pre-frontal cloudiness along the
West Coast of the continental U.S. The improved
accuracy and higher resolution of future numerical
prediction models offer the potential to improve the cloud
predictions by including development terms in the
formulation of model.
Acknowledgement: The support of the sponsor, Space
and Naval Warfare Systems Command, Program Element
0603207N.and 064230N,and of the monitoring agency,
Naval Research Laboratory, Monterey, and Naval Air
Warfare Center, Weapons Division, Point Mugu, are
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Figure 1. Example of output of model and verifying cloud cover. (a) Initial cloud pattern , 1200 GMT, 31 January 1993;
b) 12-hour forecast; (c) 24-hour forecast; (d) cloud cover at 1200 GMT 01 February 1993; (e) 48-hour forecast;
(f) cloud cover at 1200 GMT 02 February 1993.
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The Global Climate Perspectives System: An Intelligent
Database System for the Analysis of Environmental
Data
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1. INTRODUCTION:

2.1

The Global Climate Perspectives
System (GCPS) is a climate and global
change project funded by the National
Oceanic
and
Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA).
The GCPS
project is a cooperative effort among
three NOAA laboratories, the Global
Climate Laboratory of NCDC,
the
Climate
Analysis
Center
of
the
National Weather Service, and the
Climate Research Division of the
Environmental Research Laboratory.
The goals of the GCPS project are to
provide dat~ sets and tools that will
aid in detecting and studying climate
change
on
varying
temporal
and
spatial scales (Eissinger, 1992).
This paper describes the GCPS as an
implementation of
an
intelligent
database system.

The GCPS requires a database
engine to manage environmental data.
The heart of the GCPS database engine
is the Relational Database Management
System (RDBMS) that manages all of
the system's data.
The RDBMS is
coupled with a number of sub-systems
that
are
each
responsible
for
managing a different type of data.
Figure 1 shows the components of the
GCPS database engine.

2. INTELLIGENT DATABASE
SYSTEMS:
Intelligent database systems
(!DBS) have been defined as ...

"Databases that manage
information in a natural way,
making that information easy to
store,
access,
and
use."
(Parsaye, et al., 1989)
An intelligent database system
is composed of three parts .••
1. The database engine
2. A user interface
3. A set of high-level data
analysis tools.
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The database engine:

RDBMS
Derived data
Primary data
NEONS

OASIS

(Parameters)

[Metadata)

Geographic data

Figure 1 The Global Climate Perspectives
System Database Engine
Figure
1
also
shows
the
relationships between the database
engine's sub-systems.
The arrows
represent the flow of information
between the sub-systems.
The types of data managed by
the GCPS database engine are ...
1. Primary data
a) Parameters
b) Metadata
2. Geographic data
3. Derived data

Primary data:

2 .1.1

indexed by latitude, longitude, time,
and a value key. The design of NEONS
allows the meaning (semantics) of the
value key to be defined by each NEONS
site.
GCPS uses the value key to
relate parameter data to the station
that reported the data.
GCPS does
this
by
storing
unique
station
identification numbers, that are used
throughout the database engine, into
NEONS'
value keys.
By indexing
parameter data by station, parameter
data and metadata become relationally
linked. This relational link allows
data to flow between NEONS and the
other components of the database
engine.
Having data and metadata
linked
forms
a
pathway
that
applications for data browsing can
exploit.

The majority of data managed by
GCPS are primary data. Primary data
are sub-divided into parameters and
metadata.
Parameters are categories
of environmental phenomena. Examples
of
parameters
are
precipitation,
temperature,
pressure,
etc.
Parameter data are the actual values
of the reported phenomena. Metadata
are values that describe parameters.
Metadata can consist of
station
histories,
station
inventories,
instrument descriptions, etc.
Within GCPS, parameters are
managed by the Naval Environmental
Nowcasting System (NEONS) (Jurkevics,
et al., 1992).
Parameter data for
stations in the NEONS database are
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Figure 2 The OASIS Station History Database Schema
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Metadata contained within GCPS
are managed using an RDBMS.
NCDC,
the us Weather Research Program
Off ice, and the Forecast Systems
Laboratory have designed a relational
database
schema
for
effectively
managing station histories (McGuirk,
et al. 1992, Brazille 1993).
The
station history database is a module
of NCDC's On-line Access and Service
Information System (OASIS).
In the

OASIS database schema, each station
exists in the database as a unique
entity that is described by a set of
attributes.
The station history
database associates begin and end
times with each station attribute to
enable the database to preserve
changes to stations over time. Table
1 lists and describes some of the
tables of the OASIS station history
database module.

Table 1 Station History Database Tables
Station attributes descri'b e d b>Y t a bl e

Table name
stn alias

Names

stn category

Category of station (Surface, RADAR, Aircraft, etc.)

stn dataset

Data sets station contributes data to

stn elev

Elevation

stn geog

Geographic information (ie: country, region, etc.)

stn id

Identification codes

stn instrument

Types and number of instruments

stn land use

Description of area in a radius surrounding the
station (ie: Urban, rural, densely vegetated, etc.)

stn location

Latitude, longit'ude location of station

stn pa ram

Environmental parameters observed

stn_ remarks

Textual remarks

-

-

Figure 2 graphically depicts
the station history module as a
directed graph.
Tables in the
database are represented as nodes in
the graph.
The individual meanings
of each table are not important to
this discussion, but their functional
linkages are.
The relational links
between the tables are represented as
vectors.
Tables in the left-most
column directly describe stations by
maintaining the values of station
attributes.
These
"station
attribute"
tables
are
logically
linked by station
identification
numbers .
Tables in the subsequent
columns indirectly describe stations
by describing data contained in the
"station attribute" tables.
This
figure conveys some of the complexity
and descriptive power of the OASIS
station history module.
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Figure 3 is an example of how a
station is described within OASIS.
Rectangles
in
the
figure
represent database tables.
The
columns
within
the
rectangles
represent
table
attributes
(variables) and their values. Figure
3 shows how the name,
location,
elevation,
category
and
identification numbers for a station
are bound to that station by the
station's
unique
identification
number (90000494).
Notice that the
"Identification
types"
table
indirectly describes a station by
describing
the
types
of
identification codes that might be
associated with the station.
Dates
with an Open value indicate that the
value is unknown or the attribute
being described is independent of
time.

On-line Access and Service Information System (OASIS)
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Figure 3 An Example of Storing a Station in
OASIS
Geographic data:
2 .1.2
NCDC has obtained a map data
set that has been optimized for
storage within an RDBMS.
The GCPS
geographic database schema describes
two entities:
lines and regions.
Each line is unique and is described
by a set of attributes. Regions are
formed by grouping together lines to
form one or more closed polygons.
The OASIS database relates regions to
their
corresponding
continents,
countries,
crop
regions,
lakes,
climatological divisions, etc.
Figure 4 shows the relationship
between the line segments and regions
of the GCPS geographic database.
In this
figure,
we see a
geographic region (the island of
Hispaniola) that is composed of the
line segments numbered 2 and 4. The
,rectangles beneath the map represent
the
tables
of
the
geographic
database. The elements of each table
are represented as columns within
each rectangle.
Vectors depict the
relational
links
between
table
elements.
The
"Segments"
table
contains entries for each segment in
the
geographic
database
(the
geographic
database
currently
contains over 50,000 line segments).
The "Segments" table describes each

segment's
bounding
rectangle
(smallest rectangle enclosing the
line segment), number of points in
the segment, the list of latitude,
longitude
points
that
form
the
segment, the segment's type, and the
map containing the segment.
The
"Segment types"
table
lists and
describes the different line segment
types. Notice that line segments 1,
2, and 4 are coastlines, while line
segment
3
is
an
international
boundary (it is the border between
Haiti and the Dominican Republic).
The "Maps" table describes each of
the maps contained in the geographic
database.
A map is defined as a
collection of line segments that have
been
digitized
to
the
same
resolution.
The "Regions" table
groups together line segments to form
regions. Each region has a type that
is described in the "Region types"
table.
As we will see later, the
concepts of region and segment types
are utilized by applications that
display
the
contents
of
the
geographic database.
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Figure 4 The GCPS Geographic Database
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2 .1. 3

Derived data:

Asheville station
missing periods.

Derived data are data that can
be
computed
or
summarized
from
primary data.
Examples of derived
data include a station's period of
record, percentage of missing data,
and maximum and minimum values of a
parameter.
To improve the response
time of the system, the RDBMS is used
to manage tables that contain derived
data.
Maintaining derived data
allows the system to improve response
times by quickly retrieving derived
data from tables, instead of having
to perform lengthy computations to
produce the derived data.
In the
case of NEONS, producing derived data
from primary data is an expensive
operation because parameter values
are stored in a packed format.
For
example, in order to compute the mean
value of a parameter reported by a
station, all of the values for that
parameter that were reported during
the entire period of record of that
station would need to be retrieved,
unpacked, and averaged.
To avoid
having to unpack data, the derived
data tables of GCPS store frequently
requested,
pre-derived
values.
Derived data values are calculated
and stored during the process of
loading the required primary data
into the system.
Figure 5 shows some of the
derived data tables maintained by
GCPS.
The missing dates shown in
this
table
are
contrived,
the

actually

has

In Figure 5,
each of the
derived data tables are represented
by rectangles,
with the columns
within each rectangle representing
table
elements.
The
"Station
information"
table
maintains the
current values of a set of useful
station attributes.
The "Station
information" table is linked to the
"Station/data set information" table,
which relates a station to the data
sets it contributes data to.
The
"Station/data set information" table
also
contains
useful
statistical
summaries of the parameters reported
by a station (ex: minimum, maximum,
and mean values of a
parameter
reported by a station). The "Missing
periods" table lists the time periods
for which a station failed to report
data for a parameter contained within
a data set.
The "Missing periods"
table allows the system to more
rapidly reply when asked if a station
observed a given parameter at a given
time.
The tables depicted in figure 5
are also used to store the system's
inventory of stations.
The GCPS
station inventory is a derived subset of the information contained
within the OASIS metadata module.
These tables act as a storage area
that helps expedite the processing of
requests for station information.
The station inventory tables have

Station information
name
ASHEVILLE, MUN., N.C.

latitude

longitude

elevation

station id

35.43

-82.55

659.0

90000494

Station I dataset information
dataset
Temperature
Precipitation
Mean sea level pressure
Station pressure

parameter
begin time end time
mean monthly air temperature
1/1/1903 12/1/1990
total monthly precipitation
1/1/1903 12/1/1990
mean monthly sea level pressure 1/1/1964 12/1/1988
station pressure
1/1/1905 12/1/1988

min value max value

info id
25.3C -18694
-3.9C
O.Omm 349.0mm ~25700
1011.0mb 1024.6mb -30378
93 l.6mb 952.5mb
32358-

Missing periods
begin time

~

i.nfu..id

4/1/1930
11/1/1967
1/1/1970
1/1/1970
1/1/1970

1/1/1933
9/1/1972
1/1/1974
1/1/1974
1/1/1974

18694
18694
25700
30378
32358

Figure 5 Derived Data Tables of GCPS
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no

station id

90000494900004949000049490000494-

been constructed to contain a set of
station attributes that are fixed in
time and are likely to be requested
frequently. These attributes include
the current values of a station's
name, location, begin date, end date,
elevation, and percentage of missing
data.
2.2

The user interface:

Because the user interface is
often the only part of an !DBS that
most users ever see, most user's
perception of an !DBS is based upon
the system's interface.
The user
interface for an !DBS must provide an
effective means for accessing and
utilizing data. Without a method for
getting at the system's data, storing
and managing the data become wasted
efforts.
GCPS provides a user
interface that is tightly coupled to
the GCPS database engine in order to
provide
a
useful
and
intuitive
interface to the system's data.
The
main
application
for
browsing and extracting data from
GCPS is called Xtract (Carroll and
Baker 1993).
Xtract is a graphical
application
that
provides
an

interactive interface to the database
engine.
Xtract's users are able to
navigate through GCPS to find data
that may be of interest. Once a user
has found some interesting data, she
can use Xtract to format the data,
extract the data from the database,
and then export the data to a file or
to another application.
To its users, Xtract presents
parameters as items in a check list.
To extract the value of a parameter,
the user simply selects the check
list
item
that
represents
that
parameter.
For example, figure 6
shows the selection of a
"Mean
monthly air temperature" parameter.
Xtract provides an interface to
the
geographic
database
as
an
interactive map (figure 7). The map
is interactive because it not only
displays data but, it also responds
to mouse and keyboard input.
Using
the map, a user can alter the view of
geographic data by either zooming
into or out of a region, specifying
the set of line segment types to
display, altering the color and/or
line styles of the different line
segment types, or by displaying the
locations of stations.
Figure 8

Figure 6 Parameters Within Xtract
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shows the user interface controls for
altering the interactive map.
Derived data are displayed when
Xtract is used to view the station
inventory.
The derived data are
presented to the user as a station
inventory list (figure 9).
Just as the components of the
GCPS database engine are linked, the
user interfaces for each engine

component are also linked.
The
interactive map and the station
inventory list work in combination to
show different views of the data
contained in both the geographic and
metadata components of the database
engine. For example, if the user is
viewing the station inventory list
while station positions are plotted
on the map, then selecting a station

Figure 7 The Interactive Map
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from the list will cause the dot
representing that station to become
highlighted.
Xtract combines the
interfaces of each of the database
engine components
into a
single
application
that
can
present
different views of the system's data.

The user interface for GCPS
provides an environment that is easy
to use and is highly configurable.
The GCPS interface strives to provide
a higher level of user-friendliness
than those provided by standard user
interface libraries (Carroll, 1993).

Figure 8 Altering the Interactive Map

Figure 9 The Station Inventory
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Figure 1o The GCPS Toolbox
2.3

High-level tools:

High-level
tools
are
applications that enhance an IDBS.
The set of high-level tools used
within GCPS are represented as icons
that are grouped together in the GCPS
toolbox application
(figure 10).
High-level tools provide a user with
applications for knowledge discovery,
data management, quality control, and
data visualization. High-level tools
include
spreadsheets,
Geographic
Information
Systems
(GIS),
data
visualization
packages,
and
statistical packages.
Most of the
high-level
tools
used
by
GCPS
researchers
are
non-GCPS
applications.
GCPS researchers use
Xtract to export data f rem GCPS to
these tools.
Prototypes exist for
GCPS tools like an interactive time
series
graph,
an
interactive
geographic contouring tool, and an
animation tool.

3. FUTURE EFFORTS:
GCPS is currently at version
1.0. The goals of version 1.0 were
the construction of the database
engine, ingestion of data sets, and
the delivery of an application for
browsing, analyzing, formatting, and
extracting data from the system
( Xtract) •
The next version of GCPS will

improve upon the goals of version 1.0
and will include additional tightlyintegrated, high-level tools for data
analysis.
Version 2. 0 will be an
implementation of a distributed !DBS.
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With version 2. O, we hope to
provide a database engine that will
be globally distributed along wii;.h
tools that will interact with GCPS
data without regard to the location
of the data.
GCPS will utilize
client-server database technology to
distribute both the system's data and
processing requirements.
Under the
current system, most of the necessary
computer processing is done on the
database host machine (the machine
that executes the database engine).
When users access version 1.0 of
GCPS, all of the data manipulation
and visualization tasks are executed
by the database host machine.
As a
greater
number
of
users
simultaneously access the system, the
database host's processing speed
becomes a performance bottleneck. A
distributed implementation of GCPS
will de-couple the tasks of data
processing and data visualization.
Under a distributed implementation of
GCPS, the database host becomes a
database server with each user's
machine becoming a database client.
The
server
is
responsible
for
replying to requests for data.
The
database client is responsible for
data visualization, user interface,
and the unpacking of data received
from the server.
Moving tasks from
the database server to the database
clients frees CPU time in the server,
thus allowing it to handle more
clients.
Figure
11
depicts
how
a
distributed version of GCPS will
operate.
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4.

SUMMARY

This paper used the definition
of an intelligent database system to
describe the components of the Global
Climate Perspectives System.
By
coupling an RDBMS, with NEONS, OASIS,
and a graphical interface, GCPS has
become a unique system for browsing,
extracting,
and
performing
exploratory
data
analysis
on
different types
of environmental
data.
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48.5
THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN INTEGRATED ENVIRONMENTAL DATA BASE
FOR NAVY OPERATIONAL PRODUCTION COMPUTERS INTO THE 21STCENTURY

James L. Copeland and Captain Robert J. Plante, USN
Fleet Numerical Oceanography Center
Monterey, CA

1.

INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Navy'sFleet Numerical Oceanography
Center (FNOC) is moving toward an integrated
data base, the Integrated Stored Information System
(ISIS), to serve its environmental computer models.
ISIS will provide a user-friendly front end
specifically designed for environmental observations,
gridded fields, geographic data, climatology data,
and satellite image data necessary to produce, on an
operational basis, numerical oceanographic and
meteorological products particular to the needs of
the U.S. Navy. At the heart ofISIS is a commercial
Data Base Management System (DBMS).
The ISIS data management system is part of a
larger development program, the Primary
Oceanographic Prediction System (POPS), managed
by the Commander,
Naval Oceanography
Command, Stennis Space Center, Mississippi.
Mission-critical applications include support for
tactical and strategic systems, and daily operations
of the Fleet and Naval aviation. These will be
supported by the POPS, which consists of separate
supercomputers,
associated
subsystems, and
software at two sites. The principal production site
is FN QC, Monterey, CA. Equivalent capability,
including support for research and development, is
installed at the Naval Oceanographic Office
(NAVO), also at Stennis Space Center, Mississippi.
The POPS program is designed to provide the
computing capability to enable modeling of the
world oceans and atmosphere to the accuracy and
resolution required to provide improved predictions
of the environmental parameters which affect the
success or failure of Naval weapon and sensor
systems. Weapons and sensor systems to be
supported include missiles, sonars, radars,

Corresponding author address: James L. Copeland,
Fleet Numerical Oceanography Center, 7 Grace
Hopper Ave., Stop 1, Monterey, CA 93943-5501
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torpedoes, and surveillance systems. Data from the
models is distributed forward to Fleet tactical
computers.
2.

COMPUTING PLATFORMS

From a software perspective, the POPS
hardware configuration is essentially the same at
both FNOC and NAVO.
Both systems are
designed around two tightly-coupled Cray
supercomputers, the larger acting as client and the
smaller as server. Each supercomputer has its own
local disk farm. The servers have channel-attached
Storage Technology Nearline tape silos for mass
storage.
A high-speed network connects the
supercomputers with several workstations which act
as gateways to users.
At FNOC the hardware is a Cray C90 and a
Cray YMP2E connected via a direct high-speed
parallel interface (HIPP I), and networked via an
Ultranet Hub to Sun workstations and routers. The
routers lead to Ethernet local area networks
(LAN s) consisting of many other workstations and
microcomputers which collect data and distribute
products. The DBMS is distributed across many of
the workstation platforms.
Both installations use UNIX to operate all
hardware platforms directly networked with the
supercomputers, as well as all platforms to be
distributed under the DBMS. While the two sites
are largely independent, they do exchange
significant amounts of data. A T 1 circuit, which
supports Transmission Control Protocol/Internet
Protocol (TCP /IP), connects workstations on each
network, more than two thousand miles apart.
3.

ISIS CONCEYfS

ISIS grew out of the Naval Environmental
Operational Nowcasting System (NEONS)
(Jurkevics, 1990 and Shaw, 1990), which was
developed by the Naval Research Laboratory.

NEONS became a prototype for ISIS when FNOC
decided to use an off-the-shelf DBMS to help
centralize and automate POPS data management.

is not permitted to bypass the UNIX layer to
perform storage and retrieval. These rules allow for
the technology at any level to change independently.

The introduction of a new generation of
hardware in the POPS program required new
software throughout the system, because the old
software is not portable.
This presented the
opportunity to develop an entirely new and
sophisticated data management system, using offthe-shelf software for rapid development and ease
of maintenance.
Much more functionality was
desired, without users trying to develop it
themselves.
NRL's successful experience with
NEONS was a plus. While some shortcomings were
known, on balance the potential advantages of using
a NEONS-style system outweighed the risks.

4.

ISIS and NEONS no
longer have much
common software
APPL
(currently less than 10 %) .
But most of the concepts
are the same, and the data
models, while no longer
identical,
are
similar.
From an operational view,
there were three main
deficiencies in NEONS
when FN OC acquired the
software from NRL in
1991. First, NEONS was
designed to store and
DI SK
retrieve small volumes of
data in a modest
computing environment,
not the high performance Figure 1· ISIS Layered
supercomputers used for Design
POPS. Second, NEONS
did not address the operational requirements of
data production. For example, NEONS did not
allow for quality control flags for data. Third,
NEONS was not sufficiently robust for FNOC.
Many more types of data and a much more
elaborate user interface was required for ISIS.
ISIS fits into two layers of FNOC operational
software. The user, or application, interfaces with
the ISIS software shell, which in turn uses
embedded Structured Query Language (SQL) to
interface with the DBMS. The DBMS interfaces
with the UNIX operating system. The hierarchy is
very strict; users are not permitted to bypass the
ISIS layer to reach database tables, and the DBMS

THE DBMS LAYER

ISIS and NEONS use a DBMS to support the
core data model. The DBMS provides a wide range
of data management services to ISIS, as well as
other application programs, which otherwise would
need custom-written code to perform the same
function. Developing custom software of the same
functionality and quality would take longer than the
program schedule allows, and risk its success.
EMPRESS, the relational DBMS selected for
ISIS, is a fully distributed, client-server-model
DBMS, compliant with the portability, open systems
architecture, and many standards now required for
U.S. Government acquisitions, including the
American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
standards for SQL, and U.S. Military Standards
(MILSTD) for TCP/IP communication protocols.
4.1 DBMS FUNCTIONALITY
The relational data model is mathematically
sound and provides support for multiple user views
of data without significant programmer overhead.
The relational model allows data structures to be
enhanced without causing the redesign of
application programs. It is easy to normalize (to
remove redundant data). It distributes data easily,
adapts to vectorization or parallel processing, and
supports more natural query languages than
previous data models.
The client/server model was chosen as the bestperforming distributed architecture. The DBMS
provides data locking across distributed platforms
with a two-phase commit, as well as transparent
network interfaces.
Data management functions required of the
DBMS include data backup, recovery, data access
controls, and data integrity checking. Integrity
refers to existence and uniqueness testing, domain
integrity (for legitimate values) and referential
integrity (for existence of cross-referenced data).
Also required are sophisticated data indexing,
storage optimization and tuning (controlling where
data physically resides), concurrency controls, and
query optimization for both compiled and dynamic
SQL statements and interactive data access.
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4.2 BLOBS
Managing bulk data is a fundamental
requirement for ISIS. Bulk data may be referred to
as 'blobs', for "binary large object" or "basic large
object". Blobs may be images, arrays, maps,
self-referential files, computer programs, or
anything the user chooses them to be. They may
and often do have internal structure; it is merely
unknown to the DBMS. Abundant articles about
managing objects with a DBMS have appeared in
the computer literature of the past decade. See
Silberschatz ( 1991) for a summary of this research.
For high-speed scientific applications a
traditional DBMS is far too slow if each individual
number is manipulated by it.
Blobs allow
high-speed data transfer because the DBMS can
handle each object, which may consist of many
numbers (tens of thousands, in fact) as a unit. The
blob itself becomes the subject of integrity checking,
storage management, and other functions accorded
each type of data.
Most ISIS data is stored as blobs. Within the
blobs, gridded field data and observational report
data are stored in the World Meteorological
Organization (WMO)
international standard
formats GRIB, for Gridded Binary (NOAA, 1988)
and BUFR, for Binary Universal Form for Data
Representation (ECMWF, 1988) respectively.
These self-referential file formats have defined
within them the file's contents. Descriptions of
these files (where each file is a blob) is stored in
the ISIS descriptive tables for reference.
ISIS
understands GRIB and BUFR well enough to pack
and unpack the data, and deliver it to users in
program arrays along with interpretive information.
ISIS uses "true" GRIB and BUFR; that is, data is
stored in its packed binary transmission format,
allowing inspection down to the bit level. NEONS
lacked this capability. The data may also be
presented to users as floating point numbers, as is
done by NEONS.
The requirements met by the DBMS specified
a minimum size of 100 megabytes for each blob.
BUFR and GRIB data for the POPS environmental
models will require about 500 kilobytes per blob
initially. Larger models in the future will requjre
larger blobs, and we need far larger blobs for
satellite images, and for very large message texts.
Using a DBMS as a file catalog only was
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considered and rejected, that is, having only
metadata in the DBMS, with pointers to external
files. Such a scheme would omit nearly all POPS
data from DBMS management and thus require
extensive programming, with attendant delays, to
provide equivalent functionality.
5.

THE ISIS LAYER

Within ISIS there are several layers of software.
The most basic is embedded SQL calls to the
DBMS. These are part of a C language interface
which supports a variety of generic data types. The
C interface may be used directly by applications
developed m C, such as systems and
communications software.
Above the C-callable interface is a thin
FORTRAN-callable interface, which will be used by
the physics models. This is written in C language as
well. Another layer above the thin FORTRAN
interface is actually written in FORTRAN, and
provides communication with users of some
variable-length, variable-format data via COMMON
blocks. Many FORTRAN 77 users, lacking data
structures, preferred COMMON rather than very
long argument lists.
5.1 GENERIC DATA REALMS AND TYPES
ISIS borrows from NEONS a generic approach
to data modeling. Most data is organized into
generic types, and the types are each organized into
three realms: primary, associative, and descriptive.
ISIS currently supports four generic types: gridded,
observational or LLT (latitude-longitude-time),
geographic, and image.
For each type the primary data is the actual
values sought by the application, and makes up
more than 90 % of the ISIS database.
The
associative realm groups the primary data into sets,
determined by the application software.
For
example, a weather forecast model will group
forecast grids by the weather watch, a twelve-hour
period at FNOC.
Lastly, descriptive data is
metadata. For example, in the descriptive realm for
grid data are map projection information and unit
conversion information about grid parameters.
There are some non-generic ISIS data types,
such as the ocean front and eddy data, ocean
climatology data, and global constants. In some
cases we wanted to give users more data selection

flexibility than a generic type offered, in others the
data did not fit into the generic mold. Geographic
data is actually a compendium of types; we have
added Land-Sea-Ice data to the NEONS types.
The descriptive realms contain many keyed
tables. For grid data they include map projections,
grid geometry, grid level information, environmental
parameter descriptions, and unit conversion
information.
For LLT data they include
observational report tables, report code translation
tables, and local report descriptions.
For
geographic data they include report formats and
resolutions. For image data they include satellite
orbits, satellite, sensor, band, and channel
descriptions.
5.2 ISIS FUNCTIONALITY
ISIS handles both meteorological and ocean data,
and recognizes seventy-two different observational
report types. The relatively few user interfaces
available in NEONS has grown significantly in ISIS.
Many of these are highly customized, reflecting
exacting needs of specific users. One user may wish
to look at one observational report type at a time,
while another may wish to select all reports from a
single reporting station. So the selection criteria,
and the attendant database schema attributes, have
been increased.
There are many features in ISIS that had no
counterpart when NEONS was acquired (although
some have been added to NEONS). Dynamic
physical units are supported, so that users may store
and retrieve data in units of choice, while ISIS
keeps standard units internally, and converts data on
the fly. Security levels are supported. An elaborate
backup and recovery scheme has been designed to
prevent significant failures throughout the daily
production process. A test database capability is
provided, so that users may read production or local
databases while writing only into a local or test
database. Archiving is available as well.
6.

PERFORMANCE

FNOC extensively benchmarked the DBMS
before acceptance.
The benchmark tests were
based on the NEONS, and designed to test all of
the essential distributed features of the DBMS as
well as performance. The tests effectively simulated
the I/O found in our meteorological and
oceanographic models. The requirements were to

double the transfer rate of the older Cyber 205
supercomputer; these were easily met.
Performance tests continue to be conducted to
validate software enhancements to both ISIS and
the DBMS. These have yielded good results.
Currently under development is an instrumented
version of ISIS which will allow precise monitoring
of computer time.
NEONS is severely limited in its ability to
handle high-speed transfers of observational data
because the data are written and read one report at
a time. At FNOC, millions of observations are
received daily, which need to be processed as
rapidly as possible. So ISIS blocks data for speed.
Many tunable parameters are being built into ISIS
to allow the blocking to be optimized by individual
report type.
Further ISIS enhancements include optimizing
DBMS block sizes, dynamic indexing during
production processes, SQL query optimization, data
partitioning by 12-hour intervals to prevent tables
from becoming too large, and data caching of small
tables within ISIS. Some code is also being
vectorized for the Cray environment, which are
controlled with run-time options to maintain
software portability.
DBMS vendor enhancements include a rewrite
of the client/server software to take advantage of
fast TCP /IP service on both the Cray and Sun
platforms, and considerable reduction in I/O
overhead in local database performance as well.
7.

ARCHIVE

ISIS uses Cray's Data Migration Facility(DMF)
to archive data on the tape silo system. Some data
may also be archived on smaller systems
downstream, such as jukeboxes. ISIS presents a
seamless interface to the user, with appropriate
controls to prevent users from clogging the system
with large data requests. ISIS will direct data to be
archived based on tables of standard weather
products maintained by operations personnel.
To save processing time, ISIS will archive data
base tables, rather than extracting the data into
another archive format. Empress Software Inc. has
agree to support existing table formats by writing
the software version information into a header on
each database table. Furthermore, the proprietary
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table structures may be released on a non-disclosure
basis to allow us to handle emergencies. FNOC is
not a national archive center; only a few terabytes
will be archived on site in the near future.
8.

SCHEDULE

The DBMS was delivered and installed on the
Cray server in August, 1992. By that time FNOC
had ported NEONS to Sun workstations, and began
revising it to meet FNOC requirements. A Cray
C90 version was installed in November 1992. ISIS
releases began about that time and have continued
almost monthly since, with more and more software
delivered each month. The first operational version
is scheduled for January, 1994, when the new
physics models will run in parallel with the older
production models for several months before
achieving full operating capability.
Of course there are many applications
downstream from the major production models
which will not suddenly change to ISIS. A parallel
software engineering program to upgrade these
programs and convert them to the new environment
may take several years.
9.
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CONCLUSION

DBMS technology arose and matured in the
business community, where the principal need was
to deliver small quantities of randomly-selected data
to application programs. Scientific applications
typically need to process very large amounts of data
at high speed, and scientific data bases may be
orders of magnitude larger than business databases.
For such applications DBMS technology has been
extended to large data types. ISIS will use this
technology for the next generation of data
management at FN OC.
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48.6
NEONS AS A GATEWAY TO NEAR REAL-TIME
OCEANOGRAPHIC AND ATMOSPHERIC DATA

William G. Schramm
NOS Ocean Applications Branch
Monterey, California

The Ocean Applications Branch (OAB) of
NOAA's National Ocean Service is located in
Monterey, California. The mission of OAB is to
provide the civilian sector with access to data,
products, and technology available from the Navy in
Monterey. To accomplish that mission, OAB has
implemented NODDS software (described at several
prior IIPS meetings) to provide access to near realtime gridded data, observations and satellite images,
and NEONS software (which is the subject of this
paper) to manage the information on the NODDS
host computer. It is in this capacity that NEONS
serves as the gateway to near real-time
oceanographic and atmospheric data.
Over the last four years the Naval Research
Laboratory (NRL) in Monterey, California, has
developed a powerful database management system
for environmental
data called the Naval
Environmental Operational Nowcasting System
(NEONS), to support in-house research programs.
The system was developed for managing the three
basic types of environmental data: observations,
images and gridded data. NRL uses NEONS to
support research and development programs, such as
the development of satellite data- processing
software. A typical R&D application of the system
at NRL is to develop "virtual sensor" information
based on combinations of satellite data that do not
exist from any single satellite.
Unlike most data management initiatives, which
are developed for a specific application, NEONS
was developed to be very flexible and versatile. As
a result, other institutions such as OAB, have found
the system to be useful; and because of the Navy's
Technology Transfer program, NRL has been very
cooperative in making the software available.

Corresponding author address:
William G.
Schramm, NOAA, Ocean Applications Branch, 2560
Garden Road, Suite 101, Monterey, CA 93940.

Recently, the Navy announced that NEONS will be
used for operational database management on Cray
supercomputers at the Fleet Numerical
Oceanography Center (FNOC) and the Naval
Oceanographic Office at Stennis, Mississippi.
Within NOAA, the NEONS software was first
installed at the Ocean Applications Branch (OAB) of
the National Ocean Service. OAB later contacted
other NOAA offices to make them aware of the
availability of NEONS, and to promote sharing of
software and data resources between Navy and
NOAA.
In late 1991, OAB arranged for the
installation of NEONS at the National Climatic Data
Center (NCDC) in Asheville, North Carolina, for
support of the Global Climate Perspectives System
(GCPS). Other participants in GCPS are the NOAA
Climate Monitoring and Diagnostics Lab (CMDL) in
Boulder, Colorado, and the Climate Analysis Center
(CAC) in Washington, D.C. In February of 1992,
OAB helped install NEONS at CMDL; and in
August of 1992, at CAC. In December of 1992,
there was a second installation in Boulder at the
Forecast Systems Laboratory where NEONS will be
used in the MADER Project.
In addition to
installations in the Navy and in NOAA, the system
has been provided to 1) Canadian Atmospheric and
Environmental Services in Toronto and Vancouver,
Canada, 2) Bureau of Meteorology in Melbourne,
Australia, 3) South Dakota School of Mines and
Technology, 4) Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution, 5) Cray Research, Inc., and others.
NRL designed NEONS for fast, efficient
operation and compatibility with computer industry
and international data exchange standards, such as
BUFR and GRIB. The system is built around the
commercial database management system,
EMPRESS, and operates on a variety of computers
from UNIX workstations to Cray supercomputers.
Computer industry standards used in the design of
NEONS include UNIX and SQL.
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An important feature of NEONS is the storage
of data in variable length binary strings. This is
important because environmental data comes in a
variety of record lengths.
Another important
advantage of the way in which NEONS stores data
is that the data are addressed only to a minimal level
of information, in contrast to many other database
systems which address data deeply, down to the
report or even data value level. The approach used
by NEONS greatly speeds up searches compared to
other systems that are often burdened with high
system overhead and frequent disk accesses. The
third advantage of the NEONS approach is that, by
using binary compaction, the system takes advantage
of the CPU speed of the new RISC computers, while
at the same time minimizing the I/O time--which is
the critical limiting factor in modem DBMS
systems.
It is the features described above that make
NEONS suitable for use with a near real-time access
system such as NODDS. OAB obtains data and
products from the Navy's Fleet Numerical
Oceanography Center over a fiber optic LAN. The
data is then stored in NEONS and access to users is
provided using NODDS. This flow of data goes on
24 hours a day, seven days a week, in a fully
automated operation. The data is stored on the
NEONS data base for 30 days, so that as the most
recent data flows into the system the oldest data is
erased. The system is not, however, limited to
FNOC data and products.
Products from the
National Meteorological Center in Washington are
also ingested into NEONS for further distribution.
OAB, in fact, provides the only access to products
from both FNOC and NMC. The potential is there
for NOAA to distribute additional types of data and
information. The only limitation is our imagination
and the willingness of different NOAA offices to
work together.

At the present time, NODDS access to the OAB
NEONS system is limited to the use of PC
computers, normal telephone lines, or INMARSA T
A for ships at sea. In the near future, the system
will work on MAC and UNIX computers, and
access will be available over INTERNET and on
INMARSAT C for ships.
The Navy, through the Naval Space Warfare
Systems Command, has invested over $4,000,000 in
the NEONS program. NOAA is taking advantage of
this investment in taxpayer's dollars by using the
system at OAB to provide better service to the
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taxpaying public. Government offices at the federal,
state and local levels, universities, public schools,
the research community, and private-sector users
will all benefit from this effort.

5A.1
TAO SOFTWARE FOR REAL-TIME AND HISTORICAL TOGA-TAO DATA DISPLAY AND ANALYSIS

N.N. Soreide1, D.C. McClurg1, W.H. Zhu 2 , D.W. Denbo 3 , and M.J. McPhaden 1
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NOAA/Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory
Seattle, Washington
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Joint Institute for the Study of Ocean and Atmosphere
University of Washington, Seattle

Batelle Northwest,
Sequim, Washington

INTRODUCTION

The TAO Array is a major component of the TOGA
ocean observation program, consisting of an array of
ATLAS wind and thermistor chain moorings and current
meter moorings spanning the Pacific Basin from 95°W in
the eastern Pacific to 137°E in the west (Figure 1). TOGATAO has a multi-national base of support, which presently
involves cooperation between the United States, France,
Japan, Korea and Taiwan. The completed TAO array will
consist of approximately 65 ATLAS and current meter
buoys, transmitting data to a shore-based computer via
the Argos satellite system.
An interactive system has been developed for displaying the real-time data from these buoys in a modern,
point-and-click, Unix or X-windows workstation environment. Automated procedures provide the newly updated
data files to remote users via the Internet network. The
real-time TAO display software, data sets, animations and
other graphics products are provided on the Internet
network, and are in use at many oceanographic and

meteorological institutions, nationally and internationally.
The TAO software is being expanded to provide access to
historical TOGA-TAO data and to gridded fields produced
from the data. Displays of related data sets are being
included, and basic display and analysis tools are being
made available.
2.

TAO DISPLAY SOFTWARE FEATURES

The TAO Display Software system addresses the need
of the research scientist for easy access to the data sets
from the TOGA-TAO array and convenient procedures for
display, comparison and analysis. The real-time software
has been providing users with interactive access to the
most recently acquired TAO buoy data since mid-1992
(Soreide and McPhaden, 1993; Soreide et al., 1993), and
is undergoing continuous development and enhancement.
The user selects buoys and display options in a pointand-click environment on a Unix workstation or an Xwindow terminal (Figure 1). The TAO array map, in the
main window, shows deployed ATLAS buoys as dark
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Figure 1. TAO software display option and buoy select menus with a buoy summary plot of real-time TAO data.
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Figure 2. Time-longitude plot showing monthly mean anomalies of zonal current and SST measured by the TAO buoys
at the equator.
triangles, deployed equatorial current meters as dark
squares, and ATLAS buoys which will be deployed in the
future are shown as light gray triangles. The display and
buoy selection menus are shown on the screen image
copy in Figure 1. The user selects display type, desired
buoys and sensors by clicking in the displayed menus.
The plot is displayed when the user clicks on the "Generate
Plot" button.
Data display choices include a buoy summary plot
with wind sticks, calculated dynamic heights and temperature isotherms, a buoy sensor plot with plots of the
measurement from each sensor on the buoy, and a stack
plot with which the user may select combinations of buoys
and sensors for display as a vertical stack of time series
plots. TAO data displayed was received from the Argos
Satellite system and processed at PMEL during the
previous night. The acquisition and processing of the TAO
buoy data prior to presentation by the TAO display software has been described in previous papers (Soreide et
al., 1991; Soreide et al., 1992). Automated procedures
provide updated data files to remote users on a daily basis,
using the Internet network. The TAO data displays provide
the scientist with quick and easy access to the buoy data,
and they also serve as a useful diagnostic tool for monitoring buoy sensor performance characteristics.
Time-longitude plots are available for SST, dynamic
height, upper-ocean heat content, depth of the 20° isotherm, zonal and meridional winds, and anomaly fields of
these variables. Figure 2 is a time-longitude diagram of
anomalies of monthly mean zonal wind and SST measured
by the TAO buoys. Anomalies are calculated with respect
to the NMC GOADS/Ice SST climatology, and buoy
sampling locations are also indicated. A user can obtain a
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paper or transparency copy of any of these plots with a
single mouse-click.
Displays include animations of TAO data, parameters
calculated from the TAO data, and other related data sets.
One TAO data animation is the monthly average, gridded
TAO surface winds and SST, with the associated anomaly
fields. The TAO SST was gridded by bilinearly interpolating the GOADS-ICE climatologies to the TAO data grid,
subtracting them from the data to produce an anomaly
field on the TAO grid, linearly interpolating the anomalies
to a 1° grid, smoothing them with a hanning filter (5°
meridionally and 21° zonally), and, finally, adding the 1°
gridded anomalies to a 1°, bilinearly interpolated field of
GOADS-ICE climatology. Figure 3 shows a single frame
from the animation of the gridded TAO SST and wind field
and the associated anomaly field. A similar procedure
was used to grid and animate the dynamic heights (from
the surface referenced to 500 m), calculated from the TAO
sub-surface temperature field and a mean TemperatureSalinity relation derived from the Levitus Climatology.
Other animations compare the TAO data fields and
fields generated by NOAA/NMC real-time Operational
Analysis models. These animations include 20° isotherm
depth, and ocean temperatures and current. Upper ocean
(0-300 m) heat storage, calculated from the TAO buoy
data and the NMC model is also animated (Figure 4). Each
animation frame includes a small diagram in the upper
right hand corner that indicates which buoys were present
in the time period for which the data is displayed. A recent
addition is the animation of TOGA drifting buoy position
and temperature data, with the same data for the moored
TAO buoys, within 3-day time intervals. Since buoy
positions are plotted with a color that depends on the value
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Figure 3. Animation frame showing monthly mean wind and SST fields with anomaly fields.
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Figure 4. Animation frame showing upper ocean heat content (0-300 m) from the observed and NMC model data.
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Figure 5. Animation frame showing TOGA drifting buoy and TAO buoy positions and temperatures for a 3-day interval.
Temperature is indicated by color of the buoy icon.
of SST at that position and time, the animation shows both
the drifter trajectories and SST values encountered
(Figure 5).
The next version of the TAO software is currently under development, and will include access to the historical
TAO data sets (Figure 6). It will incorporate gridding algorithms, and gridded TAO data fields, provide increased
user control of the graphics displays, and include
calculational and analysis functions. We also plan to
provide access to selected data sets which are related to
the TAO data, such as TOPEX/POSEIDON satellite, and
ERS/1 satellite data.

files over Internet to the remote computer every night. In
this way, users outside PMEL have the same data displays,
of the most recently acquired data, that PMEL users have
locally.
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3.

TAO SOFTWARE ELEMENTS

The TAO software development has utilized several
pre-existing software packages. One of these is the EPIC
system (Soreide and Hayes, 1988), which was designed
at PMEL for management, display and analysis of oceanographic and meteorological time series and hydrographic
data. The TAO development has leveraged substantially
from the software developed for and utilized by EPIC
(Soreide et al., 1993; Soreide et al., 1991; Soreide and
Hayes, 1988). We have utilized the EPIC system library
(Soreide et al., 1993), the Unidata netCDF data format
(Rew and Davis, 1990), Plot Plus graphics (Denbo), the
"nccalc" netCDF calculator (Denbo, 1994), the NCSA XDS
animation utility (NCSA, 1989), and EPIC utilities which
have been generated in-house at PMEL. The relationship between these utilities has been described in previous
papers (Soreide et al., 1993).
Automated procedures at PMEL deposit updated data
files on PMEL's FTP account on Internet every night. The
installation script, which is part of the TAO Display Software distribution package, starts an automated procedure
for the remote user, which moves the updated PMEL data
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Figure 6. Buoy summary plot of historical TAO data.

The next version of the TAO software will include
historical data access, additional user control of graphics,
access to gridded fields and some data sets related to the
TAO data, and analysis capability. Much of the increased
functionality will be obtained by continuing to leverage from
the EPIC system development, and will incorporate existing EPIC system software for graphics and analysis
functions.
4.

Nancy Soreide:
Internet: nns@noaapmel.gov
TAO Project Office: Internet: taogroup@noaapmel.gov
NOAA/PMEUOCRD
Telephone: 206-526-6728
7600 Sand Point Way NE
FAX: 206-626-6815
Seattle, WA 98115
OMNET: TAO.PMEL
The TAO software development is supported by the
Climate and Global Change, TOGA, and EPOCS
programs.

CONCLUSIONS
7.

The TAO Array is a major component of the TOGA
ocean observation program, which proposes to maintain
an array of approximately 65 ATLAS and current meter
moorings, spanning the Pacific Basin from 95°W in the
eastern Pacific to 137°E in the west. The TAO Display
Software display system has been developed to provide
the scientist with displays of the real-time data from the
TAO array of buoys in a modern, point-and-click Unix workstation environment. Users have access to displays of
the real-time TAO data sets and animations of data from
the TAO buoys, the NMC Operational Analyses model,
climatological averages and selected related data sets.
The TAO Display Software, and the newly updated
data files are available on Internet, and have been
requested by oceanographic and meteorological institutions world wide. Automated procedures provide daily
updated data and graphics displays to remote users via
the Internet network.
The next version of the TAO software, which is
currently under development, will include access to the
historical TAO data sets, to gridded TAO data fields,
increased user control of the graphics displays, and will
include some analysis functions. We also plan to provide
access to selected data sets which are related to the TAO
data, such as the TOPEX/POSEIDON satellite, and the
ERS/1 satellite data. Future enhancements of the TAO
software will include a selection of gridding algorithms,
and a suite of display and analysis routine.
5.

TAO COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
REQUIREMENTS

The TAO Display Software was developed for the Sun
SPARC workstation, but has been ported to DEC/Ultrix,
SGI, and HP workstations. It utilizes the XDataSlice
animation utility (free on Internet from the National Center
for Super Computing Applications), and the PPLUS
graphics package ($1 OOO for a site license). The displays
can be made on a color workstation, X-windows terminal,
or a MAC or PC with an X-windows package installed.
6.

OBTAINING THE TAO DISPLAY SOFTWARE, DATA
AND ANIMATION FILES

The TAO Display Software, and the newly updated
data files are available on Internet. To obtain the TAO
Display Software or to obtain more information about the
TAO Display Software, please contact:
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5A.2

SIMULATING DAILY WEATHER DURING A YEAR AT A STATION: SYSTEM
OVERVIEW OF THE INTERACTIVE SOFTWARE 'WESIM'
Richard L. Lehman
Climate Analysis Center, National Weather Service, NOAA
Washington, D. C. 20233

1. INTRODUCTION

distributed by CAC for a fee.

WESIM is an interactive software system on personal
computer (PC) diskette consisting of two executable
files WESIMX and WESIM, and a multi-year test
input file EWRTEMPS. WESIMX accepts the input
file and creates specially formatted files of averaged
monthly statistics that are accepted by WESIM. At
present the system handles only daily maximum (max),
daily minimum (min), or daily average (avg)
temperature variables. WESIM expands the 12 monthly
values of each input statistic into 365 daily normal
values by use of a harmonic analysis method, generates
fifty annual sets of simulated daily max, min, or
average temperature values, and compares the monthly
input with monthly output statistics. The system
calculates and makes use of the following five statistics
on each input variable: the mean, standard deviation,
and lst-, 2nd-, and 3rd-order autocorrelation
coefficients.

EWRTEMPS, a 52-year daily max/min data file for
the Newark, NJ airport (EWR), can serve as test input
for and a model of the format required by WESIMX.
'EWRXSTAT', containing monthly statistics on daily
max data for Newark, is one of three files acceptable
by WESIM that you can create by running WESIMX
with EWRTEMPS. The other two files are
'EWRNSTAT' and 'EWRVSTAT', with monthly
statistics, respectively on the daily min and daily
average variables. Although WESIMX acts correctly
only with complete annual sets of input data, i.e. 24
rows of alternating max and min values by month, the
annual sets need not be successive. For example, you
can simulate 'dust bowl' year conditions by editing your
input file so that it contains only particular years of
interest in the 1930's. EWRXSTAT may be used for
testing WESIM and as a model of the format required
for a similar file with monthly statistics for your station
of interest. You can of course create such input files
for WESIM directly, without recourse to WESIMX.

The method employs a model of a 2nd-order
autoregressive process, with parameters that change
daily during the annual cycle, and random daily 'white
noise' shocks. This and related software products are
being developed at the Climate Analysis Center (CAC)
in response to National Academy of Science Committee
recommendations for new methods to bridge the gap
between climate information and user needs. (National
Research Council, 1981, 1986). WESIM was initially
designed to meet the need for information on the
frequency of runs of extreme daily temperature values
at a station during certain critical times of the year.
WESIM is in the middle stage of development and
testing. As measured by comparisons of input and
output statistics, the output appears to simulate each
daily temperature variable in a realistic way. The mean
daily variance and correlation structure are duplicated.
The present version incorporates features suggested by
outside reviewers in the energy industry. The system
is currently available from CAC for trial and comment
by specialists in the energy, agriculture, and water
resources areas. If there is sufficient interest, later
versions of WESIM may become more widely

WESIM creates three output files: 1) an annual set of
daily normals for each of the five statistics, e.g.
EWRXNRMS, 2) a file containing 50 annual sets of
simulated daily values, e.g. EWRXSIM2, and 3) a file
comparing monthly statistics averaged over the 50
output sets with the input statistics, e.g. EWRXCOMP.

2. :METHODS
2.1 Modeling daily temperature as a second order
autoregressive process
We define the AR2 process as follows:
v(O) = av(O) + del(O)*sigma(O),

(1)

where av and sigma are the climatological mean and
standard deviation of v, the daily temperature variable
(max, min, or average) at day 0. del(O) is a daily
perturbation that depends on a random shock, aO, and
perturbations for the previous two days weighted by the
quantities al and a2:
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del(O)=aO(O)*s(O) +al *del(-1) +a2*del(-2).

(2)

The quantities al and a2 and the process standard
deviation s(O) are related to the autocorrelation
coefficients r 1 and r2 as follows:
al = rl(O)*(l-r2(0))/(l-r2(0)*r2(0)),
a2 = [r2(0)-rl(O)*rl(O)]/(l-rl(O)*rl(O),
s(O) = SQRT[l-rl(O)*al-r2(0)*a2].

(3)
(4)
(5)

aO is a random variate from the standard Gaussian
distribution. Successive new daily values of aO drive the
AR2 model and generate daily v(O) values.

value, hence to produce many independent 50-year sets
of outputs from the same input data.
2.4 Comparing input and output data: calculating
autocorrelation coefficients
WESIMX calculates and averages sigma and the
autocorrelation coefficients rl, r2, and r3 for each
month in the multi-year input file and places them in
an output file, e.g. EWRXSTAT. Data for a given
n-day month with values v(l) through v(n) are
calculated as follows, where d(i)) = v(i)-av.:
av = (1/n)[Sum v(i)], i= 1 ton.
cO = (1/n)[Sum d(i)*d(i)], i= 1 ton.
cl = (1/n)[Sum d(i)*(v(i + 1)-av)], i = 1 to n-1.
c2 = (1/n)[Sum d(i)*(v(i + 2)-av)], i = 1 to n-2.
c3 = (1/n)[Sum d(i)*(v(i + 3)-av)], i= 1 to n-3.
sigma=sqrt(cO),rl =cl/c0,r2=c2/c0,and r3 =c3/c0.

To start the model, WESIM sets the initial del(-2) =
a0(-2)*s(-2) and the initial del(-1) = aO(-l)*s(-1) +
a2*del(-2). del(O) is then found by use of (2), allowing
v(O) to be calculated.
2.2 Expanding monthly mean to daily normal values
The input file contains 12 monthly mean values for
each of five model parameters: av, sigma, r1, r2 and
r3. WESIM expands the 12 monthly mean values by
use of a harmonic fitting technique to 365 daily normal
values. Thus as used here, each parameter varies
continuously throughout the year in a slow, cyclic
progression. Collectively, these parameters define a
daily temperature climatology for the variable and
station. The harmonic fitting technique is described in
Epstein (199la,b), and the harmonic algorithm used is
explained in detail in the separate software system
DA YNORMS, available from the Climate Analysis
Center. WES IM uses four harmonics, a number we
found to provide the proper balance between over and
under fitting typical input data.
The AR2 model currently used by WESIM does not
require the input 3rd-order autocorrelation
coefficients(r3). However, WESIM calculates r3 data
on the simulated output for comparison with the unused
input values.
2.3 Calculating random variates from the Gaussian(O, 1)
distribution
WESIM employs the GASDEV and RANl algorithms
described in Press et al, 1989, to generate normally
distributed variates (aO) with zero mean and unit
variance. RAN 1 provides sequences of random deviates
between 0.0 and 1.0, which are used by GASDEV to
calculate the aO values that drive the AR2 model. A
negative integer value (-213) initiates a RANl
sequence. WESIM allows you to change this default
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WESIM calculates and averages unbiased estimates
of the same monthly statistics for the fifty years of
simulated data and places the results in a file, e.g.
EWRXCOMP that compares the input and output data.
The following table is an excerpt from EWRXCOMP
showing the averaged result for all months:
av
sigma
rl
r2
r3
62.5
8.30
0.49
0.17 0.06
input
output
62.5
8.30
0.47
0.15 0.03.
3.
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5A.3

COMPUTER-BASED TRAINING DEVELOPED BY THE
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE TRAINING CENTER
AS CORRESPONDENCE TRAINING
James P. Kaplafka
National Weather Service Training Center
Kansas City, Missouri
1.

THE CENTER

The National Weather
Service Training Center is in
Kansas City. It provides short
courses held at the Center and
correspondence training for
NWS, National Weather Service,
meteorologists, meteorological
technicians and electronics
technicians. Courses at the
Center range in length from 3
days to 8 weeks. The
correspondence training comes
from more than a single source,
but the computer-based
training, CBT, offered as
correspondence training is all
developed and generated at the
Center. CBT is distributed by
mailing diskettes. At times
the CBT is the sole medium of
instruction, but at other times
it accompanies video tapes or
printed text.
The CBT falls into several
functional categories. As
examples: Some has been
developed as pre-course
training, i.e. training prerequisite to attending a
particular course or courses at
the Center. Some CBT provides
training on the purpose and use
of NWS equipment modifications
or the use of new diagnostics.
Some is available to introduce
or refresh fundamental
concepts, for example for new
electronics technician hirees.
Correspondence author address:
James Kaplafka, NWS Training
Center, Kansas City, MO 64124

2.

DEVELOPING CBT

A single specialist at the
Center with a background in
physical sciences and
electronics does the lesson
design and programming.
Centralizing the responsibility
has allowed for shorter
development times and faster
re-tooling in approach as the
equipment available for running
CBT on-station improved through
the years. Likewise it has
proven useful to employ a
single common programming
language. By modifying
subroutines and developing new
ones it has been possible to
maintain a certain continuity
in development techniques and
to enjoy a limited portability
of lessons from older to newer
computers. The language-ofchoice has been Microsoft BASIC
in its various forms up to the
Microsoft BASIC Professional
Development System software
presently in use.
It is
essentially a good version of
Microsoft QuickBASIC and
provides text editing, testing,
rapid compiling and the
additional advantage of other
fonts and font sizes.
3.

THE LESSONS

Techniques of presentation
employed in the CBT developed
at the Center have been largely
dictated by the type of
computers commonly available to
field personnel at the time of
development and of course by
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the nature of the subject. For
example, six years ago when the
platforms available to the
workers often had only
alphanumeric display capability
the Department of Hydrology
requested a lesson on the
coding scheme used for
meteorological data. The
lesson is still in use because
the subject involves
interpretation and entry of
only alphanumeric data. The
technique employed in the
lesson is demonstration-andquiz zing where the quizzing is
incorporated into the body of
the lessons.
There were other cases
where alphanumeric lesson
display was adequate. One was
the case of operator training
for AFOS. AFOS is the NWS
networked system for data,
message and product
distribution and display. An
AFOS operator interfaced with
the system primarily from an
alphanumeric terminal
requesting lists and products
that are alphanumeric or
graphic in nature.
Introductory operator training
in the form of CBT is prerequisite to the Forecasters'
Development Course and the
Weather Service Operations
Course at the Center. The
technique employed is guidedsimulation.
In guidedsimulation the student is first
directed to make specific
entries as though at a 'real'
system, then shown the system
response along with
highlighting of specific areas
discussed by comments added in
a dialog box on the screen. As
the lesson progresses the
student is given increasing
responsibility for his/her
entries by being told to
retrieve a certain menu or
information but not the
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specific command and format to
do it.
The technique is also used
in a lesson on introductory
operator training included in
the pre-course package devoted
to the workstation of the new
WSR-88D Doppler radar. This
lesson was developed for
electronics technicians. The
CBT primarily addresses the
operator's alphanumeric entries
at the principal workstation
while a video tape conveys
theory and functions of the
radar itself. The Center was
directed to develop the CBT
lessons so that they could be
run on platforms with no higher
than alphanumeric display
capability, which was a more
restrictive condition in this
situation.
When systems with EGA
display resolution were widely
available in the field the
Center was able to develop with
less restriction and
incorporate true graphics. One
example was in providing precourse training introducing all
elements of the AFOS system to
electronics technicians. The
CBT replaced the first three
days of the seven-week course
and allowed the students to
become familiar with the names
and functions of the major
equipment modules and with
common procedures.
Presentation techniques include
color graphics depicting things
like the communications
networks and the display units
on-station, and guided
simulation, and a principal
strength of CBT in its capacity
to incorporate highlighting and
overlaying on graphic displays
much as when using
transparencies in the
classroom.
A CBT course on the fundamentals of data

communications was developed in
a similar manner.
It is prerequisite to attending a course
at the Center for electronics
technicians that deals with the
specifics of the communications
hardware used in the major NWS
systems. The presentation
profits from graphics that
includes interconnection
wirings and frequency response
plots for various phone line
characteristics as well as the
virtue of colors to allow for
highlighting and visually
separating the various parts of
a graphic.
There was a time when
communications handling at the
busiest AFOS sites was about to
be improved by installing a
powerful front-end processor,
FEP, on-site. It seemed
advisable to introduce the FEP
to electronics technicians
before its arrival, in regard
to its functions, cabling,
interdependence of parts, and
diagnostic software. CBT was
prepared and distributed to
future FEP sites. The center
was able to do this by being an
early recipient of an FEP, by
studying the preliminary
technical papers and operator
manuals, and by contact with
the FEP development and
implementation personnel in
Washington, D.C.
As faster clock speeds in
PC's became common the Center
was able to program graphic
radar images for display. The
idea was to produce training on
the use of conventional (nonDoppler) radar to predict
tornadoes. The Center borrowed
color prints of reflectivity
images taken from a Doppler
radar that tracked tornadoproducing storms in Oklahoma.
Then sketches were made to
graph paper, the VIP levels
converted to equivalent VIP

levels of a conventional radar,
and co-ordinates read from the
graphics into a program that
was prepared to generate an
image when requested by the
student. The speed of the
computer allowed the graphic
images to be constructed out of
the lesson in memory rather
than being read more slowly
from disk and required less
disk space for the lesson.
The most widely used CBT
course developed at the Center
came about as the result of NWS
adopting the IBM-compatible as
a standard. There has been a
great hunger among both
operators and technicians for
information on the software
concepts, including DOS
commands, directory structures,
configuring memory, file
allocation tables, text and
binary editors, etcetera, that
underlie the use of the
computer.
Indeed the same
principles and techniques apply
to nearly all computer systems
in use today thus providing the
student with a background to
understand other systems and
newer systems as they appear.
Of course this instruction has
the added feature that the
platform being used to run the
lesson provides a system for
experimentation with lesson
concepts.
Procurement and
distribution of the POW,
Professional Development
Workstation, to forecast
offices by COMET, Cooperative
Program for Operational
Meteorology, Education and
Training, has provided another
valuable display capability,
video. It has proven to be a
convenient matter to connect a
camcorder to a POW and capture
video stills compressed to
about 130 KB each. The
manufacturer of the digital
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video board provides the
language to manipulate the
images and the software drivers
to display them. Text-based
batch files of video commands
enable the Center to capture
the images and by imbedding
commands in lesson programs the
video images are displayed from
within the lessons, which are
still written in BASIC. The
lessons are distributed on 31/ 2 " diskettes and off-loaded
into a lesson subdirectory on
the PDW hard disk. There is a
disadvantage in that not all
stations have a PDW.
Training continues during
the deployment phase of the
surf ace observing systems known
as ASOS. The Laser Beam
Ceilometers and
Hygrothermometers included in
the ASOS systems are models
that have been in use by the
NWS for some time and in-house
training had been on-going for
several years. CBT was
developed to completely replace
the in-house training at the
Center and has also been
designated pre-requisite to
attending the ASOS course at
the Center. The ability to do
this resulted from the
introduction of the PDW's with
their video capability. Video
stills demonstrate component
locations, disassembly, and
adjustments.
4.

BENEFITS

Using CBT in these and
other applications has had
several positive results. Some
of the advantages of CBT have
already been mentioned and
include the ability to
simulate, to provide colordifferentiated graphics and to
overlay as in classroom
presentations. Video images
are the necessary ingredient to
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some projects. Obvious
benefits include shortening of
the length of courses at the
Center, thus reducing costs and
time away from station, and
relief for the teaching staff
during a time when major new
NWS systems are being deployed
resulting in the need for
timely training of large
numbers of personnel.
Other
positive points include the
ability to self-pace the
instruction to fit individual
learning rates and schedules
and the variation in approach
that often helps sustain
interest in learning.
But one
of the strongest benefits
appears in the use of CBT as
pre-requisite to short
concentrated technical courses.
Exposure to overall system
design and functions and the
mnemonics employed to name
operator commands and hardware
elements prior to attending a
course provides an invaluable
orientation. Without it there
can be a serious limit to the
amount of learning that takes
place in classroom and lab.
5.

DEVELOPMENT GUIDELINES

There are general
guidelines to CBT development
at the Center. One is to
remember that CBT should not be
designed to be full references.
Full references are generally
more useful and palatable in
hardcopy form. Moreover full
references generally exist
already. Another guideline is
to keep individual course
sections short in order to
allow the worker/student to
easily fit training sessions
into his/her schedule.

5A.5
UNIDATA SUPPORT OF GEMPAK AS AN EDUCATION AND RESEARCH TOOL
Margaret Bruehl
Unidata Program Center
University Corporation for Atmospheric Research
Boulder, Colorado

1. INTRODUCTION
GEMPAK, the GEneral Meteorological data assimilation, analysis, and display software PAcKage, has been
under development by the Severe Storms Branch of
NASNGoddard Space Flight Center since 1980. The
current version, GEMPAK 5.1, is the result of a joint
effort between NASA and the National Meteorological
Center (NMC), and was released in Spring of 1992 (desJardins, Brill, and Schotz, 1991). Through agreements
between NASA and the National Science Foundation
(NSF), the Unidata Program Center (UPC) distributes
and provides user support for GEMPAK to colleges and
universities in the United States. This paper will
describe the Unidata support mechanism for GEMPAK
as a tool for research and education. We will discuss the
Unidata support and development effort, the development efforts occurring at NASA and NMC, and GEMPAK in the university community.
The Unidata Program Center is funded by the NSF to
empower universities, through innovative applications
of current computing and networking technology, to
make the best use of atmospheric and related data for
enhancing education and research (Fulker, 1992). Ongoing endeavors of the UPC are to support community use
of Unidata systems; maintain and upgrade those systems; respond to community needs for new data analysis
capabilities; foster community contributions and
involvement; and build consensus and advocate community interests. Unidata continues to be a partnership
between universities and the UPC, with university
involvement in technical and policy level decision-making, collaboration in software development, and in
acquiring and using Unidata products and services
(Fulker, 1992).
One such product made available to the university community via the UPC is GEMPAK, an inherently powerful and flexible set of software tools. GEMPAK is a
UNIX-based application software package that consists
of a suite of application programs for the analysis, display, and diagnosis of geo-referenced data. Through the
incorporation of advanced diagnostic capabilities,
GEMPAK has become a premiere research tool for ana-

lyzing gridded data. Examples of pre-programmed scalar and vector diagnostic functions include potential
temperature, frontogenesis, mixing ratio, potential vorticity, Richardson stability, thermodynamic lapse rate,
vertical circulation, and radial, geostrophic, and ageostrophic wind fields. In addition, standard algebraic,
trigonometric, derivative, and vector functions are available for creating your own grid diagnostics.
GEMPAK application programs also include standard
meteorological analysis functions such as mapping,
overlays, meteograms, vertical interpolations, spatial
and time cross-sections, soundings, hodographs, contouring (line and color-fill), vectors, and streamlines. A
text-based interactive user interface allows the user to
easily change variables, functions, areas, maps, projections, colors, and line widths and types, making the
exploration of data an easy task. GEMPAK supports a
native data format, and includes simple interface programs for importing surface, upper air, and gridded data
in alternate textual formats.

2. UNIDATA USER SUPPORT
As part of the ongoing endeavors of Unidata, the UPC
has undertaken full support of GEMPAK as one of its
application software packages. Full support specifically
includes providing software upgrades and bug fixes,
training, consulting via electronic mail, and inclusion on
an active special-interest-group mailing list. In a practical sense, however, full support means more than just
answering questions and providing access to software.
The philosophy of supporting GEMPAK has been to
take an active role in the community, serving as a focal
point for community involvement and providing coordination among the various groups doing GEMPAK
development.
Prior to full support, GEMPAK was a community supported package, where questions were posed and
answered from the community of users via an electronic
mailing list. To a certain extent, this method of support
was successful, however without a focal point to
encourage interaction and solve problems, often issues
were left unresolved. While the core group of GEMPAK
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users remained firm, there was little or no expansion of
the GEMPAK community. Many scientists were unfamiliar with GEMPAK, how it works, and what it could
do. Without a source for this information and a resource
for help getting going, little new interest was generated.
Since the UPC undertook full support of GEMPAK in
early 1992, we have seen a tripling in the number of
licensed sites, to the current total of 66 Unidata colleges
and universities. Included in these sites are groups and
departments of meteorology, atmospheric science, geography, entomology, climatology, computer assisted
learning, physics, environmental laboratories, earth sciences, oceanography, and civil engineering.
The challenge of supporting software used in such a
wide variety of applications is also one of its most valuable resources. By encouraging the exchange of ideas
and methods, and building upon the history of community interaction, the GEMPAK community has been
revitalized into an extremely active segment of Unidata.
An important aspect of supporting and maintaining this
is providing the mechanisms for such activity.
The UPC has provided a variety of mechanisms to the
GEMPAK community, probably the most useful being
the GEMPAK 'contrib' directory. The contrib directory
is maintained by the UPC as a collecting place for
GEMPAK users and developers to make their work
available. The contrib directory holds everything from
complete GEMPAK programs to short text descriptions
of bugs and fixes. New 'official' software is often
offered on contrib in the interim between releases. The
user community and the UPC also contribute software
that has a more specific focus. Usually items that end up
in the contrib directory start as solutions to particular
problems. A program is written by a site to provide
functionality for a specific teaching or research need,
and then with the help of the UPC, is generalized and
packaged into a piece of software that others can use
easily. Even if a contribution does not exist that meets a
site's exact requirements, the contrib directory can serve
as a resource of examples for the site to develop their
own software.
In addition to the contrib directory, the UPC maintains
the GEMPAK users electronic mailing list, gembud, for
all users of GEMPAK, whether they are Unidata sites or
not. Often gembud is used for general or scientific questions, announcements of new entries in the contrib
directory, and the availability of patches and new
releases. Unidata also maintains, via gopher and WAIS,
archives of all gembud messages as well as all user support electronic mail transactions. Often problems and
questions, particularly those encountered by new users,
have been posed and answered before. With direct,
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string-searchable access to previous questions and
answers, the user can get help very quickly, sometimes
solving his or her problem directly, and sometimes simply helping to better formulate the question.
Beyond providing mechanisms for active GEMPAK
users to share their methods, we provide more information about GEMPAK to other members of the Unidata
community in order to keep the community growing and
active. GEMPAK is a visible presence in the Unidata
community through representation at meetings, site visits, workshops, demonstrations, and training sessions.
We've created graphical GEMPAK example directories
on the Unidata and University of Illinois weather
machine gopher servers. There are GEMPAK information articles in Unidata documents and newsletters and
Unidata has produced GEMPAK user documentation
and tutorials. GEMPAK users are represented on all
Unidata steering committees, and GEMPAK interests
are represented in various working groups.

3. GEMPAK DEVELOPMENT
In addition to its support roles discussed above, UPC
user support also organizes and coordinates cooperative
efforts among universities, Unidata, NASA and NMC
for identifying and conveying what development is
needed by the GEMPAK community, and for producing
the called for expanded capabilities and functionality. In
essence, the UPC serves as a clearinghouse for GEMPAK development and uses the UPC GEMPAK contrib
directory for making the fruits of these development
efforts available to the community as quickly and effectively as possible.
The UPC regularly engages in new GEMPAK software
testing and development, including release preparation
and porting of new GEMPAK code from a variety of
sources. These sources include Unidata itself, the primary developers at NASA and NMC, and the university
community of GEMPAK users. The scope and direction
of each development group is different, and that affects
the form and function of the resulting software. The
remainder of this paper will discuss the GEMPAK
development projects and their implementation at each
of these sources.

3.1 Development at Unidata
The theme of GEMPAK development at the UPC is
aimed at fulfilling some of the new initiatives discussed
in our most recent NSF proposal. Namely, we propose
to provide access to new data sources (and with that we
must provide software that can work with those data);
enhance environmental data analysis capability; and
integrate current data analysis and synthesis tools
(Fulker, 1992).

Because Unidata is a cooperative effort among colleges
and universities running a variety of software supplied
by the UPC on a number of supported hardware platforms, uniformity whenever possible has always been a
goal. To the extent to which we have influence over each
of the supported application packages, there has been
slow migration toward incorporating as many common
features as possible. For example, before the UPC made
the original release of GEMPAK 5.1, we added Makefiles to the distribution to allow our sites to use the
UNIX make utility for installation. This is consistent
with the installation methods for most software available through Unidata.

Currently, NMC has a metafile translation program
called NTRANS which is used by forecasters to display
model data. NTRANS has a graphical user interface,
and will display graphics that have been previously generated with any GEMPAK program using a special
· graphics device driver. In a general sense, NTRANS can
be used to view any set of GEMPAK graphics, frame by
frame or in an animated loop (see Figure 1). This functionality can be very advantageous in demonstration situations, and with observational data as well as model
data.

The next step in the movement to integrate current software packages is accessibility to data in a common format. The netCDF software package, developed at the
UPC, has become that common format, and development is underway at the UPC to add an interface to data
in netCDF to GEMPAK. Because of the layered library
structure of GEMPAK, it will be possible to maintain
the current interlace to the native GEMPAK data format
while adding interfaces to new data formats. The run
time selection of data interface will be left to the software, and be completely transparent to the user.
Coupled to the development of an interface to a common data format is the initiative to make new data types
accessible to the Unidata community and to assure that
the new data types can be imported into existing software. The development and support of the LDM-GEMPAK Bridge has provided the capability for real time
decoding of raw sudace, upper air, and gridded data into
the native GEMPAK format. The Bridge software was
originally developed in the university community, and
continues to be developed and supported jointly by the
UPC and the community. As new data types are made
available, new decoders are written and supplied to the
GEMPAK community for real time and archival data
decoding.
Finally, new data analysis capabilities are continually
being added as the result of joint development projects
between Unidata and NASNGSF, NMC, and the universities.
3.2 Development at NMC

The thrust of the development at NMC is in the direction of making GEMPAK accessible to operational forecasters. To this end, NMC is building graphical user
interfaces (GUI's) for accessing GEMPAK programs
and functionality. While the goal at NMC is not to provide a GUI for teaching and research uses, some of the
interfaces will be very valuable to the university community, and NMC is committed to sharing them (desJardins, 1993).
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Figure 1. Sample NTRANS Window. Courtesy of
Scott Jacobs, NMC.
Also under development, again primarily intended for
forecaster use, is a GUI for GEMPAK programs, including new functionality for displaying and overlaying
GEMPAK graphics on satellite imagery. Initially, the
interlace will extend to those programs that use gridded
data (model grids). The extension of the interface to
include all GEMPAK programs can be foreseen as a
joint development project between NMC, the UPC, and
possibly the community. Extremely important in all
GEMPAK GUI development is the preservation of the
flexibility inherent in the original text-based interface.
Regardless of what form the GUI takes, the user will
always have the option to run GEMPAK with all the
flexibility of the text-based interface.
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In addition to these large scale development projects,
NMC has been instrumental in the development of intermediate releases of GEMPAK. Thus far there have been
two intermediate releases, both of which contained
many bug fixes, porting fixes, and enhancements, most
of which had been released to the contrib directory in
the interim. Each new intermediate release incorporated
new code to the infrastructure of GEMPAK to lay the
ground work for new data types and new functionality
such as NTRANS and the GUI's. With each release,
more community contributions make their way back
into the official distribution, again demonstrating the
importance of Unidata acting as a clearinghouse for
GEMPAK development.
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3.3 Development at NASA
The GEMPAK development projects at NASA have
been focused on improving functionality and capabilities at the individual program level. Recent developments released to Unidata include, SNDIAG, a
sounding diagnostic program; GDHPRF a horizontal
profile drawing program; decoders for importing new
data types into GEMPAK; and new graphics device
drivers. Plus, the developers at NASA have added
improvements to existing programs, such as the option
for drawing a color bar to reference color filled contours, better text centering functionality, and annotation
capabilities for producing publication quality graphics.
The incremental nature of these patches have not necessitated a major new release of GEMPAK from NASA.
Rather, the decision of whether to install these improvements or not lies with the individual sites. If certain
functionality is not required or even desired, the site can
elect not to update their distribution. On the other hand,
some of these improvements have proven very useful in
teaching and research. An advantage of the incremental
approach is that new capabilities, whether inspired by
other software packages, or a well defined need, can be
made available to the community very quickly.
A particular example of an incremental development
project from NASA is the GEMVIS (GEMPAK VISualization) package, part of the larger project, PATHFINDER, developed jointly by the National Center for
Superconducting Applications and NASA/GSFC (Wilhelmson, et. al., 1993). GEMVIS is a collection of modules that extend some of the gridded data capabilities of
GEMPAK to a three-dimensional graphics environment
(see Figure 2). This package includes functionality to
extract arbitrary two-dimensional cross sections; derive
GEMPAK grid diagnostic functions; draw three-dimensional topographic maps, surfaces, and vector displays;
do simple animation; and display two and three dimensional text and annotations.
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Figure 2. Sample GEMVIS window. Courtesy of
John Hagedorn, NASNGSFC.
The utility of GEMVIS and the other GEMPAK development from NASA depends on the applicability of the
software to each individual department and program.
The choice of adding a package or program is based on
the need for the functionality and the accessibility of
hardware, disk space, etc., available at any given site.

4. THE UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY
Unidata's mission is to provide support and empowerment to U.S. colleges and universities to enhance education and research. This is the intention behind the UPC
GEMPAK effort described above. Although implementations of GEMPAK in the various groups and departments of Unidata universities are as different as the
departments themselves, common themes and applications can be found. Below, we present a summary of
current implementation a of GEMPAK in university
departments.

4.1 Teaching and Research
GEMPAK has long been recognized as an excellent tool
for analyzing and diagnosing gridded data, and as such
often serves an important function in large research programs. With the increased availability of model data,
more sophisticated technology in the classroom, and the
advent of more user-friendly interfaces, GEMPAK is
finding mme widespread i,lSe in ti'm classroom and in
undergraduate independent study programs in addition
to it's traditional role in graduate level research.
Based on a survey of active GEMPAK Unidata sites,
we've found GEMPAK used in classroom demonstra-

tions, laboratories (hands-on and demonstration),
weather briefings, 'map walls', student and faculty
research, and as part of weather display programs for
interested students and faculty. GEMPAK is run on virtually every kind of UNIX workstation, as well as PC's
running UNIX, and VAX VMS. Using networked workstations and X-terminals, many sites have made GEMPAK available in the classroom and computer lab. Most
sites decode traditional weather data in real time, and
many import archived data. All traditional data types
(surface, upper air, grid) are regularly used, and the
GEMPAK objective analysis programs are routinely
used to interpolate observational data onto grids.
Two of the most common uses for GEMPAK in teaching
and research are in the development of case studies and
for the initialization and analysis of model data. Case
studies are being built from data collected from field
experiment and operational archives by many sites
including North Carolina State, Princeton, and COMET
(Cooperative program for Operational Meteorology,
Education and Training). GEMPAK is an ideal tool for
working with model data, and many sites are using
GEMPAK programs to prepare initialization fields and
analyze and display output of operational, experimental,
and locally developed models.
A common reason cited for using GEMPAK in many
teaching and research programs is the ease of importing
data into GEMPAK format. Included in the GEMPAK
software are import programs for each data type (surface, upper air, gridded data) which transform textual
data into GEMPAK format. Once in GEMPAK format,
all the analysis and display functionality of GEMPAK is
available for use on the data set.
Many research and teaching programs make use of how
easy it is to import data into GEMPAK form. For example, input data can be observational measurements taken
by the class, output generated from local experimental
models, or archived historical data. As a specific example, an undergraduate independent study project at Millersville University has involved importing many surface
and upper air data sets, some stored on microfiche to
study tornado events in the mid-Atlantic region over the
past 20 years (see Figure 3) (Market and DeSouza,
1993).

4.2 GEMPAK Development

In the course of using GEMPAK in research and teaching programs, some sites find it necessary and instructional to engage in GEMPAK development. For some
sites, this may consist of writing UNIX shell scripts to
produce GEMPAK data or output on a regular basis.

Often scripts are useful for producing particularly complex graphics involving many fields and overlays. Some
sites have written scripts to simplify the user interface to
GEMPAK programs for generating common displays.

Figure 3. Sample Dew Point Convergence figure.
Courtesy of Market and Desouza, Millersville Univ.

For other sites, GEMPAK programming is done
improve, alter, or add functionality. A common development project undertaken by colleges and universities is
the development of a decoder to import alternate data
types of local interest directly into GEMPAK format.
These projects often also involve augmenting display
and analysis capabilities of GEMPAK programs to specifically handle the new data types. The modular, layer
structure of GEMPAK programs and libraries, and the
number and availability of examples, makes these
development projects very feasible within the university
community.
Many impressive projects involving GEMPAK development are going on in colleges and universities across the
country. A truly unique example is the study of insect
transport over the period 1969-1989 (Harmon, Winkler,
Waller, and Brown, 1993). In a joint project between the
departments of geography and entomology at Michigan
State University, GEMPAK code has been extended and
modified to produce graphical representations of back
trajectories and wind-run wind roses from input 1000
and 850 mb wind data (see Figures 4,5). The GEMPAK
development involved in this project is all the more
impressive in that the developers were completely unfamiliar with GEMPAK before starting this project six
months ago.
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Figure 4. Sample Wind-run Wind Roses figure.
Courtesy of Harmon, Winkler, Waller, and Brown,
Michigan State University.

5. CONCLUSION

Figure 5. Sample Back Trajectory figure. Courtesy
of Harmon, Winkler, Waller, and Brown, Michigan
State University.

terns
for
Meteorology,
Hydrology,
and
Oceanography, January 14-18, 1991, New Orleans,
LA pp.449-453.

This paper has described the Unidata support mechanisms for GEMPAK as a tool for research and education
in U.S. colleges and universities. We have described and
summarized the Unidata development effort, as well as
the effort occurring at NASA, NMC, and in the university community.

Harmon, J. Winkler, E. Waller, and J. Brown, 1993:
Work in progress.
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SA.6
DEVICE-INDEPENDENT COLORMAPS:
A CLIMATE RESEARCH DATA TOOLS CASE HISTORY
Julia A. Collins
Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences
University of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado 80309

1.

INTRODUCTION

have been encountered during the design and
implementation of the Image colormap handling:

The X 11 client-server protocol enables a
computer application to execute on a physically remote
host while displaying its graphical output on a local
display screen. Thus, the possibility exists that the
display server is on a different hardware platform than
the client application. For example, CRDtools users
routinely execute the CRDtools toolkit on a Sun
workstation, but may use either a Sun workstation or
Macintosh computer to view the application output.
For both analytic and aesthetic reasons, the appearance
of the output - particularly the colors used to render the
image - must be consistent regardless of platform.
The CRDtools (Climate Research Data tools)
application provides data extraction, analysis, and
visualization functions for the climate researcher.
(Messenger and Mock, 1992). The CRDtools Image
application will be used to illustrate the colormap
issues that have been addressed in order to ensure that
CRDtools output is consistent across a variety of
platforms. Initially, Image used the XView package to
create and install a custom colormap. This
implementation generated inconsistent output across
platforms. In order to produce device-independent color
output, Xlib functions were used to access the default
colormap. The current version of the application creates
a table of pointers to the display server default
colormap. The pointer table is dynamically allocated
and set in order to accommodate different platforms.
The current solution will be discussed with regard to its
benefits, limitations, and possible improvements.
2.

BACKGROUND

The CRDtools Image application generates a
color map of geophysical data. Depending upon user
input, either a geographical or Hovmoeller plot is
created. The simplest Image plots use a non-continuous
col or scheme of 6 to 10 distinct colors. Image also has
the capability present a "continuous" color range, in
which the plot is smoothly shaded with up to 180
different colors. These colors need to be allocated at
uniform levels, e.g. proceeding from cool colors to
warmer ones, with perceptually "even" changes in both
color and intensity (Flanagan, 1992). Two main issues

(1) RGB color values are device-dependent
(Flanagan, 1992). These values directly
indicate the intensity of the illuminated pixel.
The actual color displayed depends on the age
and quality of the display phosphors.

(2) Custom application colormaps are an
expensive resource. Colormaps are composed
of arrays of individual colorcells. In the RGB
model, each colorcell holds a red, green and
blue value (Nye, 1989). The size of the
colormap is limited (generally 256 entries for a
typical workstation display). If all entries in a
given colormap are allocated to a particular
application, then the display server must swap
in a new colormap for the use of other
applications. This can result in a "flashing"
effect as the cursor is moved from one
application to another.
Item (2) in particular guided the strategies used
in the modification of the Image application's colormap
use.
3.

COLORMAP SOLUTIONS

3.1 Use of the XView CMS API
The initial implementation of the Image
application requested a full colormap (that is, 256
entries) in a specific color order. The XView
programming package was used to create and access this
colormap. The XView color model operates on
colormap segments, rather than the colormap itself.
This layer of abstraction makes the colormap interface
simpler for the programmer, but at the cost of efficient
use of the colormap resources. By requesting a large
colormap segment (CMS), the Image application
essentially required a private colormap. Image requires
specific colors for overlaying land and sea outlines as
well as plotting data values. The color order is
important to successfully complement a pixel when
drawing a cross-section line. The desired colors are
specifically requested by RGB values using an array of
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the XView-dcfined type Xv_Singlecolor, as illustrated
in the following code segment, where NUM_COLORS
is equal to 256:
Cms
Xv _Singlecolor

ems;
colors[NUM_COLORS];

/* Initialize colors */
colors[O].red = 255;
colors[O].blue = 255;
colors[O].green = 255;
colors[l].red = O;
colors[l].blue = O;
colors[l].green = O;
colors[2].red = 110;
colors[2] .blue =110;
colors[2].green =110;

/* etc. */

This array is then used to create the colormap segment:
ems = xv_create(NULL, CMS,
CMS_SIZE, NUM_COLORS,
CMS_COLORS, colors,
O);

The colormap segment is then passed to the window
creation routines when the display canvas is created:
mycanvas

= xv _create(myframe, CANVAS,
WIN_CMS, ems,
O);

The result of this code is a private colormap
for the Image application. However, when this
implementation is displayed on a Macintosh screen, the
entire range of requested colors cannot be
accommodated. Rather than displaying a full color
spectrum from reds to blues, only the blue portion of
the spectrum is obtained. By requesting the entire
colormap segment with limited error checking, the
application is not able to acknowledge the limited
capability of the particular display server.
3.2 Dynamic Use of the Default Colormaa
In order to accommodate different display
servers, the graphics portions of the Image application
were modified according to the method of Cameron et
al. (1991). The Xlib package was used to access the
display server default colormap, rather than requesting
colormap segments with the XView CMS package.
The default colormap is automatically installed at server
initialization. The contents of this colormap are
dependent upon the display server (Nye, 1989). By
preferentially using the default colormap read-only
colorcells, much of the colormap can be shared with all
of the other applications using the physical display.
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Minimizing the use of the colormap resources is
important since CRDtools users may be simultaneously
using other visualization toolkits, each with their own
colormap requirements.
The example shown attempts to recursively
allocate colorcells in the default colormap. The
recursive algorithm is used since the number of
available colorcells, and whether they are read-write (or
read-only) cannot be determined directly (Nye, 1989). If
the initial colormap request cannot be honored, the
allocated cells are freed and the function is called with a
smaller colormap request. If the application requests a
color that already exists in the default colormap, the
pointer to that cell is returned. If the color does not
exist, and read-write color cells are available, the cell is
set to the requested color and a pointer to that cell is
returned to the application. If the color does not exist
in the default colormap, and all read-write cells are
allocated, an error is returried to the application and it
must decide how to handle the error (Nye, 1989). To
accommodate this possibility, a minimum number of
continuous colors is specified (MIN_NUM_CONTIN).
If the application cannot allocate a spectrum of colors at
least this large, then the display quality will be overly
compromised and the application exits.
Rather than use the Xv_Singlecolor structure,
the requested RGB values are now assigned to an array
of XColor structures. The ordering of the colors in the
default colormap cannot be guaranteed. Therefore, the
array of XColors structures maintains the color
ordering, and the contents of the XColors array are used
to generate a lookup table which points to the desired
colorcell wherever it may be in the actual color map:
Colormap
XColor
Display

cmap;
colors[NUM_COLORS];
*dpy;

/* get the default colormap *I
dpy = (Display *) xv _get( frame, XV_DISPLAY);
cmap=
DefaultColormap( dpy, DefaultScreen(dpy) );
/* specify the desired RGB values. */
colors[O].red = 255 << 8;
colors[O].green = 255 << 8;
colors[O].blue = 255 << 8;
colors[l].red = O;
colors[l].green = O;
colors[l].blue = O;
colors[2].red = 110 << 8;
colors[2].green = 110 << 8;
colors[2].blue = 110 << 8;
/* etc. ... *I
colors[l95].red = 252 << 8;
colors[l 95] .green = 252 << 8;
colors[195].blue = 252 << 8;

This method allows the application to
dynamically adjust its colormap needs based on
available resources. By selectively modifying the size
of the requested color spectrum in recursive calls to
allocate_colorcells(), the application is still able to
maintain an even palette of colors which vary evenly in
hue and intensity. The pixels array is used to retrieve
the colorcell values when the data is actually plotted.

/* allocate the colors */
num_continuous = NUM_CONTIN;
if (allocate_colorcells(colors, pixels, dpy,
cmap, ST ART_CONTIN,
NUM_COLDRS) ==Failure) {
printf ("Could not allocate all colors\n");
exit(2);

The allocate_colorcells() function first
generates two skip values (skip 1 and skip2; code not
shown for brevity). These values are based on the size
of the desired color range and the actual number of
colorcells determined to be available. These values are
assumed to be identical in the first call to
allocate_colorcells(). If the range of color requests needs
to be scaled down to fit the available colormap
resources, the function does this by skipping every
color at an array position which is a multiple of skipl
or skip2. This is demonstrated in the code segment
below:
for (i =begin, j =begin; j <end; i++) {
if ((i % skipl) && (i % skip2)) {

/* skipl and skip2 did not divide evenly
/* into i, so the counter isn't a multiple of
/* either of these values. Request the color.

*I
*I
*I

colors[i].flags = DoRed I DoGreen I Do Blue;
if (!XAllocColor(dpy, cmap, &colors[i])) {
num_continuous = j - begin;
if (num_continuous <
MIN_NUM_CONTIN) {
printf("Failed to allocate min number
of colors.\n");
return (Failure);
} else {

/* call this code recursively, now
*I
/* using j as the number of colors to *I
/* be requested.
*I
XFreeColors (dpy, cmap, pixels, j, O);
return (allocate_colorcells( colors,
pixels, dpy, cmap,begin, j);
}
} else {

/* store the pointer into the colormap */
/* in a separate lookup table
*I
pixels[j++] = colors[i].pixel;
}
}

}

/* set values to indicate size of color range */
end= j;
num_continuous =end - begin:
return (Success);

Although the full range of desired colors
cannot be guaranteed, this implementation successfully
maintains the integrity of the Image color output on
Sun and Silicon graphics workstations and Macintosh
computers. The code could be further improved by
removing the hard-coded RGB values, and replacing
these with an algorithm which uses a base hue value
and obtains subsequent color values via incremental
shifts of the base hue. This approach is demonstrated
by Cameron et al. (1991).
4.

SUMMARY

Minimizing the use of display screen colormap
resources is important since climate researchers may be
simultaneously using several visualization toolkits,
each with their own colormap requirements. Use of the
default colormap allows an application to share
colorcells with all of the other applications using the
display. This approach minimizes colormap swapping
and the associated flashing of the colors on the screen
output. Using the default colormap also enhances the
portability of graphical applications. With the
widespread implementation of the Xl 1 protocol,
visualization toolkits must be able to function
consistently across a wide range of output devices.
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P1.2

INTERACTIVE PRESENTATION OF METEOROLOGICAL INFORMATION (XOBS)
Dennis Schulze and Thomas Dommel
Free University of Berlin
Berlin, Germany

1.

INTRODUCTION

Since 1 949 the Department of Meteorology
at the Free University of Berlin has been providing
weather forecasts for newspapers, radio and TV
stations. During this time a very useful cooperation
between research, education and operational
weather service has developed which has led to
several new tools for simplifying the process of
forecasting and improving the quality of the weather
forecasts.
2.

DEVELOPMENT OF XOBS

2.1

General Intention

XOBS enables researchers to discuss special
weather conditions, lecturers are able to show their
students the effect of particular weather patterns as
well as the development of synoptical scale systems
and the students themselves can learn from
observation data how the weather is influenced by
topographical conditions in any region of the world.

3.

FEATURES OF XOBS

3.1

Selection Process

XOBS has the advantage that the usage is
very easy. It is designed for people with not much
experience with computers. In fact, no manual is
needed to start working with XOBS.

..

For a long time every three hours synoptical
data have been plotted into maps. Nevertheless an
easy to use interface for visualizing hourly data
which are interesting for current weather patterns
was not available. XOBS was designed to extend
the utilization of weather observations and show the
information the forecaster needs at this moment.
This is done by allowing the user to choose
the area which should be displayed
the element which should be shown
the time of observation.
The meteorologist can set these three parameters very easily which can be seen in Figure 1
and which is described more precisely below.
Furthermore, a lot of options are integrated to
manipulate the data shown.

[01d?8tii.l1

2.2

Figure 1. The selection window of XOBS.

Use in Education and Research

XOBS can be used in the field of educating
students or training staff as well as in the research
sector. Decoded data are stored for a long time and
XOBS deals with older data in the same way as it
does with more recent observations. Therefore,

Corresponding author address: Dennis Schulze,
Thomas Dommel, lnstitut tor Meteorologie, Freie
Universitat Berlin, Carl-Heinrich-Becker-Weg 6-1O,
D-1 21 65 Berlin, FAG.
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0115
0114
0113
0112
0111
0110
0109

0108
0107

0106
0105
0104
0103
0102
0101
0100

3123
3122
New Area

3.1 .1 Choosing the Date
The date of observations which are to be
presented is seiected Qn the ieft side of the window
(compare Figure 1 ). The date is abbreviated so that
only the day of the month and the hour are shown.
The user can change the dates offered for selection
by using a scrollbar. This method makes the latest
49 dates available . Older observations can be

selected by using a menu which can be made
accessible by pushing the button "Old Data".

graphy" button). Default values are stored in a
configuration file which can be changed by using an
ASCII editor.

3. 1 .2 Choosing the Element
Dau: 9385 '218

liW•ther -t Claud cover

Tau.1: 1871

Almost every element which is transmitted
with the SYNOP (FM-12/13) code can be displayed.
On the right margin of the window (Figure 1 ) one
can see the push buttons from which you can
choose the different elements. We tried to use the
standard WMO symbolic letters wherever it was
possible. Some push buttons hide a menu which
pops up when the push button is pressed and makes
more options available. Pushing the 'ww +' button,
for example, enables the user to choose which kind
of weather conditions should be displayed. Therefore, the meteorologist can decide, for example,
whether only stations reporting fog or thunderstorms are shown. All other information which is not
interesting for him at the moment is filtered off.
3.1.3 Choosing the Area
The map in the center of the window
(Figure 1) gives the user the chance to choose the
area which should be displayed in the separate
output window. The process of fixing the area is
quite simple: One only has to point and click on two
opposite corners of a rectangle and then the area is
marked. Four different maps are ready to be displayed and the choice is made by two push buttons
at the upper margin of the window. Maps of Europe
and North America are so far included; a supplementary program for creating additional maps is also
available.

Plotted:

176 Outside: 1559

NoS1g:

0

01st:

136

Figure 2. Sample output of XOBS of May 5th, 1993,
1 8 UTC. An arctic front approaching Central Europe
caused thunderstorms over the eastern and southeastern parts of Germany.
3.2.2 Observations

3. 2

The Output

3.2. 1 Geographical Data
XOBS can make use of a large geographical
database which is sold by the CIA. Coastlines,
rivers, lakes, islands and state boundaries are
plotted on the output window. Though the program
uses a compressed version of the mentioned database, it usually does not need more than one or two
seconds to complete the output. Furthermore, the
user can edit a file containing city names which
should be included into the output. The program
recognizes whether a small area was chosen or the
whole continent and therefore puts down many
smaller towns or only the capital cities. The user can
adapt the amount of geographical data to his needs
and change it while using XOBS (see Figure 1: "Geo-

The output of XOBS does not differ much
from usual weather maps except that only one
element is plotted (see Figure 2 as an example). You
will find usual thunderstorm, wind and cloud
symbols as well as digits for temperature, air
pressure and so on. The program writes the symbols
and values, respectively, in the center of the
location of the observation station and - if useful
and possible - it applies different colors. XOBS also
includes ships and drifting buoys. First the program
performs a distance check to avoid that data is
drawn on places where a symbol has already been
placed. Information which is essential for issuing
warnings is shown in any case. The distance check
can be turned off so that all data are plotted.
The headline of the output window contains
information about the date and the element which
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both are active at the moment. The footline offers
statistical information about how many stations are
actually plotted, how many are outside the chosen
area, how many have reported no significant value
for this element and how many have been filtered
off by the distance check.
3.3

Other Features

3.3. 1 Manipulation of Data
Tendency maps
After pushing the 'TEND' button the user is
asked to decide on another date and time. The output then consists of the difference between the first
and the second time that has been chosen. The
colors blue and red are used for giving a quick overall view which values are below and above zero,
respectively. This is very helpful for estimating the
day's highest temperature or fixing the position of
fronts, for example (see also Figure 3).
Sorting
The stations
descending order.
particular region the
and that other data
check.
TEND:

~~~~~:~~:~

can be sorted in ascending or
This ensures that inside a
highest (lowest) value is plotted
are filtered off by the distance

Total: 1828

Max 1 mum te"lle r atu re

3.3.2 Retrieval of Particular Stations
Information about the displayed stations can
be shown by clicking at the value inside the output
window. A new window opens and presents the
name of the station, the WMO index number, the
geographical coordinates and the exact value of the
selected element.
One of our aim is that all elements of a
station can be displayed when demanded.
3.3.3 Printing
X-Windows offers the program 'xwd' to
dump windows which is also possible when one
employs XOBS. A short program for dumping,
converting and printing the output window on a
color printer is available. XOBS also has an internal
printing routine for generating HPGL output which is
then converted into Postscript and sent to a laser
printer, for example.
4.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

4. 1

Hardware

Operationally XOBS currently runs on a HP
Series 700 workstation under HP-UX 9.01 and
X11 R5. The workstation is connected to the local
ethernet and receives the decoded SYNOP data via
the network from a different machine (see: "RealTime Data Reception and Processing for Research
and Weather Service at the Free University of
Berlin" in these proceedings), the graphical output is
displayed on X-Terminals.
XOBS also runs on any other UNIX workstation which include X 11 R4 or later versions.
Therefore, also Sun or Silicon Graphics workstations, for example, can be the right computers
for using this program.
4.2

Software

The first versions of XOBS made use of HP
Starbase functions for the graphical output. Now,
only X 11 intrinsic calls are taken to draw the output
on the screen.

5.
Figure 3. A sample output of a tendency map. Cool
air from the northwest let drop the highest
temperature at Karlsruhe, Germany, from 34.4°C on
August 22nd to 14.6°C on August 23rd, 1993.
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DISCUSSION

The project was started in August 1992 and
the meteorologists of the university's weather
service were able to use the program in October of
the same year. From then on new ideas from the

weather service staff were included into later
versions and we cared about the needs of the
research groups as well. The result is a high-quality
program which can be used in many fields of
meteorology. We tried to keep it as simple as
possible so that almost no manual is necessary to
take the first steps and to learn from the reaction of
the program. In contrast to comparable interactive

systems XOBS generates the output very quickly
and the process of selecting the parameters as
described in 3.1 gives the forecaster the opportunity
of receiving exactly the information he currently
needs the most. The people who work with the
program are very content with the way the
information is presented though there is still much
work to do for further improvement of XOBS.
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9A.5
INNOVATIVE RISK MANAGEMENT FOR NEXRAD
Robert E. Brown
Joint System Program Office, NOAA Systems Acquisition Office
Silver Spring, Maryland

Harry M. Strong
The MITRE Corporation
McLean, Virginia

Dave Dunlop
The MITRE Corporation
McLean, Virginia

1.

INTRODUCTION

The Next Generation Weather Radar (NEXRAD)
Program is a major system acquisition program being
conducted within the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA). This program is a joint effort by the
Departments of Commerce (DOC), Defense (DOD), and
Transportation (DOT) to provide for the production and
deployment of Weather Surveillance Radar-88 Doppler
(WSR-88D) systems throughout the United States and
elsewhere. The NEXRAD Program is managed by the
NEXRAD Joint System Program Office (JSPO).
The NEXRAD Program has moved into full scale
production, with delivery of four WSR-88D systems per
month. Before the Government accepts a WSR-88D system,
the equipment must be manufactured, tested, and transported
to the operational site; it must be installed in its permanent
facility with all interfaces established; and its operational
capabilities must be verified. A comprehensive deployment
risk management effort has been initiated by the NEXRAD
Program Manager to address threats to accomplishing all of
these necessary steps in a timely manner, while minimizing
disruption of day-to-day activities at operational sites.
This paper describes the data acquisition methods being
used in the NEXRAD risk management work, the techniques
employed to extract usable information from the data, and
how that information is effectively presented for management
action. Equations central to the work are displayed, but the
mathematics is not treated in depth. The NEXRAD Risk
Management Workshops, specific management actions taken,
and risk reductions realized are not discussed in this paper,
due to the space limitation.

2.

NEED

Myriad challenges faced the NEXRAD program as it
prepared to enter the full scale deployment phase. The
meteorological community had long awaited the WSR-880
systems, with their new, high profile technology. To deliver
systems into operational use quickly, an aggressive
deployment schedule was planned. Beginning in parallel with
final development phase activities, full scale deployment
Corresponding author address: David Dunlop, MIS Z322 , The
MITRE Corporation, 7 525 Col shire Ori ve, McLean, VA 22102.
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would proceed while scheduled retrofits brought newly
developed hardware and software on line. Logistics, training,
and maintenance considerations, always areas of concern,
were even more complex given the accelerated delivery
schedule, and with multiple agency involvement.
Supplementing normal program management with a
concentrated risk reduction effort was certainly prudent.
The scope of the WSR -88D deployment risk
management effort encompasses all aspects of the WSR-88D
full scale production, deployment, and acceptance. The goal
is to minimize risk so as to ensure the planned delivery rate of
four systems per month is achieved and maintained. The term
risk, as used in the WSR-88D deployment risk management
work, includes both the probability that a potentially
disrupting event will occur and the impact to the deployment
if the event should occur. This usage is compatible with the
standard general definition used in Government acquisition
risk management (DSMC, 1989).

3.

DESIGN

A cookie-cutter approach to acquisition program risk
management is doomed to failure. The methods developed
for use on NEXRAD do have their genesis in software risk
management, where standard recipes can sometimes be
useful, but acquisition program environments are neither
uniform nor stable.
A paradigm developed for one
acquisition, if too detailed, will be a forced fit when used on
another program.
To be effective, acquisition risk
management projects must be individually tailored, and must
provide flexibility for further refinement as the project
evolves. There are, however, four general activity phases that
are found in all comprehensive risk management efforts. How
these planning, assessing, focusing, and managing activities
are related is depicted in figure 1, and the activities that occur
in each phase are briefly described in the following
paragraphs. Of course, the way they are actually implemented
makes the difference between a risk management effort that
provides real benefit, and one that simply satisfies an agency
requirement. How the NEXRAD risk management work has
been structured to provide effective risk reduction while also
achieving the benefit of improved communications among
stakeholder organizations is described in the subsections
following the activity descriptions.

Plan

Figure 1. Risk management activities.

Plan. Planning activities provide the tailoring required
for effective risk management. Goals, scope, approach, and
quantitative parameters are determined here.
Most
importantly, a mandate must be obtained. Top level program
management commitment to the activities to follow must be
solid and must be clearly conveyed to all who will participate.
Assess. Risk assessment consists of two very different
activities: risk identification and risk ranking. Risk
identification is concerned with methods by which risks are
discerned, assigned a probability of occurrence, and assessed
for their impact potential. Risk ranking encompasses
procedures for producing a relative ordering of the identified
risks. What are actually assessed are risk aspects. A risk
aspect describes a well defined concern that can be addressed
by specific action. Related aspects are grouped under an
encompassing umbrella risk for effective management.
Focus. Once risks have been identified and ordered, they
are ready to be addressed by program management. Clearly,
the ranking performed during assessment activities provides
only a starting point for determining where to commit
resources. Management judgment is now applied to
determine against which risks action should be taken, the form
of that action, and what metrics are appropriate for measuring
action effectiveness.
Manage. The activities in this phase differ from the
preceding in that they remain ongoing, reinitiating assessment
and focusing activities as needed. Action effectiveness is
monitored and evaluated using pre-established metrics,
necessary action refocusing is accomplished, and newly
identified candidate risks are assessed.

3.1 Establish Inclusive Environment
There are a number of organizations involved in the
acquisition or use of the WSR-880 systems. Furthermore, the
program, now in the full scale production phase, has been
around long enough to generate a considerable history, and a
considerable store of historians . The WSR-88D deployment
risk management effort was structured to take advantage of
the knowledge and expertise of this large and diverse
community. This early decision affected the way all risk
management activities were accomplished. An example from
each activity phase is provided.
Plan Coordination. One of the many planning phase
activities is to produce a document describing how the
activities to follow will be accomplished, laying out schedules
and establishing scope . For the NEXRAD work, this

document is called the Risk Management Plan. Two drafts of
the plan were distributed and comments solicited from all
stakeholder organizations.
Expert Interviews. The obvious approach to the
identification activity was to gather information from
individuals with expert knowledge in the various disciplines
necessary for successful deployment of the WSR-88D
systems. All such interviews could have been conducted with
just program office personnel, or with just Government
personnel. Instead, participant selection was carefully spread
among all stakeholder organizations, as shown in table 1. The
names of those individuals participating as experts were
publicized so that all could be satisfied that the right people
were involved.
Stakeholder Workshop. The focusing activities that
occur after assessment could have been accomplished within
the program office. A more effective approach, at least
initially, is a workshop with participation from each
stakeholder organization. The workshop contributes to the
effectiveness of the risk management effort in at least two
important ways. First, as the capstone event of the assessment
work, it provides a forum for discussion of any issues that
may have been missed or are perceived to be misranked.
Second, as a body consisting of the senior members of
sta~eholder organizations, it commissions studies and assigns
actions to address significant risks.
Delphi Feedback. One of the ongoing management
activities is to reassess the risk rankings and their relative
ordering. To accomplish the reassessments for NEXRAD, a
Delphi feedback mechanism is used. The Delphi is a timetested forecasting method with particular applicability in
situations where historical data are unavailable or when the
operational environment is uncertain (Render, 1991).
Application of the technique will be described in section 3. 7,
where maintaining stakeholder involvement is discussed. The
point here is that, along with helping to forecast risk, the
Delphi also provides feedback to participants in the risk
management effort. They see that their concerns are being
accurately described, and have opportunity to understand the
reasoning for divergent assessments.
The technique
establishes among the participants a degree of responsibility
(ownership) for reducing the risk.

Table 1. Participant organizations (in alphabetical order) and
the number of experts consulted from each.

Organization
Defense Plant Representative Office
Federal Aviation Administration
Fluor Daniel, Incorporated
Joint System Program Office
NWS National Reconditioning Center
NOAA Systems Program Office
NWS Forecast Offices
NWS Training Center
Operational Support Facility
NWS Operational Support Organization
The MITRE Corporation
Unisys Corporation
United States Air Force
United States Navy
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Number
1
2
1
17
2
1
2
6
13
3
14
16
3
1
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During the risk identification interviews, participants are
asked to candidly assess hypothetical situations without
regard to political or professional consequences . For the
process to work, the participating experts must be assured that
the information they provide will not be used out of context
nor attributed to them or their organization against their desire
for anonymity.
Having analysts from The MITRE
Corporation conduct all interviews and maintain control of all
documents identifying assessment origin helped make the
assurance of anonymity credible. To help the expert feel
confident and comfortable in providing forthright responses,
the interviews were conducted individually . Individual
interviews eliminate the interpersonal influences normally
present in group settings, which affect the assessments experts
might otherwise provide.
Assigning an identification code number to the expert,
excluding references to the expert from reports and
discussions, and the many other steps taken to guarantee data
security and confidentiality all help to foster an environment
conducive to an open airing of views. These steps were
implemented throughout the risk identification process .
Senior management gave strong commitment to a constructive
process, refusing any effort to focus on who raised what issue
or provided which comment. Instead, the focus has been on
which issues require attention and action.

Objectivity . The analysts must be objective in their
approach to the issues raised and to the perspectives expressed
by the participants. The analysts must avoid, through
comment or body language, being critical of the expert's
comments, as this will affect the assessments made by the
expert, biasing the results. The relative significance of the
issues must be based upon uninfluenced assessments from the
experts participating in the interview process. The analysts '
views are not of value or interest here.
Thoroughness . The analysts must employ carefully
crafted techniques to ensure the best results in gathering
information from experts, and the analysts must be patient.
They must avoid rushing through the interview, as much
valuable data will be lost since the expert is not likely to
elaborate in such an atmosphere. It is essential that the
analysts avoid getting into the mode of simply soliciting
numbers or quick responses from the participants. The
justifying statements and background provided by the expert
are equally as valuable as the actual risk ranking.
An additional trait that makes the analyst/expert
relationship more rewarding (i .e., the analyst gets better
information) is sensitivity. Experts are asked to be very
candid in these interviews. The opinions they state are often
strongly felt , and perhaps have only been previously
expressed to trusted coworkers. The analyst with well honed
"people skills" will handle such discussions better and will
always be more productive.

3.3 Select Analysts Carefully

3.4 Structure Interviews Flexibly

For effective risk management, it is critical to obtain
accurate judgments from technical experts. This work must
absolutely not be approached or regarded as taking a survey.
A typical interview takes three to five hours of time with
the expert. If the interview is conducted properly, most of
that time is spent with the expert, rather than the analysts,
talking. The analysts' goal is to capture almost every word.
The use of a tape recorder or stenographer to provide a
transcription of the interview was considered and rejected. It
is likely that the expert would not be as candid in his or her
comments if the interview were recorded . The approach
found to be most effective requires two analysts per interview;
both one and three have been tried and found to be less
beneficial. The two-analyst team should work out a system of
alternating note taking and risk presentation for smooth
interview flow. Often both analysts will record the expert's
remarks, seeming to result in an unnecessary duplication of
effort. However, each analyst is likely to have picked up a
different nuance. Any inconsistencies are resolved during a
post-interview data reduction session.
The training and expertise of the team conducting the
interviews are critical factors in the quality of the data
collected. The risk analysts performing the effort are likely to
get divergent opinions from many experts, and must be able to
understand the differing views. The analysts conducting
interviews must possess, at a minimum, the following traits.
Competence. The analysts must have the technical
background, acquisition experience, and mental acuity to
understand issues regarding wide-ranging topics. They will
need to capture subtle nuances of a risk being discussed, and
make connections to related risks. Experts generally are very
willing to explain in detail what they mean, but they expect
the analyst to be able to grasp what they are saying.

The expert interview consists of four phases. The first
phase of each interview begins with the analysts providing a
brief overview of the purpose of the interview. This initial
phase is followed by brainstorming, data mapping, and
assessing phases.
Overview. This introductory discussion touches upon
the desire and commitment of the NEXRAD Program Office
to tap the knowledge and experience of experts throughout the
community to reduce risks that might threaten successful
deployment of WSR-880 systems . The discussion also
addresses the analysts ' background to establish that they are
neutral and do not come to the interview with any
preconceived notions. To reinforce the constructive purpose
of the interview, the analysts discuss the commitment made
by the NEXRAD Acquisition Manager and other top
management, and the steps that have been taken to ensure that
the expert's assessments are made anonymously.
For the interview to be a success , the expert must
become convinced of four key points in this first phase. 1)
Anonymity regarding assessments to be made can be ensured
and will be maintained. 2) The analysts are sincere and
objective. 3) The overall purpose of the risk management
effort is constructive. 4) This is an unparalleled opportunity
for the expert to provide direct input to the NEXRAD
Program Office.
Brainstorming. The second phase of the interview is a
one-person brainstorming session. The expert is encouraged
to describe any concerns th"at he or she believes are risks to
the success of the WSR-880 deployment. Success is defined
as deployment of the WSR-880 systems at the planned rate of
four systems per month, within the planned budget, and with
all the currently planned functionality . This phase continues
until the expert exhausts his or her ideas of potential risks.

3.2 Guarantee Confidentiality
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Data Mapping. The third phase of the interview begins
with the analysts mapping the similarities between what the
expert has identified and risk aspects previously identified.
Here the analysts must demonstrate knowledge and
understanding of each of the risk aspects. This might take the
form of picking out similarities, nuances, or examples that
should be incorporated into existing risk descriptions, or
identifying new aspects . Risk aspects that are identified as
new are appended to the growing set of aspects. Aspects that
correspond to issues previously identified by other experts are
noted as such.
Assessing. This phase of the interview involves the
analysts stepping through each of the risk aspects identified
by the expert, followed by all previously identified aspects.
To facilitate discussion, the aspects are grouped by topic. The
expert is asked to provide assessments for each aspect.
Depending upon the management level of the expert, the
analyst will employ one of two approaches in reviewing the
existing list of aspects.
When interviewing a senior manager with broad program
perspective, it is most productive to discuss categories of
risks, rather than immediately ask for an assessment of each
aspect within a category. For example, the analysts would ask
about "software development concerns" rather than step
through each risk aspect related to software development.
The analysts may quickly read through the aspect names
within the software development category, or let the expert
skim the list, and obtain assessments for the risk aspects the
expert selects.
When interviewing a manager or staff member with a
specific area of responsibility, a second approach is be used.
Assessments for each risk aspect catalogued in the expert's
area of responsibility are first obtained. Discussion during
this process will often direct attention to the next category of
aspects to present for assessment. The analysts continue to
branch into related categories until all risk aspects are
exhausted.
With either of these approaches two points are crucial:
the analysts must thoroughly prepare for the interview, and
the analysts must be experienced and confident enough to be
flexible. Often the dynamics of the interview will point to the
most productive format.

3.5 Gather Qualitative Data
While the expert often believes that the assessment
numbers he or she provides are most important, the analysts'
attention is devoted to obtaining textual information.
Numbers certainly need to be processed, but it is the
reasoning behind the numbers that provides credibility and
insight. Of the eight types of data obtained during the
NEXRAD risk management interviews, three (probability,
impact, and credibility) are numerical, two Uustification and
options) are the textual data that add the most value, and the
remaining three (perspective, organization, and identity) are
for record keeping purposes.
Probability. The probability that an event will occur (the
likelihood that a risk will become a reality) ranges from 0% to
I 00%, with the extremes being valid. For each risk aspect
considered, the likelihood of occurrence is solicited from the
expert, with no granularity restriction imposed. Typically, a
minimum granularity of 5% has been observed. Probability
assessments are also observed to cluster at commonly used
values. These observations are not unexpected, having been

widely reported in the literature (Dutka, 1982) and rather
intuitively understood.
Impact. Evaluation of the impact an event will have if it
does occur requires understanding of what is to be considered
success. Each success criterion must be very specific so that
understanding is clear. Three criteria against which risk
aspect impact is evaluated in the WSR-88D deployment risk
management work are the production, deployment,
acceptance , commissioning, and achievement of user
satisfaction of the WSR-88D systems
1. at the planned schedule (four systems per month),
2. within the planned budget, and
3. containing the planned functionality.
Against these criteria, experts consider whether the impact in
the event of the occurrence of an aspect will range from low
(0) to high (I). It would also be appropriate, though a little
more involved , to assess impact against the three criteria
separately, discerning potentially different schedule, budget,
and performance impacts. This was not done on NEXRAD.
The simpler, single impact assessment is sufficient for a later
acquisition stage program such as NEXRAD (AFMC, 1992).
Credibility. Credibility data measure the analysts'
degree of confidence in the participant's assessment of the
risk at hand. Factors considered are: Is the participant's
knowledge concerning this risk aspect current? Does the
participant have a good technical grasp of the issue? Is the
participant giving serious consideration to the issue? The
initial, and often the most valuable (Dalkey, 1970) credibility
assessment is made by the expert in the form of a selfassessment in response to the first question listed above:
"How current do you consider your knowledge is in this area?
Do you feel that you are 'in the loop ' and aware of recent
developments?" The expert's response results in an initial
credibility characterization of high, moderate, or low for the
risk aspect under consideration. This initial credibility
characterization may be modified by the analysts conducting
the interview based on their evaluation of the answers to the
other two questions: Does the expert have a good technical
grasp of the issue being discussed, and is the expert seriously
considering the issue?
Justification. This essential information helps to place
the probability and impact estimates into proper context,
providing the rationale behind them. Supporting thoughts or
conditions that led the expert to provide the stated risk
estimates are solicited and recorded.
Options. One of the most important types of information
obtained during the interview is the expert's view of the range
of options available to reduce the threat posed by the risk.
Risk reduction options include ways to avoid the risk (the
event may still occur but will not affect the program), reduce
the risk (lessen the likelihood or impact), or contain the risk
(isolate the impact). The expert will have given considerable
thought to risk reduction options for risk aspects he or she
considers serious threats. The analysts must make certain to
thoroughly explore and capture this valuable information.
Perspective. Perspective data characterize the present
and past work areas, and areas of interest of the assessor.
These data are used by the analysis team in statistical
modeling of assessment characteristics.
Identity. A four digit numeric code is used to identify
each interview participant. Later, when assessments are
discussed, this code is used. The identification code-to-name
mapping is closely held. This guarantee of anonymity
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concerning assessments made and views expressed is crucial
to the successful collection of risk assessment information.
Organization. To produce a risk assessment that is
representative of the views across the program, the risk
assessments must come from across the spectrum of
organizational entities with a stake in the success of the
program. Thus, the organizational stratification of the
assessments against a risk, along with the number of
assessments, is used to determine whether the risk meets the
minimum thresholds for ranking. The thresholds established
in the planning activity for the NEXRAD work are at least six
assessments from at least two organizations. Of course, the
greater the organizational stratification of assessments the
better. To allow determination of the stratification, the
organization of the participant is indicated by a numeric code.
Since some organizations supplied only a limited number of
participants, the organization code-to-name mapping is
closely held, in the same manner as identity

ciJ is the relevant normalized credibility factor of expertj
regarding risk aspect i, and n is a free parameter determining
the fall off in weight as credibility decreases . For the
NEXRAD work, a three-valued credibility factor was chosen,
and a quadratic relationship between credibility weight and
credibility factor is used (n = 2). This very steep fall-off
means that a low credibility assessment carries only 1/9th of
the weight of a high credibility assessment in the NEXRAD
work. The number of values the credibility factor may
assume and its mapping to the credibility weight are
additional examples of decisions made during the risk
management planning activity.
Finally, ri, the weighted mean risk value of the ith risk
aspect is calculated by one of two methods. With the first
method ri is given by
.L,wijrij
r· =-1_·- 1
.L,wij
j

3.6 Provide Quantitative Information
The ranking activity seeks to quantify the qualitative
interview data. This activity is important in that it allows
more focused attention to be applied to those risks deemed
relatively most significant by the assessors.
It facilitates focusing of limited program resources.
It reduces the amount of data to a manageable level.
It is a systematic way to evaluate diverse assessments.
The concept is to evaluate the numerical value of a risk as an
indicator of the threat posed by the risk. This numeric risk
value is the combination of the probability and impact values
that have been obtained through expert interviews. A formula
for determination of individual risk values can be derived as
(I)

where r is the risk value of an individual assessment against
one risk aspect, and p and i are the probability and impact,
respectively, all normalized such that 0 '.5:. p, i, r '.5:. 1. The two
free parameters a and bare assigned a= I and b = 1.5. These
choices for the parameters slightly sensitize risk value to high
impact risks.
Next, a central estimate of all the assessments against a
risk aspect is determined. In forming this central estimate, the
individual assessments can be weighted. Candidate weighting
factors include the perceived credibility of the assessment
source, how extreme the assessment is compared to the
totality of assessments, and how long ago the assessment was
made. The NEXRAD work made use of the first two
candidate weighting factors: credibility, W 1 (equation 2) and
consensus, W2 (equation 3). Weighting factors are combined
using equation 4.

where rij is the normalized risk value of risk aspect i as
assessed by expert j using (I), and w ij is the normalized
weighting factor for expert j when assessing risk aspect i
using (4). With the second method ri is given by
LWi)Pij

ri - p i ( li· )b --

1
"
L,, wij
j

c~wijiij

1
~
L,, wij

low risk

moderate risk

(3)

!+ ~-----~

Median(ri)

(4)

Probability

Figure 2. Risk bins and bin boundaries.
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)b

(6)

Clearly, the two methods will not yield the same results. This
is of little practical importance, since the precise mathematical
value of an aspect should not be given undue significance.
Normally, only its position relative to its neighbors should be
considered. For both methods, note that when all weights are
uni-ty (w ij = I for all i, j), the weighted mean equals the
ordinary mean, since IwiJ =Ni, the number of assessments
against aspect i.
The second method is preferred in that it readily allows
graphical depiction of the relative contributions of Pi and ii, as
plotted in figure 2. The squares in figure 2 represent the
current relative ordering of the fifteen WSR-88D deployment
risks. Recall that only risk aspects are assessed. The risk
value for a particular risk is taken to be the largest value
among its aspects. This can be justified by considering each
risk to be a fuzzy set containing the aspects (Terano, 1992).

(2)

lru- Median(ri )[

(5)

high risk

The boundary between the low and moderate "bins" in
figure 2 is an equi-risk contour with a risk value of 0.25, and
the boundary between moderate and high is an equi-risk
contour with a risk value of 0.75. While these boundary
choices are somewhat arbitrary, they appear reasonable, and
have proved to be useful. Note that the risk bin boundaries
are shown in figure 2 as areas, rather than sharp lines. This
technique is used to emphasize that risks near boundaries
cannot be said with any degree of certainty to belong in one
bin or the other.
The width of a boundary area represents one standard
error for a typical risk aspect. A standard error is defined as
0
(J

Standard Error = {";;,

(6)

where . cr is the standard deviation in the distribution of risk
values calculated from individual assessments, and n is the
number of independent assessors.

3.7 Maintain Stakeholder Involvement
A package of data is periodically prepared for experts to
participate in a one-round modified Delphi iteration. The
approach chosen combines standard Delphi assessment
anonymity with group workshops. It is patterned after the
"Wideband" Delphi technique used in software risk
management (Boehm, 1981 ). For each risk, a data sheet is
generated that shows the expert's assessments of the risk's
aspects, a graphical depiction of the median of all that
aspect's assessed values, composite justifications for the low,
moderate, and high assessments compiled from all responses,
and the expert's individual justifications. Included in the
package are descriptions of any new aspects identified since
the last Delphi. The experts are asked to review and, if
appropriate, revise their assessments based on information
provided by other experts. The pressures typically present in
group meetings are avoided since this process is anonymous.
Figure 3 displays the risk value changes resulting from
the August 1993 Delphi reassessment. The diagonal line in
the figure indicates where a risk (represented by a square)
would be displayed if its value did not change. The position
is then shifted vertically up or down to indicate higher or
lower reassessed value. Value prior to the reassessment is
read from the horizontal scale, and post-reassessment value is
read from the vertical scale. The curved line is a least squares
fit (third order polynomial) of the reassessed data. The single
risk above the diagonal is Site Selection and Preparation,
which was driven slightly higher by increased concern
regarding its Interference With Nearby Facilities aspect.

April 1993 Values

Figure 3. Risk value changes resulting from the most recent
Delphi reassessment exercise.

4.

RESULTS

As seen in figure 3, there is a general trend towards
reduced risk values. The overall subsidence in risk values
from the last reassessment resulted because over 30% of the
assessed risk aspects decreased by a statistically significant
amount (at least on standard error). Of the aspects against
which actions have been directed an even larger number,
47%, decreased significantly. This welcome event is probably
due to several factors. Risk reduction actions may be
understood by the assessors as having the intended affects.
Better communications and discussion of the risks may be
dispelling concerns based in misunderstanding or lack of
knowledge. Perhaps the simple fact that risk management has
become a formal program activity is encouraging assessors to
be more confident that risks will be avoided.
Without question, attention has been focused on reducing
risk, communications and working relationships have been
improved, and quantifiable benefits have acrued from risk
reduction actions. This type of risk management activity,
carefully tailored and focused, can deliver real value in a wide
range of applications.
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11A.3
THE LOCAL DATA ACQUISITION AND DISSEMINATION (LDAD)
FUNCTION OF AWIPS
James E. Lee

National Weather Service, Office of Systems Development
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910

1. INTRODUCTION
An important milestone has recently been reached
at National Weather Service (NWS) Headquarters in
support of NWS modernization. Requirements have
been identified to support the Local Data Acquisition
and Dissemination (LDAD) Function of the Advanced
Weather Interactive Processing System (A WIPS).
LDAD functionality will provide the modernized
Weather Forecast Office (WFO) with the capability to
automatically acquire hydrometeorological data from
cooperative observers, severe weather spotters, and
computer systems local to the WFO. LDAD will also
provide the WFO with the capability to automatically
disseminate information maintained and generated by
AWIPS to local emergency managers. LDAD is
intended to supplement the primary dissemination
systems of the NWS -- National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Weather Radio
and NOAA Weather Wire Service -- by providing
another dissemination mechanism for external users.
The LDAD Working Group (WIG) at NWS
Headquarters has been working for the past two years
on refining the broad, general local data acquisition
and dissemination requirements which were previously
defined in the AWIPS System Requirements
Specification (Department of Commerce, 1990). The
culmination of the LDAD WIG activity is the
publication of the July 1993 version of the User
Language Requirements Document (ULRD) for the
LDAD Function of A WIPS (Department of
Commerce, 1993). The purpose of this paper is to
summarize the functionality specified in the LDAD
ULRD.
External users of the LDAD Function of AWIPS
are envisioned to include the local decision making
community. The local decision making community is
the collection of emergency managers (federal, state,
and local government and public utilities officials)
within the WFO's county warning area who have the
responsibility to respond to NWS watch and warning
products in the interest of public safety. The LDAD
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Function of A WIPS will provide varying levels of
dissemination service to this group of external users
coincident with the level of sophistication of the
automated data processing equipment and software
which they own and intend to use for this application.
The three levels of service are Facsimile,
Alphanumeric, and Graphic. The Facsimile Service
enables a connection between the WFO and an
external user via a facsimile machine.
The
Alphanumeric Service enables an external user owning
a personal computer to obtain alphanumeric products
generated by AWIPS. The Graphics Service enables
an external user owning a personal computer with
graphic display capability to obtain alphanumeric and
graphic products generated by A WIPS.
The LDAD Function of A WIPS is separated into
six unique functional areas: Acquisition, A WIPS
Formatter, Data Manager, Maintain Schedules,
External User Formatter, and Dissemination. Figure
1 depicts the data flows among the functional areas,
data sources, and data sinks. The remainder of this
paper provides an overview of each of the functional
areas.

2. ACQUISITION FUNCTIONAL AREA
The Acquisition Functional Area acquires
hydrometeorological data from external users and
observation platforms via push-button phones and
computer-to-computer file transfers. It also provides
for the security to prevent unauthorized access to
AWIPS.
Central to this functional area is the External User
File (EUF). The EUF contains information on the
external users allowed access to AWIPS as determined
by the site manager. This information includes user
identification,
password,
classification,
user's
organization, location, telephone number, and
communication characteristics.
The A WIPS site
manager has the capability to modify, add, delete, and
display records contained in the EUF. Up to 1OOO

PRIORITIZED

AWIPS
DATABASE

SCHEDULED
PRODUCT&
REPORT REQUEST
AWIPS FORMATTED
DIGITAL OBSERVATIONS

INTERACTIVE
COMMANDS

SITE PERSONNEL

OBSERVATION

PLATFORMS~~~~~~-

ANALOG & DIGITAL
REQUESTS & OBSERVATIONS

EXTERNAL
USERS

AWIPS PRODUCTS

Figure 1. LDAD Data Flow Among Functional Areas, Data Sources, and Data Sinks.
external users can be accommodated in a site's EUF.
Once access is made to A WIPS, the external user
is logged and classified, and processing is initiated
according to the method of interaction specified in the
EUF. There are three primary classifications of
external users and observation platforms: push-button
phone -- which encompasses cooperative observers
(using ROSA functionality) and severe weather
spotters; computer-to-computer -- which encompasses
direct file transfers from the external user's computer
system and remote observation platforms; and the
facsimile user.

3. DATA MANAGER FUNCTIONAL AREA
The Data Manager Functional Area provides for
the link between LDAD functional areas and the
primary A WIPS database. This functional area relays
observations acquired through the LDAD Function to
the A WIPS database, and manages data requests from
external users.
The Data Manager also assigns
priorities to products slated for dissemination to

external users through a mechanism called the Product
Dissemination Catalog (PDC).
The PDC lists external users and products which
are to be disseminated to them once the products are
generated by AWIPS. Up to ten product types for
dissemination can be associated with any one external
user. The A WIPS site manager has the capability to
display, add, modify, and delete products and external
users from the PDC.

4. AWIPS
AREA

FORMATTER

FUNCTIONAL

The A WIPS Formatter Functional area decodes
digital observations received from external users and
observation platforms through the Acquisition
Functional Area into a format that can be recognized
by the A WIPS database. Decoders for the ALERT,
!FLOWS, NGWLMS, C-MAN, ROSA, LARC,
AMOS/RAMOS observation platforms and the BUFR,
GRIB, SHEF, and Red-Book formats are part of the
LDAD Function of AWIPS.
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In addition to the decoders mentioned above, this
functional area enables site personnel to develop
software to decode local data sets whose formats are
unique to the local site, and integrate this software
into the A WIPS user interface.

5. MAINTAIN SCHEDULES FUNCTIONAL

AREA
The Maintain Schedules Functional Area provides
the capability to acquire local hydrometeorological
observations on a schedule and one-time basis.
Central to this functional area is the Observation
Platform File (OPF). The OPF contains information
on the observation platforms which the site plans to
interrogate (i.e. LARCs, DARDCs, AHOS/T,
RAMOS/T, etc.). This information includes NWS
Communication Handbook Number 5 identifier,
platform owner's organization, location, telephone
number, and communication characteristics.
The
A WIPS site manager has the capability to modify,
add, delete, and display records contained in the OPF.
Up to 1200 observation platforms can be
accommodated in the site's OPF.
Acquiring local hydrometeorological observations
requires site personnel to create, edit, and select
acquisition schedules.
The Observation Platform
Acquisition Schedule File (OPASF) is a list of
schedules citing observation platforms which will be
interrogated on a specific frequency.
Up to 75
different schedules, corresponding to different
hydrometeorological scenarios, can be generated by
site personnel. Only one schedule from the OPASF
can be active at any time. The polling frequency for
each platform can be regulated by fixed
single/multiple requests per hour, fixed single daily
requests, fixed daily multiple requests, one or more
daily requests at unrelated times, one or more requests
each week, and one or more requests each month.
Interactive, graphical computer techniques are
used to acquire local hydrometeorological
observations from observation platforms on a one-time
basis.
Site personnel will display symbols
representing the location of the observation platforms
contained in the OPF on a A WIPS graphic display
workstation. Personnel will use the AWIPS cursor
control device (CCD) to draw a polygon, using the
CCD, around a group of observation platform symbols
from which they require observations. A WIPS will
then request the observations from the platforms
without any additional intervention by site personnel.
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Site personnel can also select a single observation
platform symbol on the display from which they
require an observation.
This functional area also provides for the
capability for A WIPS to disseminate NWS products
to external users on a one-time basis. Site personnel
can select one-time dissemination recipients from the
EUF and identify the desired products to be
disseminated to them on a one-time basis.
Finally, this functional area provides the capability
for site personnel to reprogram Limited Area Remote
Collectors (LARCs ).

6. EXTERNAL USER
FUNCTIONAL AREA

FORMATTER

The External User Formatter Functional Area
packages A WIPS products into the external user's
desired format and provides for A WIPS to
automatically determine the recipients of warnings,
watches, advisories, and statements (W/W/A/S) based
on the geographical area of interest of the external
user.
Formats that external users with Graphic
Service can request to have A WIPS image products
sent to them include PC Paintbrush (.PCX), Tagged
Image File Format (.TIF), and CompuServe (.GIF)*.
Each A WIPS site will have a Call-Up List File
containing a list of members of the local hazards
community that require location-specific hazardous
weather information automatically from A WIPS and
their geographic area of interest. Using the Universal
Geographic Code (UGC) that is associated with each
W/WI AIS, A WIPS will determine the recipients of the
W/W/A/S and their communication characteristics
(service level, desired format, protocol, telephone
number, etc.) based on information contained in the
EUF.

7. DISSEMINATION FUNCTIONAL AREA
The Dissemination Functional Area provides the
capability for AWIPS to automatically interface with

• - Mention of a commercial company or product does
not constitute an endorsement by the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration and is used for
identification purposes only.

observation platforms and external users to carry out
the acquisition and dissemination functions as
demanded by the other functional areas.
The LDAD Function will automatically determine
the priority of the product being disseminated. Those
products with high priorities such as WIWI AIS will be
transmitted prior to the transmission of routine
products. Once a product is successfully transmitted
to an external user, a success flag will be written to
the Dissemination Activity File (DAF).
If the
transmission is unsuccessful, then a failure flag will
be written to the DAF. The DAF is comprised of
success flags, failure flags, and other pertinent
information such as intended recipient's organization
and telephone contact and time of transmission. The
DAF will provide site personnel with evidence of
whether high priority products such as W/WI A/S were
received by the external user. An audio alert and
visual notification of the occurrence of a failure flag
will occur on the A WIPS workstation to notify site
personnel that a high priority product did not arrive at
its intended destination.
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External users can access A WIPS products
through an interactive menu system. External users at
the Alphanumeric or Graphic Service levels will be
able to dial into A WIPS and be presented a menu list
containing A WIPS product names. The external user
will then be able to select the A WIPS product of their
choice from the menu listing for display on their
personal computer.
The number of dial-in, dial-out, facsimile, pushbutton telephone, and dedicated ports needed to
support the LDAD Function of A WIPS in warning
mode varies among WFOs. Preliminary estimates for
each WFO in warning mode range from a minimum
of thirty ports to a maximum of seventy-eight ports.

8. CONCLUSION
The LDAD Function of A WIPS is planned for
inclusion in the initial deployment baseline of A WIPS.
This function, along with the point-to-point,
multipoint-to-point,
and
point-to-multipoint
communication supplied by A WIPS, will provide the
WFO with a comprehensive communication capability
to help achieve the NWS mission of providing
weather and flood warnings, public forecasts, and
advisories for the protection of life and property.
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12A.1
TRANSITIONING A REAL-TIME METEOROLOGICAL DATA INGEST
'
PROCESSING AND DISTRIBUTION FACILITY TO AN
OPEN SYSTEMS ENVIRONMENT
Peter A. Mandics and Joan M. Brundage
NOAA Forecast Systems Laboratory
Boulder, Colorado

1. INTRODUCTION
Toward the end of the 1970s, it was recognized by
many researchers and operational meteorologists that
new research results did not become part of operational
practice very efficiently or in a timely manner. This
served as the impetus for establishing the Program for
Regional Observing and Forecasting Services (PROFS)
within the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) Environmental Research
Laboratories (ERL) in 1980. The mission of PROFS
was to develop a methodology for efficient transfer of
new technology from research to operations (Reynolds,
1983; MacDonald, 1985).
In 1988, this mission
remained essentially intact when the new Forecast
Systems Laboratory was created from PROFS and other
ERL components.
In the early 1980s, the ability to improve short-term
weather forecasts became a reality by the development
of advanced meteorological sensing systems such as
Doppler radar, rapid-scan satellite and mesoscale
networks.
At about the same time, the National
Weather Service (NWS) started to plan for a major
modernization of its operational services (Department of
Commerce, 1989).
To accomplish its technology
transfer function and support the NWS modernization,
PROFS, and later FSL, needed a flexible and easily
expandable computer facility.

2. DEVELOPMENT AND EVOLUTION OF
THE PROFS/FSL FACILITY
The PROFS/FSL computer facility was developed
with the following objectives in mind:
• enable laboratory staff to conduct research and
development on promising weather analysis and
forecasting techniques,
• facilitate
the
development of advanced
meteorological data analysis and display systems
and forecast workstations by providing high-speed
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access to the data, and
• through quasioperational testing, validate and aid
the transfer of these new techniques and systems to
operations.
A total systems approach was employed in
developing the facility to serve as a test bed for new
weather forecast techniques and technologies. It was
implemented to ingest, process, and store all available
meteorological data for the continental United States.
The emphasis was placed on integrating all data to
extract the maximum amount of useful meteorological
information. The facility was not designed to archive or
disseminate data to general users.
The facility development philosophy included using
off-the-shelf computers and peripherals that embodied
the most advanced available technology. In general, the
building of special circuitry and systems was avoided.
The only exceptions were satellite and radar data
interfaces. Instead of a mainframe, a number of Digital
Equipment Corporation (DEC) VAX minicomputers
were acquired.
The resultant modular computer
architecture made functional subsystem separation
possible. For example, each data source was served by
a separate processor that handled the communications
interface and preprocessing of data. Failure of a datainterface processor did not impact any of the other data
sources.
Although the facility was not intended to be an
operational system, it has been running 24 hours a day,
365 days a year nearly from its inception. It has been
shut down only in case of major system failures and
planned upgrades, or modifications. Some measure of
redundancy and extensive systems status monitoring
have been implemented to increase facility reliability.
Continuous operation proved to be essential for FSL
scientific and technical staff to develop and test
advanced forecast techniques and systems. Also,
providing a quasioperational, continuous data stream to
the NWS Forecast Office in Denver made possible to
conduct important risk-reduction activities with the FSLdeveloped advanced forecast workstation in support of

the NWS modernization.
Initially, the PROFS facility was based on a single
DEC VAX-11/780 minicomputer. During the past 12
years, the facility has grown to 85 VAX processors
ranging from Micro VAX Ils to a VAX 6000 Model 520
dual-processor machine. A VAXcluster consisting of
two VAX 6000s and some smaller machines provides
FSL the required processing power, redundancy and
large volume of data storage. Other, smaller processors
serve as data acquisition interfaces, workstation hosts
and communications processors. As Clark et al. (1994)
describe, the facility's communications capabilities have
grown from relatively slow point-to-point data links
through shared disks and 10 megabits per second
(Mbps) Ethernet to 100 Mbps Fiber-Distributed Data
Interface (FDDI) local area network technology.
The current capabilities of the VAX/VMS central
facility include 45 million instructions per second
(MIPS) processing power, 20 gigabyte (GB) data
storage, and an overall 1-2 GB daily data and product
throughput. Conventional (currently operational) data
ingested include hourly Surface Aviation Observations
(SAOs), twice daily upper-air soundings, Geostationary
Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) and
Television and Infrared Operational Satellite (TIROS)
images and soundings, conventional local and national
radar (WSI NOWrad) data, voice pilot reports
(PIREPS), local and national lightning strikes, and
National Meteorological Center (NMC) analyses,
graphics, text and forecasts. The facility also has been
acquiring a number of advanced datasets including the
FSL 22-station Mesonet, Doppler radar, profiler, and
automated pilot reports relayed through the Aeronautical
Radio Incorporated (ARINC) Communications
Addressing and Reporting System (ACARS).
Over the years, the facility very successfully
supported FSL researchers and developers in creating
advanced meteorological analysis and prediction
techniques such as the Mesoscale Analysis and
Prediction System (MAPS; Benjamin et al., 1993) and
Local Analysis and Prediction System (LAPS; McGinley
et al., 1991 ). Also, it made possible the development of
advanced weather forecast systems and workstations
such as the Denver Advanced Weather Interactive
Processing System for the 1990s (A WIPS-90) Risk
Reduction and Requirements Evaluation (DARE)
workstation (Walts and Leserman, 1992). By supporting
the DARE development, its deployment at the NWS
forecast offices in Denver, Colorado, and Norman,
Oklahoma, and feeding quasioperational data and
products to the Denver office, the FSL facility has
played an important role in the NWS modernization
evaluation and risk-reduction effort. In addition, the
facility has been distributing advanced data and products

to support the work of numerous researchers outside of
FSL including the National Center for Atmospheric
Research (NCAR), other ERL laboratories, the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and
several universities.

3. RATIONALE FOR TRANSITION TO OPEN
SYSTEMS
In view of the significant successes of the FSL
facility, one might question why the transition to Open
Systems is necessary. There are several reasons for
implementing such a transition.
First, for a number of years industry has been
shifting away from proprietary, vendor-specific
computer solutions toward hardware and software that
follow industry, national and international standards.
Both industry and government have come to support
standards such as the International Standards
Organization (ISO) Open Systems Interconnection (OSI)
for networking, Government OSI Protocol (GOSIP),
Portable Operating System Interface for Computer
Environments (POSIX), ISO (ANSI) C language, Xwindow user-interface technology, and UNIX operating
system. Equally important, the NWS has selected Open
Systems technology for implementing its modernized
services through the AWIPS program.
Second, Open Systems facilitate software portability
that, in tum, allows a much wider choice of hardware.
Flexibility in choosing hardware often reduces
procurement costs and delays. It also aids future
upgrades to the facility. For example, it is now possible
to use new, high-performance technologies such as
Reduced Instruction Set Computing (RISC).
Third, Open Systems promote the move toward
distributed computing and the creation of workgroup
subnets. Having substantial computing and display
resources on the user's desktop clearly increases
efficiency and productivity. Similarly, workgroups
comprising people working on related problems enhance
interaction and reduce network backbone traffic. The
flexibility of distributed computing is appropriate for
operational systems as well.

4. TRANSITION ISSUES
A central objective of the FSL transition to Open
Systems is to be able to retain and, when possible,
enhance existing facility functional capabilities. Early
on, however, it was recognized that very little of the
facility software developed on VAX processors under
the VMS operating system could be used on UNIX
platforms. Given this fact, a total facility software
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rewrite was undertaken. Every effort was considered to
take advantage of the new capabilities offered by Open
Systems platforms and transfer as many of the current
facility functional capabilities as possible.
For
meteorological applications software, the situation was
somewhat different.
Considerable amount of
applications software can be transferred to Open
Systems with relatively small modifications.
There were substantial costs associated with
replacing the DEC VAX hardware with new RISC
processors running the UNIX operating system. In
addition, to provide continuous access for FSL staff to
data and products, it was necessary to maintain the
existing VAX-based data ingest, processing and storage
systems while developing the new facility software on
Open Systems platforms. This meant that essentially
two sets of hardware (VAX/VMS and RISC/UNIX) had
to operate in parallel with an associated doubling of
facility maintenance and systems administration costs.
Another important issue was training staff in the UNIX
operating system and C language, that involved
additional funds and time.
In spite of increased facility expenditures during the
transition, Open Systems will pay substantial dividends
in the long term. The ability to run industry standard
software such as Application Visualization System
(A VS) and many "freeware" packages available through
the Internet on a large variety of Open Systems
platforms with X-window user interface clearly
outweighs the cost of the transition.

5.
IMPLEMENTATION OF
SYSTEMS-BASED FACILITY

AN

OPEN

The following six papers presented by FSL Facility
Division (FD) staff describe major aspects of the Open
Systems transition.
Wright (1994) describes the development of the
new FSL computer facility. The new facility is based
on highly distributed architecture of workgroup servers
and associated workstations on subnets supporting a
workgroup philosophy. The new equipment acquired
include an Intel Paragon XP /S-15 208-processor
massively parallel computer and approximately 100
UNIX hosts ranging from IBM-compatible PCs to Sun,
HP, IBM, and Stardent workstations and servers. The
number of operating systems supported by the FD
systems administration staff increased from one (VMS)
to 11 including AIX, DomainOS, HPUX, Solaris,
SUNOS, and ULTRIX.
From the inception of PROFS, the laboratory's
network has been undergoing continual upgrades.
Although not strictly tied to the Open Systems
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transition, the move from a bridged DECnet network
topology to routed subnets employing Transmission
Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) and FDDI
technology have become essential to the success of the
transition (Clark et al., 1994). The use of powerful
RISC workstations on the FSL network demand the 100
Mbps high-speed communications bandwidth provided
by FDDI.
Davis and Edwards (1994) survey the existing FSL
data acquisition communications interfaces.
They
outline plans for migrating these interfaces to Open
Systems, problems expected and the development of
interfaces for new data sources.
Development of a totally new approach for data
acquisition and management is described by Pedigo et
al. (1994).
The new Networked Information
Management client-Based User Service (NIMBUS)
system employs UNIX client-server architecture with
extensive use of Remote Procedure Call (RPC)
technology. NIMBUS will eventually replace all data
acqms1t10n, processing, storage and distribution
functionality of the current FSL Central Facility.
Brundage and Pankow ( 1994) outline the significant
challenges involved with the management and storage of
large volumes of varied meteorological data. They also
discuss the planned integration of a terabyte-class Mass
Storage System (MSS) into the FSL facility.
The Process Manager (PM) is being developed to
manage and automate the scheduling, execution, and
monitoring of both real-time and retrospective
meteorological applications software. The PM will
introduce very important capabilities for FSL: identical
environments for real-time quasioperational product
generation and associated applications software
development. Minton and Brundage (1994) discuss the
design and flexible capabilities of the PM.
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12A.2
A SURVEY OF DATA INGEST FOR THE FORECAST SYSTEMS LABORATORY
Darien L. Davis
G. Joanne Edwards*
NOAA Forecast Systems Laboratory
Boulder, Colorado

1. INTRODUCTION

2. FSL DATA INGEST SYSTEMS

The Forecast Systems Laboratory (FSL) has
traditionally ingested data from a variety of different
data sources. These data are used primarily to
support research,
modelling, and prototype
workstation displays for the Advanced Weather
Interactive Processing System (AWIPS) and Aviation
Gridded Forecast System (AGFS) projects.
The availability of new and better technology has
prompted FSL to improve data ingest and processing
capabilities. Because the laboratory has kept abreast
of current technology, it has been able to handle the
ever-increasing requirements for more data in finer
resolution.
Since the early 1980s, FSL's Facility Division has
provided most of the real- time data acquisition
capability to support the National Weather Service
(NWS) modernization and risk reduction effort. The
Denver AWIPS-90 Risk Reduction and Requirement
Evaluation (DARE) (Walts and Leserman, 1992), and
the new FSL X-System AWIPS-like Prototype for
Hydrometeorological Applications (FX-ALPHA)
(Bullock, et al., 1994) depend on multiple data
sources to test their local data ingest capabilities.
When systems such as the Pre-AWIPS Norman,
Oklahoma workstations are later deployed to their
respective sites, access of local data sources are
uniquely developed for that site. On the other hand,
the AGFS system (Sherretz, 1993), which is currently
running at the Air Route Traffic Control Center in
Longmont, Colorado, is an example of a system that
ingests all of its data from FSL via the Networked
Information Management client-Based User Services
(NIMBUS) system (Pedigo et al., 1994).
Descriptions of the major data sources ingested
into this laboratory are outlined in this paper. Each
data source includes information relating to
communications, special data formats and anomalies
within the data source.

The data ingested by FSL's real-time data acquisition
systems are made available to both local and external
users. Due to the heterogeneous nature of the data sources
and types, FSL recognized the need to bring these various
data types into a more homogeneous format.
FSL
originally developed the Meteorological Data Access
Library (MDAL) to provide this capability. With the
move to an Open Systems environment, FSL has
committed to a standard way of providing heterogeneous
datasets to users.
The following is a brief description of FSL's multiple
data sources and data types.
2.1 AFOS
The Automation of Field Operations and Services
(AFOS) is a network of Data General computers
exchanging text information and graphics among NWS
forecast offices. The data available over this link include
Surface Aviation Observation (SAO), RAdiosonde
OBservation (RAOB), buoy, National Meteorological
Center (NMC) graphics, and text products.
The AFOS ingest uses a direct, dedicated telephone
connection with the central AFOS computer facility (in
Silver Spring, Maryland) for the Boulder ingest, a
connection as a Regional Distribution Center spur at the
Weather Service Forecast Office (WSFO) in Denver,
Colorado, and a spur ID at the Norman, Oklahoma,
WSFO. All of these connections use the synchronous
lines available, and terminate with a Micro VAX computer
running VMS.
The AFOS communications require a synchronous
4800 bps dedicated telephone line between the FSL
processor and AFOS modem.
The communications
protocol is Advanced Data Communication Control
Procedures (ADCCP), and is consistent with the ANSI
ADCCP standards. An off-the-shelf front-end processor

*Contract with National Systems & Research Co.,
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board handles the data link level communications.
Therefore, the VAX CPU is used for error recovery
and postprocessing of the ADCCP frames.
The maximum AFOS frame size is 256 bytes.
Since many AFOS messages are larger than this, an
internal protocol is defined for repackaging the
original AFOS message. The data formats of the
products, once reconstructed, vary for each data type.
An AFOS header precedes each message and includes
a unique text identifier field, which can be used for
product identification.
Anomalies of the AFOS acquisition include the
use of the Exchange Identification (XID) frame for
establishing the Link Address Field (LAF) of the
ADCCP frame. The address fields are not known
until after several XID frames are exchanged.
2.2 ARINC
Voice pilot reports (PIREPS) and automated pilot
reports recording events (such as temperature, wind
speed/direction, and other meteorological data) at
various elevations are available from the Aeronautical
Radio INCorporated (ARINC) systems. The ARINC
Communications Addressing and Recording Systems
(ACARS) data from designated United Airlines
DC-10 commercial flights (called Honkers) and Delta
Airlines are routed to the ARINC UNIMA TIC surface
weather system computer for additional processing.
The ARINC data are acquired via a 2400 bps
dedicated telephone line from Hurst, Texas, and
terminate at the FSL central computing facility on a
VAX 8550. A DEC DMB-32 board with a VMS SI
driver is the medium required for the point-to-point
binary synchronous communications. The protocol is
invoked in software on the 8550. Since the 8550 is
not dedicated to this function, CPU time must be
available for the real-time protocol handshaking.
The ARINC data make up a subset of the total
data available on the ARINC line. They are preceded
by a catalog number which identifies the type of data
to follow. When a number matches the PIREPS
identifiers, the data are extracted and decoded.
2.3 Domestic Data Service
The Domestic Data Service (DDS) is a satellite
feed from GTE, which provides text products. The
DDS data extracted for use at FSL include SAO,
RAOB, and voice pilot reports.
The 4800 bps line comes into a satellite down-link
on the roof of FSL's central computing facility and
terminates at a VAX 4000 terminal port. The data are

received asynchronously.
2.4 FAA604

The voice pilot reports compiled by the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) from commercial and
private aircraft observations are available on the FAA604
line from GTE. The pilot reports are a subset of the text
products available on this line.
The data are relayed to FSL by communications
satellite in asynchronous 1200 bps text format to a
DECserver port. A process on a VAX 8550 reads this
terminal port and filters the data for pilot reports.
2.5 Geomet Data Services
Geomet Data Services (GDS) from Dynatech, Inc.
provide FSL with national lightning data. This is a data
line that contains individual strike data as a text product.
The GDS dataset is ingested into FSL via a 19 .2 kbps
line that comes into a satellite down-link on the roof of
the central computing facility and is terminated at a
terminal port on a VAX 4000. The data are received
asynchronously.
2.6 Local Lightning
FSL maintains a network of three direction finder (DF)
stations and a processing system, Position Analyzer (PA),
for lightning flash detection and location calculation. As
each DF site reports, the PA receives the data, calculates
the lightning flash location, accumulates flash statistics,
and transmits the data.
The data are transmitted via a tape output port on the
PA to a terminal port on a DECServer. The data are
received asynchronously at a speed of 1200 bps.
The subsystem software ingests all positional data from
the PA, known as correlated strikes (ignoring all single
stroke flashes). These data are then decoded.
2.7 Mesonet
The only FSL-developed and maintained data source is
Mesonet. Over ten years ago, 22 stations were deployed
to gather surface meteorological observation data and
disseminate these data to the FSL central computing
facility. The stations, microprocessor (Z80) driven, gather
information on precipitation, wind, temperature, pressure,
humidity and solar radiation.
The observations are
distributed to FSL every five minutes .
Six multi-point data circuits gather the information
from the 22 stations. The circuits are synchronous, 1200
bps dedicated telephone lines. An internal polling format
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enables the stations to be queried for data every five
minutes. As the station is queried, the information is
returned to a central program that gathers all the
information from these sites. The data processing is
performed on a Micro VAX II.
The Mesonet network has become increasingly
more difficult to maintain due to limitations replacing
the hardware. Consequently, FSL has decided to not
replace these stations as they fail, and is investigating
alternative data sources. A list of prioritized sites has
been developed, and, as stations experience hardware
problems, the hardware is redistributed from lower to
higher priority sites . The lower priority sites will then
be decommissioned.
2.8 Urban Drainage District
The Boulder County Sheriffs department maintains
a network of rain and stream gauges for flash flood
detection. These instruments transmit accumulated
precipitation and stream level changes.
The data are received as a graphic product created
by the local county department. Updates are
automatically transmitted. These updates include the
gauge data as well as a redraw of the graphic product.
The data are received asynchronously and terminate
on a DECserver terminal port at a speed of 1200 bps.
The data are then decoded on a VAX 8550.
The data required for FSL use are updates on the
tipping bucket and stream gauge instruments. These
observations are inserted into a graphic product. The
FSL-produced software filters through this product
and extracts those updates (along with information on
malfunctioning stations) for decoding and storage in
local databases.
2.9 Wind Profiler Demonstration Network CWPDN)
The FSL Demonstration Division manages a
network of wind profilers, and maintains a center with
a database of accumulated information. The data are
combined into six- and 60-minute files and copied to
the FSL facility. The WPDN includes vertical wind
and pressure information as well as Radio Acoustic
Sounding System CRASS) data.
The data are received via the local area network.
As data files are available at the Demonstration
Division computer facility, they are copied to the FSL
facility using DECnet.
The data are formatted by the Demonstration
Division into an internal FSL data format.
2.10 Wave Provagation Laboratory
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The data received from the Wave Propagation
Laboratory (WPL) include ceilometer information and
meteorological data. These data are received using the
File Transfer Protocol (FTP) at the FSL central facility on
a VAX 6420 running VMS. The data are formatted by
the WPL into an internal FSL data format.
2.11

Direct Connect Service

The Direct Connect Service (DCS) is offered by the
National Meteorological Center (NMC) in Suitland,
Maryland, for users of the Numerical Product Service
(NPS) forecast models. FSL has developed an interface to
receive data from the NPS via the DCS. The connection
between the FSL Central Facility and the NMC Direct
Connect Service is a full-duplex, point-to-point,
synchronous link with a bandwidth of 4800 bps. The data
protocol conforms to the CCITT X.25 specifications. The
DCS connection is implemented as a Permanent Virtual
Circuit (PVC). Within FSL all X.25 communications on
this circuit are controlled by a DEC-supplied Packetnet
Systems Interface (PSI) software. PSI controls all frame
and packet level protocol acknowledgements on the DCS
circuit. The DCS interface application software accesses
the DCS PVC, controls state changes and reads the data
transmitted to FSL using PSI system calls.
When DCS was first implemented, gridded data were
transmitted in an H-code format, which was developed as
an efficient vehicle for transmitting large volumes of
gridded data to automated centers over high-speed
telecommunications lines using modern protocols. H-code
was replaced by GRIB (GRidded Binary). Each product
message contains a gridpoint field of a single parameter at
a single pressure level as a continuous bit string in a
communications envelope.
The DCS interface ingests, stores and transfers multiple
datasets from the NPS to V AXCluster-based storage
The interface itself operates in a VMS
processes.
environment on either a V AXCluster-based VAX or
Micro VAX.
All acquisition is performed in real time, as the data
are made available on the NMC communications interface.
The data are stored in raw form before distribution to the
storage processes.
2.12

NWSTG !SPAN

The National Weather Service Telecommunications
Gateway (NWSTG) provides NWS forecast and guidance
products to users. These products are transmitted from the
NWSTG using a full-duplex, X.25 protocol implemented
as a Permanent Virtual Circuit.
The Information Stream Project for

AWIPS-90/NOAAPORT (ISPAN) (Kahn et al., 1992)
was developed to support the NWS modernization
and risk reduction activities. Specific ISPAN data
streams, transmitted via the NWSTG, were identified
to be transmitted to NWS centers in Denver,
Colorado, and Norman, Oklahoma, in support of this
activity.
The Gateway Connect Service (GCS) was
developed by FSL as an interface to the NWSTG to
receive the ISPAN NWSTG data streams. This
system is currently running at the Denver and Norman
WSFOs.
The GCS connection is implemented as five PVCs.
Within FSL's implementations, all X.25
communication on these circuits is controlled by the
PSI software.
Four types of data are available over ISPAN
NWSTG. They are grids, graphics, text and point
data. The grids are transmitted in the GRIB format.
The graphic and text products are transmitted in the
WMO Red Book format, and the point data are
transmitted in the Binary Universal Form for
Representation of meteorological data (BUFR).
The GCS interface provides the ingest, control,
monitoring, storage, routing and transfer of NWSTG
ISPAN data. All data received by the GCS interface
are stored in raw form before being distributed to
various V AXCluster-based storage processes.
ISPAN NWSTG data are not directly ingested into
FSL, but are routed into the laboratory via the GCS
system at the Denver WSFO.
2.13 Weather Surveillance Radar - 88D (WSR-88DJ
FSL developed the NEXRAD Product Interface
(NPI) Subsystem to demonstrate the capability to
ingest and display products created by the WSR-88D,
the 10-cm Doppler radar system that is being
deployed nationally as another component of the
NWS modernization efforts (Lipschutz et al., 1991).
The NPI subsystem, in conjunction with the
Pre-AWIPS workstation, effectively emulates the
functionality of the WSR-88D Principle User
Processor (PUP). NPI has the capability to ingest
narrowband WSR-88D data from multiple radars,
generate workstation display-ready products, and
provide workstation users with the capability to
request products from different radars.
The WSR-88D data is a bit-synchronous stream of
data fed from the WSR-88D Radar Product Generator
(RPG) to a VAXserver at a rate of 56 kbps. The data
are transmitted from the RPG using the ADCCP
protocol. The information frames of the ADCCP

protocol contain an X.25 protocol for packet- switching,
implementing two virtual circuits. A Simpact 16xx series
Intelligent Communications Processor (ICP) on the
receiving
V AXStation
handles
all
ADCCP
communications functions .
In order to handle 56k speeds, RS-449 type
connections are used. Some conversion equipment was
added to the distribution panel to convert RS-449 ports to
RS-232 to handle speeds of 9.6 kbps.
The NPI narrowband data stream consists of
WSR-88D products or messages in the "Archive III"
format, which is the format recognized by the PUP.
When FSL first began ingesting the WSR-88D
narrowband data, several anomalies were encountered
within the dataset.
The most troublesome was the
implementation of the "more" bit in the network level of
the data stream. The "more" bit indicates whether or not
there is additional data for a product. This was true only
if the data stream was less than or equal to 10 kbytes. It
became necessary to ignore the "more" bit and examine
the actual data to find the length of the message.
WSR-88D radar images and graphics are received in
FSL via a file copy from the NPI subsystem running at the
Denver WSFO. Once the images are received in FSL,
they are converted into the B UFR format and sent to
NIMBUS where they are made available to the
workstation.
2.14

WSI Corv. NOWrad Radar

FSL ingests two types of WSI Corp. NOWrad data.
The first type of data consists of six levels of reflectivity
(4-bit data) and is ingested every 15 minutes. The second
type is the 5-minute data, called NOWrad 6, which
consists of 16 levels of reflectivity. These datasets are
used by the FAA's Advanced Traffic Management System
(Jesuroga, 1993) contouring algorithms. The 5-minute
data are referred to as NOWrad 6 since the contouring
algorithm selects six of the available 16 levels of
reflectivity for contouring. The 5-minute data will be
incorporated into FSL's gridded analysis and forecast
models in the future.
The radar imagery are transmitted by WSI over its
EXPRESS Imagery service.
This is a KU-band
point-to-point satellite feed in the continental United States
and surrounding areas.
Both the 15-minute and 5-minute data are ingested by
software on FSL's EDN system, and transferred to the
V AXCluster where the data are uncompressed and stored.
Before the 5-minute data are transferred to the cluster,
they are extracted from the data stream, since that circuit
contains multiple data streams.
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2.15

GOES Satellite

FSL ingests imagery from the Geostationary
Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES). The
current format of the data is Mode AAA. The ingest
subsystem is known as GOES Data Acquisition
Subsystem (GDAS).
Only a subset of the entire GOES Mode AAA data
stream is saved by GDAS. The particular subset to
be obtained is specified by a list of sectors. Each
sector is a rectangular matrix of data values, centered
at a specified geographic location. A sector may
contain data from either the Visible or Infrared (IR)
detectors. GDAS also provides status and error
reports.
Preparations are under way to ingest imagery from
GOES I-M. This is covered later in this paper under
"Future Data Sources."
The GDAS software is connected to the GDAS
hardware via a DEC general-purpose parallel DMA
device called the DRV-11 WA. Communication with
this device is handled using the VMS IO library
routines.
The GDAS hardware uses a unidirectional bus to
distribute data from the frame synchronizer to the data
acquisition machine. No data are ever written to the
DRV-llWA.
All of the raw data files created by GDAS are
written in FSL Mode AAA format.
2.16

NESDIS /SPAN

FSL developed the capability to interface with the
National Environmental Satellite Data and Information
Service (NESDIS) to ingest ISPAN satellite imagery.
The images are Visible, Infrared and Water Vapor on
the Liberal sector scale, which is centered over
Liberal, Kansas, and covers the middle United States.
Infrared data are at 8km resolution, Visible at lkm
and Water Vapor at 16km resolution.
The physical connection linking Denver WSFO
and NESDIS is a leased, 4-wire, 1.544 Mbps line
(TI). The remapped images are acquired over this
link via the File Transfer Protocol (FTP) from
NESDIS. FTP makes use of the Transport Control
Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP), which is a
network and transport level protocol responsible for
ensuring reliable delivery of packets to the correct
destination.
The Visible data are received once per hour during
the daylight hours, and the Infrared and Water Vapor
data are received twice per hour. The data arrive in
binary files, and are stored according to data type.
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The image datasets are then read by the product generation
software, sectorized, and the multiple images resulting
from this process are made available to the workstation.
2.17

TIROS Satellite

FSL ingests satellite data from the Television Infrared
Operational Satellite (TIROS) and makes the data
available on the V AXCluster. The capability exists to
ingest and store the Advanced Very High Resolution
Radiometer (A VHRR) Visible and Infrared imagery but is
currently not implemented. Currently, only the TIROS
Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS) data are used
routinely at FSL. These data are stored in a flat file.
Ingest is performed by the TIROS Data Acquisition
System (TDAS). During ingest, a continuous data stream
is received from the frame synchronizer during a predicted
orbit and written to disk with no processing done on the
data.
The TOVS data are later processed by the
International TOVS Processing Software/Data Package
(ITPP) for extraction of thermal and moisture atmospheric
profiles.
The TIROS receiving system receives two down-link
channels (one for NOAA-10, the other for NOAA-11) and
converts the selected channel to an intermediate frequency
(IF), demodulates the IF signal, extracts the bit clock and
serial data, and synchronizes each frame (scan line) for
input to the TDAS interface. The TDAS interface controls
the handshaking between the frame synchronizer and
Micro Vax DMA device.
Communication with the DMA channel is handled
using VMS IO library routines.

3.

FUTURE DATA SOURCES

In light of FSL's move to a UNIX-based Open Systems
environment, the only development to be undertaken on
VMS systems is the conversion of a few data sources into
BUFR for transmission to NIMBUS via the External Data
Networks (EDN) system.
EDN is the vehicle for
providing VMS real-time data to NIMBUS .
FSL is in the process of providing local users with data
in the NetCDF format. This format was developed by
Unidata to allow users to create, access, and share
scientific data in a form that is self-describing and
network-transparent.
All future data ingest systems will be developed on
UNIX platforms and will interface directly with NIMBUS
as clients.
3.1 NWSTG High-resolution Data Set CHDSJ.

The NWSTG HDS system is a high-speed replacement

for the Direct Connect Service (DCS) outlined in
section 2.11. The higher bandwidth HDS system, at
19.2 kbps, will enable larger volumes of data to be
transmitted.
There are no communication software change
requirements to the existing DCS system.

throughout the United States for automated surface
observations. The DOT system supports weather related
activities (snow plowing, etc.) for the state agency. No
further details for acquisition of these systems are now
available.

4.

SUMMARY

3.2 WSR-88D Wideband Radar Data
FSL has recognized the need for acquiring
wideband "base" data from the Denver WSR-88D
radar. This capability is required to support a number
of projects being planned by FSL. In addition,
National Severe Storms Laboratory and the NEXRAD
Operational Support Facility are also interested in
external access to wideband data.
Since the number of wideband ports on the RDA
is limited, and there are more requests for these data
than available ports, NSSL is tasked to develop the
software to acquire the wideband data and distribute
the data to other users.
There are two logical layers for the wideband data
feed: the Data Link and the Base Data Format Layer.
The Data Link Layer adheres to the ANSI ADCCP
standard
of synchronous point-to-point
communications.
The Base Data Format Layer
includes four types of messages: Digital Radar Data,
RDA Status Data, Console Messages, and Loop Back
Test.
3.3

GOES 1-M

The main function of the GOES I-M data
acquisition subsystem will be to collect real-time
direct readout GOES data from the GOES I-M
satellites. The data will be output in the GOES
VARiable (GV AR)
format, the only format
recognized by the proposed data acquisition software.
The new acquisition system will be similar to the
existing system. However, it will also be able to
process the GV AR priority interrupts, as determined
by NESDIS, and the variable length data transmitted
by the satellite.
3.4 Local Surface Data
Since the FSL Mesonet data source is being
decommissioned, alternatives for acquiring local
surface data are being investigated. Two possible
sources have been identified: Automated Surface
Observing System (ASOS), and the Colorado
Department of Transportation (DOT) surface data
network. ASOS is a multi-agency system deployed

FSL has continued to acquire new data from a myriad
of sources. In addition, the pursuit of WMO standard
transfer mechanisms (BUFR, GRIB) and storage formats
(NetCDF) has strengthened the access of these data. The
transition to an Open Systems environment further
enhances the accessibility of these datasets.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The Networked Information
Management client-Based User Service
(NIMBUS) system is under development at the
Forecast Systems Laboratory (FSL) as part of a
laboratory-wide transition to Open Systems
technology. This system will replace the aging
VMS-based central facility that has been in
continuous operation for the last 12 years
(Mandics and Brundage 1994).
NIMBUS system development was
initiated in January 1992, and has been increasing
its support of FSL data users since the start of
continuous operation in January 1993. FSL
research and development projects involved in
the same transition to Open Systems have
become increasingly dependent on the NIMBUS
data services. The transition process is scheduled
for completion by the start of Fiscal Year 1995.
2.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

FSL has over 12 years experience in the
development and operation of real-time
meteorological data acquisition and management
systems. Requirements for NIMBUS have largely
been derived from these experiences and the
desire to exploit new technologies available in
Corresponding Author Address: Jeff Pedigo,
• NOAA/FSL R/E/FS2, 325 Broadway, Boulder,
co 80303-3328
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the Open Systems environment. NIMBUS has
been divided into six major subsystems:
Information Transport, Data Acquisition, Data
Format Translation, Process Management,
Managed Processes and Configuration
Management.
2.1

Technology

Software is being developed using
vendor-independent standards such as the
International Standards Organization (ISO) C
language and Portable Operating System Interface
for Computing Environments (POSIX).
The system has been designed to
max1m1ze the capabilities of distributed
computing within the Open Systems environment.
The communication and process architecture
supports tightly integrated multihost data
management and processing. Information
communicated between processes are hardwarep latform and communication-transport
independent.
NIMBUS can be configured to exploit
network topology (Clark et al. 1994), specialized
computational capabilities and provide dedicated
(project-specific) data and processing services.
2.2

Information Transport Architecture

The Information Transport subsystem is
the method for interprocess communication for
all real-time NIMBUS processes. NIMBUS
information transport is achieved via a
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client/server architecture using Remote Procedure
Calls (RPC). The client/server relationship within
NIMBUS
is complex. All interprocess
communication is stateless and asynchronous.
The interactions between client and server are
largely "peer-to-peer" in that both processes
maintain unique RPC program numbers. Clients
and servers may be configured to execute on any
Open Systems host within the FSL computer
facility.
Meteorological data, system event
notifications, status information and commands
are communicated within the FSL computer
facility using RPC "CLOUD" protocol. CLOUD
protocol was developed and is maintained by
FSL for use in the NIMBUS IT subsystem.
The IT subsystem comprises a CLOUD
protocol server and a set of general-purpose IT
client processes. All IT client processes
communicate via CLOUD protocol. Processes
developed as part of other subsystems may be
designed to operate as IT clients.
The CLOUD protocol server is a
stateless message router. Client processes may
connect to the server to receive and distribute
information. Five general-purpose clients are
included as part of the IT subsystem:
Storage Client stores information
received from the CLOUD server into
an indexed data file.
Purger Client purges expired datasets
from disk.
Monitor Server Client receives status
messages from the CLOUD server and
services X-window-based status monitor
displays.
LDM4 Server Client serves Unidata
LDM4 RPC protocol (Davis and Rew
1994) on a NIMBUS host to receive and
distribute data with external Unidata
LDM4 servers.
Distribution Server Client accepts data
from processes that are not IT clients
and forwards these data to the CLOUD
server.

A process control program is also
provided as part of the IT subsystem. This
control program is responsible for starting all
other processes configured to execute on a given
host and to restart any process that exits. This
program does not communicate with IT or any
other NIMBUS process.
The IT subsystem provides special
libraries and a generic main program module for
use in developing IT clients. Application-specific
logic is organized in a library that is linked to
this IT client main program. The developer
defines two entry points in the application
library:
ItClientlnitHook(); Application-specific
initialization logic. Program command
line arguments are passed to this
function at startup time.
ItClientGetDataHook(); Application data
processing logic. A single IT message is
passed to this routine each time it is
called.
2.3

Temporary Data Storage

Within the IT subsystem, the capability
exists to store any information communicated
between processes via CLOUD protocol to disk.
This capability is used to support processing that
does not occur in real-time. The information
stored to disk can be organized into datasets.
These sets of data can exist on disk until they
reach a pre-determined expiration age. The IT
purger client then deletes the expired data from
disk.
IT messages are stored in a system of
specially formatted data files collectively called
the "Pool". Pool files are created in configured
paths using a time-based filename. Information
belonging to a specific dataset is stored in one or
more paths in chronological order based on the
time a server receives the data. The IT Storage
Client is responsible for storing all data in the
Pool. A single Storage Client process may be
configured to manage multiple datasets. The
process may also be configured to emit a "Data
Arrival Notification" to its CLOUD server when
a dataset member is successfully stored.
Pool files contain indexing information
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that enables processes to randomly access
specific data messages within the file. Data
Arrival Notifications contain the same
information but are available in real-time via
CLOUD protocol.
IT Storage clients are configured to
close current Pool files and create new Pool files
based on time. Each new Pool file is given a
filename that reflects its creation time. The file
remains open for a specific period of time. This
is called the File Cycle Time. This behavior
ensures that no one Pool file in a given path
contains more than its File Cycle Time worth of
data.
2.4

IT Message Identifiers

Each message communicated via the IT
is given an identifier prior to being sent to a
CLOUD server. This identifier is used by the
CLOUD server and other IT clients to identify
the contents of the message. An IT identifier is a
character string from 1 to 255 characters in
length. Although any printable character is
allowed as part of an IT identifier, several
characters are used by convention to represent
specific information. The period "." is used to
delimit a logical field. The asterisk"*" is used as
a wild card value.
IT identifiers follow a convention similar
to that of an X-window resource database entry:
Fieldl .Field2 .Field3.FieldN. *

As part of the data management
planning (Brundage and Pankow 1994),
identifiers are assigned to specific meteorological
data, notification and status messages. These
identifiers are initialized prior to the message
being sent to a CLOUD server and are not
altered as part of subsequent processing.
Identifier fields may be constant or variable. The
logical meaning of a field in an identifier is
constant for a given dataset. Although field
values and meanings are conventionalized for
each dataset, there is no "universal" convention
for naming IT messages.
Identifiers are used by the CLOUD
server to route an IT message to any client
interested in that dataset.
Message identifiers may be used in a
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hierarchical fashion. From left to right, each new
field may define the message as a member of an
increasingly specific subset of information
managed by NIMBUS.
The IT message identifier is meant to be
a human-friendly way to identify the hundreds of
thousands of unique meteorological data
messages processed by NIMBUS during the
course of a day. In an attempt to keep NIMBUS
data management flexible, strict conventions and
rules for defining identifiers have been avoided.
As data organization requirements change at FSL
these identifiers will need to be modified.
Consequently, the "hard coding" of identifiers
and the programmed use of specific identifier
construction rules have been avoided in the
NIMBUS system.
Processes needing to compare, or
evaluate the IT message identifier use
configurable regular expressions, or direct string
matching to determine how to process the
associated message.
2.5

Data Format Translation

As meteorological data are acquired and
disseminated through NIMBUS, a process of
format homogenization may occur. FSL
maintains real-time connections to dozens of
meteorological data sources. Formats used to
communicate these data often vary from one
source to another. The NIMBUS Data Format
Translation subsystem is designed to reduce the
number of connection-specific data formats with
which downstream data processing software must
contend. This capability to receive similar data in
many formats and homogenize the formatting
enables datasets within NIMBUS to contain
similar information acquired from multiple
sources.
The Data Format Translation subsystem
is the focus of much of the current development
effort. Translators now exist for GRiddedBinary
(GRIB), text Buoy, Surface Aviation Observation
(SAO) and RAwindsonde Observation (RAOB)
observations.
Translators exist within NIMBUS as IT
clients. As data are acquired it is routed by a
CLOUD server to the correct format translator.
That translator then converts the data format to
the appropriate NIMBUS internal format. This is

done on a message-by-message basis in real-time.
The translator then generates a new message
identifier and sends the translated data message
back to the CLOUD server for further processing.
Format translators may also be
configured to emit "Data Translation Event
Notifications" to the CLOUD server. This serves
to notify other interested IT clients of a
translation event. These event notifications
contain useful information about data content and
time context that are used to determine how to
organize the data message into a coherent set.
Translated meteorological data are
normally stored in the Pool for use by various
nonreal-time processes until they expire.
In general, internal formats in NIMBUS
are closely related to the World Meteorological
Organization (WMO) formats GRIB and BUFR.
These translated data messages can easily be
translated into GRIB and Binary Universal FoRm
(BUFR) for distribution to other data processing
systems outside of FSL.

2.6

Process Management

Although the IT and format translators
can define and organize data into sets, they have
no mechanism for determining whether a specific
dataset is complete or what action(s) should be
taken on a given dataset. An IT client called the
Process Manager is responsible for making these
determinations and m1tiatmg nonreal-time
processes that process or reorganize data (Minton
and Brundage 1994). The Process Manager
accomplishes this by receiving and analyzing
various event notifications. It can be configured
to construct dependencies for any combination of
events, data arrival and/or time and initiate
processes when the dependencies are satisfied.
The Process Manager completes the process of
data organization for NIMBUS.
2.7

Managed Processes

Although the Process Manager can run
almost any type of program, several types of
"Managed Processes" are particularly critical in
meeting NIMBUS data requirements:

general use as netCDF files (Rew and
Davis 1990).
Workstation Graphic and Image
Generators extract data from netCDF
files and generate workstation datasets.
Numerical Forecast Models use netCDF
files to analyze and forecast
meteorological parameters.
Distribution Format Encoders extract
data from netCDF files and transform
data into WMO standard GRIB or
BUFR formats for distribution.
The development of Managed Processes
is expected to be a continuous effort. FSL is
involved in the research and development of new
meteorological datasets. Scientists at FSL can u
se the NIMBUS Managed Process as a method
for integrating new research tools and
experiments into a continuously operating realtime system.
2.8

Configuration Management

NIMBUS is required to provide
continuous data services to the FSL Data User
community. As a result of this requirement, there
is a considerable investment in technology and
staffing to operate and configure central facility
data systems. Configuration management staff
have traditionally been responsible for VMSbased data systems. As NIMBUS develops, they
are joining the transition from the VMS systems
to Open Systems.
During the last decade, tools have been
developed to enable the configuration and control
of VMS data systems by personnel that are not
familiar with the programming level detail of the
software. These people will need to control
NIMBUS in the same way.
At the time of this writing, little has
been developed to support the configuration and
control of NIMBUS by staff unfamiliar with
NIMBUS internal details. NIMBUS is rather
difficult to configure and the configurations are
prone to human error.

NetCDF Storage Programs extract data
from the IT Pool and format them for
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2.9

Operation Support Software

Computer operators at FSL are required
to monitor and support NIMBUS. Status
information communicated via the IT may be
monitored using an X window program called
xmonNimbus. This program provides a single
text line, label, status code and upd~te time for
each client process. If errors are reported, this
application will emit a warning sound from the
display device.
A set of command line programs also
exist for checking process states, Pool file sizes,
historical status and events information.
3.

NIMBUS DEVELOPMENT PLAN

The development of various NIMBUS
system components has been staggered to better
meet the needs of FSL data users during their
transition and to make optimal use of software
development staff.
Initial NIMBUS development focused on
the Information Transport (IT) subsystem because
it provided basic capabilities needed before other
subsystems could start continuous operation. Now
that a rudimentary IT subsystem has been
completed, the staff is focusing on development
of other NIMBUS subsystems.
The immediate need for development of
NIMBUS Data Acquisition subsystems has been
diminished by the ability of IT to acquire certain
datasets from the existing VMS central facility.
This capability is being expanded because it is
generally considered to be more expedient for
assisting FSL data users in their transition
projects.
NIMBUS Data Acquisition software will
be developed after basic data services on
NIMBUS have been completed. Existing VMSbased data acquisition systems will be phased out
as the equipment or data source becomes
obsolete. All new data acquisition systems
developed at FSL for the central computer
facility will be compatible with NIMBUS.
Most of the NIMBUS development team
is now focused on the design, development and
integration of Data Format Translation, Process
Management, Managed Processes and
Configuration Management subsystems.
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4.

SUMMARY

A transition to Open Systems technology
is well underway at FSL. The development of
NIMBUS is closely linked to this laboratory-wide
transition.
FSL has a basic mission to evaluate, test
and transfer new technologies to operational
meteorological organizations. NIMBUS has been
designed specifically to support the FSL mission.
As a reult, NIMBUS has been designed to be
easily extensible and configurable. Meteorological
data is distributed to users outside of FSL in
WMO standard data exchange formats. These
capabilities will enable NIMBUS to grow and
change in support of new FSL initiatives.
NIMBUS is now operating continuously
in real-time at FSL. Development of some
NIMBUS subsystems will continue for the next
few years. These are being implemented in a
phased manner with priorities based on FSL data
user needs.
5.
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12A.4
MANAGEMENT OF REAL-TIME METEOROLOGICAL DATA PROCESSING AT FSL

Richard L. Minton1
Joan M. Brundage
NOAA Forecast Systems Laboratory
Boulder, Colorado

1.

INTRODUCTION

NOAA's Forecast Systems Laboratory (FSL) is
currently in a state of transition from an aging VMS-based
central facility to an Open Systems architecture known as
the Network Information client Based User Services
(NIMBUS) system. The Process Manager (PM) is being
developed as an integral component of the NIMBUS
system (Pedigo, et. al., 1994).
NIMBUS encompasses virtually all data sources
available to FSL. Data ingested from these sources
undergo a variety of format conversions and usages during
their lifetimes. Independent software processes perform
these conversions and use the data in various ways.
The principal function of the Process Manager is
to coordinate and implement the flow of data from postingest data pools through the hierarchical levels of the
Public Data Store (Brundage and Pankow, 1994), via
timely execution of independent data processing applications.

2.

The Process Manager is fully configurable via a
configuration file.
The format and syntax of the
configuration file impose no strict naming conventions,
and support C-style comments. There are no design limits
as to the number of managed processes that may be
configured.
The Process Manager is fully compliant with the
Portable Operating System Interface for Computer
Environments (POSIX) standards and is hardware independent. The design offers substantial flexibility for
distributed processing and failover protection. The Process
Manager can run on any NIMBUS system node supporting
CLOUD protocol.
Theoretically, multiple copies of the PM software
may run concurrently. Each PM would read a different
configuration file and connect to a different CLOUD. This
capability is intended to address anticipated demands for
increased data processing compute power by implementing
a distributed processing environment.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The PM functions as a client of the NIMBUS
Information Transport (IT). A CLOUD control program
is configured to start the PM, and to restart it should the
PM exit. Under normal conditions, the PM does not exit.
Once started, the PM registers with a CLOUD
server. The CLOUD then routes all IT event notifications
to the PM. The PM processes these notifications, starting
managed processes as appropriate, and in tum issues
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notifications to the CLOUD relative to the activities of the
PM and its managed processes.
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3.

MANAGED PROCESSES

Within the context of the PM, a managed process
is generally a program developed to run on one or more of
the NIMBUS computers. With some constraints, a
managed process may also be a UNIX shell script.
However, the PM's ability to directly manage a shell script
is dependent upon a specific vendor's implementation of
the fork command.
Beyond this basic limitation, there are no design
constraints placed upon managed processes. The PM has
no inherent knowledge of a process's specific application
or areas of operation. However, several classes of
managed processes are particularly critical to the overall
effectiveness of the NIMBUS system. These critical
classes include netCDF file generation, workstation-

specific dataset generation, numerical forecast modeling,
and distribution format conversion (Pedigo, et. al., 1994).

4.

PROCESS MANAGEMENT

Process management encompasses the scheduling,
execution, and post-processing associated with managed
processes.
4.1

Process Scheduling

Each managed process has at least one trigger,
which when satisfied will cause the process to be run. A
trigger specifies the condition(s) upon which a managed
process is dependent. Two types of dependency are
supported: time and data availability.

More than one managed process may be
dependent upon the same dataset. However, the Process
Manager maintains a separate data structure for each data
dependency. In this manner, data dependencies may be
satisfied and reset independently for each managed
process.
4.1.3 Trigger
The internal trigger logic of the Process Manager
employs the logical operators "AND" and "OR".
Therefore,
virtually any combination of dependent
conditions (time and/or data availability) may be specified.
The logical operator "AND" links the
dependencies of a single trigger such that all the
dependencies must be satisfied in order to trigger (run) the
process.

4.1.1 Time Dependency
A time dependency specifies the time(s) of the
day at which a process is to run.
The current
implementation is based upon a start time and frequency,
and is intended to indicate the cyclic nature of a process.
Start time indicates the first time at which the process is
to run on any given day. Thereafter, the process will be
run at the given frequency. A frequency of zero, or
greater than 24 hours, specifies a process to be run only
once a day.
Time dependencies operate within the context of
a 24-hour day, and reset at OZ. Thus a process will
always run at the given start time each day, even if
frequency is not an integral divisor of 24 hours. Cyclic
processes outside the scope of a 24-hour day are not yet
supported.

alternate
The logical operator "OR" links
triggers, such that the satisfaction of any one trigger will
cause the process to run.
There is no design limit as to number of
dependencies that comprise a trigger. Similarly, there is
no design limit as to the number of triggers that may be
specified for a given managed process.
4.2

Process Execution

When the trigger conditions of a managed process
are satisfied, the process is run. The PM employs the
system call fork, followed by exec, to start a managed
process. There is currently no limit as to the number of
simultaneously running managed processes. The PM does
retry on subsequent cycles if it fails to successfully start a
managed process.

4.1.2 Data Dependency
A data dependency specifies a dataset required by
a managed process. The dataset definition contains all the
component notifications comprising the complete dataset.
These component notifications need not be related in any
particular fashion, other than to form a logical collection
of data.
When the Process Manager has received from the
CLOUD all of the notifications comprising a dataset, that
data dependency is satisfied.
In addition, a data
dependency may specify a sufficient subset of a dataset.
A sufficient subset is a number of component notifications
less than the total number of notifications comprising the
complete dataset. When this number of notifications has
been received, the data dependency is satisfied.

Via the exec system call, the PM can pass any
number of parameters to the new process. The current
implementation supports static parameters read from the
configuration file, as well as limited dynamic parameters
whose values are determined at runtime.
Once started, a process is allowed to run to
completion; the PM does not wait for process termination.
However, an optional time limit may be configured for
any managed process. If this time limit is exceeded, the
PM will stop the process. This implementation provides
only coarse granularity, as "time" is elapsed clock time, as
opposed to cpu time. Nonetheless, the capability does
offer some protection from runaway processes.
A managed process may have more than one
trigger specification, and the Process Manager can
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optionally run the process in different ways depending
upon how it is triggered. The differences may include
parameters passed to the process, time limits, and
messages issued upon process termination.
4.3

system or the Process Manager. It is assumed that
processes that self-terminate, be it successfully or with a
failure return code, have cleaned up after themselves.
Such self-termination cannot invoke an exception handler.

Post-Processing

The Process Manager may optionally perform
post-processing on behalf of a managed process. Current
capabilities include the issuance of messages upon process
termination, and exception handling.

The exception handler can be any process within
the constraints of managed processes; however, it is
intended to perform only limited activities such as
removing incomplete or temporary files that may have
been left by the crashed process.

4.3.1 Termination Messages
5.
Once a managed process terminates, by whatever
means, the PM can issue one or more messages to the
CLOUD.
A message usually indicates Status or
Notification of data availability.
Currently only static messages read from the PM
configuration file are supported, although dynamic
message capability is planned for the future. Messages for
both success and failure are supported, and there is no
design limit as to the number of termination messages that
may be configured for a managed process.
Process success occurs when a managed process
exits with a value of 0 (EXIT_SUCCESS). Success
messages may indicate successful Status, but more
commonly indicate Notification of the availability of the
process' output dataset(s). Such notifications, although
issued by the PM to the CLOUD, are processed as if they
were received from the CLOUD. Thus, these notifications
may in tum satisfy the dependencies of other managed
processes.
Process failure occurs if the managed process
exits with a status other than 0 (EXIT_SUCCESS), is
stopped by the operating system (instruction trap, bad
address, etc.), or if the PM stops the process for exceeding
its time limit. Failure messages usually indicate Status
and may be interpreted elsewhere in the NIMBUS system
by various monitoring programs.
4.3.2 Exception Handling
Exception handling in the Process Manager is the
execution of a specified process (exception handler) when
a managed process "crashes." This capability is intended
to address the catastrophic failure of a managed process
and provides a means of "cleaning up" after a process
terminates abnormally.
A managed process is deemed to have crashed
if it is stopped by an outside entity, ie. the operating
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FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS

The current implementation of the Process
Manager offers basic capabilities and provides a
foundation for the transition from a VMS-based real-time
system to an Open Systems environment (Mandics and
Brundage, 1994). However, the current Process Manager
is in no way complete. PM development is expected to be
an on-going effort for the foreseeable future.
Extensive enhancements to the PM have already
been identified and are planned for future releases of the
PM software. The following discussion summarizes
proposed enhancements to the Process Manager, although
these enhancements have not been fully prioritized, and the
next release of the PM software has not been scheduled.
5 .1

Restart/Recovery

A primary requirement for the Process Manager
is the ability to recover after some period of downtime.
The effort will involve a checkpointing scheme and
corresponding recovery mechanism to be employed after
restart.

5 .2

Interprocess Communication

Dynamic communication between the Process
Manager and its managed processes is most desirable.
Such capability would allow the Process Manager to more
closely monitor its processes by receiving real-time
feedback from them, and would also provide a mechanism
for dynamic message passing from a managed process to
the CLOUD.
An al temate approach for dynamic messaging
involving a CLOUD message server has also been
discussed. However, this approach would not affect the
PM software directly.

5.3

Process Run Options

The Process Manager currently has little
flexibility in the way it runs its managed processes.
Enhancements in this area might include interruptable and
non-interruptable modes for managed processes. Stop and
restart capability would be desirable in cases where the
managed process could benefit from improved requisite
data availability.
The ever-increasing demand for compute power
may require limitations on the number of simultaneously
running managed processes. This may in turn require
priority and queuing mechanisms in the Process Manager.
Current! y process dependencies are reset after the
process terminates. As the diversity of managed processes
grows, other reset capabilities may become necessary, such
as reset upon start, timed reset, and no reset (run only
once).

5.4

Runtime Statistics

Much improvement could be made in this area,
as the current implementation has virtually no statistical
reporting capability. Desirable statistics for managed
processes might include cpu time, elapsed time, disk
utilization, etc.
Long-term statistics are also desirable and might
include such factors as process completion rates, product
reliability, process contention and load balancing.
It is likely that statistical reporting would be
performed by the Process Manager in the form of
messages sent the CLOUD, which would be interpreted by
a separate statistical monitoring process.
Detailed
statistical analysis is not a planned capability of the
Process Manager.
5 .5

Expanded Time Definitions

The current implementation supports only one
type of time definition - a daily cycle. Although this is
sufficient for present applications, future managed
processes will undoubtedly require different types of time
scheduling, such as Day of the Week, Day of the Month,
Julian Date, etc.

5.6

PM Commands

Presently, the PM runs stand-alone. There is no
mechanism for operator intervention or control over the
PM or its managed processes, other than to stop and
restart the PM. Interactive command capability would

greatly increase the operations staff's ability to provide
smooth and efficient processing and uninterrupted data
flows.
Interactive PM commands might include
suspend/resume a process, stop/start/reset a process,
suspend/resume some or all messages issued to the
CLOUD, and reconfigure a managed process without
stopping the PM.

6.0

SUMMARY

FSL is in the business of ingesting, processing and
distributing meteorological data in realtime to both internal
and external users. The Process Manager is the tool
developed as part of the NIMBUS system that coordinates
the transformation of data from "raw" form to processed
datasets. These datasets may then be distributed to downstream systems or may be used by other managed
processes. Processes may be launched based upon time
and/or dataset dependencies.

7.0
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12A.5
MANAGING METEOROLOGICAL DATA IN AN OPEN SYSTEMS ENVIRONMENT
ATTHEFORECASTSYSTEMSLABORATORY

Joan M. Brundage and Glen F. Pankow*
NOAA Forecast Systems Laboratory
Boulder, Colorado

1. INTRODUCTION

2. CURRENT SYSTEM

The Forecast Systems Laboratory (FSL), one of
NOAA's Environmental Research Laboratories,
ingests, processes and distributes large amounts of
meteorological data in real time . The data include
satellite, radar, lightning, surface observations, wind
profiler, hydrologic, voice and automatic pilot reports,
model output grids, and text, graphics, and point data
from the National Weather Service's (NWS)
Automation of Field Operations and Services (AFOS)
and Information Stream Project for A WIPS/NOAAport
systems. For a more detailed discussion of the data,
see Davis and Edwards (1994 ).
The data are used in support of operations, projects,
and experiments sponsored by many different
organizations. FSL's current collaborators include the
NWS, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), the
National Center for Atmospheric Research, the
University Corporation for Atmospheric Research,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology's Lincoln
Laboratories, and universities.
Since the early 1980s, FSL has developed a Central
Facility to manage its data.
The Facility was
developed on proprietary Digital Equipment
Corporation (DEC) VAX computers. FSL is in the
midst of a transition to Open Systems technology (as
described in Mandics and Brundage, 1994). The
functions of the Central Facility are being ported to
and enhanced on the Networked Information
Management client-Based User Service (NIMBUS)
system in an Open Systems environment. This paper
will discuss the data management issues involved with
this transition.

The current VAX Virtual Memory System (VMS)
Central Facility was implemented on DEC VAX
hardware. The data formats used were developed inhouse.
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2.1 Dataflow
In the current VAX Central Facility, data are
ingested on a series of Micro VAXes . The data are
then transferred to the Central VAX cluster where they
are stored on a central storage array . Notification of
the arrival of the data is sent to the various processes
that need to know about the arrival. The notification
contains a product number and data time. A Product
Generation Scheduler further processes the data into
display-ready graphics and images for distribution to
workstations. The Scheduler also initiates runs of
FSL's Mesoscale Analysis and Prediction System and
Local Analysis and Prediction System models which
create grids that are stored on the central storage array.
Finally, these products and grids are distributed to
workstations and other users.
2.2 File Naming Conventions
In the VAX Central Facility all data files are
named in the format:
yydddhhmm.ext,
where yy stands for the last two digits of the year,
ddd the day of the year, hh the hour, nun the minute,
and ext is the three-character extension of the file.
Product numbers are derived from the extension.
The three-character file extension dates back to an
older version of the VAX/VMS operating system.
Each file extension is entered into the FSL Product
Table. The Product Table contains metadata about
each type of file. The metadata are used by each
process manipulating the data throughout the entire
real-time system that runs on the Central Facility.

2.3 Static Tables
In addition to the Product Table, three other tables
are needed in the data management system. The Data
Source table is used to identify the source of the data
and the directory where that data are stored on disk.
The Station table contains metadata about the
location and elevation of data stations.
Finally , the Instrument table contains metadata
about the instruments associated with the stations.

separate data file . However, only the 409 Nested
Gridded Model grids generated by the National
Meteorological Center are stored. As thousands more
grids were made available to FSL, the capacity of the
Central Facility data management system was
exceeded.
The number of models that produced grids also
increased. Thus the possible sources for data to FSL
grew. It was difficult to adjust the static tables to
handle the increased number of data products and data
sources.

2.4 Data Formats
3 .1 .2 Open Systems
All data and products are stored on disk in FSL's
own Meteorological Data Access Library (MDAL)
format. This format is designed for quick access of
data in real time . To achieve the necessary speed, the
format is tied into features provided by the VMS
operating system.

3. NIMBUS

NIMBUS is being developed to be the real-time
system in an Open Systems environment. For a
complete description of NIMBUS, see Pedigo et al.
(1994).
3.1 Requirements for a New System
The users of FSL real-time data need new and
enhanced datasets. It became obvious very quickly
that the VAX Central Facility could not process the
increased volume of data.
Additionally, the
three-character extensions were not adequate for this
increased data volume . FSL has also seen the demand
for its data spread to many outside agencies. The use
of standard data formats would make distribution to
outside users easier for FSL to process.
3.1.1 Datasets
Initially, most data processed by FSL were of a
point (e.g., SAO or RAOB), graphic (e .g., AFOS
graphics), or image (e .g., satellite) type. However,
with the advancement of meteorological models over
the last several years, gridded data are in great
demand. Also, the deployment of the NWS's WSR88D radars and the launch of the next generation of
GOES satellites promise increased data volumes of
several magnitudes.
The VAX Central Facility treats each grid as a

A new system needed to be developed to process
data, and we realized that with the advent of Open
Systems technology, it would be advantageous to
abandon our reliance on a proprietary computing
facility. A distributed UNIX solution, NIMBUS, was
then devised (Pedigo et al., 1994 ).
3 .1.3 Standards
In addition to developing our new data system in
an Open Systems environment, FSL committed to
using recognized standards wherever possible. FSL
can be more flexible in porting the NIMBUS system
to various hardware platforms, and more important,
data format standards would allow for easier data
access.
The chosen data format standards are the World
Meteorological Organization's Gridded Binary (GRIB)
and Binary Universal Form for Representation of
meteorological data (BUFR) for data exchange and
Unidata's netCDF for file storage. The choice of
netCDF also alleviated pressure to provide tailored
data access routines to stored data, as Unidata also has
developed low-level access routines. Developers could
thus spend more time transferring existing datasets
from the VAX Central Facility to NIMBUS. The
standard data formats also allow metadata to be stored
with the data. This lessens the need for static tables to
contain metadata in the NIMBUS data management
scheme .
3.2 Dataflow
Since the NIMBUS system is still in development,
much of the data are transferred from the VAX Central
Facility. However, the data are translated from MDAL
format into GRIB or BUFR before they arrive in
NIMBUS .
As described by Pedigo et el. (1994), data are routed
by the NIMBUS Information Transport to numerous
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clients, including data translators, the Local Data
Manager (LDM4) server, and the Process Manager
(PM) . Data translators process the data into an
internal data pool format for storage. The LDM4
server client distributes data in standard formats to
systems that run Unidata's LDM4 software. The
Process Manager (Minton and Brundage, 1994) is a
sophisticated triggering mechanism for processes that
further process the data for storage on the Public Data
Store. The PM is analogous to the Product Generation
Scheduler in the VAX Central Facility and the Public
Data Store is analogous to the central storage array.
3.2.1 Data Access
Data can be accessed in three different ways. First,
data can be retrieved from the internal data pools,
where they are stored in an internal NIMBUS format
that is hidden from general users. Other NIMBUS
processes only may access data from these pools. The
internal format is designed for quick access in real
time.
Second, the NIMBUS Public Data Store contains
data that are stored in netCDF files which are intended
for use by internal FSL users. The NIMBUS Public
Data Store is made available to workgroup servers
within the Laboratory using Network File System
(NFS) mounts. NIMBUS processes may also access
the netCDF files .
Finally, using GRIB and BUFR exchange formats,
data are sent to external users including remote
customers such as Unidata and local FSL users such as
workstations and workgroup servers. Although data
are available to FSL workgroup servers from the
Public Data Store, a group may want to store data
locally on its server.

The directory structure is based on dataset and file
format. Examples of directories are :
/public/ rtdata/po int/SA O/netCD F
and
/public/rtdata/grid/A VN/
AVN128/netCDF.
This structure is easily expanded to additional disk
partitions, datasets, and file formats.
3 .3 .2 Data Keys
As described by Pedigo et al. (1994 ),
meteorological data are labeled with unique identifiers
that are used to pass data through the NIMBUS
system. For meteorological data these identifiers are
referred to as data keys, which replace the threecharacter product extensions used in the VAX Central
Facility. The data keys can be 1 to 255 characters,
which meets the need to make the keys humanly
readable. The NIMBUS systems treats these as regular
expressions during processing, but metadata are not
derived from the keys themselves.
Although there are no set conventions for data
keys, each dataset does have a convention. Some
datasets' data keys are loosely in the format:
source.fonnatset *,
where source refers to the source of the data, format
is the data format, and set is the dataset. Two
examples of data keys are:
FSLPRODGEN.NONPROPRJETARY .RADAR.*
and
FSLGRIB.HVXAOS.KBOU.120000. *.

3.3 Data Naming Conventions
3.3.1 Public Data Store
Data are stored in the Public Data Store based on
file name and directory. The file names are similar to
those used in the VAX Central Facility. The format
is:

Note that these keys do not necessarily follow the
same convention.
Another common field in data keys is the time of
the data. The time field is very useful when log files
must be examined at a later date. Wild card characters
are useful when processing the keys. Only as much
unique information in the key as is necessary needs to
be processed.

yydddmmhhxxxxx,
where yy stands for the last two digits of the year,
ddd the day of the year, hh the hour, mm the minute,
and xxxxx can be any further descriptive optional
characters. Note that this file name gives no real hint
as to the dataset. This information is derived from the
directory name.
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4. MASS STORAGE SYSTEM

In addition to the Central Facility requirements to
provide access to real-time data, requirements also

exist to provide access to retrospective datasets. These
data are essential for model output validation and
verification, and have proved useful to modelers as
they develop and enhance their models. The recent
addition of a Massively Parallel Processor (MPP) at
FSL (Tower, 1993), with its high volume of model
output, also affects these requirements.
As the Central Facility has taken the opportunity to
revamp its real-time data processing, flow, and access
capabilities, so has it undertaken to revamp its
long-term data storage capabilities. The amount of
data that needs to be maintained in long-term storage
is immense, approaching the order of terabytes per
year. As described above, the VAX-based central
storage array is inadequate for these storage needs.

UNIX NFS and File Transfer Protocol (FTP) access
methods are supported. In addition, UniTree supports
the transparent and automatic aging of files to cheaper
media, automatic media defragmentation, transparent
file replication, tape vaulting, high system reliability,
etc.
FSL has acquired a version of UniTree developed
by the National Storage Laboratory (NSL). The NSL
UniTree software (originally developed by General
Atomics/DISCOS) has been extensively modified and
enhanced during the prototyping process to comply
with the IEEE MSSRM.
4.4 The System

Real-time and near real-time data are kept on-line
in the central storage array for several days. If during
this time an interesting weather event occurs, a set of
procedures are initiated to save all pertinent data, still
in MDAL format, onto tape . Later, a user may request
these data from FSL Operations staff, who retrieve the
tape and copy its contents back to disk somewhere
within the Facility.

FSL has recently acquired a starter system: a base
configuration designed to meet the immediate needs
for an MSS. This system comprises an IBM RISC
System 6000 Model 980B server, a TEC Disk system
of 90GB SCSI disks, a 700GB Metrum RSS-48 tape
robot, and a vault size of l 700GB with our UniTree
license. The MSS is interconnected with NIMBUS via
a Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) link.
As funds become available, we expect to enhance
the MSS with a HiPPI switch and significantly
increase the amount of managed on-line storage.

4.2 Standards

4.5 Data Access

The philosophy of FSL developing software based
on recognized standards applies equally to the Mass
Storage System (MSS).
The IEEE Mass Storage System Reference Model
(IEEE MSSRM) (Coleman and Miller, 1990) is a
storage model that addresses the issues involved with
the integration of heterogeneous equipment into a
single system to accommodate numerous
transparencies wrapped into a simple interface. This
equipment can be from a variety of vendors.
In actuality, the IEEE MSSRM has not yet been
refined to the point that it can be called a standard
(nowhere has such a standard been approved) . We
believe, however, that it is sufficiently robust for FSL
to seriously consider using it. Other vendors offer
their own versions of large data storage systems, but
none seem to offer the potential of the IEEE MSSRM.
As in the public data store, the files stored in the
MSS are found m standard formats such as
(compressed) netCDF .

All data that are to be managed by the UniTree
software will be communicated to/from the MSS via
the NIMBUS system. This includes the interface to
the MPP, even though the MPP is considered to be a
trusted host. (The reason for this is that the MPP does
not have FDDI capability at this time.)
As described above, users inside and outside the
Laboratory will gain access to real-time data via
NIMBUS.
So that users can obtain access to
retrospective data, however, a separate mechanism is
provided. Normally, the UNIX NFS and FTP file
system interfaces would be sufficient. But naive users,
treating the file system as one big virtual disk, could
issue commands that would cause all files, even those
being vaulted, to be accessed, thus significantly
interrupting normal processing. For this reason an
X Windows interface has been devised to shield the
MSS from such an eventuality. Users are presented
with a rudimentary form of metadata about the stored
files from which they may select files to be retrieved.
These selected files are then packaged and sent to the
user's machine via FTP.

4.1 The Current System

4.3 UniTree
UniTree is a product that provides a UNIX file
system interface to the storage hardware . Both the
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5. SUMMARY

Concurrent with FSL's transition from the
proprietary VAX Central Facility to Open Systems is
development of a new data server. A new data
management system is being developed for NIMBUS
as well. The data management system was needed to
accommodate not only the needs of NIMBUS, but also
the needs of the MSS.
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12A.6
TRANSITION OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS TO AN OPEN SYSTEMS ENVIRONMENT
AT THE FORECAST SYSTEMS LABORATORY

Quin A. Wright*
NOAA Forecast Systems Laboratory
Boulder, Colorado

1. HISTORY OF CENTRALIZED

COMPUTING
The Forecast Systems Laboratory (FSL) real-time
ingest and distribution of meteorological data has
historically been based on Digital Equipment
Corporation (DEC) hardware and software. DEC
computer systems are organized in a centrally managed
environment. The computers, disk drives, modems,
and printers are located in close proximity due to the
constraints of the V AXcluster networking architecture
and fiscal budgets.
Third party proprietary VAX-based hardware, such
as Ramtek, is used to provide graphical support to
Several V AXcluster-based
atmospheric scientists.
pre-prototype weather predicting systems are used
today at National Weather Service Field Offices
located in Denver, Colorado and Norman, Oklahoma.
These workstations run a common operating system
and stand-alone VAXstation Windowing System
(VWS) for text display.
In FSL's homogeneous
V AXcluster environment one copy of the operating
system is shared among all computers in the
V AXcluster to accommodate efficient systems
administration. For example, during an upgrade, only
one disk containing the operating system will be
updated. Initially DECnet was the only network
protocol running on the Ethernet.

2. THE MOVE TOWARD DISTRIBUTED
COMPUTING
During the 1980s Reduced Instruction Set
Computing (RISC) technology was introduced by
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several vendors; small startup companies such as Sun
Microsystems began to take the lead in price and
performance over companies such as DEC. The rapid
changes in the computer industry prompted FSL
management to question the viability of DEC's VAX
proprietary hardware and software as a long-term
computational platform. Further, the advancements in
RISC technology met FSL's goal of deploying a
graphical desktop workstation capable of running
meteorological applications to scientists at an
affordable cost. The advantages for meteorologists
were clear: a dedicated Central Processing Unit (CPU)
offered faster response time, often a personal disk
storage area, and a 24-bit col or graphics display.
Atmospheric scientists can use this technology to
create applications and display graphics without
competition from their peers for the same
computational resources.
Success in reaching this goal supported the
migration toward Open Systems which run the
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol
(TCP/IP) networking protocol. Even though both
Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) and the
Government OSI Protocol (GOSIP) are the official
networking standards, currently TCP/IP is the most
widely used in the scientific community. These
networked computers have access to the Internet
resources, including substantial "freeware" software
that is available without cost to the user. Access to
the worldwide network enables meteorologists to share
ideas and collaborate on projects.
Presently, FSL's transition to Open Systems is
virtually synonymous with its transition to UNIX and
the emerging Portable Operating System Interface
(POSIX) for Computer Environments standards. The
deployment of distributed.powerful desktop computers
throughout the. laboratory precipitated the need to
change the computing infrastructure. Decentralized
computing resources and adoption of a client/server
hierarchy of distributed computers ultimately led to
The
implementation of the workgroup strategy.
workgroup
philosophy
of
distributing
the
computational and output resources utilizes a server
computer to act as a network gateway, print-server,
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and disk-server for a homogeneous group of scientists
working on similar projects. The advantage of this
topology is that resources are placed geographically
near the users. Workgroup sub-networks are created
using the gateway computer as a network filter. Local
network traffic is isolated from the backbone network
via the gateway computer.

3. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES
OF Open Systems MIGRATION FOR
METEOROLOGISTS
Migration of user-written applications from a
System (VMS) FORTRAN
Virtual Memory
environment to an American and National Standards
Institute (ANSI) C environment allows the programmer
to migrate software to any UNIX computer,
independent of the vendor's hardware platform.
Although initial transition is often difficult and
expensive, one long-term benefit of vendorindependent software source code is rapid deployment
on a variety of new hardware platforms. This is
important within FSL because modelling applications
outgrow the CPU's capacity within months of
implementation; therefore, creating portable code
allows the migration to faster, more responsive
hardware. The disadvantages of this transition include
training expenses and a decline in productivity as users
learn the new environment. For example, the move
from a VTIOO terminal to a Xl 1R5/Motif graphical
environment requires a user to initially learn much
about a Graphical User Interface (GUI) but little
concerning meteorology.

4. DISADVANTAGES OF OPEN SYSTEMS
MIGRATION FOR SYSTEM
ADMINISTRATORS
FSL's transition to a client/server, distributed
computing environment has many hidden costs
associated with the migration from VMS to UNIX.
During the 2-year transitional period, FSL must
maintain the existing VAX/VMS cluster which
supports our experimental real-time data distribution,
UNIX
while
simultaneously
supporting
the
development environment. The system administrators
currently manage over 85 VAX/VMS nodes and over
100 UNIX hosts . An additional l 32GB of disk
storage capacity was installed with the UNIX hosts.
Over 35 X-terminals have been installed during the
first eight months of 1993. Since January 1992, the
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number of system administrators has increased from
4.5 full-time people to 11 full-time people. From 1982
to 1992 VMS was the primary operating system
supported at the laboratory, currently the system
administrators support includes the following operating
systems: AIX, HPUX, SUNOS, SO LARIS, ULTRIX,
VMS (2 versions), UHC, SCO, OSF/l, VAXELAN,
DomainOS, STELLIX, XENIX, and minor support of
DOS, MAC-System 7, and NT.
Unlike VMS VAXclusters which share one copy of
the operating system among many computers, each of
FSL's UNIX hosts has its own local operating system
on disk. Some UNIX operating systems require that
the updates be performed locally at the workstation,
although other vendors now have mechanisms to load
updates via the network. The UNIX computers are
located throughout two buildings (and several floors)
requiring accurate documentation of both locations .
This geographic separation necessitates a staff
member's attention at the console's location to correct
problems when remote diagnostics fail.
Distributed computer systems, like centrally
managed computer systems, require that the system
administrator go to the console in a "crash" situation,
and the distributed computers often are remotely
located, unlike the V AXclusters. Operations staff
performing tape backups must walk to the remote
servers to change tapes. With VMS/V AXclusters
support utilities, such as SYSMAN, the system
administrator has a flexible and efficient way to
modify the computers resources via the network. Each
UNIX vendor supplies its own proprietary method for
management. For example, HPUX offers SAM and
AIX offers SMIT; unfortunately, neither application
works between vendors. Industry groups are
developing a cohesive management schema for UNIX,
but currently the system administrators must use the
tools available to configure UNIX hosts.
VMS by design is a more secure operating system
than UNIX; the system administrators must keep a
constant vigil to prevent unauthorized access to a
UNIX system. Security implementation and monitoring is another example of hidden costs in an Open
Systems environment.
The addition of over 100 additional CPUs within a
year required additional staff, networking, and
expertise in all areas of Open Systems. Substantially
more staff are required for UNIX than for VMS. To
support the diverse operating systems now running
within FSL, the network has grown accordingly (Clark
et al., 1994). FSL has implemented 10 Class C
sub-networks since 1992.

In contrast to the initial thickwire Ethernet
environment that ran solely DECnet protocol, the
network now runs a multitude of protocols including
TCP/IP, LAT, LAST, MOP, NFS and NIS over
network media including thickwire Ethernet, thinwire
Ethernet,
1OBASE-T, and FDDI.
System
administrators manage two ULTRIX e-mail computers
which handle the Internet-to-DECnet translation, e-mail
services, and a common print-serving environment for
the VMS and UNIX users. Several VMS nodes have
TCP/IP installed on them to aid in the transition from
VMS/DECnet to UNIX-TCP/IP networking.
Hardware and software maintenance costs have
nearly doubled between 1992-1993, because of the
dual support of the existing VMS computers and the
addition of UNIX. Contracting time with DEC as our
primary hardware and software vendor versus an
additional 10 vendors has greatly increased the
administrative support required to maintain the new
heterogeneous computing environment.
Each vendor supplies its own version of ANSI C,
at an additional cost. The meteorologists often request
that the system administrator install additional software
available free from the Internet. Though this software
is free, there is a substantial amount of installation
and maintenance involved. Consequently, the duality
of FSL's current environment has greatly increased
budgets for system administrators salaries, networking
hardware and software, training, and service contracts
and their administration.
Steps are being taken to reduce the VAX/VMS
expenditures. As applications are ported or created on
the
UNIX
hosts,
VMS
nodes are
being
decommissioned.
Some software applications on
VMS hosts will be phased out and not ported to
UNIX, while other applications are new and necessary
for the Open Systems environment (Minton et al.,
1994) (Pedigo et at., 1994). Upgrades to the VMS
operating system have stabilized at version 5.5-2, and
most DEC software contracts have been terminated.
Nonessential VMS VAXes have been removed from
hardware support contracts and are now serviced
in-house with spare parts from decommissioned
VAXes.
Whenever possible, third party Small
Computer Systems Interface (SCSI) disks and tape
drives have been installed on UNIX hosts at a
considerable savings over the primary vendor's
hardware options. The SCSI disk drives added to
UNIX hosts include 5-year warranties, which preclude
hardware maintenance contracts on them.

5. FUTURE PLANS FOR DISTRIBUTED
CLIENT/SERVER COMPUTING
FSL has installed a 208-processor Intel/Paragon
Massively Parallel Processor (MPP) running the OSF 11
operating systems (Tower, 1993). During the coming
year we will install a Mass Storage System (MSS),
which will allow meteorologists to continue their
System
research on state-of-the-art platforms.
administrators will continue to receive training and
manage the new hardware and software as it is
installed. Most of the VAX/VMS computers will be
decommissioned by the end of 1994. A common
UNIX management interface may be available for the
system administrators in the future comparable to the
current VMS functions of SYSMAN. Many UNIX
vendors are forming groups to address the
standardization of system administration, as well as the
users environment, e.g., COSE, DME, DCE, and APis.
Decisions will be made to streamline the support
offered to users; for example, Xl 1R5/Motif is
becoming the defacto standard within FSL as the GUI.
The transition away from proprietary hardware and
software will allow FSL to rapidly deploy new
meteorological applications to faster, more powerful
computers as these platforms become available. FSL's
adherence to standards such as ANSI C and POSIX
will eventually make transitions from one vendor to
another easier and less costly. Future transitions will
be less costly and difficult once this foundation is
established.
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12A.7
EVOLUTION OF THE FORECAST SYSTEMS LABORATORY
REAL-TIME DATA NETWORK
1

Robert J. Clark, Vivian A. LeFebvre, H. Scott Chesney , Jerry B. Janssen, Mark Moore2
NOAA Forecast Systems Laboratory
Boulder, Colorado 80303
1.

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) Forecast Systems Laboratory (FSL) and its predecessor organization, the Program for Regional Observing and
Forecasting Services (PROFS) was established in response to a
need for more effective transfer of newly developed weather
forecasting technologies to operational meteorology. The work
at FSL is an on-going effort to develop advanced weather
forecast service systems based on the latest atmospheric
science research. These systems are developed utilizing state
of the art scientific workstations, computer graphics, and
computer networking technology.
This paper traces the evolution of the FSL computer
network, from its beginnings as shared common disk storage
and first Ethernet segment, through the implementation of a
Fiber Distribution Data Interface (FDDI) ring, to the scheduled
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) trials beginning in 1993.

2.

NWS DENVER AREA RISK REDUCTION
REQUIREMENTS EVALUATIONVMS ENVIRONMENT

In 1982, PROFS conducted a joint experiment with the
National Weather Service (NWS) to compare the capabilities of
the NWS Automation of Field Operations and Services
(AFOS) forecasting workstation to the recently developed
PROFS workstation. The results of this, and following
forecasting exercises, led to the agreement with the NWS to
develop the first preprototype of the Advanced Weather
Information Processing System envisioned for the 1990s
(A WIPS-90).

2.1

Acquire the Weather Data

By 1984, when the first Ethernet segment was implemented, the PROFS Exploratory Development Facility (which
would become the FSL - Facility Division) had developed the
ability to acquire a significantly large portion of the data in real
time. The global, hemispheric, national, regional, and local
scale data were acquired via the NWS AFOS system, visible
and infrared images from the Geostationary Operational
Environmental Satellite (GOES) satellites, and the twice daily
distribution cf gridpoint values from the Limited-area Fine
Mesh (LFM) model. These synoptic scale data were augmented
with datasets having a special emphasis on regional and local
observing systems as follows:
NWS radars at Limon, Colorado, and Cheyenne,
1
2

Wyoming
Northeast Colorado mesoscale network of automated
surface stations
Limited Doppler radar reflectivity and velocity
Vertical profilers
Local lightning detection network
Local automatic stream level and rainfall gauges

INTRODUCTION

2.2

DEC FEPs Used to Establish Real-Time Links to all
Major Data Sources

Each of these datasets was acquired by utilizing a
dedicated Front End Processor (FEP) to communicate with the
data source. These FEPs terminated the physical communications circuits, performed the communications protocol
functions required to receive the data, and forwarded the
dataset to the Data Acquisition Digital Equipment Corporation
(DEC) VAX 111780.
Through 1983, the link from the FEP to the Data
Acquisition VAX was accomplished using serial DECnet. The
development nature of this work required frequent changes to
the communications interfaces. Since each of these serial
DECnet links required a communications interface card in the
VAX backplane, the VAX required a powerdown to
reconfigure the communications cards. This resulted in lower
system uptime and system availability.
With the availability of the Ethernet Version 2 products in
1984, an affordable solution was available. By using the new
Ethernet to connect the FEPs, data acquisition, software
development, and workstation processors, the communications
problem became modular. It became possible to perform
reconfigurations on a single communicator without affecting all
the other devices.

2.3

Store Data in Common Storage Pool

In 1983, the computer facility consisted of two DEC
VAX-11/780s and three VAX-111750 minicomputers.
Together, these machines provided all real-time functions, as
well as software development. Staff performed development
work from terminals that were directly connected to the host
computers.
Data acquisition was performed by the FEP and another
V AX-11/780 that supported nine data interfaces. The raw data
were written to disk by this VAX, then a second V AX-111780
read the data from the shared disks, processed them into
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display-ready products, and wrote them to other sets of dual
ported disks. These disks were shared between the Product
Generation VAXes and the Workstation Display V AX-11/
750s, which served as the graphics display engine. In this
arrangement, the disks controlled all file locking to avoid data
corruption. Two computers could access the same shared disk
drive without any direct communication between the CPUs
Data
Data
Acquisition

Flow~

Product
Generation

Figure 1: 1983, Dual-ported Disks
PROFS Central Computing Center Configuration

(Figure 1).
From this early configuration, the PROFS computing
facility continued to expand, with the emphasis on moving
computer resources closer to the software developers and
research scientists. This was accomplished in successive years
by the growth of a facility Local Area Network (LAN) and
continual increases in the central facility's computing power.
The use of LAN-based terminal servers allowed staff to
connect to any host without rewiring or using the inefficient
method of using one CPU to connect to another.
Upgrades to disk access was the focus in 1985 and 1986,
with the addition of V AXcluster hardware, consisting of a star
coupler and hierarchical storage controller (HSC). In the
V AXcluster configuration, all the cluster computers were
directly connected to the star coupler and HSC, which provided
the necessary timing and locking communications among all of
the computers and the disk farm. This provided a maximum
direct data throughput rate of 70 Mbps, and eliminated the
CPU-to-CPU process required when the disk was not directly
shared by one of the processors requiring access to the disk

HSC

-

l lJI
..

II
.
.

.

FEP

Data
Acquisition

Product
Generation

VAX-11n80

VAX-11/780

Work
Station
Graphics
Display
VAX-11/750

Figure 2: 1985, VAX Cluster Interconnect with Disk Farm:
PROFS Central Computing Center Configuration

(Figure 2).
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2.4

Data Distribution

The early choice to use the Digital Equipment Corporation
line of VAX minicomputers allowed the selection of the
DECnet protocol as the primary interprocessor communications protocol. This protocol ensured error-free data delivery
from processor to processor, whether they were part of the
local communications system or at remote locations. As the
Ethernet data traffic increased, it became necessary to divide
the traffic into bridged segments. First, the operational realtime system traffic was separated from the software development traffic using a local bridge. When the first preprototype
workstation was implemented at the Denver National Weather
Service Forecast Office (NWSFO) in 1986, it was linked to the
Boulder facility using a multiplexed T-1 circuit with a 448
kilobit per second (kbps) channel connecting the two parts of
the remote bridge.
The pattern of bridging segments as traffic increased was
followed each time the Ethernet became congested. As the
types and quantity of development projects and operational
systems increased, DECnet areas were implemented to provide
modular functionality. This use of DECnet area routing further
exacerbated the traffic congestion problems.

2.5

Ethernet Overloads

The bridged sequential segments were migrated to a
bridged backbone architecture beginning in 1988. This allowed
the traffic volumes to continue to increase. However, the realtime nature of the weather service application requires low
latency. With the addition of the full set of real-time Doppler
radar data, the total traffic volume delivered to the preprototype
workstations doubled. To ensure timely product delivery, the
remote bridged link speed to the Denver WSFO was increased
from 448 kbps to approximately one megabit per second
(Mbps).
Even with an approximately one million bit per second
data rate, by 1991 the remote bridge link to Denver occasionally became congested, which contributed significantly to
product delivery delay. Furthermore, any minor degradation of
line quality caused significant product latency.
The continuous increase in traffic volume, combined with
the transition to an Open Systems computing environment,
required the number of DECnet areas to be reduced to one, and
all real-time VMS nodes consolidated on a single bridged
segment. This allowed the Ethernet environment to continue,
but it was recognized that the next step increase in traffic
volume would require a different communications solution.

3.

TRANSITION TO ROUTED SUBNETS

Prior to 1990, FSL access to the Internet had been through
a Micro VAX II with one Ethernet adapter and one synchronous
serial adapter. The Ethernet port was connected to the FSL

bridged Ethernet backbone, while the serial port was connected
to National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) network
space through a 56 kbps path. This arrangement provided mail,
file transfer, and other network services from outside the Lab,
but was determined to be inadequate for the intended purposes.
Clearly, mail and file transfers needed more than the 64 kbyte
size limit for such services. Thus it was determined that an
Internet Protocol (IP) router was needed.
In 1990, FSL acquired from the vendor CISCO an AGS
router to be used as an Internet router. Connection to the
outside world was still primarily through the NCAR gateway,
but at a T-1 ( 1.44) Mbps rate rather than the 56 kbps rate of the
past. The size limit for files and mail messages was also
eliminated, thus allowing researchers greater flexibility in
interactions with their Internet-connected peers.
The addressing methods used by Transmission Control
Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) created a networking
address hierarchy. TCP/IP is the chosen mechanism for
transferring information between networks because of its
capability to perform end-to-end error checking and failure
recovery. This protocol is slower than some other protocols,
but TCP is very reliable because of its end-to-end integrity
checks.
FSL has been assigned a "Class B" IP address space,
which allows the creation of up to 253 subnets within FSL,
with up to 253 devices per subnet (Comer, 1988).
The Domain Name System (DNS) allows hostnames,
which are easily recognized and used by humans, to be mapped
into IP addresses that are used by computers. Hosts can be
referred to by name instead of numeric address. Once a
network has registered through the NIC, host information about
the network is available to many sites and organizations. Using
DNS eases national and worldwide communication between all
registered networks; FSL has implemented this service. The
DNS application includes primary and secondary servers to
maintain the databases needed for the service. To ensure
redundancy in the rare event of system failures, FSL implemented a secondary system off-site.
FSL is currently using DECnet to distribute meteorological data to NWS sites. With the transition to Open Systems,
distributing data using TCP/IP has become a necessity. The
Open Systems environment now under development is being
used to distribute data to locally attached servers via Ethernet
and Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI), and remote
systems via dedicated serial links through the Internet. This
new real-time data acquisition and management system is
described by Pedigo et al. (1994). The new acquisition system,
Networked Information Management Client-Based User
Services (NIMBUS), takes advantage of distributed computing
and Open Systems environment by using Remote Procedure
Calls (RPC). FSL has put significant effort into developing a
system which can be ported to the many different vendors'
UNIX platforms. This software has been developed employing
American National Standards Institute (ANSI) C and Portable
Operating System Interface for Computer Environments
(POSIX) standards.

4.

NWS ADVANCED WEATHER INFORMATION
PROCESSING SYSTEM

Since 1992, FSL has taken an increasing role in developing prototype NWS and Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) weather information systems (Kraus, 1993). All new
development is being done in the Open Systems POSIX
compliant environment.

4.1

FDDI as a Routed Distribution Ring

By the end of 1991, most FSL projects were either
dependent on the acquisition of real-time weather data, or were
involved in acquiring new datasets. At the same time FSL was
continuing the transition from a centralized computing
environment to a more distributed one. The impact of distributing an ever-increasing data stream to many new high-powered
workstations had a dramatic effect on overall network
performance because, as traffic increased, the congestion began
to cause delays and an occasional network failure.
In 1992, FSL decided to replace the 10 Mbit per second
Ethernet backbone, which then supported both the original
bridged DECnet segments and the routed TCP/IP subnets, with
a 100 Mbit per second fiber optic based FDDI backbone.
Networking staff developed a transition plan that phased out
the old topology and replaced it with work group file servers
connected to an FDDI ring. This new topology provides much
greater throughput for distributing meteorological data to end
users. Increased throughput is the result of the change from 10
to 100 Mbps and the change from a Carrier Sense Multiple
Access with Collision Detection (CSMA/CD) stochastic
environment to a token ring deterministic environment.
Second, it will isolate localized network traffic, which helps to
minimize network traffic on the backbone.
The file servers subscribe to sets or subsets of the
available real-time data distribution streams over the FDDI ring
by use of the Unidata LDM4 data distribution module (Davis
and Rew, 1993). For development and other occasional access,
Network File System (NFS) mounts to NIMBUS are used. The
data distributed via LDM4 and NFS mounts are made available
to their respective workstation and X-terminal clients connected to the server's Ethernet subnets. The workstation and Xterminal clients then use the available data to develop new realtime data streams and meteorological workstation products.
In 1994, a new mass store system (MSS), based on the
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) model
for mass storage systems, will be implemented. The FDDI ring
will allow this system to distribute data to users inside and
outside FSL much faster and more efficiently. The 100 Mbit
per second FDDI ring is expected to provide FSL with enough
network bandwidth to support such projects for approximately
two years. At that time, the amount of network traffic is
expected to once again outgrow the system, and a new solution
will be required.
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4.2

Workgroup Subnets

The new network architecture being used to exploit the
distributed computing and Open Systems environment is to
subnet from an FDDI ring. The ring is used to provide the high
volume deterministic data distribution to the file servers, while
the subnetworks are used to provide unstructured access to the
meteorological datasets as well as common software development file areas. This hierarchical system allows the optimal use
of each type of networking technology. Since FDDI is designed
to carry very high volumes of data, and Ethernet is designed to
provide inexpensive fast access in relatively low-volume
environments, this approach is expected to provide an optimal
balance of cost and bandwidth (Figure 3).
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resolution atmospheric models being developed at FSL. It is
understandable why this new type of computing resource is
required by observing what computational resources are
required to increase the spatial resolution of the Mesoscale
Analysis Prediction System (MAPS) model from its current 60
km grid spacing to a 30 km grid spacing (Benjamin, 1989). The
current 60 km resolution 24 hour MAPS forecast requires two
hours of CPU time on a VAX 6000-5200 A 30 km grid would
require more than 24 hours of CPU time on the same engine.
With this new MPP, FSL will be ready to develop the next
generation of meteorological models.
Currently, the MPP is undergoing evaluation to better
determine its capabilities and future use at FSL. It is expected
that the MPP will be used for both production and test runs of
the MAPS and LAPS models (Tower 1993 ), and possibly other
models. Maximum performance will depend on the efficiency
of code parallelization performed by programming staff.
Efficient use of these production runs will depend on data
transfer rates to and from other networked machines (including
a mass store system), development platforms, and graphics
display devices.
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Figure 3: Hierarchical Network Topology

The subnets are used by FSL to combine workgroup
developers on a common file server that has access to meteorological data sets, as well as common software development
files. Consistent programming environments are easier to
maintain by using the same compilers and development tools.
These reside on the fileserver disks and are exported to the
desktop workstations. This setup also reduces the cost of
acquiring and maintaining software development tools because
only one copy is needed per workgroup.

At the present time, the MPP is connected to the existing
network via Ethernet. During evaluation, this provides
adequate bandwidth for user interaction and data transfer.
However, future data transfer requirements will need advanced
network architectures. The possibilities include FDDI and High
Performance Parallel Interface (HPPI) for communication
within FSL, and Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) and
Wide-Area HPPI for communications to other Front Range
Consortium (FRC) members. Choosing any method or
combination of methods necessitates a balance between
required throughput rates and technology available on the open
market.
5.

FUTURE ENVIRONMENT

The only thing that can be predicted with absolute
certainty about the future of the FSL network is that it will
change. Since all predictions of future technologies are
dependent on many things outside the control of FSL, the
following illustration is presented as one possible view of the
future FSL network (Figure 4).

The main workgroup functions performed on the subnets
include:
acquiring and ingesting data;
developing meteorological workstations;
distributing meteorological products to operational
forecast services;
evaluating forecasting workstations.

4.3

Massively Parallel Processor (MPP)

In July, 1993, FSL took delivery of an INTEL Paragon
computer. With 208 nodes, the MPP was procured to extend
computer resources for running and evaluating the high
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Figure 4: Possible Future FSL Network Configuration

FSL is expecting to participate in the testing and evaluation of Synchronous Optical NETwork(SONET)/Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) communications technologies late
in 1993. This high speed connection will be used to link FSL,
the National Center for Atmospheric Research, and the
University of Colorado as members of the Front Range
Consortium (FRC) .
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12A.8

FX-ALPHA: A NEW FSL WORKSTATION
Carl S. Bullock
U. H. Grote
NOAA Forecast Systems Laboratory
Boulder, CO 80303

1. INTRODUCTION
The Forecast Systems Laboratory (FSL)
of NOAA and its forerunner~ PROFS, have
been working with the National Weather
Service (NWS) to develop and test advanced
meteorological workstations since the inception of PROFS in 1979. Since 1984 much of the
workstation development has focused on reducing risks associated with A WIPS
(Advanced Weather Interactive Processing
System). In the early stages of the AWIPS
procurement effort (mid-1980s), the hardware and software environment for AWIPS
was undetermined. Since PROFS had developed considerable expertise with the
VAX/VMS environment and Ramtek display
systems, the prototype efforts depended
heavily on this environment.
With the award of the AWIPS development contract in December 1992, the hardware on which AWIPS would be based was
settled. The selected contractor, Planning
Research Corporation (PRC), specified
Hewlett Packard 9000 series equipment for
AWIPS. This equipment is characteristic of
modem scientific workstations based on an
open systems philosophy, i.e. using a RISC
computer chip, X-window system, and a
UNIX operating system. This is a distinctly
different environment from that used by existing FSL workstations. Recognizing this
change in direction, FSL initiated a new
workstation development effort in April 1992
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known as FX (FSL X-window system). In May
1993, the NWS requested that this effort be
expanded and redirected to encompass a
wider range of activities. This expanded
effort is known as FX-ALPHA (FSL X-window system A WIPS-Like Prototype of
Hydrometeorological Applications).
2. OBJECTIVES
2.1 Risk Reduction
A primary objective of FX-ALPHA is to
develop an AWIPS-like system so that essential NWS risk reduction activities can be
completed. In the last three years the forecast office at Norman, Oklahoma, has been
the focal point for a number of activities
aimed at understanding operations in the
modernization era and reducing the risk of
implementing planned systems. A DARE
(Denver A WIPS Risk Reduction and
Requirements Evaluation) system installed
there (Bullock and Walts, 1991) is too limited in cpu and network capacity to complete
all of the planned risk reduction activities.
The following critical risk reduction activities remain:
1. acquisition of data from 3 WSR-880
radars;
2. integration of hydrometeorological operations;
3. interaction between a forecast office
and a river forecast center;
4. early testing of the AWIPS Forecast
Preparation System (Wakefield and
Mathewson, 1994);
5. early testing of the Local Data
Acquisition and Dissemination (LOAD)
subsystem.

3. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Rather than expand the DARE system
to complete these activities, FSL and NWS
decided to supplant DARE with a new system
that uses the same hardware that AWIPS
will use. In this way much of the software
written to accomplish these risk reduction activities will address the government's obligation to furnish technique software to the
AWIPS contractor. Since these techniques
will be written to run in a similar environment, the code could be transported to
AWIPS. Thus FX-ALPHA will facilitate
early development and operational testing of
these techniques before they are handed off
to the AWIPS contractor.
2.2 Develqpment of A WIPS Expertise
Another objective of FX-ALPHA is for
the government to develop expertise in the
AWIPS environment. AWIPS will be the operational system of the NWS for the latter
part of this decade and into the next century.
One of FSL's primary missions is the transfer
of science and technology to operations. In
order to effectively carry out this mission,
the laboratory must develop a high level of
expertise on AWIPS. This will also provide
an independent perspective on AWIPS issues
and enhance technical interchange between
the government and PRC.
2.3 Other Sponsors

FX-ALPHA will serve other objectives
as well. The FAA is sponsoring the development of new techniques for preparing and disseminating forecasts of icing and turbulence.
A demonstration of this concept is scheduled
to begin in July 1994. Forecasters will use FXALPHA during this demonstration.
The Central Weather Bureau of
Taiwan is also participating in the development of FX-ALPHA. They are currently using
PC-based workstations (Grote, 1990) for daily
operations in their forecast center in Taipei.
They plan to replace these workstations with
the more powerful FX-ALPHA. They will
also be installing workstations at other meteorological offices around Taiwan.

3.1 Performance

FX-ALPHA is being designed to support
an operational Weather Forecast Office.
Perhaps the most stringent performance constraints arise from the severe-weather warning mission carried out by these offices.
Short-fused warnings lasting less than an
hour must be issued very quickly. Usually
only a few minutes elapse between initial
indications of the potential of severe
weather and the issuance of a warning. In
these few minutes forecasters must display
and examine a variety of high-temporal frequency datasets including radar images. This
leads to an AWIPS performance specification
that a 12-frame loop of imagery (from an
identified subset of images) be loaded in 3
seconds. FX-ALPHA will try to meet this
specification; this performance requirement
becomes a driving factor for the design.
3.2 Product Display Flexibility

Performance considerations led to other
design decisions in DARE. The most notable
of these is the pregeneration of display data.
As data arrive in the DARE system they are
usually processed into a ready-for-display
file, if they are not already. Image loading
speed receives an additional boost by storing
images on a special disk device capable of
fast retrieval and loading. Although this
approach leads to faster product loading, its
disadvantage is inflexibility. Products must
be fully specified beforehand and cannot be
changed.
With workstations capable of much
faster computations, one can consider options
other than pregeneration of display-ready
files. Data can be stored in a suitable format
awaiting a user request. At the time of the
request the data are transformed appropriately and rendered to the display. This onthe-fly method allows for great flexibility.
An example of such a capability in the DARE
system is the grid-to-graph facility. When
the user requests a display of gridded data,
the data are retrieved from a database and,
depending on the request, various mathematical operations are performed such as advec-
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tion, divergence, Laplacian, map projection
transformations, etc. This provides a wide
variety of useful products from a basic set of
data. (Default specification of parameters is
required to free the user from providing details each time a product is generated.) Also
the representation (contour interval, line
type, color, etc.) could be controlled by the
user with on-the-fly generation.
The design of FX-ALPHA will accommodate both pregenerated and on-the-fly
displays. The same algorithm which transforms the data into a displayable file will be
used for either approach. In this way a
dataset may initially be pregenerated because of the amount of time needed to create
it. As workstation performance improves
with new hardware, a dataset could be transitioned from pregeneration to on-the-fly
generation. The design would not have to be
changed nor would the algorithm that creates the displayable file. Presumably only a
table entry would need to be changed.
3.3 Data Entry and Editing

On-the-fly dataset generation is an
important design goal for another reason.
The DARE system is largely an ingest and
display system. With a few exceptions
(notably warning generation), forecasts are
not created on the DARE graphic/image displays. By contrast, FX-ALPHA must support
the entry of forecast data via interactive
graphical techniques such as the A WIPS
Forecast Preparation System (Wakefield and
Mathewson, 1994). Such techniques are envisioned as the modus operandi of the future.
To accommodate this fundamental shift in
the way meteorologists prepare forecasts,
FX-ALPHA must incorporate on-the-fly display of datasets. Forecasters could then interactively edit the visual display of the
data, have those changes committed back to
the database, and see the resulting changes
rendered back to the display.
3.4 Adaptability

The design of FX-ALPHA must be flexible since it is envisioned as the main developmental workstation for FSL for the next 510 years. As new techniques are developed or
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as new generations of workstation hardware
become available, FX-ALPHA will need to
adapt. For instance, the capability to display meteorological fields in four dimensions
is an important addition planned for the near
term. By recognizing at the outset that the
system must be extensible and adaptable, design decisions can be tested against these criteria. The FX-ALPHA project will employ
object-oriented design techniques and the C ++
language, in part because these tools lend
themselves to flexibility in design and implementation.
3.5 Transportability

One aspect of adaptability is portability. The open systems environment provides
the opportunity for software to run on more
than one hardware platform with only minor
changes. FX-ALPHA will be designed so that
with a relatively small amount of re-writing,
the system could be transported to another
hardware platform. Standards will be
adhered to where supported by the vendor
and if they provide adequate performance.
Object oriented design and programming
also allows for the encapsulation of system
features that are likely to change or vary between systems. Implementation details, such
as how the system implements graphic overlays or how data are stored, can be hidden
from other modules. If properly implemented, software modification can be limited
to a relatively few modules when porting the
software.
4. USER INTERFACE
Historically, the user interface is an
area that has received careful attention in
workstations developed at PROFS and FSL.
Our experience with operational workstations has shown that users will not fully exploit a system if the user interface is difficult
or time-consuming to navigate. This is true
even if the data and capabilities of the system are very powerful and useful. Typically
in such an environment users learn a few basic
commands and content themselves with those
basic capabilities. Recognizing that the user
interface is a key factor in the success of an
operational workstation, FSL developed a

graphical user interface in the early 1980s
which has evolved as datasets and workstation capabilities increased in number and
complexity.
4.1 Multiple Windows
A graphical user interface is the norm
in current open systems workstations.
However, there are significant differences
between the typical desktop environment
characteristic of these workstations and the
peculiar needs of a meteorological workstation. In the desktop environment there are
multiple windows, but each window typically is used for a different purpose. One may
have a spreadsheet, another a word processor, a third may be used for E-mail or communications, etc. FX-ALPHA will also have
multiple windows, but they all may be used
simultaneously to display meteorological
data such as images and graphics. In the first
case, the data used in a window and the controls used to manipulate the data are different since each window has a different purpose
or use. In a meteorological workstation, most
of the data selection and control menus for the
various windows will be identical. A single
set could be used for all windows, or each
window could have its own set. Either way
careful design is required to avoid potential
duplication and confusion and to minimize
screen space used for menus.
4.2 Quantity of Data
Another important difference between
a meteorological workstation and a typical
desktop system is the quantity of data. In the
current DARE system, many thousands of
products can be displayed. A typical hierarchical menu limited to just 20 or fewer choices
is not a viable solution for providing access to
such an array of data. Special two-dimensional matrix menus were developed for
DARE that contained dozens of selectors.
Similar specialized widgets will likely be
required for FX-ALPHA.
4.3 Interactivity
A third important difference between
the typical desktop environment and a meteorological workstation is the amount of inter-

action that occurs once data are displayed.
The DARE system uses a special keypad to
facilitate the high level of interaction required. Meteorologists frequently overlay
products and tum them on and off in different
combinations. Typically users load a time sequence of products on the display then alter
the animation rate manually. During an 8hour shift these kinds of manipulations take
place literally hundreds of times. The FXALPHA user interface must facilitate this
high level of interactivity.
5. SUMMARY
FSL is developing a new meteorological
workstation/ system in an open systems environment. FX-ALPHA will be based on NWS
requirements for the AWIPS system with
some additional requirements for aviation
forecasting. It will be designed for use in an
operational forecast office and will supplant
the DARE systems at Denver and Norman.
As the principal workstation system for FSL
for the next 5-10 years, it must be flexible and
extensible to accommodate future development.
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128.1
LINKING A HAZARDOUS SPILLS MODEL TO A GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM (GIS)
Randolph J. Evans and Brian J. Provoncha
ENSCO, Inc.
Melbourne, Florida
1.

INTRODUCilON

ENSCO's Geographical Response to Emergency
Spills System model (EGRESS) integrates an emergency
response evaporation and diffusion model into a geographic
information system (GIS) to help emergency responders
react quickly to hazardous materials spills. It predicts toxic
concentrations of spills downwind using available
meteorological data and then overlays the plumes onto map
backgrounds stored within the GIS. A GIS is computer
software used to automate, manipulate, analyze, and display
geographic data in digital form.
EGRESS is a valuable tool for use by county,
municipal, and state emergency management agencies that
must respond to, and plan for, accidental toxic spills from
stationary or transportation sources. Using EGRESS,
emergency responders can access the system• s GIS
databases, including roads, houses, businesses, schools,
hospitals, nursing homes and water systems. They can have
near real-time information at their fingertips to make
critical, timely decisions concerning notification and
evacuation of people in the path of a growing toxic plume.
EGRESS ran successfully and provided valuable
information to emergency management personnel during a
recent exercise simulating a spill of nitrogen tetroxide in
Brevard County, Florida. This paper describes the model
and the GIS, and shows examples of the model and its
applications during a hazardous spill simulation .
EGRESS was developed by integrating the SPILLS
model into ARC/INFO®. SPILLS is an evaporation and
dispersion model for chemical spills on land written by
Shell Development (Fleischer 1980). ARC/INFO is a
registered trademark of Environmental Systems Research
Institute (ESRI), Inc. of Redlands, California (ESRI 1991).
EGRESS runs on UNIX-based workstations such as the
Sun SparcStation and the IBM RISC 6000.

2

EGRESS DESCRIPTION

The EGRESS modeling system consists of an
emergency response diffusion model, SPILLS, overlaid
onto a geographic information system, ARC/INFO. The
system provides all the features of a GIS such as map
automation, database management, map overlay and spatial
analysis, interactive display and queries, and graphic
editing. SPILLS runs within ARC/INFO which then
highlights areas affected by the toxic plume. ARC/INFO
accesses databases to provide users with important
information. For example, if the location of the modeled
plume of toxic level concentrations coincides with a
residential neighborhood, ARC/INFO can access a database
of the affected residents and their phone numbers, allowing
emergency response personnel to contact these residents.
Randolph J. Evans, 445 Pineda Court, Melbourne, FL 32940
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2.1 GIS: ARC/INFO®
GISs were developed by geographers about 25 years
ago and are used for storing and organizing spatial
information in a computer. They have rapidly emerged in
the past 10 years with the development offaster computers
and workstations that have large memory and disk storage.
GISs provide the ability to display and overlay maps, where
each overlay is retrieved from a different database.
Primary features of ARC/INFO are the GIS functions
it performs, its utility for developing application-specific
user interfaces with screen menus, its macro language
(AML), its open architecture that allows for the integration
of numerous relational database management systems, and
its ability to operate on many types of computers with a
variety of graphics hardware.
2.2 Diffusion Model· SPILLS
SPILLS is an unsteady-state model that we
implemented into EGRESS. It uses thermophysical
properties of potentially hazardous chemicals to compute
the evaporation rate (often referred to as the source term or
release rate). The model computes evaporation rates for
various types of spills (e.g., continuous, instantaneous, and
stacks), then computes the downwind Gaussian diffusion
using Pasquill-Gifford stability parameters. SPILLS, a
public domain model that we modified, is available from
the National Technical Information Service.
EGRESS bases the evaporation rate computations on
the unique chemical and physical properties of each
chemical. It stores and accesses a list of potential chemicals
along with their chemical and physical data in a database.
2.3 The EGRESS System
We developed EGRESS by irnbedding the SPILLS
evaporation and diffusion model into the GIS using many
of the tools and macro languages of the ARC/INFO system.
ARC/INFO is made up of many functions and parts which
allow users to build customized systems for different
applications and databases. The primary features of
ARC/INFO that we used for EGRESS development
included:
the ARC/INFO macro programming language
(AML) to develop menus, control, and file
functions,
the ARC routine to handle feature locations,

the INFO routine to handle feature descriptions
and relationships, and
coverages for organizing spatial features and
databases into categories or layers.
A chart showing the EGRESS organization is shown
in Figure 1.

EGRESS

For our first implementation of coverages, we obtained
a map database for Brevard County that contained locations
of most of its roads and neighborhoods. We divided the
data into layers to provide the coverages for ARC/INFO.
Our implementation of Brevard County contained eight
coverages, each having a different amount of detail for
zooming and overlays.
Once SPILLS runs, it produces concentration files that
are passed to ARC/INFO to be displayed as coverages onto
the existing maps and coverages. The concentrations are
represented as different color plumes and hazard areas
which are overlaid on the base map coverages. An example
output map from EGRESS is shown in Figure 3.
When the map displays the plume and hazard areas,
users can access databases that contain various information
on facilities located in the path of the plume. One of the
databases is critical facilities, which contains the name of
schools, hospitals, and nursing homes along with names,
addresses and phone numbers of the people to contact for
emergency evacuation.
3. SERENE RESPONSE
EXERCISE

Figure 1. Organization chart of EGRESS system.
The user interface for EGRESS was designed and built
using ARC/INFO•s AML and X-Windows. We developed
the interface as a mouse-driven system of menus, buttons,
and windows that users can navigate through easily. The
system requires the user to enter data into text boxes. An
example of an EGRESS user interface is shown in Figure 2.
Required inputs for SPILLS:
Meteorological Data:

Spill Data:

Map Data:

- wind speed and direction
- ambient temperature
- atmospheric stability class
- sun angle
- percent cloud cover
- inversion height
- chemical name
- storage temperature
- emergency level of isopleth
display
- continuous leak or
instantaneously-formed pool
- emission rate
- amount of spill
- spill area
- ground - wet or dry
- elapsed time since spill
- known sources
- base map and coverages

HAZARDOUS

SPILL

On March 4, 1992 the Air Force, in cooperation with
Brevard County Emergency Management and several other
agencies, conducted a hazardous materials transportation
exercise called Serene Response II which simulated an
accidental release of nitrogen tetroxide, an oxidizer for
aerospace fuel. We ran the EGRESS model and then
provided the exercise officials with maps showing
predicted plume locations.

Current Chemical Name:
CHLORINE
Ambient Temperature: 80
F
Storage Temperature of Chemical:
Boiling Point of Chemical: -29.02
Ground dry?: YES

F
F

Enter storage temperature of chemical:
~---=1
Hake sure that the storage temperature of the
chemical is higher than the boiling point.
Is the ground dry?
(wet means 15 percent water content of soil):

YES
NO

._EN!IR_

Figure 2. An example of one of the EGRESS user
interfaces.
3.1 Exercise Description
The U.S. Air Force is responsible for procuring and
delivering nitrogen tetroxide (N2 04) to the Kennedy Space
Center and Cape Canaveral Air Force Station. The Air
Force conducted Serene Response II to comply with federal
regulations that require an Emergency Response Plan to be
in place and that an exercise in emergency response
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Figure 3. EGRESS map showing hazard area and critical facility coverages.
be conducted every two years. This exercise provided
practice in procedures and communications for all of the
agencies that would respond in an actual emergency.

The exercise simulated an accidental release of N104
from a tanker truck located at a rest area on Interstate 95 in
Brevard County, Florida (See Figure 4). Several scenarios
were conducted. Emergency response crews from various
agencies were stationed at the site to tackle the situation as
if it we~e a real emergency. A detailed description of the
exercise is provided in Resource Applications, Inc. 1992.
The exercise simulated the release of 75 gallons of
N104 from the inner tank into the outer containment
vessel. The vapor from this leak presumably escaped into
the atmosphere. When a toxic material such as N2 04 is
released into the atmosphere, the wind carries it downwind
as a toxic cloud containing concentrations of the material
that may exceed the public and/or emergency exposure
limits. Emergency responders must know the location, the
direction, the size, and the concentration of the plume
produced from the release to decide what evacuation
procedures to recommend for the local community.
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3.2 Application of EGRESS during SERENE RESPONSE
The emergency responders at the accident site
provided us with preliminary spill and weather data. We ran
the EGRESS model at our Melbourne office and faxed the
maps showing the plume location and other critical
concentration data to the accident site. We then briefed the
emergency responders on the results, giving them the
information necessary to make an evacuation decision.
Communication was established between the accident
site and ENSCO by the use of a cellular telephone and a
facsimile machine located in the Quick Response Vehicle
(QRV). The Brevard County Hazmat Team Commander
arrived in the QRV and. after initial conversations with the
personnel securing the tank, consulted with our on-site
representative and the on-scene commander, who provided
the source and meteorological information. Meteorological
data was obtained from wind and temperature sensors
located on the QRV. The information was then phoned to
our EGRESS workstation. The model was run and the
plume maps were faxed back to the QRV. Through the use
of the EGRESS and ARC/INFO, the Brevard County
Emergency Response personnel were able to see, on-site,
the exact path that the toxic plume would take as it

approached the residential area to the north of the accident.
With this information in hand, the plans for evacuating the
affected area were quickly sketched out and, in the case of
an actual accident, the orders would have been given within
minutes of the receipt of the GIS maps.

either as map coordinates or as large sections of the city,
with no reference to critical facilities such as hospitals,
schools, nursing homes, fire and police stations. EGRESS
capability will give the Brevard County Emergency
Management team, including the Hazmat and Fire and
Rescue personnel at the site of the accident, information on
where the toxic plume is going, when it will get there, and
critical facilities, as well as information on who to contact,
their telephone number, numbers and physical condition of
people at the facility or any other information required to
make quick evacuation decisions.
In an emergency, planning and preparedness are
essential to insuring the successful operation of EGRESS.
Emergency responders should establish and practice all
procedures for gathering the required data, running the
model, interpreting the output, and communicating the
results. EGRESS is a valuable, easy-to-use tool that, when
used properly, can assist an emergency response team. In
addition, EGRESS is helps to perform vulnerability and
risk analysis, as described in U.S. EPA 1987.

Figure 4. Workers investigate simulated leak of N 204.
4.
3.3 Evaluation of EGRESS
Following Serene Response, we evaluated EGRESS to
determine its usefulness, accuracy, and reliability during a
toxic spill accident. We evaluated the model and the
procedures used to run it.

Model results. During Serene Response, the Air
Force ran their Ocean Breeze/Dry Gulch diffusion model
which is part of the Meteorological Range Safety Support
(MARSS) System. We compared the maps showing the
plume locations from EGRESS with the maps from
MARSS. Both models showed similar plume locations,
plume length and plume width for runs where the source
terms were the same. However, source terms computed by
the models differed since MARSS uses an evaporation rate
which varies by chemical only. EGRESS computes an
evaporation rate based on the atmospheric conditions and
the chemical •s thermodynamic and physical properties.

Improvements and modifications to EGRESS are
underway. Planned modifications include:

Adding a more complex diffusion model. The
diffusion model in SPILLS is adequate for modeling most
spills under most meteorological conditions. However, in
some cases such as a dense gas release, a different diffusion
model might produce better results. Therefore, we plan to
add features and diffusion algorithms which will model a
wide range of scenarios.
Using additional geographic coverages.
EGRESS currently has several coverages that it can access
as overlays onto the basic map backgrounds. The power of
the GIS is the integration of many databases into the
coverages. We plan to have EGRESS access many of the
databases that are available at sites where it is installed such
as county and city emergency management agencies.
5.

Maps. EGRESS produced printed maps which we
faxed to the accident site. The maps, like the one in Figure
3, showed the plume locations overlaid onto the GIS maps.
The detail and clarity of the maps allowed the emergency
responders to use them for evacuation planning.
Communication. Accident site personnel
communicated with those of us running the model using a
cellular phone and a fax machine. Minor interruptions in
the cellular line produced occasional lost fax transmissions.
However all the maps were transmitted to the site in time to
provide the emergency responders with the necessary data.
Future operations would benefit from having reduced-noise
cellular lines or having the EGRESS operator or
workstation on-site in the QRV.
3.4 Conclusions

RECOMMENDATIONS
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Without the integration of EGRESS with ARC/INFO,
the location and direction of the toxic plume would have
been communicated to the on-site emergency personnel as
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128.2
THE METEOROLOGICAL MONITORING SYSTEM (MMS)
Randolph J. Evans. Allan V. Dianic. and Lien N. Moore
ENSCO.Inc.
Melbourne. Florida
1.

INTRODUCTION

We developed the Meteorological Monitoring System
under a NASA Small Business Innovative Research
contract for Kennedy Space Center and Cape Canaveral Air
Force Station (KSC/CCAFS). The MMS is a unique system of
computer workstations which monitors the meteorology
and warns affected personnel when weather hazards are
about to occur. These weather hazards such as lightning
and/or high winds adversely affect every day operations
and launch activities. The MMS increases safety to life and
property including space launch vehicles at KSC/CCAFS. We
developed the MMS to take advantage of advances in
computer workstation and expert system technology and
provide a faster and more reliable system for
meteorological monitoring and warning.
(MMS)

The primary functions of the MMS are:
To monitor real-time meteorological sensors for
extreme wind, lightning, and other weather phenomena.
To disseminate weather warnings to MMS users.
To use artificial intelligence techniques to process
meteorological data and alert users both audibly and visibly
when constraints have been violated.

2

BACKGROUND

Weather affects most NASA operations at Kennedy
Space Center. Severe weather could result in injury to
people, loss of equipment, and even destruction of a space
vehicle. Therefore, NASA has developed a ground operations
safety plan which limits certain work operations and
procedures to very specific weather conditions (NASA
1991). For example, if lightning occurs within 5 miles of
the Vehicle Assembly Building, all crane hoisting outdoors
must stop.
Weather forecasters and operations officers currently
issue warnings using the following procedures (See Figure
1a): An Air Force weather forecaster at the CCAFS observes
or forecasts an adverse weather event such as a lightning
strike within five miles of KSC. Forecasters use various
sensors to make these observations or forecasts (e. g. the
Lightning Location and Protection (LLP) System or the
Launch Pad Lightning and Warning System (LPLWS)). Once
lightning is observed or forecasted, the observer telephones
the NASA Duty Officer at Kennedy Space Center. The Duty
Officer calls the NASA Test Director (NTD), who is the
manager responsible for overseeing daily work operations.
The NTD notifies the workers who then take appropriate
action.
b)

To display real-time data using maps and graphs.
To run diffusion models and to display the
predicted toxic corridor onto area maps.

Lightning Sensor

The MMS consists of DEC workstations running
software developed in ANSI C, X-Windows and a UNIX
environment. The system uses the expert system shell CUPS
to make decisions and send alarms. Users easily enter their
own monitoring rules and constraints.
We designed the system and its network to allow for
future expansion. Additional monitoring display stations
and data sources could easily connect to the MMS. The MMS
can receive data from many sources such as weather
sensors, commercial weather data services, acoustic
sounders, lightning detectors, radar, or other sensors or
systems which transmit digital data signals. MMS can run
other applications such as wind flow models, emergency
response diffusion models, or weather prediction models.
This paper describes the MMS including its design,
configuration, software, and hardware. It also describes the
implementation of the MMS at the Kennedy Space Center
and its potential application at other weather sensitive
operations such as airports, military bases, industrial
complexes, theme parks, golf courses and factories.
Corresponding address: 445 Pineda Ct., Melbourne, FI... 32940
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Operations

Figure 1. Aow of lightning strike information (a) before)
and (b) after MMS.
With the MMS, weather forecasters and operations
officers use the following procedures for issuing warnings
(Figure lb): Lightning sensors detect lightning within five

miles of KSC. The MMS monitors the lightning data and
sends an alarm to the workstations of the Air Force weather
forecaster and of the NASA Test Director. The NfD
acknowledges receiving the alarm, notifies the workers
affected by the lightning and, if desired, then displays maps
of the lightning or other data. The weather forecasters also
monitor meteorological conditions using MMS and thus
augment their observing capabilities. Also, if the forecaster
issues a forecast, advisory, or warning of adverse weather,
they enter the information into their MMS workstation and
the warning triggers an alarm at the N'ID 's workstation.

important part of the MMS because all data passes through
it. Data from the various sources enter the MMS through
9600 baud modem lines which connect to the terminal
server. The terminal server connects to the Preprocessor
with an Ethernet connection. The Ethernet provides high
speed data transfer between the preprocessor and the
terminal server. The Preprocessor links with the Monitoring
Display Stations (MDS) using the Ethernet connection
between the Preprocessor and the terminal server and using
the 9600 baud modem lines between the terminal server
and the MDSs. We selected Telebit Trailblazer Plus 19.2 KB
error correcting modems for the MMS .

To support space launch and safety operations, NASA
and the Air Force collect, process, and display
meteorological data from many different types of sensors,
instruments, and systems. Current systems did not provide
warning capabilities and their graphical displays are
relatively slow when compared to displays produced by
today's faster and more technologically advanced computer
workstations. Therefore, an improved system was needed.
3. DESCRIPTION OF THE METEOROLOGICAL
MONITORING SYSTEM
We installed the MMS at Kennedy Space Center and
Cape Canaveral Air Force Station (KSC/CCAFS) in May
1993. The MMS receives data from meteorological sensors
such as wind towers and lightning detectors through the
Cyber central processor and compares the data with
weather constraints established for each operation, such as
moving the Space Shuttle from the Vehicle Assembly
Building to the launch pad. Each Monitoring Display
Station monitors current and forecast meteorological data
and analyzes them against all constraints activated by a
user. If the weather violates a constraint, an audible and
visible alarm is generated to alert the user. The MMS has
other important uses such as graphically displaying
meteorological data and disseminating weather forecasts,
advisories, and warnings to workstations at KSC/CCAFS.
3.1 MMS Hardware
We established the MMS hardware requirements and
system configuration in an initial MMS requirements
analysis and trade study. The trade study incorporated the
following factors: system requirements, hardware
reliability, maintenance requirements and costs,
development environment, system expandability,
component costs, system expansion costs, and our
experience with the components and the vendors.

CCFF MONITORING
DISPLAY STATION

NASA
MONITORING
DISPLAY
STATION

The primary components of the system are three
identical DECstation 5000/Model 120 workstations and one
DECserver 300 terminal server. Lists of the MMS hardware
and software are presented in Table 1. A diagram of the
system hardware configuration is presented in Figure 2.
3 .1.1

RS232 Communications Lines
Telecommunications Line
Broadcast Line
Ethernet Cable

Terminal Server

A terminal server is a hardware device which runs
software and firmware to provide an efficient way to
connect a variety of asynchronous serial devices such as
modems, terminals, printers, and personal computers, to an
Ethernet local area network. The terminal server can
support up to 16 devices. The MMS terminal server is an

Figure 2.

MMS

Hardware Configuration
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Table 1. MMS Hardware and Specifications.
1:::~'.: ~

3

Workstation

3
3
3
3
1

Kevboard
ColorBoard
Monitor
Hard Disk
Tape Drive

1

Hard Disk

1
1

Tape Drive

CDROM

2

Laser
Printer

1

Terminal
Server
Modems

4
3.1.2

·<:~::'.><<·>>:<<·>>:;'.;'.;'.;'.;:;:;:;:;'.;'.)<>~~\.

DECstation 5000 Model 120, 24MB
lMbit of Dram, 20Mhz CPU SCSI
Controller
108 Kev
DS5000 8PL Color, Fct Inst.
16" Color (120V 60hz refresh rate)
RZ55 665MB Disk,
320MB TZKlO 1/4" Tape in a dual
drive expansion box
RZ55 665MB Disk Drive in dual
drive expansion box
600 Mbvte CDROM SCSI -5 1/4"
TZ30 95MB Tape Drive in dual
drive expansion box
8 PPM Simplex Laser Printer (w/
DECANSI/Sixel & PostScript
Protocol, SeriaVParallel lnterface)
DECserver 300 Terminal Server (16
asvnc. EIA-423 lines, S/W License)
Telebit Trailblazer modems

Workstations

The MMS design calls for one of the workstations to
be a Preprocessor and the other two to be the Monitoring
Display Stations. The Preprocessor processes all
meteorological data before it sends the data to the
Monitoring Display Stations. The Preprocessor also
receives data and messages back from each MDS. The MDSs
allow users to enter data, make selections, and receive
warnings when adverse weather occurs.

Lightning Location Protection (LLP) system. The
LLP data is collected by sensors which determine the
location of cloud-to-ground lightning strikes. LLP data are
sent asynchronously as latitude and longitude locations.
The range of the LLP extends beyond the KSC/CCAFS area to
cover most of Florida.
With the present terminal server, the MMS has the
capability of receiving data from many different other
sources. These sources include:
• Meteorological Interactive Data Display System
(MIDDS)

•
•
•
•

Automated Weather Distribution System (A WDS)
McGill Volumetric Scan Radar (VSR)
Lightning Detection and Ranging (LDAR)
Local Surface Observations
• NEXRAD Doppler Weather Radar
• Wind Profiler
3.3 Software Environment
We designed and implemented the MMS software to
allow for easy maintenance and expansion. Because the
software runs on a UNIX platform and utilizes the AT&T
System V ipc facilities (shared memory, message queues,
semaphores), it can be easily transported to other hardware
and software platforms. We developed the user interface
using the C programming language, X Windows, Xt
intrinsics and the OSF/Motif toolkit. We tested the system's
portability by compiling and running parts of the system on
other workstations such as the IBM RS6000 and the Sun
SP ARCStation.
Table 2. The software environment for MMS.

Serial Line Interface Protocol (SLIP), a public
domain package that supports Transmission Control
Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) over serial
communication lines, provides communications between
the MMS Preprocessor and MDSs. SUP allows fast efficient
file transfers and two-way communications between the
Preprocessor and the MDSs.
3.2 Data Sources
The MMS currently ingests data from the Air Force's
Cyber 860 mainframe computer. Data received by the MMS
from the Cyber include:
"
WINDS and Mesonet. Data from these systems
includes wind speed, wind direction, wind gust, wind
standard deviation, temperature, dew point, and pressure
collected from the multi-level tower network at KSC/CCAFS.
The current network consists of approximately 54 towers.
The Cyber sends five-minute averages of the WINDS data.
•
Launch Pad Lightning and Warning System
(u>LWS ). The l.PLWS data are collected by a network of field
mills located in the K.S/2/CCAFS area The field mills measure
electrostatic potential near the ground to project the
potential for lightning to occur. The MMS receives the
l.PLWS data as Volts/meter on a grid of 25 x 25 meters.
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Serial Line Interface
Protocol SLIP

Public
Domain

We also used the software tools SL-GMS and CLIPS to
assist in the development of the MMS.
CUPS ( c Language Integrated Production System) is
an expert system tool developed by the Software
Technology Branch, NASA/IBJ Space Center (Giarratano
1991). CLIPS facilitates the development of software to
model human knowledge or expertise. We used CLIPS to
develop sets of rules for comparing meteorological data
with user-specified constraints. In MMS, CLIPS compares the
weather conditions against user established criteria and
alerts users when the data exceeds the criteria.

SL-GMS, a toolkit developed by SL Corp., is used for
developing dynamic graphics screens for real-time or
highly interactive applications (Shelef 1990). Users can
design application screens in a standard drawing tool mode,
connect them to real time data sources, and animate screen
objects to visualize changing data values. We used SL-GMS
to develop most of the data displays in MMS.

3.3.1

MMS Preprocessor

The primary function of the Preprocessor
workstation is to receive the data from the various data
sources, perform some initial processing of the data, and
then send the data to the MDS s. The Preprocessor also
receives messages from the MDS. We developed each major
function of the Preprocessor as a separate Computer
Software Component (csc). Figure 3 shows a diagram of
the structure and data flow of each csc. The following is a
brief description of each of the Preprocessor functions:

3.3.2

MMS Monitoring Display Station (MDS)

The primary functions of the Monitoring Display
Stations (MDS) are to receive and display the meteorological
data, monitor the weather, alert users to adverse weather,
and provide users with an interface for easy viewing and
interaction with the MMS. We developed each major
function as a separate csc. A diagram showing the structure
and data flow of each csc is shown in Figure 4.

Net
Communcations

Data Capture. Data Capture reads the raw data
coming into the Preprocessor from the different data
sources and sends it to Data Format.
Data Format. Data Format receives the data from
Data Capture, formats it, and puts it into shared memory.
Data .OC.. Data QC reads the data in shared memory,
performs range checking and then writes the quality
controlled data out to the hard disk. Different QC procedures
exist for each data type.

Health

Net Communications. Net Communications
receives meteorological data, constraint data, weather
forecasts and warnings, and system status information
from the Preprocessor. It also sends messages and system
health/administration information to the Preprocessor. The
MDS of the weather forecasters will send forecasts,
advisories, and warnings.

Data

Captlle

Ojber data

0

_____ Monitoring
....._~~~~~~~~~~
Dspay

PREPROCESSOR)

St ali on

Figure 3. Data flow and organization of Preprocessor.
Net Communications. Net Communications sends
the meteorological data and the constraint data base out to
the Monitoring Display Stations. Forecasts, advisories and
warnings issued by forecasters and acknowledgments of
those forecasts are received and disseminated to each MDS.
Log. The Log csc keeps records of the
Preprocessor events.

Figure 4. Data flow and organization of MOS.
The following is a brief description of each of the
Monitoring Display Stations functions. A detailed
description of each MDS function is provided in the User's
Manual (Dianic and Moore 1993).

lritl

I

MONITORING
DISPLAY STATION

MMS

and

Initialization/Health. These cscs initialize and
monitor system functions. They restart system components,
as necessary.

~The Log csc records pertinent information and
events on the MDS and generates output for the user
interface which displays logs of the System Log File, the
Forecast/Advisory/Warning Log File, and Monitoring Log
File. The System Log contains system and health
information about the individual MD s, as well as
information about the rest of the MMS. The
Forecast/Advisory/Warning Log contains information on
the time, issuance, cancellation, and description of a
forecast and an advisory or warning issued by one of the
weather forecasters. The Monitoring Log contains records
of the activation, deactivation, alarming, and de-alarming of
monitoring events. For example this log would contain the
description of an active operation and the time of activation
or the time the constraints associated with that operation
were violated.

MDS

Health. Health keeps track of trapped errors, the
system status, and the entire MMS system status.
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User Interface. We designed the User Interface on
each Monitoring Display Station to allow users to perform
the following fimctions:

comparison is "wind not to exceed 18.5 knots at launch
pad." We compiled lists of the operations and constraints
from NASA documents such as CJ>-1098 (NASA 1991).

Select the current days' work operations from a
list of predefined operations. Once a user selects an
operation, the MMS monitors the weather and weather
constraints associated with that operation (Figure 5).

We designed the MMS so that monitoring activity
occurs within the CLIPS expert system shell. A flow chart of
the monitoring process is presented in Figure 6.
Meteorological data and forecast data enter CLIPS along
with the appropriate set of rules developed for each
constraint. If meteorological data violates the rules, CUPS
sends an alarm trigger to the user interface. If new data
entering CUPS violates the rules again, CUPS recognizes that
the alarm was already triggered and will not trigger it again
unless the conditions causing the original violation fall
below violation conditions. For example, if the MMS
repeatedly receives meteorological data which violates the
rule "wincl>l8.5 knots", the monitoring function will not
repeatedly trigger alarms. The wind must fall below the
specified limit, in this case 18.5 knots, and then must
exceed it to violate the constraint again. An alarm
deactivates if none of the rules from a specific constraint
trigger an alarm.

Observe the visible and audible alarm. The MMS
flashes a red button on the screen labeled as WIND,
IlGIITNING, or CJfHER, while a series of audible beeps alerts
the user that the weather has violated a constraint.
Display maps and graphs of meteorological data.
The user selects from the following map displays: local
area maps of wind barbs, wind fields, lightning location
(ILP), field mill grid (LPLWS ), or wind rose graphs.
Receive weather Forecasts, Advisories, and
Warnings (FAW). Weather forecasters at CCFF frequently
issue FAWs to the KSC/CCAFS area when adverse weather
occurs or is expected to occur. Examples of adverse
weather include lightning within 5 miles of KSC, wind
speeds in excess of 18, 35, 45, or 60 knots, or temperatures
below 32°F. Users that receive a Forecast, Advisory, or
Warning must acknowledge its receipt.

Constraints

Enter weather FAWS. The MM s allows only
authorized personnel, such as Air Force weather forecasters
to issue the FAWS.

User Selects
cperations

FAY:!.. Control. FAW control handles the sending and
receiving of Forecast, Advisory, and Warning data which is
entered by the forecasters and distributed to the other MDSs.

CLIPS
' t• "" - - , . _ _ -
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Rules
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Viol at ion93nd
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Figure 6. Flow diagram of the Monitoring Function.

Figure 5. User Interface showing selection of operation for
monitoring.
Monitoring. The Monitoring process applies userspecified weather constraints to forecast and near real-time
meteorological data. This process activates alarms when
weather -- predicted or actual -- violates an active set of
constraints. Monitoring covers both simple and complex
meteorological comparisons. An example of a simple
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Data Display. Data Display controls the display of
maps and graphs of the meteorological data. This module
uses the graphics development tool SL-GMS to generate
many of the displays.
SL-GMS provides an environment to create and
embed dynamic graphical screens into application software.
In MMS, we used SL-GMS to manage the display of near realtime data. We used an SL-G MS internal table to link
variables to screen elements. This table-driven design

allows screens to update the elements in which attached
data variables have changed.
SL-GMS consists of the SL-DRAW editor and a library
of GMS functions. After defining the static appearance of
the graphical model, the programmer can attach dynamic
attributes to describe how the model will respond to
changes in real-time data. Some of the dynamic attributes
include text replacement, scaling, rotation, translation
transformation, percent fill, color, width, and style.
We created the Wind Barb display in MMS using the
SL- DRAw editor. First, we created background maps as a
model with no dynamic attributes. Next, we created another
model to represent a wind barb with rotation, scaling, color,
and visibility dynamic attributes attached, We then
duplicated the wind barb model many times to represent a
series of wind towers. We used some of the GMS library
functions to integrate the graphics model to the application
software. As a result, each wind tower icon rotates and
scales in response to the arrival ofreal-time data. The other
meteorological displays were similarly created.
4.

SUMMARY AND FUTURE MMS

The major accomplishments and research findings
achieved during the MMS development were:
The successful construction of the complex monitoring
process. We designed the monitoring process to ingest and
process data from meteorological sensors, Air Force
weather forecasters, and user-selected constraints. Once the
system detects a constraint violation it sends both visible
and audible alarms to the user interlace.
Expert system tools used for decision making. We
used the expert system tool CLIPS to develop the rules,
based on NASA work operations and constraints. CLIPS
compares meteorological data and weather forecast data
with constraint rules to decide if rules are violated. CLIPS is
a powerful expert system tool which allows MMS to handle
complex rules in future MMS growth.
The easy-to-use and well-designed MMS user interface.
Using the X windows system and the Motif toolkit, we
designed the windows, buttons, and menus to allow users to
easily control, select, and interact with the MMS.
The modular desi1:n and ease of expansion of the
software and hardware. We designed the modular software
to allow expansion to other hardware platforms. The design
also allows for the easy addition of other modules with the
addition of system functions.
The near-real-time data displays. The displays of
meteorological data update as the system captures new
data. Using the graphics software tool SL-GMS, we rapidly
developed graphic objects which are dynamically linked to
incoming data.
The current MMS is an operational prototype which
NASA and the Air Force use for monitoring the
meteorology, setting work operations priorities, and
disseminating weather information to the KSC/CCAFS area.
Planned enhancements to the MMS are to:

Add diffusion modeling capabilities. MMS will
incorporate at least one of several different diffusion
models, including Ocean Breeze/Dry Gulch, LOMPUFF,
AFrOX, or other models developed for emergency response
applications.
Include additional maps and data bases. The MMS may
be enhanced by adding automated mapping and data base
retrieval functions similar to a Geographic Information
System (GIS). A GIS is a computer software product used to
automate, manipulate, analyze, and display geographic data
in digital form. A GIS features data base management, map
overlay, spatial analysis, interactive display and queries,
and graphics editing. The ms could utilize data from
KSC/CCAFS for many emergency or routine operations.
including roads, buildings, personnel locations, soils,
vegetation, or hazardous material storage sites.
Add data sources. NASA and the Air Force collect
meteorological data from many different sensors and
systems at KSC/CCAFS. In the future the MMS will be
modified to receive data from these other sources. MMS
could then display the data, as well as process it for
monitoring. Other possible data sources are: Automated
Weather Distribution System (A WDS ), local NWS or FAA
surface observations, LDAR, NEXRAD Doppler radar, wind
profiler, and acoustic sounder.
Expand network. The current MMS configuration
consists of one preprocessor and two Monitoring Display
Stations (MDS). Additional MDSs could be added with little
impact on the performance of the Preprocessor or the rest of
the MMS. The MDSs could be added to other sites at
KSC/CCAFS. Also, since we developed the MMS software
using standardized tools and techniques such as UNIX and
C, we could install the MMS on any UNIX based computers
Transfer MMS to other sites. The MMS is an ideal
system for users who need to receive weather warnings or
who need to run emergency response diffusion models. The
hardware could be configured so the software will run on
one workstation or many workstations. The data sources
could be modified easily to accommodate each user's own
MMS. Each MMS would have its own set of rules which
would be based on the applicable weather constraints.
5.
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128.3

THE PARALLELIZATION OF AN ATMOSPHERIC
SIMULATION MODEL
Craig J. Tremback, Robert L. Walko, and William R. Cotton
Department of Atmospheric Science
Colorado State University
Fort Collins, Colorado 80523

1.

INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in computer technology have now
placed supercomputer power on the desktop for a small
fraction of the price. As the price/performance ratios
of computer hardware continue to fall, software applications which were once only possible using supercomputers can now be accomplished on hardware platforms
costing far less.
Many traditional supercomputer applications have
benefited greatly in the move from the realm of the supercomputer center to more direct local control of the
end user. Many of the larger and more complex models had operated almost exclusively on large, multi-user
mainframes (such as CRAY's and CDC CYBER's) until the late 1980's. In the last several years (since about
1987), RISC-based, superworkstations have come on
the market which have sufficient computational power
to run large codes at speeds within an order of magnitude of supercomputers. Aside from the cost benefits of
using the smaller workstations, the conveniences oflocal
control of the computer system, local data storage, and
sophisticated visualization tools on the same computer
system are just a few of the additional advantages.
Even more recently (within the last 2-3 years), software and hardware have become available which allow
RISC workstations to be clustered together to provide
a very cost-effective parallel, high-performance computing system. In addition, some of the workstations that
have entered the market and could be included in a cluster have been optimized for different functions; some
have very good floating point performance, while others have good graphic performance.
The type of architecture that is the most commonly
used today by the computer industry is the distributed
memory, MIMD (Multiple Instruction Multiple Data)
computer. In essence, each of the processing units is
its own computer, with its own CPU, memory, and instructions. A workstation cluster and the CM-5 supercomputer from Thinking Machines Corporation are
examples of this type of system . The concept of the
MIMD system is very attractive because of its flexibility. Because it is basically a conglomeration of separate computers, very different computers may be used
in a MIMD system. Also, as computer technology ad-
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vances, obsolete components of the system may be replaced, thus preserving at least part of the hardware
investment of the system with little, if any, additional
software modification necessary. Additionally, shared
memory systems can emulate distributed MIMD systems very effectively, thus further protecting the software investment.

This type of heterogeneous computer environment
is very conducive for operating atmospheric simulation
models for a multitude of meteorological and climatological applications and research problems because of
the variety of computer capabilities necessary to effectively perform the research. A wide range of uses
which include operational forecasting, emergency response systems, and basic research are becoming increasingly feasible on these lower-cost platforms. The
Regional Atmospheric Modeling System (RAMS), developed at Colorado State University and ASTeR, Inc.,
is being used for these applications for a multitude
of projects on workstations and workstation clusters.
Floating point performance of the computer hardware
is, of course, the main priority for many of the applications. However, other capabilities such as the ability to
handle multi-gigabyte datasets, interactive interfaces,
and visualization tools are also important to the effective and efficient use of atmospheric simulation codes
for applied, operational, and research applications.

Now, with the ability to cluster low-cost RISC
workstations, creating a powerful, cost-effective, parallel computing platform, the door has been opened for
these new applications. RAMS is being modified to take
advantage of these lower cost computer platforms. We
will discuss the modifications that have been made for
execution on a MIMD (Multiple Instruction Multiple
Data) computer architecture, of which one example is a
workstation cluster. The dataflow structures of RAMS
and the parallel communication techniques to handle
them will be discussed . One of the most difficult issues is the handling of the nested grid capabilities in an
efficient parallel manner. We will present a technique
for dealing with nested grids and show what speed-up
benchmarks may be expected.

2.

THE REGIONAL ATMOSPHERIC
MODELING SYSTEM - RAMS

The Regional Atmospheric Modeling System
(RAMS), which was developed at Colorado State University and ASTeR, Inc., is a multipurpose, numerical
prediction model that is designed to simulate weather
systems spanning in scale from the hemisphere down to
large eddy simulations (LES) of the planetary boundary layer. Its primary use is to simulate atmospheric
phenomena on the mesoscale (horizontal scales from
2 km to 2500 km) for purposes ranging from support of basic research to air quality regulatory applications. RAMS was developed initially to perform research into the areas of modeling physiographicallydriven weather systems (i.e. sea breeze circulations,
thermally-driven mountain circulations, and circulations driven by contrasts in land-use) (Pielke, 197 4;
Mahrer and Pielke, 1977) and simulating convective
clouds, mesoscale convective systems, cirrus clouds, and
precipitating weather systems in general (Tripoli and
Cotton, 1982; Tremback, 1990). Since then, the use of
RAMS has increased greatly, with a variety of applications from regional climate simulation to large eddy
simulations to operational forecasting applications.
RAMS contains a number of options which makes
it amenable for use in a wide range of applications.
It is designed so that the code contains a variety of
structures and features ranging from hydrostatic to nonhydrostatic codes, resolution ranging from a few meters
to the order of a hundred kilometers, domains from a
few kilometers to an entire hemisphere, and a suite of
physical options. This allows for an easy selection of
the appropriate options for a different spatial scale or
different locations. A particular feature of RAMS that
makes it attractive for mesoscale and microscale applications is the interactive (or two-way) nesting procedure
that allows the user to specify any numer of telescoping grids or even moving grids that could float through
a mesoscale grid while calculating, for example, transport and dispersion of a pollutant or the propagation of
a thunderstorm. This also allows a high resolution forecast for a target area while simultaneously providing
coarser resolution forecasts (but still higher resolution
than NMC or ECMWF) for a much larger surrounding
area.
RAMS is well suited for parallelization since it does
not use physical/numerical routines that are global.
Pressure, for example, is solved locally either using
the hydrostatic approximation or non-hydrostatically
using a time-split compressible approximation. Advection is calculated using local finite difference operators rather than using non-local spectral methods.
For the same truncation scale, spectral methods have
been shown to be more accurate than finite difference
approximations. However, finite difference approximations have been refined enormously in recent years allowing higher-ordered accuracy (i.e., Tremback et al.,
1987), at much less computational expense than spec-

tral methods. The advantage of the non-global character of finite-difference schemes can thus be used to great
advantage for parallelization with good computational
accuracy.

3.

PARALLEL RAMS STRUCTURE

In approaching the modification of a large code
such as RAMS for parallel computation, several design
requirements and considerations have been be taken
into account.
• We are concentrating on the "large" computational
configurations of RAMS, not the smaller two and
one-dimensional runs that can be configured. Also,
in general, the larger the three dimensional domain
(measured in numbers of grid points), the more
efficient that the parallelization should become.
• No compromises are being made in the physics or
numerics. It would be possible to reduce numerical
accuracies in some schemes such as advection to
reduce the amount of communication among the
processors, but we will not take this approach.
• We are targeting the distributed memory, MIMD
architecture. With SIMD computers, a microtasking structure in which the parallelization is
done on the individual loop level is probably the
most efficient technique, which would require a distinctly different code structure than a MIMD machine, where a much coarser-grained parallelism is
required since communication between processors
needs to be kept to minimum.
• Scalability of the parallel algorithms to massivelyparallel platforms is being considered. Although
our immediate goals are to target a workstation cluster, we will eventually port RAMS to
massively-parallel, MIMD machines.
• For ease of software maintenance, a single code version is being developed for both uni-processor and
parallel platforms.
• There should not be any performance degradation
for the code on uni-processor platforms.
Therefore, with these requirements and considerations, the code modification is progressing. The following sections will summarize the features of the parallel
RAMS and the basic techniques used in accomplishing
the goals.

3.1

Basic code structure

The parallel RAMS uses the Parallel Virtual
chine (PVM) software, developed at Oak Ridge
tional Laboratory, for communication among the
cessors of the parallel computer platform. PVM is
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flexible and the codes which use it can be logically configured in many ways. RAMS uses PVM in a standard
master-node configuration, where the master process is
a main controlling process, handling model initialization and output, while the nodes are the main workers,
performing virtually all of the floating point computations needed for the model simulations.
The basic structure of RAMS in this master-node
configuration is the standard method of domain decomposition where each processor is given a portion of the
modeling domain on which to perform the computations. Each node is given a rectangular set of grid
points and a surrounding boundary region, which will
be referred to as a subdomain. Again, all computation is done on the node processes. During each model
timestep, the nodes must exchange information at the
subdomain boundaries. Two methods for this exchange
can done: I) direct node-to-node communication, or
2) node-to-master-to-node communication, where each
node sends its boundary information to the master process, which then repackages it and disseminates it back
to the nodes. In RAMS, we have chosen the latter
method. This technique has the advantages of significantly less bookkeeping, fewer communication paths,
and less data transferred as the number of processors
mcreases.

3.2

Dynamic load balancing

With the techniques of domain decomposition, inefficiencies will arise when one processor takes much
longer with its subdomain than the other processors.
This can happen frequently in RAMS because of spatial differences in model physics and hence the complexity of the physical parameterizations the model has to
compute. If this happens, the remainder of the processors will sit idle. We have implemented a technique for
dynamic load balancing, an objective way to allow for
the adjustment of the computational load among the
processors as a model simulation progresses. The master process monitors the wall clock time that it takes
for each of the nodes to complete computations on the
subdomains. About every 20-40 timesteps or when the
imbalance among nodes reaches a certain criteria, the
master process will re-decompose the domains taking
into account the relative speeds of each node; fast nodes
will then get more grid points, slow nodes will get less.
Note that this will also account for other factors that
may slow a particular node down such as usage by other
processes, slower network transactions, etc.

3.3

Concurrent communication/computation

It is desirable that communication between each
processor of the MIMD system be kept to a minimum
if the overhead involved in the communication between
processors in a the system is significant compared to
the computations performed. One way of minimizing
the communication cost is to "schedule" communica-
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tions so that they occur concurrently with computation. The modular structure of the RAMS code is
very conducive to this type of technique. The timestep
computational structure has been rearranged so that
many of the model computational schemes that do not
require information from the subdomain boundary regions (those schemes that operate either at a single grid
point or in a vertical column) are executed first during
a timestep. While this is occurring, the master process
receives the data from the nodes and sends the appropriate information back to the nodes. When the node
is finished with the first set of computations, the subdomain boundary information will have been received
so that the node can continue with the remainder of
the computations. For smaller numbers of nodes, the
concurrent scheduling of communication and computation may even allow for reasonable efficiency in the use
of a cost-effective, standard Ethernet (10 million bits
per second peak transfer rate) for communication in a
clustered workstation system, rather than the more expensive optical fiber components.

3.4

Nested grid considerations

As mentioned, RAMS contains a two-way interactive grid nesting scheme where, during a timestep, the
coarser grid gives boundary information to a fine grid
and a fine grid averages its domain and overlays the
appropriate area of the coarse grid. Nested grids can
be either telescoping or simultaneously nested within a
coarser grid. There is no limit imposed in RAMS as to
the number of nests. As you can imagine, this situation
presents a challenge for the development of an efficient
parallel version of RAMS which uses domain decomposition, dynamic load balancing, and strives to minimize
communication among the nodes.
We have implemented a first version of a parallel
nesting scheme. Recognizing the fact that, in virtually
all simulations, a large majority of the computational
load occurs on the highest resolution nested grid, we
first make sure that the finest grid is decomposed and
balanced well across all nodes. The task then remains
to decompose the remaining grids in a reasonable way.
Lets assume that we are making a two grid simulation. We have chosen to decompose grid I in such
a manner so that one node will contain all of the area
needed for grid 2. The remainder of the grid I domain
can then be decomposed among the rest of the nodes.
The course of events that are relevant to the nesting
during a typical timestep, then, will be:
• The coarse grid will be stepped forward for one
long timestep on all nodes.
• The node that contains the fine grid area of the
coarse grid will interpolate the necessary boundary
points of the fine grid. It will then send these points
to all nodes that contain the fine grid subdomains
which need these boundary points.

• The fine grids will be stepped forward on a smaller
timestep for as many times as necessary to reach
the longer coarse grid timestep.
• Each of the nodes will average its subdomain points
to the resolution of the coarse grid. All the nodes
will send these averaged points to the single node
that contains the coarse grid area of the fine grid.
This single node will then overlay this averaged fine
grid information onto the coarse grid. Note that
averaging the fine grid information on all nodes
first will greatly reduce the amount of information
that needs to be sent over the communication network.
This is the first technique we have attempted to
accomplish the parallel nesting. Further testing is required to determine if this is efficient enough for general
usage.
4.

6.

BENCHMARKS

Preliminary tests have been run with the parallel RAMS. These tests were run on 1 to 4 IBM
RS/6000 Model 550 workstations. RAMS was configured with a single three-dimensional grid with 60x60x40
grid points.
Communication was done across the
department-wide Ethernet. The workstations were dedicated during these tests; no attempt was made to restrict network load. At the time these tests were done,
the modifications to RAMS for the concurrent computation/ communication had not been done. These
numbers may be interpreted as a worst case of what
speedups may be expected.

# nodes
1
2
3
4

CPU (sec)
98.6
100.9
104.5
108.7

Wall (sec)
99
55
40
35

Speedup
1.0
1.8
2.6
3.1

The CPU time was the sum of the processor time
for all grids. The wall clock time was measured from
the master process from the start to the end. The times
refer to the length of an average timestep. Note that
there is a small increase of total CPU time as the number of nodes increase. This is due to the time spent in
preparing data to be sent over the network and a small
amount of necessary overlapped computation.
Further benchmarks testing a larger cluster of
workstations and runs with nested grids will be presented at the conference.

5.

puting platform, the door has been opened for many
new applications. The Regional Atmospheric Modelling
System (RAMS) is being modified to take advantage of
these lower cost computer platforms. We have discussed
some of the modifications that have been made for execution on a MIMD (Multiple Instruction Multiple Data)
computer architecture, of which one example is a workstation cluster. The modifications include restructuring the RAMS code to allow for domain decomposition, dynamic load balancing, and concurrent computation/ communication. One of the most difficult issues
is the handling of the nested grid capabilities in an efficient parallel manner. Our first attempt for a technique
for dealing with the nested grids has been presented.
Future work will include further testing of the nested
grid scheme and additional restructuring of the code to
allow for more concurrent computation/communication
especially in conjunction with the grid nesting.
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SUMMARY

With the ability to cluster low-cost RISC workstations, creating a powerful, cost-effective, parallel corn-
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1.

INTRODUCTION

No special hardware is needed. Additional ports of
Envision to other UNIX platforms are planned for the
near term.
Data sets intended to be used in Envision are
stored as rectangular grids of values in n-dimensions.
Envision currently works with the netCDF format [Rew
and Davis, 1990], developed by Unidata at the
University Corporation for Atmospheric Research
(UCAR) and HDF [Brown et al. 1993], a format
developed by National Center for Supercomputing
Applications (NCSA) at University of Illinois.

Recently,
the
Atmospheric
Model
Intercomparison Project (AMIP), coordinated by the
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory [Gates,
1992], has begun to compile and archive data from
simulations performed by more than thirty global
climate models (GCMs). These archives contain
monthly mean model output fields of 6-7 variables at
multiple vertical levels and 10-15 other surface
variables on latitude-longitude grids.
At the same time, there has been a NASAsupported software project underway at the University
of Illinois and Texas A&M University developing an
interactive analysis and visualization system for large
geophysical datasets called Envision. The key features
of Envision are support for data in netCDF and HDF
data formats, an easy to use X/Motif user interface,
distributed process capabilities in a client-server
arrangement, and portability to many UNIX
workstations. The Envision package also gives the user

Envision was designed to take advantage of
existing standards in file formats, hardware, and
software, as well as to interface with existing packages
and software libraries where possible. Envision's
design goal is to integrate the areas of data
management, analysis, and visualization together in an
interactive environment [Searight et al. 1993b]. Its
design is modular and distributed to allow for flexibility

new ways to view and change metadata in a set of data

and extensibility, but it also tries to hide from the user

files. It permits a scientist to conveniently and
efficiently manage large data sets consisting of many
data files. It also provides links to popular visualization
tools so that data can be quickly browsed. These
capabilities make it ideally suited to manipulate and
visualize the large volume of multivariate AMIP data.

unnecessary detail about the storage of data values in
files.
Envision's key features are a metadata browser
and editor, a data management system, and a set of links
to visualization and analysis tools. Envision's principal
components are the Envision Data Manager (EDM)
and Envision User Interface (EUI), which run as
separate processes in communication with each other.
At the center of Envision is the EDM, which acts as a
server to which any number of client processes,
including the EUI, may connect. Visualization and
analysis tools are connected as clients and the EDM
exchanges messages and data with them. Visualizations
are performed using the public domain Xlmage and
Collage programs from NCSA and the commercial IDL
package from Research Systems, Inc. of Boulder,
Colorado. The modular design of Envision provides
extensibility, since other tools may be added to the
Envision environment.

2.

ENVISION

2.1

System Requirements

The Envision package is designed to work with
commonly used standards in data formats, operating
systems, networking, and graphics [Searight et al.
1993a]. It runs on many UNIX workstations using
X/Motif, including IBM RS6000, Sun, HP, and SGI.
Corresponding author address:
Keith R. Searight, Dept. of Atmospheric
Sciences,University of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801.
email: keith@vista.atmos.uiuc.edu
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2.2 System components and design

2.3

Data management

Data used in a large project is invariably contained
in a set of data files. In practice, this organization of
data can be unwieldy to manage. For example, a data
set might be stored on a CD-ROM, with data files
stored in a hierarchy of directories representing years,
months, and days. The data in these files is
conceptually a single entity, but has been divided for
convenience of storage or due to its collection over a
period of time. In a scenario like this, problems would
arise if a user wished to view a subset of the whole data
set when the values wanted were stored in a number of
these files.
Management ·of variable and dimension objects
that span multiple files is done in Envision by matching
corresponding objects in each of the files. Envision
organizes large data sets into projects, and the metadata,
or data about the data, is saved in project files. The
matching and grouping of the same variables and
dimensions in different files are referred to as merging.
This operation creates new entities called logical
objects. The logical objects are characterized by
regular dimensions and variables that span multiple
files, so they can be used as if they were all in a single
file. Envision also handles situations where dimensions
may be implied by the division of data into files. A
dimension, quite often time, may not be explicitly
defined, but can be assumed when each file in a data set
represents a single step. In Envision, this type of
dimension may be created and is called a virtual
dimension. Once a virtual dimension is defined, it can
be used exactly like any other dimension. Typically,
these are created for each data file and then merged
together to make a logical dimension.

2.4 User interface
The EUI is the principal means by which users
work with a project in Envision. The EUI is an intuitive
point-and-click graphical environment used to browse
both metadata and data in a project. The metadata
describes data values and includes information such as
collection or generation of the data and its subsequent
manipulation. Examples of simple metadata are
variable name and units. More complex metadata
might include a list of processing steps used to generate
a particular set of data values.
The EUI is a client process that connects to the
ED M. At the top of the window is the menu bar, which
has a series of pull-down menus for working with
projects, data files, the appearance of the table,
metadata access, and visualization. In the table display,

dimensions (independent variables) are represented as
columns and variables (dependent variables) are shown
as rows. Raised buttons indicate which dimensions are
used by which variables. Where defined, the unit
attribute for each dimension and variable in the table is
displayed along with its name.
An example of a table display created by Envision
using the AMIP data is shown in Figure 1. Four model
output variables are displayed as rows in the table:
precipitation, sea level pressure or SLP, temperature,
and net longwave radiation flux at the surface. The
display has as its columns the four possible dimensions
defined for each variable: longitude, latitude, time, and
model. All four buttons for each variable are raised in
this particular display because each variable is defined
over each of the dimensions. If, for example, the SLP
data were created as an annual mean field, the button
defined at the intersection of the SLP variable and the
TIME dimension would not be raised. Instead a new
dimension (ANNUAL) would be created as the
rightmost column of the display and the button defined
at the intersection of ANNUAL and SLP would be
raised.

Figure 1. Example of Envision table display showing
four atmospheric variables (listed in left column) as
functions of four independent variables: latitude,
longitude, time and model. "X" and "Y" denote
variables and dimensions to be sent to the visualization
software to obtain plots of sea level pressures as a
function of longitude and time (see Fig. 3).
Special attention should be given to the column
labelled MODEL in Figure 1. In this example, the
netCDF datasets were created such that each model had
its variables stored in separate files. Distinguishing
filenames were used to indicate the GCM that created
each dataset. In order to display the variables for three
GCMs on a single table, a virtual dimension (MODEL)
was created. Each variable was assigned a number (13) which was used to designate the model-origin of the
data. Since the three models chosen for this analysis
had variables defined at the same resolutions and times,
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the different variables and dimensions could be merged
into the single concise table shown above.
The table display is also customizable by the user
through the creation of different views of the project.
In Envision, a view is a subset of the variables in a
project. Within a view the order of rows and columns
may be changed and variables not being used may be
hidden. In this way, a user can reduce the size of the
table display and can more efficiently browse through a
large project by looking only at the variables of interest.
Also, a set of views in a project can be created for
different purposes.
2.5

Visualization

together with IDL functions to create an enhanced
working environment.
2.6 Getting Envision
Envision is a public domain software package and
is available by anonymous FrP. The primary site is
vista.atmos.uiuc.edu in the directory pub/envision and
the secondary site is csrp.tamu.edu in the directory
pub/envision. Available at both locations are source
code, binaries, documentation, and sample data sets.
Instructions for obtaining netCDF, HDF, Collage,
Xlmage, and IDL are also provided there.
3.

Envision does not do any visualization itself, but
acts as a data server for visualization and analysis tools.
Creating a display in Envision involves several steps.
First, a variable is identified in the EUI for further
analysis. The dimensions it uses are then selected to be
display axes by clicking on the raised buttons
intersecting with the variable row. For example, for a
2-D visualization, X and Y axes would be chosen. A
display program, such as Collage or IDL, is chosen
from a pull-down menu option. At this point, another
window interface pops up. This interface allows the
user to restrict the ranges of the dimensions and to set
options for the visualization display. When the user
requests a display, the data values are fetched from the
data files and assembled in the proper order by the
EDM, then sent directly to the visualization program.
Other ranges or options can be set again and new
displays created, without going back to the EUI.
Two public domain visualization applications
used with Envision are Collage and XImage, which
· were written by the National Center for
Supercomputing Applications (NCSA). Both are raster
image viewers that can display single frames or
animations. One important feature of Collage is that it
is a collaborative tool. This means that all the windows
produced in the program can be simultaneously viewed
on different workstations connected via a network.
This gives users that are thousands of miles apart or just
down the hall from each other the ability to analyze and
browse the same data together at the same time.
Another application that Envision works with is
Interactive Data Language (IDL), a product of Research
Systems, Inc. IDL is an interactive environment used to
perform calculations on and visualizations of scientific
data. IDL is used in Envision to create visualization
modules that draw 1-D and 2-D plots. The two IDL
modules serve as examples to IDL users of how they
can use the Envision data manager and user interface
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APPLICATIONS TO AMIP DATA

The standard output of AMIP includes latitudelongitude grids spanning various models (presently 13,
eventually 30-35), variables (17), vertical levels (3,
including the surface), calander months (12) and years
(10). The AMIP database is therefore characterized by
not only a large volume (nearly 4 Gbytes), but by the
type of dimensionality for which Envision is wellsuited. We therefore present several examples of AMIP
data analyses obtained from the Envision software
package.
Key issues in the analysis of AMIP output pertain
to the relative magnitudes of the seasonal cycle, the
interannual variations and the model-to-model
differences. Figure 2 illustrates these relative
magnitudes in terms of the precipitation at 26.5°N in a
time-longitude section extending eastward from 0°E to
360°E. Sections are shown for three models : ECMWF
(European Center for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasting), GFDL (Geophysical Fluid Dynamics
Laboratory) and MPI (the German Max-Planck Institute
in Hamburg). Figure 2, created by Envision using the
NCSA Collage tool, shows that all three models capture
the longitudinal variability that is observed: dry
conditions over the northern African (Sahara) and
Arabian longitudes, 0°-80°E; the relatively wet regimes
of south-central Asia, southeastern Asia and the western
Pacific (90° -190E); the dryness of the subtropical
eastern Pacific (200°-250°E), and the wetness of the
Mexican-Caribbean sector (260°-310°E). In the latter
region, all three models even show a "rain shadow" of
little precipitation in eastern Mexico (260°E). The
three-panel display shows that the precipitation fields of
the ECMWF and MPI models contain a seasonal cycle
which is most pronounced in the monsoon region of
southeastern Asia (90°-l 10°E). The maximum
precipitation region for the GFDL model is centered
30° -40° east of this region over the extreme western
Pacific. The seasonal cycle in these regions is

sufficiently strong that it dominates the interannual
variations in all three models.
The longitude-time images in Fig. 2 provide
effective displays of the interannual variations, the
details of which differ considerably from model to
model even though all three models were run with the
same time-varying sea surface temperatures. For
example the heavy monsoon years of 1984-1986 in the
GFDL simulation are not apparent as such in the
ECMWF and MPI simulations. Among the other
model-to-model differences depicted in Figure 2 are the
general wetness of the GFDL simulation relative to the
ECMWF and MPI , and the weakness of the ECMWFs
seasonal cycle relative to the other two models. These
model-to-model differences are generally larger than
the year-to-year variablility within the ten-year
simulation of any single model.
While such
conclusions are easily discemable by eye from Figure 2,
it would require substantial amounts of ad hoe
programming to establish similar conclusions without
Envision's data management software and visualization
packages.
A second application of Envision using the IDL
graphics package is shown in Figure 3. This figure
contains time series of sea level pressures simulated by
the MPI model for the grid points corresponding to
locations near Darwin, Australia (-4°N, 132°E) and
Tahiti (-4°N, 228°E). The parameter settings used for
this example are indicated in the Envision interface
panels on the left side of Figure 3. The pressures at
Darwin and Tahiti are often used to construct an index
of the El Nino/Southern Oscillation phenomenon,
which is generally regarded as the strongest signal in
the tropical climate system over timescales of 1-10
years.
Specifically, a "warm" ENSO event is
characterized by above-normal pressures in the farwestem Pacific (Darwin) and below-normal pressures
in the central Pacific (fahiti). Figure 3 shows that such
situations occurred in the MPI model simulation during
1982-83 and 1987, which correspond quite closely with
the two major "warm" ENSO events of the 1980s :
1982-83 and 1986-87. The implication is that the MPI
model atmosphere and the actual atmosphere respond
similarly to anomalies of sea surface temperatures.
Corresponding plots (not shown) for the other
AMIP models (ECMWF, GFDL) also show evidence of
an ENSO signal, although to a lesser degree. The signal
for the GFDL model is particularly difficult to ascertain
due to an apparent positive trend (+3-4 mb over ten
years) in the sea level pressures at both grid points. The
Envision software thus permits a user to distinguish
quite readly the various models' abilities to capture a
signal known to exist within the climate system.

4.

CONCLUSIONS

In this study, Envision was used to organize and
display the AMIP variables, dimensions and attributes
in a comprehensive and organized table. A number of
key features of the AMIP data were identified and
evaluated using the visualization capabilities of
Envision by creating images of individual AMIP
variables. The AMS Conference presentation will also
include animation sequences of various AMIP fields.
The use of the interactive Envision environment has
made exploration of the AMIP GCM data sets more
feasible, time efficient, and comprehensive than would
be possible using traditional methods.
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128.5
INTERACTIVE CALCULATOR FOR USE WITH
MULTI-DIMENSIONAL NETCDF FILES
Donald W. Denbo
Pacific Northwest Laboratory
Sequim, Washington
1.

INTRODUCTION

The interactive exploration of numerical results and
observations has become increasingly difficult as the
size of these data sets becomes larger. The scientist
needs to be able to easily extract subsets of very large
data sets and use these subsets in algebraic expressions
to test hypotheses about the relationships between variables. The netCDF calculator (nccalc) satisfies many of
these needs by providing many built-in functions and a
framework that helps the scientist manipulate fourdimensional data sets written using the netCDF (Rew
and Davis, 1990) data format.
2.

THE CALCULATOR

nccalc is a simple programmable interpreter for
floating point, string and field expressions. It has C-style
control flow, function definition and the usual built-in
numerical functions. nccalc is written in C and uses lex,
a lexical analyzer, and yacc, a parser generator. This
allows a systematic and consistent syntax to be implemented easily. The eps library (Denbo and Zhu, 1993),
developed at the Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA/PMEL), has been used to provide a
simplified and consistent interface to netCDF.
nccalc has five different data types: scalar (double
precision floating point), string, slab (a specification of a
four-dimensional hyper-slab), dbase (a pointer to a
netCDF file and its associated attributes), and fields (a
sub-sample of a four-dimensional data set). The syntax
for each of the types is similar, however, not all operations are valid for all data types. The following discussion of operators and built-in functions will be restricted
to the field variable type.
The standard "calculator" operators (division, multiplication, addition, subraction and exponentiation) are
available for fields and are computed pointwise. nccalc
Corresponding author address: Donald W. Denbo,
Pacific Northwest Laboratory, Battelle/Marine Sciences
Laboratory, 1529 W. Sequim Bay Road, Sequim, Washington 98382. Internet: dwd@mystery.pnl.gov
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will automatically regrid fields that are not on identical
grids for any dimension and has a length greater than
one. For example, two subsets from three-dimensional
fields (x,y,z) that have 15 x values, 10 y values and 1 z
value, can have different z values, but if the x and y
dimensions are not identical the fields will be regridded.
In addition to the 5 basic operators nccalc has over
30 built-in functions that operate on fields. These functions include transcendental functions (exp, log, log 10,
and sqrt), the multi-dimensional Fourier transform,
finite difference functions, and statistical functions (ave,
sum, min, max). Several of these functions allow the
user to select for which dimensions the function will be
applied. For example, if ~d is a three-dimensional field
(x,y,z), then min(fld,[x=*,y=*]) will return a one-dimensional field that contains the minimum value of fld at
each z value.
nccalc can have multiple netCDF files open for
both reading and writing. Global and variable attributes
can be modified within nccalc. The user can easily use
fields from two separate input files and write the results
to a third output file.
nccalc can be called from within other programs.
The connection is currently only one way, with nccalc
transferring one- and two-dimensional fields and two
component vectors to the calling program. The graphics
program PPLUS (Denbo, 1993) has been connected to
nccalc to provide interactive graphics to be made of the
nccalc computations.
3.

EXAMPLES

Three examples are presented below demonstrating
the use and power of nccalc. These examples are ~rom
the analyses of numerical experiments in deep oceanic
convection. In each example the nccalc commands are
presented with explanations followed by a graphic produced by PPLUS.
3.1

Example 1: Vertical Temperature Flux

The vertical temperature flux is a quantitative measure of the advection of temperature in the vertical
direction. The vertical derivative of this quantity deter-

mines whether temperature is increasing or decreasing
locally. Vertical temperature flux is computed by multiplying the horizontally demeaned vertical velocity by
the horizontally demeaned temperature. In this example,
the vertical temperature flux is computed for the entire
model domain at model day 1.5 and then horizontally
averaged to create bulk temperature flux values at each
depth (Figure 1). A nccalc script to compute this follows:

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

openr "c65-3.2.cdf"
slb=[x=*,y=*,z=*,t=l.5]
wp=prime(w[slb ],[x=*,y=*])
tp=prime(t[slb ],[x=*,y=*])
ave(wp*tp,[x=*,y=*])*le4

(1) The netCDF model output file c65-3.2.cdf is
opened for reading. (2) A slab slb is created for all x, y,
and z values at time 1.5. (3) The prime function is called
for all vertical velocities defined by slb (prime subtracts
the mean calculated over all x and y's from each point)
and the result is assigned to wp. (4) The prime function
is called for all potential temperatures defined by slb and
the result is assigned to tp. (5) The average of the product wp x tp is computed over all x and y's and then multiplied by 1OOO. The averaging process reduces the
number of dimensions in the result by the number of
dimensions that the average is computed over, thus the
result is a function of depth only.

tion related to the onset of deep oceanic convection and
its temporal structure (Figure 2). The nccalc script to
compute vertical temperature flux as a function of depth
and time follows:

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

openr "c65-3.2.cdf"
sl=[x=1000:2000,y=0:1000,z=0:2000,t=*]
wp=prime(w[sl],[x=*,y=*])
tp=prime(t[sl],[x=*,y=*])
ave(wp*tp,[x=*,y=*])*le4

(1) The netCDF model output file c65-3.2.cdf is
opened for reading. (2) A slab sl is created for x from
1OOO to 2000 meters, y from 0 to 1OOO meters, z from 0
to 2000 meters, and all available values of time. (3) The
prime function is called for all vertical velocities defined
by sl (prime subtracts the mean calculated over all x and
y's, but not over time, from each point) and the result is
assigned to wp. (4) The prime function is called for all
potential temperatures defined by sl and the result is
assigned to tp. (5) The average of the product wp x tp is
computed over all x and y's and then multiplied by
1000. In this example, the averaging reduces the dimensions leaving the result as a function of depth and time.
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Figure 1. Horizontal average of vertical temperature flux (w't') at model day 1.5.
3.2

Example 2: Vertical Temperature Flux

The second example is similar to the first, but the
horizontal range has been reduced and all times are
computed. The changes in the vertical temperature flux
over time provide the scientist with important informa-

3.3

Example 3: Fourier Transform

The horizontal scales of the potential temperature
structure can be determined by computing the horizontal
wavenumber spectra. In this example, the vertical distribution of temperature variance is found by computing
the spectra at each depth and then ensemble averaging
the horizontal spectra in the y dimension to improve the
accuracy of the spectral estimates. The common logarithm of the spectrum is then computed for display purposes (Figure 3). The nccalc script for these calculations
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follows:

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

planned. The new interface will allow the calling program to store and retrieve fields directly.
Keyboard 110: The above API will also enable
nccalc to have better keyboard I/O. The new I/O routines will enable a script to prompt for and read user
input.

openr "c65-3.2.cdf"
slxyz=[x=*,y=*,z=*,t=l.5]
t_fft=ave(fft(t[slxyz],[x=*]),[y=*])
loglO(t_fft+ le-10)

(1) The netCDF model output file c65-3.2.cdf is
opened for reading. (2) A slab slxyz is created for all x,
y, and z values at time 1.5. (3) A one-dimensional Fourier transform is computed in the x direction for all
potential temperature defined by slxyz. The transform is
then averaged in the y direction (ensemble averaging)
and the result stored in the field variable t_jft. (NOTE: a
two-dimensional transform is computed by specifying a
second direction in the second argument of the !ft). (4)
The common logarithm is computed for t_jft with a constant offset of le-10. This offset is required to guarantee
that no value is identically equal to zero.
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4.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

nccalc has been in use for almost two years. During
this time, nccalc has evolved to meet users needs. The
following features are planned for implementation in the
near future.
Vectors: Many calculations can be made more intuitive by using vectors and vector functions. The functions to be implemented include divergence, curl,
gradient, cross and dot products.
Grid generation: By creating empty fields the user
will be able to break large computations into smaller
pieces and assign the results to a subset of an empty
field.
Programming interface: A more flexible and feature-laden application programming interface is
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128.6
Application of Neural Network Technique for Detection of
Ship Track from AVHRR Cloud Imagery
Y. M. Fleming Lure*, Yi-Chung Rau*, Y. S. Peter Chiou*, and H. Y. Michael Yeh*
*Caelum Research Corporation, Silver Spring, MD 20901 (TEL) (301) 593-1748, (FAX) (301) 593-3951

1. Introduction
Ship Tracks in overlying marine stratus or
stratocumulus (st/sc) clouds at near infrared
wavelengths, such as channels at 3.7 micron meter of
the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer on
NOAA polar-orbiting satellite, have caught significant
attention in the satellite remote sensing community
(Coakley, 1987; Porch, et al., 1990; Radke, et al., 1989).
Although they need to be further validated, several
hypothesis including emission of aerosol from ship
stack, heat and moisture injection, a decoupled marine
boundary layer and several others (Ship Wake Evolution
Workshop, 1992) provide the rationale for the existence
and persistence of low-level ship-track signature
Detection and recognition of ship tracks in satellite
cloud imagery has been investigated, primary based
upon the feature that ship track signatures follow a
curvilinear tracks.
Several methods have been
investigated for automated detection of ship tracks based
upon extensive study of ship track characteristics.
These techniques utilize digital image processing
methods including pre-enhancement, edge detection,
recursive filtering, and pathway survey methods to
determine the ship track signature (Nielsen and Durkee,
1992; Siquig, et al., 1991). These detection algorithms
have demonstrated encouraging results in identification
of ship track in 3.7 micron meter cloud imaging. In
spite of the accomplishments of digital computer-based
ship track detection, robust and automatic detection of
ship tracks still remains a challenge problem in terms of
achieving high rates of success and fast processing.
Artificial neural network (ANN) processing and their
learning capabilities have been successfully
demonstrated in pattern recognition and classification
with application to satellite remote sensing, automatic
target recognition (ATR), and many other areas since its
superior properties of fault tolerance, generalization, and
its capability of learning from training data. Integration
of digital image processing and artificial neural network
processing becomes necessary to further improve
detection accuracy and speed. A neural network based
hybrid ship track detection system is developed and
applied for ship detection from AVHRR cloud imagery.
This paper will present the neural network techniques in
search of ship track cloud imagery prior to accurate

detection. ANN training and classification results will
also be discussed. Finally, a summary will be given.

2.

Data Acquisition and Pre-Processing

The multi-channel A VHRR cloud images at 1 km
x 1 km resolution primary at 3.7 micron meter
absorption band (Channel 3) containing ship track
suspects, in the North Eastern Pacific provided to us by
Dr. Durkee of Naval Postgraduate School, are used for
the development of hybrid detection technique.
Additional image at 0.63 micron meter non-absorption
band (Channel 1) and 11 micron meter (Channel 4) are
also collected as auxiliary images. The AVHRR
measurements at three channels (albedo for channel 1 &
3 and brightness temperature at channel 4) are first
linearly normalized to the gray scale values ranging
from 0 to 255 with large values indicating cloud
covered area. Because of extraneous background cloud
information, cloud images are enhanced by using a
histogram equalization technique followed by edge
enhancement technique in order to reduce noise in cloud
imagery and enhance the figure-to-background contrast.
The histogram equalization technique is used to stretch
the gray scale values of cloud image in order to enhance
the contrast based upon the cumulative distribution
function (CDF) of the gray levels.
A localized
equalization technique is developed for further enhance
the contrast since the track clouds are more significant
in the local area. A 3x3 Sobel filtering with center
pixel weighted by 2 in order to produce additional
smoothness is applied to obtain the edge enhanced
images which contains both amplitude and orientation
information (Ballard and Brown, 1982). This filtering
technique extracts gray scale gradient based on
obtaining the partial derivatives at every pixel location.
The enhanced image in this study is used as assistance
to specify desired ship track target for training neural
network along with computer graphic interaction tools.

3. Neural Network Approach
The ANN algorithm is developed for quick (pre-)
searching of all possible ship track suspects based upon
several prominent features of track cloud - the high
contrast value in the contiguous pixels, the sharp edge,
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and gradually decreased gray scale values from track
head to tail. The neural network is trained to learn
these features directly from the original images. A
supervised back-propagation neural network (Rumelhart
and McClelland, 1986) is developed and applied for
ship track searching and detection over entire cloud
imagery as shown in Fig. 1. Back propagation is a
supervised learning scheme by which a layered feed
forward network is trained to become a pattern
recognition engine. Through presenting the examples to
a network repeatedly, the network is able to extract the
characteristics of training examples. The input layer
consists of 256 neurons in order to cover 16xl6 pixel
square area. Such size is large enough to catch the
signature between track and its neighbor area and small
enough such that global variation will not affect the
signature of track (Nielsen and Durkee, 1992). Two
hidden layers which consists of 16 and 4 neurons are
used as information encoder and feature extractor like
other back propagation neural networks. Output layer
consists of one neuron indicating the possible existence
of some part of ship track in the center pixel of area of
interest or not. Once the neural network is trained
successfully, it is applied to each template window and
shifted to the adjacent window until entire image is
completely scanned. This neural network approach is to
detect the conspicuous regions, minimize the number of
false positive and avoid false negative detection. This
network is trained to detect the local feature of the ship
track in cloud imagery.
4.

Training and Classification

The first step followed has been to train the
network "teaching" it to recognize the desired ship track
structures. The ship tracks in the cloud imagery were
first specified using computer graphics interaction tools
with combination of edge-enhanced images. From these
marked images, another image of the same size in
which the ship tracks are represented by means of
masks over a background with a uniform gray level is
generated. Figure 2 shows an example of training
image. The training images (Figure 2a) is primarily
composed of ship track clouds heading upward (north)
as well as some pattern of cirus clouds. The presence
of the ship track cloud occupies around 45km in length
and spread out around 30 km in the track tail. The
desired target image (Figure 2b) specifies the presence
of track clouds or not From these images, we carried
out the training process consisting in projecting on the
inputs of the networks the pixels associated with 16xl6
pixel regions extracted from original images. To each
one of the windows, we associate a desired output equal
to the gray value of the central pixel of the equivalent
window on the mask image. A complete scan of the
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trained image and a reiterated projection of this image
on the network will configurate its weight structure until
a convergence is achieved. The network is herein said
to be trained successfully. Figure 2C shows the results
from applying the network on the training image once
the network has been trained. Only 5 pixels among 256
pixels are misclassified. This image shows the correct
training of the network on the selected image.
The training of the network also pursues the
discrimination of structures which could easily be
misinterpreted, as they may present a contrast variation
with respect to the cloud background very similar to that
of the ship tracks (for example coast line, cloud
boundary, etc.). Another advantage of the process we
present consists in that we not only obtain as a result
the possibility of existence or not of tracks on the
image, but we also obtain an approximation to the
morphology of the ship track structures. This allows us
to have more information in order to make the final
decision that will "refine" the response of the network
and which will even permit the production of a
detection evaluation of the confirmed ship tracks in the
future study. The trained ANN is applied to images
which are never seen by the neural network, such as in
Figure 3a. Ship track suspects have been identified
although there are certain structures in the image which
the network interprets as tracks and which really
corresponds to the coast line as shown in Figure 3b.
It is important to point out that our prioritary
objective is to achieve a maximum sensitivity as this
block is thought of as a previous scanning of the image
from which we must obtain all the events that are
suspicious of being ship tracks. After this focalization
on specific areas of the image, a knowledge based and
other pattern recognition block for the confirmation or
not of the previous suspicion will work on the original
image with the original size, improving the global
specificity.
5.

Summary

In this paper, we present a neural network based
search algorithm to locate the ship tracks and their
shapes on NOAA's AVHRR cloud images at 3.7 micron
meter covering North East Pacific. Digital image
processing techniques including histogram equalization
and edge enhancement are used to obtain figure-tobackground enhanc;ed images preparing for training
samples required in the neural network. A four-layered
back propagation neural network is developed to learn
the relationship between ship track structures on the
images and desired classes. Preliminary results show
that all ship tracks can be extracted as well as small
portion of artifact such as coastline. Further accurate
detection and classification techniques will be developed

and applied to the ship track candidates based upon their
contexture and multispectral information such as high
contrast in the adjacent pixels of the track segment,
standard deviation, energy, contrast, entropy spread-out
ration between track head and tail, length of the track.
duration of the tracks, brighmess as well as several
constraints of the brighmess, contrast and size among
tracts and cloud background will be analyzed and
extracted at 3.7 micro meter and other wavelengths.

Output
Layer

Hidden
Loyer

Input
Layer
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Figure 3. (a) Explored Ship Track Image and (b) Results of the ANN Detection
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1.

INTRODUCTION

It is essential to compress high volume satellite
images into an efficient form for storage, transmission,
and browsing in environmental system and data
information management such as those in Earth
Observation System (EOS) and Tropical Rainfall
Measuring Mission (TRMM). Compression techniques
can be divided into reversible (or lossless) and
irreversible (or lossy) methods. Lossy compression
techniques have been developed and investigated for
several decades and many standards and approaches
have been established. Although irreversible methods
reduce the amount of data by a factor of ten or more,
the loss of image fidelity introduced in the lossy
compression method is often not acceptable in accurate
scientific applications. Reversible compression reduces
the amount of data by a factor ranging from only 1.5 to
2.5, partially because of the entropy limits (Pratt, 1978).
Due to the requirement of preservation of the entire
information content, no loss of information would be
tolerated during compression and decompression
processing. A data browse capability has been declared
to be an essential feature of the Earth Observing System
(EOS) Data and Information System (EosDIS) (Dozier,
1989). Reasons given for a browse requirement include
"checking data for cloud cover or image quality before
ordering," "data validation" in which an investigator
must search through data for anomalies, and
interdisciplinary surveys in which data sets from
different sensors must be searched for evidence of an
unusual event (Tilton and Manohar, 1991). Browsed
data file can be transmitted to give progressive image
quality improvement until the full image is acquired.
A fast and efficient hierarchial decomposition
technique based upon a bilinear.interpolation method is
developed and applied for browsing and losslessly
compression of satellite images. Images from the
multispectral Advanced Very High Resolution
Radiometer, on-board NOAA polar-orbiting satellite, are
utilized for the experiment. Each image covers the
northern hemisphere and contains 2048x2048x2 bytes
information.
This paper will first present the hierarchical

compression and browsing technique which includes
both de-correlation and coding methods. Experimental
results and a comparison with other compression method
will also be presented. Finally, a summary will be
given.

2.

COMPRESSION
TECHNIQUE

AND

BROWSING

The configuration of the hierarchical decomposition
for lossless compression and browsing of satellite
images includes image block segmentation (Stewart, et
al., 1994), interpolative decomposition (Liou, et al.,
1993; Lure, et al., 1993), differential pulse code
modulation (DPCM), Lempel-Ziv-Welch (L-Z) (Ziv and
Lempel, 1977) and adaptive arithmetic of order-2 (AR2) codings (Rissanen and Langdon, 1979; Whitten, et
al., 1987) as shown in Figure 1.
The AVHRR satellite image (2048x2048) is first
segmented into 16 512x512 subimages such that the
autocorrelation within individual subimage is higher
than that over entire image.
An interpolative
decomposition is developed and applied to the
subimages. The subimage is first sub-sampled at every
n pixels along both horizontal and vertical directions,
and the sub-sampled images are coded by using
differential pulse code modulation (DPCM) technique.
A bilinear interpolation method is used to interpolate
those values at un-sampled pixels within (n+ l)x(n+ 1)
cells (or image block) from the four sub-sampled values
at the comers of the cell. The difference between
interpolated and original values at each pixel is then
obtained within a cell. By applying this procedure in
every (n+ l)x(n+ 1) image blocks without overlapping,
the differential signals are generated over the entire
image.
The interpolation technique involved
multiplication of four (n+ l)x(n+ 1) zero-doubly-bordered
symmetric matrices with four sub-sampled values. The
four matrices are inter-related through operations
including matrix transpose and matrix similarity
transformation. This algorithm is able to perform fast
compression and decompression procedures since many
of the operations between the elements in matrix and the
sub-sampled values are identical due to the properties of
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a zero-doubly-bordered symmetric matrix.
Decompression is performed by adding the differential
signal to the interpolated value (predictor) at each pixel,
which is obtained from sub-sampled values.
Both L-Z and AR coding methods were used
during this development. The L-Z encoder, a UNIX
version "compress," uses a data dictionary of strings and
string codes to parse image data values into strings of
pixel values. The data dictionary is derived as the data
encoding is running via a sliding window, which makes
the transmission of the codebook unnecessary. Output
codes are produced from the parsed strings.
Decompression then consists of using a look-up table to
generate strings represented by codewords. With highly
correlated data, the L-Z algorithm achieves a high
compression which is sometimes superior to the simple
entropy encoding, e.g., Huffman coding (Huffman,
1952). Arithmetic coding works by representing a
number by an interval of real numbers between 0 and 1.
As the message becomes longer, the interval needed to
represent it becomes smaller and smaller, and the
number of bits needed to specify that interval increases.
Successive symbols in the message reduce this interval
in accordance with the probability of that symbol. The
more likely symbols reduce the range by less, and thus
add fewer bits to the message. Arithmetic coding of
order from 0 to 3 are applied most commonly in data
compression applications.
The arithmetic coding
performs well for low-correlated signals.
The sub-sampled pixei, compressed with arithmetic
coding of order 2, is stored for quick-look purpose. The
subsampling process is recursively performed until a
severe deterioration of image quality is observed. Since
no complex processing is involved, images of various
quality can be rapidly browsed by users before
requesting entire image. The browsed image is stored
in the users' local computer during browsing. Therefore
only portions of compressed images needs to be
retrieved in order to obtain entire images. This
technique is also easily implemented in a parallel
machine for fast processing.

3.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 2 demonstrates various sizes of image
down-sampled from original AVHRR image for
browsing application. As the sampled interval increases
(the number of pixels decreases), the difference between
adjacent pixels is becoming more significant.
Compression results obtained from our method and
other standard techniques are listed in Table 1. A
UNIX utility called "compress" based on L-Z dictionary
coding technique is used during the studies. Arithmetic
coding of order 2 is applied since it normally generates
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better results than arithmetic coding with lower orders.
Other segmentation using different block sizes are also
analyzed and their results are in Table 1.
The Arithmetic coding of order 2 always provides
better compression performance than other methods.
Compression on a smaller size of image such as
512x512 pixels gives better compression results than on
an entire image. Application of DPCM decomposition
followed by L-Z coding always provides better results
than single L-Z coding. Application of arithmetic
coding of order 2 to each 512x512 segmented image
gives the best compression result (5.69 bits/pixel or
2.81: 1 compression ratio). This technique is good for
storage and transmission rather than quick browsing
because the compression is time comsuming.
Interpolative decomposition along with proper
coding allows both browsing and compression to be
efficient. A sub-sampled and compressed images of
proper quality (Figure 2) require very small storage
(1.62 bits/pixel) and can be very easily transmitted and
expanded for browsing and validation before ordering.
The predicted error, which occupies less storage space
than the Ar-2 coded image, can be transmitted and
expanded quickly and efficiently.

4.

SUMMARY

This paper presents a fast decomposition technique
based upon bilinear interpolation method for browse and
losslessly predictive compression of satellite images
hiearachically. Images from multispectral Advanced
Very High Resolution Radiometer, on-board NOAA
polar-orbiting satellite, are utilized for the experiment.
Each image covers northern hemisphere and contains
2048x2048x4 bytes information. The image is first subsampled at every n pixels along both horizontal and
vertical directions, and the sub-sampled images are
coded by using and arithmetic coding with order 2. The
bilinear interpolation method is used to interpolate those
values at un-sampled pixels within (n+ 1) cells (or image
block) from the four sub-sampled values at the corners
of the cell. The difference between interpolated and
original values at each pixel is then obtained within a
cell. By applying this in every (n+l)x(n+l) image
block without overlapping, the differential signals are
generated over the entire image. The preliminary results
show that this method perform better compression than
other commonly-used techniques by 15% - 20% with
efficient browsing capabilities.
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Figure 2. A VHRR Images at Different Sampling Resolution
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THE ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE MODEL OUTPUT ANALYZER
Kimberly D. Strauss
Pacific Northwest Laboratory
Sequim, Washington

1.

INIRODUCTION

The Ocean Large Eddy Model (OLEM) (Denbo and
Skyllingstad, 1992) is an oceanographic non-hydrostatic
large eddy simulation model designed to resolve smallscale, turbulent, non-hydrostatic processes. It has
recently been used in the study of thermobaric convection and the associated convective plumes. These
plumes are created when small vertical perturbations in
the bottom of the shallow mixed layer become unstable
due to the thermobaric instability. This instability occurs
because water has different compressibility at different
temperatures and salinities. Convective plumes are an
important component of the global meridional ocean
circulation, affecting oceanic transportation and storage
of heat and carbon dioxide, which affect the global climate.
Research on plumes is important for better understanding of the effect of this deep penetrative convection
on meridional circulation. General statistics about
plumes will be used to assess the quality of the representation of processes in large ocean models. However,
general statistics on plumes are very difficult to calculate, due primarily to difficulty in determining exactly
what is or is not a plume. This difficulty led to the creation of the "artificial intelligence model output analyzer."
Plumes are primarily identified as areas of water
with high downward velocity (w) surrounded by areas
with moderate upward velocity (Figure 1). These areas
also have relatively low temperature (t), and relatively
high subgrid turbulent kinetic energy (tke) values. All
three of these factors as well as the proximity to other
areas with similar and different characteristics must be
taken into account to identify a plume. With the large
amounts of data being analyzed, manual identification
becomes unrealistic.

Corresponding author address: Kimberly D. Strauss,
Pacific Northwest Laboratory, Battelle/Marine Sciences
Laboratory, 1529 W. Sequim Bay Road, Sequim Washington, 98382, (206)681-3619, Internet: kds@mystery.pnl.gov.
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Figure 1. The temperature and vertical velocity of water
in and around a plume. The darker colors indicate cooler
temperatures. The velocity vectors indicate only direction, not magnitude.

2.

THE MODEL OUfPUT ANALYZER

The model output analyzer takes as input a netCDF
(Rew and Davis, 1990) file in the format of OLEM output files. The files containing a time history of the three
dimensional velocity, tke and temperature fields, as well
as the data for several other variables. often exceed 1.5
gigabytes in size.
2.1 The Confidence Array
There are several steps involved in identifying
plumes in these data. The first is to go through the model
output array and determine a value that expresses the
program's confidence that each point is in a plume. The
program looks at the relevant fields and modifies the
confidence value according to the values in these fields.
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Figure 2. The temperature, vertical velocity and tke fields compared to the confidence array. The dark areas indicate
low temperature, high downward velocity and low tke. The shaded areas in the confidence array indicate areas with
confidence of 25% or more.
The program first looks at the vertical velocity, the
most important element of a plume. The program goes
through the velocity array at a given time step and finds
the average vertical velocity and the highest downward
velocity. It then goes through the array, assigning a
value to each point according to it's velocity in relationship to these values. Any point whose velocity is
upward gets a confidence value of 0. Points with a
downward velocity higher than the average get a confidence value dependant on the difference from the average and a user specified weighting factor. This factor
determines the percentage of confidence influenced by
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each of the important elements ( t, w, tke, and neighboring points).
The process is repeated for the temperature and tke
of each of the points, except those points with a confidence value of 0. These points keep their 0 confidence,
since points cannot be in a plume without downward
vertical velocity.
The last test looks at the neighboring points. Each
confidence value greater than 0 is increased by the confidence of the points around it, adjusted by a user specified weighting factor. This strengthens the confidence of
groups of points, emphasizing plumes over anomalies.

The confidence array gives consistent results compared to manual methods. Although it gives confidence
values greater than 0 for plumes, surlace waves, and
internal waves, when the user looks only at confidences
above 25%, the results identify only plumes and the
remainders of plumes.
Figure 2 illustrates the a sample of the confidence
array. There is a high correlation between the high
downward velocity and the confidence array when at
least one of the other fields also has the correct characteristics. However, figure 2 also demonstrates how the
confidence array distinguishes between plumes and
anomalies. Areas with only one of the fields as an indicator (i.e. the region of low temperature in figure 2) does
not show up as a plume in the confidence array.

2.4 Statistics
Once the plumes and centers are identified, it is
possible to calculate many statistics. Currently the
included statistics are the average number of plumes at a
given time and the total water volume in plumes, in
merged plumes, and in neither, calculated by time,
depth, average or overall. Many more statistics are
planned including the average size of plume, the average velocity and other statistics at points certain distances from the center of a plume, the average bottom
depth and many others. This program is designed to be
used as a toolkit of functions that users can call from
their own programs and use interactively.
3.

CONCLUSION

2.2 Plume Identification
The next step is identifying which points band
together to make up a plume. The user first inputs the
confidence level required to be considered part of a
plume. Each point with a high enough confidence level
is considered. The program looks at the point to the left
of each point. ff it is in a plume, the new point is added
to that plume. ff not, the program looks at the previous
row to see if the point next to it in that row is part of a
plume. ff so, the new point is added to that plume. ff
both of the tests are true, it checks to make sure that all
three points are in the same plume. ff neither test is true,
a new plume is started.
Once a depth level has been classified into plumes
versus non-plumes, it is compared with the next depth
lower to combine the plumes that exist in both layers. A
plume with two or more plumes below it is considered a
merged plume. A separate account of merged plumes is
kept in order to use these statistics once their dynamic
significance is understood. The program does not
attempt to follow plumes between time steps, due to the
significant movement of the plumes during the period
between time steps.

2.3 Find Plume Centers
This step involves identifying plumes for statistics
is to identify the "center" of a plume. This center consists of a line going through the middle of the plume
with a single point at every depth. There are many ways
this center can be calculated, and six methods are available for the user to try. These methods are the following:
1) the highest confidence at each depth, 2) the physical
center of the plume, 3) a weighted physical center which
includes confidences as well as locations in the calculation. 4) the highest downward velocity, 5) the highest
temperature, and 6) the highest tke.

With the creation of the artificial intelligence model
output analyzer, the evaluation of large numbers of
plumes in large data sets has become realistic. It allows
the user to put in his/her own factors and confidence
limits until there is confidence that the plumes found by
the analyzer are in agreement with the plumes found
manually. These values can then be used to compute
otherwise difficult statistics on large numbers of data
sets and plumes. These statistics will greatly assist
researchers in improving large scale ocean models.
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P1.3
REAL-TIME DATA RECEPTION AND PROCESSING FOR RESEARCH AND WEATHER SERVICE
AT THE FREE UNIVERSITY OF BERLIN
Thomas Dommel and Dennis Schulze
Free University of Berlin
Berlin, Germany

1.

INTRODUCTION

Since more than 40 years the Department of
Meteorology at the Free University of Berlin has
been pursuing a commerical weather service on
behalf of the German Weather Service (DWD)
besides education and research. We supply
forecasts and warnings to the constructing industry,
film companies and local road authorities (snow
removing). Furthermore, radio/TV stations and
newspapers are provided with meteorological forecasts, weather and air pollution data.
Since 1952 the Institute of Meteorology has
been publishing a daily weather chart called 'Berliner
Wetterkarte' which usually reaches the subscriber
the next day.
Real-time data from geostationary and
orbiting satellites are also received and processed
for use in research and weather service.
Because of the permanent availability of the
operational weather data, a lot of research work using actual data - developed during the previous
years.

2.

GTS DATA FROM THE GERMAN WEATHER
SERVICE

A large number of WMO Bulletins are
received daily via DATEX-P (X.25) at the Institute of
Meteorology from the German Weather Service
(DWD). Additionally, four short-wave receivers are
used to have a security backup. The data are stored
cyclically for 50 days on a disc of our HP
1OOO/A900 computer. Older data are archived on
magneto-optical discs to have a quick access for
further use.
These data are the conditions for a great
spectrum of research and service work at the
institute.
Corresponding author address: Thomas Dommel,
Dennis Schulze, lnstitut tor Meteorologie, Freie
Universitat Berlin, Carl-Heinrich-Becker-Weg 6-10,
D-12165 Berlin, FRG.
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2.1

Use within the Weather Service

Arriving real-time data are decoded and
weather maps including asynchronous Synop data
(drifting buoys) are produced for diagnostic use in
the commercial weather service and for publication
in the 'Berliner Wetterkarte'. Many online tools are
available to support the meteorologist in charge in
forecasting maximum and minimum temperature,
probability of precipitation, maximum wind, etc.
There are also quick monitoring tools running on
UNIX workstations, X-terminals and personal
computers to visualize meteorological parameters
and fields in any relevant geographic region. A main
monitoring tool is a X 11 /Motif-based program called
XOBS (see paper 'Interactive presentation of
meteorological information XOBS' by D. Schulze and
T. DUmmel).
Hourly, automatic lists of actual data for
special stations are collected and transferred to
various broadcasting stations by our communication
server. The methods for distributing data and
products to customers are a mixture of ancient and
modern, from Telex over TELEFAX and TELETEXT to
computer-to-computer file transfer over Integrated
Services Digital Network (ISDN).

2.2

Use within the Stratospheric Working Group
of Prof. K. Labitzke

The Stratospheric Research Group analyzes
daily height and temperature fields at constant
pressure levels in the stratosphere for the whole of
the northern hemisphere, based on actual radiosonde, rocketsonde, and satellite data. The daily
charts are digitized and grid point values are
available since 1957 for heights and since 1964 for
temperatures.
The analyses are
for various
used
purposes:
• Quick-look information on the current state of the
stratospheric circulation, including the stratalert
messages mandated by the WMO.

• Support of campaigns for making decisions on the
deployment of experiments and for post-mission
analyses.
• Studies on the dynamics of the winter polar
stratosphere, on the exchange between high and
middle latitudes, and on the OBO.
• Climatological studies on variability and trends.
• Model input using real data and validation of
satellite experiments.

2.3

Use for Daily Weather Charts

Daily weather charts as published in the
'Berliner Wetterkarte' focus on a portion of the
Northern Hemisphere that includes northeastern
America, Greenland, the North Atlantic, the
northernmost part of Africa and all of Europe up to
the Ural mountain chain. Data are obtained in the
OBS resp. TEMP format (types SM, US, and UK)
from the international network. Charts are handdrawn for the surface (fronts and isobars) at OOz
and 06z, the 850 hPa level (fronts, contours, isotherms of pseudo-potential temperature) at OOz and
the 500 hPa level (contours and isotherms) at OOz.
The 500 hPa temp observations are completed by
aircraft data and satellite soundings. A Central
European sector is highlighted further for more
detailed surface analyses to be drawn every three
hours.

2.4

Use within the Climatological Working Group
of Prof. M. Geb

Firsthand the climat and climat temp formats
are used as a basis for monthly mean climatological
surface and upper air charts for the Northern Hemisphere including the entire tropical zone. We have to
reconstruct data from stations that are supposed to
publish means or can be used to bridge gaps in the
fields but are unavailable to us. Since their real-time
availability is not predictable a changing set of daily
time series has to be assembled upon looking at
each month's inventory in order to compute the
missing means.

2.5

Research) is running at the Institute of Meteorology.
It includes a 3d-analysis of several tropospheric and
boundary layer parameters for the European area.
These resulting data are used for both actual and
episodical determination of trajectories and for a
short/long term modelling of several pollutants. The
whole output can be uploaded from users outside
the Institute of Meteorology to display the real-time
data with the interactive PC software TRIP (TRacer
lmager Package).

Use within the Tropospheric Environmental
Working Group of Dr. E. Reimer

Since summer 1993 a real-time diagnostic
procedure called TRAMPER (Tropospheric Real-time
Applied Meteorological Procedures for Environmental

3.

SATELLITE DAT A FROM METEOSAT AND
NOAA

3.1

Use within the Remote Sensing Group of
Prof. H.-J. Balle

NOAA AVHRR data are received and processed operationally since 1982. In reduced
resolution the data are published daily in polar
stereographic projection, for application in research
the data are geographically remapped in full
resolution. Monthly digital maps of the vegetation
index (NOVI) are processed since 1983 for central
Europe at 1.2 km resolution, since April 1993 for
most parts of Europe including the Mediterranean
area.
For the polar regions in the Atlantic-European
sector monthly sea ice distribution is extracted from
AVHRR and MSU data. Other research projects on
the basis of operational data deal with cloud
classification and cloud climatology including digital
Meteosat data, which are received and processed
since 1989. All work is performed on a local area
VAX cluster and a Gould de Anza image processing
system.

4.

OPERATIONAL RADAR DAT A

4.1

Use within the Weather Service

Our radar produces automatically a new
picture every 30 minutes. It is used for nowcasting
within the weather service. The radar report for
Berlin is updated every hour and can be called up by
telephone. This service is used about 500.000 times
a year.
The actually digitized radar picture is
transferred to a number of local road authorities and
private weather services via modem or ISDN file
transfer.
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On behalf of the German Weather Service
(DWD) we are going to develop a nowcasting
system using radar information.

5.

ACTUAL AIR POLLUTION DAT A

5.1

Use within the Weather Service

Every 30 minutes we receive the actual air
pollution data via permanent link from the local
environment authorities . This includes S0 2 , ozone,
dust, hydrocarbon etc. for the Berlin area. Our task
is to inform the public via telephone and to transfer
the information to press and broadcasting media.

6.

CITY NETWORK
STATIONS

OF

CLIMATOLOGICAL

A wide network of about 40 climate and
rainfall stations is pursued by the Institute of
Meteorology, which are cared for by private
observers or are battery-driven automatic stations.
At present we are going to equip the air pollution

network of the local environment authorities with
meteorolog ical instruments (temperature, humidity,
wind, rainfall) to have more online available data for
the city network.
At our main climate station in Berlin-Dahlem
we observe and measure up to 45 meteorological
elements from every half hour up to every three
hours. All observing sites are regularly inspected and
all data are checked as part of the total quality
philosophy applied to observations for input into the
archive database.
Our communication server automatically
sends the local measured values being tailored to
the needs of the customers to press and broadcasting media using the appropriate communication
line.
The large database (lnformix) can be querried
with simple point and click operations using a Xterminal, PC or workstation. The developed tools
allow quick statistical analyzing and visualization of
the querried data in order to answer many
climatological questions for research and industrial
application.
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7.

OUTLOOK

An efficient operation of the whole
meteorological information and presentation system
is ensured by a distributed data processing which is
performed on a well organized heterogenous network of the Institute of Meteorology (Figure 1 ).
The commission of the German Weather
Service accomplishing the duties of the commercial
weather service will end in 1994. The real-time data

reception and processing for research and education
will be continued. We are going to intensify the
development of applications for weather service and
to expand the meteorological city network for
research in city climatology.
Add to this the development of communication and information systems and the synoptic
training for students and other interested people are
also important tasks for the future.
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OCEANOGRAPHY, AND HYDROLOGY
AND

THIRD SYMPOSIUM
ON EDUCATION

J1 .1
NCDC'S CD-ROM PRODUCTS AND ON-LINE SERVICES A USEFUL TOOL FOR EDUCATORS PREPARING STUDENTS FOR THE 21ST. CENTURY.
Thomas F. Ross
National Climatic Data Center
Asheville, North Carolina

1.

INTRODUCTION

The National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) is part of
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA), which is under the umbrella of the
Department of Commerce (DOC). NCDC's mission
is to manage and disseminate national and global
environmental data. As operator of the World Data
Center-A
for
Meteorology,
which
promotes
international data exchange, NCDC collects data
from around the globe. NCDC performs different
data management techniques depending on data type
archived. NCDC archives nearly a quarter-million
magnetic tapes/cartridges, 1 .2 million microfiche
records, and 319 million paper records. NCDC has
more than 1 50 years of data on hand and adds 55
gigabytes of new information each day.
NCDC has taken subsets of data from its archive
database and made them available for access. One
of the major efforts in data management at NCDC is
the development of CD-ROM products using NCDC's
digital database. NCDC has produced a suite of CDROM products ranging from hourly observational
data to a gridded monthly upper air analysis.

100 .. 000

--------------~

In a typical month NCDC averages over 8000
contacts for data availability.
Requests from
educators and university researchers make up
approximately 4 to 5 % of that total or about 300400 requests per month. The majority of requests
are handled by telephone, electronic mail, letter, or
fax. The yearly number of contacts is shown in
Figure 1 . NCDC yearly contacts include a wide
spectrum of users in the business, academic and
government fields.
Major user groups include:
consultants,
business,
legal,
engineering,
government, researchers, and education.
These
users have different capabilities for receiving and
using climatological data. Researchers may have
access to. Internet, whereas the legal community
requires paper copy records. NCDC's commitment
to data dissemination spans all these users. New
CD-ROM products developed by NCDC can be useful
classroom tools to teach meteorology, climatology or
even basic geography in an interactive way.
Students can select and define geographic regions
and climatic variables using the software on the CDROM display and print or capture the data to a file.

2.

CD-ROM PRODUCTS
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Fig 1. NCDC 1976-1992 Yearly Contacts.
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--International
Station
Meteorological
Climate
Summary (ISMCS) Ver 2.0. This CD gives detailed
climatological summaries for 980 worldwide
locations which include National Weather Service
locations, domestic and overseas Navy and Air Force
Limited
sites, and selected foreign stations.
summaries are also given for almost 5,000 additional
worldwide sites. Tabular or statistical data can be
exported to a printer or spreadsheet. Version 2 .0
also supports limited mouse capability.

--National Climate Information Disc Vol 1.0. This
disc
has
monthly sequential
temperature,
precipitation, and drought data for 344 climate
divisions in the contiguous U.S. The data can be
viewed in a tabular or graphical format and output
sent to a printer.
The disc covers the period
1895-1989 and contains 1032 time-series graphs,
4180 maps, and 5400 frames of video animation.
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-- U.S. Navy Marine Climatic Atlas of the World Ver 1.0. This CD-ROM includes analysis and display
software for climatological averages of atmospheric
and oceanographic data. The data are summarized
with user-defined 1 and 5 degree grid areas covering
the global marine environment. The summaries are
produced using predominantly ship data collected
between 1854-1969. The major elements include air
and sea temperature, dewpoint temperature, scalar
wind speed, sea-level pressure, wave height, wind
and ocean-current roses. This CD also allows the
user to define element intervals (e.g. 5 to 10 knots,
2 degree temperature intervals).
Contouring for
explicitly user-defined regions and exporting data to
a printer or diskette are supported.

--Global Upper Air Climatic Atlas (GUACA). The
Global Upper Air Climatic Atlas is a two-volume
CD-ROM set of 2. 5 degree gridded upper air data
obtained from the European Centre for Medium
Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF).
This CD
presents monthly upper air statistics for 1 5 different
vertical levels in the Northern and Southern
Hemisphere for dry bulb and dewpoint temperature,
geopotential height, air density, and vector and
scalar wind speed. The disc provides access/display
software for gridpoint data, contouring capability for
user-defined areas, and vertical profiles.
The
climatology covers the 1 2-year period as well as
individual year-months.

-- CLIVUE CD-ROM. The National Climatic Data
Center (NCDC) developed a CD-ROM in support of a
museum exhibit which traveled across the U.S. The
CD contains a 1 ,500-station subset of NCDC's
nearly 8,000 U.S. daily cooperative stations. The
user selects a date and area of the U.S. and the
CD-ROM database is queried for stations within the
specified domain having data. Then, the system
displays daily maximum and minimum temperatures,
precipitation, and snowfall for the site. Graphs
showing 7 years, 21 years, and the full period of
record (varies by station) for the station(s) are
available. Visual displays allow users to view trends,
variability, and extremes.

and modelled data. The hourly solar elements are:
Extraterrestrial horizontal and extraterrestrial direct
normal radiation; global, diffuse, and direct normal
radiation. Meteorological elements are: Total and
opaque sky cover, temperature and dew point,
relative humidity, pressure, wind direction and speed,
visibility, ceiling height, present weather, precipitable
water, aerosol optical depth, snow depth, days since
last snowfall, and hourly precipitation.

--Radiosonde Data of North America 1946-1992.
Contains all available radiosonde data for North
America (U.S., Canada, Mexico, and Caribbean
Islands) through the 100-mb level on four disks.
Disk
periods
are
1946-1965,
1966-1979,
1980-1989, and 1990-1992.
Data includes
significant, mandatory, and special wind levels for all
observation times and includes geopotential height,
temperature, dew point and wind direction, and
scalar speed. The user can select for output to
printer, screen, or file, a single station or multiple
stations for a defined time period, or all stations
within a specified geographic region in either
synoptic or station sort. The CD also contains
available station metadata.

-- Global Tropical and Extratropical Cyclone Climatic
Atlas (GTECCA). This single volume CD-ROM will
contain all global historic tropical storm track data
available for five tropical storm basins. Periods of
record varies for each basin, with the beginning as
early as the 1870s and with 1992 at the latest year.
Northern hemispheric extratropical storm track data
will be included from 1965 to 1992. Tropical track
data includes time, position, storm stage (and
maximum wind, central pressure when available).
The user will have the capability to display tracks,
and track data for any basin or user-selected
geographic area. The user can select storm tracks
passing within a user-defined radius of any point.
Narratives for all tropical storms for the 1980-1992
period will be included as well as basin-wide tropical
storm climatological statistics.

3.
The Solar and
-- SAMSON CD-ROM Set.
Meteorological Surface Observational Network
(SAMSON) three-volume CD-ROM set is available.
The three CD-ROMs are divided geographically into
regions: eastern, central, and western U.S., and
contain hourly solar radiation data along with
selected meteorological elements for the period
1961-1990. It encompasses 237 NWS stations in
the United States, and also includes Guam and
Puerto Rico. The dataset includes both observational
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FUTURE CD-ROM PRODUCTS

-- Global Daily Data. This CD-ROM will provide
access to 10,000-worldwide station set of daily
maximum/minimum temperature, daily precipitation,
and 3-hourly present weather for the 1977-1991
period of record. Data can be selected for viewing
or output to file for geographic areas or by a
predefined user-selected list of stations. Each data
record includes element flags for suspected
erroneous data. A data inventory contains station

name, latitude/longitude, elevation, period of record,
and the number of observations of available data.

4.

a.
-- International Station Meteorological Climate
Summary (ISMCS) - Ver 3.0. This update will add an
additional 1 ,050 global stations bringing the total
number of detailed summaries to 2,000 locations .
Version 3.0 will expand mouse capability.

-- Global Tropical and Extratropical Cyclone Climatic
Atlas (GTECCA) -Ver 2.0. This update will add 5degree square climatology, additional narratives, and
1993 track data.

-- U.S. Navy Marine Climatic Atlas of the World Ver 2.0. Narratives for select ocean ports will be
added along with subsurface ocean information.

-- Global Sea Ice. Bi-monthly maps and means of ice
edge concentrations for the Arctic and Antarctic
regions for the period 1972-1992.

-- Station Climatic Data Daily Statistics. Summary
statistics and access software provided to present
daily data for major U.S. locations. Users will be
able to query the data base on this CD-ROM.

-- Northern Hemisphere Historic Fields. This CD will
allow users to view daily surface charts for the
period 1899-1992. Daily upper air charts (700 mb,
500 mb, 300 mb) will be available from the late 40s
through 1992.

-- Russian Hourly Data. Hourly observations for over
250 sites in the former Soviet Union will be
available. The period covered is generally from the
1950s through the mid 1980s.
Ordering Information for CD-ROM'S.
The NCDC Climate Services Branch is the group
responsible for distribution of NCDC CD-ROM
products to users. They can be contacted via the
following phone number, Internet, electronic mailbox
or facsimile.
Please call for latest availability and pricing.
Telephone Number
Fax Number
OMNET Mailbox
Internet Access

704-271-4800
704-271-4876
NCDC.SERVICE
orders@ncdc .noaa .gov

ON-LINE DATA ACCESS

NCDC On-Line Access and Service Information
System (OASIS)

NCDC has on-line data and metadata available by
FTP computer access. Data are placed on-line as
soon as possible after receipt or processing. These
data are available without charge via FTP for
immediate downloading (up to 50MB) or users can
order data for off-line delivery (standard NCDC
charges). Most datasets are available from NCDC in
either enhanced BUFR or ASCII format. Details about
formats and format translators are available on-line.
In addition to data, important metadata are included
with the on-line data.
Station histories, data
dictionaries, field experiment information, and data
inventories are available.
Access to the system is via Internet using telnet.
Please use the address
192.67.134.72 or
hurricane .ncdc. no aa .gov
The Login is :
The Password is :

storm
research

NCDC's Research Customer Service Group (RCSG) is
the point of contact:
Tom Ross 704-271-4994,
Neal Lott 704-271-4995,

b.

tross@ncdc.noaa.gov
nlott@ncdc.no aa .go v
0

Bulletin Board On-Line Data Access at NCDC.

This on-line data access system allows users to
download data contained in NCDC's Local
Climatological Data (LCD) publication to their PC by
modem. The LCD publication is issued monthly and
annually for approximately 274 National Weather
Service stations usually located at large airports.
The monthly issue includes daily and monthly dry
bulb and dewpoint temperatures, heating and cooling
degree days (base 65 F), weather type, daily
precipitation, snowfall, pressure, wind, sunshine, and
sky cover statistics.
Three-hourly
weather
observations and hourly precipitation are presented
for most stations. Users can download selected LCD
station data by modem in either spreadsheet
compatible format or as a 132-character print file.
Complete station narratives are also available. A
text file highlighting the daily national weather
summary is also available. The transfer rate is
approximately 50 seconds for one station-month at
9600 baud (2.5 minutes at 2400 baud). The most
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current data month will be available on-line. To
access the system dial 704-271-4286 and follow
the menu driven instructions. For questions and
formation, call 704-271-4709. There are plans to
add additional data sets in the upcoming year.

c.

NCDC Internet Access

Newly evolving computer technology has allowed the
NCDC to offer FTP via Internet as a data transfer
mechanism. Currently, this procedure is limited to
just a few datasets. NCDC hopes to develop and
expand this service. Users should contact the
RCSG about feasibility and procedures to obtain their
needed data. This system is now limited to custom
designed products. There is no menu or inventory,
but the RCSG hopes to expand and upgrade this
service in the future.

5.

CONCLUSION

NCDC has developed a suite of products and
services useful to teachers and educators. These
products can easily be added to any earth science
curriculum. This task will become even easier in the
future, as NCDC works to make CD-ROM products
platform independent. Users could then use our CDROM products on Macintosh, Apple, or UNIX based
systems. NCDC hopes to reach the goal of platform
independence in 1995.
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J1 .3
COMET: AN EDUCATION AND TRAINING PROGRAM FOR
MESOSCALE METEOROLOGY

Timothy C. Spangler
Brian E. Heckman
Victoria C. Johnson

COMET
University Center for Atmospheric Research
Boulder, Colorado

1.

INTRODUCTION

In late 1989, the University Corporation for Atmospheric
Research (UCAR) established a cooperative UCAR program
to aid the National Weather Service (NWS) in creating a
professional development program in mesoscale
meteorology. Since the inception of the Cooperative
Program for Operational Meteorology, Education and
Training (COMET), the NWS has been joined by the
Naval Oceanography Command (NOC) and the Air Weather
Service (AWS) in providing support for COMET activities.

The specific objectives of COMET are to:
1.

Support the professional development of weather
forecasters and hydrologists through a program of
in-residence interactions with research scientists
and the creation of an effective means of
delivering such knowledge remotely to both
students and operational forecasters;

2.

Facilitate the transfer of research results to
operational forecasting through the development
and testing of forecast techniques;

3.

Provide a mechanism for the participation of
operational forecasters, research scientists and
academic scholars in advancing the weather
services of the nation; and

4.

Stimulate the further advancement of basic and
applied research in the science of forecasting and
nowcasting techniques.

Three COMET programs have been established to respond
to these objectives: the Residence Program, the Distance
Learning Program_and the Outreach Program. In addition,
COMET has undertaken a few special projects which are
related to, but separate from, the usual COMET activities.
The end of 1993 also marks the end of the developmental
phase in the three main COMET programs; by 1994 all

three programs will be fully functional. This paper is an
overview of our past activities and a look at the future of
COMET.
2.
2.1

PAST ACTIVITIES
Residence Program

/

The Residence Program was created to develop and conduct
courses, symposiums, and workshops that provide operational
weather forecasters, hydrologists, and other atmospheric
scientists with new skills and concepts in mesoscale
meteorology.
The Program is dedicated to bringing
meteorologists together with nationally recognized experts for the
purpose of improving their collective understanding of mesoscale
meteorology.
Courses developed and currently being offered in the Residence
Program include the following:
COMAP Course:
The COMET Mesoscale Analysis and
Prediction Course (COMAP) provides an in-depth review of
mesoscale meteorology and is designed specifically for the
Science and Operations Officer at each Weather Service Forecast
Office. Taught at the graduate level and lasting eight weeks, it
uses case studies to illustrate mesoscale phenomena, displaced
real-time case studies to simulate the forecasting environment,
seminars by visiting scientists, discussions of new observing
systems, and supervised interaction with local Boulder scientists
on independent research projects.
Annual Mesoscale Course: This three-week course provides an
overview of mesoscale meteorology for NWS Regional staff,
NWS Centers staff, and Department of Defense (DOD)
forecasters. Taught at the graduate level, the course uses similar
tools to those employed during COMAP and also gives the
student opportunities to utilize COMET computer-based learning
modules.
Hydrometeorology Course: This three-week course is designed
for service hydrologists, HAS forecasters, hydrology focal points,
and other hydrologists. The principal objective is to increase the
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participants' .knowledge of the interaction between
hydrology and meteorology during flood events and to
improve their .knowledge of new hydrometeorologic
observing systems. Taught at the undergraduate level, it
provides an overview of mesoscale and synoptic-scale
weather systems that can lead to heavy precipitation. The
course structure includes case studies that illustrate )
hydrologic analysis and·forecasting techniques for the flood
event.

delivery system that would be used in 116 NWS forecast offices
and 400 DOD offices. Although the delivery systems have been
in use only a short time, COMET has already developed a
Technology Transition Plan that outlines the process that will be
followed in the conversion of the delivery system to several
emerging technologies. This plan includes changing from analog
laserdisc to CD-ROM, implementation of a commercial
authoring system, transition to a total Windows environment, and
other enhancements.

During the past three years, Residence Program activities
have focused on constructing the classroom, assembling and
enhancing the case study library, developing course plans,
offering a limited slate of courses, and then evaluating and
altering course plans as required. In 1992, a special,
intensive three-week mesoscale meteorology course was
offered to assist the Central Weather Bureau of Taiwan.
While highly successful, it is unlikely that a similar project
will be undertaken again by COMET in the near future, as
the full annual course schedule (which will be offered
starting in 1994) consists of two COMAP courses, one
Mesoscale Meteorology course, and three
Hydrometeorology courses, or 36 full weeks of instruction.

Considerable effort has also been spent on developing the initial
module topics list and the design for the production of CBL
modules. Eventually, over 20 CBL modules will make up the
Operational Forecaster's Multimedia Library, with each module
focusing
on a specific topic such as Doppler radar
interpretation, numerical weather prediction, marine forecasting,
etc. To date, four modules have been published (Workshop on
Doppler Radar Interpretation, Boundary Detection and
Convection Initiation, Heavy Precipitation and Flash Flooding,
and Forecast Process), and preliminary evaluations of their use
indicate that they are highly effective and engaging learning
tools.

23 Outreach Program
2.2

Distance Learning Program

The objective of the COMET Distance Leaming Program
is to provide continuing education in the techniques of
modem weather forecasting to the large number of
operational forecasters working in the field. Thus far, the
efforts of the Distance Learning Program have been devoted
to interactive, multimedia Computer-Based Learning (CBL)
systems which consist of instructional course ware (called
"modules") and computer hardware (referred to as a
"delivery system" or "professional development
workstation"). A typical CBL module contains 4-6 hours
of instruction which include full motion video, graphics,
animation, and case studies to provide an infonnative and
effective educational experience. The computer program is
designed so that the learner has a high degree of control of
the program, thus allowing him/her to actively participate
in the learning experience. The basic delivery system
consists of a 386 PC, a laserdisc player, color monitor, and
audio speakers.
The production of CBL modules requires a wide variety of
expertise, and a great deal of thought has gone into
selecting the Distance Learning staff over the last three
years. Each module production team consists of an
instructional designer, a production and graphics specialist,
a software engineer, and a meteorologist (some of whom
work on more than one team at a time). By 1994, the
Distance Learning Program will be fully staffed and ready
to assume a full production schedule of four modules per
year.
At the beginning of the Distance Leaming Program, much
of the focus was on developing specifications for the
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The Residence and Distance Leaming Programs were created to
address the objectives of improving the education of operational
forecasters and meteorology students. The Outreach Program is
an important element of COMET in that it meets a different
COMET objective--that of advancing applied research in
mesoscale meteorology. The Outreach Program fulfills this
function by sponsoring projects that create partnerships between
the academic research community and operational weather
forecasters that will allow the flow of ideas and concepts to
benefit both groups. Two main types of projects (Cooperative
and Partners) are eligible for assistance under the Outreach
Program.
Cooperative Projects generally involve broad interactions
between a university meteorology program and a local weather
service office. These projects are typically multi-year efforts
and may cover more than one research topic. Examples of these
cooperative research efforts include regional forecast problems,
forecasting of severe weather, prediction of land\sea breezes, and
probabilistic quantitative precipitation forecasting. Currently, 10
Cooperative Projects are being supported. In addition, the AWS
recently joined the Outreach program by supporting a
cooperative-type project that is looking at the problem of
nowcasting convective activity during space shuttle launches.
Partners Projects generally last one year and are focused studies
in which a single university professor or laboratory researcher
collaborates with an NWS forecaster on a problem of mutual
interest. Topics have covered a wide variety of topics, including
studies of local storm events, the use of Doppler radar data to
examine the development and evolution of supercells, and the
development of an artificial intelligence system for use in
lightning prediction. Thirteen Partners Projects were underway

at the time of this writing.

third meeting of the Standing Conference of Heads of
Training Institutions (SCHOTI) which includes the
leaders of national meteorological training programs
from around the world and works to ensure a high
level of cooperation in seeking common solutions to
training issues and problems.

Recent activities in the Outreach Program have included the
issuance (on 15 April 1993) of a new Request for Proposals
(RFP) for NWS Cooperative Projects, NWS Partners
Projects, and AWS Projects.
Cooperative and AWS
Proposals, which can only be submitted in response to an
RFP, were due at COMET on 1 October 1993. Partners
Proposals may be submitted at any time. In addition,
policies and guidelines that have developed over the last
three years have been written up in a formal document that
will govern the project in future years. The Outreach
Program Policies and Guidelines document outlines
procedures for proposal submission and review, budget
guidelines, and reporting requirements for Cooperative,
Partners, and AWS projects.
Finally, a report has been written summanzmg the first
three years of the Outreach Program. This report, which
will be prepared annually, is being used as a means by
which the work on the various Outreach Program projects
can be shared within the research and operational
forecasting communities.

2.4 Special Projects
In addition to the activities under the three COMET
programs, a few special projects have been initiated. These
include:
Correspondence Courses: COMET sponsors have
asked that we coordinate a program that would
m1hate the development of university
correspondence courses based on the COMET
CBL modules. Representatives from universities
expressing interest in this program met with
COMET and program sponsors in October 1993
to begin working on course curricula that would
be described in a catalog to be published by
COMET.
International Efforts: COMET has generated a
great deal of interest among the international
meteorological community which would like to
know more about our methods and approaches to
the professional development of operational
weather forecasters. This interest has lead to a
number of activities involving COMET staff:
Examples include: (1) a joint project between the
British Meteorological College and COMET to
test the feasibility of using COMET modules to
educate meteorologists in developing nations; (2)
joint sponsorship by COMET, the WMO, and the
American Meteorological Society of the First
International Conference on Computer-aided
Learning and Distance Learning in Meteorology,
Hydrology, and Oceanography (CALMet) hosted
by COMET on July 5-9 1993; and <3' hosting the

Support for Universities: COMET actively participates
in efforts to improve the education of the next
generation of operational weather forecasters by
offering courses and workshops in modern mesoscale
analysis and prediction to professors of synoptic and
mesoscale meteorology, ass1stmg
meteorology
departments in the integration of multimedia learning
techniques into their curriculum, and providing
technical support for the development of meteorology
programs at Historical Black Colleges.

3.

FUTURE ACTIVITIES

As mentioned before, this year will see all three COMET
programs operating at full capacity. For the Residence Program,
this means a full slate of courses which will require continuing
to add to our capabilities, both in terms of case studies and
software installations. The greatest challenge in the next few
years in the program will undoubtedly be to ensure that
COMET's classroom anticipates future changes and
developments in hardware and software. COMET is working
with its advisory groups to come up with a plan for the
transition.
The Distance Learning Program will be entering full production
mode with an ambitious schedule of producing four modules per
year. In addition, work will continue on several modules
planned for sole use by the NWS. COMET has also been
approached by the Canadian AES Training Branch with a
proposal to jointly produce a module on northern latitude
weather forecasting. Changes are also planned for the delivery
system, including the use of CD-ROM technology and
compression/decompression technologies.
The primary focus of the Outreach Program in future years will
be to find additional funding sources. It is estimated that in
order to have a significant impact and to maintain interest in the
program, the number of projects sponsored should double to at
least 30. This will require a substantial increase in the Outreach
Budget. COMET will also be exploring additional ways in
which information about Outreach Projects can be disseminated
throughout the research and forecasting communities.
While the three main programs will occupy most of our future
efforts, we will also continue with some special projects. In
addition to publishing the catalog of correspondence courses
mentioned earlier, COMET plans to conduct a two-week
mesoscale meteorology symposium for university faculty
interested in beginning or improving mesoscale courses at their
home institutions. COMET will also be planning and holding a
workshop on tropical meteorology in 1995. The purpose of this
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workshop is to bring together tropical meteorologists from
the NWS, AWS, and NOC to discuss how the new
observing systems can be used to improve weather
forecasting in the Pacific region.

4.

SUMMARY

So little time, so much to do.
Acknowledgements. COMET is funded entirely through a
cooperative agreement with the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (Award No. NA37WD001801)
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BLUE-SKIES:
A NEW INTERACTIVE TEACHING TOOL FOR K-12 EDUCATION
Perry J. Samson, Alan Steremberg, Jeffrey Ferguson, Michael Kamprath,
Jeffrey Masters, Michael Monan, and Tracy Mullen
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan

1.

THE WEATUER UNDERGROUND

The University of Michigan WEATHER UNDERGROUND provides a link between the scientists and facilities of the University of Michigan and
the teachers and students of primary and secondary
education in the State of Michigan for the specific
goal of making science more accessible. A range of
computer services are being developed which will
provide interactive access to current weather, climate change, and environmental information. These
services include:
• UM-WEATHER-A textual, menu-driven sys-

tem allowing access to the current weather and
forecasts for the United States and Canada.
The UM-WEATHER service is accessed via the
command 'telnet downwind.sprl.umich . edu
port=3000'. This service currently accommodates around a quarter million sessions a week.
• BLUE-SKIES-A graphical interface allowing

interactive access to weather and environmental images and animations.
This project takes advantage of a unique computer network capacity within the State of Michigan,
named MichNet, which provides local phone ports
in virtually every major city in the state (Figure 1).
The project also makes use of the resources available
to the university community via the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research UN/DATA program. Curriculum development (Samson et al.,
1994) is in collaboration with the Michigan Earth
Science Teachers Association.

Corresponding author address: Perry J. Samson, University of Michigan, Dept of Atmospheric, Oceanic
and Space Sciences, Ann Arbor, MI 48109-2143 [email: samson@engin.umich.edu].

Washington, D.C.

Figure 1. The topology of MichNet, a state-wide
computer network allowing local dialup to computers within the State of Michigan.

2.

BLUE-SKIES

One technical goal of the Weather Underground
is to develop software that will retrieve, display, and
manipulate weather data available via either dial-in
MichNet ports or the Internet. To this end, a unique
weather display system has been created, dubbed
"BLUE-SKIES." This software is designed to provide an extremely user-friendly interface so that
users with a minimal computer background can
easily obtain the information they need. Upon startup an interactive folder is opened as shown in Figure
2 listing the wide range of topics available.
The BLUE-SKIES program offers users relatively fast access to literally hundreds of real-time
weather and environmental images. Among its
innovative features is the incorporation of a file
transfer protocol based on the University of
Minnesota's "gopher" (though we call it "groundhog")
JOINT SESSION
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Figure 2. Introductory folder accessed by
BLUE-SKIES. Each folder can be opened
by point and click using the computer's
mouse. BLUE-SKIES contains both the
weather, climate and environmental imagery, as well as access to other gopher
servers and bulletin board systems relevant to teaching about the atmospheric
sciences. The tool palette contains utilities
for copying pats of images, moving images with the hand, and zooming and
unzooming images.

~ UH Weather
~ Weather Archives
~

Weather Text

~

Weather-Animations

(Q2J Weather_lmages

U.S. Precipitation Map

Figure 3. Interactive precipitation map showing location of fronts and precipitation on base map while
allowing interactive interrogation of surface data. The movement of the cursor over the city 'dots' causes the
current weather reading for that city to be displayed. Clicking on the city with the arrow cursor causes the
current forecast for that city to be displayed. As shown, the zoom tool has been selected and clicking as
positioned will display a higher resolution map with all available DDPLUS sites to be shown as in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Zoomed interactive precipitation map from Figure 3 for the Midwestern United States. The
movement of the cursor over the city 'dots' causes the current weather reading for that city to be displayed.
Clkking on the city with the arrow cursor causes the current forecast for that city to be displayed.

service. BLUE-SKIES is a full gopher client, with the
extra weather and graphics capabilities that current
Macintosh gopher clients do not support. The gopher protocol allows for easy control of the graphical
user interface, the addition of special topics that can
be dynamically updated without altering the client.
2.1

Interactiye Weather Maps

A unique feature of the BLUE-SKIES program
is the availability of Interactive Weather Maps, which
contain a weather image (e.g. radar map with fronts,
satellite image, etc.) in which all textual information
on current conditions and forecasts is embedded
(see Figure 3, for example). There are cities plotted
throughout the map, and as the computer mouse
passes over the cities, the current conditions (temperature, wind direction and speed, etc.) are shown
on a status bar. If the user clicks on the city, the latest
National Weather Service forecast for that city is
displayed. The user also has the capability to zoom
in on selected regions of the country (see Figure 4),

allowing more cities to be displayed and allowing
greater exploration of weather phenomena.
The interactivity allows students to explore
basic questions of meteorology, such as "What are
the changes in winds, temperature and relative humidity across a cold front," or "What is the relationship of precipitation and clouds to low pressure
systems?"
2.2

Weather Images

Static weather images provide a snapshot of
the clouds, precipitation, winds and other meteorological variables. The BLUE-SKIES program provides a range of weather images created locally for
distribution. The images are transferred via the
point and click architecture of the' groundhog' server
to the host machine where the user can:
1. Save the image to disk;
2. Print the image to black and white or color
printers; and/ or
3. Copy images from BLUE-SKIES into a report
JOINT SESSION
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or presentation.
2.3

Weather Animations

Weather is, of course, a decidedly non-static
phenomenon. The BLUE-SKIES program acknowledges this by allowing access to Quicktime™ movies
of the latest several hours of satellite imagery, as well
as precipitation and frontal movements, temperature changes, and wind field changes. The animations are created and updated hourly on an IBM RSI
6000 workstation using Apple software.
The animations can be set to loop continuously, or can be manipulated on a frame-by-frame
basis to study the details of storm movement. The
animations can also be saved locally for future use.
2.4

Figure 5. Illustration of visible and infrared imagery
available via BLUE-SKIES. Parts or all of these
images can be copied into a separate report or presentation, printed to a black and white or color
printer, or saved for future use. Images are updated
hourly and are generally available to the system
about45minutesafterthepicturewastakeninspace.

Environmental Images

While the display of weather information is the
primary goal of BLUE-SKIES, there is no limitation
to the breadth of information which can be disseminated via this technology.
To the end of providing environmental information for teachers and students the BLUE-SKIES
program contains folders relating to the Ozone Hole
and Acid Precipitation.
2.4.1

Ozone Hole

Recent images of the percent of normal ozone
column, as reported by the TOMS satellite is made
available as it is released by NASA. These images
empower the students and teachers to observe the
raw data at the earliest opportunity. The data are
released in an unverified form, which force the par-

I
Figure 6. The availability of current weather conditions for other parts of the world allow students to follow
weather events worldwide. This also allows ties with non-science classes when weather influences world
events.
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Figure 7. The percent of monthly 'normal' ozone column from the most recent data made available in
preliminary form from NASA. Students can watch the changes in ozone levels as they happen. This example
shows a developing area of low ozone over the Antarctic region.

sible, given the risk of erroneous data in the raw data
stream.

2.4.2

ideas. Other modifications to the software will be
forthcoming based on the recommendations of participating science teachers.

Acid Rain
3.1

All the daily precipitation chemistry data from
the Utility Acid Precipitation Assessment Program
(UAPSP) has been made available (EPRI, 1990). This
allows students to interrogate a single day across
sites, or a single site across days. Data in a tabdelineated format can be down-loaded to your local
computer by clicking on the icon for a selected site.
2.5

Weather Arcbiyes

Inasmuch as nature seldom cooperates with
course planning a special folder containing archives
of selected weather phenomena has been created.
This folder contains images and data corresponding
to hurricanes, tornado outbreaks, snow storms, and
other materials useful for classroom projects.
3.

BEYOND BLUE-SKIES

The Weather Underground plans to continue
development of the BLUE-SKIES program. In stages
it will be made even more interactive, allowing
classes to input their own observations which will
then become registered points on state-specific interactive weather maps. The interactivity will also
allow a conduit for questions to scientists at the
university and for teachers to exchange curriculum

Weather Walls

Beyond software development is the development of "Weather Walls." These are banks of computers built for interactive museum displays or as
transportable units to roll into schools which do not
have computer facilities available to themat present.
The first Weather Wall has been implemented in the
University of Michigan Exhibit Museum.
The Weather Wall is constructed of four IBM
XT computers and one IBM PS /2 Model 55 computer. All machines are linked to Weather Underground workstations using PC-NFS™ to mount the
remote disks. Image transfer is requested hourly by
the PC's to update images as they become available.
Interaction with a menu-based data retrieval system
is accomplished through rugged (and inexpensive)
keypads linked to the machines' parallel port. The
menu system has been written using GRASP™.
3.2

Cable Teleyision

Based on the comments of science teachers, the
Weather Underground is also adding to its capability to disseminate information through the use of
cable television. A cable television station is being
established for the Weather Underground which
will ultimately allow state-wide broadcast of lee-
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tures to teachers and/ or students. Participants will
be able to address questions to the lectern of the
lecturer via BLUE-SKIES or UM-WEATHER, allowing for remote class participation.
4.

REFERENCES
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Unidata INTERNET DATA DISTRIBUTION (IDD)
Ben Domenico
Sally Bates
Dave Fulker
Unidata Program Center1
Boulder, Colorado
September 1993

1. INTRODUCTION
Universities across the nation are transforming their
teaching and research efforts through increased use of
a rapidly expanding menu of environmental data. With
funding from the Atmospheric Sciences Division (ATM)
of the National Science Foundation (NSF), the Unidata
Program is playing, and will continue to play, a central
role in this transformation by enabling universities to
employ innovative computing and networking
technologies to acquire such datasets in real-time and
use them routinely in their classrooms and research
labs.
The Unidata Program has embarked on another
endeavor that promises to deepen and broaden this
fundamental transformation. The new Internet Data
Distribution (I DO) initiative addresses an issue facing
the atmospheric sciences community in the immediate
future: how to cope with the immense volume of data
scheduled to become available as part of new
initiatives in NOAA and other agencies 2 . As an
example, the National Weather Service modernization
will soon create a real-time NOAAPort data stream of 2
megabits per second. The concept further enables
education-oriented institutions that thus far have
lacked the requisite equipment and expertise to
integrate the new technologies into their programs
gradually. The Unidata Program Center (UPC) will
continue to act as a catalyst and facilitator for outreach
activities at its member universities.

•
•

scientific data from a wide variety of observing
systems and computer models in near real-time;
allow data to be injected into the system from
multiple sources at different locations; and
enable universities to capture these data, process
them, and pass them on in easy-to-understand
and easy-to-access forms (such as electronic
weather maps in raster image files) to other
institutions having more modest data needs as
well as more modest equipment resources and
technical expertise.

3. CURRENT SYSTEM
At present Unidata uses a commercial satellite
broadcast system to disseminate real-time weather
data to more than 100 universities. The data all flow to
a single point where a commercial vendor provides the
uplink to the broadcast satellite. Unidata also
distributes software for capturing, analyzing, and
displaying the data. While the software distribution is
done mainly via the Internet, some tape and diskette
copying is still required. Nearly all consulting is done
via electronic mail.

Current System Overview

2. OVERALL GOAL
The concept behind the Unidata IDD is to develop a
system for disseminating real-time scientific data
which will build on Internet facilities as the underlying
mechanism for data distribution and for broadening the
community of users who can utilize the information .
The system will:
•

enable scientists and educators to use their local
workstations and personal computers to access

UsB" Supporl and Secondary

w...thB" lntorrmllon Dlslrlbullon via

Ca"l'us NElworks and N SFnEl

The diagram above shows how data are disseminated
via broadcast while the Internet is used to distribute
and support the software and to communicate among
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community members.

4. NATIONAL SYSTEM
With guidance from the UPC and reassurance that it is
participating in an ongoing national program, each
Unidata department purchases and maintains its own
network of personal computers and workstations.
Sites purchase or lease the ground station equipment
needed to receive the satellite broadcast and feed it to
a local computer. They also subscribe to those data
streams of interest to them, paying fees that are
discounted through the Unidata contract.
Unidata software, called the Local Data Manager
(LDM), which is built on the client-server architecture,
allows the site to capture all or part of the subscription
data stream and store the data anywhere on the local
network. Professors and students in the atmospheric
science department utilize a suite of applications
programs provided by Unidata to analyze and display
the data in their instructional and research programs.
The UPC has also developed prototype scripts, called
the Unidata Campus Weather Display, that allow a site
to automatically produce processed products, such as
electronic weather maps and graphs, and make them
available to users with personal computers and
terminals elsewhere on campus or in the region. For a
description of a Unidata site with all these components
in place, see Ramamurthy et al., 1992. 3

Uni data System at Site

Unidata Campus Weather Display (UCWD)
Woother Maps'and other Woother
Information tor Display on
Workstations, PCs, and Macs at
regional lns1hutlons.

serves over 250,000 user accesses per week, and the
Weather Machine gopher server at Illinois handled
over 100,000 accesses the day Hurricane Emily
approached North Carolina. Michigan professor Perry
Samson now has an NSF grant to extend his system
for use in local K-12 schools. At the University of
Colorado, education professor Nancy Songer, working
with the Boulder Valley School District's Internet
Project, plans to use the Campus Weather Display
system in her "Kids as Global Scientists" program to
introduce students to the excitement of real-time data
and the power of network communications in science
education. Very recently, the City College of New York
received an NSF grant for Project Weatherwatch,
which will set up a similar system involving the College
of Science, the College of Education, and the New
York City Schools system.
Thus, with modest incremental input from the Unidata
Program Center, many Unidata universities are
spinning off their own regional science education
projects which have a major impact beyond the
specific research and education activities supported by
the Unidata systems in an atmospheric science
department.

6. THE PROBLEM
In spite of Unidata's success in the atmospheric
science community, it is still difficult to adapt current
systems to provide new kinds of data to all educational
institutions that need them. While commercial
providers and government agencies are making
important contributions in terms of making new data
sources available, the current approach requires that
raw data be transported to the satellite uplink site to be
included in the broadcast. The I OD approach
addresses the critical remaining need for a more
flexible, affordable data delivery system for the
education and research community. Given the need
for automated real-time data dissemination on a
national scale, existing network facilities (FTP,
USENET News polling model, distributed file systems)
are inadequate to solve the problem with the required
degree of timeliness, automation, and reliability.

5. LEVERAGING THE INVESTMENT

7. MODEL INTERNET DISTRIBUTION
SYSTEM

The combination of the LDM, powerful analysis and
display applications, and the Campus Weather Display
scripts has allowed institutions like Iowa State to
produce value-added electronic weather maps using
near-real-time weather data and to send these to local
K-12 schools for science education. The University of
Illinois and University of Michigan both use Unidata
software and data as the basis for Internet-accessible
weather information centers that provide menu-driven
interactive access to electronic weather maps and
reports to what appears to be a voracious audience.
The Weather Underground at Michigan regularly

With the IDD, the interactions of universities will
change dramatically. The client-server architecture of
the LDM makes it possible to run ingest and server
functions on separate machines. An augmented
version of the LDM (dubbed LDM4) is now being
tested. It allows each LDM server to act as a data
source to another LDM server. Thus data products are
relayed from machine to machine, storing some or all
of the stream on local disks and relaying data onto
machines "down stream." As the diagram below
illustrates, the new data distribution systems will
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resemble the Internet network news system in terms of
topology.

Network Distribution Schematic

•

spans a wide variety of data types, including point
observations, gridded data from computer models,
and raster images from radar and satellite
platforms .
The system scales indefinitely with the number of
sites. That is, there is no major point of
congestion on the network. Unlike a traditional
archive center, there is no single site supplying the
data for all users. In our model, each relay site is
responsible for supplying the data to a handful of
other sites.

The fan out approach to distributing data from a given
source is shown in the following diagram.

Data Fan Out via LDM
The Unidata system will focus primarily on weatherrelated datasets, including satellite images, radar scan
images, hourly observations from international weather
reporting stations, vertical atmospheric soundings from
balloons and wind profilers, lightning reports, and the
output of forecast models run on supercomputers at
the National Meteorological Center (NMC) and the
European Center for Medium Range Weather
Forecasting (ECMWF). However, the system itself is
designed to handle most major categories of data that
will be available from other observing systems, such
as NASA's Earth Observing System Data and
Information System (EOSDIS) as well as seismic
observations. Hence the system will provide a model
for other communities.
Taking advantage of recent progress in wide-area
networking, this approach offers a way to improve the
ease and reliability of providing scientific data to
universities and colleges. An innovative architecture
using distributed servers on the Internet and eventdriven data distribution mechanisms provide a
practical and desirable solution to the problem. The
mechanisms will also be useful outside of atmospheric
science, since they are designed around a general
notion of data products.
Among the important characteristics of this model are
the following:
•

•

•

•
•

Data can be injected into the overall system at
many points. Consequently, data from a variety of
sources can be made accessible to interested
universities.
It's based on a set of cooperating data servers.
The design allows users to circumvent a point of
failure in the system.
Sites can select and work with only the data of
interest to them. No site has to manage all the
data.
The system is able to handle both "small" and
"large" products.
The concept of a "product" is very general and
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Sites that can act as LDM relays--receiving and
passing on data--also need to be identified. While it
may be advantageous to have the first tier of relay
sites located at Internet backbone sites, the overall
architecture does not depend on that topology. The
UPC has set up criteria for potential LDM relay sites,
but is relying on the development of NREN, however,
to provide the underlying reliable, high-speed, highvolume network facility.
The data distribution system we envision should have
application in any arena requiring real-time data. The
oceanography, global change, and seismological
communities are examples. Since the data are
captured and relayed on the basis of the short
identifiers transmitted with the data, modifying the
system to handle non-atmospheric data should be
easy.

8. THE WORK TO BE DONE
Building a model real-time scientific data
dissemination system is a complicated endeavor.
Among the most important tasks are:
•
Establish a mechanism for overall network
management. The importance of this has become
more evident as the software development and
testing have progressed.
•
Augment the U nidata LDM software with facilities
for dealing with access authentication, for
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•

•

•

gracefully handling slow network links, and for
recovering data that were lost due to downtime for
the network or relay machines, etc.
Implement monitoring systems to evaluate how
well the 100 is moving all the data from the
sources to the users at the "leaf nodes."
Test the system on a national scale to determine
whether it performs reliably in a national network
setting.
Work with universities in their efforts to develop
systems based on new standard interfaces such
as Gopher and World Wide Web to provide data
in a form that is useful to people outside the
atmospheric science department.

IDD Test System Topology for
Domestic Data Plus
DD Plus

9. CURRENT STATUS
9. 1.

Software Development

For several months, Unidata has been running a
prototype version of the 100, sending data from
NOAA's Forecast System Labs in Boulder to the
Unidata Program Center and to several NCAR/UCAR
divisions, and from UCAR in Boulder to a donated Sun
workstation at NSF headquarters in Washington, D.C.
Based on the experience with the prototype, several
improvements have been included in the LDM.
The LDM4 version of the software now has facilities for
data access authentication as well as improvements
for handling slow network links. For data recovery, a
manual system will be implemented initially that will
require some user intervention.

9.2.

Field Test

As of this writing (September 1 993), the initial field test
is just now beginning with several volunteer university
sites acting as relays. For the test, the initial topology
for distributing the Domestic Data Plus is shown in the
following diagram:
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A similar diagram shows the test topology tor the
Unidata/Wisconsin channel. However, in this case the
data originates on computers at the Space Science
and Engineering Center at the University of WisconsinMadison.

IDD Test System Topology for
Unidata/Wisconsin Data
SSEC Mainframe

Network Management

In terms of overall management, we have received
important guidance and consultation from networking
experts at Bolt, Beranek, and Newman; Merit; and
SU RAnet. With current resource constraints, the
network management will be handled from the UPC,
but alternatives are being investigated. Similarly, for
the period of the test, university sites will act as relays
although there are some clear advantages to having
the relays at regional network operations centers which
have full-time support coverage and are well-situated
in terms of the underlying network topology.

9.3.

The data are injected into the Internet at the University
of Illinois. In the case of the Family of Services data
streams, there is no data source on the Internet, so
Illinois uses its Alden satellite receiver as the data
source.
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10.FUNCTIONS OF IDD SITES
In the Unidata Internet Data Distribution system,
there are tour types of service that sites can provide
to other sites on the Internet:

10. 1. Source site
A source site injects data into the I OD system. For the
Family of Services data streams, this function requires
a midrange UNIX system with a substantial amount of
memory.

10.2. Relay only site
These sites simply relay incoming data to other sites.
The requirements for a relay site are similar to those
for a source site. However, if they also store a copy of
the data for local use, they will also need enough disk
space.

10. 3. Backup data recovery
In the initial I OD system, a number of data recovery
sites will store a copy of the incoming data for other
sites to access via FTP in the event they miss some
data due to computer or network outages. These sites
will need additional disk space.

10.4. Full campus display/weather
server system
The most ambitious use of the Unidata 100 is by sites
who not only capture the raw data, relay it to others via
the LDM, and decode it for local use, but also generate
processed products for redistribution. Such sites
provide easy access to text forecast and reports as
well as electronic weather maps for non-scientists on
campus and in the region.
These sites require significant additional processing
power and disk storage space for the processed
products. However, one of the main advantages of the
Unidata software systems is that they need not all run
on the same system, so the computing and storage
load can be conveniently spread among several
workstations.

11. DEPLOYMENT
Once the major software components have been
implemented, the UPC can begin to address
deployment issues:
•

•

•
•

themselves. One of the best examples of this is our
"buddy system," where established sites help new sites
get started. This is being expanded at sites that use
their own systems to provide processed weather
information to other institutions that don't have direct
access to Unidata.
Given adequate resources, development and testing of
the main software components are to be completed
during the first year. Establishing the appropriate
agreements and understandings with the data
providers will have to proceed in parallel. The
deployment phase will involve considerable
incremental software development, with a significant
shift to more emphasis on documentation, training,
consulting, and overall network administration. Most
of the existing Unidata sites will begin using the new
system during the second year. Subsequent
expansion of the new system to include new data
sources and a broader community of users will take
place in the subsequent years.

12. REGIONAL REDISTRIBUTION
Many universities have expressed a strong interest in
providing weather products and curricula materials to
other local educational institutions. With Internet
connections in place, smaller two-year or
undergraduate institutions can join forces with an
existing Unidata site; the Unidata site could provide
them with access to products created by the Campus
Weather Display for use in atmospheric science or
general science courses. UPC's experience to date
shows that this is possible with a small amount of help
from Unidata in modifying the Campus Weather
Display scripts to local conditions. Below is a
schematic of this system.

Secondary Distribution to
Spoke Nodes

ilnstituting procedures that will allow rapid
reconfiguration of the system required by failures
in the network or at a given data source;
providing support for a nationwide system that will
expand rapidly both in terms of the number of user
sites and the variety of data sources;
arranging policies and agreements with data
providers and new sites;
integrating new data sources into the system.

As soon as the system is reliably serving the Unidata
base of roughly 100 universities, Unidata will re-focus
some of its support resources from testing,
troubleshooting, and consulting on the new system to
begin serving new institutions. If adequate resources
are available, this might include universities with a
major emphasis on teacher training as well as twoyear community colleges. In this endeavor, the UPC
will continue to adhere to its informal credo:
Undertake no function that can be performed
effectively and economically by the universities

Universily
Sites

Teact'»r's
Collegos

This configuration illustrates how some Unidata sites
will not only relay the raw data to their peer LDM sites,
but will also function as "hubs" for processing the raw
data and redistributing processed data in easy-tounderstand forms to sites that do not have Unidata
systems installed. The University of Michigan is
already engaged in using Unidata systems in this
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fashion to help teachers prepare classroom materials
for K-12 schools4.

12. 1. Network Information Servers
The advent and rapid deployment of network
information servers such as Gopher and World Wide
Web provide have significantly aided the dissemination
of. processed products generated by Campus Weather
Display systems at universities. Gopher client and
server software packages are now available for most
common computing platforms-including UNIX X
Windows, Macintosh, and PCs running DOS or
Windows. A university with a Gopher server can use
Unidata systems to automatically generate electronic
weather maps and store them on the Gopher server.
Then .anyone network access through a Gopher client
can display the latest electronic weather maps on her
personal workstation.
The Unidata IDO is an ideal complement to these
evolving technologies. The IOD distributes raw data on
an event-driven basis -- that is, the data are delivered
to the interested sites as soon as they are available.
The Unidata systems at those sites can then be used
to gen~rate value-added electronic weather maps.
These in turn can be made available on a demand
basis via a network information server.

13. CONTRIBUTIONS
With funding from the Atmospheric Sciences Division
of the National Science Foundation, Unidata is an
ongoing program at over 100 participating universities.
A staff of 17 at the Unidata Program Center provides
the training, support, software updates, and software
development needed to maintain and enhance the
infrastruct~re which serves its national community of
users. This allows the universities to take advantage
of advances in technology and to incorporate new
sources of scientific data into their research and
education programs. Current Unidata funding from the
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National Science Foundation Atmospheric Sciences
Division supports the UPC, subcontracts to data
providers, and offers periodic hardware grant
opportunities for the participating universities. This
paper provides an updated view of the Internet Data
Distribution initiative described in the Unidata: 19931998 proposal to NSF ATM . The IDD concept has
gained rapid and enthusiastic acceptance among both
the participating universities and the agencies
p~ov.i~ing the data. It represents an opportunity to
s1gnif1cantly enhance the technological infrastructure
supporting the dissemination of scientific data to the
academic community. The speed at which the full
system can be developed is very much resourcedependent.
Besides the ongoing support from NSF ATM and the
continued contributions of invaluable time from our
user community, Unidata has benefited from a
contribution from the Forecast Systems Laboratory
and in terms of valuable network consulting from Bolt,
Beranek and Newman as part of their NSF Network
Information Center research effort.
1 The Unidata Program Center is sponsored by the
National Science Foundation and managed by the
University Corporation for Atmospheric Research.
Mention of a commercial company or product does not
constitute an endorsement by the Unidata Program
Center.
2These data sources are described in Unidata: 1993 to

1998, A Proposal to the National Science Foundation
May 1992, pp. 31 -32.
'
3 Ramamurthy, M.K., K.P. Bowman, B.F. Jewett, J.G.
Kemp, and C. Kline, A Networked Desktop Synoptic
Laboratory. Bulletin of the American
~eteorological Society, Vol. 73, No. 7, July, 1992.
Weather as the Paradigm for Instructional
Technology, Annual Report of the University of
Michigan Weather Underground, June 1993.
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Burrowing into On-Line Information:
The Promise of Gopher
and Other Internet Servers
Sally Bates
Unidata Program Center*
Boulder, Colorado
Until now, the impact of computers on education
has been minimal. While pundits have been predicting how computer networks will unite the world, in
fact few schools have used computers beyond simple
word processing and "educational" games. The use of
computer networks in education has been limited
primarily to exchanges of electronic messages (email)
or participation in electronic discussion groups (bulletin boards). This is about to change. First, Congress is
considering the National Information Infrastructure
Act, which has as its goal bringing computer networks
into every educational institution and home, much
like television and telephones. Second, educators who
are familiar with computers and computer networking are beginning to appear in public schools, bringing
with them an understanding of these tools. Tl1ese
educators can now be found at all levels, from elementary schools to university departments of education.
Third, networking tools are evolving rapidly. The
confluence of these three trends has the potential for
transforming education. This paper examines the
third area--networking software tools--in the context
of how these tools are already being used by one
program to support universities.
The U nidata Program
I work for Unidata, a small program funded by the
National Science Foundation (NSF) to help universities acquire and use weather data. We advise university departments on the computer equipment needed
to acquire real-time weather data and arrange for
university access to those data. We develop software
to capture the data and we distribute applications that
help scientists use the data in teaching and research.
We also act as the liaison between the academic corn-

* The Unidata Program Center is sponsored by the National
Science Foundation and managed by the University Corporation
for Atmospheric Research . Mention of a commercial company or
product does not constitute an endorsement by the UnidataProgram
Center.

munity and various government agencies that generate weather and climate data.
Our sites vary in their degree of "computer literacy." Some of the universities we support are thoroughly conversant with computers and software and
have computer experts on their staffs. A great many
others, however, are computer novices, struggling to
become familiar with the tools we require of our sites:
hardware, operating systems, applications software,
networks, and networking tools. We have faced this
range of experience since we began distributing software in 1988. We decided from the start that the only
way we could succeed is by developing an active
community whose members helped each other. Since
our headquarters are in Boulder, Colorado, and our
sites are spread across the nation, we needed a mechanism whereby we could support each other quickly
and easily despite distance. Moreover, from the beginning, our systems were designed to run in a network
environment. The logical mechanism for on-line support was dose at hand: the Internet.
The Internet
For the past 20 years or so, a complex web of moreor-less independentcomputernetworks has been growing around the globe. In the early years, wide-area
networks were created and managed by entities like
federal agencies and universities to facilitate communication and data exchange within their specific communities. In a few cases, enterprising people established gateways to connect their particular networks
with others, extending their community's range of
communication. This conglomeration began to grow
rapidly in North America during the 1980s when NSF
created a high-speed backbone, called NSFnet, which
connected its supercomputing centers. NSF fostered
network growth by actively encouraging academic
and regional networks to link to the backbone. The
conglomeration of interconnected, networks (including the networks of other agencies such as NASA, the
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Department of Energy, and the Department of Defense) that use the same protocols has come to be
known collectively as the Internet and it now circles
the globe.
The Internet is predominantly academic (this is
changing rapidly: some segments now carry more
commercial than educational traffic). It allows researchers and educators in New Zealand to exchange
data and ideas with counterparts in Brazil, the United
States, France, Nigeria, Pakistan, and so forth. Internet
users have access to bulletin boards, where they can
subscribe to "network news" groups that discuss an

astonishing array of topics, from the deepest computer
arcana, to recipes, polities, or heraldry; there are groups
that advertise jobs, or publish individual resumes or
sell baseball cards. There are on-line directories containing publicly accessible data, image, and text files
that anyone can look through and copy to their home
machines. These archives contain files of planetary
images, weather maps, encyclopedias and fact books,
the complete works of Shakespeare, glossaries of computer jargon, archives of Kandinsky paintings. Internet users send electronic mail to each other which may
arrive in the blink of an eye, but which can be read at
leisure. Programmers have created applications large

NSFNET T3 Backbone Service
Fall 1992
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Figure 1: The current NSF net backbone. (Map courtesy of Merit Network, Inc.)

and small to solve problems, enlighten, or simply to
amuse and they have donated these to the community
at large; there are free-ware or shareware programs
available for every computer type and operating system ever made.
The Internet and Us

Since many universities were already connected to
the Internet, at Unidata we began to use it to provide
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support to our sites. At our training workshops, we
paired novice sites with experienced ones and asked
the novices to first address their questions to their
"buddies" using email. We also developed an electronic mailbox called "support" and, when their buddies couldn't answer questions, asked all sites to please
send the questions to us electronically instead of telephoning us. Finally, we developed special-interest
electronic mailing lists. These were used to exchange
information on particular topics. Sites that used our

Local Data Manager (LDM) software, for example,
could "subscribe" -to the LDM mailing list and all
subscribers could get copies of all electronic exchanges
that occurred on that list.
These support mechanisms are still in use and have
stood up well. Since we have only three programmers
supporting half-a-dozen major application packages
for over 100 sites, it would be impossible for us to
provide telephone consultation to all our users. It is no
exaggeration to say that the Internet is vital to our
survival.
We use the Internet for software distribution as well
as support. The Internet community has developed an
array of tools for "publishing" information and data;
foremost among these is a tool call FTP (file transfer
protocol). There are two components to FTP: ~server
and a client. An FTP server allows the admm1strator
of a computer connected to the Internet to create an
open directory on an otherwise closed machine. The
server can be set to allow anyone on the Internet (or
only those with a password) to log onto the FTP host
machine; they can then access only the files and
subdirectories in that FTP directory. The client FTP
software is a mechanism by which a person can log
onto, browse, and copy the files on an FTP server. The
numerous data and software archives that currently
exist on the Internet are on FTP servers. To distribute
our software, then, we simply created our own FTP
server and we "publish" our software programs there.
Now we are embarked on an experiment to use the
Internet as the mechanism for delivering data to our
universities. We are currently testing the software our
programmers have developed to do this, and expect to
start deploying our Internet Data Delivery system
next summer.
New Network Information Tools

Both email and FTP have allowed us to leverage our
small support staff. We still have to answer telephone
calls from and send tapes or disks to sites that are
without a connection to the Internet, but this is a small
portion of our sites. Since we have taken every opportunity to urge unconnected sites to become connected,
their numbers are diminishing.
Over the past two years, however, three new tools
have appeared that allow us to leverage our support
even further, and these tools foreshadow a fundamental change in how people will access information.
These new tools are called Gopher, WAIS, and World
Wide Web; let me briefly describe each.

Gopher
Gopher is an information delivery system developed in 1991 by the University of Minnesota. It was
initially developed by staff at the campus computer
center to help them distribute information about their
facilities. It proved so effective and easy to use that
word spread quickly and, in a few months, the software was being installed by computer administrators
around the world.
Gopher extends FTP's client-server model in significant ways. More specifically, Gopher's impact is
due to the way it performs the client functions. The
earlier tools, like FTP, let you log onto remote machines and browse through the file names listed in the
accessible directories. Using these programs requires
knowing which machine holds files of interest to you,
either by name (such as unidata. ucar. edu) or by
node number (such as 128 .117. 40. 3), and having
access to an account on the remote machine. When you
find a file that looks interesting (from its title), you may
invoke an FTP routine to copy the file to your home
machine and then, since many files are compressed,
you may need to unpack it before you can .view its
contents. There are search programs (one is called
archie), that can help you narrow your search if you
don't know a file name or find a file whose name you
know but whose address you don't. However, getting
the file requires several steps and still requires that you
log onto the machine that holds the information you
want. As a result, machines holding popula~ archives
were routinely swamped by users logging on and
browsing through their directories.
Gopher, in contrast only connects to the remote
machine when you ask for new information, returning
that information (menu or file) to your machine; you
browse on your own machine. Since you are not tying
up the remote machine while you brow~e, more peo~le
can access that machine at any one time than with
conventional FTP methods. For this reason, FTP administrators love Gopher, although now even Gopher
servers are becoming swamped. (Until recently, the
University of Illinois provided weather information
on both Gopher and FTP servers. As Hurricane Emily
bore down on the coast of North Carolina this summer, the FTP server crashed under the weight of
requests for satellite images. The Gopher server, however, simply refused connections when it became overloaded, and by the end of the day it had responded to
100,000 requests for images. Illinois no longer provides the FTP service.)
Gopher also makes the copying functions transparent. As I noted, you browse through the directory
tree of a server at your leisure, moving down the tree
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by pointing and clicking (or some analogous movements). When you find a text file of interest, you can
select it, and Gopher will display the file on your
screen. If you want the file, you simply save it (which
means that Gopher invokes a copying routine and
places the copy in a directory on your computer).
Image files are simply copied to your machine for
viewing.
By shifting the browsing time to the client's machine, Gopher allows a server to service many more
people while expending fewer resources. More importantly, it does so through simple menu interfaces.
You don't need to know Internet names and addresses,
and you don't need to know obscure commands to
move through the directories.
~

~

As a new user, finding your way around
Gopherspace, can be time-consuming. One way to
start is to "walk" through Gopherspace by clicking
through menus. Gopher's developers at the University of Minnesota maintain a list of Gopher servers
from around the world. Gopher administrators may
choose to have their servers listed on this master list
(which is also broken down by geographical region)
by sending the appropriate information to the University of Minnesota. When you find a place (server,
directory, or file) that you know you will want to
revisit, you can set a "bookmark"-a named link that
will return you to that place directly (the bookmark
simply contains the document's Internet address).

xv 3,00: /trnp/gop19124,2.gif

x gopher

select an item from the list

Figure 2: Screen dump showing an array of Gopher windows as they appear on a X terminal. Gopher clients run on a
wide variety of platforms and look different on each. All clients are menu-based, however, and all are exceedingly easy
to use. In this XGopher, the style of the menus can be seen in the upper-left window, two graphics files have been copied
to the client machine and opened (upper-right and lower left windows), and a text file appears in the lower right window.
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A second way to start exploring Gopherspace is to
search directory and file names by keywords. A
programmer at the University of Nevada has developed a tool called veronica that creates a catalog of
information published on Gopher servers. Searching
on a keyword such as "education" or "weather" will
give you a list of directories and files that have these
words in their titles.

..

-

.

Gopher is so easy to use that it is sweeping the
Internet. In its short lifetime, it has moved (by August
1993) into lOth place in the ranking of packets sentc~ver
NSFnet.

WAIS
WAIS (Wide Area Information Servers) is a method
for retrieving text information based on keyword
searches through indexed databases. It is a cooperative project of Thinking Machines, Apple Computer,
and Dow Jones. Like Gopher, it is built on the client/
server model.

An added feature of Gopher is its ability to contain
"mirrors"-menu entries that lead you to other Gopher servers. In creating a server, then, you not only
"publish" your own information, but you can also
establish links to other servers that you consider important for your users. Essentially, bookmarks allow
you to create a personal index to the world of
Gopherspace.

~

•.,~:

'

:-

When you use Gopher, you must search through
directories yourself. WAIS, in contrast, uses keywords
to search through the actual files and returns to you a

XWA IS
[!} General Su Re:

Questions:
rain.cats.and.dogs
snow

Return-Path: support@unidata .ucar.edu
Received: by unidata.ucar.edu id AA23609
(5.65c/IDA-1.4.4 for conununity-out); Mon, 31 Aug 1992 1
Received: from localhost by unidata.ucar.edu with SMTP i
(5 .65 c/IDA-1.4.4 for <community>); Mon, 31 Aug 1992 18:
Message-Id: <199209010004.AA23605@un i data.ucar.edu>
Organizat
Keywords: ~ sebenste@g Re: The hurricane
To: conunu
Return-Path: owner-commun i ty@un idata. ucar. edu
Subject:
Received: by unidata.ucar.edu id AA10154
Date: Mon
(5 .65c/IDA-1.4.4 for community-out); Tue, 31 Aug 1993 15:
From: Gen
Received: from mp.cs.niu . edu by unidata.ucar.edu with SMTP
(5.65c/IDA-1.4.4 for <community@unida ta .ucar.edu >) ; Tue,
Organizat ion: .
------- F
Keywords: 199308312118.AA.10149
Received: from taiga.geog.niu.edu by mp.cs.niu.edu with UUC
Keywords:
(5.67a / IDA-1.5 for community@unidata.ucar.edu); Tue, 31
From: Chr
Received: from fen.geog.niu.edu by taiga.geog.niu.edu (4 . 1/
Subject:
id AA03992; Tue, 31 Aug 93 16:14:49 CDT
Date: Mon
Date: Tue, 31 Aug 93 16:14:49 CDT
From: sebenste@geog.niu.edu (Gilbert L. Sebenste)
Message-Id: <93 08312114.AA03992@taiga .geog .niu.ed u>
To : wx-talk@vmd.cso.uiuc.edu, community@unidata.ucar.edu
Subject: The hurricane

= .. .

Sources:
directory-of-servers.src
INFO. src
kidsnet.src
netcdf-group. src
Omni-Cultural-Academic-Resource.src

u

~

X WAIS Wuestion: hur r icane

.

.

.

What else to talk about?
The NHC requested all east coast stations to do a special 1
sounding. Here is the one from Cape Hat teras, NC:
Similar to:
directory-of-servers.src

i•.b(:.:r ':

Prefs
Help
Quit

Searching f or HAT ...
Data for - HAT:
WMO ident:
72304

10 /9/90
1Cl :OS am
1 . 4K ( 10/09/90) DESOUZA%M I Re: Floater
3.53
294 4 .1K ( 02123/93) sebenste@g Re: Re: GOES-W demise
294 86.SK Unknown Subject
10/12/90
9:30EDT
29 4 1. OK (10/12/90) DESOUZA%MI Re: Floater
294 1.4K (10/22/90) DESOUZA%MI Re: floater 10/22 /90 9:30 AM
294 2.2K (04/02/90) Re: Tip ~ 24 : COTV
294 1. ZK (02/06/91) raymond@ke Re: Big IR images
294 938 (02/26/92) SQUALLINE@ Re: Data for August 18 - 20
294 960 (02/28/92} SQUl:.LLINE@ Re: Sfc and upper air data for 8/18/91 Received 1 602 bytes from unidata-mcidas-list.src ... done.
Getting "sebenste@g Re: The hurricane" from unidata-mcidas-list.src ...
Received 2458 bytes from unidata-mcidas-list.src ... done.A

Figure 3. A screen dump of WAIS windows on an X terminal. The window in the upper left is a file of past searches that
were saved and that can be reinvoked. The window in the middle shows the results of the searchinr; on the word
"hurricane" with a list offiles that match the search in descending numbers of keyword matches. The two windows in the
upper right are files that are being "viewed."
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list of the files that contain the keyword(s) and displays those file names in order of keyword-appearance frequency. WAIS recognizes Boolean operators
such as "and" and "or/' but it takes practice to design
effective searches. Once you have a few files in which
your keywords appear with high frequency, you can
use the "View" feature to look at these files to judge
whether they're really what you want. You then can
"Save" (copy to your home machine) only those files
that are truly of interest to you.
WAIS and Gopher are not mutually exclusive.
Many Gopher servers provide WAIS access to files so
that you can search the files on-line instead of copying
them. Like Gopher, WAIS also has a central index,
called the "directory-of-servers." This is maintained
by Thinking Machines, and anyone establishing a
WAIS server can register it with them at the address
think. corn. You can find sources that are not regis~

tered on the directory using WAIS searching methods,
and WAIS servers may be visible to Gopher searches.

WWW
Under development at CERN (the European Particle Physics Laboratory) World-Wide Web (WWW) is
the most recent addition to the Internet's information
services.
WWW is based on hypertext, where a document
can be linked to others in a multitude of ways. A field
or word in one hypertext document can, when selected, link to and display additional information,
such as more text, an image, an index, sound, video, or
whatever. This ability to link information however
you wish makes WWW extremely powerful.
WWW also provides a more uniform user interface
across platforms. (The Gopher clients vary consider-

NCSA Mosaic: Document View

File
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file:
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Factsheet

//groucho/a/zero/home/ matt /fact~

Unidata Software Tools Factsheet
J aJD.l8cy 1993

Overview:
The UnidataProgram distributes software tools that allow a site
to capture raw meteorological data from a satellite broadcast and
to manage those data locally. shar ing them among multiple
workstatioru; of various architecture linked by a local area
network. The heart of the system is Unidata's Local Data
Manager (LDM), which receives and selects data from the
National Weather Service's Fami ly of Services data circuits.
Data are decoded and stored in netCDF files--a portable method
for storing and accessing scientific data Another layer of the
system contains analysis and display software. or a site may
:Se<irch Kevword:

[!:] NCSA Mosaic: Document Source

Universal Resource Locator:

Itt/factsheets/softtool s

html

I

<t itle >Unidata Software Tools Factsheet</title>
<h1 >
Un idata Software Tools Fae
<h4>
January 1993</h4>
<h3>0verv ie w:</h3>

<ul >

The Unidata Program distributes software
to captu re raw meteorological data from a

Dismiss

Help ...

Figure 4: A screen dump of the XMosaic interface to World Wide Web. A formatted text file can be seen in the upper left window; the codedfile used to create that text display can be seen in the lower-left window. The underlined words in
the formatted text indicate where links have been defined. The links between files are established by the person coding
the document, and the linkedfiles may reside anywhere on the Internet. WWW can linkfiles that contain text, images,
videos, or sound.
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ably in look and feel, depending on what platform
you're using. )
WWW is still in the early stages of development, but
its promise is evident. Setting up a WWW server,
however, is considerably more complicated than establishing a WAIS or Gopher server. And WWW client
software is not yet widely available. The National
Center for Supercomputing Applications has developed an interface called Mosaic that promises to make
WWW as popular as Gopher. Mosaic is a Macintoshlike point-and-dick interface that, as an added feature,
gives you menu access to Gopher, FTP, and other
Internet servers as well as to WWW.
Using these Tools at Unidata
Over the past year, we have been experimenting
with these tools at Unidata. First we set up a WAIS
database containing all our email archives. We used
WAIS as the query interface butpublished it as a menu
item on a Gopher server. (WAIS allows a user to
perform a keyword search of the database.) This enhanced our support efforts: now a user can check to see
whether his/her question has been asked (and answered) before sending us another email message. To
facilitate and speed searches, we have broken down
the database into chunks that pertain to each of our
software packages-the user can search through databases on specific Unidata software individually. Furthermore, the email database is always up-to-date.
One of our programmers has written a script that
automatically appends new email messages to the
database every evening.
We used a similar approach (Gopher plus WAIS)
with our community directory that lists every site's
representative, with address, phone number, and email
address. Next we added our publications containing
general information: fact sheets, copies of our newsletter, etc. We also created separate directories dedicated to information on each of our software products.
These are maintained by the user support programmer responsible for each product.
We recently experimented with using the Gopher
as an organizing tool for a committee whose members
are from dispersed locations. We published the
meeting's agenda, background materials, and status
reports. We were thus able to keep the members
appraised of events as they evolved, reducing the
amount of meeting time spent on bringing members
up to date. Other members of the community not
directly involved in the meeting could also browse the
materials if they so chose. We felt this was a valuable
addition toacommunityprogramsuchasoursand the
response from our users has been positive. (One un-

foreseen benefit was to our staff; having the meeting
materials on Gopher, rather than squirreled away in
the computer systems of individual staff members,
made it easier for all of us to keep up.)
The Gopher server we have running now (September 1993) was created before we had fully considered
how and what we wanted to publish. We're now
constructing another server whose structure is more
carefully planned. On it we will publish a range of
materials: images produced by our software, data
catalogs, our newsletter, information about our community, and mirrors to other weather-related gophers,
among others. We are carefully considering directory
names in the hopes that the names we choose will be
both informative for keyword searches and general
enough to cover an evolving file set.
Experimenting with Web
We're beginning to experiment with a WWW server
using the Mosaic interface. There are several ad vantages to WWW:
(1) Using the Mosaic interface, both images

and text can be displayed in the same window. To the viewer, then, the WWW-Mosaic
combination more closely simulates the
printed page. (Videos appear in a separate
window .)
(2) From the administrator's point of view,
WWW has the advantage of allowing you to
store the files anywhere you want. What
appears to the viewer as a single document,
can be a series of separate files, stored wherever, that are connected by programmed
links. You can keep your text files in one
place and the images on another machine in
another corner of the world, for example.
(3) WWW allows you to link to any type of file:
text, image, video, or sound. It therefore
extends your capability beyond the printed
page-it is multimedia. This will be particularly useful for us, since we look forward to
including animated image loops of weather
phenomena in many of our documents.
How Will These Tools Affect Education?
The advent of information tools like Gopher and
WWW will move the education community beyond its
current uses of computer for several reasons:
(1) The tools are usable with any digital informa-

tion. This means that, in addition to exchangingemail messages, educators and stu-
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dents can share curricula, data, ideas, images, videos, and sound files. For example,
Colorado State University is building an Online Writing Center centered on a series of
hypertext documents that link texts and possibly videos and lectures (sound) to interactive writing exercises. The center will depend on networks for submitting, exchanging, and commenting on papers; for email
interactions between classmates, teachers,
and Writing Center tutors; and for research
through connections to on-line library catalogs, databases, and tutorials. One focus of
the Center is to promote writing across disciplines; the on-line system will make it easier
for students in fields such as engineering,
sciences, and cornpu ting to participate withou t using up limited elective credits on traditional writing courses.
(2) Information can be widely shared. Any person
or institution who creates a terrific new approach/ tool/ curriculum/ document can
share it almost instantly with an enormous
number of people. The rapid spread of
Gopher itself illustrates how powerful networks can be for disseminating information.

R..esponsibility for creating and maintaining
archives can be shared. Institutions set up and

(3)

maintain their own servers; individuals can
maintain their own areas within the servers.
(4)

Information can be updated quickly and easily.

Altering files or even directory structures is
so easy that information can be kept as upto-date as the administrators desire.
(5) Duplication of effort is unnecessary. Each
institution now has to maintain its own library, which includes copies of publications
from other institutions. With linking and
mirroring, this redundancy will not be necessary because each server can "point" to
information at other locations. Each institution can create its own index of information,
but need not duplicate the information itself.
For example, if one school creates a set of
classroom materials and publishes it on their
gopher server, other schools can simply put
in a link to the materials. The entire collection is thus available to individuals at all the
schools without making multiple copies.
(6)

Educational presentations can be multimedia.

Television has created students who expect
information to be presented in video format;
textbooks and lectures alone are no longer
enough to engage the attention of many.
Computers and networking tools now make
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it feasible to create educationally based multimedia presentations, including videos and
sound as well as text and graphics. Once
created, these presentations can be widely
shared among educators.
(7) Curricula can be interactive. Involving students directly enhances the learning process. Curricula are being developed that will
involve students in real experiments, gathering and using real data. The University of
Michigan, for example, is developing a Gopher-based application called Blue Skies that
will enable students to learn science through
weather forecasting, among other capabilities. Furthermore, students will be able. to
gather local data (e.g., temperature, wind
speed), add these to the Gopher database,
see the data appear on weather maps, and
use them in their own forecasting efforts.
(This is a particularly powerful teaching
mechanism since it involves the students in
a real-world activity. Like the students, the
instructors don't "know" what tomorrow's
weather will be.) Administrators at the National Weather Service speak of involving
students in the gathering of local data that
are difficult for the service itself to gather
and having the students add these to a national database.

Networks facilitate interdisciplinary and
transdisciplinary teaching. In New York,

(8)

teacher Steven Richards has established the
Northeast Bronx Weather Station. Data from
the station is used to teach not only basic
concepts of meteorology, but geography and
social studies as well.
(9) Individuals

(teachers and pupils) can explore on
their own. The networks will contain increas-

ing amounts of information. If given full
access to the Internet, individuals can explore this world on their own, and each
exploration can/ will be unique.
Coming Soon
Not surprisingly, Gopher has immediately caught
the attention of librarians, who are concerned with
how to bring order into what is now chaotic
Gopherspace. (In a world where information is disbursed to millions of computers, how will knowledge
be stored, organized, and preserved, and how will
treasures be distinguished from trash?) But I think
that it will not be long before education professionals
are equally involved. So I urge all of you to takea peek
at this emerging technology. It's in your future and it's
corning fast.

For Further Information

Internet
All these software tools require a connection to the
Internet. For more information on the Internet, read:
Kehoe, Brendan P. (1993) Zen and the Art of the
Internet: A Beginner's Guide, (second edition)
112 p. Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ.
Krol, Ed. (1992) The Whole Internet User's Guide
and Catalog, 400 p. O'Reilly & Assoc., Inc.
Sebastopol, CA. (ISBN 1-56592-025-2)
SRI International. (1992) Internet: Getting Started,
318 p. SRI International, 333 Ravenswood
Ave., Rm. EJ291, Menlo Park, CA 94025.
Also available from Prentice Hall (ISBN 013-327933-2).

Gopher
Gopher clients and servers now run on all common
platforms. For more information, contact:
Internet Gopher Development Team
100 Union Street SE #152
Shepherd Labs--University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, MN 55455
FAX: (612) 625-6817
or via anonymous FTP from the /pub/ gopher directory at:
boombox.rnicro.urnn.edu

(134.84.132.2)

Running Gopher on a PC with Microsoft Windows
requires a TCP /IPpackagethatincludes the Windows
Sockets Dynamic Link Library winsock. dl 1. Several such packages are available: Super TCP from
Frontier, Chameleon from NetManage, PCTCP from
FTP, Inc., and PCNFS from Sun Microsystems, to
name some.

WAIS
Like Gopher, WAIS has been ported to a variety of
platforms: UNIX, VMS, Macintosh, DOS, and Windows. WAIS is available from a variety of FTP, WAIS,
and Gopher servers. Background information and the
main UNIX distribution may be obtained via anonymous FTP from the /wais directory at think. corn.
To run WAIS from a Macintosh or PC you will need a
program that gives you the capability to run the TCP I
IP Internet protocols (see Gopher above).

World Wide Web/Mosaic
If you already have an Internet connection, you can
experiment with WWW. Use the Internet tool called
Telnetto log onto info. cern. eh; this will automatically drop you into a public-access WWW browser
program which includes on-line help. With this program, you can begin accessing a selection of hypertext
documents. The Mosaic interface to WWW has only
been released for UNIX systems (Macintosh and PC
versions are scheduled for release during the Fall
1992); the software is available from:
zaphod.ncsa.uiuc.edu

in the di rectory:
The University of Minnesota FTP and Gopher servers contain the most recent versions of Gopher client
and server software for all platforms. The software is
freely available to the non-profit research and education communities but may carry a price tag for commercial firms. Contact the University of Minnesota
for licensing information.

/Web/xmosaic-source

You need to have an X-Windows terminal to run
XMosaic effectively. Using an emulator on a Macintosh or a PC is exceedingly slow and frustrating. I don't
recommend it.

Running Gopher on a Macintosh requires MacTCP
(a product developed by Apple Corporation that gives
you the capability to nm the TCP /IP Internet protocols).
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Networked Multimedia Systems and Collaborative Visualization
Mohan K. Ramamurthy, Robert B. Wilhelmson, Steven E. Hall, Mythili Sridhar and John G. Kemp
Department of Atmospheric Sciences
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
105 S. Gregory Avenue
Urbana, IL 61801

1.

INTRODUCTION

With the advent of high-speed computing and
communication technologies, new modes of science
education are being realized. As a result of this
revolution, the value of cooperation and collaboration,
using state-of-the-art computers and broadband network
services, is being increasingly recognized in teaching
and research. Our vision includes developing and
testing computer-based video teleconferencing and
wide-area networking technologies to extend the
collaborative reach of educational methods like Project
Enhanced Science Learning (PESL), which offers
learning partners opportunities to engage in authentic
scientific inquiry through apprenticeship, to include
remotely-located scientists at universities and teachers
and students at high schools using widely-distributed
materials, data, and software. The ultimate goal of this
project in atmospheric sciences education is to develop
a new model of learning architectures that enable the
"collaborative visualization" (CoVis) of science in
action using networked multimedia computers.
To realize this goal, scientists at the Department of
Atmospheric Sciences and the National Center for
Supercomputer Applications at the University of Illinois
(UI) are collaborating with Co Vis project partners at the
Institute for the Learning Sciences (ILS) at
Northwestern University and teachers and students at
Evanston Township and New Trier High Schools. In
addition, the CoVis project involves partnerships with
Ameritech, Bellcore, The Exploratorium Science
Museum, ScienceKit Inc., Technical Education
Research Center, and the University of Michigan. The
objective is to enhance the Earth Science and
Environmental Sciences curriculum at these schools to
encompass PESL-based inquiry that is aided by a new
generation of telecommunications and computing
technologies. Specifically, the UIUC faculty and
students are adapting an introductory survey-level
course syllabus in meteorology, which makes
considerable use of real-time weather information, to
support PESL activities. In a related activity, we are
also developing multimedia instructional modules on
meteorological topics for use at the high school level.
The prototype modules, incorporating text, graphics,
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still images, animation, voice and videos, and linked
using Apple's Quicktime architecture, are being tested
at the above two Chicago-area schools. The prototype
modules are being revised and refined based on the
feedback from the above Co Vis partners. Such
multimedia-based instruction provides an alternative
approach to learning, where the student, through
interaction with the computer, becomes actively
involved in the learning process. Initial modules are
being developed to explain weather phenomena that
typically affect the Midwest, such as lake-effect snow,
fronts, mid-latitude cyclones and severe convective
storms.
In addition to our work on multimedia modules, we
have developed an on-line weather laboratory, one
which provides interactive access to a wide range of
weather information. One of the unique aspects of this
interactive online laboratory is that it provides access to
observations, local forecasts, watches and warnings,
satellite images and numerical model forecasts from
any computer or terminal that is connected to the
Internet, the worldwide computer network. The
purpose of this paper is to describe our activities in the
above two areas: a) development of multimedia
modules, and b) development of a networked weather
data distribution system.
2.

MULTIMEDIA METEOROLOGICAL
MODULES

The Depatlment of Atmospheric Sciences (DAS) at
the UI is involved in a National Science Foundation
(NSF) funded project entitled Co Vis (Collaborative
Visualization). Our contribution to CoVis is the
development of an array of multimedia modules
consisting of text, color diagrams, movies, audio, and
scanned images, that introduce and explain concepts in
meteorology.
ILS incorporates the modules and database into the
classrooms established at the "probe" high schools of
this project, Evanston and New Trier. The primary goal
of Co Vis is to provide high school science students the
opportunity to learn and work in an environment
consistent with that of the scientific community.
Through use of increasingly accessible telecom-
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munications technology, such as e-mail, shared
communication windows and a collaboratory notebook,
and informal desktop videoconferencing systems,
students from different schools can work together and
learn science through doing group projects, rather than
simply reading a text book. The CoVis project explores
how pre-college science education could apply and
benefit from these innovative technologies, providing a
wor~in~ enviroment that is highly exciting and
moavatmg for students and teachers. To this end, ILS
scientists are crafting new software applications, which
they call Collaborative Science Workbench and Science
Learning Resource Directory, to promote collaborative
visualization activities across remote locations. Details
of the Collaborative Science Workbench and Science
Learning Resource Directory can be found elsewhere in
this volume (McGee and Pea, 1993). Resources ·
generated by the UI DAS provide a rich database,
which assist students in developing project ideas and
suggests other possible resources that could be used in
completing a project.
In addition to the development of raw resources,
DAS is designing Hypercard multimedia computer
~odule~ as learning tools to be used in meteorology
mstruction at the undergraduate level. These modules
are designed in the form of Hypercard stacks, with each
stack pertaining to a limited selection of topics. The
first stack under design describes concepts such as
pressure, wind and balance of forces in the atmosphere.
Thr?ugh the use of colorful diagrams, video clips, text,
aud10 narration, and even music, the student can step
through each card of the stack and become acquainted
with pressure, high and low pressure centers, and the
balance of forces that generate wind direction and
speed. Each stack is divided into subsections and at the
conclusion of selected subsections, instant quizes have
been inserted to gauge the level of understanding and
reinforce concepts introduced. These questions are
typically multiple choice in format.
Other modules under development include; (1) an
Introduction to Weather Maps, and (2) the Cloud
Catalog. In (1), each card consists of a weather map,
or loop of maps, with optional audio and/or scrollable
text explanation detailing how to read such map(s) and
to recognize some important features.
(2) is a
reference tool that provides not only factual information
concerning each type of cloud, but also digitized images
generated from slides by a slide scanner. In the future,
modules describing the "Storm of the Century",
development of midlatitude cyclones, and other severe
weather phenomena will be added to the current library.
Parallel to module development, portions of the
Hypercard stacks are being converted to SuperCard,
which has color capabilities within each card, unlike
Hypercard in which all color images must be imported.
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Selected modules designed in Hypercard will be
replicated in SuperCard, and the benefits and/or
shortcomings of each version will be compared and
contrasted.
The ultimate goal here is to design an on-line
meteorological, multimedia textbook that is accessible
across the internet. Though the task is many years from
completion, the individual multimedia modules along
the way will be useful for not only improving education
at the undergraduate level by making it more student
interactive through the use of advanced computer
technologies, but also provide a collection of
educational multimedia resources for the high school
science student as well.
3.

NETWORKED WEATHER DATA
DISTRIBUTION

The networked weather data distribution service
provided by the UI Weather Machine is an offshoot of a
project we began in 1989 to collect up-to-the-minute
weather information for our meteorological studies and
to teach students by using weather information as it is
collected. The "Weather Machine" is a name we
initially gave to the computers that provide this service
and now widely used by many on the Internet. The
system was intended and is still being used as an on-line
meteorology laboratory with the purpose of providing
weather information to the U of I campus community.
In the initial implementation of this weather distribution
system, raster image products were created and made
available, along with textual information, using the Xwindow System software to any computer or terminal
running X-window System 1 server software.
This new resource was quickly embraced, and a
large number of meteorological products were
developed by graduate students and programmers for
distribution throughout the campus. A description of
our first-generation system and its use can be found in
the article entitled, "A Networked Desktop Synoptic
Laboratory" (Ramamurthy et al., 1992). The service
became popular well beyond our initial expectations,
largely due to its simplicity and the free access to
weather infm:mation it provides. Inspired by the early
success of this system, we expanded the access to this

~ The X-window System, or simply X-windows, is an
mdustry-standard, network-transparent window system
!hat al.lows multiple applications to run simultaneously
m wmdows, generating text and graphics in
monochrome or color on a bitmap display. In addition,
X-windows permit applications to be device
independent, so they need not be rewritten for new
display hardware.
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system to the Internet community. Here, we describe
the work that made the expansion possible and its
effectiveness.
4.

THE WEATHER MACHINE

The VI Weather Machine setup is comprised of a
pair of powerful Hewlett-Packard RISC 2 -based
computers, an HP 9000/710 workstation that is
primarily dedicated toward ingesting all of the
incoming data, and an HP 9000/720 workstation that
processes the ingested data and acts a server of the
processed information to the user community. Both
computers run a version of the Unix operating system,
an industry-standard operating system for workstations.
They are both connected to the UIUCnet, a high speed,
campus-wide, fiber-optic network operating at 100
Million bits per second. The UIUCnet, in turn, is
connected to the Internet via the NSFNET backbone,
which connects some two dozen regional science and
education networks and hundreds of universities
throughout the U. S. NSFNET forms the core of a
multi-agency effort known as the National Research
and Education Network (NREN) program, an initiative
resulting from the "Gore I" bill that was sponsored by
Vice President Al Gore when he was in Congress.
Data from the National Weather Service (NWS)
Domestic Data Plus (DD+) line, the UNIDATA
McIDAS channel and the High-resolution Data Service
(HDS) are processed and the resulting products (both
text and graphics) are made available to the user
community.
5.

GOPHER

As mentioned above, our previous system for
sharing information was based on the X-Windows
System. As use of the system grew, so did our concern
over questions of access control, accounting, and
maintenance. The primary question still remained,
"how can we more easily share recent weather
information with a larger community?"
The answer to that question turned out to be
"Gopher!"3 Gopher offers an extremely flexible,

intuitive method for sharing information. Items are
stored and retrieved using a familiar hierarchical menu
structure. Using freely-available Gopher software, any
Unix workstation, Macintosh computer, or PC on the
Internet, has a simple, straight-forward method to
access to our service. The Gopher service raises the
level of networked access to the Weather Machine to
the next plateau, improving significantly upon what was
already a popular service.
The Gopher server runs on the Weather Machine
server, wx.atmos.uiuc.edu, whose Internet address is
128.174.80.10. Since its inception, this Gopher server
has become an extremely popular resource in the
Internet community. On Unix machines, it can be
reached using the command ''Wu wx.atnvs.uiuc.«iu."
On a Macintosh running "TurboGopher", the "Start
Another Gopher" menu can be used, with the entry
"wx.atmos.uiuc.edu". For more information on how to
access the Weather Machine, please contact John Kemp
or Dr. Mohan Ramamurthy at the University of Illinois,
at the Internet addresses JohnKemp@uiuc.edu or
mohan@uiatma.atmos.uiuc.edu.
A wide range of information is available on the UI
Weather Machine. The intuitive layout of the menu
makes it easy and convenient to use. Textual weather
information is organized at the higher levels by region,
and at the lower levels by type. For example, in each of
the "States" directories there are recent textual reports
in a number of categories: surface observations, radar
reports, short and long-range forecasts, and severe
weather watches and warnings. Severe weather
watches and warnings present a special case, in that
they are not only of local regional interest, but are also
of a broad general interest. To make severe reports
easily available, they are also kept in a separate
"Severe" directory. All reports from the last 24 hours
are kept in the "All_Recent" directory, and the reports
are also broken down into groups based on the type of
report.
The most popular products on the UI Weather
Machine are located in the "Images" directory. NOAA
GOES satellite images, National Meteorological Center
Nested Grid Model and Medium Range Forecast model
forecast images, surface maps, and surface analysis
images are all kept in this directory. 4 The images are
generated from a variety of sources: the UNID AT A

2

RISC stands for Reduced Instruction Set Computer, a
microprocessor architecture that has been embraced by
the computer industry to improve the efficiency and
performance of computers.
4

3

Information about Gopher and copies of the Gopher
software for many platforms can be obtained through
anonymous ftp to boombox.micro.umn.edu.
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All images are stored in GIF format, and are
automatically displayed using image viewers that work
in tandem with the Gopher client software-"xloadimage" or "xv" are popular on Unix systems,
while "Giffer" is popular on the Macintosh.

McIDAS data channel, the DD+ and HDS lines using
the WXP software from Purdue University, the
WXMAP program from the UI, and locally developed
software. Selected examples of image products
available through our Gopher service, both real-time as
well as archived, will be shown during the presentation.
Together these products form one of the most
interesting collections of weather images available on
the Internet. One can also download a sequence of GIF
images, say for a 24 hour period, to their local desktop
computer and animate them using their favorite
animation software.
Since the announcement of the Weather Machine in
December of 1992, we have seen a steady increase in
the number of requests made to the server. In the past 8
months, server requests have gone from less than 1,000
to over 30,000 per day. On active weather days, such as
when the "storm of the century" hit the East Coast on
March 13, 1993 or when hurricane Emily was
threatening the Carolinas-Virginia coast on August 31,
the number calls to our Gopher service increase
dramatically. For instance, the day hurricane Emily
was near Cape Hatteras, the Weather Machine fielded
nearly 100,000 callsS from people all over the world!
Normally, the majority of the requests are for
weather images, and for local forecast information.
Apart from significant weather events, users tend to
focus on forecasts and observations surrounding their
own local areas. Daily, the machine sees the highest
use around 12 noon CST, with another burst of activity
in the evening around 5 p.m. CST. There also tends to
be a lot of activity on Friday afternoons as people are
preparing for their weekends.
Initially the Weather Machine server only allowed
connections from within the University of Illinois
domain. Since the existing resources proved adequate
to meet the task, we decided to make the information
available to a wider audience, and the machine was
opened up to the whole Internet community. Since
then, the machine has begun to see regular use by
universities, high schools, government agencies,
businesses and other organizations throughout the
world. The access to a broad variety of near-real-time
weather data is useful in lots of says, ranging from the
trivial to its use as a research and educational tool. In
addition, private citizens, like pilots, sailors and skiers,
who have access to the Internet and need weather
information access the Weather Machine.

6.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The UI Weather Machine Gopher service and
multimedia module development are the two main
outreach activities within the UI DAS. The UI Weather
Machine Gopher service, using state-of-the-art
information networking and computing technology,
brings up-to-the-minute weather information to every
desktop that is connected to the Internet. The facility
has made a significant impact in our teaching, research
and public service by providing access to real-time and
archived meteorological data. Inspired by the early
success of our Gopher service, during the coming
months we plan to expand the capabilities of the UI
Weather Machine to include online instructional
material in the form of multimedia modules on various
meteorological topics. These instructional online
modules will include text, graphics, animation and
sound. These and other related efforts will continue
until we reach our ultimate goal of making all
meteorological material, educational as well as
informational, available on the desktop.
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Experience in Computer Assisted Learning in a
Large-Lecture Introductory Meteorology Class
Douglas N . Yarger and J. Peter Boysen
Iowa State University
Ames, IA 50011
(515) 294-9872 - Email doug@iastate.edu

The introductory meteorology course at Iowa State University enrolls over 350 students
per semester. About 95 per cent of students in the course are enrolled in non-technical majors
and are taking the course to fulfill a requirement for science credit. Primary contact is through
the lecture which is held three times weekly. The problems and limitations of this course are
essentially the problems and limitations that have plagued all high-enrollment introductory
sciences courses for the past several decades. The following summary of common problems
associated with these introductory science courses is taken from Tobias (1990, 1992).
A.

Textbook-based: Science is too often presented as a body of knowledge that is
to be transferred to the students, rather than a process of experimentation and
investigation.

The emphasis is on memory and recall, the lowest levels of

intellectual development, with little or no opportunity for problem solving,
critical thinking, or creativity.
B.

Active instructor and passive students:

The instructor lectures and presents

audio-visual aids while the students take notes which are to be memorized and
later recalled for the examination. There is little or no opportunity for students
to become actively involved.
C.

Instruction is geared to some perceived average level of student abilities:
Students at the high end find that the level of instruction is too easy while
students at the lower find the course too difficult.

D.

Students are expected to move in lock-step: The instructor moves too fast for
some students while moving too slow for other students . The bright students do
not have an opportunity to complete more work or finish the course in less time.

E.

Fails to meet the diverse interests. abilities. and learning styles of students: All
students are treated in the same way.

Instruction is geared to the common

characteristics of students while ignoring their differences.
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A pilot project was initiated during summer 1992 which led to the introduction of a
computer-assisted learning component for the large-lecture introductory meteorology course.
This learning module features a travel agency office where each student is an employee. As an
employee the student interacts with clients who have travel plans that are complicated by weather
factors. The office has various objects that can be activated by clicking on them. The desk has
a file drawer which provides access to files. Two files are presently used and "open" to lecture
materials, daily outlines and lecture visuals, or practice examinations. A computer on the desk
is the entrance to real-time weather products. The weather displays available to students are
drawn from Mcldas, WXP and DIF AX 1 products. These are all available through Unidata 2 .
The office also has a door which "admits" various clients with weather related problems.
A "Pete travels to Denver" exercise has been constructed as a simple prototype of a weather
challenge. The travel to Denver requires that the student read max-min thermometers (in degrees
Celsius) to deduce the diurnal temperature range for Denver and also requires the student to
compute the change of temperature with elevation to estimate the corresponding diurnal
temperature change for Dillon. Based on the student's interpretation of the weather data, an
appropriate wardrobe is selected for events in Denver and Dillon. Feedback is provided to the
student by various postcards which reflect differing degrees of satisfaction by the client.
Because student feedback was considered essential in both the design of future versions
of this module and in determining the general attitude for this type of course support, students
were encouraged to access this module as it was being built.

For example, the lecture outline

and supporting visuals were incorporated as soon as possible after every lecture. For various
reasons, delays of up to two weeks occasionally occurred. Although students reported their
frustration with this circumstance, their overall attitude toward these computer materials were
very positive.
Every student at ISU is assessed a computer fee each semester but 74% of the students
in this class had no previous experience with workstations.

Significantly, responses from a

survey given the first class period showed that about the same fraction (76%) indicated that they

1

Mcldas Man-Computer Interactive Data Access System. A computer graphics software
package for analyzing and displaying meteorological data. WXP Purdue University's Weather
Processor software for analyzing and displaying meteorological data. DIFAX Digital
facsimile map; a standard circuit of weather information produced by the National Weather
Service
2

Unidata is a national effort, sponsored by the Division of Atmospheric Sciences of the
National Science Foundation (NSF), to help universities use computing and communications
technologies to access, analyze, and display atmospheric and related data.
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were at least willing to try using computers in this course. Over half of the students (62%)
indicated that a helper would be welcome to get them started so that help sessions for students
needing assistance with elementary computer interactions were provided as needed. The actual
assistance needed turned out to be quite minimal and even inexperienced students were quickly
able to access and use various aspects of the Weather Travel Agency module comfortably.
Typical comments from students were "I liked the computer project. I wish there could have
been more practice exercises. Lecture notes (when updated) and practice questions were very
helpful in preparing for exams." The most significant negative comment was that the materials
weren't kept up-to-date.
The Weather Travel Agency software is being modified to become a more general
Forecaster's Workbench. Students will access the various components of the workbench through
a forecaster's office. These components include a real-time weather module, a local forecasting
module where students can submit and receive feedback on daily forecasts, a multimedia-based
lecture presentation module and microworlds. Because forecasting the weather is a common
pastime in which the population at large is involved, students need no justification for the
relevance of weather to local events, the farm economy or the environment. It can, therefore,
become a unifying and motivating theme through which the processes of science can be learned
and investigated. For example, the student can formulate and test hypotheses about tomorrow's
weather based on observations of weather parameters (e.g. temperature, dew point temperature,
winds ..... ) and weather displays that are available to all universities through the Unidata program.
By structuring the course lectures, notes and computer-based experiences around the theme of
forecasting, students can learn meteorological principles as well as the scientific processes of
observation, hypothesis testing and theory formulation and also develop more general problemsolving skills and critical thinking in a context which is both immediate and interesting.
The availability of real-time weather information makes forecasting an even more
compelling activity for students. Since 1987, Iowa State University has used weather products
as an integral part of the teaching program in atmospheric science. A weather discussion, which
utilizes the most recent satellite, radar and data presentation images, is part of every introductory
meteorology class. Students indicate that this is one of the most popular aspects of the course.
We are building upon this interest by constructing a computer-based environment in which
students gather current weather information, make weather forecasts and receive feedback and
instruction on previous forecasts.
While local weather forecasting can provide much of the motivation and structure for the
course, several topics such as global climate change or tropical weather systems are not normally
encountered in day-to-day weather at a level appropriate for an introductory course. These are
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addressed by the development of computer-based simulations or microworlds which students use
to investigate these principles. Each microworld presents a topic in terms of a model which
students will manipulate to forecast more global events.

Forecasting scenarios for each

microworld are chosen to emphasize the salient features of the model.
The software used in this project h~s been created using the ABC 3 authoring system
developed at Iowa State University by Dr. Peter Boysen (Boysen and Shah, 1993). ABC is an
object-oriented multimedia system which can be used to develop both instructional and noninstructional applications which are portable between UNIX (Motif), Macintosh and IBM PC
(Windows 3.1) systems. Because of its portability and extensive programming support, ABC
permits the development of sophisticated instruction which can be disseminated to a broad
audience.
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3

ABC is available for educational applications at no charge from Dr. Peter Boysen, Iowa
State Computation Center, Ames, IA 50011 (pboysen@iastate.edu) (515) 294-6663.
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COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION OF AN UNDERGRADUATE
COURSE IN CLIMATE CHANGE
.John D. Hore)
Department of Meteorology
University of Utah
Salt Lake City, UT 84112

l.

INTRODUCTION

A course for non-majors that focusses on climate change has been taught by faculty in the Department of Meteorology since 1991. This course
was designed to provide more in-depth coverage of
the issues surrounding global warming and ozone depletion than is possible in a traditional introductory
Meteorology course for non-majors. Other departments at the University of Utah have begun to teach
courses that touch on climate change from a variety
of perspectives. Since the atmosphere plays the central role in the global warming problem, the faculty
in the Department of Meteorology felt it necessary
to develop a course that is based on a solid understanding of the earth-atmosphere climate system.
The experience of the faculty over the past two
years is that this course has been difficult to teach
for a number of reasons. First, there has been no
text available which addresses these issues in a nontechnical manner. Climate Change: The IPCC Scientific Assessment edited by Houghton et al. ( 1990)
was used during the first few quarters that the course
was offered. While this report provides an excellent
summary of the global warming problem, students
found it to be too difficult. Second, the subject matter necessitates explanations of physical processes
associated with radiative transfer and other aspects
of the climate system that are not addressed usually
at the introductory course level. Finally, the subject
matter requires an interdisciplinary approach that
provides the students with information on the structure of the ocean, geochemical cycles, and biological
processes on land and in the sea. Efforts have been
made to overcome these difficulties. These efforts
have focussed on developing course notes suitable
for distribution to the students and developing new
methods to present the lectures .
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2.

COURSE NOTES

Jack Geisler and I have developed- a set of course
notes to be used during the 199:3-94 academic year.
These notes emphasize explanations of the physical processes that are an integral part of the global
warming problem, such as the greenhouse effect, the
radiative effect of clouds, and the carbon cycle. The
principal subjects and organization of the course follow.
• Chapter 1. The Earth-Atmosphere Climate
System
An overview of the global change problem
A statistical view of climate
,
A physical basis for climate
Monitoring the climate system
• Chapter 2. Simple Models of the Radiation Balance
The equilibrium temperature of the earthatmosphere system
Simple models of the greenhouse effect
The effect of clouds on the radiation balace
Cloud radiative forcing
• Chapter
mate
The
tem
The
The
The

:3. The Interplay of WeatlH' r and Clifunction of weather in t.l1c cli111at.e syshydrologic cycle
prediction of weather and climate
workings of a climate model

• Chapter 4. The Natural Variability oft.he Climate System
The role of volcanoes in the clirnatc system
Air-sea interactions
The structure of the oceans
The El Nino/Southern Oscillation phenomenon

• Chapter 5. Long-term Climate Variations
The paleoclimatic record and the ice ages
Determining the climate record from oxygen isotope analyses
Possible causes of the ice ages
• Chapter 6. The Greenhouse Gases
The geochemical cycle of carbon
Deforestation and fossil fuel burning
The future concentration of carbon dioxide
CFCs and other greenhouse gases
• Chapter 7. The Future
The radiative forcing of greenhouse gases
Radiative transfer models
Feed back processes
Future climates
Validation of climate models
Doubling C02 in climate simulations

A variety of presentation soft ware packages
( Powerpoint, Astound, etc.) have been obtained and
evaluated for their suitability to organize the class
lectures. The Astound software has been adequate
in this regard, since it allows anirnated sequences of
model output and satellite imagery to be displayed,
as well as traditional slide presentations. In addition
to photo, illustration, and scanning software, one
other critical piece of soft.ware was uht.airwd fro111
Columbia University. This AU FS software allows
disks on UNIX workstations to he connected transparently to the Macintosh over an ~thernet connection. In this way, the srnall disk on the Macintosh
can be used to hold critical inforrnation and a few
lectures while the remaining lectures and supplemental files reside on other clepartrnent workstations.
This also allows the other cornpu ter resources developed in the department as described by Borel et
al. (1988) to be accessible to the Macintosh

Transient response to rising C02
The risks and uncertainties associated with
global warming

3.

VISUALIZING CLIMATE CHANGE

Traditional lectures that use the blackboard or
overhead transparencies often lose the attention of
the average student. In order to develop improved
methods to present the lectures, funds were obtained
from sources within the University of Utah to purchase computer hardware and software. A total
nearing $10000 has been spent to date on equipment
specifically to enhance the instruction of this course
and the other introductory Meteorology course for
non-majors taught in the department.

4.
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The particular hardware purchased had to be
portable enough to be carried to lecture rooms distant from the faculty offices and easy to use for faculty members with varying degrees of computer expertise. Primarily for these reasons, a Macintosh
180 Powerbook was purchased with 14 Mbytes of
memory and an 80 Mbyte hard drive. This portable
Macintosh can be plugged into a variety of devices
for displaying color graphics and animation, even
though its display is monochrome. Some of the classrooms to be used for these courses have equipment
installed already that allows the output from the
Macintosh to be displayed on large screeens. Others, however, are not equipped in this manner and
an In Focus PanelBook 550 was purchased to display
the output on-screen via an overhead projector.
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J1 .2
DISSEMINATION AND DISPLAY OF REAL-TIME MESONET DATA
IN K-12 CLASSROOMS
Renee A. McPherson and William G. McPherson, Jr.
Oklahoma Climatological Survey
University of Oklahoma
Norman, Oklahoma

1.

INTRODUCTION

The uniqueness of meteorology lies in its
foundation as an interdisciplinary science, incorporating
fundamental principles of physics, chemistry, geology,
astronomy, and biology (Howell 1980). In addition,
students have the potential to observe and analyze nature
on a daily basis, allowing them to understand and gain
an awareness of their own environment (Knorr 1984).
It is the excitement of retrieving and displaying realtime weather data in K-12 classrooms that has initiated
outreach projects of the Oklahoma Mesonet, an
automated array of 108 weather stations across
Oklahoma (Crawford et al. 1992).
The EARTHSTORM Project, the first Mesonet
outreach program, is a teacher enhancement program for
teachers who want to incorporate real-time weather data
into their classroom activities . This multidisciplinary
project combines meteorology, climatology, computer
graphics, telecommunications, geography, and
agriculture in a series of applied environmental projects.
EARTHSTORM is funded by the National Science
Foundation and is spearheaded by staff at the Oklahoma
Climatological Survey (OCS) on the campus of the
University of Oklahoma. A complete description of the
EARTHSTORM Project can be found in Crawford et al.
(1993).
Because near real-time access to Mesonet
observations is one of EARTHSTORM's project
features, special attention has been paid to the
dissemination of data from the station sensors to the end
user (McPherson and Crawford 1993). In particular,
EARTHSTORM participant classrooms should be able
to access data in near real-time. Once the data are
retrieved, they need to be displayed specifically as a
meteorological dataset, not simply as a general
scientific dataset.
Because the Oklahoma Mesonet is the first weather
network of its kind, no commercially-available software
package was sufficient for the complete graphical

Corresponding author address: Renee A. McPherson,
Oklahoma Climatological Survey, 100 E. Boyd St.,
Suite 1210, Norman, OK 73019-0628
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display of its data. Hence, most display software was
designed and developed in-house. This paper outlines
the decision-making processes involved in the
acquisition of dissemination software and the
development of display software.
2.

DESCRIPTION OF USERS AND NEEDS

Users of data from the Oklahoma Mesonet range
from research scientists and emergency management
officers to elementary and secondary school students.
Although it was impossible to satisfy all users
completely, Mesonet Project personnel determined that
they should offer users software that meets the
common-denominator needs of all users.
The group that best epitomizes the basic needs of
all Mesonet users is the K-12 classrooms of the state.
Hence, it was this class of users that first was allowed
access to Mesonet data and software, and these users
have directed many aspects of software development and
implementation.
EARTHSTORM teachers and their students have
indicated the following software needs:
1. Mesonet data access must be straight-forward
and non-threatening.
2. A graphical interface for data access is
desirable.
3. File transfers must involve as few steps as
possible.
4. Communication between schools is
necessary for continued student interest.
5. The display software must be visually
appealing.
6. Desired display capabilities should include
the ability to draw maps, plot graphs,
display data in a spreadsheet format, read text
files (such as National Weather Service
(NWS) forecasts), and incorporate satellite,
radar, and NWS observations into the display
of Mesonet data.
7. All software must be "user friendly".
Sections 3 and 4 will detail how the above
objectives were met or are being considered.

3.

DATADISSEMINATION

communicate in this manner; little excitement was
generated by students to access any weather information.
Also, this system did not take advantage of any of the
graphical capabilities of the Macintosh computers that
the EARTHSTORM schools were provided. After
several months of frustration, it was determined that a
graphical interface BBS software package was not only
better, but was essential for the eventual success of our
projects.
Thus, the original BBS was replaced with the
commercially-available First-Class™ BBSl (hereafter
referred to as FC BBS). FC BBS is a graphical BBS

The simplest method to disseminate data to users
with different computer configurations and network
access is to provide modem access to a computer
bulletin board system (BBS). The BBS is a structured
environment from which users are provided a range of
data file types for multiple times and stations.
Initially, the Mesonet BBS operated on a OOSbased personal computer running commerciallyavailable command-line interface BBS software.
However, students and teachers alike found it difficult to
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Figure 2. Private
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Cc:

H; Philhp how are things going? My student are really
do; ng well but with Cherokee Strip celebration we are very
busy. My students want to know what your favorite part of
weather is to study? Talk to you later.
Lori

that currently operates on an
Apple Macintosh™ Ilvx 1. In
addition to
traditional
command-line access, FC BBS
supports a graphical interface
for Macintosh™ or Microsoft
Windows™ users. One major
advantage of FC BBS for
educational users is that all
costs for the BBS are paid by
the server owner, not by the
client user. Hence, all client
software can be distributed
freely, alleviating even
minimal per item costs for
hundreds of educational clients.
Using many of the
administrative features of FC
BBS, the Mesonet BBS was
designed to provide specific
conferences to different classes
of users (Fig. 1).
For
example, while all users may
use the Mesonet data
conference (to access data files),
only non-profit users may use
the National Weather Service
data conference,
only
EARTHSTORM teachers may
access
a
participants
conference, and only schools,
teachers, and scientific mentors
may access a mentors
conference.

,{}

1 Mention of specific brand
names does not constitute an
endorsement by The University
of Oklahoma or Oklahoma
State University.
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Figure 3. The EARTHSTORM Participants' conference.
can monitor individual
teacher progress throughout the year by observing
conference participation.
Of course, the primary conferences of the Mesonet
BBS are those which provide data to all users (Fig. 4).
These conferences are the Mesonet data conference,
which includes Mesonet station data, time series data,

N'w'S Forecasts N'w'S Observations

NWS Warnings

and products, and the NWS data conference, which
includes NWS observations, forecasts, satellite images,
and eventually radar images.
Two additional conferences arranged specifically for
K-12 students are the WxSpotters and the
EARTHSTORM Mentors conferences. The former
gives students the opportunity to
practice observing the weather and
relating it to the general public (all BBS
users) in a clear, concise manner. The
latter offers a forum for students,
:~}· teachers, and scientific mentors from
across the state to exchange ideas for
science
projects and to pose and/or
N'w'S Watches
answer questions (Fig. 5). While this
conference was rarely used during the
~
~I
1992-93 school year, it has become the
N'w'S News {1:.
fastest growing conference this year,
with a wide exchange of ideas and
questions.

....
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Figure 4. Mesonet and National Weather Service data conferences.
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As stated earlier, adequate
visualization software needed to be
developed from scratch, as a single
multi-platform commercial package was
not available for the temporally and
spatially dense Oklahoma Mesonet.
The software that is being designed and
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programmed by EARTHSTORM and Mesonet staff is
called WxScope (pronounced "weather scope") and is
available for both DOS and Mac Operating System.
WxScope is a software tool that allows the user to
visually depict Mesonet and other data in a manner that
can be readily interpreted. WxScope can display a map
of one or several parameters for a given time, a graph of
data for a particular station or stations, or a table of data

Figure 5. EARTHSTORM
Mentors' conference.
values for several stations at several times. The user
also may read text products such as NWS forecasts,
watches, and warnings. Eventually the software will
display images such as satellite or radar data.
Early in the WxScope planning it was determined
that one all-encompassing display program was desired
rather than several different programs to perform all
functions. The challenge was to design an interface that
would allow the user to
quickly and easily produce
any particular product.
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Figure 6. Example of a WxScope Map with its associated legend.

4 .1 W.xScope Maps
Station models are a
common
method
to
represent meteorological
data. Dots are placed on the
map to show the location of
the stations with wind barbs
extending from the dot
toward the direction from
which the wind is blowing.
Flags are placed at the end of
the wind barb to indicate the
wind speed.
Other
parameters can be represented
as numbers located in any of
four quadrants around the dot
(Fig. 6).
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The station model map has the advantage of
allowing the user to show several parameters at once.
However, when several parameters are chosen and the
entire state is displayed, the map can become cluttered
and the user confused. In fact, even if only one
parameter were chosen, the user may not be able to
assimilate the data very quickly. For this reason
W xScope can also produce contour plots from gridded
data files. Contours may be overlain in different colors
to show more than one field at once. A future
enhancement will be to provide the display of colorfilled contours, allowing for almost instantaneous
interpretation of the data. Other methods also are being
considered for easing the interpretation process.
Map displays are useful to students for several
reasons. First, map displays give the student a holistic
view of the weather. Second, by interacting with the
data on the map, the student becomes familiar with the
geography of the state without even being fully aware
that he/she is doing so. Of course, the student also
learns to discern patterns in the data that indicate how
the local area' s weather behaves under such conditions.

Unfortunately, this traditional method by which
meteorologists display data is not intuitive for young
students. As suggested by Dr. John Snow (personal
communication), WxScope developers will test the
design of a display for students which is visually more
appealing. For example, instead of displaying the solar
radiation data as numbers, these values can be displayed
as images of the sun, with the brightness of individual
images representing the intensity of solar radiation.

4.2 WxScove Graghs
A graph is a common mathematical tool to
represent data as they vary with respect to a given
parameter. In the case of WxScope Graphs, parameters
are plotted with respect to time (Fig. 7). Users may
select to graph one or more parameters for one or more
stations. Different colors and line types are available to
increase readability. The student may interact with the
graph to change the range of data, include or remove
grid lines, define tick intervals, and interpolate missing
data. In the process, the student learns to identify how
m/s
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Figure 7. Example of a WxScope Graph for 14-15 October 1993 at Beaver, OK.
Wind speed and direction at 10 m and air temperature at 1.5 m are shown.
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5:00

7:00
pm

to best represent the desired information.
Graphs also can help students develop their
reasoning skills. For example, a student may notice
that the temperature at a nearby site increased steadily
throughout the morning but decreased somewhat during
the afternoon. Other sites in the area confirm this trend.
Further investigation of solar radiation graphs may
reveal that sunlight was blocked by clouds.
4.3 WxScove Tables
Because WxScope cannot offer all desired features
to all users, a function is available to translate selected
data into a tabular form. This table of data can be
exported in a standard ASCII spreadsheet format to input
into a more elaborate graphing program.
One advantage of the WxScope Tables for
educational users is that teachers can print out selected
data for their students to plot on maps or graphs. Using
WxScope Maps or Graphs, an "answer key" can be
printed ealiily to allow students to determine how well
they can plot data. In fact, students can correct their
own work without needing the teacher, giving the
student a greater feeling of accomplishment and
independence.
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Radar in Meteorology, a product of the entire
meteorological community, represents an unprecedented
compendium of knowledge in the field. This book is
especially timely since the field is about to explode as a
result of widespread installations throughout the United
States, Europe, and Asia of the most modern Doppler
radar yet. When viewed in the context of the striking
advances in parallel fields of space observation, computer
technology, information handling and display,
communications, and numerical modeling of
meteorological and oceanic phenomena, the outlook for
the future is breathtaking.
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Conceived by the Environmental . . ··
Satellite, Data, and Information
Services of NOAA to commemorate
the 25th anniversary of the first
weather satellite's launch, this
volume provides a comprehensive
survey of environmental
remote-sensing applications that
would be useful to both students
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